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FOREWORD 
The Cogenerati on Technclogy A1 ternat ives Study (CTAS) was performed 
by the  National Aeronautics 2nd Space Administration, Lewis Research 
Center, f o r  t h e  Department O T  en erg^,^ D iv is ion  o f  Fossfl Fuel U t i l i -  
zation. CTAS was aimed a t  prov id ing information which w i l l  ass i s t  the  
Department o f  Energy i n  establ ish ing research and developnent funding 
p r i o r i t i e s  and emphasis i n  the area o f  advanced energy conversion system 
technology f o r  advanced i n d u s t r i a l  cogeneration appl icatfons. CTAS 
included two Department o f  Energy-sponsored/NASA-contracted studies con- 
ducted i n  p a r a l l e l  by i n d u s t r i a l  teams along w i th  analyses and evaluations 
by the  National Aeronautics and Space Administrat ion's Lewis Research 
Center. 
This document describes the work conducted by the  Energy Technology 
Operation o f  the  General El e c t r i  c Company under National Aeronautics and 
space Administrat ion contract DEN3-31. 
The General E l e c t r i c  combany contractor repor t  f o r  the CTAS study i s  
contained i n  s i x  volumes: 
Cogeneration Technology A1 ternat ives Study (CTAS) , General E l e c t r i c  
Company Fi  nal  Report 
NASA 
T i t l e  
- DOE Number - 
Contract 
Report No. 
GE Vol. 1 - Sumnary Report DOE/NASA/Q031-80/1 CR- 159765 
Vol. 2 - Analyttc Approach DOE/NASA/0031-80/2 CR-159766 
Vol. 3 - Industr ia l  Process Characteristics DOE/NASA-0031-80/3 CR-159767 
Vol. 4 - Energy Conversion System Characteristics DOE/NASA-0031-80/4 CR- 159768 
Vol. 5 - Cogenerati08 System Results DOE/NASA-0031-80/5 CR- 159769 
Vol. 6 - Computer Data DOE/NASA-0031-80/6 CR-159770 
Members o f  the  techn ica l  s t a f f s  o f  the  f o l l o w i n g  organizat ions have 
developed and provided in fo rmat ion  f o r  the General E l e c t r i c  Company 
Cogeneration Technolagy A1 t e r n a t i  ves Study. The con t r ibu t ions  o f  these 
reop le  i n  time, e f f o r t ,  and knowledge are g r a t e f u l l y  appreciated. 
General E l e e t r i  c Company 
Corporate Research and Development 
Energy Systems Programs Department 
Energy Technol ogy Operat i  on 
Gas Turb i  ne D i v i s i o n  
I n d u s t r i a l  and Marine Steam Turbine D i v i s i o n  
Indus tri a1 Turbine Sales and Engi neer i  ng Operati  on 
I n s t a l  1 a t i o n  and Service Engi neer i  ng Business D i  v i s i o n  
Space D i v i s i o n  
TEMPO 
Lamp Components D i v i s i o n  
Dow Chemi ca l  
General Energy Associates 
I n s t i t u t e  o f  Gas Technology 
J.E. S i s r i n e  
Kaiser Engineers 
N.A. P h i l i p s  
Th is  General E l e c t r i c  Company con t rac to r  r e p o r t  i s  one o f  a s e t  o f  
repor ts ,  descr ib ing CTAS resu l t s .  The o the r  repor ts  are the fo l low ing :  
Cogenerati on Techno1 ogy A1 t e r n a t i  ves Study (CTAS) , Vol . I, Summary 
Report, NASA TM-81400. 
cogeneration Technology A1 t e rna t i ves  Study (CTAS), Vol . 11, Comparison 
and Eva1 u a t i  on o f  Results , NASA TM-81401 
Cogenerati an Technol ogy A1 t e r n a t i  ves Study (CTAS) - Uni ted 
Technol ogies Corporat i  on F i  na l  Report 
NASA 
Contract 
T i t l e  
- DOE Number Report No. 
UTC Vol. 1 - Sumnary , DOE/K~SA/OO?O-80! 1 CR-159759 
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4 
SUMMARY 1 j 
Cogeneration systems i n  i ndus t r y  simultaneously generate e l e c t r i c  
power and thermal energy. Conventional nocogeneration i n s t a l  1 a t ions  use 
separate b o i l e r s  o r  furnaces t o  produce t he  requ i red  thermal energy and 
pupchase e l e c t r i c  power from a u t i l i t y  which r e j e c t s  heat t o  the  outs ide 
envi ronment , Cogeneration systems o f f e r  s i g n i  f i c ~ n t  savings i n  f u e l  but  
t h e i r  wide spread implementation by i ndus t r y  has been genera l l y  I Omited 
by economics and' i n s t i t u t i o n a l  and regu la to ry  fac to rs .  Because o f  po- 
t e n t i a l  savings t o  the  nat ion,  the Department o f  Energy, O f f l c e  o f  Energy 
Techno1 ogy sponsored t h e  Cogeneration Technology A1 t e rna t i ves  Study j CTAS) . 
The Nat ional  Aeronautics 81 Space Administrat ion,  Lewis Research Center, con- 
ducted CTAS for  the Department o f  Energy wSth t h e  support o f  Je t  Propuls ion 
Laboratory and study cont racts  w i t h  t i e  General E l e c t r ! ~  Company and the 
United Techno'i ogies Corporation. 
The ob jec t i ve  o f  t he  CTAS i s  t o  determine i f  advanced technology 1 
cogeneration systems have s i g n i f i c a n t  payo f f  over cu r ren t  cogeneration 1 
systems which cou ld  r e s u l t  i n  more widespread implementation i n  i ndus t r y  1 
i 
and t o  determine which advanced cogeneratton techno1 ogies warrant  major 1 
1 
research and development e f f o r t s .  , 
S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  the ob jec t i ves  o f  CTAS are: 
1. I d e n t i f y  and evaluate t he  most a t t r a c t i v e  advanced energy 
conversion systems far  imp1 ementation i n  i n d u s t r i a l  cogen- 
e ra t i on  systems f o r  t he  1985-2000 t ime per iod which permit  
use o f  coal  and coal-der ived fue ls .  
2 .  Quant i f y  and assess the  advantages o f  us ing advanced technology 
systems i n  i n d u s t r i a l  cogeneration. 
I 
The f o l  l ow ing  n i ne  energy conversion system (ECS) types were evaluated i n  ! 1 
CTAS : 1 i
1 
1. Steam t u r b i n e  
E 
2. Diesel engines I 
i 
3. Open-cycle gas tu rb ines  
4 .  Combined gas turbine/steam tu rb i ne  cycles 
5. S t i r l i n g  engsnes 
6. Ct osed-cycl e gas t usb i  nes 
7, P~iosphor ic a c i d  f ue l  c e l l s  
8. Molten carbonate f u e l  c e l l s  
9. Thermi on i cs 
I n  t he  advanced technology systems va r i a t i ons  i n  temperature, pressure 
r a t i o ,  heat exchanger e f fec t iveness and o ther  changes t o  a bas ic  cyc l e  
were made t o  determine des i rab le  parameters f o r  many o f  the advanced 
systems. Since coal  and coal-der ived f u e l s  werue emphasized, atmospheric 
and pressur ized f l u i d  bed and in tegra ted  gas i f i e r s  were evaluated. 
Fqr comparison, c u r r e n t l y  ava i l ab le  non-condensing steam turb ines 
w i t h  c o a l - f i  red  b o i l e r s  and f l u e  gas desul f u r i z a t i o n ,  gas turb ines w i t h  
heat recovery steam generators burning res idua l  and d i s t i  11 a t e  petroleum 
fuel and medium speed d iese l s  burning petroleum d i s t i l l a t e  fuel  were 
used as a basis o f  comparison w i t h  the advanced technologies. 
.\ 
In se lec t i ng  the  cogeneration energy conversion system con f i  gu- 
r a t i o n s  t o  be evaluated, primary emphasis was placed on system concepts 
f i r e d  by coal and coal  -der ived f ue l s  . Economic evaluat ions were based on 
i n d u s t r i a l  ownership o f  the cogeneration system. Solu t ions t o  i n s t i  tu -  
t i o n a l  and regu la to r y  problems which impact the use o f  cogeneration were 
not  addressed i n  t h i s  study. 
Over f i f t y  i n d u s t r i a l  processes and a s i m i l a r  number o f  state-of-  
t he -a r t  and advanced techno1 ogy cogenerati  on systems were matched by 
General E l e c t r i c  t o  evaluate t h e i r  comparative performance. The indus- 
t r i a l  processes were se lec ted as po ten t i a l  l y  su i t ed  t o  cogeneration p r i -  
m a r i l y  from the  s i x  l a r g e s t  energy consuming sectors  i n  t he  nat ion,  Ad- 
vanced and cu r ren t  technology cogeneration energy conversion systems, 
which cou ld  be made commercially ava i l ab le  i n  the  1985 t o  2000 year t ime 
frame, were def ined on a cons is ten t  basis. These processes and systems 
were matched t o  determine t h e i r  e f fec t iveness i n  reducing f u e l  requf  re-  
ments, saving petroleum, c u t t i n g  the  annual costs o f  supply ing energy, 
reducing emissions , and improving the i ndus t r y ' s  r e t u r n  on investment. 
De ta i led  data were gathered on 80 process p lan ts  w i t h  major emphasis 
on the f o l l ow ing  f ndustry sectors  : 
1 . SIC20 - Food and Kindred Products 
2. SIC26 - Pulp and Paper Products 
3 .  SIC28 - Chemicals 
4. SIC29 - Petroleum Ref iner ies 
5. SIC32 - Stone, Clay and Glass 
6. SIC33 - Primary Metals 
I n  add i t ion,  four processes were selected from SIC22 - T e x t i l e  Mi11 Pro- 
ducts qnd SIC24 - Lumber and Wood Products. The i ndus t r y  data  includes 
cur ren t  fue l  types, peak and average process temperature and heat requ i re -  
ments, p l an t  operat ion i n  hours per year, waste f ue l  a v a i l a b i l i t y ,  
e l e c t r i c  power requirements, p ro jec ted  growth ra tes  t o  t he  year 2000, 
and o ther  f ac to r s  needed i n  eva luat ing cogeneratfon systems. From t h i s  
data approximately f i f t y  p l an t s  were selected on the  basis o f :  energy 
consumption, s u i t a b i l i t y  fo r  cogeneration, a v a i l a b i l i t y  o f  data, d i v e r s i t y  
of types such as temperatures, l oad  factors,  etc., and range of r a t i o  o f  
process power 'over process heat requirements. 
Based on the  i n d u s t r i a l  process requirements and the  ECS character-  
i s t i c s ,  the performance and c a p i t a l  cost  o f  each cogeneration system and 
i t s  annual cost ,  i nc l ud ing  ' fuel and operat ing costs, were compared w i t h  
nocogeneration systems as c u r r e n t l y  used. The ECS was e i t h e r  s ized t o  
match t h e  process heat requirements (heat match) and e l e c t r i c i t y  e i ther .  
bought o r  so ld  o r  s i zed  t o  match the e l e c t r i c  power (power m i tch )  i n  
which case an a u x i l i a r y  b o i l e r  i s  u s u a l l y  requ i red t o  supply the  re-  
maining heat needs. Cases where there was excess heat when matching 
the  power were excluded from the  study, P i t h  the  f u e l  v a r i a t i o n s  s tud ied 
t he re  a re  51 ECSIfrlel combinations and 01 + ? r n  50 processes t o  be po ten t i a l  1.y 
matched i n  both  heat and poh++!er e s u l t i r i y  , n  a t o t a l  o f  approximately 5000 
matches ca lcu la ted.  Some matches were excluded f o r  var ious reasons; e.g., 
the, ECS ou t  o f  temperature range o r  excess heat produced, r e s u l t i n g  i n  
approximately 3100 matches c a r r i e d  through the economic evaluat ion.  Re- 
su l  t s  from these matches were ext rapo la ted t o  t he  na t iona l  l e v e l  t o  pro- 
v i d e  addti t i  onal perspect ive on the comparison o f  advanced systems, 
RESULTS 
A comparison o f  t he  r e s u l t s  f o r  these spec i f i c  matches lead t o  the 
fo l low ing  observzt ions on the  var ious conversion technologies: 
1 .  The atmospheric and pressur ized f l u i d i z e d  bed steam t u r b i n e  
systems g i ve  payo f f  compared t o  conventional bo i  1 er  w i t h  
f l u e  gas desul fs l r izat ion-steam tu rb i ne  systems which al ready 
appear a t t r a c t i v e  i n  low and medium power over heat r a t i o  
i n d u s t r i a l  processes, 
Open-cycl e gas t u r b i  ns and combined gas t u r b i  ne/steam tu rb i ne  
systems a re  we l l  su i t ed  t o  medium and h igh  power over heat r a t i o  
i n d u s t r i a l  processes based on t he  fue l  p r i ces  used I n  CTAS. 
Regenerative and steam i n j ec ted  gas tu rb ines  do not  appear t o  
have as much p o t e n t i a l  as the above systems, based on GE r e s u l t s .  
So lv ing low grade coal-der ived f u e l  and NOx emission problems 
should be emphasized. There i s  payoff i n  these advanced systems 
fo r  inc reas ing  f i r i n g  temperature. 
3 .  The closed-cycle gas t u r b i n e  systems s tud ied by GE have higher 
c a p i t a l  cos t  and poorer performance than the  more promi'sing 
technologies. 
4 .  Combined-cycl e molten carbonate f u e l  c e l l  and gas turbine/steam 
t u r b i n e  cyc les  using in tegra ted  g a s i f i e r ,  and heat matched t o  
medium and h i gh  power over heat r a t i o  i n d u s t r i a l  processes and 
expor t ing  surplus power t o  the u t i l i t y  g i ve  h igh fuel  savings. 
Because o f  t h e i r  h igh c a p i t a l  cost ,  these systems may be more 
s u i t e d  t o  u t i l  i t y  o r  j o i n t  u t i l  i ty- industr4y ownership. 
5. D i s t i l l a t e - f i r e d  f u e l  c e l l s  d i d  no t  appear a t t r a c t i v e  because . 
of t h e i r  poor economics due t o  t he  low ef fect iveness.  o f  the cyc le  
con f igu ra t ions  s tud ied by GE and t he  h igher  p r i c e  o f  d i s t i l l a t e  
f ue l .  
6. The very  h igh  power over heat r a t i o  and moderate f ue l  e f f e c t i v e -  
ness c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  d iese l  engines 1 i m i  t t h e i r  i n d u s t r i a l  
cogeneration appl i ca t i ons .  Development o f  an open cyc le  heat 
pump t o  increase use o f  j acke t  water f o r  add i t i ona l  process heat 
would increase t h e i r  range o f  p o t e n t i a l  appl i ca t i ons .  
To determine the e f f e c t  o f  t h e  na t iona l  f u e l  consumption and growth 
r a t e s  o f  the  var ious i n d u s t r i a l  processes together  w i t h  t h e i r  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
of power t o  heat r a t i o s ,  procesz steam temperatures and load fac tors ,  
each energy conversion system was assumed impl emented w i thou t  compet i t ion 
and i t s  na t i ona l  f ue l ,  m i s s i o n s ,  and cost  o f  energy estimated. I n  t h i s  
c a l c u l a t i o n  i t  was assumed t h a t  the  t o t a l  savings poss ib le  were due t o  
implementing the  cogeneration systems i n  new p lan t s  abded because o f  needed 
growth i n  capac i t y  o r  t o  rep lace o ld ,  unserviceable process b o i l e r s  i n  t he  
per iod  from 1985 t o  1990. Also, on l y  those cogeneration systems g i v i ng  
an energy cos t  savings compared w i t h  nocogeneration were included i n  e s t i -  
mat ing the na t i ona l  savings . Observations on these r e s u l t s  are: 
1 . There a re  s i g n i f i c a n t  fue l ,  emissions, and energy cost  savings 
r e a l i z e d  by pursuing development o f  some o f  the  advanced tech- 
nologies.  
2. The greatest  payo f f  when both f ue l  energy savings and economics 
are  considered 1 i e s  i n  t he  steam t u r b i n e  systems us ing atmospheric 
and pressur ized f l u i d j z e d  beds. I n  a comparison o f  the nat iona l  
fuel and energy cos t  savings f o r  heat matched cases, the  atmos- 
pher ic  f l u i d i z e d  bed showed an 11% increase i n  f u e l  saved and 60% 
add i t i ona l  savi  ngs i n  1 eve1 i zed  annual energy cos t  savings over 
steam t u r b i n e  systems us ing conventional b o i l e r s  w i t h  f l u e  gas 
desul f u r i  za t i on  whose f u e l  savings would be, i f  impl emented. 0.84 
quadslyear and cost  savings $1.9 b i l l  ion7year. The same comparison 
f o r  t he  pressur ized f l u i d i z e d  bed showed a 73% increase i n  f ue l  
savings and a 29% increase i n  enerq.y cos t  savings. 
3. Open-cycle gas tu rb ines  and combined-cycles have less  wide appl i- 
ca t i on  but  o f f e r  s i g n i f i c a n t  savings . The advanced res idua l  - 
f i r e d  open-cycle gas t u rb i ne  w i t h  heat recovery steam generator 
and f i r i n g  temperature o f  2200 F were est imated t o  have a po ten t i a l  
na t iona l  saving o f  39% fuel and 27% energy cos t  compared t o  cur- 
r e n t l y  a v a i l a b l e  r e s i d u a l - f i r e d  gas tu rb ines  whose f u e l  savings 
would be, i f  implemented, 0.18 quadslyear and cos t  savings $0.33 
b i l l  i ons lyear .  
4 .  Fuel and energy cos t  savings are several t imes h igher  when the, 
cogenerat ion systems a?e heat matched and surp lus  pDwer exported 
t o  the  u t i l i t y  than when t he  systems a r e  power matched. 
Other impor tant  observations made dur ing  t he  course o f  performing 
CTAS were: 
1. Comparison of the cogeneration systems which a re  heat matched 
and u s u a l l y  expor t ing  power t o  the u t i l i t y  w i t h  the  power 
matched systems shows t he  systems expor t ing power have a much 
higher energy savings, o f ten  reaching two t o  f i v e  t imes the  power 
match cases. I n  the past, w i t h  few exceptions, cogeneration sys- 
tems have been matched t o  t h e  i n d u s t r i a l  process so as no t  t o  
expor t  power because o f  numerous 1 oad management, re1  i a b i  I i t y  , 
regula tory ,  economic and i n s t i t u t i o n a l  reasons. A concerted 
e f f o r t  i s  now underway by a number o f  government agencies, i n -  
d u s t r i  es , and u t i l  i t i e s  t o  overcome these impediments and i t  
should be encouraged i f  the na t ion  i s  t o  rece ive  the f u l l  poten- 
t i a l  o f  i n d u s t r i a l  cogeneration. 
2 .  The economics o f  i n d u s t r i a l l y  owned cogeneration p lan ts  a re  very 
s e n s i t i v e  t o  f ue l  and e l e c t r i c  power costs o r  revenues. In -  
creased p r i c e  d i f f e r e n t i a 1  s between 1 i q u i d  fuel s and coal would 
make i n teg ra ted  gasi  f i  e r  fuel  c e l l  o r  combi ned-cycl e systems 
a t t r a c t i v e  f o r  h i gh  power over heat i n d u s t r i a l  processes. 
3. Almost 75% sf the f ue l  consumed by i n d u s t r i a l  processes s tud ied 
i n  CTAS, which are  representat ive  o f  the  na t i ona l  i n d u s t r i a l  
d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  have power over heat r a t i o s  l ess  than 6.25. As a 
r e s u l t  energy conversion systems, such as t he  steam t u r b i n e  
usSng the atmospheric o r  pressur ized f l u i d i z e d  bed, which e x h i b i t  
good performance and economics when heat matched i n  the  low power 
over heat r a t i o  range, g ive  the l a r g e s t  na t iona l  savings. 
Sect ion 2 
INTRODUCTION 
BACKGROUND 
Cogeneration i s  broad ly  def ined as t h e  simultaneous product ion o f  
e l e c t r i c i t y  o r  s h a f t  power and use fu l  thermal energy. I n d u s t r i a l  cogen- 
e r a t i o n  i n  the context  o f  t h i s  s tudy r e f e r s  s p e c i f i c a l l y  t o  t h e  simul- 
taneous product ion o f  e l e c t r i c i t y  and process steam o r  hot  water a t  an 
i nd i v i dua l  i n d u s t r i a l  p l a n t  s i t e .  A number of s tud ies addressing 
var ious aspects o f  cogeneration as app l ied t o  i ndus t r y  have been made 
i n  t h e  l a s t  few years. Most of these focused on the  po ten t i a l  bene f i t s  
I 
* o f  t h e  cogeneration concept. CTAS, however, was concerned exc lus ive ly  
w i t h  p rov id ing  techn ica l ,  cost ,  and economic comparisons o f  advanced 
tecl lnol ogy systems w i t h  each o ther  and wich c u r r e n t l y  ava i l ab le  tech- 
nologies as app l ied  t o  i n d u s t r i a l  processes ra the r  than the mer i t s  o f  
the concept of cogeneration. 
While recogniz ing t h a t  i n s t i t u t i o n a l  and regu la to ry  f ac to r s  s t rong ly  
impact the f e a s i b i l i t y  o f  widespread implementation o f  cogeneration, the 
CTAS d i d  not  at tempt t o  inves t iga te ,  prov ide so lu t ions,  o r  l i m i t  the tech- 
no1 ogies evaluated because o f  these factors.  For example, cogeneration 
systems which were matched t o  prov ide the requ i red i n d u s t r i a l  process heat 
and export  excess power t o  the  u t i l i t i e s  were evaluated (al though t h i s  
has usua l l y  no t  been t he  p r a c t i c e  f n  the pas t )  as w e l l  as systems matched 
t o  prov ide o n l y  the  amount o f  power requ i red  by the process. Also, no 
at tempt was made t o  modify the  i n d u s t r i a l  processes t o  make them more 
su i  tab1 e f o r  cogeneration. The processes were def ined t o  be represen- 
t a t i v e  o f  p rac t i ces  t o  be employed i n  the  1985 t o  2000 t ime frame. 
The cogeneration concept has been appl ied i n  a l i m i t e d  fashion t o l  
power p lants  since the t u r n  o f  the century, Their p r i nc ipa l  advantage 3 
: 
i s  t h a t  they o f f e r  a s i g n i f i c a n t  sawing i n  fuel over the conventional 
method of supplying the  energy requirements of an i n d u s t r i a l  p lan t  by 
purchasing power from the u t i l i t y  and obtaining steam from an on-s i te  
process boi  1 e r  . 
The saving i n  fue l  by a cogenerai ton system can be seen by takSng 
a simp1 e example o f  an i n d u s t r i a l  process requ i r ing  20 u n i t s  o f  power and 
100 u n i t s  o f  process steam energy. A steam turb ine  cogeneration systen 
(assuming i t  i s  pe r fec t l y  matched, which i s  r a r e l y  the case) can provide 
these energy needs w i th  fue l  ef fect iveness o r  power plus heat over input  
fuel  r a t i o  o f  0.85 r e s u l t i n g  i n  a fue l  input  of 141 un i ts .  I n  the con- 
vent ional  nocogeneration system the u t i l  i t y  w i th  an e f f i c i ency  o f  33% 
requires 60 u n i t s  of f ue l  t o  produce the 20 un i t s  o f  power and the pro- 
cess b o i l e r  w i t h  an 'e f f i c iency  o f  85% requires 158 un i t s  o f  fue l  t o  pro- 
. duce t h e  required steam making a t o t a l  f ue l  required o f  178 un i ts .  Thus 
the cogeneration system has a f u e l  saved r a t i o  o f  37 over 178 o r  21%. 
In sp i te  o f  t h i s  advantage s f  saving s i g n i f i c a n t  amounts o f  fuel, 
the percentage o f  i n d u s t r i a l  power generated by cogeneration, ra ther  
than being purchased from a u t i l i t y ,  has s tead i ly  dropped u n t i l  i t  i s  now 
less than 5% o f  the  t o t a l  i n d u s t r i a l  power consumed. Why has t h i s  hap- 
pened? The answer i s  p r imar i l y  one o f  economics. The u t i l i t i e s  w i th  t h e i r  
mix i n  ages and cap i ta l  cost o f  plants, r e l a t i v e  low cost o f  fue l ,  s tead i ly  
improving e f f i c i ency  and increasing s ize o f  power plants a l l  made i t  pos- 
s ib le  t o  o f f e r  i n d u s t r i a l  power a t  rates more a t t r a c t i v e  than industry  
could produce i t  themselves i n  new cogeneration plants.  
Now wi th  long term prospects o f  fue l  pr ices increasing more r a p i d l y  
than c a p i t a l  costs, the  increased use o f  waste fuels by industry  and the 
need t o  conserve scarce fuels, t he  fue l  savings advantage o f  cogenerating 
w i l l  l ead  t o  i t s  wider implementation. The CTAS was sponsored by the US 
Department o f  Energy t o  obtain the input  needed t o  establ ish R&D funding 
p r i o r i t i e s  f o r  advanced energy conversion systems which could be used i n  
i n d u s t r i a l  cogeneration appl icat ions. Many issues, technical, i n s t i t u t i o n a l  
and r e g u l a t o r y ,  need t o  be addressed if i n d u s t r i a l  cogenera t ion  i s  t o  ' 
r e a l i z e  i t s  f u l l  p o t e n t i a l  b e n e f i t s  t o  t h e  n a t i o n .  However, t h e  CTA$ 
concentrated on one p o r t i o n  o f  these issues, namely, t o  determine from 
a t e c h n i c a l  and economic s tandpo in t  t h e  payo f f  o f  advanced technologies 
compared t o  c u r r e n t l y  a v a i l a b l e  equi pments i n  i n c r e a s i n g  t h e  imp1 emen- 
t a t i o n  o f  cogenerat ion by  I n d u s t r y .  
OBJECTIVE, OVERALL SCOPE, AND WETHODOLOGY 
The o b j e c t i v e s  o f  t h e  CTAS e f f o r t  were t o :  
1 I d e n t i f y  and eva lua te  t h e  most a t t r a c t i v e  advanced convers ion 
systems f o r  implementat ion i n  i n d u s t r i a l  cogenera t ion  systems 
f o r  t h e  1985-2000 t ime  pe r iod  which permi t  increased use o f  
coa l  o r  coa l -de r i ved  f u e l s .  
2. Quant i - fy  and assess t h e  advantages o f  us ing  advanced tech- 
nology systems i n  i n d u s t r i a l  cogenerat ion, 
To s e l e c t  t h e  most a t t r a c t i v e  advanced cogenerat ion energy con- 
ve rs ion  systems i n c o r p o r a t i n g  t h e  n ine  technologies t o  be s t u d i e d  i n  the 
CTAS, a l a r g e  number of con f igu ra t i ons  and cyc'le v a r i a t i o n s  were i d e n t i f i e d  
and screened f o r  d e t a i l  s tudy .  The systems se lec ted  showed d e s i r a b l e  
cogenerat ion c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and t h e  capab i l  i t y  o f  be ing develcped 
f o r  commerc ia l i za t ion  i n  t h e  1985 t o  2000 year  t ime  frame. The advanced 
energy convers ion  system-fuel combinations se lec ted  fo r  s tudy  a re  shown 
i n  Table 2-1 and t h e  c u r r e n t l y  a v a i l a b l e  systems used as. a bas is  o f  com- 
pa r i son  a re  shown i n  Table 2-2, These energy convers ion systems were then 
heat  matched and power matched t o  over  50 s p e c i f i c  i n d u s t r i a l  processes 
s e l e c t e d  p r i m a r i l y  from t h e  s i x  major  energy consuming i n d u s t r i a l  sec tors  
of food; paper and pulp;  chemicals; petroleum r e f i n e r i e s ;  stone, c l a y  and 
g lass ;  and pr imary  meta ls .  Several processes were a l s o  i nc luded  from wood 
products and t e x t i l e s  . 
On each o f  th.ese matches analyses were performed t o  eva luate  and 
compare t h e  advanced technology systems on such f a c t o r s  as: 
Fuel Energy Saved 
e F l e x i b i l i t y  i n  Fuel Use 
- ---- 
Table 2-1 . 
GE-CTAS ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY COGENERATION ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS MATCHED 
TO FUELS 
Coal Derived Liquids 
Coo 1 
-
Residual D i s t i l l a t e  
Steam Turblne 






Open Cycl e-HRSG 
Regenerative 
Steam Injected 
Combined Gas Turbine/Steam 
Turbine Cycle 
L iqu ld  Fired 
Integrated Gasi f i e r  
Combined Cycle 












Steam Turbine Bottomed 
FGD* Yes 
FGD Yes 




--- Yes Yes 
--- Yes Yes 
Phosphorlc Acld Fuel Cell  Reformer --- --- Yes 
Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell  
Reformer --- --- Yes 
Integrated Gas i f ie r  
HRSG f es .-- --- 
Steam Turbfqe Bottoming Yes --- --- 
* AFB -. Atmospheric Flu ld lzed Bed 
FGD - Flue Gas Desul fur ixat ion 
Table 2-2 
GE-CTAS STATE OF ART COGENERATION ENERGY CONVERSION RATCHED TO FUELS 
Pe t ro l  eum Derived 
Residual D i s t i l l a t e  Coal 
-
steam Turbine FGD Yes --- 
Gas Turbine --- Yes Yes 
Yes 
a Capi ta l  Costs 
o Return on Investment and krlnual Energy Cost Saved 
a Emissions 
a A p p l i c a b i l i t y  t o  a Number o f  Indust r ies ,  
These matches were evaluated, both  on a spec i f i c  process s i t e  basis, 
and on a na t i ona l  l e v e l  where i t  was assumed t h a t  each ECS i s  app l ied 
w i thou t  compet i t ion nat ionwide t o  a1 1 new' app l i cab le  i n d u s t r i a l  p lants .  
Because o f  the many d i f f e r e n t  types o f  conversion systems studied. 
and myriad o f  possi b l  e combinations o f  conversion system and process 
opt ions,  key features o f  the  study were: 
a The use of cons is ten t  and s i m p l i f i e d  but r e a l i s t i c  c h a ~ a c t e r i -  
za t ions .of  cogeneri$tion systems 
a Use o f  the  compl t ! ,r  t o  match the systems and evaluate t he  
cha rac te r i s t i c s  0,;  the  matches. 
A major e f f o r t  was made t o  s t r i v e  f o r  consistency i n  the performance, 
c a p i t a l  cost, emissions, and i n s t a l  l a t i o n  requirements o f  the many ad- 
vanced cogenerati  on energy conversion systems. This was accompl i shed ti r s t  
by NASA-LeRC estab l  i s h l n g  a uniform se t  o f  study graundrules f o r  se lec t i on  
and charac te r i za t ion  O F  the ECS's and i n d u s t r i a l  processes, ca l cu la t i on  o f  
f ue l  and emissions saved and analys is  of economic parameters such as l e v e l -  
i zed  annual energy cos t  and r e t u r n  on investment. These groundrules and as- 
sumptions are described i n  Sect ion 3. Second, i n  organiz ing the  study, 
as shown i n  Figure 2-1, GE made a small group c a l l e d  Cogeneration Systems 
Technology respons ib le  f o r  es tab l  i s h i v g  the con f i gu ra t i on  o f  a1 1 
the ECS1s and ob ta i n i ng  cons is tent  performance, cost  and emission 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  f o r  t h e  advanced components from the  GE organizat ions o r  
subcon~lractors developing these components. This team, us ing a standard 
set  o f  models f o r  t he  remaining subsystems o r  components, then prepared 
the performance, c a p i t a l  costs, and o ther  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  the ove ra l l  
ECS's. As a r e s u l t ,  any component o r  subsystem, such as f u e l  storage and 
handling, heat recovery steam generator o r  steam turb ine,  appearing i n  
I Program 1 PROGRAM AND TECHNICAL MANAGEIIENT I Review Board GE Energy Techno1 ogy Operati  on 
I 
I n d u s t r i a l  Appl icat ions Tech. I Cogeneratl on System Techno1 ogy I 
Team Management 1 Team Management 1 
GE Thermal Power Systems GE Corporate Research and 
Engf neer i  ng Devel opfnent 




GE Energy Technology Operat i o n  I 
Figure 2-1. GE-CTAS Pro jec t  Organizat ion 
more than one type ECS i s  based on t he  same model. This method reduces 
, the area o f  poss ib le  inconsistency t o  the  advanced component which, i n 
many ECS'S, i s  a small f r a c t i o n  af the  t o t a l  system. The charac te r i -  
za t i on  o f  the  ECS's i s  described i n  Sections 5 and 6 ,  The funct ions o f  
ob ta i n i ng  cons is ten t  data on i n d u s t r i a l  processes from the  i n d u s t r i a l  
A6E subcontractors was t h e  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  o f  the I n d u s t r i a l  App l i ca t ions  
Technology group and i s  described i n  Sect ion 4. Matching of t he  ECS's 
and processes and' making t he  o v e r a l l  performance and economic evaluat ions 
and comparisons was t he  responsi b i l  i ty  o f  Cogenerati on Sys tems C r i t e r i a  
and Eva1 uat ion.  The methodology o f  matching the  cogeneration systems i s  
d e t a i l e d  i n  Sect ion 8, the  r e s u l t s  of the  performance analys is  i n  Sect jon 
9, economic ana lys is  i n  Sect ion 10, the  na t iona l  savings i n  Sect ion 11, 
and o v e r a l l  r e s u l t s  and observations i n  Section 12. 
Section 12 
This volume contains a descr ip t ion  o f  the computer system analysis 
and the f i n a l  version o f  a l l  the p r i nc ipa l  computer analysis repor ts  pre- 
pared on t h e  GE-CTAS. The computer system analysis seet ion discusses 
how the computer system was used i n  t h i s  study and describes the  indus- 
t r i a l  process, energy conversion system performance and c a p i t a l  cost  
and economic data bases. The computer program l o g i c  and system f low 
char ts  are described where necessary and the system output repor ts  are 
discussed. Part  I o f  the computer repor ts  uses a coa l - f i r ed  process 
b o i l e r  w i t h  f l u e  gas desu l fu r i za t ion  as the nocogeneration system base 
of comparison except f o r  processes w i t h  small steam requirements and 
Part  2 uses a res idua l - f i r ed  process b o i l e r  as the nocogeneration base. 
These repor ts  contain an immense amount of data on fuel consumption, fue l  
saved and economics o f  the ECS's matched t o  the  various i n d u s t r i a l  pro- 
cess and serve as a consistent  data base not  on ly  for  the evaluations 
performed dur ing CTAS but f o r  f u tu re  studies. 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 81 OUTPUT REPORT DESCRIPTIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
The computer system designed f o r  CTAS was uaBd extens ive ly  f o r  the 
analysis o f  a l l  cogeneration options addressed i n  the study. The ob- 
j e c t i v e  o f  t h i s  sect ion i s  t o  describe how the  computer system was used 
i n  t h i s  study. I n  t he  discussion t h a t  follows the process and economic 
data bases are described, the  computer program l o g i c  and system f low 
char ts  are described where necessary, and t y p i c a l  repor ts  are shown. 
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DATA BASE 
An extremely l a rge  volume o f  data was gathered dur ing the i n d u s t r i a l  
process character izat ion.  The computer system f low char t  f o r  handling 
the process data i s  shown i n  Figure 12-1. Spec4 f i s  i tems (Table 12-1) 
needed f o r  the systems analys is  were extracted from t h i s  data and entered 
i n t o  the process data base using the form shown i n  Table 12-2, 
Creating ,and Updating 
The computer program NEWPROC creates the data base by us ing questions 
and answers a t  a t imesharing t e r s i n a l .  Updates t o  the data base u t i l i z e  
the same i npu t  form (Table 12-2) and are processed through program CHGPROC. 
This r e s u l t s  i n  s p e c i f i c  changes t o  spec i f i c  processes. The output  of 
! .h is program contains on l y  those process descr ip t ions updated so t h a t  the 
updated processes may be v e r i f i e d  before merging w i t h  the e n t i r e  data base. 
Program PROCMAS updates each process w i t h  a general change. 
Reports, From Process Data 
Two repor ts  a re  generated from the  process data base. Program GEN2.1 
generates a deta ' i led repo r t  o f  a l l  data stored for  t h i s  process. Figure 
12-2 shows a t y p i c a l  page. from t h i s  repor t .  This program (GEN2.1) operates 
on the  e n t i r e  data base o r  on a po r t i on  o f  the data base conta in ing o n l y  
those processes recen t l y  updated. 
Program GEN2.2 generates a summary repor t  o f  the procesd data t o  be 
used i n  matching the  ECS performance curves. Figure 12-3 shows one page 
of  t h i s  summary repor t .  The contents o f  t h i s  r epo r t  are  described i n  
Table 12-3. This program reads a f i l e  created by a program (BART) t h a t  
reads the process data base, accesses the steam tables and generates the 
reduced process data f i l e  f o r  ECS matching. The computer process data f i l e  
used i n  preparing the computer repor ts  i n  t h i s  volume I s  shown i n  Table 
12-4. 
Figure 12-1 . I n d u s t r i a l  Process Data Hand1 i n g  - Data Base Creat ing,  Updating 
and Reporting I 
12-3 1 
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CONTENTS OF CTAS INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DATA BASE 
S I C  Code. 
Process Description. 
Product. 
P lant  Size. 
Steam Requirements (maximum o f  3):  f low, psig, % return, temperature o f  
return. 
Othes Heat t o  Process : Description, Btu/hr, temperature. 
Operational T i  me : Hr/yr. 
Large Horsepower Loads : Number, horsepower, type dr ive. 
Waste Heat Streams (maximum o f  3 )  : Type, f low, temperature, service. 
Fuel : Type and quanti t y  (maximum o f  2).  
By-Product Fuel : Type and quant i ty.  
Number o f  New Plants. 
Process Status . 
A n t i c i  pated Changes. 
Plant  Size i n  1978 and 2000. 
Economic C r i  t e r i  a f o r  Investment and Hurdle Rate. 
I ndus t r i a l  Investment Level i n  1985 t o  2000. 
National Capacity i n  1978 and 2000. 
National Energy Consumed i n  1978, 1985 and 2000. 
Cost o f  Energy as Percent o f  Operating Cost. 
Table 12-2  
CTAS PROCESS DATA INPUT FORM 
SIC Code - - - -  
Process # - - - 
CHANGE CODE 
I 
Steam Loads 1. I -I - 
Flow, PSIG I % #Temp. 2. 
-I  
11 Number New Plants 
12 Economic Criteria 8 , - 
Capital Invest: $ *XlO** I., 
Old or New -, 
National Capa~fty:t8~2K,UM I I . 
Process Changes 
Growth ( 8 )  - 6. 
National Energy : 7 8,84.2K I I ((Btu/hr*l 0**12) 
Plant Size:78, 2KIUM - 8 - 
Cost of Electricity  
@~nd* this proce,ss & writes I 
I 
12-5 
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Figure 12-2. Typical Data Base Report 
UA'Tli I I / I I I /111 TIUE 8.15 f;ENEHAI. E lECfR 1C CO* I'AGE 3 
lR%l~-Al)V IIES IGN EHGlto CtMllifJEW A'l-ION rEfl HOLiEOY 
ALTEItN AT I V I 3  STUDY f CTAS 1 
SUMWARY OF DATA USED FIIR 
ENERGY CflNVERS ION SYSTEY MATCH I N 0  
I N  TllE 
LUMBER AND rrrrlo PR~WCTS 
l NDUSTWY 
SIC. PIIOC. PlttECSfr PII(ICI?iS PROCESS WMER LOAD PRlMlRY 
ct1)E IYo. DESClf l l'Tl tlN PoUEIt HEAT TEMP /IIEAT FAC'TOR FUEL 
HUE Y OTU Y RTU F F RA CIO IIIfS/YR 
/HR . PEAK AVO /lIIf 
2421 1 SISTU~MM-I.UM 1 .SM 5,123 3Q. 353. 353. 0.17 4 m  0 
2416 I SOFT-I'LYAtMlD 3.fMNt l0.245 75. 406s 406. 0.14 6WMl 0 
2402 1 YAIfTlCLE-UoA 5.000 11.875 310 406. 406. 0.46 8000 NATeAS 
Figure 12-3. Typical  Summary Data by S I C  Code 
Figure 12-4. Fuel Saved and Cap i ta l  Cost Data Handl ing - Process and Per- 
formance Matching and Cap i ta l  Cost ing 
r 
Table 12-3 
CONTENTS OF EXTRACT OF PROCESS DATA BASE FOR ECS MATCHING 
S I C  Code 
Process Number 
Process Descr ip t ion 
Process Power Requ i rements 
Process Heat Requirements 
Operational Hours Per Year 
Primary Fuel 
By-Product Fuel Type and Quant i ty*  
Hot Water Requirements* 
* Added d i r e c t l y  t o  programs l a t e r  as needed. 
- - 
ECONOIII CS DATA BASE 
The Economics Data Base i s  developed i n  three steps: 
1. Fuel savings eva luat ion 1 1 
l 
2. Capi ta l  Cast es t imat ing 
3. Rnturn on Investment ( R O I )  and Level ized Annual Energy Costs 
(LAEC) ana lys is  
/r 
The computer system f l ow  char t  for  steps 1 and 2 i s  shown i n  Figure 12-4. 
Fuel Savings Analysis 
The f i ' r s t  s tep i n  es tab l i sh ing  the economics data base i s  matching 
each process against  each po ten t i a l  ECS-fuel combination (computer pro- 
gram MAPANL). (Each match o f  a process and ECS-fuel combination i s  ca l l ed  i 
a case.) 
SELECTED INDUSTRY PROCESSES & SUMMARY OF ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
BY- 
Product Yas e o r  
Process E l e c t r i c  Process Fuel 
Steam Temperature p,er Load Power Avai l  
Process MBtu/ MBtu/ % Hot OF OF /Heat Factor P r i m r y  W t u /  
SIC Code No. Descript ion 
-- 
Hue h r  
-- -- - 
h r  h r  Water Peak Avg. Ratio hrs /yr  Fuel - 
20 FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 
2011 1 Heat-Packi ng 
2026 1 F l u i d  M i l k  
2046' 1 Wet Corn Mi 11 i ng 
2063 1 Beet Sugar Refining 
2082 1 Ma1 t Beverage 
22 TEXTILE MILL PROWCTS 
2260 1 Tex t i l e  F in ish ing 
24 LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS 
2421 1 Sof t  Wood-Lumber Sawmil 1 
2436 1 Sof t  Wod-Plpd;rood/Veneer 
2492 1 P a r t i c l e  Board 
26 PAPER &'ALLIED PROWCTS 
2621 2 Bleached K r a f t  
2621 4 Unbleached K r a f t  
2621 6 Neutral Sul f ide Semichemi ca l  
2621 7 Them-Mechanical Pulping 
2621 8 Waste Paper 
28 CHEMICAL ALLIED PRODUCTS 
2800 1 Small Integrated Parer F lan t  32.500 110.923 
2800 2 Medium Integrated Power Plant  77.200 263.484 
280G 3 Large Integrated Power Plant 97.200 331.744 
2812 1 Chlorine - Caustic Sods 120.000 409.800 
28'93 1 Cryogenic Oxygen 34.000 116.110 
2819 1 A1 umi na 30.290 103.440 
2821 2 Vinyl Chloride 4.000 13.660 







Bark-Sawdus t 41.2 
Bark 100.0 
















Table 12-4 ( C a n t ' d )  
SELECTED INDUSTRY PROCESSES & SUMMARY OF ENERGY REQUIREMENTS BY- 
Product o r  
Waste 
Process Electric Process Fuel 
Power Steam T?'pgraturc Power Lard Ava 11 
Process t u /  ' UBtu/  L Hot v~ OF ;Heat Factor Primary Wtu/ 
SIC Code No. Description 
-- 
we ?r hr Uater Peak Avq. Ratio hrs/yr Fuel - h r  
- ----
28 CHEMICAL 6 ALLIED PRODUCTS (Cont'd) 
2822 1 Styrene-Butadiene Rubber 7.500 25.612 35 338 338 0.73 7900 
406 406 3.64 7900 
Any 
2824 1 Polyester Fibre 32.000 109.280 30 Gas-Oil 
2824 2 Nylon Fibre 11.000 37.565 23 274 274 1.63 8760 
0.60CI 2.049 0 999.39 8400 2865 2 Cumne-Benzene 0 0 Gas-Oil 
2865 -3 Phenol /Acetone 6.000 20.490 300 489 398 0.07 8200 h~ 
2865 4 Ethyl benzene 0.700 2.390 220 489 489 0.01 7400 011-Gas 
2869 1 Hethan01 Synthesis 1.500 5.123 133 574 538 0.04 7880 Feedstock 352.9 
2869 4 Ethanol 3.300 11.270 400 460 460 0.03 7900 Gas-Oil 70.6 
2873 1 Amnonfa Synthesis 3.500 11.952 640 598 598 0.02 8400 Gas-0i 1 
2874 1 Phosphoric Acid 4.000 13.660 92 353 292 0.15 79@0 hs-Oil 
2895 1 Carbon Black 4.000 13.660 20 298 298 0.68 7900 Of l-Gas 
29 PETROLEUU REFINING 
2911 1 Small Refinery 14.000 47.810 375 470 389 0.1 3 8760 Or 1 -Der 
2911 2 Hediun Refinery 52.000 177.580 1333 47C 395 0.13 8760 Oil -Dtr 
2911 3 Large Refinery 126.000 430.290 3042 470 385 0.14 8760 01 1 
32 STONE. CLAY AN0 GLASS 
3211 1 Fla t-Glass 5.600 19.124 0 0 0 999.99 7500 Nat-Gas 
3221 1 Glass Containers 5.100 17.416 0 0 0 999.99 7500 Na t-Gas 
3229 1 Press-Blown Glass 1.100 3.756 0 0 !I 999.99 7500 Nat-Gas 
3241 1 ' Cement 20.316 69.379 0 0 0 999.99 7920 Coal 
33 PRIUAkl UETALS 
3312 1 Special ty Steel 60.000 204.900 93 448 446 2.20 6100 Na t-Gas 
3325 1 Integrated Steel 280,000 956.200 912 448 445 1.05 8100 Cok-Coal 529.4 
3325 4 Uini-Ste~l 40.000 136.600 91 448 446 1.50 6700 Nat-Gas 
3331 1 Copper-Fl re h e 1  ted 24.8D0 84.692 0 0 0 999.99 84M O i l  
3331 4 CopperAnode Smil ted 10.100 34.491 40 364 364 0.M 7620 Oi I 
3334 1 A1 mi num .756.000 2581 -740 0 0 0 999.99 8760 01 1 
ECS Character is t ics  Table 
The data for  each ECS i s  described i n  Table 12-5 and repor ted i n  
Figure 12-5, A glossary o f  the ECS abbreviat ions used on t h i s  f i g u r e  
and t he  computer output  repor ts  i s  shown i n  Table 12-6, Process tem- 
peratures t h a t  exceeded the  highest  a1 lowable temperature f o r  the  ECS 
were deleted from the economic data base dur ing  c a p i t a l  cost ing.  A l l  
cases where the  power generated on-s i te  was lower than the  minimum s i z e  
for  t he  ECS were f lagged bu t  no t  deleted. 
Report 5.1 - Fuel Savings Evaluat ion Program MAPANL. For every process 
a nocogeneration base case cons is t ing  o f  an on-s i te  process b o i l e r  sup- 
p l y i n g  a1 1 process heat and a u t i l  Sty supplying a l l  process power i s  
esta b l  i shed. For each cogeneration case the  ECS i s  matched t o  t he  pro- 
cess i n  two ways: a power match and a heat match. I n  t he  power match 
case, the ECS i s  requ i red t o  generate a l l  process power, completely re-  
p lac ing  the u t i l i t y .  The heat generated by t h i s  match i s  then used t r ~  
s a t i s f y  process heat requirements. I f  i n s u f f i c i e n t  heat i s  generated 
, 
by t he  ECS an a u x i l i a r y  b o i l e r  i s  added t o  make up the def ic iency.  I f  
excess heat i s  generated the match i s  f lagged and deleted dur ing  c a p i t a l  
cost ing.  
I n  the heat match case, the ECS i s  requ i red t o  supply a l l  process 
heat. Power generated i n  t h i s  match replaces u t i l i t y  power, I f  excess 
power i s  generated, i t  i s  exported t o  the g r id .  ( I n  t h i s  case a new 
1 
equivalent  nocogeneration case requires t h a t  the u t i l i t y  be evaluated as J 
i f  i t  were generating as much power as t he  ECS i n  t h i s  heat match case 
( a l l  process power p lus  a l l  power exported) .) I f  i n s u f f i c i e n t  power i s  i I 
generated, t he  s h o r t f a l l  i s  purchased from the u t i l  i ty .  The methodology ? 
f o r  t h i s  matching i s  shown i n  Figure 12-6. B 1 
i 
Almost 7200 cases were evaluated and for each case de ta i l ed  f ue l  usage i 1 
reports,  e n t i t l e d  Report 5.1 : Fuel Energy Saved by Process and ECS, were gen- i 
erated. A sample page from t h i s  repor t  i s  shown i n  Fig. 12-7. The complete 
Report 5.1 i s  included i n  Volume V I ,  Part  1, and the  resu l t s ,  s ince they a re  
i n  Btu/hr, apply t o  both t he  coa l - f i r ed  nocogeneration process b o i l e r  case / 
as shown i n  Par t  1, and the  o i l o f f r e d  nocogeneration base case as shown i n  
Table 12-5 
CONTENTS OF ECS CHARACTERISTICS TABLE 
ECS number 
Short ECS Descr ipt ion 
Long ECS Descri p t i  on 
Minimum Size - MW ( f o r  information only) 
Maximum Size - MW ( f o r  information only) 
Expected Date o f  Comnercial i zation ( f o r  information only) 
Fuel Options 
PTR = Petroleum based 
Coa 1 = Coal based 
0 = D i s t i l l a t e  
R = Residual 
F = Coal w i th  f l u e  gas desul fur izat ion (FGD) 
A = Coal w i th  atmospheric f l u i d i z e d  bed (AFB) 
P = Coal w i th  pressurized f l u id i zed  bed (PFB) 
X = P la in  Coal 
If a " Y "  appears under these options i t  means t h a t  fue l  can be used i n  
tha t  ECS. An "Nu means i t  cannot be used. 
.) 
Heat Equation 
The factors A,. B1, and C, i n  the table are used i n  the fol lowing equation 
t o  determine the f rac t i on  o f  fue l  tha t  i s  converted t o  heat: 
Al + B1 * (Temperature) + C, * (Temperature) 2 
Power Equation 
The factors A2, B2, and Cq are used i n  the fo l lowing equation t o  determine 
the f rac t ion  of fuel t ha t  i s  converted t o  e l e c t r i c  power: 
. 
* (Temperature) + C2 * (Temperature) 2 A2 + B2 
Maximum and Minimum Temperatures fo r  Application o f  t h i s  ECS 
Date Revised . 

Table 12-6 
I GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIOIIS I 
ECS - Fuel 































C C J ~ Z Z - ~ r s  idual 
CC1626-Res ldual 
ENERGY COIiVERS!Ot1 SYSTEMS (ECS) AND FUELS 
-- ECS TYPE k DEZCW4PTlOW - 
Ster r  Turbine 
m m Throt t le  P=1!65 psla; I T-l00O0F l 
l 9 l 9 l 
* U 
l I " P-865 l psla; . T=82s°F rn 
9 m l 9 9 l 
PFB Steam Turbine Qs Turbine ~ = l  WOOF 
Steam Turbine P.1465 pslr, T-~OOOOF 
Tharaloalc-Steam Turbine l m l l l 
m 9 U l m l l l 
Tllerrtonic r ~ f d  H R ~ G ( ~ )  
S t l r l  lng  Eng!ne H e l l w  O 1 - 1 4 7 2 ~ ~  
9 
m I m m 
Closed Cycle 2 s  Turklne H e l l w  P t - l f00~F;  Regen. Eff.-85s 
l m 
9 . .  (I 
~ 6 0 %  
m l l 0s 
5111 Cell. Wolten Carbonate. IaRSC 
0 4  l 
I I  m 
, Steam turbtne P=1465 pslr ;  ,T-IOOO~F 
l , #ilks 
* , Pho ~ o r l c  Acld. HRSG 
b s  Turbine Act!\ w i t h  
m u  r 
HRS6. P/P=lO. ~ = 1 7 5 0 ~ ~  
I =2000'~ 
Cwb!nrd Cycle. AC. PlP=l6. T=2200; SW NRB P=B65. ~=825'F 
" rn PIP-12. l P-1465, ~ = 1 0 0 0 ~ ~  
9 
l PIP=8. m m m  9 
FUEL k UTILIUTIW SVSTM 
Coal-Flue Qs Desulfurlzatlon 
Coal-Atuospheric F l u l i l l ~ c d  Bed 
Residual-Petroleum o r  Coal Dcrlved 
Coal-Flue (irs Desul f u r l r r t l o n  
Coal-Atsospherlc Fluidized B d  
Residual-Petrolnu o r  Coat Derived 
Coal-Prrssurlzed F lu ld i red Bed 
Coal-Flue Q s  k s u l  f u r l r r t l o n  
Residual-Petruleam o r  Coal OIrfved 
Coal-Flue b s  Desul f u r l r a t i on  
Restdual-Petroleum or Carl Derived 
Coal-Flue k s  Drsu l fu r la r t lon  
ReslJual-Petrolew o r  tor1 h r l v e d  
D l r t l l l r t e -  ' l L 
Coal-Atmospheric Fluldlzed Bed 
9 l I 
l 9 l I 
Coal-Integrated Qs l  t i e r  
l l s 
Dls t l l l r te -Pet ro lcur  I Coal Derlv.6 
l n I 
Resldual - 
D l s t l l l a t e -  






. - -- 
I G  GT ST-Coal ; ~ ~ ; ~ j ~ = 1 2 , 1 = 2 1 0 0 ;  ' l - m Coal, Integrated Q s l f l e r  
STIG15-Residual S tem Injected tias Turb!nt, AC, HRSG, PlP=16. P2200. 151 Super. Steam Restdua l -Pet ro lw o r  Coal Dcrlvad 
STlG10-Residual I c 9 l . I  N . l o x  rn l L l l 
STiGis-Rcs i du r l  * L I 9 9 -  - 101 kt. (I l l u 
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ClIiAlZ-Distillate P /P= l2 .  n L m 9 rn 
GlwAl6-Dlstl l late * l I m 9  ' . PIP-16. l 9 9 l 
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GTR212-Dlstlllate " 9 u r n  " . P/P=12. n l l o l 
CiR216-Dis t i l l~ te  " * ' " ' . PIP-16, . 9 - m I 
CTWUOB-Dlstlllrte , MC. l 45%. PIP-0 .1=260b0~ l l m I 
GTRUla-Dirtillate . 1 - 9  ' , P/PmlZ, L I l .I 
6THCl(i-Disttllate * l l m a  '.P/P=16, l l L l 
Glf(308-Distillate l ' 160%. P/P=8 , . m l I 
GIli312-3-Distillate 1 : 9 m m  l . PIP=12. l .I 9 . 
CTR316-3-Dfstlllrte m m  ' . PIP-16, P 9 0 l 
GfSOAl-3-Dtstillatr Wdttw Speed Oiesel r l t h  115OF Jacket Mater - I - rn 
CESOA '-3-Residual * l * l . Resldual. rn L 
DESADF,l-3-Westdual * * l * 2 5 0 ~ ~  . l . a l 
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(1) IIRSG - lleat Rrcuve~-y S t e m  Genaratur - Water Gaoled ( Z )  AC - A i r  Cooled I 4 Detailed analysis of the e f fec t  o f  cysle var lat lonr on simple, steam Injected and regcnerr t lve yr PI " 
turblnes and cod lned cycEes are sham I n  V o l w  VI - Collputrr Iktr. 
J i 
l i a  a l  

Part 2. This r e p o r t  i s  organized by i n d u s t r i a l  process; e.g., indus- 
t r y  20461, a wet corn m i l r i n g  process, and then data for  each ECS-fuel 
combination and both power and heat matches. The f i r s t  l i n e  l i s t e d  i n  
each process i s  fo r  the nocogeneration matched t o  the process. 
The Report 5.1 heading on each page gives data on the  i n d u s t r i a l  
process being matched i nc l ud ing  waste fuel which i s  ava i l ab le  t o  the  ECS 
from the  process. The column headed "Waste Fuel Used" shows the actual  
amount o f  fuel used i n  the  ECS. "AUX PROCESS BOILER" i s  the process o r  
a u x i l i a r y  b o i l e r  fuel .  A l l  of the fuel columns except "Waste Fuel Use" 
g ive t he  combined t o t a l  o f  f o s s i l  and waste f ue l .  The fuel energy saved 
r a t i o ,  "FESR" , which i s  equal t o  t o t a l  nocogeneration fuel m i  nus cogen- 
e ra t i on  fuel a1 1 d iv ided  by the t o t a l  cogeneration fuel shown i n  the "NET = 
TOTAL + UTILITYn column. I n  a heat match case where excess power i s  
exported t o  t ha  u t i l i t y  ( i nd ica ted  by a negative value fo r  "UTILITY FUEL 
USED") the  absolute value o f  t h i s  displaced u t i l i t y  fuel must be added 
t o  both nocogeneration and cogeneration "NET = TOTAL t UTILITY" fuel 
values i n  ca l cu la t i ng  the FESR. The values given i n  the columns l abe l l ed  
'POWER FACTOR" and "HEAT FACTOR" d i d  not  prove usefu l  i n  the study. A 
1 i n  the f a i l  column ind ica tes  t h a t  the ECS cannot supply heat a t  the 
requ i red temperature and a 10 ind icates t h a t  the ECS i s  outs ide t he  s i ze  
range f o r  which the cost  data i s  considered accurate. 
,&ort 5.3 - Capi ta l  Cost  Est imat ing 
The second s tep i n  es tab l i sh ing  the economic data base i s  cap i t a l  
cost  e s t i n ~ a t i n g  f o r  each case t h a t  was not  prev ious ly  flagged f o r  having 
exceeded the temperature l i m i t s  of the ECS o r  f o r  having excess heat 
generated. 
'Component Cost Tabl e. The Component Cost Tabl e , Figure 12-8, contains 
a l l  major components used i n  each ECS. A component may be pa r t  o f  many 
d i f f e r e n t  ECS's, biit  J t  occurs on ly  once on t h i s  tab le .  This provides 
a cons is tent  est imate f o r  t h a t  component independent a f  ECS appl ica t ion.  
The component cos t  t ab le  i s  described i n  Table 12-7. A 1 i s t  of the com- 
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Table 12-7 
CONTENTS OF COMPONENT COST TABLE 
I s 1  and Number : Groups components I n t o  speci f i c  cos t ing  areas. 
Component Number : Uni que number assigned t o  t h i s  component. 
Component Name : For informat ion only,  
U n i t  sf Measure: Determines basis f o r  cost  funct ion.  
1 = m i l l i o n s  Btu/hr 
2 = Megawatts. (This code i s  an i nd i ca to r  and f o r  
special components may be over- 
r idden i n  COSTANL.) 
Minimum dr Maximum Size: I n  the same u n i t s  as the  u n i t  of measure. 
When the maximum s i ze  i s  exceeded, m u l t i p l e  
u n i t s  a re  used. When u n i t  i s  below minimum, 
no special ac t ions a re  taken. 
Component Cost: Cost o f  ma jo r  component (a funct ion o f  s i r e ) .  
Mater ia l  Cost: Cost o f  i n s t a l l a t i o n  mate r ia l  as a f r a c t i o n  o f  coa- 
ponent cost  (a funct ion of s i ze ) .  
Labor Cost: Cost o f  i n s t a l l e d  labor  as a f r a c t i o n  o f  component 
cost  (a func t ion  o f  s i ze ) .  
ECS-fuel type i s  contained f n  Component Logic Table included I n  the  
computer program. When a component i s  t o  be costed and i t s  s i ze  has 
been deterniined i n  terms o f  Un i t s  o f  Measure, i t s  cos t  as an exponen- 
t i a l  funct ion o f  s i ze  i s  ca lcu la ted from the data i n  Figure 12-8 Com- 
ponent Cost Table. For example, i f  the component l i s t  c a l l e d  f o r  a 
"COMP" 101, a res idua l  - f i r e d  state-of- the-art  gas turb ine,  "GTSOAR" 
and the matching rou t i ne  c a l l e d  f o r  a s i ze  of 50 MW, the component 
equipment cost  i s :  
' U  
where 
X = 
M I N  
C~~ N = cotliponent c o s t  f o r  min s i t e  = $2.28~10 6
= component c o s t  f o r  max s i z e  = $14.75~10 6  
'MAX 
S~~~ = min s i z e  = 10 MW 
SMAX = max s i z e  = 100 MW 
S = s i z e  t o  be costed = 50 MW 
The f r a c t i o n ,  fm,  o f  t h e  equipment cos t  t h a t  i s  i n s t a l l a t i o n  m a t e r i a l  c o s t  
i s  a l s o  assumed t o  vary  exponen t ia l l y  w l t h  s i z e  and i n  the  above example 
i s :  
where 
6  
and the  i n s t a l l a t i o n  m a t e r i a l  cos t  = .111x8 .41~10~  = $0.931~10 . I n  
a  s i m i l a r  fashion, t h e  f r a c t i o n ,  f L ,  o f  t h e  equipment cos t  t h a t  i s  
i n s t a l l a t i o n  l a b o r  i s :  
where 
6  and t h e  i n s t a l l a t i o n  d i r e c t  l a b o r  cos t  ; . 0 6 5 x 8 . 4 1 ~ 1 0 ~  = $0.550~10 . 
The i n d j r e c t  l a b o r  f i e l d  c o s t  i s  0.9 t imes t h e  i n s t a l l a t i o n  d i r e c t  l a b o r  
6  o r  0.9x.550x106 = 50.495~10 . 
Cost Analysis Program - COSTANL. The Component Cost Table and Component 
Logic Tables a re  used i n  program COSTAML t o  update the  economic data 
base w i t h  the t o t a l  i n s t a l l e d  cap i t a l  cost .  A sample page from a Report 
5.3 cos t  r e p o r t  generated i n  t h i s  program i s  shown i n  Figure 12-9. 
For each case the Component Logic Table i s  in ter rogated and each 
component speci f ied i s  s ized and costed as shown above. Requirements 
t h a t  exceed the component maximum s i ze  r e s u l t  i n  m u l t i p l e  u n i t s  o f  t h a t  
component. The special  l o g j c  ind ica to rs  d i r e c t  the program t o  spec i f i c  
equations f o r  s i z i n g  components, such as heat recovery steam generators 
and prime movers. Fuel hand1 i n g  systems and b o i l e r s  are  selected, as 
required, t o  be compatible w i t h  the fuel used on-si te.  I n d i r e c t  costs 
are  added t o  the t o t a l  d i r e c t  costs t o  g i ve  the t o t a l  i n s t a l l e d  cost. 
Report 5 .3 :  Capita l  Costs by I s land  f o r  Selected Process-ECS Matches 
i s  contained i n  Volume V I ,  Part  1. Table 12-8 shows the cogeneration ECS- 
process matches which were selected as representat ive  by NASA and GE and 
included i n  t he  repor t .  A t  the beginning o f  each process matched, a 
nocogeneration c o a l - f i r e d  process b o i l e r  c a p i t a l  cos t  by i s l and  break- 
down i s  included. The c a p i t a l  costs o f  a l l  matched systems was ca lcu la ted 
but  on ly  the t o t a l  costs are  shown i n  Reports 5.2 and 5.4 w i t h  the coal-  
f i r e d  nocogeneration matches i n  Volume V I ,  Part  1, and f o r  o i l - f i r e d  
nocogeneration i n  Part  2. 
Report 5.4 - Return on Investment (ROI) and Level ized Annual Energy Costs 
(LAEC) Analysis 
The t h i r d  and l a s t  step i n  developing the economic data base i s  the 
ca l cu la t i on  o f  the percentage Return On Investment (ROI ) and Level i zed  
Annual Energy Costs (LAEC). The computer system f l ow  char t  f o r  step 3 i s  
shown i n  Figure 12-10. These ca lcu la t ions  use data al ready i n  the eco- 
nomics data base, such as the c a p i t a l  costs and the on-s i te  fuel use, 
power generation, power requirements and a u x i l  i a r y  boi  1 e r  requirements. 
Economic groundrules used i n  t h i s  ca l cu la t i on  are  shown i n  Table 
12-9. 
OENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
DATE 03/31/79 COQENERATION TECHNOLWY ALTERNATIVES STUtlY 
1 SE-PEO ADV. DES. ENQRO, REPORT 8 . 3  
CAPITAL COSTS BY ISLAND FOR SELECTED ?ROCESS.fCS HATCHES 
ECS DEADV3 PROCESS HEQAWAVTS 1 .94 PROCESS TEMP. 280. PROCESS HEAT(BTU*10**6) 24. 
D I ESEL-ADICANCED-3 S l  TE FUEL- RE31 DUAL COQEN FUEL BTU*lO**@m 8 .  KW FUEL. 8P28. 
I SLAND COt4PCINENT MAJOR INSTALL INSTALL INDRCT , TOTAL TOTAL *PER-KW 
DESCR l PT I ON DESCRIPTION EOUlPnNT HAT'L LABOR FLD CST INSTALLD FUEL 
1 .  FUEL-I~NDLINO 1 .  FUEL-OIL-UNLOADINO-S 0.03s 0.007 0.042 0.037 0.008 0.121 23.081 
ISLAND TOTAL 0.038 0.007 0.042 0.037 0.086 0.121 23.081 
3. ENEROY-CONVERSION 32. DIESEL-ENQINE-QENERA 1.483 0.163 0.183 0.146 0.47f 1 .925 388.094 
ISLAND TOTAL 1.483 0.163 0.163 0.146 0.471 1 .925 360.094 
4 2.  FUEL-UTILIZATION-CLE 21. OIL-FIRED-BOILER 0.098 0.196 0.299 0.269 0.784 0.859 164.319 
'? ISLAND TOTAL 0.096 0.196 0.299 0.269 0.764 0.859 184.319 
8 .  BALANCE-OF-PLANT 84. POWER-PLANT-STRUCTUR 0.  0.064 0.086 0.050 0.169 0.169 32.400 
80. MA3TER-CONTROL 0.070 0.010 0.017 0.016 9.043 0.113 21.626 
81. ELECTRIC-SWITCHQEAR- 0 .  0.013 0.013 0.011 0.037 0.037 7.018 
02. INTERCONNECTlNQ-PIPI 0.  0.025 0.025 0.022 0.071 0.071 13.666 
83. STRUCTURES-HISCELLAN 0. 0.038 0.047 0.042 0.145 0.145 27.721 
. ISLAND TOTAL 0.070 0.167 0.187 0.142 0.466 0 .836102 .431  
TOTAL THIS CASE 1.652 0.832 0.661 0.595 1.768 3.440 133.746 
INDIRECT COSTS SPARES 0.033 
- START UP 0.028 .. ' 
SPARES+STARTUP 0.061 
CONTINQENCY 0.528 
ENOlNEERlNQ SERVICES 0.210 
A-E FEE 0.178 
Figure 12-9. Sample Capital  Cost Report 

Figure 12-10. Data Hand1 i n g  - Economics and P o t e n t i a l  Nat iona l  Savings 
I Table 12-9 1 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS GROUNDRULES ( ~ l l  Costs are  I n  1978 Constant Do l la rs )  
Factor 
-
Annual I n f l a t i o n  r a t e  
Cost o f  debt (before taxes) above I n f l a t i o n  
Fractdon o f  debt i n  c a p i t a l  
Cost of preferred equ l ty  above l n f l a t l o n  
Fract ion of preferred equ i ty  I n  cap i t a l  
Cost o f  c o m a ,  equ i ty  above I n f l a t f o n  
Fraction o f  comnon equ i t y  i n  cap l t a l  
Federal 6 State income tax  r a t e  
Tax depreciat lon method 
Tax depreciat ion 1 I f e  
Salvage value 
Iovestment tax c r e d i t  
Local rea l  es ta te  taxes and insurance 
Useful l i f e  o f  Investment 
First f u l l  year o f  operat ion 






Sum o f  Years D l g i t s  







Cost of Fuels. Power 6 Exvendables f o r  1985 i n  1978 J's 
Cor 1 $1 .80/106 Btu 
D i s t i l l a t e  O i l  (Petroleum o r  Coal Derlved) 9.80/106 
Residual 011 (Petroleum o r  Coal Derived) 
~ 3 . 1 0 / 1 0 ~  Btu 
Natural Gas $2.40/1 o5 ~ t u  
Purchased Power $O.O33/kUh 
Limestone $1 0 .OO/Ton 
Do1 omi t e  $1 2. SO/Ton 
Escalation of Fuels 6 Power Above I n f l a t i o n  
Coal 1: 
D i s t i l l a t e  O i l  (Petroleum o r  Coal Derived) 1 z 
Residual O i l  (Petroleum o r  Coal Derived) 1 *, 
Natural Gas 4.65 (1985-2000) 
1 .o: (2000- ) 
Purchased & Exported Power 1 ", 
Limestone 0 
(hi omi t e  0 
Price o f  surplus power exported t o  u t i l i t y  = 0.6 x purchased power r a t e  = 
0.6 x 0.033 = $0.0198/kWh. 
Operating and Maintenance Costs, The operat ing arid maintenance costs 
were establ ished as a func t ion  o f  ECS and type o f  f ue l  used as described 
i n  Table 12-10 and shown i n  Figure 12-11. 
b 
Table 12-10 
CONTENTS OF OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE TABLE 
O&M Costs = L*( fue l  flow)M+N*(Capi t a l  Cost)+P*(fuel f low*operating 
h r s l y r )  
L*(fuel f1ow)M i s  cos t  o f  operat ing l abo r  i n  l o 6  $/yr w i t h  
f ue l  f l ow i n  B'tu/hr. 
N*(Capital Cost) i s  cos t  o f  pa r ts  f r maintenance and major 
5 ii! rep la  ements i n  10 $ /yr  w i t h  c a p i t a l  cos t  i n  10 $. 
P*(fuel flow*op- i s  co t o f  limestone, dolomite, ZnO, and water 8 e ra t i ng  h rs /y r )  i n 1 0  $ / y r w i t h f u e l  f l o w i n l ~ ~ B t u / h r .  
L, M, N, and P are  stored on t h i s  t a b l e  along w i t h  the t ime for  construct ion.  
These values depend on the ECS and fuel type. 
R O I  Analysis Program (CCROI) . This program evaluates the year by year 
cash Plow o f  each case. The cash f low o f  the nocogeneration case i s  com- 
pared t o  the cash f low o f  the cogeneration case, and the discount r a t e  
(ROI) i s  determined t h a t  makes the d i f fe rence  i n  cash f lows o f  these two 
cases equal t o  t h e i r  d i f f e rence  i n  c a p i t a l  cost .  Due t o  the  groundrules 
establ ished i n  t h i s  study, some cases y i e l d  i n f i n i t e  ROI's because both 
the cogeneration c a p i t a l  cost  and annual costs a re  less  than the  nocogen- 
e r a t i o n  cap i t a l  cos t  and annual costs. Other cases resu l ted  i n  negative 
. 
ROI's. These negat ive values were caused by c a p i t a l  costs favor ing  co- 
generation, bu t  w i t h  the  cogeneration annual costs exceeding the noco- 
generation annual costs. Level ized Annual Energy Costs (LAEC) a re  no t  
based on incremental costs  o r  cash f lows and thus a re  more continuous 
than ROI .  Level ized cap i t a l ,  taxes and insurance, operat ing and main- 
tenance, fuel, purchased e l e c t r i c i t y ,  and revenue a re  the components o f  

the t o t a l  LAEC. The r a t i o  of t h f s  cogeneration LAEC d iv ided  by the no- 
cogeneration LAEC i s  shown under the NORML column, Besides LAEC and 
ROI ,  t he  present worth of the investment a t  a 15% discount ra te ,  and 
the ne t  payback a re  ca lcu la ted.  Figure 12-12 shows the format of the 
output o f  Report 5.4 w i t h  c a p i t a l  costs a t  the base (0% change from 
ca lcu la ted)  values. Report 5.4 i n  the format of Figure 12-12 f o r  base 
(OX change) groundrule costs  f o r  the coa l - f i red  nocogeneration process 
b o i l e r  base case and a l l  of the  ECS-process matches i s  inc luded i n  
Volume V I ,  Par t 1. Voluvile V I ,  Par t  2 contains Report 5.4 r e s u l t s  f o r  
the s i  1 - f i r e d  nocogeneration process b o i l  e r  base case. 
Other ca lcu la t ions  show the  s e n s i t i v i t y  t o  changes i n  the var ious 
fac tors .  Figure 12-13, f o r  example, shows the s e n s i t i v i t i e s  o f  economic 
factsros t o  c a p i t a l  cost, fuel cost, and power cos t  i n  graphical  form. 
These s e n s i t i v i t i e s  f o r  LAEC were ca lcu la ted on the selected matches 
shown i n  Table 12-8 f o r  the  c o a l - f i r e d  nocogeneration process b o i l e r  
base case. The graphical  r e s u l t s  are  included behind Report 5.4, Par t  
1. An attempt was made t o  use t h i s  computer r o u t i n e  t o  ca l cu la te  these 
s e n s i t i v i t i e s  on ROI ,  bu t  because of the many matches where a p o s i t i v e  
R O I  does not  e x i s t  and the  r a p i d  change i n  R O I  t o  changes i n  costs, very 
l i m i t e d  resu l t s  werk obtained. The s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  these cos t  changes on 
R O I  a re  best understood and ca lcu la ted by using the inethodology dssc r i  bed 
i n  Volume V, Sections 9.5 and 9.6. 
Report 5.2 - Summary o f  Fuel Saved by Type and Economics 
This summary Report 5.2 shows the f ue l  saved by type and the economics 
o f  the process and ECS matches. A sample page i s  shown i n  Figure 12-14. 
The r e p o r t  accounts f o r  fuel d i f ferences i n  both type and quan t i t y  i n  
6 10 Btu/hr  used between t he  nocogeneration case, and the cogeneration 
case inc lud ing  the  displacement o f  u t i l i t y  f ue l  t h a t  occurs due t o  on- 
s i t e  power generation. I n  the  cogeneration case any fuel burned on-s i te  
i s  added t o  any u t i l i t y  fuel br,:,ned due t o  a s h o r t f a l l  o f  on-s i te  power. 
The f u e l  savings (nocogen-cogen heading on the repo r t )  shows what f ue l  
was saved ( p o s i t i v e  quan t i t y  i n  the column under the appropr iate f ue l  ) 
----- 
ATE 04/22/78 OEWERAL ELECTRIC C8lWANY ?AM 1 
1st-~EO-AOV-EHIRO'I-OY* C#KNIRATION ~ ~ C ~ ~ J L W V  A TERMTIVE~ OTUOV 
RECORT 0.4 
KCONdCIIC SENSITIVITY RECORT FUR SELECTCO PROCESS-ECS HATCIES 
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Fi gure 12-1 2. Sampl e Economic Sensitivity Report 
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Figure 12-13. Sample Economic S e n s i t i v i t y  
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HEOTOO 10101 0 .  0 .  114. 0 -  34, 8 .  A 10. 14, t.41 0.28 0.20 33.4 2.72 410.0 0 0.0 1-18 I20 
F M C C I -  $0101 0. 0. 21 1. 0. - 28. -05. 10. 10. 1.72 0.21 -0.40 2B.O 2.43 483.1 0 @.O 1-44 x- 
FCHCCC 10101 0. r 0. 210. 0. 03. -34, 10. 0 .  2.00 0.25 0.00 40.3 3.e. 47a.4 0 0.8 1 .43107 
FCS'bCL 10101 0. 0. 2O8. 0, LO. -03. 10, 10. 1.73 0 .21  -0.30 20.0 2.3. 474,. 0 @.I 1.42 73 
FCSTCI. 10101 0, 0. 369. 0. lG2. 20. 0 42. 2-88 0 .21 0 27 10.3 4.00 470.2 0 a.4 1.41 I 1 3  
f - T s r  i o i o i  0. 0. 220. - O.  2s. 4 4 .  . 0. ..I .z8 - - 4  0. 4 .  ;rT;r&F 
IWTSf 10101 0. 0. 333. 0. 72. -40. i]t 0 i .04 z.20 t.4 0 k Z m f . 2  1.37 00 
a r s o ~ s  tolor o. 110. o. 0. -03. 120. 10. lo. O , ~ I  0.20 0.22 a 0.0@ 1 0 0 . ~  me0 6.3 0.00 180 
OTSOAR 10101 o 1 .  24. 0. a .  102. 10, 9. 0.07 0,2s 0.24 .,a 0.70 1 a 2 . 0 ~ 9 ~  6.0 o . e r t s t  
n t ~ c o a  1010; 0, 120. 0. 0. - I ~ z .  IS@. 10. 10. 0.90 0 .21 0.1.- 0.0 0.78 l 1 ~ . 0 0 9 0  6 .4  o . a o i M  
OThCO0 10301 0. C3. 38. 0. -01. 00. 10. 0. 0.03 0 .28  0.21 0.3 0,#0 140.7 0s. 4.0 Q.0J IS0 
0 1 ~ ~ 1 2  lo101 O. 112- 0. 0, - 7 .  120, 10. to. a,.* o , a  0.21 a .  0.80 187.0 me* 1.0 o a3 164 
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7 i f ~ C l ~  10101 0. 100. 0. 6,  -St. 128. 
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Figure 72-14. Sample Fuel Saved By Type + Economics Report 
and how much. The s i ng le  l e t t e r s  F and A appearing a f t e r  the  cogen coal 
column i n  Figure 12-14 i nd i ca te  FGD o r  AFB coal systems. On other  pages 
o f  the repo r t  P i nd ica tes  a PFB coal system. 
Other data included i n  Report 5.2 are  the process power requirements 
(POWER REQD), on-s i te  cogeneration power produced (COGEN POWER), the pro- 
cess power over heat r a t i o  (POWERIHEAT), the f ue l  energy saved r a t i o  
(FESR) and summary economic parameters. These parameters inc lude the 
operat ing and maintenance cost  i n  l o 6  do1 l a r r  (CAPITAL COST), the r a t i o  
o f  the  on-si t e  cogeneration ECS over the nocogeneration process boi  1 e r  
c a p i t a l  costs  (NORM COST), r e t u r n  on investment (ROI), l e v e l  !zed annual 
energy cos t  (LEVL CHRG) and the r a t i o  o f  cogeneration over nocoginerat ion 
LAEC (NORM ENGR) . The parameters i n  the cot umns "$/kW EQVLw and *WRTHu 
d i d  not  prove use fu l  and shoud be ignored. 
Report 6.1 - Fuel and Emissions Savings 
$ F igure 12-1 5 shows an example o f  computer r epo r t  6 .l, the  Fuel and 
Emissions Savings by type, emissions saved r a t i o  (EMSR), c a p i t a l  saving, 
t o t a l  export  megawatt hours, cos t  o f  e l e c t r i c i t y  and LAEC savings f o r  I 
process-ECS matches and Figure 12-16 on a nat iona l  basis. r 
Inpu t  requirements f o r  t h i s  program inc lude the Emissions by ECS 
and Fuel (Tab1 e 12-11 ) and a t a b l e  on National Energy Use by S I C  (Table 
12-12). 
The FESR i s  scaled by m u l t i p l i e r s  discussed i n  Section 10 (Volume V) 1 
4 
so t h a t  
FESR - - FESR * Mu1 t i p l  i e r  1 I 
( & d i g i t )  (CTAS ) (Process t o  2 - d i g i t )  1 
FESR - - FESR * Mu1 t i p l  i e r  
(National ) (2-di g i  t ) (2-di  g i  t t o  National ) 
OATC 01/24/7e OEWEML CLECTRle 03NAW 
ISE n a  AEO 
r m  1 
Quads !XK4EC(ERAT IOH TECHWLaOT AL? CRtUT l VKO OTWII 
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+aaem~ u E L 8 ~ ~ 1  ~ @ $ m m m a - - - f f i l  a ~ f a ~ s  a ~ v l  n o s  - - - T . f u s X @ E C  p m  ECS L a  **aan~RECT*amaa-----TmAL----FESR ------- OIRECT--------aa**am~a~ET&Lasa*-an* W R  IAVIWO TOTAL SVIU) LAEC 
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295TH14lRESlW-0.11)1 0.158-0.166 0.207 0.10 -9. 21. - t .  (1. 82. -8. 0 27 1. 1. 5. -43. 
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Figure 12-15. Sample o f  National Fuel and Emissions Savings Report 
DATE 06/12/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC C-ANY PAdE 21 . - 
ISE PEO AES 1 o0~tu/hr C60EHERATl ON TECIWLWY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
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Figure 12-1 6.  S.gmpl e o f  ECS-Process Fuel & Emissions Report 
# 
Table 12-11 
CONTENTS OF EMISSIONS BY ECS AND FUEL 
ECS Number: For matching t o  appropr iate ECS 
ECS Descr ipt ion:  For in format ion on l y  
Same as Number: Refers ECS back t o  o ther  ECS w i t h  i d e n t i -  
c a l  emissions 
NO, : Pounds emit ted per m i l l  i o n  Btu 
SO2 : Pounds emitted per m i l l  i o n  Btu 
Par t i cu la te :  Pounds emit ted per mi1 1 i o n  Btu 
(NO, SO2 and Pa r t i cu l a te  data f o r  each possib le fue l  type 
for  each ECS) 
Table 12-12 
CONTENTS OF NATIONAL ENERGY USE 
S I C  Cod 
CTAS Process Number 
Power Match FESR mu1 t i p 1  i e r  t o  next  h ighest  l e v e l  
Heat Match FESR mu1 t i p 1  i e r  t o  next h ighest  l e v e l  
Energy Consumption 1985 
Energy Consumption 2000 
Levels : At CTAS process l e v e l  next h ighest  l e v e l  i s  2-d ig i  t 
S I C .  
: A t  2 - d i g i t  S I C  next h ighest  l e v e l  i s  nat iona l .  
A l l  o ther  fac to rs  are  scaied by market s i ze  
Scalar - 2 - d i g i t  = ~~SR(2-digit)*~arket(2-digit) FESR(CTAS)*Market (CTAS) 
- ~ E s ~ ( N a t i o n a 1  )*Market(National ) Scalar - Nat ional  - FESR(2-digi t)*Market(2-dig1 t )  
These sca l ing  fac to rs  account f o r  the f a c t  t h a t  
1. A l l  process i n  a 4 - d i g i t  S I C  code a re  no t  represented i n  CTAS. 
2. A l l  4 - d i g i t  S I C  codes i n  a 2 - d i g i t  S I C  code a re  no t  represented 
i n  CTAS. 
3. A l l  2 - d i g i t  S I C  codes i n  the nat ion a re  not  represented i n  CTAS. 
Report 6.1, Fuel and Emissions Savings, i s  presented i n  two par ts  - 
(1 )  f o r  each process-ECS match, and (2 )  an est imate o f  the t o t a l  nat iona l  
savings f o r  each ECS assumed t o  be implemented wi thout  compet i t ion i n  a l l  
new p lants  added because o f  new capac i ty  required o r  t o  replace unser- 
v iceable plants.  
6 I n  Report 6.1 by process the u n i t s  o f  f ue l  saved a re  10 Btu/hr .and 
the emissions saved u n i t s  are l oo3  tons/hr. DIRECT savings a re  on-s i te  
and TOTAL inc lude t h e  u t i l i t y .  FESR i s  the f ue l  energy saved r a t i o  and 
EMSR i s  the emission saved r a t i o  def ined as nocogeneration minus cogen- 
e r a t i o n  a l l  over nocogeneration. LAEC SAVED are  i n  l o 6  $/yr. Data under 
the headings o f  CAPITL SAVING II  ELECTRIC POWER were not  used i n  t h i s  study. 
Report 6.1 data f o r  i nd i v i dua l  process p lan ts  i s  presented f o r  the  
coal nocogeneration base case i n  Volume V I ,  Part  1 and f o r  the  o i l  nocogen- 
e ra t i on  base case i n  Par t  2. For the coal nocogeneration base case the 
nat iona l  savings f o r  the 2 - d i g i t  S I C  i n d u s t r i a l  sector  and "ALL" indus t ry  
were ca lcu la ted f o r  each cogeneration ECS. The nat iona l  emissions saved 
6 are given i n  10 t o n s l y r  and the fue l  saved i n  quads/yr. These r e s u l t s  
are shown i n  Volume V I ,  Part  1 f o r  the coal nocogeneration base case 
and i n  Volume V I ,  Part  2 f o r  the res idua l  nocogeneration base case. 
COAL-F I RED NOCOGENERATION PROCESS B O I  LER 
REPORT 5 .1  - FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS 
& ECS 
1 INDUSTRY 101 01 MW 1 G. 00 PROCESS M I  LLIONS BTU/HR 137.0 PR6CESS TEMP(F) 300. PRODUCT NASA-CLBRXl HdURS PER YEAR 8000. l 
POWER Te HEAT RAT16 0.249 
UTl L i  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV 9TU*10+*6= 118. HOT WATER BTUslOr*6= 0. 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRt C COMPANY PAGE 1 
CeM;EPIERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 -- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*x 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COQEN CUQEN COQEN AUX UTtLIT TOTAL SITE NET- FAIL FESR PUWERHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRdCES PRdCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL T6 TAL + FACTR FACTS 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTl LIT 
ll 1 STM141 STH-TVRB-1 POUR 118. 65. 203. 138. 34. 10. -2. 0. 203. COAL-FQD 203. 0 0.43 0.17 0.68 1 STMl4l STM-TURB-1 HEAT 118. 66. 201. 137. 34. 10. 0. 1 . 201 . COAL-FQD 202. 0 0.44 0.17 0.68 p i 4 
PBWR 118. 65. 203. 138. 34. 10. -2. 0. 203. COAL-AFB 203. 0 0.43 0.17 0.58 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 118. 66. 201. 137.. 34. 10. 0. 1 . 201 . COAL -AFB 202. 0 0.44 0.17 0.68 1 
OONUCQNNO C O Q O N  118. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 161. 107. 16l.CBAL-FQD 268. 0 0. 0.13 0.51 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 118. 65. 203. 138. 34. 10, -2. 0. 203, RES I DUAL 203. 0 0.43 0.17 0.68 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 118. 66. 207. 137. 34. 10. 0. 1 , 201 . RES I DUAL 202. 0 0.44 0.17 0.68 
2 STMO88 STtl-TURB-8 PBWR 1 18. 13. 254. 182. 34. 10. -53. 0, 254. CBAL-FQD 234. 0 0.09 0.13 0.54 
2 STMOO8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 118. 50. 191. 137. 26. 8. 0. 26. 191.COAL-FQD 218. 0 0.33 0.12 0.63 
I. 
II 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-9 POUR 118. 13. 254. 182. 34. 10. -53. 0. 254. COAL-AFB 254. 0 0.09 0.13 0.54 2STMO88STM-TURB-8 HEAT 113. 50. 191. 137. 26. 8. 0. 26. I91 . CUAL-AFB 21 8. 0 0,33 0.12 0.63 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 PUWR 118. 13. 254. 182. 34. 10. -53. 0. 254. RES I DUAL 254. 0 0.09 0.13 0.54 - 
2 STt.1008 STPI-TURB-8 HEAT 11 8. 50. 191. 137. 26. 8. 0. 26. 19l.RESIDUAL 218. 0 0.33 0.12 0.63 
I 
m 
" TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 POUR 118. 65. 122. 69. 34. 10. 60. 0. 202. CeAL 202. 10 0.44 0.17 0.68 t i 
h 4TlSTMTTI-STtlTB-1 HEAT 118. 130. 243. 137. 66. 20. 0, -106. 243.COAL 137. 0 0.51 0.28 0,56 i ( I 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PBWR 118. 66. 147. 90. 34. 10. 55. 0. 202. COAL-PFB 202. 10 0.44 0.17 0.68 
3 PFBSTFl PFB-STMTB- HEAT 1 8 .  100. 224. 137. 52. 15. 0. -55. 224,COAL-PFB 168. 0 0.48 0.23 0.61 
1 
1 5 T l  HRSQ THERMIONI C POUR 0. 25. 243. 161. 34. 10. -29. 0. 243. RES1 DUAL 243. 0 -0.52 0.14 0.56 
k 5TtHRSQ THERMlCJNlCHEAT 118. 12. 56. 37, 8. 2. 118. 82. 1 73. HES I DUAL 255. fO 0.06 0.03 0.54 
4 TfSTMT TI -STMTB-1 PaWR 80. 65. 122. 69.. 34. 10. 80. 0. 202. RES I DUAL 202. 10 0.19 0.17 0 . 6 L  
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 HEAT 318. 25. 66. 37. 18. 5 .  118. 49. 1 83. RES l DUAL 233. 10 0.23 0.06 0.59 . i 
$1 6STlRL STIRUNG-1 POWR 92. 48. 128. 59. 34. 10. 92. 0. 220.01STILLA 220. 0 0.15 0.16 0.62 





5 TIHRSG THERMIONICPOWR 118. 25. 243. 161. 34. 10. -29. 0. 243.CUAL 243. 0 0.17 0.14--56 
5 TlHRSQ THERMlUNlC HEAT 118. 46. 206. 137. 29. 8. 0. 16. 206.COAL 222. 0 0.31 0.13 0 .62  
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
COOENERATION TECHKOLCIQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I USE PEQ ADV 'DESI QN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*s il 
INDUSTRY 10101 MW 18.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 137.0 PROCESS TEMP(F) 300. PRODUCT NASA-CLBRII HOURS PER YEAR 8000. 
POWER Tt3 HEAT RATIO 6.249 
UTl L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 118. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COQEN COQEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET- FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PR0CES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10=*6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTWHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 POUR 92. 48. 128. 59. 34. 10. 92. 0. 220. RES I DUAL 220. 0 0.15 0.18 0.82 I 6STIRL STIRLINO-1 HEAT 118. 30. 80. 37. 21. 6. 118. 40. 198.RESIDUAL 238. 0 0.20 0.09 0.58 I 
7 HE0185 HELIUM-QT- POWR 118. 27. 106. 22. 34. 
3':II-kEAr Il(1. 163. 649. 137. 208. 10. 135. 
0. 24 1 . COAL-AFB 24 1 . 10 0.18 0.14 0.57 
i--- c-. 61 0. -544. 649.COAL-AFB 105. 0 0.24 0.32 0.21 y 
I 
5 :I 
6STIRL STIRLINQ-1 WWR 118. 48. 128. 59. 34. 10. 92. 0. 220. CUAL 220. 0 0.32 0.18 0.62 
6STIRL STIRLINQ-1 HEAT 118. 112. 296. 137. 79. 23. 0. -140. 29S.COAL 156. 0 0.38 0.27 0.46 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POUR 0. 59. 86. 33. 34. 10. 123. 0 .  208. COAL 208. 10 -0 39 0.18 0.66 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 248. 359. 137. 143. 42. 0. -339. 359.COAL 90. 10 6.27 0.40 0.38 
,.-j &- 
-. p 




8 HEQTBO HELIUM-QT- POUR 118. 29. 132. 46. 34. 10. 107. 0. 239. COAL-AFB 239. 10 0.19 0.14 0.57 
8 HEQT6O HELIUM-QT- HEAT 118. 86. 395. 137. 102. 30. 0. -213. 395.COAL-AFB 182. 10 0.24 0.26 0.35 
9 HEQTOO HELI UM-QT- POWR 1 18. 28. 194. 98. 34 10. 46. 0. 240. COAL-AFB 240. 10 0.19 0-14 0.57 
I 
9 HEQTOO HELIUM-QT- HEAT 118. 39. 271. 137. 48. 14. 0. -43. 271 .COAL-AFB 229. 
I 
30 0.20 0.18 0.50 
- 10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO POUR 0. 57. 112. 53. 34. 10. 98. 0. 2ll.COAL 211. 10 -0.40 0.16 0.65 . 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 147. 289. 137. 88. 26. 0. -188. 289.COAL 121. 10 0.09 0.30 0.47 
2 13 QTSBAR QT-HRSQ-10 PBWR 100. 50. 118. 52. 34. 10. 100. 0. 218.RESIUUAL 218. 0 0.22 0.18 0.63 $ 13 QTS0AR GT-HRSO- I 0  HEAT 1 18. 
- 
36. 84, 37. 24. 7. 118. 31 . 201 . RESI DUAL 232. 10 0.24 0.10 0.59 
1 
N 
12 IQQTST INT-GAS-QT PBWR 0. 48. 114. 46. 34. 10. 106. 0. 220. COAL 223. 10 -0.47 0.16 0.62 , 
12 I WTST INT-GAS-QT HEAT 0. 141. 335. 137. 101. 29. 0. -208. 335. COAL 127. 10 0.06 0.30 0.41 
16 QTAC16 QT-HRSQ-16 POUR 106. 56. 106. 49. 106. 9- 212.RESIDUAL 212. 10 0.30 0.18 0.65 
HEAT 118. 44. 84. 37. s 118. 22. 202. RES I DUAL 223. 10 0.30 0.12 0.61 
17 QTWCl6 QT-HRSQ-16 POWR 110. 50. 108. 44. 0. 218.RESIDUAL 218. 10 0.28 0.16 6-63 





14 QTACOB QT-HRSQ-08 PBWR 85. 56. 126. 65. 34. 10. 85. 0 .  2ll.RESIDUAL 211. 10 0,16 0.16 0.65 
74 QTACOB GT-HRSG-Ol3 HEAT 1 18. 32. 72. 37. 20. 6. 118. 46. 19O.RESlDUAL 236. 10 0.21 0.08 0.58 
]/DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 3 
CBGENERATION TECHNULUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 1 ,as, ..a ADv OFslGN EN,. REPaRT 5.1 -- 
x*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSTRY 101 O i  MW 10.00 PROCESS M I  LLl0NS BTU/HR 137.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 300. PRODUCT NASA-CLBRtl HOURS PER YEAR 8000. 
----- --- 
POWER TO HEAT RAT1 0 0.249 
UTl LlTY FUEL COAL I- WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*tO**6= 118. HOT WATER BTUrlOnrG= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN COQEN CCJGEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TaTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWIZZH-gAT- 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PReCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UT l l l T  
lO**S 10**6 10**6 10**6 101x6 10.16 10**6 lO**B 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -- 
18 CCl620 GTST-16/26 POWR 118. 50. 88. 26. 34. 10. 130. 0. 218,RESIDUAL 218, 10 0.33 0.16 0.63 
18 CC1626 (3TST-16/26 HEAT 118. 70. 124. 37. 48. 14. 1 8  -44. 242.RESlDUAL 198. 10 0.36 0.20 0.57 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 PBWR 1 l.8. 52. 89. 29. 34. 10. 127. 0 .  216.RESIDUAL 216. 10 0,3-1% -3:64 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 118, 66. 113. 37. 43, 13. l l a .  -29. 2Sl.RESlDUAL 202. 10 0.37 0.19 0.59 !' 
20 CC1222 QTST- 12/22 PBWR 118. 53. 88. 29. 34. 10. 127. 0. 2iJ.RESIDUAL 215. 10 0.35 O-.-16 -0.64 
20 CC1222 GTST- 12/22 HEAT 1 18. 67. 112. 37. 43. 13. 118. -29. 230,RESIDUAL 201. 10 0.37 0.19 0.60 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 POWR 1 1 8. 56. 93. 36. 34. 10. 118. 0 .  212.RESIDUAL 212. I 0  0.37 0.16 0.65 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 1 l e .  57. 95. 37. 35. 10. 118. -2. 212. RESIDUAL 21 1. 10 0,38-0.16 0.65 
22 STlG15 STIQ-15-16 PCJWR 118. 18. 92). 1. 34. 10. 160. 0. 24s. RESIDUAL 249. YO 0.12 0.14 0.55 
22 STrQtr5 STIG-15-16 HEAT 118. 586. 2846. 37. 1084. 318. 118, -3282. 2964.RFS1DUAL -318. 0 0.17 0.37 0.05 
-- 
23 STIQ10 STIG-10-16 P3WR 178. 26. 95. 13. 34. 10. 146. 0. 241 .RESIDUAL 241. 10 0.18 0.14 0.57 
23 STIS10 STIG-10-16 HEAT 118. 78. 279. 37. 100. 29. 118. -207. 397.RESIDUAL 190. 0 0.22 0.25 0.35 
' 24 STlQlS STIG-IS-16 P0WR :18. 30. 102. 21. 34. 10. 136. 0. 238.RESIDUAL 238. 10-030 0.14-0.58 
24 STlGlS STIG-1S-16 HEAT 118. 52. 176. 37. 59. 17. 118. -77. 293.RES10UAL 216. 10 0.23 0.20 0.47 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POWR 118. 40. 92. 21. 34. 10. 136. 0. 228. RES I DUAL 228. 0 0.27 0.75 0.60 
25 DEADV3 Dl ESEL-ADV MEAT 1 1 8. 69. 159. 37. 59. 17. 118. -78. 277.RESIDUAL 199. 0 0.30 0.21 0.50- 
N 0
2 26 DEADV2 Dl ESEL-ADV POWR 1 18. 42. 92. 23. 34. 10. 134. 0. 226, RES I DUAL 226. 1 0.28 0.13 0,61 
P 26 DEADV2 Dl ESEL-ADV HEAT 118. 67, 146. 37. 54. 16. 118. -82. 263.RESIDUAL 203. 1 0.31 0.21 0.52 
- 
a 
1 27 DEADVI 'Dl ESEL-ADV PUWR 118. 57. 92. 36. 34. 10. 119. 0. 211 .RESIDUAL 211. 1 0.38 0.16 0.65 
5 27 DEADVI Dl ESEL-ADV HEAT 1 18. 59. 95. 37. 35. 10. 118. -3. 212.RESIDUAL 209. P 0.38 0.17 0.65 
10. 112. 0. 209. HES I DUAL 209. 0 0.35 0.16 0.66- 
9. 118. 13. 203.RESIDUAL 216. 0 0.34 0.14 0.63 
10. 139. 0. 234.DISTlLLA 234. 0 0.23 0 
DATE 06/06/79 QEMEITnL ELECTRIC CBMPANY PAGE 4 
C3QENERATitJN TECHNOLOQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
- ILSE PEU ADV DESiQN ENQR REWRT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
I 
1 l NDUSTRY 10101 W 10.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 137.0 PROCESS TEHPCFI 300. PRODUCT NASA-CLBR.1 HOURS ?Ei? YEAR M100. i 
.-- - POWER T5 HEAT RATIO 0.249 
UTl L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV B ~ u *  l0**6= 1 18. HUT WATER BTU*l O**6= 0. I! 
WASTE FUEL WGEN COOEN COQEN CWEN AUX UTlLIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA I L FESRaUER-$EAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PR6CES PRUCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl L l  T 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10*r6 10*%6 10**6 110%*6 10**6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTUlHR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
- 
30 DESOA2 D l  ESEL-SOA PQWR 116. 37. 95. 21. 34. 10. 137. 0. 231.DISTILLA 231, 1 0.24 0.15 0.59 
30 DESBAZ DIESEL-SBA HEAT 118. 65. 168. 37. 61. 18. 118. -83. 286,013TILU 203. 1 0.23 0-21 0.46 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SBA PBWR 118. 37. 95. 21. 34. 10. 137. 0. 231.RESIDLIAL 231. 1 0.24 0.15 0:59 
30 DESBAE DIESEL-SBA HEAT 118. 65. 168. 37. 61. 18. 118. 8 3  206.RESIDUAL 203. 1 0.28 0.21 0.48 
31 DES5A1 DIESEL-SUA POWR 1 17. 57. 95. 38. 34. 10. 117. 0. 211.DISTILLA 211. 1 0.37 0.16 0.65 
31 DES(IIA1 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 118. It-- 55. 92. 37. 33. 10. 118. 3. 210.DISTIiLA 212. 1 0,37 0.16 0.64 
57. 95. 38. 34. 1 0.37 0.16 0.65 31 DESOAl DIESEL-SCIA POWR 117. 10. 117. I 0. 2tl.RE,iDUAL 211. I 
31 DESBAl Dl ESEL-SBA HEAT 1 1 8. 55. 92. 37. 33. 10. 118. S. 2lO.RESIDUAL 212. I 0 . 3  0.16 0.64 
32 QTSOAD GT-HRSQ-10 POWR 97. 54. 117. 55. 34. 10. 97. .0. 214.DISTILU 214, 10 0.22 0.16 8.64 1 
32 QTSBAD. QT-HRSG- 10 HEAT 1 1 8. 37. 79. 37. 23. 7. 118. 35. lS7.DISTILLA 231. 10 0.24 0.10 0.59 1 
33 QTRAOB QT-8SRE-00 PBWR 118. 52. 96. 35. 34. 10. 121. 0. 216.DISTILLA 216. 10 0.34 0.16 0.63 
I 33 QTRAO8 QT-05RE-08 HEAT 118. 55. 102. 37. 37. 1 1  118. -8. 220.DISTlLLA 212. 10 0.35 0.17 0.62  
135QTRA,6GT-85RE-l6POWR ii:: g5: :! 37. 34. 10. 117. 0. 215. DISTILLA 215. 10 0.35 0-16 0.64 35 QTRAl6 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 37. 34. 10. 118. 1. 215.DlSflLU 215. 10 0.35 0.16 0.64 0 ! 36 QTR208 QT-SORE-08 PBWR 109. 52. 107. 45. 34. 10. 109. 0. 2lb.DISTILLA 215. 10 0.29 0.16 0.64 36 QTR200 OT-60RE-08 HEAT 118. 44. 28. 8. l i e .  18. 206.DISTILU 224. 10 0.29 0.13 0.61 
Q -
1 37 QTR212 GT-60RE-12 PBWR 112. 52. 103. 41. ' 34. 10. 112, 0. 216.DYSTILLA . 216. 10 0.31 0.16 0.63 
?i 37 QTR212 QT-60RE-12 HEAT 118. 46. 92. 37. 30. 9. 118. 12. 210,DISTIhLA 221. 10 0.31 0.14 0.62 
38 OTR216 OT-60RE- 16 PBWR 1 13. 53. 101. 41. 34. 10. 113. 0 .  2ld.DISTlLLA 215. 10 0.33 0.16 0.64 u l 3 8 0 ~ ~ 2 1 6 0 ~ -  16 HEAT 1 18. 48. 92. 37. 31. 9. 118. 9. 210.DISTILLA 219. 10 0.32 0.14 0.62 
f 
a 
39 QTRWOB GT-85RE-08 PBlJR 118. 43. 97. 29. 34. 10. 127. 0. 225.OlSTILLA 225. 10 0.29 0.15 0.61 
39 GTRWOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 118. 56. 125. 37. 44. 13. 118. -30. 243.01STILLA 212. 10 0.31 0.18 0.56 
2 
2 
40 GTRWl2 QT-85RE-12 PBWR 118. 46. 94. 28. 34. 10. 128. 0. 222.DlSTlLbA 222. 10 0.31 0.15 0.62 1 
40 OTRW12 GT-65RE-12 HEAT 11 8. 61. 124. 37. 45. 13. 118. -34. 24l.DlSTILLA 207. 10 0.33 0.19 0.57 I 
IDATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PABE 5 
CUGENERATION TECHNBLUQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5-1' -- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
11 INDUSTRY 101 01 MW 10.00 PROCESS MI L L I  (INS BTUlHR 137.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 300. PRODUCT NASA-CLBRLI HOURS PER YEAR 8WO. 
It POWER TB HEAT RATIO 0.249 UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO=*6= 118. HOT WATER PTUxlO*=G= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBOEN COGEN COGEN CUGEN AUX UTIL IT  TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL  FESR POWER-HEAT 
SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PROCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TtTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED U T i L l T  
10**6 10**6 10*%6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10*86 10**6 10.86 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR ---- 
4 2  QTR308 QT-60RE-08 POWR $17. 41. 110. 38. 34. 10. 117. 0. 227.DISTILLA 227. 10  0.27 0.15 0.60 
42  QTR3PB GT-60RE-08 HEAT 118. 40. 108. 37. 33. 10. 118. 2. 225.DISTILLA 228. 10  0.27 0.15 0.60 
- 43 QTR312 QT-60RE-12 POWR 1 18. 47. 100. 34. 34. 10. 121. 0. 221.DISTILLA 221. 10  0.31 0.13 0.62 
43QTR312GT-60RE-12 HEAT 118. 51. 109. 37. 37. 11. 118. -TO. 226.DISTILLA 217. 10 0.32 0.16 0.61 Y 
44 QTR316 QT-60RE-16 POWR 118. 47. 101. 34. 34. 10. 121. 0. 221 .DISTILLA 221. 1 0  0.31 0.15 0.62 
- 4 4  QTR316 QT-60RE-16 HEAT 118. SO. 108. 37. 37. 11. 118. -8. 226.DISTILLA 218. 10  0.32 0.16 0."61 
45 FCPAOS FUEL-CL-PH POWR 318. 35. 90. 15. 34. 10. 143. 0. 233.DISTlLLA 233. 0 0.23 0.15 0.59 
45  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 118. 84. 218. 37. 83. 2$. 118. -152. 335.DISTILLA 163. 0 0.28 0.25 0.41 
QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
CBGENERATION TECHNOLOQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
PAGE 6 
, 53SE PEO ADV DESl GN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
I *%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSX* / 1 NDUSTRY 101 02 MW 31). 00 PROCESS M I  LLI ONS BTUlHR 41 0.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 300. PRODUCT NASA-CLBR.2 HOURS PER YEAR 8000. 
POWER TO HEAT RAT16 0,250 
UTILITY FUEL CdAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10*=6= 0. 
-I 
WASTE FUEL CdGEN COQEN COGEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR P6W 
FiJE:, SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL +-U S  NO-NET USED HEAT WWER ELECT BOI LR USED SITE USED TOTAL* FACT UTILIT 
0 BNOCQN N 0 C Q 8 U "! 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 482. 320. 482. COAL-FQD 802. 0 0. 0.13 0.51 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0 .  t94, 609. 415. 102- 30. -6. 0. 609. RESI DUAL 609. 0 0.24 0.17 0.67 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-5 HEAT 3. 197. 601. 410. 
1 ITM141 SiK-Tl?!?B-I PBWR 0. 194. 609. 415. 102. 30. -6. 0. 609. COAL-FQD 609. 0 0.24 0.17 0.67 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 197. 601. 410. 101, 30. 0. 4. 601 . COAL-FQD 605. 0 0.25 0.17 0.68 
0. 9 609, 415. 102. 30, -6. 9. 609. COAL-AFB 609. 0 0.24 0-17 0.67 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0, 197, 601. 410. 101. 30. 0. 4. 601 .COAL-AFB 605. 0 0.25 0,17 0.68 I 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. 39. 763. 546. 102. 30. -160. 0. 763. RESIDUAL 763. 0 0.05 0.13 0.54 1 
2 STM086 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 150. 579. 410,s 77. 23. 0. 80. 573.4ES 1 DUAL 633. 0 0,19 0.12 0.63 1 
2 StM088 STM-TURB-8 POWR 9 - 35. 763. 546. 102. 3Q. -160. 0. 763.COAL-BOD 763. 0 0.05 0.13 0.54 $ / 2 STMOBS STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 150. 573. 410. 77. 23. 0. 80. 573. COAL-FQD 653. 0 0.19 0.12 0.63 1 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. 39. 763. 546. 102. 30. -160. 0. 763. COAL-AFB 763. 0 0.05 0.13 0.54 . X 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0 150. 573. 410. 77. 23. 0. 80. 573. COAL-AFB 653. 0 0.19 0.12 0.63 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PBNR 0. 197. 442. 271. 102. 30. 164. 0. 606. COAL-PFB 606. 0 0.25 0.17 0.68 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT I--- 0. 298. 669. 410. 1 45. 0. -165, 669.COAL-PFB 504. 0 0.31 0.23 0.61 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 POUR 0. 196. 366. 206. 102. 30. 240. 0. 606. RESI DUAL 6pC. 0 0.24 0.17-0.68 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 391. 728. 410. 203. 60. 0. -316. 72t?.RE'Sti\'lAL 412, 0 0.35 0.26 0.56 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 PUWR 0. 196; 366. 206. 102. 30. 240. 3. SO6,COAL 606. 0 0.24 0.17 0.68 
4 TI STMT TI -STMTB- 1 HEAT 0. 391. 723. 410. 203. 60. 0 .  -316. 728.tTW 412, 0 0.35 0.28 0.56 
5 TI HRSG THERMIONI C PO\dR 0. 75. 728. 484. t02. 30. -88. 0. 728. RES f DUAL 728. 0 0.09 0.14 0.56 I 5 TIHRSQ THERMICJNIC HEAT 0. 137. 616. 410. 87. 25, 0.  49. 616.RESIDUAL 6 6 .  0 0.17 0.13 0.62 
5 TIHRSG THERMIBNIC PBWR 0. 75. 728. 484. 102. 30. -98. 0. 728. COAL 728. 0 0.09 0.14 0.-56 
I S T I  HRSG THERMI EINl C HEAT 0. 137. 616. 410. 87. 25. 0. 49, 616.COAL 665, 0 0.17 0.13 0.62 I 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 PBWR 0. 745. 384. 177. 102. 30. 274. 0. 657.DISTiLLA 651. 0 0.18 0.16 0.62 
6 STIRL STIRLINO-1 HEAT 0. 335. 867. 410. 237. 69.. 0. -419. 887.DISTILLA 468. 0 0.27 0.27 0.46 
'/ DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRiC COMPANY PAGE 7 
CCGENERATIOM TECHNBLCJDY ALTERNATlVES STUDY \ IeSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 il xtFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** I INDUSTRY 10102 MW 30.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 410.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 300. PRBDUCT NASA-CLBR.2 HOURS PER YEAR 8000. 
POWER Td HEAT RATIO 0.250 1 UTILITYFUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUxlO**6= 0. HaT WATER bTU=lO*xG= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGENCOQEN COGEN AUX UTlLlT TTTAL SITE NET- FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES BRBCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR=C?ffii(l 
USED N3-NETUSED HEAT PBWER ELECT BOlLR USED SlTE USED UTlLlT 
lO**6 1 0 ~ x 6  IO**b 10==6 10**6 10.16 10**6 10%*6 l0*=6 
BTU/HR BTWHR BTU/NR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTiiLER BTU/HR 3TU/HR BTU/HR 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POUR 0 145. 384. 177. 102. 30. 274. 0. 657. RES I DUAL 657. 0 0.18 0.16 0.62 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 335. 887. 410. 237. 69. 0. -419. 887.RESIDUAL 468. 0 0.27 0.27 0.46 I / 6STlRL STIRLING-1 POWR .1 0. 145. 384. 177. 102. 30. 274. 0. 657. COAL 657. 0 0.18 0.16 0.62-- 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 335. 887. 410. 237. 69. 0. -419. 887.CdAL 468. . 0 0.27 0.27 0.46 ' 
1 
/ 
9 HEGTOO HELlUtI-GT- POUR 0. 84. 582. 294. 102. 30.. 137. 0. 719,COAL-Am 719. 10 0.10 0.14 0.57 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 117. 812. 410. 143. 42. 0. -127. 812. COAL-AFB 685. 10 0.13 0.18 0.50 
7 HEGT85 HELI UM-QT- POUR 0. 80. 319. 67. 102. 30. 403. 0. 722. COAL-AFB 722. 10 0.10 0.14 0.57 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 488. 1941. 410. 623. 163. 0. -1627. 1941.CSAL-AFB' 314. 0 0.20 0.32 0.21 
/ 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO-POWR 0. 171. 337. 160. 102. 30. 294. 0 .  631.CbAL 631, 10 0.21 0.16 0.65 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 439. 864. 410. 263, 77. 0. . -501 . 864. COAL 363. 10 0.34 0.30 0.47 
8 HEOT6O HELIUM-QT- POUR 0. 36. 395. 137. 102. 30. 321. 0. 716.CbAL-AFB 716. 10 0.11 0.14 0.57 
8 KEGT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 257. 1183. 410. 306. 90. 0. -638. 1183. COAL-AFB 545. 0 0.18 g.26 0.35 t i 
1 1 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POUR' 0. 178. 258. 98. 102. 30. 367. 0. 624. COAL 624. 10 0.22 0.16 0266 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 742. 1074. 410. 427. 125. 0. -1013. 1074,COAL 60. 0 0.41 0.40 0.38 
12 1GGTST INT-GAS-Of POUR 0. 143. 341. 139. 102. 30. 318. 0. 659. CCIAL 659, 10 0.18 0.16 0.62 
1 2 I GGTST I NT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 421. 1001. 410. 301. 88. 0. -521; 1001.CCIAL 381. 0 0.30 0.30 0.41 
0 
13 QTSOAR QT-HRSG-10 POWR 0. 151. 353. 156. 102. 30. 299. 0. 652. RESIDUAL 652. 0 0.19 0.16 0.63 * 
13 GTSBAR GT-HRSO-10 HEAT 0. 396. 926. 410. 269. 79. 0. -520. 926. RESIDUAL 407. 0 0.30 0.29 0.44 E 
1 14 GTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 POUR 0. 169. 379. 194, 102. 30. 254. 0. 633. RES I DUAL 633. 0 3.21 0.16 0.65 
5 14 GTACOB GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 357. q01. 410. 216. 63. 0, -356. 801 .RESIDUAL 445. 0 0.31 0.27 0.51 h 
k A 
15 QTAC12 OT-HRSG-12 POUR 0. 169. 336, 157. 102, 30. 298. 0. 633. RESl DUAL 633. 0 0.21 0.16 0.65 
0 15 GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 HEAT 0. 441. 876. 410. 267. 78. 0. -515. 876.RESIDUAL 361. 0 0.33 0.31 0.47 
E 
" 16 QTAC16 ST-HRSQ-16 POUR 0, 167. 317. 140. 102. 30. 318. 0, 635.RE 
16 GTAC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 491. 929. 410. -300. 88. 0. -618. 929.9E 
n 
17 QTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. 149. 325. 131. 102. 30, 328. 0 .  653. RES I DUAL 653. 0 0.19 0.16 0.63 
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QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 9 
CBGENERATIUN :'ECHNCJLUOY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IaSE PEB ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SbVED BY PRdCESS AND ECS** I l NDUSTRY 101 02 NV 30.00 PROCESS M I  LLIaNS BTU/HR 410.0 PROCESS TEtIPCF) 300. PRBDUCT NASA-CLBR*~ HOURS PER YEAR 8000. 
PBWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.250 
- 
UTI LlTY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lOx*E= 0. HUT WATER BTU=10*=6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN CUGEN CUGEN CUGEN AUX U71LIT TBTAL SITE NET* FAIL FESR PQilfERHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED N0-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBtLR USED SITE USED UTILlT 
10*%6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10.~6 1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 10*=6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/Hfi BTU/HR B TU/HR - 
H 30 BESUA2 DIESEL-SUA PUWR 0. 110. 284. 62. 102. 30. 409. 0. 693.DISTILLA 693. 1 0.14 0.15 0.59 30 RESUA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 721. 1864. 410. 673. 197. 0. -1783. 1864,DISTILLA 81. 1 0 . 2 8  0.36 0.22 i 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SBA POUR 0. 110. 284. 62. 102. 30. 409. 0. 693.RESlDUAL 693. : 0-14 0.15 0.59 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 721. 1864. 410. 673, 197. 0. -1783. 1864.RESIDUAL 61, 1 0,28 3.36 -0.22 
i: 
31 DESUAI DIESEL-SBA PUWR 0. 170. 284. 114. 102. 30. 345. 0. 632.RESIDUAL 632. 1 0.21 0.16 0.65 
31 DESBAl Dl ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 613. 1022. 410. 369. 108. 0. -&34. 1022.RESIDUAL 189. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40- 
32 QTSBAO QT-HRSQ-10 PBWR 0. 163. 351. 164. 102. 30. 289. 0. 640.DISTILLA 640. 0 0.20 0.16 0.64 
32 OTSUAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 406. 875. 410. 256. 75. 0. ,479. 875.DlSTILLA 396. 0 0.32 0.29 0.47 
33 QTRAQB GT-05RE-08 PBWR 0. i55. 287. 104. 102. 30. 360. 0. 647.DlSTIiLA 647, 0 0.19 0.16 0.63 
33 GTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 614. 1134. 410. 405. 119. 0. -946. 1134.DISTILLA 189. 0 0.35 0.36 0.36 
34 QTRA12 GT-85RE-12 PBWR 0. 150. 266. 105. 102. 30. 359. 0. 645.DiSTILLA 645. 0 0.20 0.16 1 
34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT I---- 0. 615. 1115. 410. 399. 117. 0. -928. 11 1S.DISTILLA 187. 0 Q.36 0.38 




35 QTRA16 GT-85RE-16 PUHR 0. 159. 293. 1 2 .  102. 30. 351. 0. 644.DlSTlLLA 644. 0 0.20 0.16 0.64 
35 QTRA16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 5BG. 1075. 410. 375, 110. 0. -833. 1075.DISTILLA 222. 0 0.35 0.35 0.38 I 
40 GTRWI 2 GT-85RE-12 PUWR 0. 138. 281. 84. 102. 30. 383. 0. 665.DISTILLA 665. 0 0.17 0.15 0.62 










37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 PBWR 0. 156. 310. 124. 102. 30. 336. 0. 646.DISTlLLA 646. 0 0.19 0.16 0:63 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 514. 1022. 410. 337. 99, 0. -734. 1022.DISTILLA 288. 0 0.33 0.33 0.40 
38 QTR216 QT-BORE-16 PUWR 0 .  159. 334. 122. 102. 30. 339. 0. 643.DlSTILLA 643. 0 0.20 0.19- 0.64 
38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 537. 1024. 410. 345. 101. 0. -759. 1024,DISTlLLA 265. 0 0.34 0.34 0.40 
 IDA ATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC CBHPANY PAQE 10 
11 CUGENERATION TECHNULOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
. IBSE PEO ADV DESION ENOR REPORT 5.1 
-- 
==FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS=* 
( 1 NDUSTRY 10 1 02 MW 30.00 PROCESS M I  LL 1 (INS BTUIHR 4 1 0.0 PROCESS TEPIP ( F) 300. PRODUCT NASA-CLBRX2 HOURS PER YEAR 8000. i 
-.- --- + 
POWER T6 HEAT RAT1 d 0.250 I UTl LlTY FUEL COAL - WASTE FUEL EGV BTU.lOxx6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lO=.6= Q. 
!! 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COBEN COGEN AUX UTlLlT TaTAL SITE NET= FAlL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRdCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PSWER ELECT BBILR USED SiTE USED UTlLlT 
1O=x6 1 0 ~ x 6  10=*6 10=*6 10.~6 10**6 101x6 lor16 10+=6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
I 41 QTRWIC QT-85RE-16 PQWR 0. 139. 287. 90. 102. 30. 376. 0. 663.DISTILLA 663. 0 0.17 0.15 0.62 41 OTRWl6 OT-89RE-16 HEAT 0. 633. 1306. 410. 466. 137. 0. -1137. 1306.DISTILLA 169. 0 0.33 0.36 0.31 
QT-60RE-08 POWR 0. 123. 330. 113. 102, 30. 349. 0. 679.DISTILLA 679. 0 0.15 0.15 0.60 
42 GTR308 OT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 445. 1193. 410. 370. 108. 0. -836. 1193.DISTlLLA 357. 0 0.27 0.31 Q.33 
QT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 140. 299. 102. 102. 30. 363. 0. 6 6 2 . ~ 1 ~ 1 l L L ~  662. 0 0.17 0.15 0.62 1 
GT-60RE-12 HEPT 0. 565. 1205. 410. 412. 121. 0. -968. 1203. D I ST1 LLA 237. 0 0.32 0.34 0.34 11 
44 QTR316 QT-60RE- 3.S POWR 8. 140. 302. 103. 102- 30. 361. 0. 663.DiSTILLA 663, 0 0.17 0.15 0.62 
44 QTR316 QT-60RE-16 HEAT U. 553. 1198. 410. 406. 119. 0. -949. 1198. DISTILLA 249. 0 0.32 Q . %  0.34-, I 
I II 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POWR * 0. 104. 269. 46. 102. 30. 428. 0. 698.DISTlLLA 698. 0 0.13 0.15 0.59 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 935. 2412. 410. 916. 269. 0. -2544. 2412,DlSTlLLA -132. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
-4 
46 FCdCDS FUEL-CL-MO POUR 0. 140. 248. 58. 102. 30. 414. 0. 663.DISTILLA 663. 0 0.17 0.15 0.62 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 988. 1760. 410. 725. 212. 0. -1946. 176O.DISTILLA -186. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
!DATE 06/06/79 
C 
GENERAL ELECTR 1 C COMPANY PACE 11 
COGENERAT I ON TEGHNOL6GY ALTERNATI VES STIJDY 
l&SE PECJ ADY DESIGN ENGR REPdRT 5 .  f 
---- C %%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS Ai4D EC= 8 l NDUSTRY 2111 I 1  f4W 1.94 PRGCESS t1I LLlOtlS BTU/HR 24.0 PROCESS TEMP(F1 250, PRODUCT MEAT-PACKINC) HOURS PER YEAR 2100. 
1 
---- --- --,-*-- 
PBIdER T(J HEAT RATlU 0.276 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUrTO*r6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO=6= 10. i 
4 
- - 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CUGEtJ CCJGEN COBEN AUX LJTILIT TBTPL SITE NET = FA1 --- L FEGR-.. F'CNEfl__HE@T - 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRaCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FkCTfI FACTR 
USED NB-EIET USED HEAT. POWER ELECT BOI LR USED SITE USED UTI L I  T P 
0 ONaCGN t i  0 C f3 0 8 N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0, 28, 21. 28. RES I DUAL 49, 0 0, 0.1."; 0.40 1 9 1 ST11141 STM-TURE-1 P6J.IR 0. 13. 34. 22. 7. 2, 2. 0. 36. RES I DUAL 36. 10 0.26 0.16 0.67 1 
1 STM141 STtl-TURB-l HEAT I " !  0. 14. 37. 24. 7.  2. 0. -2. 37. RESI DUAL 35. I 0  -t3,2F5---0tZ90,-65 - _  h 1 STH141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0. 13. 34. 22. 7. 2. 2, 0 ,  36. Ct3AL-FQD 36. :O 0.26 0.10 0.67 5 { 1 ST11141 STM-TURE-1 HEAT 0. 14. 37. 24. 7. 2. 0. -2. 37.CBAL-FQD 35, 10 8.28 0.20 0.65 
iI 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PUkIR 0. 13. 34. 22. 7. 2. 2. 0. 3G. COAL-AFB 36. 1 0  0 , 2 6 ‘ d s i 8  0.67 j 1 ST11141 STII-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 14. 37. 24. 7, 2. 0, -2, 37.COAL-AFB 35. 10 0.20 0.20 0.65 
11 2 STtlO88 ST?tdURB-8 PdIIR 0. 8. 41. 2a. 7. -5. 2. - 0. 41.RESIDUAL 41. - 10 -.-- 0.17 -- .--- 0.16 0.59 [ j  2 STMOBS SPJ-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 11 * 35. 24. 6. 2, 0. 3. 35.RESIDUAL 38. 10 0.23 0.95 0.63 
2 STMO88 STH-TURB-8 PCJHR 0. 8. 41. 28. 7. 2. -5 ,  0. 4 1 . WAL-FQD 41. 10 0.17 0.16 0.59 /j 2 STMOB8 STMsgtB-8 HEAT 0. 11. 35. 24. 6. 2. Os- 3 , 35. COAL-FGD 38.  10 - - 0.23 - _ _  0.15 - .0.63 
r! z 
2 STM088 STII-+UF:2-0 PBWR 0. 8. 41. 28. 7 .  2. -5. 0, 4 3 . CUAL-AFB 41. 10 0.17 0.16 0.59 j! 2 STH088 STI1-TUPB-a HEAT 0 .  71. 35. 24 c 6, 2. 0. 3. 35, Ct3P.L-AFB 38. 10 0.2s 0.15 0.63 
4 
3 PFESTIl PFI~:-S~ITB- t'811R 0. 13. 26. 15. 7. 2. 10. 0. 36.C6AL-PFB 36. 10 572% 0.18 0.66 
3 PFBSTH PFE-STilT5- HEAT 0. 20. 41.  24. 10. 3. 0. -12. 41.CBAL-PFB 29, 10 0.33 0.26 0.59 
f 4 TISTPIT T I  -5?8?8cCF-l P0L)II 0. 13, 22. 12. 7. 2. 14. 0. 36. R W  I DUAL 36. 1 - 0 0 . 2 ( 3  0.18 0.66 
' 4 TlSTIlT T I  -STrl'fB-1 HEAT 0. 26. 44. 24. 13. 4 .  0. -21. 44.RESIDUAL 23. 10 0.37 0.30 0.54 
s 
4 VISTIIT T I  -Srtf'TB-1 PUIIR 0. 13. 22. 12. 7. 2. 14, 0. 36. COAL 36. 1 0  0.26 0.18 0.66 
- a " - _  4 TISTMT T I - S - ~ L ~ B - I  HEAT 0. 26. 44. 24. 13. 4. a. -21. 44. COAL 23. l o  0.37 0.30 0.54 
4: 
6. 5 T I  HRSO THEZ1I OM3 C PUUR 0. 2. 47. 32. 7. 2. -9, 0,  RESIDUAL 47. 10 0.04 0.14 0.51 
5 V LHRSO THEItIlIIJNI C HEAT 0. 8. 35. 24. 5. 1. 0. 5. 35, RES I DUAL 41, 10 0.17 0.12 0.59 
t f  
n- d 5 T I  FlRSG THrRilI CIMI G PO!IR 0. 2. 47. 32. 7. 2. -9. 0. 47. CSAL 47. 10 0.04 0.14 0 
5 TIHRSG TFIER131 GI41 C HEAT 0. 8. 35. 24. 5. 1 .  0 ,  5. 35. COAL 41. 10 0.17 0.12 0.59 
O, 10. 22. 10. 7 ,  2. 17' 0. 38. DISTILLA 38. 0 0.21---0.17 0.62- 3 6 STIEL STIRLIMG-I HEAT 0. 25. 53. 21. 16. 5. 0. -20. 53. DISTILLA 24. 0--0.32 0xr0--0-:4% 
o* 
11 1 NDUSTRY 201 1 1 MW 1 .94 PROCESS M I  LLI ONS BTU/HR 24.0 PROCESS TEMP( F) 250. PRODUCT MEAT-PACK1 NO HOURS PER YEAR 21 00. If 
, 
-- . 
0 POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.276 
'3 UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 10. 
Ir 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 12 
COGENERATIBN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
WASTE FUEL CUQEN CGSEN COQEN COQEN AUX OTlLlT TOTAL SITE NETS FA1 L FESR PUWER HLAT - ' 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES MW PRSCES ' FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10*.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
--.- 
6STlRL STIRLINQ-1 POUR . 0. 10. 22. 10. Y .  2. 17. 0. 38.RESIDUAL 38. 0 0.21 0.17 0.62 q &  6STlRL STIRLINQ-1 HEAT 0. 25. 53. 24. 16. 5. 0. -29. 53.RESIDUAL 24. 0 0.32 0.30 0.45 
6 ST-IRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR 0. 10. 22. 10. 7. 2. 17. 0. 38. COAL 38. 0 0.21 0.17 0.62 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 25. 53. 24. 16. 5. 0. -29. 53. COAL 24. 0 0.32 0.30 0.45 . 
7 HEQT85 HELIUM-QT- PUWR .** 9. 21. U. 7. 2. 19. 0. 40.COAL-AFB 40. 10 0.19 0.17 0.60 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT ,-- 28. 64. 24. 21. 6. 0. -43. 64.COAL-AFB 20. 10 0.31 0.32 0.38 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- POWR 0, 7. 26. 10. 7. 2. I ? .  0. 42. COAL-AFB 42. 10 0.13 0.18 0.57 
0.  16. 63. 24. 16. 5. 0. -30. 63.CBAL-AFB 33. 10 0.20 0.28 0.38 
11 9 HEGTOO HELl UM-GT- POUR 0. 6. 38. 20. 7. 2. 5. 0. 43. COAL -AFB 43. 10 0.12 0.15 0.56 9 HEQTOO HELIUM-QT- HEAT 0. 7. 46. 24. 8 .  2. 0. -5. 46. COAL -AFB 42. 10 0.14 0+18 0.52 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-M0 POWR 0. 11. 22. 10. 7. 2. 16. 0 .  38. COAL 38. 10 0.23 0.17 0.63 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MQ HEAT 0. 26. 50. 24. 15. 4. 0. -27. SO. COAL 23. 10 0.34 0.30 0.48 i 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST PBWR 0. 12. 16. 6. 7. 2. 21. 0. 37. COAL 37. 10 0.24 0.18 0.64 









12 IGQTST INT-GAS-QT POWR 0. 9. 21. 8. 7. 2. 19. 0. 39 L COAL 39. 10 0 1 9  0.17 0.61 
12 IQQTST INT-GAS-QT hEAT 0. 28. 61. 24. IS. 6. 0. -40. 61 . COAL 21. 10 0.31 0.32 0.39 
13 QTSUAR QT-HRSG-10 POWR . 0. 10. 23. 10. 7. 2.  16. 0. 39. RES I DUAL 39. 10 0.21 0.17 0.62 
13 GTSOAR GT-I-IRSG- 10 HEAT 0. 23. 53. 24. 15. 4. 0. -27. 53.RESIDUAL 26. 10 0.31 0.29 0.45 
14 QTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 PBWR 0. 11. 25. 12. 7. 2. 14. 0. 38.RESIDUAL 38. 10 0.22 0.17 0.63 




17 QTWC16 QT-HRSG-16 PBWR 0. 10. 21. 8. 7. 2. 16. 0. 39.RESIDUAL 39. 10 0.20 0.17 0.61 4 17 GTWCl6 QT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 27. 60. 24. 19. 5. 0. -33. 6O.RESIDUAL 22. 10 0.31 0.32 0.40 A i 
15 GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 PBWR 0. 11. 22. 10. 7 .  2. 16. 0. 38.RESIDUAL 38. 10 0.23 0.17 0.63 
15 QTAC12 GT-tIRSG- 12 HEAT 0. 26. 51. 24. 15. 5.  0. -28. 51.RESIDUAL 23. 10 0.34 0.31 0.47 
E 
n 
16 QTAC16 OT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. 11. 20. 9. 7. 2. 17. 0. 38.RESIDUAL 38. 10 0.23 0.17 0.63 
16 GTAC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 29. 53. 24. 17. 5. 0. -33. '53.RESIDUAL 20. 10 0.35 0.32 0.45 1 
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l & S E  PEU ADY DESIGN ENGR REPBRT 5 . 1  - 
*%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSTRY 201 1 1 M W  1 .94 PRUCESS M I  LLl UNS BTU/HR 2 4 . 0  PRBCESS TEMPCF) 250. PReDUCT MEAT-PACK1 NO HOURS PER YEAR 2100. 
- -- 
POWER TO HEAT RAT18  0.276 
I U T l  L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU* lO**6=  0. HOT WATER B T U * l O r * 6 =  10. 
WASTE FQE& CBGEN CBGEN COBEN CBGEN AUX U T I L I T  TBTAL S I T E  NET= F A 1  L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TBTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B O I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l L l f  
1 8  CC1626  Q T S T - 1 6 / 2 6  POWR 0. 10. 1 6 .  5. 7. 2. 23. 0. 39 .RESIDUAL 39. 10 0.20 0.17 0.61 
18 CC1626  GTST-16 /26  HEAT 0. 50. 8 4 .  2 4 .  3 4 .  10. 0. - 8 4 .  84.RESlDUAL -1. 10 0.37 0 . 4 0  0.29 1; 
1 9  CC1622  GTST-16 /22  PBWR 0. 1 0 .  17. 5. 7. 2. 22. 0. 39.RESIDUAL 39. 10 0.21 0 . 1 7  0.62 
19 CC1622  G T S T - 1 6 / 2 2  HEAT 0. 4 7 .  76. 2 4 .  30. 9. 0. -74 .  76 .RESIDUAL 2. 1 0  0.38 0 . 4 0  0.31 
20 C C 1 2 2 2  C T S T - 1 2 / 2 2  POUR 0. 10. 17. 5, 7. 2. 22. 0. 39. RES I DUAL 39. !I 10 6.21 0.17 0.62- 1 20 C C l Z 2 2  FTST-  1 2 / 2 2  HEAT * u. 4 7 .  76. 24. 30. 9. 0. - 7 4 .  76. RESI  DUAL 2. 10 0 . 3 6  0 . 4 0  0.32 
22 S T l O l S  S T I Q - 7 3 - 1 6  PUWR 0. 4 .  1 7 .  0. 7. 2. 28. 0. 4S.RESlDUAL 4 5 ,  1 0  0.07 0.15 Q.53  
22 S T 1 0 1 5  S T 1 0 - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 3 8 0 .  1 8 4 6 .  2 4 .  703. 206. 0. -2177 .  1846 .RESIDUAL -331. 0 0.97 0 . 3 8  OLO1 
I 
23 S T 1 0 1 0  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  POWR 0. 5. 1 6 .  2. 7. 2. 25, 0. 44 .RESlDUAL 4 4 .  10 0 . 1 0  0.15 0.53 
23 STIGFO S T I S - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 50. 1 8 1 .  2 4 .  65. 19. 0. -183. 1 8 l . R E S I D U A L  -1. 0 0.22 0.36 0 . 1 3  II 
21 CCQ822 OTST-08 /22  PBWR 0. 1 1 .  1 7 .  6. 7. 2. 2 1 .  0. 38. RES I DUAL 38. 1 0  0.22 0.17 0.63 
2 1  CC0822  QTST-08 /22  HEAT 0. 4 1 .  6 4 .  2 4 .  25. 7. 0. -36. 64 .RESIDUAL 8. 1 0  0.39 0 . 3 8  0.37 . 
25 DEAOV3 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 10. 18. 6. 7. 2. 2 1 .  0. 39. RES I DUAL 39. 1 0  0.20 0.17 0 . 6 1  
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 4 0 .  72. 2 4 .  27. 8. 0. -83. 72.RESIDUAI- 9. 0 0.36 0.37 0.33 . 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 10. 18. 6. 7. 2. 21. 10. 39. RES 1 DUAL 39. 1 1  0.20 0.17 0.61 / 





29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SUA PBMR 0. 9. 1 8 .  6. 7. 2. 21. 0. 4 O . D I S T I L L A  4 0 .  0 0.19 0.17 0.60 
29 DESOA3 D l  ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 3 8 .  76. 24. 27. 8. 0. -65. 7 6 . D I S T I L L A  1 1 .  0 0.33 O . K O . 3 2  
----- 
27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0 .  1 2 .  1 8 .  7. 7. 2. 20. 0. 37 .RESIDUAL 37. 1 1  0 . 2 4  0 . 1 8  0 .64  




29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SBA POWR 0. 9. 18. 6. 7. 2. 21. 0. 4O.RESIDUAL 4 0 .  O 0.10 0.17 0.60 
2 29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 
-1 0. 38. 76. 2 4 .  27. 8. 0. -85. 76. RESIDUAL 11. 0 0.33 0.36 0.32 
2 8  DEHTPM AD\!-DIESEL POWR 0. 1 2 .  1 8 .  8. 7. 2. 19. 0. 37 .RESIDUAL 37. 10 0 . 2 4  0.18-0.65 
2 8  DEHTPM AOV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 36. 55. 2 4 .  20. 6. 0. - 4 2 .  55.RESIDUAL 13. 0 0 . 4 0  0.37 0 .44  
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I&SE PE8 ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 --. 
=*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECSxr I INDUSTRY 2011 1 MW 1.94 PROCESS MlLLl0NS BTlJlHR 24.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 250. PRaDUCT MEAT-PACKINQ HUURS PER YEAR 2100. 
- ' POWER TO HEAT RATIU 0.276 
UTl L l  TY FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTUx10**6= 10. ! 
Y 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN CUQEN CUQEN CUQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PR6CES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NETUSED HEAT PBWER ELECT BUILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
101.6 10**6 10**6 10X*6 10*.6 10**6 10.~6 1 0 ~ x 6  10*n6 
BTU/HR BTUlHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR &TU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
II 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SUA PBWR 0. 9. 18. 6. 7. 2. 21. 0. 40. DISTILLA 40. 1 0.19 0.17 0.60 30 DESOA2 Dl ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 38. 76. 24. 27. 8. 0 .  -65. 76. D I  ST1 LLA 11. 1 0.33 0.36 0.32 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SBA PUWR 0. 9. 18. 6. 7. 2. 21. 0. 4O.RESIDUAL 40. 1 0.19 0.17 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 38. 76. 24. 27. 8. 0. -85. 76.RESIDUAL 11. 1 0.33 0.36 0.32 
31 DESUA1 DIESEL-SOA PdWR 0. 12. 18. 8. 7. 2. 19. 0. 37. DISTILLA 37. 
31 DESaAl D l  ESEL-S0A HEAT 0. 35. 57. 24. 20. 6. 0. -43. 57, DISTILLA 13. 1 0.39 0.36 0.42 
1 0.24 0.18 0.64 1 
I 
31 DESOAI Dl ESEL-SUA PUWR 0. 12. 18. 8. 7. 2. '1 9. 0. 37. RES I DUAL 37. 1 0.24 0.18 0.64 
31 DESOA1 Dl ESEL-SfJA HEAT 0. 35. 57. 24. 20. 6. 0. -43. 57. RES 1 DUAL 13. 1 0.39 0.36&42__ 
II 32 QTSUAD OT-HRSQ-10 POWR 0. 11. 23. 11. 7. 2. 16. 0. 38.DISTILLA 38. 10 0.22 0.17 0.63 32 QTSBAD QT.-HESG-10 HEAT 0. 24. 50. 24. 16: 4. 0. -25. 50.DISTILLA 25. 10 0.32 0.29 0.48 j 1 i 
. I i  33 QTRAOB Of-85RE-Q8 PUWR 0. 10. 19. 7. 7. 2. 20. 0. 39. DISTILLA 39. 10 0.21 0.17 0.62 # 
33 GTRAO8 QT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 36. 64. 24. 23. 7. 0. -50. 64. DISTILLA 13. 10 0.36 0.36 0.38 
r 
34 QTRA12 QT-85RE-12 POWR 0. 10. 18. 7. 7. 2. 20. 0. 38.DISTlLLA 38. 10 0.21 0.17 -0,62 1 
34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 36. 63. 24. 23 7. 0. -50. 63.DISTILLA 13. 10 0.36 0.36 0.38 
36 QTR208 QT-60RE-08 PUWR 0. 10. 21. 9. 7. 2. 18. 0. 38.DlSTlLLA 38. 10 0.21 O.?f  0.62 
36 QTR208 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 28, 56. 24. 18. 5. 0. -35. 56. DISTILLA 21. 10 0.34 0.32 0.43 
,! 
0 
1 37 QTR212 GT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 10. 2C. 8 .  7. 2. 19. 0. 39. DISTILLA 39. 10 0.21 0.17 31-62 3 37 QTR212 O f  -60RE-12 HEAT 0. 30. . 58. 24. 19. 6. 0. -40. 58.31STILLA 19. 10 0.34 0.33 0.41 
35 QTRAI6 ~ ~ - 8 5 ~ ~ - l e  PUWR 0. 10. 19. 7. 7. 2. 19. 0. 38. DISTILLA 38. 10 0.21 0.17 0.62 
35 QTRAl6 OT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 34. 61. 24. 21. 6. 0. -46. 61. DISTILLA 15. 10 0.36 0.35 0,39 
r 
u 
40 GTRW12 QT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 9. 18, 6. 7. 2. 22. 0. 40,DISTILLA 40. 10 0.19 0.17 0.60 
40 QTRWl2 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 39. 78. 24. 28. 8. 0. - 6 B .  10. 10 0.33 0.36 0.31 78. DISTILLA 
I 
38 QTR216 QT-60RE-16 POUR 0. 11. 20. 8. 7. 2. 19. 0 .  38.DlSTlLLA 38. 10 0.22 0.17 0.63 
38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0 .  31. 58. 24. 21). 6. 0. -41. 58.DISTILLA 18. 10 0.35 0.34 0.41 
f 
' 
f. 39 GTRWO8 QT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 9. 19. 6. 7. 2. 21. 0. 40.DISTtLLA 40. 10 0.18 0.16 0.60 39 GTRWOB QT-85RE-08 HEAT 0 .  36. 78. 24. 27. 8. 0. -65. 78.DISTTLLA 13. 10 0.31 0.35 0.31- 
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ILSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSS* 
I 
11 INDUSTRY 201 11 MW 1.94 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 24.0 PROCESS TEHPCFI 250. PRODUCT HEAT-PACK1 NO HOURS PER YEAR 21004 I 
PUWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.276 
UTl LlTY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10+*6= 0. HOT WATER BTURiOx*6= 10. 
I,-- - WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COQEN COQEN AUK UTIL IT  TOTAL SITE NET= FA iL  FESR POWER HEAT - FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRUCES MW PRUCES FUEIL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
11 USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USE1D SITE USED UTI L I T  
d l  QTRWl6 OT-85RE-16 PdWR 0. 9. 19. 6. 7. 2. 21. 0 .  40 .D IST ILU  40. 1 0  0.19 0.17 0.60 
41 QTRWl6 QT-05RE-16 HEAT 0. 37. 74. 24. 27. 8. 0. -62.. 74,DiSTILLA 12. 10 0.33 0.36 0.32 I 
--R 
42 QTR308 QT-SORE-08 PBWR 0. 8. 21. 8. 7 .  2. 19. 0. 41 .DISTILLA 4 1-. 10  0.77 0.16 0.59 
42  GTR308 QT-GORE-OB HEAT 7 0. 26. 66. 24. 21. 6. 0. -44. 66,DISTILLA 23. 10  0.28 0.31 0.36 8 
43 QTR312 QT-60RE-12 PBWR 0. 9. 19. 7. 7. 2. 20. 0. 40.DlSTILLA 40. 10 ? 19  0.17 0.60 * 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-72 HEAT 0. 33. 69. 24. 24. 7. 0. -53. 69.DISTILLA 16. l ~ i . 3 2 0 . 3 4 ~ ~ 0 . 3 5  . 
44 GTR316 QT-60RE-16 POWR 0. 9. 20. 7. 7. 2. 20. 0. 40,DlSTILLA 40. 10 0.19 0.17 0.60 
,&I (JTR316 QT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 32. 69. 24. 23. 7 .  0. -52. G9.DISTILLA 77. 10 0.32 0.34 0.35 
I 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PBWR 0. 9. 17. 5, 7. 2. 22. 0. 40. DISTILLA 40. 0 0.19 0 .71  0.61 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 43. 81. 24. 31. 9. 0. -76. 81 .DISTILLA 5. 0 0.35 0.38 0.29 1 
0 .  9. 16. 4 .  7. 2. 24. 0. 4O.DISTILLA 40. 10 0.18 0.17 3-60 
46  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MB HEAT 0. 58. 103. 24. 42. 12. 0. -112. 103,DISTILLA -9. Q 0.36 0.41 0.23 
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CUGENERATIUN TECHNULOQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I BSE PEO ADV DESI  ON EPIGR It------ - REPURT 5 . 1  **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ~ C S * *  
INDUSTRY 2 0 2 6 1  MW 1 . 3 1  PROCESS M I L L I U N S  BTU/HR 1 1 . 0  PROCESS TEMPCF) 250. PRODUCT FLUID-MELK HOURS PER YEAR 2100. 
PUWER TO HEAT RAT10  0 . 4 0 6  
U T l  L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10*.*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU* lO**6= 6. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN COOEN COQEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  N E T l  F A I L  FESR POWEfc_HEAT- 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES MU PR0CES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
IL-" USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B O l L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l  L l  T l O * * 6  10**6 1 0 * * 6  10**6 l O * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  101.6 101.6 BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - 
0 ONOCON N 0 C %i a N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 3 .  1 4 .  13.RESIDUAL 27. 0 0. 0 . 1 7  0 . 4 1  
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 4. 23. 15. 4. 1, -5. 0. 23. R E S I  DUAL 23. 10 0.15 0.20 0 . 4 8  
1 STM141 S fM-TURB- I  HEAT ! 0. 6. 1 7 .  1 1 .  3. 1. 0. 4 .  1 7 .  R E S I  DUAL 20. 1 0  0 . 2 4  0 . 1 6  0154 II 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWH 0. 4 .  23. 1 5 .  4. 1 .  -6. 0. 23.COAL-FGD 23. 10 0.15 0.20 0 . 4 8  1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 6. 1 7 .  11. 3. 1. 0. 4. 17.COAL-FOD 20. 10 0 . 2 4  0.16 0 . 5 4  
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PUWR 0. 4. 23. 15. 4. 1 .  -5. 0. 23. COAL-AFB 23. 10 0 . 1 5  0.20 0-.48 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 6. 1 7 .  1 1 .  3. 1. 0. 4. 17.COAL-AFB 20. 1 0  0.24 0 . 1 6  0 . 5 4  
. 2 STPI088 STM-TUHB-8 PBWR 0. -1 .  27. 19. 4. 1. -9. 0. 27. RES I DUAL 27. 10 -0.02 0.76--0.40 
2 STMOBB STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 5. 1 6 .  1 1 .  3. 1.. 0. 6. 16. RESIDCAL 22. 1 0  0.19 0 . 1 2  0.50 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PUWR 0. -1 .  27. 19. 4 .  1. -9. 0. 27.COAL-AFB 27. 10 -0.02 0.16 0 . 4 0  
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 5. 16. 1 1 .  3. 1. 0. 6. 1 6 .  COAL-AFB' 22. 1 0  0.19 0.12 0.50 
- I 
-- 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POWR 0. 9. 1 7 .  10. 4. 1. 1. 0. I 8. COAL-PFB 18. 1 0  0.32 0 . 2 4  0.60 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 9. 1 9 .  1 1 .  5. 1. 0. - 1 .  19.COAL-PFB 18. 1 0  0.33 0.26 0.59 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. -1 .  27. 19. 4. 1. -9. 0. 27, COAL-FQD 27. 10 -0.02 0.16 0 . 4 0  
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 5. 1 6 .  11.  3. 1. 0. 6. 16. COAL-FQD 22. 10 0.19 0-12 0.50 
1 
5 T I  HRSG THERMI U N I  C PdWR 0. -5. 32. 22. 4. 1. -12. 0. 32.RESIDUAL 32. 10 -0.18 0 . 1 4  0.35 
5 TIHRSG THERMIONIC HEAT 0. 4 .  1 6 .  11 .  2. 1. 0. 7. 16.RESIDUAL 23. 1 0  0.14 0 . 1 0  0.48 
4 T ISTMT TI -STMTB-1 PBYR 0. 9. 15. 8. 4. i. 4. 0. I 8 , R E S I D U A L  1 8 .  1 0  0.32 0 . 2 4  




u 5 TIHRSG THERM16NIC PBWR 0. -5. 32. 22. 4 .  1 .  -12. 0. 32. COAL 32. 10 -0.18 0.14 0.35 
f 5 TIHRSG THERMIUNIC HEAT 0. 4 .  1 6 .  1 1 .  2. 1 .  0. 7. 16. COAL 23. 10 0.14 0 . 1 0  0 . 4 6  
4 T ISTMT T I  -STMTB-1 PUWR 0. 9. 15. 8. 4. 1. 4 .  0. 1 8 .  COAL 18. 1 0  0.32 0 . 2 4  0.60 
4 TI STIT TI -STMTB- 1 HEAT 0. 12. 20. 1 1 .  6. 2. 0. -5. 20. COAL 15. 10 0.37 0.30 0 . 5 4  
1 j 
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COGENERATION TECHNOLOQY ALTERNATEVES STUDY 
IaSE PEO A3V DESION ENGR REPORT 5.1 
- %*FUEL ENEROY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSB* 
11 INDUSTRY 20261 MW 1.31 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 11.0 PROCESS TEMP(F1 250. PRODUCT FLUID-MILK HOURS PER YEAR 2100. 
PSHER TO HEAT RATIO 0.406 
UTI L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU.10**6= 0. tWT WATER BTU*lD**6= 6, 
WASTE FUEL COGEX -CXJOEN COOEN CBOEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PR8tSZ3 PRUCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PCWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTI L lT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10=*6 10*~G 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUrHR BTU/HR 
6 STlRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR 0. 7. 14. 7. 4. 1. 6. 0 .  2O.RESIDUAL 20. 0 0.27 0.23 0.56 
6 S71RL STIRLINO-1 HEAT 0. 12. 24. 11. 7. 2. 0. -9. 24.RESIDUAL 15. 0 0.33 0.31 0.45 1 1 
0. 7. 14. 7. 
I 6 STlRL STIRLINO-1 PBWR 4. 1. 6. I). 2O.COAL 20. 0 0.27 0.23 0.56 1 
6 STlRL STIRLIMQ-1 HEAT 0. 12. 24. 11. 7. 2. 0. -9. 24. C0f.L . 15. 0 0.33 0.31 0.45 
1 7 HEOTBS HELI UM-OT- PdWR 0. 7. 14. 6. 4. 1 .  6. 0. 20.CCJAL-AFB 20. 10 0.25 0.22 0.54 1 
e " 5 ' 5 ' 5 ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  HELI UM-GT- HEAT 0. 13. 27. 11. 9. 3. 0. -13. 27.COAL-AFB 14. 10 0.32 0.32 0.40 a 
8 HEOT6O HELIUM-91- PCJWR 0. 4. 17. 7. 4. 1. 15. 0. 22.COAL-AFB 22. 10 0.16 0,20 0.49 
8 HEGT60 HELIUM-OT- HEAT 0. 7. 29. 11. 7. 2. 0. -9. 29.COAL-AFB 19, 10 0.20 0.26 0.30 . 
9 HEOTOO HELIUM-OT- POWR 0. 2. 25. 13. 4. 1. -3. 0. 25.COAL-AFB 25. 10 0.06 0.18 0.43 
9 HEOTOO HELIUM-QT- HEAT 0. 3. 21. 11. 4. 1. 0. 2. 21. COAL-AFB 24. 10 0.13 0.16 0.47 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO POWR 0. 7. 15. 7. 4. - 1. 6 .  0. IS. COAL 19. 10 0.28 0.23 0.57 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-PI0 HEAT 0. 12. 23. 11. 7. 2. 0. -8. 23. COAL 15. 10 0.34 0.30 0.48 
I 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST PWR 0. 8. 11. 4. 4. 1. 8. 0. 1 9. COAL 19. 10 0.29 6.23 0.58 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 22. 30. 11. 12. 4. 0. -25. 30. COAL 5. 10 0.42 0.41 0.37 
12 IQOTST INT-GAS-OT POWR 0. 6. 14. 6. 4. 1. 6. 0. 21 . COAL 21. 10 0.24 0.22 0.54 
I NT-GAS-OT HEAT 0. 13. 28. 11. 9. 3. 0. -14. 28. COAL 14. 10 0.31 0.32 0.39 
0 
13 QTSOAR OT-HRSQ-10 POWR 0. 7. IS. 7. 4. 1. 6. 0. 20. RESIDUAL 20. 10 0.25 0.22 0.55 
13 OTSaAR GT-HRSO-20 HEAT 0. 11, 24. 11. 7. 2. 0. -8. 24, RES 1 DUAL 16, 10 0.31 0.29 0.45 
4 
: 
16 QTACI 6 OT-HRSQ- 16 P0\4R 0. 7. 14. 8. 4. 1. 8. 0. 19. RESIDUAL 19. 10 0.28 0.23 0.56 
0. 13. 25. 11. 8. 2. 0. -11. 25.RESIDUAL 14. 10 0.35 0.32 0.45 
a 




17 QTWC16 OT-HRSD-16 POWR 0. 7. 14. 8.  4. 1. 6. 0. 2O.RESIDUAL 20. 10 0.24 0.22 0.54 
17 GTWCl6 OT-HRSQ-16 HEAT 0. 13. 27. 11. 9. 3. 6 .  -13. 27.RESIDUAL 14. 10 0.31 0.32 0.40 
15 GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 POUR 0. 7. 15. 7. 4. 1. 6 .  0. 1 9. RESI DUAL 19. 10 0.28 0.23 027- 
1.5 GTAC12 GP-HRSG-12 HEAT 0. 12. 23. 11. 7. 2. 0. -8. 23. RES I DUAL 15. 10 0.34 0.31 0.47 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l&SE PEU ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5 . 1  
- 
**FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS8r 
I INDUSTRY 20261 MW 1 . 3 1  PROCESS MILL1 UNS BTUlHR 11 .0  PROCESS TEMP(F) 250.  PRODUCT FLUID-WILK HOUPS PER YEAR 2100. 
--- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0 . 4 0 6  I UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTIJ*10**6a 0.  HOT WATER BTU*tO**6= 6. I 
18  CC1628 QTST-16/26 PrJWR 0. 7. 11.  3 .  4 .  1 .  9. 0. 20 .  RES I DUAL 20. 1 0  0 .24  0 .22  0 .54 
18  CCl626 QTST-16/26 HEAT 0 .  23.  36.  11. 15. 5. 0 .  -34. 3 8 ,  RES 1 DUAL 4 .  10 0 . 3 7  0 . 4 0  0 . 2 9  
I 
WASTE FUEL COQEN CQQEN COQEN COQEN AUK U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= FA1 L FESR M E R  HEAT 
FUEL SA3JED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED S I T E  USED U T l L l T  -4 
2 0  CC1222 QTST-12/22 POWR 0 .  7 .  11. 4 .  4 .  1. 9. 0.  20-RESIDUAL 20. 1 0  0 .26  0.22 0 .55  
2 0  CC1222 QTST-12/22 HEAT 0 .  22. 35.  11. 14. 4 .  0.  -29. 35.RESIDUAL 5. 10 0 . 3 8  0 . 4 0  0 . 3 2  I 
I 
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 POWR 0 .  7. 12. 4 .  4 .  1.  8 .  0. 19.RESIDUAL 19. 1 0  0 . 2 8  0 .23  0 .56  
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 HEAT 0 .  19. 29. 11. 11. 3. - 0 .  -21. 2S.RESIDUAL 8. 1 0  0 . 3 9  0 . 3 8  0 .37  
1 9  CC1622 QTST-16/22 POWR 0 .  7. 11. 4 .  4 .  1. 9. 0 .  2O.RESIDUAL 20.  1 0  0 . 2 6  0 . 2 2  0 .55  
1 9  SC1622 OTST-16/22 HEAT 0 .  21.  35 .  11. 14.  4 .  0. -30. 35.RESIDUAL 5. 1 0  0 . 3 8  0 .40 0.31 
2 2  S T I Q I S  STIG-15-16 FBWR 0 .  2 .  12.  0 .  4 .  1 .  13.  0 .  24. RES I DUAL 24.  1 0  0 - 0 9  0 . 1 8  0 .45  1 
2 2  S T l Q l 5  STIQ-15-16 HEAT 0 .  174. 846.  11. 322. 94 .  0. -993. 846.RESIDWAL -147. 0 0 . 1 7  0 .38 0.01 1 
23  STlQlO STIQ-10-16 POWR 0 .  3 .  12.  2. 4 .  1 .  11. 0 .  23.RESIDUAL 23. 1 0  0 . 1 3  0 - 1 9  0 . 4 7  
23  STIQIO STIQ-10-16 HEAT 0 .  23. 83.  11. 3 0 .  9. 0 .  -79. 83. RESI DUAL 4 .  1 0  0 . 2 2  0 . 3 6  0 . 1 3  
0 .  4 .  13. 3 .  4.  1 . 10.  Q.  23. RES I DUAL 23. 1 0  13.15 0 .19 0.48.- - 
0.  15.  52 .  11. ' 17. 5. 0. -41. 52.  RES I DUAL 11. 1 0 '  0 .23  0 . 3 4  0 .21  
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PQWR 0 .  . 7 .  12. 4 .  4 .  1. 8. 0, 2O.RESlDUAL 20.  1 0  0-26 0.22 0 .55  
MEAT 0 .  18, 31. 11. 12. 3 .  0 .  -22.  31 . RESI DUAL 9- - 0 0 . 3 7  0 .37  0 . 3 5  
2 2 6  DEAN2 DIESEL-ADV PdWR 0 ,  7. 12. 4. 4 .  1. 8 .  0 .  LO. RES I DUAL 28. 11 0 .26  0 . 2 2  0 .55  
2 6  DEADVZ DIESEL-ADV HEAT 




2 7  DEADVl DIESEL-ADV BRWR 0. 8. 12. 5 .  4 .  1. 7. 0. 19.  RESIDUAL 13- 11 0 . 2 9  0 .23  By58 
2 7  DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0 .  17. 26.  11. 10. 3. 0 .  -16. 26.RESIDURL. 10. 1 0 . 4 0  0 .37  0 . 4 2  
u 
Z 
2 8  DEHTPW ADV-Dl ESEL POWR 0 .  8 .  12.  5. 4.  1 .  7. 0 .  10. RESIDUAL 19. 1 0  0 . 3 0  0.24 0 . 3 8  
2 8  DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0 .  16. 25.  11. 3. 3. 0 .  -16. 2S.RESIDUAL 10 .  0 0 . 4 0  0.37 0.44 
a 
2 9  DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0.  7 .  12 .  4 .  4 .  1. 8 .  0 .  O0,DISTILLA 20. Q 0 .24 0.22 0.54 
2 9  DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0 .  17. 32. 11.  12. 3. 0 .  -22. 32.DISTlLLA 10. 0 0 . 3 5  0 ,36  0.34 
2 
2 9  DESOAS DIESEL-SOA POWR, - 0 .  7 .  12.  4 .  4 .  1. 8 .  0 .  LO.RESIDU&L 20. 0 0.24 0 . 2 2  0.54 
2 9  DESOA3 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0 .  17. 32 .  11. 12. 3. 0. -22. 32. RES I DUAL 10. 0 0 - 3 5  0 .36  0.34 
1 DATE 06/06/79 'id GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAQE 19 
C6GENERATLON TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IgSE PEU ADV DESIGN ENOR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENEROY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSx* 
# INDUSTRY 20261 MW 1.31 PROCESS MILL!ONS BTUlHR 11.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 250. PRODUCT FLUID-MILK HOURS PER YEAR 2100. 1 
- POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.406 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 
I! WASTE FUEL CCSGEN COGEN COQEN COQEN AUX UiflLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRUCES FlJEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BUILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
10116 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10%*6 10**6 10**8 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR B T U /  BTU/HR BTU/HR 
H 30 DESUA2 DIESEL-S8A POUR 0. 7. 12. 4. 4. 1. 8. 0. 20.DISTlLLA 20. 1 0.24 0.22 0.54 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 17. 32. 11. 12. 3. 0. -22. 32. DISTILLA 10. 1 0.35 0.36 0.34 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SBA POWR 0. - 7. 12. 4. 4. 1. 8. 0. 20,RESIDUAL 20. 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 17. 32. 11. 12. 3. 0. -22. 32. RESIDUAL 10. 1 0.35 0.36 0.34 
31 DESBA1 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 8. 12. 5. 4. 1. 7. 0. 19.DISTILLA 19. 1 0.29 0.23 O,S8 ! 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 16. 26. 11. 9. 3. 0. -15, 26.DISTILU 11. 1 0.39 0.36 0.43 , 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SQA POWR 0. 8. 12. 5. 4. 1. 7. 0. 19. RES I DUAL 19. 1 0.29 0.23 0.58 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 16. 26. 11. 9. 3. 0. -15. 26. RESIDUAL 11. 1 0.39 0,36 0.43 
II 32 GTSOAD QT-HRSQ-10 POWR 0. 7. IS. 7. 4. 1. 4, 0. 20. DISTILLA 20. 10 0.27 0.23 0,56 32 QTSCIAD QT-HRSQ-10 HEAT 0. 11. 23. 11. 7. 2. 0. -7. 23.DISTILU -1 6. 10 0.32 0.29 0.48 
33 QTRAO8 QT-85RE-08 PUWR 0. 7. 13. 5. 4. 1. 7. 0. 2O.DISTILLA 20. 10 0.26 0.22 0.55 
33 QTRAOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 16. 29. 11. 1 G, 3. 0. -19. 29.DISTILLA 11, 10 0.36 0.38 0.38 
34 OTRA12 QT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 7. 12. 5. 4. 1. 7. 0. 20.DISTILLA 20. 10 0.26 0.23 0,SS 
34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 16. 29. 11. 10. 3. 0. -la, 29. D t ST1 1,LA 11. 10 '0.36 0.36 0.38 
? 36 GTR208 GT-60RE-08 PUWR 0: 7. 14. 6. 4. 1. 6. 0. 20. DISTILLA 20. 10 0.26 0.22 0.55 
36 QTR208 GT-SORE-08 HEAT 
- 
0. 13. 26. 11. 8. 2. 0. -12. 26.DISTILLA 14. 10 0.34 0.32 0.43 
2 
a 
1 37 QTR212 GT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 7. 14. 6. 4. 1. 6. 0. 20,DISTILLA 20. 10 0.26 0.22 0.55 
5 37 QTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 14. 27. 11. 9. 3. 0. -14. 27.DtSTILLA 13. 10 0.34 0.33 0.41 
35 QTRA16 QT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 7. 13. 5. 4. 1. 7. 0. 2O.DISTILLA 20. 10 0.26 0.23 0.55 
35 OTRAIG GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 15. 28. 11. 10. 3. 0. -17. 28.DISTILLA 11. 10 0.36 0.35 0.39 
38 QTR216 GT-60XE-16 POMR 0. 7. 13. 5. 4. 1. 7. 0. 20.DlSTILLA 20. 10 0.26 0.23 0.56 
38 GTR216 GT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 14. 27. 11. 9. 3. 0. -14. 27. DISTILLA 13. 10 0.35 0.34 0.41 
1: 
39 GTRWO8 QT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 6. 13. 4. 4. 1. 8, 0. 21 .DISTILLA 21. 10 0.22 0.21 0.52 
39 GTRWO8 QT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 16. 36. 11. 13. 4. C. -25. 38.DISTILLA 11. 10 0.31 0.35 0.31 
a 
40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 POWR I 0. 6. 12. 4. 4. 1. 8. 0 .  21. DISTILU 21. 10 0.23 0.22 0.53 2 40 QTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 18. 36. 11. 13. 4. 0. -27. 38. DISTILLA 9. 10 0.33 0.36 0.31 
)DATE 06/09/79 OENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 20 
C0GENER9TIt3N TECHFOLUOY ALTERkATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PTU ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5 .1  
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
I I NDUSTRY 2026 1 MW 1 . 3  1 PROCESS M 1 L L I  UNS BTU/HR 1 1 . 0  PROCESS TEMP( F 250, PRODUCT FLU1 D-M l LK HOURS PER YEAR 21 00. 
I USED NO-NET USED HEAT PaWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USE0 UT lL IT  10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 t0**6 10==6 10*m6 
BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR- BTU/HR BT U/HR BTUIHA BTU/HR - 
I I 
il 41 OTRWl6 Of  -85RE-16 POWR 0. 6. 13. 4. 4, 1. 8. 0. 21. DISTILLA 21. 10 0.23 0.22 0.53 42 OTRW16 GT-85RE-1F HEAT 0. 17. 34. 11-  12. 4 .  0. -24. 34. D I  ST1 LLA 10. 10 0.33 0.36 0.32 
P0WER TU HEAT RATIO 0.406 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*10=*6= 0. HOT WATER BfU=lO*=6= 6, 
WASTE FUEL CUOEN COQEN C66EN CBGEN AUK U T l L l T  TOTAL SITE NET = FA1 L FESH POWER HEAT !I 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PxOCES MW PR6CES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
11 4 2  OTR308 OT-BORE-08 POWR 0. 6. 14. 5. 4. . 1. 7. 0. 21. DISTILLA 21, 10 0.21 0.21 a s k  
1 4 2  BTR308 OT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 12. 30. 11. 9. 8 .  0. -16. 30. DISTILLA 15. 10 0.28 0.32 0.36 
43 OTR312 OT-60RE-12 PBWR 0. 6. 13. 5. 4 .  1. 8. 0. 21 .DISTILLA 21. 10 5.23 0.22 0.53 
43 QTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 1- 0. 15. 32. 11. 11. 3. 0. -20. 32.DISTILLA 12. 10 0.52 0.34 0.35 
44 OTR316 GT-60RE-16 POUR 0. 6. 13. 5. 4. 1. 8. 0. 21 .DISTILLA 21. 10 0.23 0.22 0.53 
44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 15. 32. 11. 11. 3. 0. -19. 32.DlST!LLA 12. 10  0 . 3 2 6 , 3 4  0.35 
II 45  FCPACS FUEL-CL-PH POWR 0. 7. 12. 4. 4. 1. 8. 0. 20. DISTILLA 20. 0 0,25 0.22 0.55 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 19. 34. 11. 13. 4. 0. -26. 34.01STILI-A 6. 0 0.36 0.38 0.33 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU PBWR 0. 6. 11. 3. 4. 1. 10. 0. 21 .DISTILLA 21. 10 0.23 0.21 0.53 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 27. 47. 11. 19. 6. 0. -47. 47.DISTILLA 0. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
I DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY C6GEHERATlON TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY PAGE 21 I 
WASTE-B~C COGEN COQEN COQEN CdGEN AUK UTILIT TOT.4L SITE NET= FAIL FESR POW_El-HEAT 
FUEL SA%ZD= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TBTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED N6-NET USED HEAT PC3WER ELECT BCl LR USED S l  TE USED UTl L l  T 
ILSE PEO ADV GESION ENGR REPORT 5.1 
---- 




INDUSTRY 20481 MW 28.50 PROCESS MlLLlDNS BTbr':iR 659.0 PROCESS TEMPfF) 250. PRPIDUCT WET-CORN-PlIL HJURS PER YEAR 6600. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.148 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO=*B= 0. HOT WATER BTU%10**6= 0. 
1 STH141 STM-TURB-1 P@\JR 0. 189. 495. 323. 97. 29, 395. 0. 890. COAL-FQD 890. 0 0.18 0.11 0.74 
1 STMI41 STM-TURB-1 KEAT 0. 386. load. 659. 198. 58. 0. -315. 1008.COAL-FQD 693. 0 0.28 0.20 '0.65 
/ 
I 
STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. 189. 495. 323. 97. 29. 395. 0 .  890. COAL-AFB Q90. 0 0.18 0 . 1  0.74 if 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 386. loo&. 653. 19a. 58. 0, -315. 1008.CBAL-AFB 693. 0 0.28 0.20 0.65 1 
0 ON0CQN N C O Q 0 N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 775. 304. 775. COAL-FQD 1079. 0 0. 0.09 0.61 , 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 P0WR 0. 189. 495. 323. 97. 29. 395. 0. 890.RESIDUAL 890. 0 0.18 0.11 0.74 
: STEl141 STPI-TURB-I KEiiT 0. 386. 1008. 659. 198. 58 .. 0. -315. 1008,RESIDUAL 693. 0 0.28 0.20 0.65- 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PtiWR 0. 189. 596. 410. 97. 29. 293. 0. 890. RES I DUAL 890. 0 0. 18 0.11 0.74- 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 305. 959, 659. 156. 46. 0. -185. 959.RESIDUAL 774. 0 0,24 0.16 0.69 
2 STM088 STM-TLt3B-8 POWR 0. 189. 596. 410. 97. 29. 293. 0, 090. COAL-FQD 890. 0 0.18 0.11 0.74 
HEAT 0. 305. 959. 659. 156. 46. 0. -985. 959.COAL-FQD 774. 0 0.24 0.16 0.69 
!' 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0 .  189. 596. 410. 97. 29. 293. 0. 890. COAL-AFB 890. 0 0.18 0.11 0.74 
2 STM088 STII-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 305. 959. 659. 156. 46. 0. -185, 959.CUAL-AFB 774. 0 0.24 0.16 0.69 
I -3 TI STHT PI  -STMTB- 1 PdClR 
81-TMTB- 1 HEAT 
0. 187. 321. 173. 97. 29. 571. 0. 892. RES I DUAL 892. 0 0.17 0.11 
0. 710. 1220. 659. 370. 108. 0. -852. 1220.RESlDUAL 369. 0 0,37 0.30 
/ 
4 TlSTMT T I  -STtlTB-1 POWR 0. 187. 321. 173. 97. 29. 571. 0. 892. COAL 892. 0 0.17 0.11 0.74 
4 TlSTMT TI -STMTB-I HEAT 0. 710. 1220. 659. 370. 108. 0. -852. 1220. COAL 369. 0 0.37 0.30 0.54 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POWR 0. 188. 378. 223. 97. 29. 513. 0. ' 91 . COAL-PFB 891. 0 0.17 0.11 0.74 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 555. 1118. 659. 287. 84. 0. -594. 1 I 1 8. COAL-PFB 524. 0 0.33 0.28 0.59 
5 TI  HRSQ THERMI ON1 C PBWR 0. 164, 691. 469. 97. 29. 224. 0, 9lS.RESIDUAL 315. 0 0.15 0.11 0.72 1 
5 T l  HRSG THERMI 0Nl C HEAT 0. 231, 971. 659. 137, 40. 0. -123. 97l.RESIDUAL 848. 0 0.19 0.14 0.68 1 
I, 
L R L I N G - I  P(IIIR 0 .  139. 352. 159. 97. 29. 588. 0. 940.DISTItLA 940. 0 0.13 0.10 0.70 
6 STERL S'TIRhIltlrJ-1 HEAT 0. 577. 1457. 659. 403. 118. 0. -955. 1457.DISTILLA 502. 0 0.28 0.28 0.45 
W 
w .  
o 5 TIHRSG THERMl0NIC POWR 0. 164. 691. 469. 97. 29. 224. 0. 915,COAL QiS.  U 0.15 0.11 0.72- 
5 TIHRSQ THERMI ON1 C HEAT 0. 231. 971. 659. 137. 40. 0. -123. - 971.CCIAL 848. 0 0.19 0.14 0.68 
GE- -RAL ELECTR I C COMPANY 
COGEAZ ' :- - .d TECHNULUBY ALTERNATl VES STUDY 
AOV DESIQN ENGR REPORT 5.1 -- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSS* 
INDUSTRY 20461 MW 28.80 PR6CES-S MILLIGNS BTUIHR 659.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 250. PRODUCT WET-CORN-MIL HOURS PER YEAR 6600. P POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.148 Uf l L l  f Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10**6= 0. 11 
VAST€ FUEL_ CUGEN CSGEN CGOEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRdCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT BOWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILLT 
10**6 10r*6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10.86 10**6 l0=*8 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUlHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
-- -I 
6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR 0. 139. 352. 159. 97. 29. 688. 0. 940.RESlDUAL 940. 6 0.13 0.10 0.70 I 6 STIRL STIRLING-I HEAT 0. 577. 1457. 659. 403. 118. 0. -935. 1457.RESlDUAL 502. 0 0.28 0.28 0.45 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 PUWR 0. 139. 352. 159. 97. 29. 688. 0. 940. COAL 940. 0 0.13 0.13 0.70 
6 STIRL STIRLING-I HEAT 0. 577. 1457. 659. 403. 118. 0. -955. 1457.COAL 502, 0 G.28 0.38 0.45 
i .  
1 
1 9 HEeTOO RELIUM-GT- POWR 0. 88. 553. 287. 97. 29. 438. 0. 991 . COAL-AFB 991 . 10 0.08 0.10 0.67 
WGTQO HELIUM-QT- HEAT 0. 203. 1271. 659. 224. 66. 0. -395. 1271 . COAL-AFB 878. 0 0.14 0.18 0.52 
? HEOT85 HELIUM-QT- PBWR 0. 9%. 303. e:?. 97. 29. 678. 0. 981 . COAL-AFB 981 . 10 0.09 0.10 0.67 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 783. 2424. 659. 778. 228. 0. -2128. 2424. COAL-AFB 296. 0 0.24 0.32 0.27 II I 
1 G ?-;Mcc!- FUEL-CL-tl6 PUWR 0. 163. 320. 152. 97. 29. 596. 0. 916.COAL 916. 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 706. 1386. 654. 421. 123. 0. -1012. 138S.COAL 373. 
10 0 1. 0.11 0 . 4  
0 0.34 0.30 0.48 
€3 HEQT60 HELI UM-GT- TOUR 0. 96. 375. 143. 97. 29. 607. 0. 983. COAL-AFB 983. 10 0.09 0.10 0.67 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT - 0. 445. 1734. 659. 449. 132. 0. -1700. 1734.COAL-AFB 635. 0 0.20 0.26 0.38 
1 1 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST PBWR 0. 170. 235. 86. 9' 6 "  29. 674. 0. 909. COAL 909. 10 0.16 0.11 0.72 - 1 
, 11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 1299. 1800. 659. 744. 218. 0. -2020. 1800, COAL -220. 0 C.42 0.41 0.37 








16 QTACl6 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. 162. 301. 135. 97. 29. 616. 0. Sl7.RESIDUAL 917. 0 0,,15 0.11 0.72 
GT-HRSQ-16 HEAT 0. 789. 1468. 659. 474. 139. 0. -1 178. 1468. RESIDUAL 290. 0 0.35 0.32 0.45 
12 IGQTST I NT-GAS-QT PUWR 0. 339. 306. 120. 97. 29. 634. 0. 940. COAL 940. !3 0.13 0.10 0.70 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 762. 1679. 659. 533. 156. 0. -i382. 1679. COAL 317. 0 0.31 0.32 0.39 
13 GTSOAR GT-HRSQ-10 PUWR 0. 148. 335. 353. 97. 29. 696. 0. 93l.RESIDUAL 931. 0 0.14 0.10 0.71 
13 GTSBAR BT-HRSO- 10 HEAT 0. 639. 1449. 659. 420. 123. 0. -1009. 1443.RESlDUAL 440. 0 0.31 0.23 0.45 
- 
14 QTACO8 GT-HRSQ-08 POWR 0. 159. 360. 163. C 7 .  29. 560. 0. 920. RESIDUAL 920. 0 0.15 0.11 '0.72 
14 @TACO8 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 573. 1296. 659 . ' 350 .  103. 0. -789. 1296.RESlDUAL SF8. 0 0.31 0.27 0.51 
$ 17 QTVCl8 GT-HRSQ-16 POWR 0. 142. 309. 125. 97. 29. 629. 0. 938. RESI DUAL 938. 0 0.13 0.10 0.70 4 17 GTVCI6 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT a 0. 750. 1634. 659. 515. 151. 0. -1304. 1634.RESIDUAL 329. 0 0.31 0.32 0.10 
DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC CBMPANY PAGE 23 
COGEElERAT 1 ON TECHNULOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IdSE PPB ADV DESI GN EPlGR C =*FUEL ENERGY SAVED REPURT BY 5.1 PROCESS AND ECSX* 
- 
POWER TO HEAT RAT!a 0.148 
UTI L l TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EWf BTU=lO*=6= 9. HUT WATER BTU*lO*r6= 0: 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COGZN-GOGEN AUX UTl L l  T TOTAL Sl  TE 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRCCEY NU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BdILR USED SITE USED UTl LIT I 
I 1 a CC1626 QTST-16/26 PBWR 0 .  143. 242. 69. 97. 29, 694. 0. 936. RESI DUAL 936. 0 0.13 0.10 0.70 78 CC1626 OTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 1361. 2302. 659. 924. 271. 0. -2584. 2302,RESIDUAL -281. 0 0.37 0.40 0.29 I 
I 
1 79 CC1622 GTST-16/22 PBUR 0. . 150. 244. 77. 97. 29. 685. 0. 929.RESIDUAL 929. 0 0.14 0.10 0.71 11 19 CC1622 OTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 1285. 2095. 659. 833. 244. 0. -2301 . 2095. RES 1 DUAL -205. 0 0.38 0.40 0.31 
20 CC1222 QTST-12/22 PBWR 0. 151. 243. 77. 97. 29. 685. 0. 928.RESIDUAL 928. 0 0.14 0.10 3.7? 1 4 
2U CC1222 GTST-72/22 HEAT 0. 1295. 2082. 659. 833. 244. 0. -2296. 20a2.RESIDUAL -216. 0 0.38 0.40 0.32 t 
il 21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 PBWR 0. 162. 254. . 95. 97. 29. 663. 0. 918.RESIDUAL 918. 0 O a 1 5  0.11 0.72 
1 21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 0. l i 1 9 .  7759. 659. 673. 197. 0. -1799. 1759.RESIDUAL -39. 0 3.39 0,38 0-37 I 22 ST1015 STIG-15-16 PSWR 3. 53. 255. 3. 97. 29. 771. 0. 1027.RESIOUAL 1027. 0 0.05 0.09 0.64 22 PTIGl5 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 10439. 50692. 659. 193:4. 5661: 0.-60832. 50692.RESIDUAL -9359. 0 0.17 0.38 0.01 i 
a 23 STlOlO STlG-10-16 PUWR 0. 75. 271. 36. 97, 29. 733. 0. 1004. RES 1 DUAL 1004. 0 0.07 0.10-0.66 23 STlQlO STIQ-30-16 HEAT 0. 1363. 4974. 659. 1786, 523. 0. -5277. 4974.RESlDUAL -304. 0 0.22 0.36 0.13 
0. 86. 290. 61. 97. 29. 703. 0. 993. RES 1 DUAL 923. 0 0.08 0 .100 .66  
0. 924. 2126. 659. 1048. 307. 0. -2971, 3126,RESIDUAL 155. 0 0.23 0.34 0.21 i 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PUWR 0. 120. 262. 67. 97. 29. 697. 0. 959. RESI DUAL 959. 0 0.11 0.10 0.69 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 11 89, 2594. 659, 962. 282. 0. -2704. 2594.RESIDUAL -110. 0 0.31 0 .370 .25  
2 1  21 26 DEADV2 DlESEL-ADV POWR 0. 120. 262. 67. 97. 29. 697. 0. 959. RES 1 DUbL 959. 1 O.11 0. t O  0.89 
c"[ - 26 DEADV2 D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 1189. 2594. 659. 963. 282. 0. -2704. 2594. RES I DUAL -1 10. 1 0.31 0.37 0.25 
-. 
0. 
1 27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV P0L.iR 0. 162. 262. 102. 97. 29. 655. 0. 917.RESIDUAL 917. 1 0.15 0.11 0.72- 4 27 DEADVI D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 1044. 1685. 659. 625. ?e3. 0. -1650. 1665.RESIDUAL 35. 1 0.38 0.37 0.39 f! 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL PBLIR 0. t75. 266. 117. 97. -29. 638. 0. 904. RES I DUAL 904. 0 1 0 . 1  0.73 
o* 26 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 986. 1499. 659. 547. Z60. 0. -1406. 1499,RESIDUAL 93. 0 0.40 0.37 0.45 
4 
29 DESUA3 D I  ESEL-SBA PBWR 0. 104. 269. 59. 97. 29. 706. 0. 975. Dl ST1 LLA 975. 0 0.10 0.10 0.68 
29 DESOA3 D I  ESEL-SCIA HEAT 0. 1159. 2995. 659. 1081. 317. 0. -3075. 2995. D ISTI LLA -80. 0 0.28 0.36 0 . 2 c  i 
ai i $ 29 DESW.3 DIESEL-SUA POXR 0. 104. 269. 59. 97. 29. 706. 0. 975. RES I DUAL 975. 0 0.10 0.10 0.68 
29 DESUA3 D I  ESEL-SaA HEAT 0. 1159. 2995. 659. 1081. 317- 0. -3075. 2995.RESIDUAL -80. 0 0.28 0.36 0.22 
IDATE 06/06/79 I QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY CQGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 1 I BSE PEO ADV DESl ON ENQR REPORT 5.1 
I %*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSx* 1 INDUSTRY 20461 MW 28.50 PR1ICESS HI LLIONS BTUlHR 659.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 250. PRODUCT WET-CORN-MI L HOURS PER YEAR 6600. I 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.148 
UTl L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO*s6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*!O**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COQEN COQEN CUQEN CGQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE L _ _ " E "  n NET= FALL FESR POWER HEAT SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TaTAL+ FACTR FACT' NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BdILR USED SITE USED UTILIT W 
10*%6 l W r 6  10**6 101x6 10x86 10**6 10**6 10**6 10.86 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/YR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
- 
I 35 DESUA2 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 104. 269. 59. 97. 29. 708. 0 .  975.DISTILLA 975. 1 0.10 0.10 0.68 30 DESOAL DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 1159. 2995. 659. 1081. 317. 0: -3075. 2995.DISTILLA -80. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 I 
31 DESUAl DI ESEL-SOA POWR 0. 162. 269. 108. 97. 29. 648. 0. 918.RESIDUAL 918. 1 0.15 0.11 0.72 " 
31 DESOA1 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 986. 1643. 659. 593. 174. 0. -1530. 1643.RESIDUAL 93. I 0.37 0.36 0.40 ;, 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POW!? 0. 104. 269. 59. 97. 29. 706. 0. 975. RES I DUAL 975. 1 0.10 0.10 0.68 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 1159. 2995. 659. 1081. 317. 0. -3075. 2995. RESI DUAL - 80. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
' 
32 QTSUAD GT-HRSQ-10 POMP 0. 157. 333. 159. 97. 29. 589. 0. 922.DKSTILLA 922. . 0 0.15 0.11 0.71 
33 OTSaAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 654. 1384. 659. 404. 118. 0. -939. 1384.DISTILLA 425. 0 0.32 0.29 0.48 
31 DESUAI JIESEL-SdA POUR 0. 162. 269. 108. 97. 29. 648. 0. 918.DISTILLA 918. 1 0.15 0.11 0.72 
31 BESUAl DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 986. 1643. 659. 593. 174. 0. -1590. 1643.DISTILLA 93. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
97. 
- 33 QTRAO8 QT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 152. 272. 103. 29. , 655. 0. 927.DLSTILLA 927. 0 0.14 0.10 0.71 
33 QTRAO8 QT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 976. 1750. 659. 625. 183. 0. -1648. 1750.DISTlLLA 102. 0 0.36 0.38 0.38 
. 34 OTRAl2 07-8512E-12 FOUR 0 .  154. 272. 103. 97. 29. 654. 0. 925.DISTlLLA 925. 0 0.14 0.11 0-71 
34 QTRA12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 981. 1730. 559. 619. 182. 0. -1631. 1730.DISTiLLA 98. 0 0.36 0.36 0.38 
6 36 QTR208 Qf -60RE-08 PdWR 0. 153, 304. 130. 97. 29. - 622. 0. 926.DISTILLA 926. 0 0.14 0.11 0.71 
-1  36 OTRZOB OT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 775. 1538. 659. 492. 144. 0. -1234. 1538.DISTILLA 304. 0 0.34 OA32 0.43 0 
0. 2 .  295. 121. 97. 29. 633. 0. 927.D1STILLA 927. 0 0.14 0.10 0.71 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 825. 1603. 659. 829. 155. 0. -1349. 1603.DISTfLLA 254. 0 0.34 0.33 0.41 
35 QTRAl6 QT-85RE-16 POUR 0. 134. 279. 110. 97. 0. 925.01STILLA 925. 0 0.14 0.11 0.71 29. 646. 
35 GTRAl5 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 927. 1675. 659. 585. 171. 0. -1523. 1679.DISTILLA 152. 0 0.36 0.35 0.39 
$ 38 QTR216 OT-60RE-16 PBWR 0. 155. 289. 119. 97. 0. 924.DlSTILLA 924. 0 0.14 0.11 0.71 29. 636. 
ef 38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 861. 1605. 659. 541. 158. 0. -1386. 1605.DISTlLLA 219. 0 0.35 0.34 0.41 1 
21 
40 OPRW12 QT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 134. 267. 83. 97. 29. 678. 0. 94S.DISflLLA 945. 0 0.12 0.10 0.70 
2 40 QTRW12 @T-85RE- 12 HEAT 0. 1068. 2132. 659. 776. 227. 0. -2122. 2132.DISTILLA 11. 0 0.33 0.36 0-31 
OENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 




%*FUEL ENEROY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSw* 
1 1 NDUSTRY 20461 MW 28.50 PROCESS M I  LLl ONS BTU/HR 659.0 PRQCESS TEMPCF) 250. PRODUCT WET-CORN-HI L HOURS PER YEAR 6600. 
-- 
POWER TO NEAT RAT10 0.148 
UTILIT~FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COGEN CGOEN AiJX UTi L I  f TBTPL S l  TE NET= FAIL FESR POWER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRUCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TUTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SlTE USED UTl L I  T 
I! 41 QTRW16 OT-85RE-16 PBGIR 0. 135. 272. 88. . 97. 29. 672. 0. 944.DlSTILLA 944. 0 0.12 0.10 0.70 41 QTRW16 QT-05RE-16 HEAT 0. 1011. 2042. 659. 729, 2i4 .  0. -1975. 2042.DlSTILLA 68. 0 0.33 0.36 0.32 
BT-60RE-08 POWR 0. 123. 314. 113. 97. 29. 642. 0. 956.DlSTItLA 956. 0 0.11 0.10 0.69 
42 GTRSO8 QT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 718. 1826. 659. 566. 166. 0. -1465. 1826.DlSTILLA 361. 0 0.28 0.31 0.36 . II 
43 GTR312 QT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 1 3  284. 99. 97. 29. 659. 0. 944.DISTILLA 944. 0 0.13 0.10 0.70 1 
43 GTR312 OT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 90G. 1899. 659. 650, 190. 0. -1726. 1899.DISTILLA 173. 0 0.32 0.34 0.35 H 
44 QTR316 OT-GORE-16 POWR 0. 135. 287. 100. 97. 29. 658. 0. 944.DISTILLA 944. 0 0.12 0.10 0.70 
44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 887. 1888. 659. 640. 188. 0. -1697. 1888.DISTlLLA 132.- 0 0.32 0.34 0.35 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PaWR 0. 99. 256. 44. 97, 29. 724. 0. 98O.DISTILLA 980. 0 0.09 0.10 0.67 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 1502. 3875. 659. 1473. 432. 0. -4299. 3846.DlSTl~LA -423. 3 0,28 0,38 0.17 I 
0. 133- 236. 55. 97. 29. 711. 0. 947.DISTILLA 947. 0 0.12 0.10 0.70 
46 FCHCDS FUEL-CL-MB HEAT 0. 158s. 2828. 659. 1165. 342. 0. -3338. 2828.DISTILLA -509. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
I 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
COGENERATICYN TECHNBLdGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
PAQE 26 I IUSE PEO ADV DESIGN EMR REPORT 5.1 -- 
I *+FUEL ENERGY SWED BY PROCESS AND ECSX* 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.053 11 UTl L l  TY FUEL WAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*l0%*6= 76. H8T WATER BTU*lOz*6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CCJGEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NETm FA1 L FESR POW 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBeES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACT 
USED NU-NETUSED HEAT POWER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USED LlTlLlT 
0 ONOCON N B C 0 O 0 N 76. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 354. 50. 354. WAL-FOD 404. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 76. 31. 82. 53. 16. 5 291. 0. 373. RES I DUAL 373. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 76. 176. 461. 301. 90. 27. 0. -233. 461 .RESIDUAL 228. - 
I 1 S7M141 STM-TURB-1 PGWR 76. 31. 82. 53. 16. 5 .  291. 0. 373. COAL-FOD 373. 10 0.10 0.04 0.81 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 76. 176. 461 . 301 . 90. 27. 0. -233. 461 .COAL-FOD 228. 0 0.31 0.20 0.65 I! 1 STMI41 STM-TURB-I PBWR 76. 31. 82. 33. 16. 5. 291. 0. 373. COAL- AFB 373. i 0  0.10 0.04 0.81 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 76. 175. 461. 301. 90. 21. 0. -233. 461 .COAL-AFB 228. 0 0.31 0.20 0.65 1 
- 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 76. 31. 98. 68. 16. 5. 275. 0. 373. RES 1 DUAL 373. 10 0.10 O.Q4 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 76. 139. 438. 301. ? I .  21. 0. -173. 438.RESIDUAL 265. 0 0.28 0.16 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 76. 31. 98. 68. 16. 5. 275. 0. 373. COAL-FOD 373. 10 0.10 0.04 11.8.l 
2 STM068 STM-TURB-B HEAT 76.. 139. 438. 301. 71. 21. 0. -173. 438.CUAL-FOD . 265. 0 0.28 0.16 0.69 
2 STMOR8 STM-TURB-6 POVR 76. 31. 98. 68. 16. 5. 275. 0. 373. COAL-AFB 373. 10. 0.10 0.04 0.81 
2 STtl068 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 76. -1 39. 438. 301 . 71. 21. 0. -173. 438.COAL-AFB 265. 0 0.28 0.16 0.69 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PUWR 76. 31. 62. 37. 16. 5. 3?1. 0. 373. COAL-PFB 573. 10 0.09 0.04 0.81 , 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 76. 254. el 1. 301 . 131. 3%. 0. -360. 51 1 .COAL-PFB 151. 0 0.37 0.26 0.59 
1 4 TISTMT TI  -STMTB-1 POUR 76. 31, 53. 29. 16. 5 .  3Y3. 0. 373. RES I DUAL 373. 10 0.09 0.04 0.82 
4TlSTMTTl-STMTB-1 HEAT 76. -254. 437. 236. 132. 39. 76. -364. 51I.RESIDUAL 150, 0 0.37 0.26 0.59 
El 4 TISTMTTI-STMTB-1 POUR 76. 31. 33. 29. 1s. 5. 320. - 0. 373. COAL 373. 10 0.09 0.04 0.81 
hl 4TISTMTTI-STMTB-IMEAT 76. 325. 557. 301. 169. 50. 0. -478, 557.COAL 80. 0 0.40 0.30 0,54 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIONIC POUR 76. 27. 114. 77. 16. 5. 263. 0. 377. RESIDUAL 377. 0 0.08 0.04 0.80 $1 5 TI HRSQ THERMI ON1 G HEAT 76. 83. 348. 236. 49. 14. 76. -103, 424,RESiDUAL 321. 0 0.19 0.12 0.71 
s t m s ' Q  THERFlIt3NlC POWR 76. 27. 114. 77. 16. 3. 263- 0. 377. COAL 377. 0 0.06 0.04 0.80 
E 5 TIHRSO THERMIdNlC HEAT 76. ' 106. 444. 301. 62. 18. 0. -145. 444,COAL 299. 0 0.22 0.14 0.68 
7 
6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 PBWR 76. 23. 58. 26. 16. 5. 323. . 381 ,DISTILLA 381. 0 0.07 0.04 0.79 
a 6 S f l R L  STIRLING-IHEAT 76.. 207. 522. 236. 144. 42. 76. -961. 598.DISTILLA 101. 0 0.28 0.24 0.56 
% * 
I! I NDUSTRY 20631 MW 4.70 PROCESS M I  LLl ON5 BTUlHR 301 .0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 250. PRODUCT BEET-SUGAR HOURS PER YEAR 2800. 1 
-.-- 
POWER Tb HEAT RATIO 0,053 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO*x6= 76. HOT WATER BTU=10**6= 0, 
DATE 06/08/79 GENERA' ELECTRI C COMPANY PAGE L7 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENEkGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** - 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COQEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER-UEA 
SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MU PSOCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACT 
NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl LIT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 1 6 = ~ 6  101x6 101x6 1 0 ~ x 6  10*x6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
-- 
6STlRL STIRLING-I POMR 76. 23. 58. 26. 16. 5. 323. 0. 36l.RESIDUAL 381. 0 0.07 0.04 0.79 11 6STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 76. 207. 522. 236. 144. 42. 76. -401 . 598. RES I DUAL 198. 0 0.28 0 ?4 0.50 
6STlRL STIRLING-1 POWR 76. 23. 58. 26. 16. 5. 323. 0. 381.COAL 381. 0 0.07 0.04 0.79 
6STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 76. 264. 666. 301. 184. 54. 0. -525. 666.COAL 141. 0 0.31 0.28 0.45 
- 1  
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- PBWR 76. 16. 50. 14. 16. 5. 338. 0. 388. COAL- AF3 388. 10 0.05 0.04-0.78 1 
7HESTB5HELIUM-GT-EAT 76. 350. 1107. 301. 355. 104. 0 .  - 1  061. 1107.SBAL-AFB 47. 0 0.26 0.32 0.27 ,, 
8 HEBT60 HELIUM-GT- PdWR 76. 16. 62. 24. 16. 5, 326. 0. 386. CbAL-AFB 388. 10 0.05 0.04 0.78 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT 76. 203. 792. 301. 205. I/ 60. 0. -591. 792.COAL-AFB 201. 0 0.22 0,26 0.38 
9 HEGTOO HELI UM-GT- POWR - 76. 15. 91. 47. 16. 5. 299. 0. 390. COAL- AFB 390. 10 0.04 0.04 0.77 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 76. 93. 580. 301. 102. 30. 0. -269. Z8O.COAL-AFB 31 1. 10 0.16 0.18 0.52 
-- 
P ~ R -  0. 27. 53. ;5. 16. 5. 325. 0. 377. COAL 377. l o  -0.15 0.04 0.00 
10 FCMCCL, FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 322. 633. 2 ' 3 1 .  192. 56. 0. -551.- 533.COAL 82. 10 0.28 0.30 0,48 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POUR 0. 28. 39. 14 ,= 16. 5. 337. 0. 376. CUAL 376. 10 -0.15 0.04 .80 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT I-- 0. 593. 822. 30%. 340. 100. 0. -1011. 822.COAL -189. 10 0.39--~41--8.37 1 ? Z  IGGTST INT-GAS-GT POWR 0. 23. 51 20. 16. 5. 331. 0 .  381.COAL 381, 10 -0.16 0.04 0.79 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT i k -  0. 348. 367. 301. 243. 71. 0. -711, 767,CtJAL 56. 10 0.26 0.32 0.39 
'1 13 OTSUAR BT-HRSG-10 POClR 76. 24. 55. 25. 16. 5. 325. 0. a30. RES I DUAL 380. 10 0.07 0.04 0.79 5 13 BTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 76. 229. 51 9. 236. 150. 44. 76. -420. 595.RESIDUAL 175. 0 0.31 0.25 0.51 
a 
14 OTAC08 GT-HRSG-08 PDWR 76. 26. 59, 30. 16. 5 .  319. 0. 378. RES I DUAL 378. 10 0.08 0.04 0 x 0  
14 GTACO8 GT-k1RSG-08 HEAT 76. 205. 464. 236. 125. 37. 76. -341. 54O.RESIDUAL 139. 0 0.31 0.23 0.56 
13 GTACi2 GT-HWS3-12 POWR 76. 27. 53. 25. 16. 5. 325. 0. 377,RESIDUAL 377. 10 0.08 0.04 0.80 ' 
76. 254. 499. 236. 152, 45. 76. -426. 576. RESI DUAL 150. 0 0.340.26-0 >F- $1 16 OTACl6 DT-HRSG-16 POUR 76. 27. 50. 22. 16. 5 ,  328. 0 .  378,RESIDUAL 378. 10 0.08 0.04 0.80 
16 GTACIG GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 76. 283. 526. 236. 170. 50. 76. -401. 602.RESIDUAL 122. 0 0.35 0.28 0.50 :I 
17 BTWCl6 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 76. 23. 51. 21. 16. 5. 330. 0. 38l.RESIDUAL 381. 10 0.07 0.04 0.79 1 1 i OTVCl6 GT-HISG-16 HEAT 76. 269. 585. 236. 184. 21 84. 76. -526. 662. RESIDUAL 136. 0 0.31 0.28 0.45 
DATE 06/06/79 OENEPAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 2 8  
COGENERATIClN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES SWDY 
1&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPelRT 5 . 1  
**FUEL, ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECqt* 
I/ INDUSTRY 20631 MW 4 . 7 0  PROCESS Ml LL l  l N S  BTUlHR 301 . 0  PROCESS TEMPCFI 250. PWDUCT BEET-SWAR HOURS PER YEAR 2800. 1 
-- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0 .053  
UTI L1TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 76 .  HOT WATER BTU*10**8= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CmEN COGEN COGEN AUX U T l L l T  TUTAL S I T E  NET= FA1 L FESR PUUER HEAT 1 
FUEL SAVED- FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR I 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED S I T E  USED U T l L l T  
10**6 10x.6 10**6 10**6 10**6 
L 
10**6 lO*X6 10r.6 l 0 * * 6  
1 8  CCl626 QTST-16/26 PBWR 76 .  24 .  4 0 .  11. 16.  5. 341.  0 .  381.RESIDUAL 381.  1 0  0 . 0 7  0 . 0 1  0 . 7 9  
1 8 CC; 626  GTST- 16/26 HEAT 76.  487.  824.  236. 331 . 97.  7 6 .  -984. 901 'RESIDUAL -83.  0 0 .37  0 . 3 7  0 . 3 3  
1 9  CC1622 QTST-16/22 PUWR 76 .  25. 40 .  9 3 .  16.  5 .  339.  0 .  380.RESIDUAL 380. 10 0 . 0 8  0.04 0 . 7 9  
1 9  CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 76.  460 .  750.  258. 298. 87.  7 6 .  -883. 827. RESI DUAL -56. 0 0 . 3 8  0 . 3 6  0 . 3 6  
2 0  CC1222 QTST-12/22 POWR 70 .  25. 4 0 .  13.  16.  5. 339.  0 .  379. RES I DUAL 379. 1 0  0 . 0 8  0 . 0 4  - 0 . 7 9  
20CC1222GTST-12/22HEAT 76.  464.  746. 236.  298.  89: 76.  -882. 822.RESIDUAL -60. 0 0 . 3 8  0 . 3 6  0.37 
91  CCO822 GTST-08/22 PUWR 78.  27.  42 .  16. 16. 5. 336.  0 .  378.RESlDUAL 378.  1 0  0 . 0 8  0 .04 0 . 8 0  
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 ,HEAT 76.  401 .  Q3C. 236. 241 .- 71. 76 .  -703. 707.  RESI DUAL 4 . 0 0 . 3 9  0 .34 0 . 4 3  
2 2  a T l Q l 5  STlG-15-16 POWR- 76.  9 .  4 2  1. 16. 5 ,  353. 0. 396.  RES I DUAL 396. 1 0  0 .03  0 .04  0.76 
2 2 S T I O l S S T I Q - 1 5 - 1 6 H E A T  76 .  3738.  18154. 236. 6917. 2027. 76.  -21 564. 18230. RESIDUAL -3334. 0 0 . 1 7  0 .38  0 . 0 2  
1 2 3  STlQlO STIG-10-16 POUR 78.  1 2 .  4 5 .  6 .  16. 5. 347. 0 .  392. RES I DUAL 392. 1 0  0 .04 0.04 0 . 7 7  
11 2 3  STlGlO STIG-10-16 HEAT 46. 495.  1781. 236. 640. 187. 76. -1949.. 1858.RESIDViiL -91. 0 0 . 2 2  0.34 0 . 1 6  
* 
- 24 STlGlS STlG-7s-16 POClR 76 .  14. 48 .  10. 16. 5. 342.  0 .  390. RES I DUAL 390.  1 10 0,04 0.04 0.77 J 
24 STIGlS STIG-IS-16 HEAT 7 8 .  331 .  1120. 236. 375. 110. 76. -1123. 119B.RESIDUAL 73. 0 0 . 2 3  3 . 3 1  0 .25  1 
i1 2 6  DEADV2 D 1 ESEL-ADV P0WR 76 .  20 .  4 3 .  11. 16.  5 .  341. 0. 384.RESiDUAL 384. i 0 . 0 6  0 .04  0 . 7 8  
- 2 6  DEADVL Dl  ESEL-ADV HEAT 76.  426 .  329 .  236. 345.  101 . 7 6 .  -1027. 1006.RESIDUAL -21. 1 0 .31  0.34 0 . 3 0  
I 
2 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POWR 76 .  20 .  43.  11. 16.  5. 341. 0. 384. RES I DUAL 384. 0 0.06 0.04 0 . 7 8  1 




2 9  DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA POUR 7 6 .  17. 44 .  1 6 .  16.  5. 343.  0 .  387,DISTlLLA 387. 0 0 . 0 5  0 .04 0 . 7 8  
29 DESOA3 D l  ESEL-SOA HEAT 7 6 .  4 1  5 .  1072. 236. 387. 1 13. 76. -1180 
27  DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV P6WR 76.  27.  4 3 .  17. 16. 5. 334. 0. 377.  RESIDUAL 377. 
2 7  DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 76 .  374.  604.  235. 224. 66 .  76 .  -630. 680.RESIDUAL ' 30. 1 0 . 3 8  0 . 3 3  0 .44  
u 
z 
2 9  DESCIA3 D l  ESEL-SOA POWR 7 6 .  17. 4 4 .  i 0 .  16. 8.  343. 0 .  387. RES I DUAL 387. 0 0 .05 0 .04 0 . 7 8  
2 9  DESBA3 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 7 6 .  415 .  1072. 236. 387. 113. 76. -1180. :149,RESIDUAL -11.  0 0 . 2 8  0 ,34 0.26 I 
2 8  DEHTPM ADV-CIESEL POUR 76. 29.  4 4 .  19. 16.  5. 331. 0 .  375.  RESI DUAL 375.  0 0 . 0 9  0 .04 0 .80  
2 8  DEHTPM ADV-Dl ESEL HEAT 76.. 353.  537.  236. 196. 57. 76 .  -562. 613.RESIDUAL 51,  0 0 . 4 0  0 .32 0 . 4 9  
H DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRI C COMPANY CBGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY PAGE 29 
ILSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 - -- - 
%+FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*x 1 1 NDUSTRY 20631 P-V 4.70 PROCESS M I  LLI ONJ BTUlHR 301 .0 PRCCESS ?ENP( F) 250. PRODUCT BEET-SUOS! HOURS PER YEAR 2800. 
-- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.053 
UTl LITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUalO*s6= 76. HOT WATER BTU*lOx=6= 0. 
A WASTE FUEL COQEN CDGEN COQEN C6GEN AUK UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR P-WER HEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES BRUCES HW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
!I USED NU-FIET USE5 HEAT POUER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILlT 
IOXXB lorn6 1 0 ~ x 6  10xa6 101~x6 1 0 ~ x 6  t 0-6 I Onr6 10*.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR UTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -- - 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SDA POUR 76. 17. 44. 10. 16. 5. 343. 0. 387.DISTILLA 387. 1 0.05 0.04 0.78 i 
30 DESOA2 D l  ESEL-SOA HEAT 76. 415. 1073. 236. 387. 11 3. 76. -1160. I149.DlSTILLA -11. 1 0-28 0.34 0.26 i 
P 
I 11 30 DESOA2 0 I ESEL-SCfA POUR 76. 17. 44. 10. 16. 5. 343. 0. 387. RES I DUAL 387. 1 0.05 0.04-8 30 DESDA2 D l  ESEL-SOA HEAT 76. 41 5. 1073. 236. 387. 1 13. 76. -1160. 1149.RESIDUAL -11. 1 0.28 0.34 0.26 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA POUR 76. 27. 44. 18. 16. 5. 533. 0. 378.DlSTlLLA 378. t 0.08 0.04 O.80-&- 
31 DES6Al DIESEL-S6A HEAT 76. 353. 589. 236. 212. 62. 76. -614. 665.DISTILLA 51. 1 0.37 0.32 0-45 II H 31 DESOAl Dl ESEL-SOA POWR 76. 27. 44. 18. f 6. 5. 333. 0. 378. RES I DUAL 378. 1 0.08 0.04 0.80 31 DES6Al D i  ESEL-SCJA HEAT 76. 353. 585. 236. 212. 62. 76. -61 4. 665. RESI DUAL 51. 1 0.37 0.32 0.45- I 32 Gf SOAD QT-HRSG-10 POUR 76. 26. 55. 26. 16. 5. 923. 0. 378,DISTlLLA 378. 10 0.08 0.04 0.80 32 BTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 76. 234. 496. 236. 145. 42, 76. -402. 572.DISTILLA 170. 0 0.32 0.25 0.53 
GTRA08 GT-85RE-08 POWR 76. 25. 45. 17, 16. 3 .  334. 0, 379.DfSTILLA 379, 10 0.08 0.04 0.79 
33 GTRAO8 8T-85RE-08 HEAT 76. 350. 627- 236. 224. 66. 76, -649. 705.DESTILLA 54. 0 0.36 0.32 0.43 
10 0 . 8 0 4  0.79 / , 34 8TRAl2 GT-85RE-12 POWR 76. 25, - 45. ? 7. 16. 5 .  334. 0. 37S.DISTILLA 379.- g !  
34 GTRAl2 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 76. 351. 620. 236. 222. 65. 76. -643. 696.DISTILLA 53. 0 0.38 0.32 0.4 
35 OTRAIB GT-85RE-16 POWR 76. 25. 46. 1 8. 16. 5. 333. 0. 379.DISTILLA 379. 10 0.08 0.04 0.79 1 35 BSRAl6 BT-85RE-16 HEAT 76. 332. 600. 236. 209. 61. 76. -604. 676.DISTILLA 72. 0 0.36 0.31 0.44- 
2 
36 OTH208 OT-EDRE-08 POUR 76, 23, 50. 21. 16. 5 329. 0. 379.DlSTlLLA 379. 10 0.08 0.04 0.79 
- 36 GTR208 GT-GORE-03 HEAT 76. 278. 551. 236. 176. 3 52, 76. -501. 627.DISTILLA 127. 0 0.34 0.28 0.48 
POWR 76. 26. $8. 20. 16. 5 .  331. 0. 379. DISTLLA 379. 10 0.08 0.04 0.79 
HEAT 76. 308. 575. 236. 194. 57. 76. -555. 651,DISTlLiA 96. 0 0.35 0.30 0.46 fi 
PdWR 76. 21. 46. 14. 16. 5. 338. 0. 383.DlSTILLA 383. 10 0.06 0.04 0.79 
HEAT 78. 352. 767. 236. 269. 79. 76. -792. 844.DISflLU 52. 0 0.31 0.32 0.36 
I DATE 06/06/79 r '.J GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAOE 30 
CUGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l USE PECI FS;fs?- DESI GN ENBR REPORT 5.1 - -. 
**FUEL ENERGY S4VED BY PRUCESS AND ECS** 
1 l NDUSTRY 20631 MW 4.70 PROCESS M l LLl ONS BIZidR 301 .0 PROCESS TEMP (F) 250. PRODUCT BEET-SUGAR HClURS PER YEAR 2800. 
- 
PUWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.053 
UTILl TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV &TU*IO*r6= 76. HOT WATER BTU*f0**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CdGEN CCIGEN CUBEN COOEN AUK UTLLIT TUTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR PmER HEAT_- ) 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRaCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 l O * * G  10**6 10-*6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
41 OTRW16 OT-85RE-16 POWR 76. 22. 45. 14. 16. 5. 337. 0. 382.DlSTlLLA 382. 10 0.07 0.04 0.79 
41 QTRW16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 76. 362. 731. 236. 261. 77. 76. -78G. 808.DISTILLA 42. 0 0.33 0.32 0.37 
42 OTR308 OT-6CRE-08 POWR 78. 20. 52. 19, 16. 5 .  332. 0. 384.DISTILLA 384. 10 0.06 0.04 0.78 
42 QTR308 OT-60RE-08 HEAT 76. 257. 654. 236. 203. 69. 76. -588. 730.DISTILU 147. 0 9.28 0.28 0.41 I 
~43OTR312QT-6ORE-12PUUR 76. 22. 47. 16. 16. 5. 335. 0. 382.DISTILLA 382. 10 0.07 0.04 0.79 
' 43 QTR312 QT-60RE- 12 HEAT 76. 324. 680. 256. 233. 60. 76. -677. 757.DISTlLLA 80. 0 0.32 0.31 0.40 
POUR 76. 22. 47. 17. 18. 5.' 335. 0. 382.DlSTILLA 382. 10 0.07 0.04 
78. 318. 676. 236. 229. 67. 76. -666. 75-3. D I ST1 LLA 86. 0 0.32 0.32 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POUR 76. 16. 42. 7. 16. 5. 346. 0. 3S1. DIST1 LLA 388. 0 0.05 0.04 0.78 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 76. 538. 1388. 236. 528. 155. 76. -1598. 1463-DISTILLA -134. 0 0.28 0.36 0.21 
FUEL-CL-MO POWR 75. 22. 39. 9. 16. 6. 343. 0. S82.DlSTILLA 382. 0 0.07 0.04 0.79 
4 8  FCflCDS FUEL-CL-MI3 NEAT 76. 569. 1013. 236. 417. 122. 76. -1234. 1089.DfSTILLA -165. 0 0.36 0.38 0.28 
IlDRTE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 31 I 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IUSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR I ------- REPeRT 5.1 **FUEL ENERGY SAVE0 BY PROCESS AND ECS** -I 11 l NDUSTRY 20821 MU 6.04 PROCESS M I  LL l aNS BTUlHR 8s. 0 PROCESS TEMP(F1 250. PRODUCT MALT-BEVERAQ HOURS PER YEAR 6600. I 
-s- -- 
POWER TO HEAT RAT I 0  0.240 
UTXITY FUEL COAL WASTE FiJEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*IOr*6= 52. 
-I 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COOEN COQEN AUK UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET- FA!L FESR P6UER_HqL_-_ 
i FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES S'ZOCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TUTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED NO-NET USED HEAT r;'aC*EER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 10**6 i0**6 10**6 101*6 ta**6 10**6 10=*6 10**6 10.*5 BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR bTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - 
ii 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. 40. 105. 69. 21. 6. 21. 0. 125.COAL-FQD 125. 10 0.24 0.1s 0.59 1 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 50. 132. 86. 26. 8. 0. -16. 132.CUAL-FQD 115. 0 0.28 0.20 0.65 I 1 
- ~- r 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 40. 105. 69. 21. 6. 21. 0. 1 25. COAL-AFB 1 25. 10 0.24 0.14 0.69 I 1 STN141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 50. 132. 86. 26. 8. 0. -16. 132.COAL-AFB 115. 0 0.28 0.20 0.65 r 
0 3NOCGN N CI C 0 B 0 P. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 101. 64. 101 . COAL-AFB 166. 0 0. 0,13 0.52 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. 40. 105. ' 69. 21. 6 .  21 0 .  125.RESIOUAL 125. 10 0.24 0.16 0.69 
i STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 3. 50. 132. 86. 26. 8. 0. -16. 132.RESIDUAL 115. 
* 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. 39. 126. 67. 21. 6. -1. 0. 126.RESIDUAL 126. 0 0 . 2  0.16 _ 0.68 " 
2 STMOB8 STM-TUEB-8 HEAT 0. 40. 125. 86. 20. 6. 0. 1. 125.RESIDUAi 126. 0 0.24 0.16 0.68 
2 STMOBE STM-TURB-8 POHR 0. 39. 126. 87. 21. 6. -1 .  0. 126.CCJAL-FQD 126. 0 0 24 0.16 0.68 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 40. 125. 86. 20. 6. 0. 1. l25.c0A~-FOD 126. 0 0.24 0.16--0.68 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. 39. 126. 87. 21, 6. -1. 0. 126.COAL-AFB 126. 0 0.24 0.16 0.68 I/ 2 STMOB8 STM-TIIRB-8 HEAT 0. 40. 125. 86. 20. 6. 0. 1 . 1 25. COAL-AFB 1 26. 0 0.24 0.16 0.68 
-- 
3 BFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POWR 0. 40. 80. 47. 21. 6. 46. 0. 1 26. COAL-PFB 126. 10 0.24 0.16 8.66 
3 PFBSTM PFe-STMTB- HEAT 
' IF--- 0. 72. 146. 86. - 38. 11. 0. -33. 146.CUAL-PFB 93. 10 0.33 0.26 0.59 
161 
21 4 T I  STMT TI -STMTB- 1 POWR 0. 40. 68. 37. 21. 6. 58. 0. 126. COAL 126. 10 0.24 0.16 0.68 
hf TI STMT TI -STMTB- 1 HEAT 0. 93. 159. 86. 48. 14. 0. -86. 159.COAL 73. 0 0.37 0.30 0.54 
1 
5 TIHRSQ THERMlaMlC POUR 0. 19. 146. 99. 21. 6. -16. 0 .  146.RESIDUAL 146. 0 0.12 0.14 0.59 
5 TI HRSQ THERMI ON1 C HEAT 0. 30. 127. 86. 18. 5. 0. 9. 127.RESIDUAL 135. 0 0.18 0.13 0.64 i! 
4 TISTMT T I  -STMTB-1 PBWR 0. 40. 68 .. 37. 21. 6. 58. 0. 126.RESIDUAL 126. 10 0.24. O,J6__0.68 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-I HEAT 0. 93. 159. 06. 48. 14. 0. -86. 159.RESIDUAL 73. 0 0.37 0,30 0.54 
il 6 STiRC STIRLIPiG-1 F'OWR 0. 34. 65. 30. 21. 6. 66. 0. 132.DISTlLLA 132. 0 0.20 0.16 G.65 
6 STlRL STI?LING-1 HEAT 0. 98. 190. 86. 60. 18. 0. -122. 193.DISTILLA 67. o 0.32-532-6,45- 
01 
U 
I DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY CBGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY PAGE 32 
REPORT 3.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSx* I 1) 1 NDUSTRY 23821 MW 6.04 PROCESS M I  LLl0NS BTU/HR 86.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 250. PRODUCT MALT-BEVERAO HOURS PER YEAR 6600. J 
WASTE FUEL CBOEN COGEN COBEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT T3TAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR PUWER HEAL _I 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEIL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOiLR USED SITE =ED UTILIT 8 
1 
I 
- - . - Z 10nr6 lOr*6 1 9 ~ x 6  loss6 10==6 10**6 loss6 loss6 loss6 
f3TU/HR BTWHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR bTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
- -- - 
6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR If  *--- 0. 34. 65. -30. 21. 6. 66. 0. 132.RESIDUAL 132. 0 0.20 0.1E 0.65 . 6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 HEAT . 0. 98. 190. 86. 60, 18. 0. -122. 830.RESIDUAL 67. 0 Q.34 0.32 0.45 
PBWER T8 HEAT RATIO 0.240 --- 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV 6TUxlO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTUrlO*s6= 52. 1 
6 STIRL STIRLI NQ-1 POUR 0. 34. 65. 30. 21. 6. 66. 0. 132.CUAL 132. 0 0.20 0.16 6:65 
6 STlRL STIRLINO-1 HEAT 0. 98. 190. 86. 60. 18. 0. -122. 190.COAL 67. 0 0.34 0.32 0.45 
7 HEOTBS HELIUM-QT- POWR 0. 33. 64. 20. 21. 6. 69. 0. 133. COAL-AFB 133. 10 0.20 0.15__0.65 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 102. 201. 86. 64. 19. 0. - 137. 201 . CUAL-AFB 64. 10 0.34 0.32 0.43 
. *  I' 8 HEQT60 HELIUM-OT- POUR 0. 20. 80. 30. 21. 6. 66. 0. 145. COAL-AFB 145. 10 0.12 0.14 0.59 ( 8 HEOT60 HELIUM-GT- HEAT i 0. 58. 226. 86. 59. 17. 0. -1 $9. 226. CUAL-AFB 108. 10 0.20 0.26- 0.38 
9 HEQTOO HELIUM-QT- POUR 0. 19. 117. 61. 21. 6. 3C , 0. 147. COAL-AFB 147. 10 0 . 1  0.14 0.59 
9 HEOTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 27. 166. 86. 29. 9. 0. -27. 166.COAL-AFB 139. 10 0.14 0.18 0.52 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO PBWR 0. 35. 68. 32. 21. 6. 63. 0. 131.CUAL 131. 10 0.21 0.16 0.66 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-I10 HEAT 0. 92. 181, 86. 55. 16. 0. -107. 101.COAL 73. 10 0.34 0-30 7-48 
11 FCSTCL FqEL-CL-ST POWR 0. 36. 50. 18. 21, 6. 80. 0. 130.Ct3kl 130. 10 0.22 0.16 0 . 6 L p  
HEAT 0. 169. 235. 86. 97. 28. 0. -239. 235. COAL -4. 10 0.42 0.42 0.37 1 C 12 IQQTST INT-GAS-aT POWR 0. 29. 65. 25. 21. 6. 71. 0. 136.CUAL 136. 10 0.18 0.15 0.63 
0. 99. 219- 86. 70. 20. 0. -153. 219.COAL 66. 10 0.31 0.32 0.39 
13 QTSBAR QT-HRSQ-10 PdWR 0. 31. 71. 32. 21. 6. 63. 0. 134.RESIDUAL 134. 10 0.19 0.15 0-64 
- 13 GTSOAR QT-HRSQ- 10 HEAT !I 0. 83. 189. 86. 55. 16. 0. -107. I89.RESIDUAL 82. 0 0.31 0.29 0.45 I 





16 OTACl8 OT-HRSG-16 POWW 0. 34. 64. 29. 21. 6. 67. 0. 131 .RESIDUAL 131. 10 0.21 0.16 0.66 
0. 103. 192. 86. 62. 18. C .  -129. 192.RESIDUAL 63. 0 0.35 0.32 0.45 
14 GTAC08 GT-HRSO-08 PBWR 0 .  34. 76. 39. 21. 6. 55. 0. 132.RESIOUAL 132. 10 0.20 0.16 0.65 
14 9TAC08 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 75. 169. 86. 46. 13. 0. -78. 169.RESIDUAL 91. 10 0.31 0.27 0.51 
I 17 OTWCl6 QT-HRSB-i6 POUR 0. 30, 65. 26. 21. 6. 7G. 0. 136.RESlDUAL 136. 10 0.18 0.15 0.63 17 GTWCl6 GT-HRSO-16 HEAT 0. 98. 213. 86. 67. 20. 0. -145. 2lS.RESIDUAL 48. 10 0.31 0.32 0.40 
--aq* . 
POWER TO HEAT RAT1 0 0.240 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER !3TU*10*=6= 52. 
I 
I-- WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN CdGEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PB\dER-HEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PR0CES PROCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
DATE 08/06/79 OENERAL ELECTRIC CBHPANY PAGE 33 
COGENERATlBN TECHldLBQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IUSE PEC ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 .- ---- --- 
**FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECStr 
18 CC1626 GTST-16/28 POUR 0. 30. 51. 15. 21. 6. 84. 0. 135.RESIDUAL 135. I 0  0.18 C.15 0.64 
? S  CCt626 GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 178. 300. 96. 121. 35. 0. -312. 30G.RESIDUAL -12. 0 0.37 0.40 0.29 1 19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 PClYR 0. 32. 52. 16, 21. 6. 82. 0. 134,RESIDUAL 134. 10 0.19 0.1s 0.64 
19 CC1622 OTST-16/22 HEAT 6. 168. 273. 86. 109. 32. 0. -275. 273. RESI DUAL -2. 0 6 3 8  0.40 0.31 , 
.' 
PO CC1222 GTST-12/22 PCIWR 0. 32. 52. 16. 21. 6. 82. 0. 134.RESIDUAL 1tU. 10 0.19 0.15 O2-W, yl 
20 CC1222 OTST-12/22 HEAT G .  569. 272. 86. 109. 32. 0. -275. 272, RES 1 DUAL -3. 0 0.38 0.40 0.52 ]r 
21 CC9822 GTST-08/22 PUWR 0. 34. 54. 20. 21. 6. 77. 0. 131.RESIDUAL 131. 10 0.21 0.38 0.65 1 
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 146. 230. 86. 88. 26. 0. -21 0. 230. RESIDUAL 20. 0 0.39 0 38 0.37-- 1 
22 ST1015 STIB-15-16 P6WR 0. 11. 54. 1. 21. 6. 100. 0. 154,RESIDUAL 154. 10 0.07 0.13 0.56 
22 STIIG15 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 1362. 6615. 86. 2520. 739. 0. -7812. 6615.RESlDUAL -1197. 0 0.17 0.38 0.01 
23 STlOlO ST16-10-16 PBWR 0. 16. 57. 8. 21, 6. 92. 0. 15O.RESIDUAL 150. 10 0.10 0.14 0.57 
23 STlOlO STlG-10-16 HEAT 0. 180. 649, 86. 233. 68, 0. -664. 649.RESIDUAL -15. 0 0.22 0.36 0.13 
24 STIBIS STIG-1s-16 PB\JR 0. 18. 61. 13. 21. 6. 86. 0. 147. RESIDUAL 147. 10 0.1 1 0.14 0.58 
24 STlQlS STIG-IS-16 HEAT 0. 121. LOB. 86. 137. 40. 0. -363. 408. RESIDUAL 45. B 0.23 0.34 0-21 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-M ? PUWR 0. 33 56. 21. 21. 6. 77. 0, 132.RESIDUAL 132. 0 0.20 0.16 0.65 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-L5J HEAT 0. 136. 231. . 86. 86. 25. 0. -203. 231 , RESIDUAL 28. 0 $37 0.37 0.37 
0 
26 DEADV2 DZESEL-ADV PBVR 0. 53. 56. 21. 21. 6. 77. 0. 132.RESIDUAL 132. 1 0.20 0.16 0.65 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 138. 231. 86. 86. 25. 0. -203. 231 . RES I DUAL 28, 1 0.37 0.37 9-37 I 
1 27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV POUR I 0. 37. 56. 24. 21. 6. 73. 0. 129.RESIDUAL 129. 1 0.22 0.16 0.67 3 27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 133. 202. 86. 75. 22. 0. -169. 202.RESIDUAL 32. 1 0.40 0.37 0.43 C, 
g 
$ 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SUA POWR I 0. 32. 57. 21. 21. 6. 77. 0. 134.RESIDUAL 134. 0 0.19 0.15 0.64 29 DFSOA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 131. 235. 86. 85. 25. 0, -201. 235,RESIDUAL 34. 0 3.36 0.36 0.37 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL POWR 0. 37. 56. 25. 21. 6. 72. 0. 128.RESIDUAL 129. 0 0.22 0.16 0,67_--j/ 




29 DESaA3 DIESEL-SBA PSWR 0. 32. 57. 21. 21. 6. 77. 0. 134.DISTILLA 134, 0 0.19 0.15 0.64 p 
k - 2 9  DESUA3 IIIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 131. 235. 86. 85. 25. 0. -201. 235.DISTILLA 34. Q 0.36 0.36 0,37 
I INDUSTRY 2'3621 MW 6.04 PRBCESS MILLIBNS BTU/HR 86.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 250. PRODUCT MALT-BEVERAG bl'"Si;S PER YEAR 6600. 
PBWER TO HEAT RATIO 3.240 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASfi FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=10**6= 52. 
? 
I 
WASTE FUEL CBGEff CBGEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USED UTILIT I! 
DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 34 
CUGENERATIUN TECHNOLBGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
-- .-- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SBA POWR 0. 32. 57. 21. 21. 6. 77. 0. 134.DZSTILLA 134. 1 0.19 0.15 0.64 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 131. 235. 86. 85. 25. 0. -201. 235.DISTILLA 34, 1 0.36 0.36 0.37 I 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SOA PBWR 0. 32. 57. 21. 21. 6. 77. 0. 134.RESfDUAL 134. 1 0.19 0.15 0.6J 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 131. 235. 86. 85. 25. 0. -201 . 235. RESI DUAL 34. 1 0.36 0.36 0.37 
J \ 
31 DESOAI BfESEI--St%! POUR 0. 37. 57. 25, 21. 6. 72. 0. 129.DISTILLA 129. 1 0.22 0.16 0.67 ) 
31 DESBAI DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 126. 197. 86. 71. 21. 0. -158. 197.DISTILLA 39. 1 0.33 0.36 0.44 II 
31 DESOAI DIESEL-SOA PtlWR 0. 37. 57. 25. 21. 6. 72. 0. 129.RESiDUAL 129. 1 0.22 0. lB 0.67 
31 DESBAl D I  ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 126. 197. 86. 71. 21. 0. -150. 197.RESIDUAL 39. 1 0.39 0.36 0.44 I 
32 QTSOAD QT~HRSG-10 POWR 0. 33. 71. 34. 21. 6. 62. 0. 132.bISTILLA 132. 10 0.20 0.16 0.65 
32 QTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 85. 181. 86. 53. 15. 0. -100. 181 .DISTILLA 80. 0 0.32 0.29 0.48 
33 QTRAO8 QT-85RE-08 PBWR 0. 32. 58. 22. 21. 6. 76. 0. 133.DISTILLA 133. 10 0.19 0.15 0.65 
33 QTRAOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 128. 228. 86. 82. 24. 0 .  -190. 228.DISTILLA 38. 0 0.36 0.38 0.38 
n 35 QTRA16 QT-85RE-16 POUR 0. 33. 59. 23. 21. 6. 74. 0. 133.DISTILLA 133. 10 0.20 0.16 0.65 n 
35 QTRA16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 121. 219. 86. 75. 22. 0. -174. 219.DISTILLA 45. 0 0.36 0.35 0.39- 
Q 
' 
36 QTR208 QT-60RE-08 PBWR 0. 32. 64. 28. 21. 6. 69. 0. I33.DISTiLLA 133. 10 0.20 0.15 0.65 
36 GTR208 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 101. 201. 86. 64. 19. 0. -136. 201 .DISTILLA 64. 0 0.34 0.32 0.43 
34 QTRA12 QT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 33. 58. Z2.  21. 6. 75. 0. 133.DISTILLA 133. 10 0.20 0.16 0.65 
34 GTRA12 GT-65RE-12 HEAT 0. 128. ' 226. 86. 81. 24. 0. -188. 22B.DISTILLA 38. 0 0.36 0.36 0.38 I! 
1 ; 
t; 
39 QTRWOB QT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 27. 59. 18. 21. 8. 80. 0. 139.DISTILLA 139. 10 0.16 0.15 0.62 
0. 128. 280. 86. 98. 29. 0. -242. 280.GISTILLA 37. 0 0.31 0.35 0,31 
a 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 32. 62. 26. 21. 6. 71. 0 .  133.DISTILLA 133. 10 0.19 0 . 5  0.64 
37 GTR212 GT-GORE? 12 HEAT 0. 108. 209. 86. 69. 20. 0. -131, 209.DISTILLA 58. 0 0.34 0.33 "-41 
u 
Z 
$ 40 GTRW12 GT-8SRE-12 POWR I 0. 28. 57. 17. 21. 6. 81, 0. 137.DISTILLA 137. 10 6.17 0.15 0.63 2 40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 139. 278. 86. 101. 30, 0. -252. 2785iSTILLA 26. 0 0.33 0.38 Q.31 
38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 POWR 0. 33. 61. 25. 21. 6. 72. 0. 133.DISTILLA 133. 10 0.20 0.180.-65 
38 GIR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 112. 209. 86, 71. 21. 0. -136. 209.DISTILLA 53. 0 0.35 0.34 0.41 
II DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY CBGENERATIUN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY PAGE 35 E 
IBSE PEB ADV DESIGN ENQR REPURT 5.1 
*%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
--E 11 l MDUSTRY 20821 MW 6.04 PROCESS M I  LLI UNS BTUIHR 86.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 250. PRODUCT MALT-BEVERAB FOURS PER YEAR 6600. 11 
P6WER TU HEAT RATIO 0.240 //  UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO*r6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 52. b 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN CBGEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA! L FESR 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRdCES PRBCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SlTE USED UTl L l  T 
II 41 GTRW16 GT-85RE-16 PUWR 0. 29. 58. 19. 21. 6. 79. 0. 137.DISTILLA 137, 10 0.17 0.15 0.63 41 OTRW16 QT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 132. 267. 86. 95. 28. 0. -233. 267,DlSTILLA 34. 0 0.33 0.36 0.32 
GT-CORE-08 POUR 0. 26. 66. 24. 21. 6, 73. 0. 139.DISTILLA 139. 10 O.tb 0.15 0.62 
42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 94. 238. 86. 74. 22. 0. -166. 238.DISTILLA 72. 0 0.28 0.31 0-36 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 POUR 0. 29. 60. 21. 21. 6. 77. 0. 137.DISTILLA 137. 10 0.17 OAIS 0.63 -j 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 118. 248. 86. 85. 25. 0. -201. 248,DISTILLA 47. 0 0.32 0.34 9.35 II 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POWR 0. 33. 54. 19. 21. 6. 78. 0. 133.DlSTILLA 133. 0 0.20 0.16 0.65 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0 .  146. 240. 86. 91. 27. 0. -221. 240.DlSTILLA 19. 0 0.38 0.38 0.36 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-[.I0 PBWR 0. 28. 50. 12. 21. 6. 87. 0. 137.DISTILLA 137. 0 0.17 0.15 0.63 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 207. 369. 86. 152. 45. 0. -411. 369.DISTlLLA -42. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
C 
DATE 05/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 36 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
ILSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS== 
1 INDUSTRY 22501 MU 6.20 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 158.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 341. PRODUCT TEXTILE-FIN1 HUURS PER YEAR 6240. 1 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.134 . 
UT l  LITY FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU.lO*tG= a. HOT WATER BTU*lO*f6= 0. 1 
r 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CCIQEN COQEN COGEN AUX UTI L l  T TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PCMER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRdCES PRBCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
BED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILlT 
0 ONOZGN N O C 6 Q 0 N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 166. 86. 1 86. CUAL-FOP 252. 0 0. 0.06 0.63 
I STM141 STM-TURB-1 PGWR 0. 41. 141. 98. 21. 6. 70. 0. 211.RESIDsr'M, 211. 10 0.16 0.10 0.75 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 66. 226. 158. 34. 10. 0. -40. 226.RESIDUAL 186. 0 0.23 0.15 O,/O 
I 1 STM141 ST?{-TURB-1 POWR 0. 41. 141. 98. 21. 6. 70. 0. 21l.CBAL-FOD 211. 10 0.16 0.10 0.75 1 STM141 STW-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 66. 226. 15%. 34. 10. 0. -40. 226.CUAL-FeD 186. 0 0.23 0.15 0.70 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. 41. 141. 98. 21. 6. 70. 0. 211.CUAL-AFB 211. 10 0.16 0.10 0.75 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 66. 226. 158. 34. 10. 0. -40. 226. COAL-AFE TUB. 0 0:23 0.15 0.70 
I 2 STNO88 STTI-TURB-8 POUR 0. 41. 1 8  134. 21. 6. 29. 0. 2ll.RESIDUAL 211. 0 0.16 0.10-0.76 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 49. 215. 158. 25. 7 0. -12. 215.RESIDUAL 203. 0 0.18 0.12 0.73 
2 STMO88 STM-TURS-8 POUR 0. 41. 182. 134. 21. 6. 29. 0. 21 1. CUAL-.COD 21 1. 0 0.16 0.10 0.75 
2 STHO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 49. 215. 158. 25. 7. 0. -12. 215.COAL-FQD 203. 0 0.18 0.12 0.73- 4 
i 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. 41. 182. 134. 21. 6, 29, 0 .  21 1 . COAL-AFB 21 1. 0 0.16 0.10 0.75 4 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 &EAT 0. 49. 215. 158. 25. 7. 0. -12. 215.COAL-AFB 203. 0 0.18 0.12 0.73 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTE- POWR 0. 40. 98. 61. 21. 6. 114. 0. 212,COAL-PFe 212. 10 0.16 0.10 0.75- 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 104. 252. 158. 54. 16. 0, -104. 252,COAL-PFB 148. 0 0.29 0.22 0.63 1 
4 TI STMT TI -STMTB- 1 PdWR 0. 41. 80. 46. 21. 6. 132. 0. 211 .RESIDUAL 21). 10 0.16 0.10 0.75 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 139. 273. 158. 72. 21. 0. -160. 273.RESIDUAL 113. 0 0.34 0.26 0.58 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIBNIC PUWR 0. 31. 150. 98. 21. 6. 70. 0. 2El.RESIDUAL 221. 0 0.12 0.10 0.72 





5 TIHRSG THERMIONIC PBWR 0. 31. 150. 98. 21. 6. 70. 0. 221. COAL 221. 0 0.12 0.10 0.72 
5 T 1 KRSG THk3M I ON1 C HEAT 0. 50. 242. 158, 34. 10. 0. -40. 242. COAL 202. 0 0.17 0.14 0.65 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 POUR 0. 41. 80. 46. 21. 6. 132. 0. 21 1. CUAL 211. 10 0.16 0.10 0.75 





6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR 0. 30, 82. 39. 21. 6. 140. 0. 222.DlSTILl-A 222. 0 0.12 0.10 0.71 
6 Sf IRC  STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 2 335. 158. 86. 25. 0. -204. 335.DISTILLA 131. o 0.26 0.26 a.47 
It ' ( 1 . 1  . 
it 
/[DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTR 1 C CEMPANY PAGE 37 li CDGENERATIBN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
11 1 &SE PEU AD" DESIGN ENOR REPCIRT 5 . 1  --- - - - 
1 *xFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRCCESS AND E C S x r  I! 
INDUSTRY 2 2 6 0 1  MU 6.20 PRCJCESS M I L L I O N S  BTU/HR 1 5 8 . 0  PROCESS TEMP(F1 3 4 1 ,  PRUDUCT T E X T I F E - F I N 1  MaURS PER YEAR 6 2 4 0 .  
--- - 
POWER TB HEAT RATIO 0 . 1 3 4  
U T l  L I T Y  FUEL COAL li UASTE FUEL EOV BTW=lO*=6= 0, HOT WATER BTU=FO=x6= 0. [I WASTE FUEL COGEN CUGEN COQEN CUQEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR POISJER__HEAT 11 FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PReCES MU PR6CES FUEL FUEL FUEL T 6 T A L +  FACTR FACTR 
USED ND-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BCJILR USES S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
1 0 x 1 6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 = * 6  1 0 1 x 6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 = * 6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 ~ x 6  10==6 
BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR -- - 
7 HEQT85 HELIUM-QT- PBWR 0. 1 2 .  66. 10. 2 1 .  6. 174 .  0. 2 4 0 .  CbAL-AFB 2 4 0 .  10 0.05 0.03 0.66-- , 




8 HEGT6O HELIUM-QT- PBWR 0. I S .  8 2 .  26. 2;. 6. 1 5 6 .  0 .  237. CdAL-AFB 237, 10 0.06 0.09 0.67 /j 8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 90. 3 0 4 .  1 5 8 .  1 3 1 .  3 8 .  0. -342 .  504.COAL-AFB 1 6 2 ,  1 0  0 . 1 5  0.26 0 . 3 1  ! 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N Q - 1  POUR* 0. 30. 8 2 .  39. 2 1 .  6. 140 .  0. 222,RESIDUAL 2 2 2 .  0 0.12 0.10 0.71 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 0. 121.  335. 1 5 8 .  8 5 .  25. 0. - 2 0 4 .  335.RESIDUAL 1 3 1 .  0 0 . 2 6  0.26 0 . 4 7  
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  PDWR 0, 30. 8 2 .  39. 2 1 .  6. 1 4 0 .  0. 2 2 2 .  COAL 2 2 2 .  0 0.12 0 . 1 0  0.71 
6 S T I R L  STIRLIFIG-1 HEAT 0. 1 2 1 .  335. 1 5 8 .  8 6 .  25. 0. -204 .  335 .CUAL 131. 0 0.26 0.26 0 . 4 7  
9 HEOTOO HELIUM-GT- PCVR 0. 1 6 .  120 .  59. 2 1 .  6. 116 .  0. 236. COAL-AFB 236. 1 0  0.06 0.09 0.67 
9 HEQTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 4 2 .  320. 1 5 8 .  5 6 .  1 6 .  0. -110. 320.CUAL-AFB 2 1 0 .  10 0.12 0 . 1 8  0 . 4 9  I i 
1 0  FCflCCL FUEL-CL-MU PBCIR 0. 35. 70. 33. 2 1 .  6. 1 4 7 .  0. 2 1 7 . C b k L  217. 1 0  0 . 1 4  0.10 0.73 
3 0 FCPICCL FUEL-CL-140 HEAT 0. 1 6 9 .  333. 1 5 8 .  1 0 1 .  30. 0. - 2 5 1 .  333.CUAL 83. 1 0  0 . 3 4  0.30 0 . 4 7  
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST PBWR 0. 37. 55. 2 1 .  21 .  6. 1 6 1 .  0. 215,fCJAL 215. 10 0.15 0 , t O  0.73 
'(11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 2 7 1 .  404. 1 5 8 .  156. 4 6 .  0, -423 .  4 0 4 .  CUAL -19 .  30 0 . 4 0  0.39 0.39 
'1 1 2  lGGTST INT-OAS-GT POWR 0. 29. 73. 3 1 .  21 .  6. 1 5 0 .  0. 223 .CbAL 223. 10 0 . 1 2  0.09 0 . 7 1  4 12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 1 5 1 .  376. 158 .  109. 32. 0. - -275. 376.CUAL 101 .  10 0.29 0.29 0 . 4 2  
1 3  GTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 POWR C .  30. 73. 31. 2 1 .  6. 1 4 9 .  0. 222. RESI  DUAL 222. 10 0 . 1 2  0 . 1 0  0 .71  
1 3  GTSOAR GT-HRSG-I 0 HEAT 0. 1 5 2 .  3 6 6 .  1 5 8 .  108. 3 1 .  0. -286 .  3 6 6 .  RESIDUAL 100. 0 0.29 0.29 0 . 4 3  
GT-HRSG-08 POUR 0. 35 .  7 8 .  4 0 .  2 1 .  6. 139 .  0. 277 .RESIDUAL 2 1 7 .  10 0 .14  0 . 1 0  0.73 
1 4  GTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 1 3 8 .  3 0 8 ,  158. 83. 24 .  0. -193. 308 .RESIDUAL 1 1 4 ,  0 0.31 0.27 0.51 
1 5  G T A C l 2  GT-HRSQ- 1 2  POUR - 0. 3 5 .  69. 32. 2 1 .  6. 1 4 8 .  0. 217 .RESIDUAL 217. 1 0  0 . 1 4  0.1Q 0 . 7 3 ,  
1 5  GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 HEAT 0. 1 7 0 .  3 4 0 .  1 5 8 .  1 0 4 .  30. 0. -237. 3 4 0 .  RES I DUAL 82. 0 0.33 0.31 0 . 4 7  f 
1 6  QTA1216 QT-HRSO-16 PBWR 0. 3 4 .  6 5 .  29. 2 1 .  6. 152. 0 .  218.RESIDUAL 218.  1 0  0 .14  0.10 0.73 
16 QSAClG GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 1 0 9 .  363. 1 5 8 .  1 1 7 .  3 4 .  0. -300. 363. RES 1 DUAL 63. 0 3.34 0.32 3,44 
nr 
1 7  G T Y C l 6  07-HRSQ-16 PDIIR 0. 3 1 .  67. 27. 2 1 .  6. 1 5 4 .  0. 221.RESEDLJAL 221. 10 0 . 1 2  0.10 0.71 
a{ 1 7  GTblC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 180 .  3 9 1 .  158 .  123. 36, 0, -318 .  3 9 1  .RESIDUAL 72. C 0.32 0.32 0 . 4 0  
e. 
INDUSTRY' 22601 MH 6.20 PROCESS Pl1 LLlOPS BT'J/HR 158.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 341. PRODUCT TEXTILE-FIN1 HOURS PER YEAR 6240. 
-- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIC] 0.134 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTtJ*IO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lO*=..T.= 0. 
% .  
'rik=STE FUEL COGEN CQOEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET- FA1 L FESR WWER HEAT r 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRdCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ , FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED MEAT POWER ELECT BUlLR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10xr6 70r*6 10**6 '0x.6 101x6 10~x6 10~x6 101.6 10*=6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR E WHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
r 
DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC CUMPRNY PAGE 38 
CUGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATlVES STUDY 
I&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 -. 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
18 CCl626 QTST-16/26 POUR 0. 31. 55. 17. 21. 6. 166. 0. 221.RESlDUAL 221. 10 0.12 0.10 0.71 
18 CC1628 8TST-16/26 HEAT 0. 285. 516. 158. 197. 58. 0. -548. 516.RESIDUAL -33. 0 0.36 0.38 0.31 I 
19 CC1622 GTST- 16/22 POUR 0. 32. 56. 19. 21. 6. 164. 0. 220,RESIOUAL 220. 10 0.15 0.10 0.72 
19 CC1622 QTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 269. 470. 158. 177. 52. 0. -487. 470,RESIDUAL -17. 0 0.36 0.38 0.34 1 
20 CC1222 QTST-12/22 POWR 0. 32. 56. 19. 21. 6. 16%. 8. 220.RESIDUAL 220. 10 0.13 0.10 0.72 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 270. 466. 158. 176. 62. 0. -484. 466,RESIDUAL -18, 0 0.37 0.38 0.34 1 
21 CCO822 QTST-08/22 POWR 0. 35. 59. 24. 21. 6. 158. 0. 217,RESIDUAL 217. 10 0.14 0.10 0.73 
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 230. 394. 158. 146. 41. 0. -373. 394. RESIDUAL 22. 0 0.37 0.36 0.40 
22 ST1015 ST10-15-16 WWR 0. 11.  56. 1 .  21. 6. 185. 0. 241.RESIDUAL 241. 10 0.05 0.09 0.66 
22 ST1015 STIQ-15-16 HEAT 0. 2503. 12154. 158. 4631. 1357. 0.-14405. 12154.RESIOUAL -2251- 0 0.17 0.38 0.01 
23 ST1810 STIQ-10-16 POWR 0. 16. 59. 8. 21. 6. 177. 0. 236. RES I OUAL 238. 10 0.07 0.09 0.67 
23 STIG10 STIQ-10-16 HEAT 0. 332. 1192, 158. 428. 126. 0. -1272. 1192.RESIDUAL -80. 0 0.22 0.36 0.13 
24 STlQlS STIQ-IS-16 POUR 0. 19. 63. 13. 21. 6. 170. 0. 233. RES I DUAL 233. 10 0.07 0.09 0.68 




0, 35. 63. 27. 21. 6. 154. 0. 217.RESIDUAL 217. 0 0.14 0.10 0,73 
0. 205, 368. 158. 124, 36. 0. -320. 368. RES I DUAL 47. 0 0.36 0.34 0,43 
25 DEAW3 DIESEL-ADV POUR 0. 24. 57. 12. 21. 6. t71. 0. 228. RES 1 DUAL 228. 0 0.09 0.09 0.69 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 303. 733. 158. 272. 80. 0 .  -784. 733. RESIDUAL -5;. 0 0.29 0.37 0 . 2 2  
26 DEADV2 DSESEL-ADV POUR 0. 26. 57. 14. 21. 6. 169, 0. 226. RES 1 DUAL 226. 1 0.10 0.09 0.70 




29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SBA PUWR 0. 20. 59. 11.  21. 6. 173. 0. 232.DlSTILLA 232. 0 0.06 0.09 0.66 
29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SCA HEAT 0. 297. 870. 158. 314. 92. 0. -916. 870.DISTILLA -45- 0 0.25 0.36 0.18 
29 DESbA3 DIESEL-SUA POWR 0. 20. 59. 11. 21. 6. 173. 0. 232. RES I DUAL 232. 0 0.08 0,09 0.68 




- I 1  
d 
27 DEADVI D l  ESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 35. 57. 22. 21. 6. 160. 0. 217.RESIDUAL 217. 1 0.14 0.10 0:73 
27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 250. 404. 158. 150. 44. 0 ,  -402. 404. RESI DUAL 2. 1 0.38 0-37 8.39 
DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTR I C COMPANY PAGE 39 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
. I8SE PEO AD\/ DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSr* 
INDUSTRY 22601 MU 6.20 PRBCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 158.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 341. PRODUCT TEXTILE-FIN1 HOURS PER YEAR 6240. 
POWER Tb HEAT RATIO 0.134 
I UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV &TU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTUllO~r6= 0. 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED 
10r.6 10**6 10tr6 10**6 lO*r6 lOr*6 101x6 10x86 10=*6 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 23. 59. 13. 21. 6. 171. 0. 229.DIStTLLA 229. 1 0.09 0.09 0.69 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 278. 718. 158. 259. 76. 0. -744, 71B.DIST'LLA -26. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
f 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 23. 59. 13. 21. 6. 171. 0. 229. RE5 Z DUAL 229. 1 0.09 0.09 0.69 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. . 278. 716. 158. 259. 76. 0 .  -744. 718.RESIDUAL -26. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
H 31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 35. 59. 23. 21. 6. 156. 0 .  217.DISTlLLA 217. 1 0.14 0.10 0.73-__fl 31 DESOAl Dl ESEL-=A HEAT 0; 236. 394. 158. 142. 42. 0. -378. 394.01STILLA 16. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 j 
31 DESOAl Dl ESEL-SOA POUR 0. 35. 59. 23. 21. 6. 158. 0,  217.RESIDUAL 217. 1 0.14 0.10 0.73 
31 DESdAl DIESEL-SCIA HEAT 0.  236. 394. 158. 142. 42. 0. -378. 394. RES I DUAL 16. 1 0.37 0 . 3 6 0 2 4 0  
R 32 GTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 POUR 0. 33. 72. 34. 21. 6, 146. 0. 213.DISTILU 219. 10 0.13 0.10 0.72 32 GTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0 .  156. 341. 158. 100. 29. 0 -248. 341.DISTlLLA 96. 0 0.31 0.29 0.46 
34 QTRA12 GT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 32. 59. 21. 21. 6. 161. 0. 220.DISTILLA 220. I 0  0.13 0.10 0.72 
31 GTRA12 GT-e5RE-12 HEAT 0. 239. 445. 158. 159. 47. 0. -432. 445.DlSTILLA 13. 0 0.35 0.36 0.35 
k 
35 GTRA16 OT-85RE-16 POWR 0, 32. 61. 22. 21. 6. 160. 0. 22O.DISTILLA 220. 10 0.13 0.10 0.72 
35 GTRAl6 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 225. 427. 158. 149. 44. 0. -400. 427.DISTILLA 27. 0 0.34 0.35 0.37 
33 GTRA08 GT-85RE-08 PBGIR 0. 31. 59. 21. 21. 6. 162. 0. 221 .DISTILLA 221. 10 0.12 0.10 0.71 
33 GTRAOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 239. 456. 158. 163. 48. 0. -443. 456. Dl ST1 LLA 13. 0 0.34 0.36 0.35 
36 eTRZO8 GT- ORE-;^ POUR 0. 32. 66. 27. 21. 6. 154. 0. 220.DISTfLLA 220. 10 0.13 0,lO 0.72 




39 GTRWO8 OT-85RE-08 POUR 0. 26. 60. 17. 21. 6. 166. 0. 226.DISTILLA 226. 10 0.10 0-09 0.70 
*z 39 GTRWO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT C 0. 240. 555. 158. 195. 57. 0 .  -542. 555.DISTILLA 12. 0 0.30 0.35 0.28 a 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 POUR 0. 32. 64. 25. 21. 6. 156. 0 .  220.DISTILLA 220. 10 0.13 0.10 0.72 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 198. 403. . 158. 133. 39. 0 .  -349. 403.DISTlLLA 54. 0 9.35 0.33 0.39 
u 
z 
40 GTRWl2 GT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 28, 58. 17. 21. 6. 166. 0. -224.DISTILLA 224. 13 0.11 0.09 0.70 
40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-I2 HEAT 0. 261. 545. 158. 198. 68. 0. -534. 545-31STILLA -9. 0 0.32 0.36 0.29 
38 OTR216 GT-60RE-16 POUR 0. 32. 63. 25. 21. 6. 157. 0. 220.DISPILLR 220. 10 0.13 0.10 0.92 
38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 207. 404. 158. 136. 40. 0. -399. 404. DISTliiA 45. 0 0.34 0.34 0.39 II 
C 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
11 1 NDUSTRY 22601 MW 8.20 PROCESS M I  LLISNS BTUlHR 158.0 PROCESS TEMP(F) 341 . PRODUCT TEXTILE-FI NI HOURS PER YEAR 6240. 
I 
I 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.134 
WASTE FUEL EQV BTU=lO=*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lO**6= 0. 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IeSE PEa ADV DESIO~ EMR REPCJRT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*= 
WASTE FUEL CUOEN COGEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT Tt5TAL SITE NET* FA1 L FESR PBWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PROCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER.ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl L I  T 
10**6 10m.6 10*r6 10886 10886 10886 10886 10886 10186 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUlHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -. I 
ll il 41 QTRWl6 OT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 28. 59. 18. 21. 6. 165. 0, 224.DlSTlLLA 224. 10 0.11 0.09 0.71 41 OTAW16 QT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 246. 517. 158. 184. 64. 0. -510. 517.DlSTILLA 6. 0 0.32 0.36 0.31 
I 
I 
II 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POWR 0. 22. 56. 9. 21. 6 .  175. 0. 230.DISTILLA 230. 0 0.09 0.09 0.69 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT Q. 360. 929. 158. 353. 104. 0. -1038. 929.DlSTILLA -108. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
-- 
42 QTR308 GT-60RE-08 POWR 0. 24. 68. 22. 21. 6. 159. 0. 228.01STILLA 228. 10 0.10 0.09 0.59 
42 OTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT .O. 171. 480. 158. 149. 44. 0. -399. 48O.DISTlLtA 81. 0 0.26 0.31 0.33 
I 
29. 51. 12. 21. 6. 172. . 0. 223. DISTILLA 223. o o. i r 0.09 0.7i 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 381. 678. 158. 279. 82. 0. -807. 678.DlSTILLA -129. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
43 OTR312 QT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 29. 62. 21. 21. 6. 162. 0. 223.DISTILLA-223. 10 0.11 O,r]9-0.71 
43 OTR312- GT-60RE- 12 HEAT 0. 218. 472. 158. 161. 47. 0 -438. 472.DISTlLLA 34. 0 0.32 0.34 0.33 
44 QTR316 OT-GORE-16 PBWR 0. 28. 62. 21. 21. 6. 161. 0. 224.DISTILLA 224. 10 0.11 0.04 0.71 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 214. 469. 158. 159. 47. 0. -431. 469.DISTILLA 36. 0 0.31 0.34 0,34 
C 
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COGENERATIUN TECHNBLaGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I&SE PEO ADV DESION ENGR REPORT 5.1 * 
-. 
*=FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSx* 
INDUSTRY 24211 MW 1.50 PROCESS MILLIONS STU/HR 30.0 PROCESS TEMP(F1 353. PRODU-2T SOFTWOOD-LUM HOURS PER YEAR 4000. 
- .. 
POWER TU MEAT RATICJ 0.171 
UTILITY FUEL COAL' WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 41. HOT WATER BTU*lq**6= 0, 
WASTE FUEL CUOEN COGEN COGEN COGEN AUX UTIL IT  TOTAL S lTE NET= FA IL  FESR POWER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED + SITE USED UTIL IT  
IO=*B 10**6 1 o r r 6  10**6 10*=6 10*=6 10.~6 1ox.6 ro==a 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTWHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
I --" 
0 ONOCQN N 0 C 0 Q U N 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 3S.RESIDUP.L 51. 0 0. 0.10 0.58 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 41. 10. 37. 26. 5. 2. 4. 0. 41 ,RESIDUAL 41. 10 0.99 0.12 0.73 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 41. 11. 42. 30. 6. 2. 0. -2. 42.RESIDUAL 40. 10 0.95 0.14 0.779 
1 SfM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 41. 10. 57. 26. 5. 2. 4. 0. 41.CCJAL-FQD 41, 10  0 - 9 9  0.12 0.73 11 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 41. 11. 42. 30. 6. 2 .  0. -2. 42. CUAL-FQD 40. 10 0.95 0.14 0.71 
1 STMI41 STM-TURB-1 POWR 41. 10. 37. 26. 5 .  2 a 4. 0. 41.COAF-AFB 41. 10 0.99 0.12 0.73 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 41. 11. 42. 30. 6. 2. 0. -2. 42. COAL.- AFB 40. 10  0.95 0.14 0.71 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POUR 41. 2. 50. 37. 5. 2. -8. 0. SO. RESIDUAL 59: 10 0.47 0.10 0.60 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-6 HEAT 40. 8. 40. 30. 4. . l a  0. 3. 40,RESIDUAL 43. 10 0.81 0.10 0.69 
2 STMOB8 STM-TUEB-8 PUWR 41. 2. 50. 37. 5 ,  2. -8. 0. 50. COAL-FOD SO. 10 0.47 0.10 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 40. 8. 40. 30. 4 .  1. 0. 3. 40. COAL-FGO 43. 10 0.81 0.10 
W 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 41. 2. 50. 37. 5. 2. -8. 0. 5O.COAL-AFB 50. 10 0.47 0.10 0.60 2 STM068 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 40. 8. 40. 30. 4. 1. 0. 3. 40. COAL-AFB 43. 10 0.81 0.10 0.69 
3 PFBSTI PFB-STt-lTB- POWR 41. 10. 25. 16. 5 .  2. 17. 0. 42. COAL-PFB 62. 10 0.98 0.12 0.72 
3 PFBSTM PFD-STMTB- HEAT 41. 18. 47. 30. 10. 3. 0. -14. 47.C6AL-PFB 33. 10 0.80 0.20 0.64 1 4 TISTMT T I  -STMTB- 1 POVR 21 . 10. 20. 12. 5 .  2. 21. 0. 41.RESIDUAL 41. 10 -0.26 0.12 0.72 
4 T I  STMT T I  -STMTB- 1 HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 35. 16. 35, RES I DUAL 51. 
S T I  HRSQ THERMI 0NI C POUR 7. 7. 36. 24. 5. 2. 7. 0. 44.RESIDUAL 44. 10 -1.27 0.12 0.68 
5 T I  HRSO THERtll ON! C HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 35.RESIDUAL 31. 110 6.00 0-  0.58 
D 
h 
7. 36. 24. 6. 2. 7. 0. 44.CCIAt 44. 10 0.83 0.12 0.68 
9. 46. 30, 6. 2. 0. -4. 46. COAL 42. 10  0.75 0.14 0.65 
h TISTMT TI -STMTB-I POWR 41 . l o .  20. 12. a. 2. 21. 0. 4 1 . ~ 0 ~ ~  41. l a  0.98 0.12 0.72 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 HEAT 41. 25. 51. 30. 13. 4. 0. -25. 51  . COAL 26. 10 0.76 0.25 0.59 
6 S T I R L  STIRLIPIG-1 POWR 24. 7. 20. .  10. 5.. 2. 24. 0. 44.DISTlLLA 44. 0 -0.25 0.12 0.68- I! 
a 6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 35.DISTILLA 51. 110 0.00 0. 0.58 
DATE 06/06/79 OENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 1 
COGENERATION TEeHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
PAGE 4 2  
l & S E  PEO ADV DESIGN EMGR It REPORT 5 . 1  - - **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS &NO ECSU* 1 l NDUSTRY 2 4 2 1  1 MW 1.50 PROCESS M I  LLI BNS B T U l H R  30.0 PROCESS TEMP( F) 353. PRODUCT S b F T W W D - L W  HOURS PER YEAR 4 0 0 0 .  
--- -.- 
POWER TO HEAT R A T I O  0 . 1 7 1  /I U T I L I T Y F U E L  COAL WASTE FUEL EQV B T U * l C * x 6 =  41. HOT WATER BTUx lOa%6= 0, 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN CBGEN COGEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A 1  L FESR POWER HE_ATT - 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FwEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT PJWER ELECT B B I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I L I T  C 
II 6 S T l R L  STIJRLINQ-I  POWR 2 4 .  7. 20. 10. 5. 2. 24. 0. 44.RESIDUAL 4 4  , 0 -0.25 0 . 1 2  0.68 6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 35. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 35, 1 6 .  35. RES I DUAL 51 .  110 0.00 0. 0.58 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  PSWR 4 1 .  7. 20. 111. 5. 2. 2 4 .  0. 4 4 .  COAL 4 4 .  0 0.81 0 . 1 2  0.68 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 4 1 .  22. 63. 30. 1 6 .  5. 0. - 3 4 .  63. COAL 29. 0 0.56 0.26 0 . 4 7  
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- POWR 4 1 .  3. 1 6 .  2. 5 .  2. 33. 0, 49. COAL-AFB 4 9 .  1 0  0.53 0.11 0.62 1 1 7 HEGT85 H E L I  UM-GT- HEAT 4 1  . 36. 2 1 8 .  30. 70. 20. 0. -203. 21 8. COAL-AFB 15. 1 0  0 . 1 9  0.32 0 . 1 4  # 
8 HEBT6O HELIUM-QT- POWR 4 1 .  3. 20. 6. 5. 2. 28. 0. 48. CdAL-AFB 48.  10 0.57 0.11 0.62 
- 8 HEGTGO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 4 1 .  16. 99. 30. 26. 8. 0. -84 .  99. COAL-AFB 35. 10 0.2 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-6T-  PeWR 4 1 .  4 .  29. 1 4 .  5. 2. 1 8 .  0. 48.CUAL-AFB 48. 10 0.60 0 . 1 1  0.63 
9 HEGTOO HELIUH-GT- HEAT 41. 9. 6 1 .  30. 1 1 .  3. 0. -18. 61.Ce)AL-AFB 4 3 .  10 0.41 0.1s 0.49 
1 0  FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO POWR 0. 9. 1 7 .  8. 5. 2. 26. 0. 43. COAL 43. 10 -1.67 0 . 1 2  0.70 
1 0  FCMCCL FUEL-CL-PIB HEAT 0, 32. 63. 30. 19. 6. 0. -44 ,  63. COAL 19. 1 0  -0.05 0.30 0.47 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POWR 0. 9. 1 3 .  5. 5 .  2 .  29. 0. 42.COAL 42. 10 -1.65 0.12 0.71 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 50. 75. 30. 29. 8. 0. -74. 75. CBAL 2. 10 0.16 0.38 0.40 
L 
12 IGQTST I NT-OAS-QT PBWR 0. 7. 1 8 .  8. 5 .  2. 26. 0. 4 4 .  COAL 4 4 .  10 -1.77 0.12 0.60 
1 2  IGGTST INT-GAS-QT HEAT 0. 27. 70. 30. 20. 6. 0 .  -46 .  70. COAL 2 4 .  1 0  -0.13 0.29 0.43.- ' 
0 
1 3  QTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 PBWR 26. 7. 18. 8. 6. 2. 26. 0. 44 .RESIDUAL 44. 50 -0 .10  0.12 0.68 * , 




0. 43.RESlDUAL 16 Q T A C l 6  GT-HRSG-16 POWR 27. 
~ l 1 6 G T A C 1 6 G T - H R S O - 1 6 H E A T  35. 
1 
8. 1 6 .  7. 5. 2 .  27. 4 3 .  10 0 . 0 1  0 . 1 2  0.70 1 
35. RESI  DUAL 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 51. 110 0.00 0. - 0.58 
a1 I 
1 4  GTAIGB GT-HRSG-08 POWR 2 4 .  9. 1 9 .  1 0 .  5. 2. 2 4 .  0. 4 3 .  RES I DUAL 4 3 .  10 -0.19 0.12 3170 





1 7  QTWCIS GT-HRSG-16 POWR 28. 7. 16. 7. 5 .  2, 28. 0. 4 4 .  RES I DUAL 4 4 .  10 -0.02 0 . 1 2  0.68 4 17 GTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 35.RESIDUAL 51. 1 1 0  0.00 0. 0 .58  
1 5 G T A C 1 2 G T - H R S G - 1 2 P O W R  26. 8. 1 7 .  8. 5. 2. 26. 0. 43. RES I DUAL 43. 10 -0.05 1 0.70 
15 GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 1 6 .  3S.RESIDUAL 51.  1 1 0  0.00 0 7 " -  0.58 
DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 4 3  
COQENERATION TECHNBLQQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I B S E  PEU ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PROCESS AN0 ECSX* 1 INDUSTRY 2 4 2 1 1  M u  1.50 PROCESS M I L L I O N S  BTUlHR 30.0 PROCESS TEMP(F1 353. PRODUCT SOFTWOOD-LUM HOURS PER YEAR 4 0 0 0 .  
~----- - 
POWER TO HEAT R A T I O  0 .17T  
U T I L I T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU* lO**B= 41. HOT WATER B T U * l O * l 6 =  - 0. I 
WASTE FUEL COGEN C0QEN CUQEN CCK)EN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PR0CES PROCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B O I L R  USED S l T E  USED U T I L I T  
II 1 8  CC1626  QTST-16 /26  POUR 30. 7. 1 4 .  4. 6 .  2. 30. 0. 44.RESIDUAL 4 4 .  10 0 . 1 5  0.12 0.88 18 CC1626 GTST-16 /26  HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 5 1 .  110 0.00 0, 0.58 35. RES I DUAL 
P0WR 30. 8. 1 4 .  5 8. 2. 30. 0. 4 4 .  RES I DUAL 44.  10 0 . 1 4  0 . 1 2  0.69 
1 9  CC1622  GTST-16 /22  HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16 .  35. RES I DUAL 51. 110 0.00 0. 0.58 
21 C C 0 8 2 2  QTST-08 /22  POWR 28. 8. 1 5 .  6. 6. 2. 28. 0. 43 .SZSIDUAL 4 3 .  10 0.08 0.12 0.70 
2 1  CC0822  QTST-08 /22  HEAT 35. C 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 33. RESIDUAL S t .  110 0.00 0. 02S8 i 1 
1 
1 
22 S T l Q l S  S T I O - 1 5 - 1 6  POWR 35. 3. 1 3 .  0. 6 .  2. 35. 0. 49. RE§ 1 DUAL 4 9 .  10 0.16 0.11 0.62 ' 
22 S T 1 0 1 5  S T I Q - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 35. RES I DUAL 51. 110 0.00 0. 0.58 " i I 
20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  PaWR 30. 8 .  1 4 .  5. 6. 2. 30. 0. 4 3 .  RES I DUAL 4 3 .  10 0.14 0.12 0.69 - 4  
20 CC1222  QTST-12/22 HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16.  35 .RESIDUAL 51.  110 0.00 0. 0.58 y 
23 S T I O l O  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  PBWR 33. 4. 1 4 .  2. 5. 2. 33. 0. 47. RESIGUAL 47 .  10 0.11 0.11-r.63 
23 S T I G l O  S T I Q - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT' 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 35. 1 6 .  35. RES I DUAL 51. 1 1 0  0.00 0. 0.58 
5. 15. 3. 6. 2. 32. 0. 4 7 .  R E S l  DUAL 4 7 .  10 0.05 0.11 0 .64  
0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16 .  35. RES I DUAL 5 1 .  1 1 0  0.30 0. 0.58 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PUWR 32. 6. 14. 3. 6, 2. 32. 0. 4 6. RES l DUAL 46. 1 0  0 .14  0.11 0.66 
25 DEAOVS DIESEL-ADV HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 35.RESIDUAL 51. 110 0.00 0. 0.58 
a 
dl 26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PU\JR 31. 6. 1 4 .  4. 6 .  2. 3 1 .  0. 45 .RESIDUAL 46, 11 0.14 0.11 0.67 
" 26 DEADV2 D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 35. f l 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 1 6 .  35. RES I DUAL 5 1 .  1 1 1  0.00 0. (5.5% -
4 
5 27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV POWR 29. 9. 1 4 .  5. 6 .  2. 29. 0. 43.RESIOUAL 43. 11 9.14 0.12 0.70 27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 01 35. 16. 35.RESIDUAL 61. 1 1 1  0.00 0, 0.58 
u I z 
29 DES0A3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 32. 5. 14. 3. 8 = 2. 32. 0 .  47.RESIDUf iL  47. 0 0.11 1 0.64 
29 DESfYA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16, 35. RES1 DUAL 5 1 .  1 1 0  0,OO 0. 0.56 I 
2a DEHTPM ADV-Dl ESEL PBWR 2 6 .  8. 1 5 .  7. 8. 2. 28. 0. 43.RESIDUAL 43. 10 0.04 9.12 0.70 




29 DESOA3 D I ESEL-SBA POEIR 32. 5. 1 4 .  3. 6. 2. 32. 0. 4 7 . D I S T l L L A  47. 0 0.11 0.11 0 . 6 4  
29 DEStYA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 35. D I S T I L L A  51, 1 1 0  0.00 0. O- 58-- { 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COAPANY PAGE 44 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l&SE  PEB ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5 . 1  - 
-FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND E C S ~  
I l NDUSTRY 2 4 2 1  1 MW 1 .SO PRUCESS M I  LLl GINS BTU/HR 30.0 PRUCESS TEHP(F) 3E3.  PR0DUCT SOFTMOD-LUH W U R S  PER YEAR 4000.  I I---- --- ------- - . - POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0 ,171  U T l  L f  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV UTU*lO**6= 4 1 .  HOT WATER BTU* lOxx6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUQEN CBGEN CUGEN CdGPN AUX . U T I L I T  TaTAL S l  TE NET= FA1 L FESR PIlu_EF? HEAT-- 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TUTAL+ FACTR FAGTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER' ELECT B B l L R  USED S I T E  USED UTI LI  T 
10**6  10 * *6  10**S 10 * *6  10 * *6  10 * *6  10 * *6  1 0 * * 6  1 O**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR t\TU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR ----, - . 
I 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 32. 5. 14 .  3. 5 .  2, 3 r  . 0, 46 ,DISTILLA 46, 1 0 . 1 1  0.11 0.65 : .--+3 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 35. - 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. -.?, 16.  3 S . D I S T I L U  51.  1 1 1  0.00 6. 0.58 
31 DESCJAI DIESEL-SOA PUWR 29. 9. 14.  6. 5. 2. 29. 0. 43. D I S T  l L L A  43.  1 0.11 0,-i2--0.70 
3 1  DESUAl D I  ESEL-S6A HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35, 16. 35:DISTILLA 51 .  1 1 1  0.00 0. 0.58 
1 
I 
3 1  DESUAI DIESEL-SBA P(JWR 29. 9. 14. b. 5 .  2. 29. 0. 43.RESIDUAL 43.  f 0.11 0 . 1 2  0.70 
- 3 1  DES(TA1 DIESEL-S0A HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16 .  1 1 1  0.00 0,- 0.58 
32 QTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 PUWR 26. 8. 18. 8. 5. 2. 26. 0. 4 3 . D l S T I L U  43. 10 -0,:O 0.12 0.69 
32 GTSBAD GT-HRSG- 1 0  HEAT 35. 8 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 35. D I S T I L L A  51.  110 O.QO 0 .  0.59 
-- 
30 DESOA2 D l  ESEL-SOA POWR 32. 5. 14 .  3. 5. 2. -32. 0. 46.RESIDUAL 46 .  1 0.11 0.11 0.65 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 35 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16.  35.RESIDUAL 51.  111 0.00 0. 0.58 
-- 
33 GTRAO8 OT-85RE-08 PaWR 30. 7. 14 .  5. 5. 2. 30. 0. 44 .D IST ILLA  44 .  10  a, f -  0.12-f1.68 
33 OTRAOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 35. D I S T I L L A  51.  1 1 0  0.GE 0. 0, 58 
4 36 QTR208 GT-60RE-08 POWR 28. 8. 16.  6. 6. 2. 28, 0. 44 .  D I S T I L L A  44. 1 0  0.00 0 . 1 2  0.69 1 
- 




35 OTRA16 GT-85RE-16 POWR 29. 8. 15. 5. 5. 2. 29. 0.  4 4 , D I S T i L L A  44, 1 0  0.38 0.12 0.69 




4 0  GTRW12 OT-BSRE-12 POUR 31 .  7. 14. 4 .  5 .  2. 31 .  0. 45 .D IST ILLA  45. 1 0  0 .12  0.11 0.67 
4 0  GTiTW12 QT-85RE-12 HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 35. D I S T t  LLA  51. 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE- 1 2  POWR 29. 8. 16 .  6. 5. 2. 28. 0. 4 4 .  D I S T I L L A  44. 1 0  0.03 0.12 0.69 






38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 POWR 28. 8. 15. 6. 5 .  2. 28. 0 .  44,DISTILLA 44 .  I 0  0,05 0.12 0.69- 
3 8  QTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 35. 16. 3 5 . D I S T I L L A  51. 1 1 0  0.00 0. 0.58 
39 QTRWOB CJT-ESRE-08 POWR 30. 6. 15. 4. 5 .  2. 30. 0. 4 5 . D I S T I L L A  45 .  1 0  0.09 0.11 0.67 
39 GTRWO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 35. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 35. 16. 35 .D IST ILLA  51. 1 1 0  0.00 0 ,  3.56 
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COGENERATION TECHNBLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
18SE PE6 ADV DESION ENBR I---- REPORT 5.1 - - *%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND-ECS** 1 I NOUSTRY 2 4 3 6 1  MW 3.00 PROCESS HILLSOHS B T U l H R  75.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 4 0 6 .  PRODUCT SOFT-PLYWWD HOURS PER YEAR 6000. 
POWER TO HEAT RAT I B 0 . 1  36 
--..-- -" 
WASTE F U R  EQV BTU* lO**6=  100. HOT WATER B T U x l O * x 6 =  0. 
I WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN CUBEN COGEN AUK U T l L l T  TBTAL S l T E  NET= F A 1  L -FESR, W E R - _ W T  FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL- FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B B i L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l L l T  lo**§ 10**6 10**6 1 0 * * 6  10*=6 1 0 * * 6  f 0 * * 6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 % r 6  
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -_l_ ___I-_. I 
0 ONOCON N O C 0 O d N 88. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. 0 8 .  COAL-AFB 120. 0 0. 0.09 0.62 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-I POHR 100. 20. 95. 71. 10. 3. 5. 0.  1OO.RESIOUAL 100,  1 0  0.99 0 . 1 0  0.75 
HEAT 100. 2 1 .  1 0 1 .  75. 1 1 .  3. 0. -2. 1 0 1  .RESIDUAL 99. 
3 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 1 0 0 .  20. 95. 71. 10. 3. 5. 0. 10O.COAL-FOD 100, I 10 0.99 0.10 0,75 1 S T 3 1 4 1  STM-TURB-1 HEAT 100. 2 1 .  ;03. 75. 1 1 .  3. 0. -2. 101 . COAL-FGD 99. 1 0  0.97 O.T? 0.74 
- J 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 1 0 0 .  20. 95. 71. 10 .  3. 5. 0. 100. COAL-AFB 100. 10 0,99 0.10 0.75 
1 S T M l 4 1  STM-TURB-1 HEAT 100 .  21. 101.  75. 11. 3. 0. -2. I 0  1 . CBAL-AFB 99. 1 0  0.97 0 .11  0.74 I i 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 POWR 1150. -22. 142 .  1 1  1. 10. 3. -$2. 0. 142.RESIDUAL 142. 10 -0.33 0.07--0~53 
2 STM088 STF1-TURB-8 HEAT 96. 1 3 .  96. 75. 7. 2. 0. 10. 96.RESIDUAL 107. 10 0.68 0.06 0.70 
2 ST?l088 STW-TURB-8 POWR 1 0 0 -  -22. 1 4 2 .  1 1 1 . 10. 3. -42. 0. 142,COAL-FOD 1 4 2 .  10 -0.33 0.07 0.53 
STM-TURB-8 HEAT 96. 13. 96. 75. 7. 2. 0. 10. 9s. COAL-FGB 1 07, l o c , - t . g e o  ,oziZiZi~~o- 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 P 6 i R  1 0 0 .  -22. 1 4 2 .  1 1  1. 13. 3. -42.  0 .  142,COAL-AFB 342. 1 0  -0.33 0.07 0.53 
2 STMOBB STM-TURB-8 HEAT 96. 1 3 .  96. 75. 7. 2. 0. 16. 96. COAL-AFB 107. 10 0.68 0.06 0.70 I 
-- 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POWR 1 6 0 .  1 SG, .- . 57. 38. 10. 3. 4 4 .  0. 1Ol.CQAL-PFB 101.  1 0  0.=1-d?0 0.74  
f 3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 1 0 0 .  38. 113. 75. 20. 6. 0. -31.  113.COAL-PFB 82. 10 0.79 0.18 0-66 
1' 4 T ISTMT T I  -STMIB-1 POUR 56. 26. 45. 27. 10. 3. 56. 0. 1 0 1  .RESIDUAL 101. 




B T I HRSG THERE: d N  I C PBWR 1 00. 
~ R w N l  HEAT 100. 13. 73. 4 6 .  1 0 .  3. 3 4 .  
0. 107.COAL 107, 0 ~~~~~~0. 70 
22. 1 1 9 75 7. 5 .  0 -20. 119.COAL 99. 0 0 . 6 4  0.14 0.63 
t 
1 0  -O.-$O 0.10 0,75 € 
4 T ISTMT T I  -STMTB-1 HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. 88. R E S l  DUAL 120. 1 1 0  -0.00 0. 0.62 
4 T ISTMT TI -STMTB-1 PaWR 100. 20, 45. 27. 10. 3. 56. 0. 101,COAL 101. 10 0.98 0.10 0.75 
4 T ISTMT T I  -STMTB-1 HEAT 1 0 0 .  53. 1 2 2 .  75. 28. 6, 0. -55. 122.COAL 67. 10 0.75-P.-23-0.61 
6 S T l R L  S T C I N O - 1  POWP 6 4 .  14 .  4 2 .  2 1 .  10. 3. 6 4 .  0 .  1 O G . D I S T l L L A  106. 0 
-0.32 -0._10- 0 .71  
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  MEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. 8 8 , D l S T I L L A  123. 1 1 0  -0.00 0. 0.62 
DATE 0 8 / O S / 7 9  GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 47 
C0GENERATIOI.I TECHNdLflGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.1 -- - ---. 
X x f U E L  ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSX* f 
" ' 1 INDUSTRY 2 4 3 6 1  Y) 3.00 PROCESS MILL IU f i lS  BTU/HR 75.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 4 0 6 .  PRODUCT SOFT-PLYVWD HOURS PER YEAR 6000. 1 
PCGR t o  HEAT RATI o 0 . 1 3 6  
U T l  L 1  f Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU* lO*=6= 1 0 0 .  HOT WATER BTUx lOo=6=  0, 
WASTE FUEL ClrGEN COGEN COGEN CUGEN AUX U T J L I T  TCITAL S I T E  NET= F A  1 L FEzR-PnWE_RHEA? 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MU PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL T(JTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT P0MER ELECT B U I L R  USE0 S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
I 6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  PUWR 6 4 .  1 4 .  4 2 .  2 1 .  10 .  3. 6 4 .  0 .  1 0 6 . R E S l D J A L  106. 0 -0.32 0.10 0.71 ( 6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. B8.RESIDUAL 120. 1 1 0  -0.00 0. 0.62 I 
9. 32. 2. 10. 3. 8 6 .  0. 118.COAL-AFB 118. 
0. - 1345 .  1 3 7 3 .  COAL-AFB 28. 
1 1  0.43 0.09 0.64 ( 
93. 1 3 7 3 .  76. - 4 4 1 .  129. 1 0 . 0 8  0.32 0.05 Y 
! 
I/ 8 HEOTBO H E L I  UM-GT- PtlH'Fi 100 .  4 .  40. 10. 10. 3. 77. 0. l l 6 . C O A L - A F B  1 1 6 .  1 0  0.90 0.09 0,65 11 8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT 1 0 0 .  3 1 .  300. 75. 78, 23. 0. -21 1 . 300, COAL-AFB 89. 1 0  0.18 0.26 0-25 I 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N Q - 1  POWR 100. 1 4 .  4 2 .  21. 10. 3. 6 4 .  0. 106.COAL 106.  0 0.88 0.10 0 . 7 1  
6 S T i R t  S T I R L I N O - 1  HEAT 1 0 0 .  51. 1 5 4 .  75. 37. 1 1 .  0. -85. 154.COAL 70. 0 0.54 0.24 0.49 
9 HEOTOO HELIUM-GT- PdWR 1 0 0 .  7. 58. 28. 1 0 .  3. 55. 0. 114.COAL-AFB 114. 10 0.58 0.09 0.66 ! 
9 HEGTOO H E L I  UM-OT- HEAT 1 00. 18 .  156. 75. 28 .  8. 0. -94. lR6.COAL-AFB 102. 10 0 . 3 4  0 . l B  0.48 I 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POUR 0. 18. 2 8 .  12. 10. 3. 7 4 .  0. 103.COAL 103 .  10 -2.21 q, 10-0:73 4 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 1 1 3 .  181. 75. 66. 19. 0 .  -173.  181.COAL 7. 10 0 . 1 2  0.36 0.42 ? 1 
I - -++- 10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO POUR 0. 17. 3 4 .  1 6 .  l o .  3. 70. 0. 103~. COAL 103. 10 -2.23 0.10 0.73 l a  FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. . 80. 1 5 9 .  75. 4 8 .  14. 0. -119 .  1 5 9 . W A L  40. 10 -0.05 0.30 0 . 4 7  
13GTSOARGT-HRSO- IOPOWR 71. 14. 35. 15. 10. 3. 7 1 .  0. 106,RESIDUAL 1 0 6 .  1 0  -0.10 0.10 0.70 
1 3  GTSUAR GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. 80. RES 1 DUAL 1 20. 110 -0.00 0. 0.62 
2 
t . 1 5 G T A C l P G T - H R S R - 1 2 P O W R  70. 17. 3 4 .  16. 10. 3. 70- 0. 104,RESIDUAL 104.  10 -0.05 0.10-0,72 
1 5  GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 88.' 32. 88.RESIDUAL 120, 110 -0.00 0. 0.62 
I. 12 IQOTST INT-GAS-GT POWR 0. 1 4 .  39. 97. 10. 3. 68 .  0. 107.CUAL 107. 1 0  -2.33 0 . 1  0-70 12 iOGTST INT-GAS-RT HEAT 0. 59. 168 .  78. 4 4 .  13. 0. -197 .  168.COAL 61 .  10 -0.21 0.26-0.45 
1 6 G T A C 1 6 O T - H R S G - 1 6 P B M R  72. 1 6 .  32. 1 4 .  10. 3. 72. 0. 104,RESIDUAL 1 0 4 .  10 0.01 0.10 0.72 
1 6  G T A C l 6  GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 8 8 .  I---  0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 88. 32. 88.RESIDUAL 120 .  1 1 0  -0.00 0. 0. 62 - 
2 
J 
17 OTWCIB GT-HRSG-16 PdWR 73. 1 5 .  32. 1 3 .  1 0 .  3. 73. O. IOS.RE~IDUAL 105. 10 -0.02 0.10 0.71 
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ZXFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECSxr 
Fi 
INDUSTRY 24351 ?7M 3.00 PROCESS KMFLLlUNS BTU/HR 75.0 PRBCESS TEHPIF) 406. PRUGUCT SCIFT-PLWderD WURS PER YEAR COOO. 
POWER Tb HEAT WTlO 0.136 
UTILINFUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTUxlOxz6= 100, HUT WATER BTU=lOr=B= 0. 
f WkSTE FUEL C(PGEN COGEN CUBEN CBGEN AUX UlTtLIT TBTAL SITE NET= FA1 i FEW: k(rdfZR- H E A T -  
FUEL SAiJER= FUEL PRUCES PHOCES MU PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TtlTAt+ FACTR FACTR 
USED t+G-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT EUILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10~x6 10*=6 10x 1 6  10~x6 10-6 10~x6 10-6 10xr6 10~x6 
Q C 
BTU/HR E;TU/HR BTUYHR BTU/HR 0 BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR ETUIHR -- ----- -. 
I 18 CCl626 GTST-16/26 BBWR 77, 15. 28. S. 10. 3, 77. 0. 106,RESIDUAL 106. iO 0,12 0.30 0.71 * 18 CC1626 GTST-16/28 HEAT 88. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 88. 32, 88, RESIDUAL 120. I t 0  -0.00 0. 0.62 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 W R  76, 15. 29. 10. 10, 3. 76, 0. 105.RESIDUAL 105. 30 o , ? u - ~ ~ o  *0;71 
19 CC1622 GTSf-16/22 HEAT 88. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0, 88. 32. 88,RESILSUAL 120. 110 -0.00 0. 0,62 
20 CC1222 GTSf -12/22 PUWR 76. 15. 29. 10. 1 0 .  3. 76. 0. 1OS.RESIDUAL 105. i0 0.10-?,%0 0.72 
20 CC1222 GTST- 12/22 HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. 88,RESlDUAL 120, 110 -0.00 0. 0.62 
21 CC0822 GTST-06/22 P m R  73. 2 7 .  31. 13. 10. 3. 73. 0. 104.RESIDUAL 104. 10 0.03 0.10 0.72 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 88. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. 88.RESlMJAL 120. 110 -OAOO-0.- 0.62 
22STI:315STIO-l5-16PUHR 68. 6. 27. 0, 10. rl. 88, 0. 115,RESIDUAL 115. 10 0.16 0.03 0.65 a- 
22 STlGl5 STIG-15-16 HEAT f38. 0. 0. 0 0. 6 .  88. 32. 88,RESIDUhL 120. 110 -0.00 0. 0.62 
-.--- 
23 STIGl D STIG-10-16 PBIJR 84 .  8. 29. 4 10. 3, 84. 0. 1lP.RESIDUAP 112. 10 0.11 6.09 0.67 
23 srlGla STIG-10-16 HEAT 88. 0 .  0. 0. o . 0. 88. 32. BB.RESIDUAL 120. 1 1 0  -0.010 0. 0.62 
24 STIGIS STIG-IS-16 POUR 81. 9. 31. 6. 10. 3. 81. 0. 11l.RESIDUAL 4 1 1 ,  10 0.05 2.00 0.6-7 
24SrIOlSSTIG-IS-16HEAT 88. 4- 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. . 88. 32. 88,RESIDUAL 120. 110 -0.00 0. 0.62 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POUR 02. I t .  28. 5 ,  10. 3. 82. 0. 110,BESIDUAL 110. 0 0.14 0.09 0-68 , 9 25 DEADVS DIESEL-ADV HEAT 88, 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0, 88. 32. BBRESIDUAL 120. 110 -0.00 0 .  0.62 + 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PUHR 80. 13. 28 + 7. 1 0. 3. 80. 0. 108,RESICUAL 108. 1 0.14 0.10 0.76 
26 DEADV2 Dl ESEL-ADV HEAT 88, 0. 0. 0. Q. 0. 86. 32. 88.RESIDUAL 120. 1 1 1  -0.00 0. 0.6% t 
27 DEADV1 DIESEL-ADV PUWR 76. 17. 28. 11. 10. 3. 76. 0. 103,RESIDUAL 103. 1 0.14 0.10 0.7 
27 DEADVl Dl ESEL-ADV HEAT 88. 0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 88. 32. 88.RES:DUAL 120. 111-0.00 0. 0.52 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DX ESEL P W R  72. 16. 33. 14. 10. 3, 72. 0. 105,RESIDUAL 105. 0 -0.03 0.10 0.72- 
28 DEHTPM ADIJ-Dl ESEL HEAT 88. 0. 0 . 0. 0, 0, P' 32. 88.RESIDUAL 120. 110 -0.00 0. 
29 DESOA3 D I ESEL-Sf3A PaMR 03 - 9. 28. 4. 10. 3. es. 0. lS1,DIS~lLLA 1 1 1 .  0 0.11 0.09 0.67 
HEAT 88. - 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 68,  32. 88,DISTILU 126. 110 -0.00 0, 
29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SBA POWR 83. 9. 28. 4 . 10. 3. 83. 0. I 1  1 .RESIDUAL 1 1  1 .  O 0.11 0.09 0.67 
29 DESbA3 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 88- 0. ,O . 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. 88,RESIDUAL 120. 110-0.00 0. 0.62 1 
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ZxFUEL ENERGY S E E D  BY PROCESS AND ECS*x 
INDUSTRY 24361 MI.! 3.00 PROCESS MILLIBNS BTU/HR 75.0 PRUCESS TEMPCF) 406. PRdDUCT SOFT-PLYWOOD HalJRS PER YEAR 5000. i 
--  - - - - 
PBUER TO HEAT RATIO 0.136 1 YTl LlTY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUxiOxxG= 100. HdT WATER BTU=lO*x6= 0. 
I! WASTE FUEL C(JGEN CBGEN CUGEN CGGEN AUX UTILIT T _ A  SITE NET= FA1 L FESR_-P(XJER HEAT 1 FUEL , SXJED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-MET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BUlLR USED S I T E  USED UTI L l  T 
10-6 1 0 ~ = 6  lOxz6 1 0 ~ x 6  10rzB 1 0 * ~ 6  1 0 ~ ~ 6  1 0 ~ ~ 6  8 1 0 ~ x 6  
I BTUfHR BTUfHR BTUfHR BTUfHR BTUfHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUfHR BTU/HR --  
ii 30 DESOA2 DI ESEL-SUA PWR 81 . 11. 28, 6. 10. 3. 81. 0. 109.DISTILLA 109, 1 0.11 Q.09 0.69 
30 DESCA2 DI ESEL-SBA HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. B8.DISTILLA 120. 111 -0.00 0. 0.62 
:I 30 DESbA2 DI ESEL-SUA PObjR 81 . 11. 28. 6. 10. 3.- 81. 0. 109,RESIDUAL 109. 1 0.11 0.0s---0.69 
30 DESdA2 DIESEL-S(JA HEAT 88. 0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 88. 32, 88.RESIDUAL 120. 
i/ 111 -0.00 0. 0.62 
31 DESUAl DIESEL-SCIA PUUR 75. 17. 28. 11. 10, 3. 75. 0. 103.Q1STILLA 103. 1 0.11 0.10 0.73 1 31 DESBA1 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0, 0, 0. 88. 32, 88,DISTILLA 120. 111 -0.00 0. 0.62 
31 DESdAl DIESEL-SOA POUR 75, 17. 28. 11. 10. 3. 75. 0. 103.RESIOUAL 103. 1 0.11 0.10 0.73 
31 DEStlA1 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 6 8 ,  0 ,  0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. B8.RESIDUAL 120. 111 -0.00 0 .  0.6% @ 
32 QTSOAD QT-HRSG-10 PdWR 69. 16. 35. 16. 10. 3. 69. 0. 104.D<STILLA 104, 10 -0.10 0.10 0.72 5 
32 QTSOAD GT-HRSG- 1 0 HEAT 68. 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0. 88, 32, 88.DISTILU 120. 110 -0.00 0, 0.62 j 
33 t3TRAO8 GT-8SRE-08 PBWR 78. 14. 29. 9. 10. 3. 78, 0. 106.DISTILLA 7 0 6 .  10 D.10 0.10 0.71 
33 GTRP.OB. GT-85RE-08 Hf3T 88. 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 86. 32, 88,DISTILLA $20. 1?0 -0.00 0. 0.62 f 
34 GTRA12 OT-85RE-12 POUR 77. 15. 29. 9. 10. 3. 77. D. 106.DISTILLA 106. 10 0.11 0.10 0.7!  
34 QTRAl2 GT-65RE-I2 HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 88. 32. 88.ffISTILLA 120. 110 -0.00 0, 0.62 
35 QTRA16 QT-65CE-16 POWR 76. 15. 29. 10. 10. 3. 76. 0 ,  106.DISTILLA 106. 10 0.08 0.10 0.71 
35 GTRA16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. 438.DISTILU 120. 110 -0.00 0. 0.62 1 
Af 36 GTR208 QT-GORE-68 P6WR. 73. 15. 32. 13. 10. 3. 73. 6 .  10S.DfSTlLLh 105. 10 -0.00 0.10 0.72 1 3 36 GTRBOB GT-GDRE-0% HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 88. 32. 88.DISTILLA 120. 110 -0.00 0. 0.62 t 
Y 39 GTRWOB GT-85RE-08 POWR 79. 12. 29. 8. 10. 3. 79. 0. 108.DISTILU 108. 10 0.09 0-09 0.69 3 39 GTRWQ8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. Be-DISTILLA 120. 710 -0.00 0, 
"I 0: 62 - 
f 
t, 
' 40 GTRM12 GT-C5RE-12 PBWR 79. 13. 28. 8. 10. 3, 79. 0. 107.DISTILLA 107. 10 0.12 0.10 0.70 3 40 GTRHl2 GT-E5RE-I2 HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 32. 8B. DISTI LLA 120. 110 -0.00 0. 0.62 
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**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS=x 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COQEN COQEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HeT- 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL r U E L  FUEL TUTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BU ILR  USED S I T E  USED U T l L l T  
/ 
4 1  OTRW16 QT-85RE-16 POWR 78. 13.  29. 8 .  10 .  3. 78. 0. 107 .D IST ILLA  107.  1 0  0 .10  0 . 1 0  0.70 
4 1  OTRWl6 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 88 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8 8 .  32. 88 .D IST ILLA  123.  1 1 0  -0.00 0. 0.62 
INDUSTRY 24361  MW 3.00 PROCESS MILL IBNS BTU/HR 75.0 PROCESS T M P ( F 1  4 0 6 .  PRODUCT SOFT-PLYWC3OD HOURS PER YEAR 6000. 
-- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0 . 1 3 6  
U T l  L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU=lO**6= 100.  HOT WATER BTU*lO*=6= 0. 
4 3  OTR312 QT-60RE-12 PBWR 77. 14 .  30. 10.  10.  3. 77. 0 .  107 .D tST ILLA  107. 1 0  0.06 0.10 0.70 1 
4 3  GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 88 .  0 .  0, 0. 0. 0. 88 .  32. 88 .D IST ILLA  120 .  1 1 0  -0.CO 0. 0.62 
I 
4 4  GTR316 QT-60RE-16 PUWR 77. 13 .  30. 10.  FO. 3. 77. 0. 107 .D lST ILLA  207.  
4 4  GTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 88. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8 8 .  32. 88. D I  ST1 LLA  1 2cgA--- 3-2 -0.00 1 0. 
4 2  GTR308 QT-GORE-08 POWR 76. 11 .  33. 10.  10 .  3. 76. 0. l O 9 . D I S T I L L A  109.  10 -0.03 0.09 0.69 
4 2  GTR308 QT-GORE-08 HEAT 8 8 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8 8 .  32. 88 .DISTILLA 123.  ;I0 -0.00 0. 0.62 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POWR 83. 10. 27. 5 .  10.  3. 83. 0, 1 lO .D IST ILLA  110. 0 0.16 0.09 0.68 
4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT - 88 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0 - 88 .  32. 8 8 . D I S T I L L A  120. 1 1 0  -0.00 3. 0.62 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU POW?? 81 .  14. 25. 6. 10. 3. 8 1 .  0. 106 .D IST ILLA  106. 1 0  0.22 0 .10  0.71 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 88 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8 8 .  32. 8 8 . D I S T I L L A  120.  1 1 0  -0.00 0. 0.62 I 
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IUSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 - 
*%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRdCESS AND ECSx= 
I 
INDUSTRY 24921 MCI 5 .00  PROCESS MI LLIdbiS BTU/HR 37 .0  PROCESS TEMPCF) 406. PRCIDUCT PARTICLE-BOA HUURS PER YEAR 8000. I? 
- -- -- - 
& 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.461 i 
U T I L l  N FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTUx 1 O=6= 41 . HOT WATER BTUrlOxx6= 0. 
/I WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COOEN CBQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POI.JER HEAT-1! FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PROCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR r i  
USED MU-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED U T l L l T  
10**6 1 8 ~ x 6  1 0 ~ x 6  10=6 1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 10**6 1 0 ~ + 6  10*=6 
BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTUfHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
-2 
1 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 41. -62. 159. 118. 17. 5. -95. 0. 1 59. COAL-FQD 1 59. 1 - 1 1  0.11 0.23 
I! 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 41. 10. 50.  37. 5.  2. 0. 37. 50. COAL-FGD 86. 10 0.19 0.06 0.43 I 
// 0 ONBCON N O C Cl O 0 N 41. 0. 0 .  0. 0.  0 .  44. 53, 44. COAL-AFB 97. 0 0 .  0.10 0.38 
1 STM141 STFI-TURB-1 POWR 41. -62. 159. 118. 17. 5.  -95. 0.  159,RESIDUAL 159. 1 0  - % . I t  0.11 0.23 
A 
1 STM141 STV-TURB-I PBVR 41. -62. 159. 118. 17. 5. -95. 0 .  1 59. COAL- AFB 159. 1 1 1 1  0.11 0.23 
1 STM141 STtl-TURB-1 HEAT 41. 10. 50. 37. 5. 2. 0. 37. SO. COAL-AFB 86. 10  0.19 0.06 0.43 
r 1 STP114 1 STF1-TURB- 1 HEAT 4 1 . 10. 50.  37. 5. 2 .  0 .  37. 50. RESIDUAL 86. 10  0.19 0.06 0.43 
2 STM088 STtl-TURB-8 PBWR 41.  -141. 237. 185. 17. 5. -174. 0. 237. COAL-FQD 237. t -2.53 0.07 0.16 




2 STMOBB STM-TURB-8 PBWR 4 1 . - 14 1 . 237. 1 85. 17, 5. -174. 0. 237. COAL-AFB 237. 0 -2.53 0.07 0.16 11 2 STMOB8 STII-TURB-8 HEAT 41. 7. 48. 37. 3. 1 .  0. 43. 48. COAL-AFB 90. 10  0.12 0.04 0.41 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POWR 4 1 . -1 41 . 237. 185. 17. 5. -174. 0 .  237,RESIDUAL 237. 0 -2.53 0.07 0.16- f 
2 STfl088 STM-TUEB-8 HEAT 41. 7 .  48.  37. 3. 1. 0. 43. 48. RES I DUAL 90. 10  0.12 0.04 0.41 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STIITB- PBWR 41. 1. 96. 63. 17. 5. -31. 0. 96,CGAL-PFB 96. 10 0.02 0.10-0.39 j/ 3 PFBSTII PFB-STEITB- HEAT - 41. 19. 56. 37. 10. 3. 0. 22. 56.COAL-PFB 78, 10  0.34 G.13 0.47 
t i  
61 
2" TiSTMTTI-STMTB-1 PBMR 41. 22. 75. 46. 17. 5. -10. 0. 75. COAL 75. I 0  0.40 0.23 0.50 
h 4 TISTMTTI-STMTB-1 HEAT 41. 26. 60. 37.  14. 4. 0. 10. 60. CBAL 70. 1 0  0.47 0.20 -0.53 
i 
5 T I  HRSO THERMI dNI C PQWR 0. -24. 121. 77, 17. 5. -47. 0, 121 ,RESIDUAL 121. 0 -1.18 0.14 0.31 
5 T I  HRSG THERIII ON1 C HEAT 41 . 1 .  3. 2. 0. 0.  41. 52. 44.RESIDUAL 96. 10  0.01 0.00 0 3 8  
S T I  HRSG THERI.l'lt3NI C PUWR 41 . -21. 121. 7 7  . 17. 5 .  -47. 0. 12l.CBAL 121. 0 -0.44 0.14 0.31 
5 Tl  HRSG TI.IERI.1I ON1 C HEAT 41 . 11. 59. 37. 8. 2. 0. 28. 59, COAL 86. 10 0.19 0.10 0.43 
4 TISTMT TI-STNTB-1 POWR 0. 22. 75.  46. 17. 5.  -10. 0. 75. RES I DUAL 75. 10 -0.34 0.23 0.50 
4 TISTMTTI-STIITB-1 HEAT 41. 1 . 3 .  2 .  1 .  0 .  41. 51. 44.RESIDUAL 95. 10  0 , 0 3 1 ' 0 . 3 9  
$1 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 PPlR 3. 23. 70. 34. 17. 5.  3.  0. 74. DISTI  LLA 74. 0 -0,272--~2-0:_50 
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RXFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** )I I NDUSTRY 24921 MU 5.00 PROCESS M I  LLI ClNS BTU/HR 37.0 PRUCESS TEMP( F) 006. PRBDUCT PART l CLE-BOA HOURS PER YEAR 8000. a 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.461 
UTl L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU=10==6= 41. HOT WATER BTUxlO=*6= 0. 
CBGEN COGEN COGEN CUQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PUHER HEAT- 
SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES RW PR6CES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOI LR USED Sl  TE USED UTILIT 
10**6 l0=6 1Q**6 lO**6 10==6 1 0 = ~ 6  10=*6 lO*r6 10=*6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BT(J/WR BTU/HR BTrJ/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 1 
?I 
7 HEOT85 HELIUM-OT- PUWR 41. 4. 53. 3. 17. 5 .  40. 0. 93. COAL-AFB 93. 11 0.06 0 .x -0 .40  
7HEGT85HELIUM-GT- HEAT 41. 46, 677. 37. 217. 64. 0. -626. 677. COAL-AFB 51 1 0.07 0.32 0.05 
; 
8 HEQT6O HELI UM-GT- POUR 41. 7. 66. 16. 17. 5. 24. 0. 90. COAL-AFB 90. 10 0.12 0.19 0.41 11 8 HEGTSO HELl W-GT- HEAT 41 . IS. 148. 37. 38. 11. 0. -66. 148.CUAL-AFB 82. 10 0.13 0.2-6--0.25 
6 STIRL STIRLINO-1 POWR 3. 23. 70. 34. 17. 5. 3. 0, 74. RES I DUAL 74. 0 -0.27 0.23 0.50 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 41. 1. 4. 2. 1. 0. 41. 90, 45. RESI DUAL 95. 
f 
10 0.02 0.01 0.39 h 
6STlRL STIRLING-1 POUR 41. 23. 70. 34. 17. 5. 3. 0. 74.COAL 74. 0 0.42 0.23 o.$o-- 
6STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 41. 25. 76. 37. 18. 5. 0. -4. 76.COAL 72. 0 0.42 0.24 0.49 
H 9 HEOTOO HELIUH-OT- POUR 41. -0. 97. 46. 17. 5. -11. 0. 97. COAL-AFB 97. 10 -0.00 0.16 0.38 9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 41. 9. 77, 37. 14. 4. 0. 11. 77. COAL-AFB 88. 30 0.16 0.15 0.42 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POWR 0. 29. 47. 19. 17. 5. 21. 0. 68. COAL 68. I 0  -0.21 0.25 0.55 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0 .  56. 89. 37. 32. 10. 0. -48. 89. COAL 41. 10 0.14 6.36 0.42 
1 
1 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT POUR 0. 23. 65. 29. 17. 5. 10. 0. 74. COAL 74. 10 -0.33 0.23 0.50 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 29. 83. 37. 22. G. 0. -15. 83. CUAL 68. 10 - 0 . 1 G . 2 6  0.45- * 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU POUR 0. 28. 56. 27. 17. 5. 12. 0. 68. COAL 68. 10 -0.23 0.25 0.-54 
10 FCMCCL FUEI-CL-MO HEAT 0. 40. 78. 37. 24. 7. 0. -21. 78. COAL 57. 10 -0,02 0.30 0.47 
I 13 QTSBAR OT-HRSG- 10 POUR 15. 23. 59. 24. 17. 5. 16. 0. 74. RESI DUAL 74. 10 -0.06 0.23 0.50 b .  13 QTSUAR GT-HRSG-I 0 HEAT 41 . 2. 5. 2, 1. 0. 41. 49. 46, RESIDUAL 95. 10 0.03 0.01 0.39 1 
14 OTACOB OT-HRSG-08 POUR 5. 28. 63. 33, 17. 5. 5 .  0. 68.RESIDUAL 68. 10 -0.14 0.25 0.54 
14 QTACOB GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 41. 2. 4. 2. 1. 0. 41. SO. 45. RESIDUAL 95. 10 0.03 0.01 0.39 
IS  OTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 PUWR 13. 28. 56. 26. 17. 5. 13. 0. 69.RESlDUAL 69. 10 -0.00 0.25 0.54 
15 WAC12 GT-HRSG-12 HEAT 41. 2. 4. 2. 1. 0. 41. 49. 45.RESIDUAL 95. 1C 0.04 0.01 0.39 
16 GTAC16 OT-HRSG-16 POUR 17. 27. 53. 23. 17. S. 17. 0. 70,RESIDUAL 70. 10 0.05 0.24 0.53 
16 OYACl6 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 4 1 . 2. 5, 2. 2. 0. 41. 49. 46.RESIDUAL 94. 10 0.04 0.02 0.39 I 
17QTWClSGT-HRSG-16POWR 16. 25. 54. 22. 17. 5. 18. 0. 72. RES I DUAL 72. 10 0.03 0.24 0.51 
17 OTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 41. 2. 5. 2. 2. 0. 41. 48. 46,RESIDUAL 95. 10 0.04 0.02 0.39 I 
i 
'L/= 
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**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** tl k 
INDUSTRY 2 4 9 2 1  MW 5.00 PROCESS M I L L I U N S  BTU/HR 37.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 4 0 6 .  PRODUCT PARTICLE-BOA HOURS PER YEAR 8000, I 
11 
-- -- - 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0 . 4 6 1  
U T l  L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV B T U x l O = * 6 =  41. HOT WATER BTU* lO**6=  0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CCJGEN COOEN COGEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= ' FA1  L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL BRQCES PRdCES MW =CICES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B B I L R  USED S l T E  USED U T I  L I T  
1 0 * * 6  1 0 * x 6  1 0 r r 6  10**6 1 0 x r 6  1 0 x 1 6  1 0 * * 6  10rrB -10.=6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR B T  U/HR -. - 
1 8  CC1626 GTST-16 /26  POWR 26. 2 4 .  47. 15.  17. 5. 26. 0. 73.RESIDUAL 73. 1 0  0 . 1 5  0.24 0.51 
18 C C l 6 2 6  GTST-16 /26  HEAT 4 1  . 3. 6. 2. 2. 1 .  4 1 .  4 6 .  4 7 .  RESIDUAL 9 4 .  1 0  0.06 0.02 0.39 
) 19 C C l 6 2 2  GTST- 1 6 / 2 2  HEAT 4 1. 3. 6. 2. 2. 1 .  4 1 .  4 7 .  47. RESIDUAL 9 4 .  1 0  0.05 0.02 0.39 
20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  POWR 23. 26. 4 8 .  17 .  1 7 .  5. 23. . 0. 71.RESIDUAL 71. 10 0 . 1 4  0.24___0.52 
20 CC1222  GTST- 1 2 / 2 2  HEAT' 4 1 . 3. 6. 2. 2. 1 .  4 1 .  4 7 .  47,RESIDUAL 94.  1 0  0.05 0.02 0.39 
21 CC0822  GTST-08 /22  POUR 18. 28 .  5 1 .  22. 17. 5. 1 8 .  0. 69,RESIOUAL 69. 1 0  0.08 Q.25 0.53 , i 
21 CC0822 GTST-08 /22  HEAT 4 1  . 3. 5. 2. 2. 0. 4 1 .  4 8 .  46 .RESIDUAL 9 4 .  1 0  0.05 0.02 0.35- i 1 
ll 22 S T I Q 1 5  ST1G-15-16  POWR 4 1 .  9. 4 5 .  1. 1 7 .  5, 4 3 .  0. 88,RESIDUAL 83. 10 0 .17  0.13 0.42 22 S T 1 0 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 4 1 .  3 2 .  1 5 4 .  2. 59. 17. 4 1 .  - 1 3 0 .  . 195.RESIDUAL 65. 1 0  0.17 0.30 0.19 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POWR 33. 1 a. 4 6 .  9. 1 7 .  5. 33. 0. 79 .RESIDUAL 79. 0 0.17 0.22 0 . 4 7  
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 4 1 .  4 .  1 1 .  2. 4 .  1 .  4 1 .  4 1 .  52. RES I DUAL 93. 1 0  0.07 0 . 0 4  0 . 4 0  
0 
dl 26 DEADV2 D I ESEL-AQV POUR 30. 23. 4 6 .  12. 1 7 .  5. 30. 0. 76. RES I DUAL 76. 1 0.17 0.23 0.49 3 26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 4 1 .  4 .  8. 2. 3. 1 .  4 1 .  4 4 .  4 9 .  RESIDUAL 93. il 0.06 0.03 0 . 4 0  
- 
a 
1 22 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV POHR 22. 2 8 .  4 6 .  1 8 .  1 7 .  5 .  22. 0. 68.RESIDUAL 6 8 .  1 0.17 0-25 0 . 5 4  
3 27 DEADV1 D I ESEL-ADV HEAT 4 1 . 3. 5. 2. 2. 1. 41. 4 7 .  46. RESIDUAL 94 .  11 0.06 0-02 0.39 
I- 
$ 28 DEHTPM ADV-Dl ESEL POWR 16. 2 6 .  55. 23. 17. 5. 1 6 .  0. 7 1  .RESIDUAL 7 1 .  0 0 . 0 1  0 . 2 4  0.52 i 
u 2 8  DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 4 1 .  2. 5 .  2. 1. 0. 4 1 .  49. 46,RESlDUAL 95. 1 0  0 . 0 4  0.02 0.39 
5 
29 DESbA3 DIESEL-SBA PUWR 35. 1 5 .  4 7 .  7. 1 7 .  5. 35. 0. 82. RES I DUAL 82. 0 0 . 1 5  0.21 0 . 4 5  
29 DESOAS DIESEL-SBA HEAT 4 1 .  4 .  1 3 .  2. 6. 1. 4 1 .  39. 5 4 .  R E S I  DUAL 93. 0 0.07 0.05 0 . 4 0  i 
5 
a 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA POUR 35. 1 5 .  4 7 .  7. 1 7 .  5. 35, 0. 8 2 . D I S T I L U  82. 0 0.1s 0 . 2 1  0 . 4 5  1 
29 DESBA3 D I ESEL-SOA HEAT 4 1 . 4 .  1 3 .  2. 6. 1. 4 1 .  39. 5 4 .  D I S T I  L L A  93. 0 0.07 0.05 0 . 4 0  1 
I 
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11 **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** I/ 1 NDUSTRY 24921 MU 5.00 PRBCESS MI LLlONS BTUlHR 37.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 406. PRODUCT FARTI CLE-BOA HOURS PER YEAR 8000. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COOEN COGEN AUX UTl l iT  TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER .HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRUCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
r 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
lO8*6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10x86 10**6 10**6 lore6 10.86 




UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQI BTUrlO**6= 41. HOT WATER BTU=lO*r6= 8, 
30 DESOA2 DiESEL-SOA COWR 31. 18. 47. 10. 17. 5. 31. 0. 79.DISTILLA 79. 1 0.15 0.22 0.47 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 41,. 4. 9. '2. 3. 1. 41. 43. 5O.DISTlLLA 93. 1 0.06 0.04 0.40 
u 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 31. 18. 47. 10. 17. 5 .  31. 0. 79.RESIDUAL 79. 1 0.15 0.22 0.47 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 41. 4. 9. 2. 3. 1. 41. 43. 5O.RESIDUAL 93. 1 0.06 0.04 0.40 
. 31 DESOAl Dl ESEL-SOA POUR 21 . 28. 47. 19. 17. 5. 21. 0. 68.DISTlLLA 88. 1 0.15 0.25 0.54 1 
31 DESdAT DIESEL-SCA HEAT 41. 3. 5. 2. 2. 1. 41. 48. 46. DISTILLA 94. 1 0.05 0.92 0.39 I 
1 31 DESOAI Dl ESEL-SOA POUR 21. 28. 47. 19. 17. 5 .  21. 0. 68. RES I DUAL 68. 1 0 .  0.25 0.54 
I 31 DESOAI Dl ESEL-SUA HEAT 41 . 3. 5. 2. 2. 1. 41. 48. 46. RES 1 DUAL 94. 1 0.05 0.02 0.39 
32 GTSOAD GT-HRSQ-10 POWR 12. 26. 58. 27. 17. 5. 12. 0 .  71 .DISTILLA 71. 10 -0.05 0.24 0.52 
32 GTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 41. 2. 4. 2. 1. 0. 41. 49. 46. DISTILLA 95. 10 0.04 0.01 0.39 
33 GTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 POWR 26. 23. 48. 15. 17. 5. 26. 0. 73. DISTI LLA 73. 10 0.14 0.23 0.50 
' 33 GTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 41. 3. 6. 2. 2. 1. 41. 46. 47. DISTILLA 94. 10 0.66 0.02 0.39 
35 GTRA16 GT-85RE-16 POWR 23. 25. 49. 17. 17. 5. 23. 0. 72. DISTl LLA 72, 10 0.12 0.24 0.51 1 
35 GTRAIG GT-0SRE-16 HEAT 41. 3. 6. 2. 2. 1. 41. 47. 47. DISTILLA 94. 10 0.95 0.02 0.89 
-EI 
36 OTR208 GT-GORE-08 PBWR 19. 25. 53, 21. 17. 5. 19. 0 .  72.3ZSTILLA 72. 10 0.04 0.24 0.51 
36 GTR208 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 41. 2. 5. 2. 2. 0. 41. 48. 46,DtSTILLA 94. 10 0.04 0.02 0.39 1 
n 
38 GTR216 GT-GORE-IS POUR 21 . 25. 51. 19. 17. 5. 21. 0. 72.DISTILLA 72. 10 0.09 0.24 0.52 




39 GTRWO8 GT-85RE-08 POWR 28. 20. 49. 13. 17. S. 28. 0. 77.DISTlLLA 77. 10 0.13 0.22 0.48 
HEAT 41. 3. 8. 2. 3. 1. 41. 45. 49.DISTILLA 94. 10 0.06 0.03 0.39 
72. DISTILLA - 37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 POUR 21. 25. 52. 19. 17. 5, 21. 0. >Z. 10 0.07 0.24 0.51'- 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 41 . 3. 5 ,  2. 2. 1. 41. 48. 46.DISTILLA 94. 10 0.05 0.02 0.39 
40 QTRW12 QT-85RE-12 POUR 2'9. 21. 47. 13. 17. 5. 29. 0. 75. DISTILLA 75. 10 0.16 9.23 0,49 4 40 GTRY 12 GT-85RE- 12 HEAT 41 . 3. 7. 2. 3. 1. 41. 45. 49.DISTILLA 93. 10 0.06 0.03 0.40 
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ldSE PECJ ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 -- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*x b 11 INDUSTRY 24921 MU 5.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 37.0 PROCESS TEMP<F) 406. PRODUCT PARTICLE-BOA HOURS PER YEAR 8000. f 
- --- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.461 
f 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*lO**6= 41. HUT WATER BTUxlOl*6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBQEN COGEN COGEN COQEN AUX UTIL IT  TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MU PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL T6TAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BO1LR USED SITE USED UTl L l  T 
41 QTRW16 GT-85RE-16 POWR 27. 22. 48. 14. 17. 5. 27. 0. 75. DISTILLA 75. 10 0.14 3 - 2 3  0.49 
41 QTRW16 QT-85RE-16 HEAT 41. 3. 7. 2. 2. 1. 41. 46. 48. DISTl  LLA 94. 10 0.06 0.03 0.39 
POUR 24. ' 18. 55. 17. 17. 5 .  24. 0. 79. DISTILLA 79. 10 0.01 0.22 0.37 
42  GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 41. 2. 7. 2. 2. 1. 41. 47. 48.DISTlLLA 95. 10  0.04 0.02 0.39 
43 OTR312 GT-GORE-12 POWR 24. 23. 50. * 6 .  17. 5 .  24. 0 .  74.DISTILLA 7-2 . 1 0  0.10 6.23 0.50 
GT-60RE-12 HEAT 41. 3. 6. 2. 2. 1. 41. 47. 47. DISTILLA 94. 10 0.05 0.02 0.39 
34 OTR316 GT-60RE-16 POUR 24. 22. 50. 17. 17. 5. 24. 0. 74,DlST ILLA 74. 10 0.10 0.23 0,SO 
44 GTR316 OT-60RE-16 HEAT 41 . 3. 6. 2. 2. 1. 41. 47. 47. DISTILLA 94. 10 0.05 0.02 0.39 
I 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POUR 35. 17. 45. a. 17. 5 .  35. 0. 79. DISTILLA 79. o 0.1s 0.21 a.47 q 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 41. 5. 12. 2. 4. 1. 41. 39. 53. DiSTILLA 92. 0 0.08 C.05 0.40 
46  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MB POWR 32. 23. 41. 10. 17. 5 .  32. 0. 74. DISTILLA 74. 0 tr.26 0.23 0753--- 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 41. 5. 9.  2. 4. 1. 41. 42. 50. DISTI  LLA 92. 10 0.09 0.04 0.40 
DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELFCTRIC COMPANY 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I&SE PEO ADV DESIGN EMQR REPORT 5.1 
XXFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRCCESS AND ECS** I I 1 NDUSTRY 2621 2 MW 50. 00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 180.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT BLEACHED-KRA HOURS PER TEAR 8400. I 
POWER TU HEAT RATIO 0.219 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOW BTU*lO**6= 353- WT WATER RTU*10**6= 0.. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COOEN COGEN COOEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET* F A 1  L FESR 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES F??OCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TQTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTtLlT 
k Il 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 353. 277. 1173. 827. 171. SO. -55. 0.  1 1 73. COAL-F9D 1173. 0 0.25 0 1  0.66 ' . 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 353. 314. 1107. 780. 161. 47. 0.  30. 1107.COAL-FQD 1137. 0 0.29 0.14 0.69 
I 
C 
353. 277. 1173. 827. 171. SO. -55. Q .  1173.CbAL-AFB 1173. 0 0.25 0.15 0.66 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 353. 314. 1107. 780. 161. 47. 0. 30. 1 107. COAL-AFB 1 137. 0 0;29 0.;4 0.69 
0 ONOCQN N 0 C 0 Q 0. N 353. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 918. 533. 918,CUAL-F00 1451. 0 0. 11 0,12 0.54 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 353. 277. 1173. 8t.l. 171. 50. -55. 0.  1173.RESIDUAL 1173. 0 0.25 0.15 0.66 1 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 353. 314. 1107. 780. 161. 47. 0. 30. 1107.RESiDUAL 1137. 0 0.29 0.14 0 . 6 9 1  
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 PdWR 353. -89. 1 540. 1 138. 171 . SO. -421. 0. lS4O.RESIDUAL 1540. 0 -0.08 0.11 -0.51 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 353. 228, 1055. 780. 117. 34. 0. 188. 1055.RESIDUAL 1223. 0 0.21 0.10 0.64 I 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 353. -89. 1540. 1138. 171; 50. -421. 0.  15dO.COAL-FQD 1540. 0 -0.38 0.11 0-51 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 353. 228. 1055. 780. 117. 34. 0, 188. 1055. CCIAL-FOD 1223. 0 0.21 0.10 9.64 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 353. -89. 1540. 1138. 171. 50. -421. 0. 1540. COAL-AFB 1540. 0 -0.08 0.11 0.51 
2STMOBBSTM-TURB-8HEAT 353. 228. 1055. 780. 117. 34. 0. 168. 1055.CUAL-AFB 1223. 0 0.21 0.10 0.64 
. 3 PFBSTM PFB-S%TB- POWR 353. 326. 806. 509. 171 . 50. 319. 0.  1125.COAL-PFB 1125. 0 0.30 0.15 0769 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 353. 499. 1236. 780. 261. 77. 0. -284. 1236. COAL-PFB 952. 0 0.36 0.21 0.63 
4TlSTMTTI-STMTB-I PBWR 353. 327. 654. 381. 171. 
3 
50. 469. 0. 1124,RESIDUAL 1124. 0 0.30 0.15 0.69 
a ~ T I S T M T T I - S T M T B - 1  HEAT 353. 412. 824. 480. 215, 63. 353. -138. 1177.RESIDUAL 1039. 0 0.33 0.18 0.66 
m 
h 
POWR 353. 236. 677. 323. 171. SO. 538. 0 .  1215.DISTILLA 1215. 0 0.22 0.14 0.64 
HEAT 353. 351. 1006. 480. 253. 74. 353. -259. 1359,DISTILLA 1100. 0 0.26 0*19 .*A 1 
i 
a 
4TiSTMTTI-STMTB-1 PBWR 353. 327. 654. 381. 171. 50. 469. 0. 1124.COAL 1124. 0 3.30 0-13 0.69 





5 TI HRSQ THERMICINI C PUWR 0, 238. 1213. 783. 171. SO. -4. 0. 1213.RESlDUAL 1213. 0 -0.10 0.14 0.64 
5 TIHRSG THERMlbNlC NEAT 353. 148. 743. 480. 105. 31. 353. 206. 1096.RESIDUAL 1303. 0 0.14 0.08 0.60 
57lHRSOTHERMIONICPCdR 853. 238. 12?3. 783. 171. 60. -4. 0. 1213.COAL 1213. 0 0.22 0.14 0.64 
9TIHRSQTtiERMI0NICHEAT 353. 241. 1208. 780. 170. 50. 0. 2. 1208.COAL 1210. 0 0.22 0.14 0.64 
I DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAOE 57 
COGENERATION TEGHNOLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 -- 
**FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PROCESS AND E@S** 
I 
II i 
INDUSTRY 26212 MW 50.00 PROCESS RILLIUFIS BTU/HR 780.3 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUGT BLEACHED-KRA HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
-- --- 
POWER TO HEAT RAT1 0 0.21 9 
i 
UTl L I  TY FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 353. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COQEN CBQEN COQEN ALtX -.;,171LIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRBCES MW SRF?:'F '-1JEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT Btii  LR US40 Sf TE USED UTILIT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 1W*6 lD=6 10x36 1 0* =§ 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR - -- 
II 6STlRL STIRLIYQ-1 POUR 353. 236. 677. 323. 171. SO. 538. 0. 1215.RESIDUAL 1215, 0 0.22 G. 14 0.64 6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 HEAT 353. 351: 1006. 400. 253. 74. 353. -259. 3359. RESIDUAL 1 100. 0 0.26 0 19 0.57 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POWR 353. 236, 677. 323. 171. 50. 538. 0. 1215,COAL 1215. 0 0.22 0-14 6.-64 
6STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 353. 573. 1635, 780. 412. 121. 0. -794. 1635.COAL 881. 0 0.31 0.25 0.48 
8 HEQTGO HEL 1 UM-QT- POUR 353. 100. 659. 191 . 171 . 50. 692. 0. 1 351 . COAL-AFB 1351 . 0 0.09 0.13 0,SI 
8 HEGT6O HELI UM-GT- HEAT 353. 406. 2604. 780. 695. 204. 0. - 1639. 2684. COAL-AFB 1045. 0 0.15 0.26 0.29 
I 
Ii 9 HEGTOO HELIUM-QT- POWR 353. 121. 969. 473. 171. SO, 361. 0. 1330.COAL-AFB 1330. 0 0.11 0.13 0.59 ' 9 HEGTOO HELIUM-QT- HEAT 353. 199. 1597. 700. 281. 82. 0. -345. 1597. COAL-AFB 1252. 0 0.14 0.18 0.49 8 
7 HEGT85 HELI UM-GT- PBWR 353. 76. 531. 63. i71. 50. 844. 0. 1375. COAL-AFB 1375. 0 0.07 0.1_2__0.57 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 353. 938. 6597. 780. 21 18. 621. 0. -8085. 6597.CUAL-AFB 513. 0 0.13 0.32 0.12 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-Mt3 POUR 0. 284. 561. 266. 171. 50. 605. 0. 1166.COAL 1166. 10 -0.06 0.15 0.67 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 835. 1648. 780. 501. 147. 0. -1032. 1648.COAL 61 6. 0 0.23 0.30 0.47 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POUR 0. 295. 443. 175. 171. 50. 712. 0. 1055.CUAL 1155. YO -0.05 0.15 0.68 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 1318. 1978. 780. 761. 223. 0. -1844. 1978.C0AL . 133. a 0.33 0.38 0.39 
12 IGQTST INT-GAS-GT POUR 0. 234. 595. 252. 171. SO. 822. 0. 1216.COAL 1216. 10 -0.11 C. 14 0.64 1 12 lGQTST INT-OAS-OT HEAT 0. 727. 1843. 780. 529. Z55. 0. -1120. 1843.COAL 724. 0 0.17 0.29 0.42 
8 
a 13 OTSOAR QT-HRSG-10 POWR 353. 238. 588. 249. 171 . 0 624. 0. 1212.RESIDUAL 1212. 0 0.22 0.14 0.64 
13 GTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 353. 459. 1132. 480. 328. 96. 553. -493. 1485.RESIDUAL 992. 0 0.29 0.22 0.53 
a 
I T4 OTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 POWR 353. 284. 632. 325. 171. 5 0  635. 0. 1167.hESIDUAL 1167. 0 0.26 0.15 0.67 5 14 GTACO8 QT-HRSG-08 HEAT 353. 419. 933. 480. 252, 74. 353. -234. 1286.RESIDUAL 1032. 0 0.31 0.20 0.61 
." 
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ILSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSs* 
INDUSTRY 26212 MW 50.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 780.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRUDUCT BLEACHED-KRA HOURS PER W R  8400, 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.219 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*lO.*6= 353. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0, 
H WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN CMEN C6QEN .AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR P(JWE,RJ@T FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROSES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR -4 
.USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
10**8 IO**G 1 0 1 ~ 6  1 O**6 10*=6 lO**6 101.6 10**6 10*=6 
BTU/HR BTLIfHR BTU/HR BY?I/HR BTUfHR BTUlHR E)TU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR 
30 DESOA2 Dl ESEL-SOA POWR 353. 1 83. 473. 104. 171 . SO. 795. 0. 1268,DISTILLA 1268. 1 0 . 1 7  0.13 0.62 
30 DESUA2 Dl ESEL-SOA HEAT 353. 844. 21 h2. 480. 788, 231. 353. -6928, 2535.01STILU 607, 1 0.28 0.37 0.31 I 
353. 183. 473. 104. 171. 50. 795. 0. 1268,RESIDUAL 1268. 1 0,17 0.13 0.62 
30 DESBA2 GI ESEL-SOA HEAT 353. 844. 2182. 480. 788. 231. 353. -1928. 2535.RESIDUAL 607. 1 0.28 0.31 0.31 
. 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA POWR 353. 283. 473. 190. 171. SO. - 695. 0. 1167.RESlDUAL 1167. 1 0.26 0.13 4.67 1 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA HEAT 353. 718. 1197. 480. 432. 127. 353. -817. 155O.RESIDUAL 733. 1 0.37 0.28 0 . 5 0 1  
32 QTSUAD QT-HRSQ-I 0 POUR 353. 265. 334. 269. 171 . 5 0  601. 0. 118S.DIST1LU 1185. 0 0.24 0.14 0.66 8 
32 QTSOAD GT-HRSQ-10 HEAT 353. 474. 1042. 480. 304. 89. 353. -416. 1395.DISTiLLA 977. 0 0-31 3.22 0.56 f 
33 OTRAOB GT-85RE-08 POUR 353. 244. 478. 161. 171. 50. 729. 0. 1206.DISTILLA 1206. 0 0.22 9.14 0.65 ---' 
33 OTRAO8 OT-85RE-08 HEAT 353. 730. 1428. 480. 5!0. 149. 353. -1039. 1380.DlST ILIA 721. 0 0.34 0.29 0.44 ' 
I 34 GTRA12 QT-85RE-12 POUR 353. 251. 477. 165. 171. 50. 724. 8. 1200.DlSTILLA 1200. 0 0.23 0.14 _ 0.65 34 GTRAl2 GT-8BRE-12 HEAT 353. 729. 1386. 480, 496. 345. 353. -1018. 'i739.01STILLA 321. 0 0.34 0.29 0.45 
36 QTR208 GT-GORE-08 POHR 353. 252. 533. 214. 171. SO. 665. 0.  1lQQ.DISTILLA 1199, 0 0.23 0,14 0.65 
36 QTR208 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 353. 565. 1194. 480. 382. 112. 353. -681. 1547.DISTILLA 886. 0 0.32 0.25 0.53 
n 
1 
5 37 OTR212 QT-60RE-12 PBWR 353. 251. 517. 200. 171. 50. 683. 6 .  1199.DISTlLLA 1199. 0 0.23 
0.14 '0.65 





40 QTRW12 QT-85RE-12 POUR 353. 221. 469. 133. 171. I 30. 761. 0. 123O.DlSTILLA 1230. 0 0.20 0.14 0.63 # i 40 QTRW12 OT-85RE-12 HEAT 35". 798. 1693. 480. 616. 181. 353. -1393. 2046.DISTILLA 653- 0 0.32 0.30 0.36 1 1 n ! 
38 QTR216 QT-60RE-16 POUR 353. 256. 506. 195. 171. SO. 688. 0. 1195.DISTILLA 1195. 0 0.23 0.14 0,65 1 





39 QTRWOB QT-85RE-08 POUR 353. 206. 486. 135. 171 . SO. 759. 0. 1245,DISTILLA 1245. 0 0.10 0.14 0.83 1 
39 QTRWOB QT-85RE-08 HEAT 353. 732. 1731. 480. 607. 178. 353. -1365. 2084.DISTILLA 716. 0 0.30 0.29 0.37- i i 
06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRlC COMPANY PAGE 60 
CUGENERATION'TECHNULOGY ALTERNATIVE$) STUDY 
!&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
=*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*= 
I( 1 NDUSTRY 2621 2 MW 50.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 780.0 PROCESS TEMP<F) 366. PRUDUCT BLEACHED-KRA HOURS PER YEAR 8400. I 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.219 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 353. HOT WATER BTU*~OX=~= 0. 1 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN COQEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET* FAIL FESR POWER&EAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
' 41 OTRWl6 QT-85RE-16 POWR 353. 224. 478. 144. 171 . SO. 749. 0. IL27.DISTILLA 1227, 0 0.20 0.14 0.64 
1 4 1  OTRWlBQ1.-85RE-l6HEAT 353. 749. 1597. 480. 570. 167. 353. -1248. 1950,QISTlLLA 701. a 0.32 0.29 0.40 I 
44 Qf R316 QT-60RE-16 POWR 353. 227. 503. 168. 171 . 60. 720. 0. 1223.DISTILLA 1223. 0 0.21 0.14 0.64 
44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 353. 650. 1438. 480. 488. 143. 353, -991. 1791 .DISTILLA 801. 0 0.31 0,27*- C,44 
I 
li 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POUR 353. 174. 449. 76. 171. 50. 828. 0. 1277. DIST ILLA 1277, 0 0.16 0.13 0.61 45 FCPADS FUEL-GL-?H HEAT 353. 1094. 2824. 480. 1073. 314. 353. -2820. 3176.DISTILU 357. 0 0.28 0.34 0.25 
I 
42 QTR308 QT-60RE-08 POWR 353. 190. 550. 177. 171. 50. 710. 0. 1260.D9STIL'~A 1260. 0 0.17 0.14 0.62 
42 QTR308 QT-60RE-08 HEAT 353. 518. 1496. 480. 464, 136, 353, -916. 1849.QISTlL.U 933. 0 0.26 0.25 0.42 
FUEL-CL-MO POWR 353. 233. 414. 96. 171. 50. 804. 0. 1218,DISTILU 1218, 0 0.21 0,14 or64 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 353, 1157. 2060. 480. 849. 249. 353. -2119. 2413.DISTILLA 294. 0 0.36 0.35 C,32 
DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRiC COMPANY PAGE 61 
COGENERATION TECliNBLdQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
ILSE PEtY ADV DESIGN ENGR REPt3RT 5.1 ' 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND Ecsr* 
INDUSTRY 26214 MW 29.00 PROCESS MILLl0NS BTU/HR 810.0 PROCESS TEMPtF) 366. PRODUCT UNBLEACHED-K HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 11 
-- 
POWER T0 HEAT RATIO 0.162 i; 
UTILITY FUEL COAL HlSTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 259. HOT WATER BTU*lO**O= 0. m 
WASTE FUEL COQEN CUQEN CUGEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR Pt3WERHMT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BGILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
10**6 10**6 1Cw*6 10**6 10**6. 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTWtlQ BTU/HR - 
0 ONCJCGN N 0 c 0 Q 0. N 259. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 718. 309. 718.COAL-FOD 1027. 0 0. 0.10 0.59 
1 STM341 STM-TURB-1 POWR 259. 193. 650. 453. 99. 29. 184. 0 .  834. RES I DUAL 834. 0 0.25 0.12 0.73 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 259. 259. 874. 610. 133. 39. 0. -107. 874.RESIDUAL 767. 0 0.30 0.15-0.70 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 259. 193. 650. 453. 99. 29. 184. 0. 834. COAL-FOD 834. 0 0.25 0.12 0.73 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 259. 259. 874. 610. 133. 39. 0 -107. 874. COAL-FQD 767. 0 0.30 0.15 0.70 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PCJWR 259. 193. 650. 4'3. 99. 29. 184. 0. 834. COAL-AFB 834. 0 0.25 0.12 0.73 
1 STM141 STFl-TURB-1 HEAT' 259. 259. 874. 610. 133. 33. 0. -107. 874,CdAL-AFB 767. 0 0;30 0.15 0.70 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 259. 187. 840. 615. 99. 29. -6. 0. 840.RESIDUAL 840. 0 0.24 0.12 0.73 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 259. 191 . 833. 610. 98. 29. 0. 2. 833.RESIDUAL 836. 0 0.25 0.12 0.73 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 259. 187. 840. 615. 99. 29. -6. 0. 840. COAL-FQD 840. 0 0.24 C.12 0.73 1 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 259. 191. 833. 610. 98. 29. 0. 2. 833. COAL-FQD 836. 0 0.25 0.12 0.73 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 259. 187. 840. 615. 99. 29. -6. 0. 84O.COAL-AFB 840. 0 0.24 0.12 0.73 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 259. 191 . 833. 61 0. 98. 29. 0. 2. 833. COAL-AFB 836. 0 0.25 0.12 0.73 I 1 3 PFBSTM PFD-STMTB- POWR 259, 189. 455. 284. 99. 29. 383. 0. 838. CqAL-PFB 838. 0 0.25 0.12 0.73 1 11 3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 259. 406. 975. 610. 212. 62. 0. -354. 975. COAL-PFB 621. 0 0.36 0.22 0.63 1 
i TlSTMT TI-STMTB-1 PdWR 259. 190. 371. 211. 99. 29. 466. 0 .  837. RES I DUAL 837. 
4TlSTMTTl-STMTB-1 HEAT 259. 346. 676. 390. 180. 53. 259. -234. 935.RESIDUAL 681. 
TTISTHTTI-STMTB-1 POWR 259. 190. 371. 214. 99. 29. 466. 0. 837. COAL 837. 0 0.25 0.12 0.73 
TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 259. 540. 1058. 610. 282. 83. 0, -571. 1058.CdAL 9 
TMERMIONICPBWR 183. 140. 703. 454. 99. 29. 183. 0. 887. RES I DUAL 887. 0 0.08 0.11 0.69 
iHERMlUNICHEAT 259. 120. 604. 390. 85. 25. 259. 44. 863. RES I CUAL 906. 0 0.16 0.09 0.67 
259. 140. 703. 454. 99. 29. 183. 0. 887, COAL 807. 0 0.18 0.11 0.69 
259. 188. 945. 610. 133. 39. 0. -106. 945.COAL 836. 0 0.22 0.14 0.65 
259.. 137. 393. 187. 99. 29. 497. 0 .  8SO.DISTILLA 890. 0 0.18 0.11 0.69- 










DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPAkY PAGE 62 
CBOENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l&SE PE0 ADV DESIGN ENQR REPCrRT 5.1 --"  - 
%+FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSYX 
11 INDUSTRY 2621 4 MW 29.00 PROCESS M I  LLI ONS BTU/HR 61 0.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT UNBLEACHED-K HQURS PER YEAR 8400. 
Il -- POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.162 I UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10%*6= 259. HOT WATER BTU=10=%6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CCJGEN COGEN COOEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PUWECHEAT 
FUEL SAIJED= FUEL PRUCES PROCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PdWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
6STlRL STIRLINQ-1 POUR 259. 137. 393. 387. 99. 29. 497. 0. 890. RESI DUAL 890. 0 0.18 0.11 0.69 I/ 6STiRL STIRLINO-1 HEAT 259. 285. 817. 190. 206. 60. 259. -334. 1076.RESIDUAL 742. 0 0.26 0.19 0.57 1 
4 
I 
8 HEQTGO HELIUM-QT- POWR 259. 58. 382. 111. 99. 29. 587. 0. 969. COAL-AFB 969. 10 0.88 0.10 0.63 
8HEQTGOHELIUM-QT- HEAT 259. 318. 2099. 610. 544. 159. 0. -1390. 2099.COAL-AFB 709. 0 0.15 0.26 
6 STlRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR 259. 137. 393. 187. 99, 29. 497. 0. 890. COAL 890. 0 0.18 0.11 0.69 
6 STIRL STIRLIMB-1 HEAT 259. 446. 1279. , 610, 322. 94. 0. -697. 1279,COAL 581. 0 0.30 0.24 0.48 
I 
II 9 HEQTOO HELIUM-Qf- PdUR 259. 70. 562. 275. 99. 29. 395. 0. 957. COAL-AFB 957. 10 0.09 0.10 0.64 9 HEQTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 259. 156. 1249. 6 1 .  220. 64. 0. -378. 1249. COAL-AFB 871 . 0 0.14 0.18 0.49 I 
1- 7 HEQT85 HELIUN-GT- POWR 259. 44. 308, 36. 99. 29. 675. 0. 983. COAL-AFB 983. 10 0.06 0.10 0.62 7 HEGTB5 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 259. 734. 5159. 61 0. 1656. 485. 0. -4866. 51 59. COAL-AFB 293, 0 0.13 0.32 0.12 
I il 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU POWR 0. 165. 325. 154. 99. 29. 536. 0. 862.COAL 862. 10 -0.12 0.11 0.71 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB HEAT 0. 653. 1289. 610. 392. 115. 0. -915. 1289,COAL 374. 0 0.23 0.30 0.47 
FUEL-CL-ST POWR 0. 172. 255. 99. 99. 29. 601. 0. 855.COAL 855. 10 -0.11 0.12 0.71 
FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 1052. 1562. 610, 607. 178, 0. -1587. 1562.COAL -25. 0 0.34 0.39 0.39 
12 IGQTST INT-GAS-QT POWR 0, 137. 340. 142. 99. 29. 550. 0. 890. COAL 890. 10 -0.16 0.11 0.69 
12 IGBTST INT-GAS-QT HEAT 0. 586. 1456. 610. 424. 124. Q. -1015. 1456.COAL 441. 0 0.18 0.29 0.42 
0 
I 




?I 14 QTACO8 BT-HRSG-08 POUR 259. 165. 366. 189. 99. 29. 
496. 0. 862. RES I DUAL 862. 0 0.21 0.11 or71 




17 QTWC16 GT-HRSQ-16 POUR 259. 145. 314. 127. 99. 29. 568. 0. 882. RES 1 DUAL 882. 0 0.19 0.11 0.69 
17 QTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 259. 444. 964. 390. 304. 89. 259. -640. 1223.RESIDUAL 583. 0 0.32 0.25 0.50 
15QTAC12GT-HRSQ-12POWR 259. 162. 324. IS!. 99. 29. 540. 0, 865.RESIDUAL 865. 0 0.21 0.11 0,fl 




16 QTAC16 QT-HRSG-16 POWR 259. 159. 306. 132. 99. 29. 562. 0. 8BB. RES I DUAL 868. 0 0.21 0.11 0.70 
16 GTAC16 GT-HRSG- 16 HEAT 259. 467. 902. 390. 291 . 85. 259. -601. 1161.RESIDUAL 560. 0 0.34 0.25 0.53 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 




IBSE PEQ ADV DESIGN ENGR R E P ~ R T  5.1 
*=FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSx* I/ l NDUSTRY 26214 W 29.00 PROCESS t4ILLIONS BTUlHR 61 0.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT UNBLEACHED-I: HOURS PER YEAR 8400. ; II 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.162 
UTI L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU=lO*r6= 259. HOT WATER BTU*lOrx6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CUGEN CBGEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TdTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PUKEUfT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRUCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
A 18 021626 0TST-16/26 POWR 259. 143. 259. 79. 99. 29. 625. 0. 884. RES 1 DUAL 884. 0 0.19 0.11 0.69 18 CCl626 QTST-16/26 HEAT 259. 706. 1276. 390, 487. 143. 259. -1214. 1535.RESIDUAL 321. 0 0.36 0.32 0.40 I 
19 CC1622 QTST-i6/22 PdWR 259. 150. 262. 88. 99. 29. 614. 0. 877. RES I DUAL 877. 0 0.20 0.1 1 0.70 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 259. 666, 1163. 390. 439. 123. 259. -1062. 1422. RESIDUAL 361. 0 0.36 0.31 0.43 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 POWR 259. ? 52. 261 . 88. 99. 2 .  614. 0. 875. RES K DUAL 875. 0 0.20 0.11 0.70 f 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 259. 670. 1154. 390. 437, 128. 259. -1656. 1413.RESIDUAL 357. 0 0.37 0.21 0.43 I I! 21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 POWS 259. 162. 277. 1 i 1 . 99. 29. 587. 0. 864. RES I DUAL 864. 0 0.21 0.11 0.71 21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 HEAT 259. 572. 975. 390. 348. 102. 259. -779. 1234. RESIDUAL 455. 0 0.37 0.20 0.49 I/ 22 STIG15 STIG-15-16 PBWR 259. 53. 260. 3. 99. 29. 714. 0. 973.RESIDUAL 973. 0 0.07 0.10 0.63 22 STIG15 STIG-15-16 HEAT 259. 6178. 30000. 390. 11430. 3350. 259.-35410. 30259.RESIDUAL -5T51, 0 0.17 0.38 0.02 
1 
--11 23 ST1010 JT10-10-16 PBWR 259. 77. 276. 37. 99. 29. 675. 0. 950.RESIDUAL 950. O 0.10 0.10 0.84 r 
/1 24 Sl lGlS STIG-IS-16 POWR 259. 87. 295. - 6 2 .  99. 29. 644. 0 -  9dO.REStDUAL 940. 0 0.11 0.11 0.65 
24STIGlSSTIG-IS-76HEAT 259. 547. 1050. 390. 620. 182. 259. -1629. 2109.RESIDUAL 480. 0 0.23 0.29 0.28 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POWR 259. 122. 267. 68. 99. 29. 638. 0, 905,RESIDUAL 905, 1 0.16 0.11 0.67 
26 DEADV2 D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 259. 704. 1535. 390. 570. 167. 259. - 1471 . 1794. RESI DUAL 323. 1 0.31 0.32 0.34 
1 
1 
25 DEADV3 D l  ESEL-ADV POUR 259. 107. 267. 55. 99. 29. 653. 0. 920,RESIDUAL 920. 0 0.14 0.11 0.66 








29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 259. 90. 274. 47. 99. 29. 663. 0. 937. RESI DUAL 937. 0 0.12 0.11 0.65 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 259. 751. 2281. 390. 823. 241. 259. -2264. 2540,RESIDUAL 276. 0 0.25 0.32 0.24 E 
28 DEHTPM ADV-Dl ESEL P0WR 259. 159. 303. 130. 99. 29. 565. 0. 868. RES I DUAL 868. 0 0.21 0.11 0.70 





29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 259. 90. 274. 47. 99. 29, 663. 0 .  937. D LSTI LLA 937. 0 0.12 0.11 0.65 
29 DESOA3 D l  ESEL-SOA HEAT 259. 751. 2284 . 390. 823. 241. 259. -2284. 2543. DISTILLA 276. 0 0.25 0.32 0.24 
IDATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 64 !! 
CUGENERATIBN TECHMLBQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I ~ S E  PEB ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
*%FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
. [ lKlUSTRY 26214 MU 29.00 PROCESS M I  LLlt3NS BTUlHR 61 0.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 356. PRODUCT UNBLEACHED-I. HCIURS PER YEAR 8400. I 
PBWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.162 11 UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUrlQ**6= 259. HOT WATER BTUxlO**6= 0. I 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN CUQEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TaTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PBWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TBTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
. USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT Bdl LR USED SITE USED UTl L l  T 
10**6 10-6 10**6 10r*6 10*%6 10**6 10%*6 101.6 108*6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BT WHR 
W 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POUR 259. 106. 274. 60. 99. 29. 647. 0. 921.DISTlLLA 921. 1 0.14 0.11 0.66 30DESUA2DIESEL-SUAHEAT 259. 685. 1773. 390, 640. 188. 259. -1691; 2032.DISTILLA 341. 1 0.28 0.32 0.30 I 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SBA POWR 259. 106. 274. Y 60. 99. 29. 647. 0. 921.RESIDUAL 921. 1 0.14 0.11 0.66 
30 DEStYA2 D l  ESEL-S0A HEAT 259. 686. 1773. 390. 640. * 188. 259. - 1691 . 2032. RESI DUAL 341 . 1 0.28 0.32 0.30 
31 DESBAI DIESEL-SBA POUR 259. 164. 274. 110. 99. 29. 588. 0. 862.DlSTlLLA 862, 1 0.21 0.11- 0.71 
31 DESBAl DIESEL-SOA HEAT 259. 583. 973. 390. 351. 103. 259. -788. 1231 .DISTILLA 443, 1 0.37 0.29 0.50 . 
31 DESBAl Dl ESEL-SBA PBWR 259. 164. 274. 11 0. 99. 29. 588. 0, 862.RESlDUAL 862. 1 0.21 0.11 0.71 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA HEAT 259. 583. 973. 390. 351. 103. 259. -788. 1231 .RESIDUAL 443. 1 0.37 0.29 0,50 
32 QTSOAD QT-HRSQ-10 POUR 259. 154. 339. 156. 59. 29. 534. 0. 873.DISTliLA 873. 0 0.20 0.11 0.70 
32 GTSOAD GT-HRSQ-10 HEAT 259. 385. 847. 390. 247. 72. 259. -463. 3106.DISTILLA 642. 0 0.31 0.22 0.55 
33 QTRAOB QT-85RE-08 PaClR 259. 142. 277. 93. 99. 29. 608. 0. 385.DISTILLA 885. B 0.18 0.11 0.69 
33 BTRAO8 QT-85RE-08 HEAT 259. 593. 1160. 390. 414. 121. 259. -985. 1419. DISTILLA 434. 0 0.34 0.29 0.43 
. 34 QTRA12 GT-l35RE-12 PBWR 259. 145. 276. 96. 99. 29. 605. 0 .  881,DISTILLA 881. 0 0.19 0.11 0.69 
34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 259. 593. 1127. 390. 403. 118. 259. -951. 1385,DISTILLA 434. 0 0.34 0.29 0.44 
36 GTR208 GT-60RE-08 POWR 259. 146. 309. 124. 99. 29. 571. 0 .  881 .DISTILLA 881. 0 0.19 0.11 0.69 
36 QTR208 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 259. 459. 970. 390. 31 0. 91. 259. -681. 1229.DISTILLA 568. 0 0.32 0.25 0.50 11 
1 
0 
137GTR212GT-60RE-12PdWR 259. 146. 300. 116. 99. 29. 581. 0. 881, DISTILLA 881. 0 0.19 0.11 0.69 5 37 GTR212 QT-SORE-12 HEAT 259. 490. 1009. 390. 333. 98. 259. -731. 1268.DISTILLA 337. 0 0,33 0.26 0.48 
35 QTRA16 QT-85RE-16 PDWR 259. 147. 284. 103. 99. 29. 597. 0. 000.DISTILLA 880. 0 0.19 0.11 0.69 
35 OTRAl6 QT-85RE-16 HEAT 259. 556. 1076. 300. 376. 110. 259. -865. 1335. DISTILLA 471. 0 0.34 0.28 0.46 
I- 
: 38 GTR216 QT-60RE-16 PBWR 259. 149. 294. 113. 99. 29. 685. 0 .  878.DISTILLA 878. 0 0.19 O.11 0.69 
u38GTR216GT-GORE-16HEAT 259. 513. 1013. 390. 341. 100, 259. -757. 1272.DISTILLA 514. 0 0.34 0.27 0.48 
Z 
39 GTRWOB GT-85RE-08 POWR 259. 119. 282. 78. 99. 29. 626. 0. 908.DISTILLA 908. 0 0.16 0.11 0.67 
39 GTRWO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 259. 595. 1406. 390. 494. 145. 259. -1233. 1665.DISTILLA 432. 0 0.38 0.30 0.37 
a 
40 GTRV12 QT-85RE-12 PUWR 259. 128. 272. 77. 99. 29. 627. 0. 89S.DISTILLA 899. 0 0.17 0.11 0.68 
2 40 GTRW12 QT-65RE-12 HEAT 259. 648. 1376. 390. 501. 147. 259. -1256. 1635.DlSTILLA 379. 0 0.32 0.31 0.37 
< 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE . 65 
COGENERATIUN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
ICSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR  *xFUEL ENERGY SAVED REPORT BY 5.1 PROCESS AND ECS** -- 11 INDUSTRY 26214 MW 23.00 PRGCESS M I  LLlBNS BTU/HR 81 0.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRdDUCT UNBLEACHED-K HOURS PER YEAR 8400, f 
POWER TO HEAT RATICJ 0.162 
- . r  
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUrl0.*6= 259. HOT WATER BTU=IO;*~= 0. ). 
1 WASTE FUEL COOEN COOEN COGEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POVER-HEAT FUEL- SAVED= FUEL PRQCES PROCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TaTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILST 1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 ~ x 6  10.~6 1 0 ~ * 6  1 0 ~ x 6  10%*6 10s.6 lOxs6 1 Oar6 
43 QTR312 GT-60RE-12 PBWR 259. 133. 289. 96. 99. 29. 605.. 0. 894.DISTlLLA 894. 0 0.17 OLIJ. 0.68 
43 8TR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 259. 540. 1177. 390. 402. 116. 259. -948. 1435. DISTILLA 487. 0 0.31 0.28 0.42 
! 
44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 POWR 259. 132, 292. 97. 39. 29. 603. 0. 89S.DISTILLA 895. 0 0.17 0.11 0.68 
HEAT 259. 528. 1169. 390. 396. 116. 259. -929. 1427,DISTlLLA 499. 0 0,31 0 . 2 6 3 4 3  
42 3TR308 G f  -60RE-08 POWR 259. 11 0. 319. 102. 99. 29. 597. 0 .  916.DISTILU 916. 0 0.14 0.11 0.67 
42GTR308GT-60RE-08HEAT 259. 421. 1216. 390. 377. 1 1 0  259. -889, 1475.DISTILLA 606. 0 0.26 0.26 0.41 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POWR 259. 301. 260. 44. 99. 29. - 66s. 0. 928.DISTltLA 926. 0 0.13 0.11 0.66 
45FCPADSFUEL-CL-PHHEAT 259. a89. 2294. 390. 872. 255. 259. -2415. 2553.DISTILLA 138. 0 0.28 0-34 0.24 4 i 
QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
CUGENERATION TECHNBLBGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
PAOE 66 
l&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
I INDUSTRY 26216 MW 20.00 PROCESS MILLIOblS BTU/HR 307.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT NEUT-SU-SCHE HOURS PER YEAR (L400. 
- 
PBWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.222 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU%lO*r6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN CBGEN CBGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PBW~-.HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED M0-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBlLR USE0 SITE USED UTl L l  T 
0 ONOCQN N 0 C O O 0. N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 361. 213. 361.COAL-FQD 874. 0 0. 0.12 0.53 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. 96. 479. 339. 68. 20. -37. 0 .  479.RESIDUAL 479. 0 0.17 0.14 0.64 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 121. 434. 307. 62. 18. 0. 20. 434. RESIDUAL 454. 0 0.21 0.14 0.68 r 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1. POWR 0. 96. 479. 339. 68. 20. -37. 0. 479.COAL-FQD 479. 0 0.17 0.14 0.64 
! STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 121. 434. 307. 62. 18. 0. 20. 434. COAL-FQD 454. 0 0.21 0.14 0.68 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. -58. 633. 470. 68. 20. -197. 0. 633. RES I DUAL 633. 0 -0.10 0.11 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 87. 414. 307. 45. 13. 0. 74. 414.RESIDUAL 487. 0 0.15 0.09 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0. -58. 633. 470. 68. 20. -191. 0. 633. C6AL-FOD 633. 0 -0.10 0 . 1  0.49 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 87. 414. 307. 45. 13. 0. 74. 4 14. COAL-FGD 487. 0 0.15 0.09 0.63 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0. -58. 633. 470. 68. 20. -191. 0. 633. COAL-AFB 633. 0 -0.10 0.11 0.49 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 87. 414. 307. 45. 13. 0. 14. 4 14. COAL-AFB 487. 0 0.15 0.09 0.63 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PBWR 0. 130. 326. 207. 68. 20. 118. 0. 444. COAL-PFB 444. 0 0.23 0.15 0.69- 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 193. 485. 307. 101. 30. 0. -103. 48S.COAL-PFB 381. 0 0.29 0.21 0.63 
4 TlSTMT T I  -STMTB-1 POUR 0. 131. 264. 154. 68. 20. 179. 0. 444,RESIDUAL 444; 0 0.23 0 1 5  0.69 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 260. 525. 307. 136. 40. 0. -211. 525.RESIDUAL 314. 0 0.33 0.26 0.58 
4 TISTMT T I  -STMTB-1 POUR 0. 131. 264. 154. 68. 20. 179. 0. 444. CUAL 444. 0 0.23 0.15 Q.69 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 260. 525. 307. 136. 40. 0. -21 1. 525.COAL 314. 0 0.33 0.26 0.58--- 
5 TIHRSG THERMIUNIC P0WR 0. 89. 485. 313. 68. 20. -7. 0. 485.RESIDUAL 485. 0 0.16 0.14 0.63 ' 
5 TIHRSG THERMIONIC HEAT 0. 95. 475. 307. 67. 20. 0. 4. 47S.RESIDUAL 480. 0 0.17 0.14 0.64 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIONIC P0WR 0. 89. 485. 313. 68. 20. -7. 0. 485.COAL ' 485. 0 0.16 0.14 0.-63 
5 TIHRSQ THERMlUNlC HEAT 0. 95. 475. 307. 67. 20. 0. 4. 475. COAL 480. 0 0.17 0.14 0.64 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 PBWR 0. 94. 271. 129. 68. 20. 209. 0. 480.DISTlLLA 480. 0 0.16 0.14 0.64 
6 STlRL ST1RLING;l HEAT 0. 224. 643. 307. 162. 48. 0. -293. 643.DISTILLA 350. 0 0.26 0.25 3.48 
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Ct3GENERAflON TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
. ILSE PECJ ADV DESIGN EWGR REPORT 5.1 
- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS=* 
INDUSTRY 26216 MW 20.00 PRBCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 307.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT NEUT-SU-SCHE HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.222 
1 
UTILl TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*70**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lOxo6= 0. i 
WASTE FUEL CdGEN COGEN CJGEN COGEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR 
FUEL SAIJED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
10**6 10**6 101.6 10x.6 10**6 10*%6 10x16 101=6 108.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUJHR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
6 STlRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR 0. 94. 271. 129. 68. 20. 209. 0. 48O.RESIUUAL 480. 0 0.16 0.14 0.64 
6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 HEAT 0. 224. 643. 307. 162. 48. 0. -293. 643.RESIDUAL 350. 0 0.26 0.25 0.48 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 POWR . 0. 94. 271. 129. 68. 20. 209. 0. 480.COAL 480. 0 0,16 0.14 0.64 
6 STlRL STIRLiNQ-1 HEAT 0 .  224. 643. 307. 162. 48. 0. -293. 643. COAL 350. 0 0.26 0.25 0.48 
7 HEQT85 HELIUM-GT- POWR 0. 30. 213. 25. 68. 20. 332. 0. 544.COAL-AFB 544. 10 0.05 0.13 0 . 5 6 A  
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 369. 2597. 307. 834. 244. 0. -2391. 2597.COAL-AFB 205. 0 0.22 0.32 0.12 
8 HEQT60 HELIUM-GT- POWR 0. 40. 263. 77. 68. 20. 271. 0. 535. COAL-AFB 535, 10 0.07 0.13 0.57 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 160. 1056. 307. 274. 80. 0. -642. 1056.COAL-AFB 415. 0 0.13 0.26 0.29 
9 HEQTOO HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. 48. 388. 189. 68. 20. 138. 0. 526, COAL-AFB 526, 10 0.08 0.13 0.58 11 9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 78. 629. 307. 11 1. 32. 0. -132. 629. COAL-AFB 496. 10 0.11 0.18 0.49 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB PBWR 0. 114. 224. 106. 68. 20. 236. 0. 461 .COAL 461. 10 0.20 0.15 0.67 
P 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-M0 HEAT 0. 329. 649. 307, 197. 58. 0. -403. 649,COAL 246. 10 0.34 0.30 0.47 1 I 
0. 118. 178. 71. 68. 20. 278. 0. 456. COAL 456. 10 0.21 0.15-0.67 
0. 514. 775. 307. 297. 87. 0. -715. 775.CBAL 60. 10 0.40 0.38 0.40 
12 IGQTST INT-GAS-GT PBHR 0. 94. 239. 102. 68. 20. 242. 0. 481.COAL 481. 10 0.66 .0,14 0.64 
12 IGGTST IMT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 283. 723. 307. 206. 60. 0. -43%. 723.CUAL 292. 10 0.28 0.29-0.42 
13 QTSBAR GT-HRSG-10 POUR 0. 95. 235. 100. 68. 20. 244. 0. 479. RESIDUAL 479. 0 0.17 0.14 0.64 
13 GTSOAR GT-HRSG- 1 0 HEAT 0. 293. 724. 307. 210. 62. 0. -443. 724.RESIDUAL 281. 0 0.29 0.29 0.42 
I 14 GTACOO GT-HRSS-08 POWR . 0. 114. 253. 130. 68. 26. 208. 0. 461 . RESIDUAL 461. 0 0.20 0.75--0.67 
' 14 GTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT ! 0. 268. 597. 307. 161. 47. 0. -290. 597. RESIDUAL 306. 0 0.31 0.27 0.51 r 
m $ 15 GTAC12 QT-HRSG- 12 POWR 0. 112. 224. 104. 68. 20. 239. 0. 463. RES I DUAL 463. 0 0.19 0.15 0.66 
0 15 GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 FIEAT 0. 330. 661. 307. 2C2. 59. 0. -417. 66I.RESIDUAL 244. 0 0.33 0.31 0.46 
16 GTACl6 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. 109. 211. 91. 68. 20. 254. 0. 465, RES I DUAL 465. 0 0.19 0.15 0.66 




J .  
J 
w 
17 GTWCl6 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. 100. 217. 88. 68. 20. 258. 0. 475.RESIDUAL 475. 0 0.17 0.14 0.65 
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IUSE PEU ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
%*FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ECSS* I I INDUSTRY 2621 6 MU 20.00 PROCESS NI LLIONS BTU/HR 307.0 PROCESS TEMP(FI 366. PRODUCT NEUT-SU-SCHE HOURS PER YEAR 8400. I 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN CUQEN COQEN CUQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESH POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELEST BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
C POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.222 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= Q. HOT WATER BTU*lO%*6= 0. 
18 CC1626 QTST-16/26 POUR 0. 98. 181. 56. 68. 20. 295. 0. 476. RES I DUAL 476. 0 0.17 0.14 0.64 
18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 540. 991. 307. 374. 110. 0. -956. 991 . RESIDUAL 35. 0 0.35 0.38 0.31 I 
i 
19 CC1622 QTST-16/22 PUWR 0. 103. 183. 62. 68. 20. 288. 0. 471 . RES I DUAL 471 . 10 0.18 0.14 0.65 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 509. 904. 307. 337. 99. 0. -839. 904. RES I DUAL 65, 0 0.36 0.37 0.34 
20 CC1222 QTST-12/22 PBWR 0. 104. 183. 63. 68. 20. 288. 0. 470. RES 1 DUAL 470. 0 0.18 0.15--*0.65 " 
20 CCt222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 512. 896. 307. 335. 98. 0. -833. 896.RESIDUAL 63. 0 0.36 0.37 0.34 ,. 
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 POUR 0. 112. 194. 79. 68. 20. 269. 0. 463. RESI DUAL 463. 0 0.19 0.15 0.66 
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 436. 757. 307. 266. 78. 0. -619. 757.RESIDUAL 139. 0 0.37 0.35 0,41 
22 ST1815 STIQ-15-16 POWR 0. 37. 179. 2. 68. 20. 358. 0. 538. RES I DUAL 538. 10 0.06 0.13 0.57 
22 ST1015 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 4863. 23615. 307. 8997. 2637, 0. -27904. 2361 5. RESI DUAL -4298. 0 0.17 0.38 0.01 
23 STlQlO STIO-10-16 POUR 0. 53. 190. 25. 68. 20. 332. 0. 522. RES I DUAL 522. 0 0.09 0.13 0.59 
23 ST1810 STIG-10-16 HEAT 0. 644. 2317. 307. 832, 244. 0. -2387. 231 7. RESIDUAL -70. 0 0.22 0.36 0.13 
24 STIQIS STIQ-IS-16 POWR 0. 60. 204. 43. 68. 20. 311. 0 .  514.RESIDUAL 514. 0 0.10 0.13 -0.60 
24 STIQlS STIG-IS-16 HEAT 0. 430. 1456. 307. 488. 143. 0. -1312. 1456.RESIDUAL 144. 0 0.23 0.34 0.21 - 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 74. 184. 38. 68. 20. 317. 0. 5Ol.RESIDUAL 501. 0 0.13 0.14 0.61 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 600. 1498. 307. 556. 163. 0. -1523. 1498.RESIDUAL -25. 0 0.29 0.37 0.20 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POUR 0. 84. 184. 47. 68. 20. 306. 0. 490,RESIDUAL 490. 1 0.15 0.14 0.63 




27 DEkDVl DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 114. 184. 72. 68. 20. 277. 0. 461. RESIDUAL 461. 1 0.20 0.15 0.67 
27 DEADV 1 D I ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 486. 785. 307. 291. 85. 0. -697. 785. RES I DUAL 88. 1 0.38 0.37 0.39 I 
u 
2 
29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SUA POWR I 0. 62. 189. 32. 68. 20. 323. 0. 512.RESIDUAL ' 512. 0 0.11 0.13 0.60 4 29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 591. 1796. 307. 648. 190. 0. -1812. 1796.RESIDUAL -17. 0 0.25 0.36 0.17 a, I 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL PCJWR 0. 110. 209. 89. 68. 20. 256. 0. 463. RES I DUAL d65. 0 0.19 0.15 0.66 




29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SBA POUR 0. 62. 189. 32. 68. 20. 323. 0. 512.DISTILLA 512. 0 0.11 0.13 0.60 
29 DESUA3 D I  ESEL-SOA MEAT 0. 591. 1796. 307. 648. 190. Q ,  -1812. 1796.DESTlLLA -17. 0 0.25 0.36 0.17 
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---.,. - 
*xFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AWD ECS** 
I INDUSTRY 26216 MU 20.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUIHR 307.0 PROCESS TEMPSF) 366. PRODUCT NEUT-SU-SCHE HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR EWER-HEAT 
.FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MU PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOtLR USED SITE USED UT [L IT  
I 
41 QTRW16 OT-BSRE-16 POWR 0. 90. 191. 57. 68. 20. 294. 0 ,  48S.DlSTILLA 485. 0 0.16 0.14 0.63 
41 QTRW?B OT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 479. 1021. 307. 365. 107. 0. -926. 1021.DISTILLA 95. 0 0.32 0.36 0.30 
-+ - 
POWER TB HEAT RATiO 0.222 
UTI L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTUulO**6= 0. H8T WATER BTU*lOr*6= 0. 
42 QfR308 QT-GORE-08 POWR 0. 76. 220. 71. 68. 20. 278. 0. 498,DISTILLA 498. 0 0,13 0.14 0.62 -# 
42 QTR3C8 QT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 331. 957. 307. 297, 87 - 0. -714. 957.DISTILLA 243. 0 0,26 0.31 0.32 I 
II 43 QTR312 QT -60RE- 12 PBWR 0. 92. 200. 66. 68. 20. 283. 0. 483.OlST1LLA 483. c 0.16 C.14 0.64-- 43 QTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 425. 926. 307. 317. 93. 0 .  -777. 926.DlSTILLA 150. 0 0.31 0.34 0.33 i 44 QTR316 QT-60RE-16 POWR 0. 91. 201. 67. 68. 20. 282. 0. 483.DISTILCA 483. 0 0.16 0.13 0.64 44 GTR316 QT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 416. 920. 307. 312. 91. 0. -781. 920.DISTILLA 159. 0 0.31 0.34 0.33 Ii 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POUR 0, 70. 180. 31. 68. 20. 325. 0. 5OS.DISTILLA 505. 0 0.12 0.14 0.61 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. - 700. 1806. 307. 686. 201. 0. -1931. 1806.DISTILLA -125. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
46 FCMZDS FUEL-CL-MB PBWR 0. 93. 166. 39. 68. -20. 316. 0,  481 .Dl ST1 LLA 481. 0 0.16 0.14 0.64- 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 740. 1378. 307. 543. 159. 0. -1483. 1318.DlSTILLA -i6S, 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
/I l NDUSTRY 2621 7 MU 31 .a0 PROCESS MILL IONS BTUlHR 183.0 PROCESS TEMP( F) 366. PRODUCT THERMO-MECH- HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
I 
- I 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.584 
UTI LITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*iO**6= 0, I 
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IgSE PEO ADV DESION ENQR REPORT 5.1 - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA l L FESRLUWELYEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
0 ONOCGN N 6 c 0 o (I N 0. 215. 334. 215,COAL-FQD 549. 0.19 0-33 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. -262. 811. 583. 107. 31. -470. 0. 81l.RESIDUAL 811. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. -262. 811. 583. 107. 31. -470. 0. 811.COAL-FOD B l l .  0 -0.48 0.13 0.23 I 1 STM141 ST"-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 65. 255. 183. 34. 10. 0. 229. 255.COAL-FQD 484. 0 0.12 0.07 0.38 1 
2 STNO88 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0. -555. 1104. 832. 137. 31. -763. Q. flO4.REStDUAL 1104. 0 -1.01 0.10 0.17 11 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 46. 243. 183. 23. 7. 0. 260. 243.RESIDUAL 503. 0 0.08 0.05 0.36 i 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. -556. 1104. 832. 107. 3;. -763. 0. 1104.COAL-FQD 1104. 0 -1.01 0.10 0.17 1 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 46. 243. 183. 23. 7. 0, 260. 243.COAL-FQD 503. 0 0.08 0.05 0.3s 
I 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. -262. 811. 583. 107. 31. -470. 0. 8ll.COAL-AFB 811. 0 -0.48 0.:3 0.23 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-I HEAT 0. 65. 255. 183. 34. 10. 0. 229. 255. COAL-AFB 484. 0 0.12 0.07 0.38 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. -555. 1104. 832. 107. 31. -763. 0. 1104.COAL-AFB 1104. 0-1.01 0.10 0.17 
0. 280. 243.C8AC-AFB 503. 
II 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 46. 243. 183. 23. 7. 0 0.08 0.05 0.36 ! 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PBWR 0. 14. 535. 344. 107. 31. -189. 0. 535. COAL-PFB 535. 0 0.02 0.28 0.34 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 108. 285. 183. 57. 17. 0. 156. 285.CbAL-PFB 441. 0 0.20 0.13 0.41 
1 
5 TIHRSD THERMIUNIC POWR 0. -210. 759. 490. .107. 31. -361. 0. 759. RES! DUAL 759. 0 -0.38 0.:4 0.24 
5 TI HRSG THERMIONI C HEAT 0 .  57. 283. 183. 40. 12 , 0. 209. 283.RESlDUAL 493,. 0 0.10 0.08 0,37 
w 
u 5 TI HRSG THERM I UN I C POUR 0. -210. 759. 490. 107. 31. -361. 0. 759. COAL 759. 0 -0.3P 0.14 0.24 
5 TI HRSO THERMI OM1 C HEAT 0. 57. 283. 183. 40. 12. 0. 209. 283. CaAL 493. 0 0.10 0.08 0.37 
I- 
4 TI STMT TI -STMTB- 1 PBMR 0. 121. 429. 254. 107. 31. -84. 0. 429. RESIDUAL 429. 0 0.22 0,25-.- 0.43 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 147. 308. 183. 77. 23. 0. 94. 308. RES 1 DUAL 402. 0 0.27 0-19 0.46 
$1 4 TlSTMT TI -STNTB- 1 POWR 0. 121. 429. 254. 107. 31. -84. 0. 429.COAL 429. 0 0.22 0.25 0.43 
h 4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 147. 308. 183. 77. 23. 0. 94. 308. COAL 402. 0 0._27--0.19 0.46 
z 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POUR 0. 125, 424. 202. 107. 31. -23. 0. 424.DISTlLLA 424. 0 0.23 0.25 Q.43 
6STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 134. 384.' 183. 37. 28. 0. 32. 384,DISTILLA 415. 0 0.24 0.23 0.44 
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11 INDUSTRY 26217 MW 31.30 PROCESS VILLIONS BTUlHR 183.0 PROCESS TEMPtF) 366. PRODUCT THERMO-MECH- HOURS PER YEAR 8400. I I 
POWER TO HEAT PRTIU 0.584 1 UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**Qa 0. HOT WATER BTU*10**6= 0. 
IUSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL EPIERQY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
6 STIRL STlRLINQ-1 PUWR 0. 125. 424. 202. 107. 31. -23. 0. 424.RESlDUAL 424. 0 0.23 0.25 0.43 1 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 134. 384. 183, 97. 28. 0. 32. 384.RESIDUAL 415. 0 0.24 0.23 0.44 
I 
11 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POWR 0. 125. 424. 202. 107. 31. -23. 0. 424,CCIAL 424. 0 0.23 0.25 0.43 6 STORL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 134. 384. 183. 97. 28. . 0. 32. 384. COAL 415. 0 0.24 0.23 0.44 
WASTE FUEL COQEN CUGEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT ' 
10**6 10**6 lO**6 10=*6 10**6 10**6 10.*6 :0**6 10-6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HA BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - -. . 
7 HE0185 HELIUM-QT- PUWR 0. 47. 333. 39- 107. 31. 169. 0. 502.,\:4L-AFB 502. 1 10 0.09 0.21 0-36 r 
7 HEGT85 HELIUII-GT - HEAT 0. 220. 1548. 183. 497. 146. 0. -1219. 1548.COAL-AFB 329. 0 0.12 0.32 0.12 
8 HEQT6O HELIUM-GT- POWR- d- .  62. 412. 120. 107. 31. 74. 0. 487. COAL-AFB 437. 10 0.11 0.22 0.38 
8 HEQT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0 .  95. 630. 183. 163. 48. 0. -176. 630.COAL-AFB 454. 10 0.13 0.2_6_-0.29 
I 9 HEOTOO HELI UM-QT- PB\#R 0. -58. 607. 296. 107. 31. -133. 0. 607. COAL-AFB 607. 10 -0.11 0 . 1 ~  0.30 9 HEQTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 47. 375. 183. 66. 19. 0. 128, 375. COAL-AFB 502. 10 0.09 0.13 0.36 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO POUR 0. 178. 352. 166. 107. 31. 20. 0. 371.CUAL 371. 10 0.32 0.29- 0-49 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-PI0 HEAT 0. 196. 387. 183. 118. 34. 0. -34. 367.COAL 353. 10 0.34 0.30 0.47 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POWR 0. 184, 283. 114. 107. 31. 81. 0. 365. COAL 365. 10 0.34 0.29-0.50 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 297. 455. 183. 172. 60. 0. -203. 455.CUAL 252. 10 0.39 0.38 0.40 
12 IQQTST INT-GAS-QT POUR 0. 145. 383. 165. 107. 31. 21. 0. 404 .COAL 404. 10 0.26 0.26 0.45 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-QT HEAT 0. 160. 424. 183. 118. 35. 0. -36. 424.COAL 389. 10 0.27 0.28 Ofi3 
0 
13 QTSOAR Of-HRSQ-10 PUWR 0. 149. 368. 156. 107. 31. 32. 0. 400. RES I DUAL 400. 0 0.27 0.27 0.46 
13 GTSOAR QT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 175. 432. 183. 125. 37. 0. -57. 432. RESIDUAL 374. 0 0.29 0.29 0 42 
0. 153. 396. 204. 107. 31. -24. 0. 396. RES I DUAL 396. 0 0,28 0.27 b.46 
14 GTACOB GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 160. 356. 183. 96. 28. 0. 34. 356. RESIDUAL 389. 0 0.29 0-25 0.47 
\ 
15 GTACl2 OT-HRSG-12 PBWR 0. 175. 350. 163. 107. 31. 24. 0. 374. RES I DUAL 374. 0 0.32 0.23 0.49 
u 15 QTACI 2 GT-HRSG-12 HEAT 0. 197. 394. 183. 120. 35. 0. -42. 394.RESIDUAL 352. 0 0.33 0.31 0.46 
z 
16 WAC16 GT-HRSQ- 16 POWR 0. 171. 331. 143. 107. 31. 47. 0. 378.RESIDUAL 378. 0 0,31 0.28 0.48 
;.. 16 QTACl6 qT-IiRSG-16 HEAT 0. 219. 423. 183. 137. 40. 0, -93. 423. RESIDUAL 330. 0 0.34 0.32 0.43 
n 
17 QTWCl6 GT-HRSQ-16 POWR 0. 156. 339. 137. 107. 31. 54. 0. 393. RESI DUAL 393. 0 0-28 0.27 0.47 
17 GTWCl6 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 208. 452. 183. 142. 42. 0, - 1 1 1  452,RESIDUAL 341. 0 0.32 0.32 0.40 
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1dSE PEd ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECS** 
--I 11 1 NDUSTRY 2621 7 MW 31 .30 PROCESS M I  LLIONS BTU/HR 183.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT THERMO-MECH- HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 1 
* - - -  "1 
POWER TO HEAT RATIe 0.584 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO=*6= 0. 8 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COQEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR __PER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELEGT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10*.6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10886 1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 10rr6 
BTU/HR RTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -- - -  
18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 PeWR 0. 153. 286. 90. 107, 31. 109. 0. 396.RESIDUAL 396. 0 0.28 0.27 0.46 
18 CCl626 QTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 312. 582. 183. 217. 64. 0 .  -344. 582.RESIDUAL 237. 0 0.35 0.37 0.31 
-- 19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 POWR 0. 161. 291. 100. 307. 31. 97. 0, 388. RESI DUAL 388. 0 0.29 0.28 0.47 
19 CC1622 QTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 294. 531. 183. 195, 57. 0. -275. 531. RESIDUAL 255. 0 0.36 0.37 0-34 
20 CC1222 QTST-12/22 POWR 0. 163. 290. 101. 107. 31. 97, 0. 386. RES I OUAL 386. 0 0.30 OO020 -0.47 
20 CC1222 QTST-12/22 HEAT 0.  295. 526. 183. 194. 57. 0. -272. 526.RESIDUAL 254. 0 0.36 0.37 0.35 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 POWR 0. 174. 309. 127. 107. 31. 65. 0. 375. RES I DUAL 375. 0 0.32 0.28 0.49 
0. 250. 444. 183. 153. 45. 0. -146. 444.RESIDlJAL 299. 0 0.36 9.35 0,41 
22 STIQ15 STlG-15-16 POUR 58. 290. 4.  107. 31. 211. 0. 491 .RESIDUAL 491. 0 0.11 0.22 0.37 
0. 2899. 14077. 183. 5363. 1572. 0. -16427, 14077. RESIDUAL -2350. 0 0.17 0.38 0.01 
23 SflQlO STIG-10-16 PBWR 0. 83. 297. 39. 107. 31. 169. 0. 466. RESI DUAL 466. 0 0.1s 0.23 0.39 
23 STlQlO STIG-10-16 HEAT 0. 384. 1381. 183. 496. 145. 0. -1216. 13Bl.RESIDUAL 165. 0 0.22 0.36 0.13 f 
0.  94. 319. 67. 107. 31. 136. 0. 455. RESIDUAL 455. 0 0.17 0.23 0.40 
0. 257. 868. 183. 291. 85. 0. -576. 868.RESIDUAL 293. 0 0.23 C.34 0.21 I 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 132. 288. 73. 107. 31. 129. 0. 417,RESlbUAL 417. 1 0.24 0 26 0.44 





- 11 27 DEADVI DIESEL-ADV PWR I 0. 178. 288. 113. 107. 3 i .  83. 0. 371,RESlDUAL 371. 1 0.32 0.29 0.49 5 27 DEADVl Dl ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 290. 468. 183. 174. d l .  0. -209 468,RESIDUAL 259. 1 0.38 0.37 0.39 L 
25 DEADV3 'ri ESEL-ADV PBIdR 0. 115. 288. 59- 107. 31. 146. 0. 434. RESI DUAL 434. 0 0.21 0.25 0-42 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 358. 893. 183. 331. 97. 0. -701. 893.RESIDUAL 191. 0 0.29 0.37 0.20- 
0. 172. 327. 140. 107. 31. 61. 0. 3?7. RES I DUAL 377. 0 0.31 0.28 0.49 
6 .  225. 427. 183. 140. 41. 0 .  -103. 427.RESIDUAL 324. 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SBA POWR 0. 97. 296. 51. 107. 31. 156. 0. 452.DlSTlLLA 452. 0 0.18 0.24 0.41 
0. 352. 1079. 1-83. 386. 113. 0. -879. 1070.DISTILLA 197. 0 0.25 0.36 
29 DESBA3 DIESEL-S8A PUWR 0. 97. 296, 51. 107. 31. 156. 0. 452.RESIDUAl. 452, 0 0,18 0.24 0.41 
29 DESOA3 D I ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 352. 1070. 183, 386. 113. 0. -874. 1070.RESIDUAL 197. 0 0.25 0.36 0.57 
- I 
DATE 06/06/79 QEMERAL ELECTRIC CONPANY PAGE 74 
COGENERATIUN TECHNOLOO'$ ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l&SE PEa ADV DESIGN ENQR - REPORT 5.1 - - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY BROCESS AND ECSX* 
INDUSTRY 26217 MW 31.39 PRUESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 183.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 366. PROGUCT THERMO-MECH- HOURS PER YEAH 6400, 
-- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.584 
UT l L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU=lO**6= 0. HOT WATER 6TU=lO**6= 0. 
I WASTE FUEL CUOE! COGEN COOEN CCIQEN AUX UTILfT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR P-C5ER- HEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PR0CES MW PR0CES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED w-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT ECJILR USED SITE USED Uf l t l T  
108.6 10**6 10**6 lO**6 10886 10.86 10.86 l0**6 l0**6 
BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTCS/HR BTU/HR - 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 114. 296. 65. 107. 31. 139. 0. 435.DiSTILLA 435. 1 0.21 0.25 0.42 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SCIA HEAT 0. 322. 832. 183. 300, 88. 0, -605, 832,DISTILLA 227. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
31 DESOAI DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 177. 296. 119. 107. 31. 76. 0. 372.DISTlLLA 372. 1 0.32 0.29 0.49 f 
Dl ESEL-SGA HEAT 0 .  274. 456. 183. 165. 48. 0. -181. 456.DISTILU 275. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 M 
1 .  
31 DESORI DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 177. 296. 110. 107. 31. 76. 0. 372. RES l DUAL 372. 1 0.32 0.29 0-49 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 274. 456. 183. 165. 48. 0. - 8 1  456.RESIDUAL 275. 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 114. 296. 65. 107. 31. 139. 0. 435. RESIDUAL 435. 1 0.21 0.25 0.4'-ii-- 
30 DESUAP DIESEL-SBA HEAT Q ,  322. a32. 183. 300. 88. 0. -605. 832.RESIDUAL 227. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 1 
J 
32 QTSOAD QT-HRSO-10 POUR 0. 166. 366. 168. 107. 31. 17. 0. 383.DISTILLA 383. 0 0.30 0.28 0.48 
32 OTSOAD QT-HRSO-10 HEAT 0. 181. 397. 183. 116. 34. 0. -29. 397.DtSTILLA 369. 0 0.31 0.29 0*46 I 
33 QTRAO8 QT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 1 3  299. 101. 107. 31. 97. 0. 398.bISTILLA 396. 0 0.28 0.27 0.46 
33 OTRA08 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 278. 544. 183. 194. 57. 0. -273. 544.DISTILLA 271. 0 0.34 0.38 0.34 
II 34 QTRA12 GT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 157. 298. 103. 107. 31. 94. 0. 392.DISTlLLA 392. 0 0.29 0.27 1 34 GTRAl2 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 278. 529. 183. 189. 55. 0. -258. 529.81STILLA 271, 0 G,3;11 0.36 
35 QTRA18 OT-85RE-16 POUR 0. 158. 306. 111. 107. 31. 85. 0. 39l.DlSflLU 391. 0 0.29 0.27 0.47 
35 OTRAl6 OT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 261. 505. 183. 176. 32. 0. -217. 5OS.DISTILLA 288. 0 0.34 0.35 0.36 
0 
56 QTR208 GT-60RE-08 POUR 0. 158. 334. 134. 107. 31. 57. 0. 39l.DISTILLA 391. 0 0.29 0.27 0.47 
36 OTR208 OT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 215. 455. 183. 146. 43. 0. -121. 455,DISTILLA 334. 0 0.32 0.32 0,40 
1 37 QTR212 OT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 157. 324. 125. 107. 31. 68. 0. 392,DISTILLA 392. 0 or29 0.27 0-47 
37 QTR212 GT-SORE-12 HEAT 0. 230. 493. 183. 156. 46. 0, -154. 473.DlSTlhLA 319. 0 0.33 0.33 0.39 I 
u 
- L
38 QTR216 OT-60RE-16 POUR 0. 160. 317. 922. 107- 31. 72. 9. 38b.31STILLA 389. 0 0.29 0.27 0.47 i 




t..  - -- --" --*" % ---"- A- ._ A A_-_ _iAlll_l ..A --<III a 
39 GTRWOB QT-85RE-08 POUR 0. 129. 304. 84. 107. 31. 116. 0. 42U.CISTILLA 420. 0 0.23 0.25 0.44 






40 QTRW12 OT-85RE-12 POWR 0. 138. 293. 83. 107. 31. 117. 0. 411.DISTILLA 411. 0 0.25 0.26 0.45 
40 OTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 304. 646. 183, 235. 69. 0. -401. 646,DISTILLA 245. 0 8.32 0.36 0.28 
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CdGENERATlON TECHNOLOGY ALERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PEO ADV DESION ENGR REPORT 5.1 
- 
**FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ECSx* 
INDUSTRY 26217 MW 31.30 PROCESS MlLLlClNS BTU/HR 183.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT THERMO-MECH- HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.684 
UTI L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BFU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10**6r 0. 
41 QTRWIB QT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 140. 299. 90. :37. 31. 110. 0. 409.DISTiLLA 409. 0 0.26 0.26 0.45 
4F QTRW16 QT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 286. 609. 183. 217. 64. 0. -345. 609.DISTILLA 263. 0 0.32 0.36 0.30 
I. 
42 QTR308 QT-60RE-08 POWR 0. 119. 345. 111. 107. 31. 85. 0. 430.DISTILLA 430. 0 0.22 0.25 0.43 
42 OTR308 QT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 197. 570. 183. 177. 52. 0. -219. 5fO.DlSTILLA 352. 0 0.26 0.31 0.32 
WASTE FUEL CBBEN CUGEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TUTAL SITE NET= FA1 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* 
.USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BCIlLR USED SITE USED UTI L I  T 
10*x8 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 1 0 ~ ~ 6  1 Os*6 
43 BTR312 QT-60RE-12 PUWR 0. 143. 312. 103. 109. 31. 94, 0. 40S.D!STILLA 406, 0 0.26 0.26 0.45 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 253. 552. 183. 189. 55. 0. -286. 552.DISTILLA 296. 0 0.31 0.34 0.33 1 
44 QTR316 QT-GORE-16 PUWR 0. 142. 315. 0 5 .  107. 33. 92. 0. 407.DISTILLA 407. 0 0.26 0.26 0.45 
44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 248. 548. 183. 186. 54. 0. -247. 54B.DISTILLA 301. 0 0.31 0.34 0.33 
! 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PCIWR 
il 
0. 109. 281. 48. 107. 31. 169. 0. 440.DISTILLA 440. 0 0.20 0.24 0.42 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT b. 417. 1076. 183. 409. 120. 0. -945. 1076.DISTILLA 132. 0 0.29 0.38 0.17 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU PUWR 0. 146. 259. 60. 107. 31. 144. 0. 403.DISTILLA 403. 0 0.27 0.26 0.45 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-M0 HEAT Q. 441. 785. 183. 324. 95. 0. -677. 785.DISTILLA 108. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
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CdGENERATlON TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PE6 ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5 .1  
=xFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*. 
# I NOUSTRY 2621 8 MU 15.00 PROCESS MI LLl ONS BTU/HR 244.0 PROCESS TEPlPCF) 366. PRODUCT WASTE-PAPER HOURS PER YEAR 8400. I 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.210 
UTl L I  M FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU=lO=s6= 0 .  HdT WATER &TU=10=*6= 0 ,  I 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COGEN C43QEN AUK UTI L I T  TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR PdWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= EUEL P R O C ~ S  PROCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL*. FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BQILR USED SITE USED UTI L l  T 
0 ONOCQN N 0 C O Q a N 0, 0. 0 .  0 .  0.  0 .  287. 160. 287.CUAL-FQD 447. 0 0. 0.11 0.55 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0 .  73. 374. 267. 51. 15. -27. 0.  374. RES 1 DUAL 374. 0 6 .16  0.14 0.65 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0.  91. 342. 244. 47. 14. 0.  1 4 .  342. RES 1 DUAL 356. 0 0 .20  0.13 0.69 
I 1 SM141 STM-TURB-1 PdWR 0 .  73.  374. 267. 51. I S .  -27. 0. 374. COAL-FQD 374. 0 0.16 0.14 0.65 1 STH141 ST'-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 91.  342, 244, 47.  14. 0, 14. 342. COAL-FQD 356. 0 0 ' 2 0  0.13 0.69 1 
r 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR . 0.  73. 374. 267. 5:. 15. -27. 0. 374. C8AL-AFB 374. 0 0.16 0.14 0.65 
1 STM141 STII-TURB-1 HEAT 0.  91. 342. 244. 47. 14. 0. 14. 342, COAL-AFB 356. 0 0.20 0.13 0.69 
2 STNO88 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0 .  -55. 502. 375. 51. 15. -155. 0. 502. RES I DUAL 502. o -0.12 0.10 0.49 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0.  65. 326. 244. 33. 10. 0 .  56. 326. RES I DUAL 382. 0 0.15 0.09 0.64 
2 STUO88 STR-TURB-8 PeWR 0.  -55. 502. 375. 51.  5 -155. 0. 502. COAL-FOD 502. 0 -0.12 0 -10  0.49 
2 STMO86 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0 .  65. 326. 244. 33. 10. 0 .  56.  326. CbAL-FQD 382. 0 0.1s 0.09 9-64 
I 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0 .  -55. 502. 375. 51. '15. -155. 0 ,  502. COAL-AFB 502, 0 -0.12 0 .10  0.49 2 STNO68 STM-TURB-6 HEAT 0 .  65. 326. 244. 33. 10. 0 .  56. 326. COAL-AFB 382, 0 0.15 0.09 0.- 
3 PFBSn4 PFB-STMTB- POUR 0 .  97.  251. 160. 51.  15. 99. 6 .  350. CbAL-PFB 350. 0 0.22 0.15 0.70 
3 PFBSM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0 ,  148. 382. 244. 78. 23. 0. -64. 382.CbAL-PFB 299. 0 0.28 0.20 0.64 
1 
5 TlHRSQ THERMIONIC POYR 0 .  73.  364. 235, 51 .  15. I t ,  0 .  374, RES I DUAL 374. 0 0.~16 0.14 0.65 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIONIC HEAT 0. 75. 378. 244, 53. 16. 0. -6. 378. RESIDUAL 372. 0 0.17 0.14 0.65 I 




5 TIHRSG THERMIONIC POUR 0 .  73. 364. 235. 51. IS .  11. 0 .  374. COAL 374. 0 0 .16  0.14 0.65 
5 TIHRSB THERMldNIC HEAT 0. 75. 378. 244. 53. 16. 0. -6 ,  378,COAL 372. 0 0.17 0.14 0.65 1 
2 4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 HEAT 0 .  201, 414. 244. 105. 31.  0 .  -168. 414.RESIDUAL - 246. 0 0.33 0.25. 0.59 
4 T ISTMT TI  -STMTB-1 PdWR 0. 98, 202. 119. 51. 15. 147. 0. 349.COAL 349. 0 0.22 0.15 0.70 
4 T I  STMT .TI -STMTB- 1 HEAT 0. 201. 414. 244. 105. 31. 0 .  -768. 414.WAL 246. 0 0 .33  0.25 0.59 
6 STIRL STIRLINB-1 POUR 0 .  71. 203. 97. 51. 15. 173. 0. 376.DISTILLA 376. 0 0.16 0.14 0.65 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0 .  178. 511. 244. 129. 38. 0. -243. 511.DISTILrA 269. 0 0.26 0.25 0 .48  
J 
1 
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CCGENERATICIN TECHNIJLm ALTERtfATI'JES STUDY $ 
: i t S E  PEC1 ADV OESI ON Et.(Oii REPORT 5.1 1 --- 
D rXFUEL ENERGY SP,tJE6) BY PRCIC-fiS OND ECS- t 
INDUSTRY 26218 H'd 15.00 PFIBCESS PllLLIBNS BTU/HR 244.0 PROCESS TR?PCF) 356. PRtfDUCT WASTE-PAPER HCWRS PER YEAR F 1 
5 ---- - 
UTILITY FUEL CXkL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU=lO*z6= 0. fflT WATER ETOrlBz~6= 0. f 
$ WASTE FUEL t%GE34 -EM -EN -EN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR 
- J E g & T  - 
FUEL SAl/ED= FUEL PRBCES PRt3CES tW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TUTAL+ FACJR FACTR 
USED tXJ-NET USE9 HEAT POWER ELECT EGILR USED SITE USED UTILI T 
6 STIRL STJRLII-IO-1 P W R  0, 71. 203. 97. 51. 35, '173. 0. 376,RESIDUAL 376. 0 0.16 0.74 0.65 
6 STlRL STlRLrEn-1 HEAT 0. 178. 511. 244. 729. 78. 0. -243. 511 .RWIDUAL 269, 0 0.26 0.25 0.48 
6 STIRL STiRLItIG-1 PWR 0. 71, 203. 97, 51. IS. 173. 0.  376, W A L  376. 0 0 . 6 4  0.65 
6 STIRL STIRtItIG-1 HEAT 0. 178, 511. 244. 129. 38. 0. -243. S11.CflAL 269. 0 0.26 0.25 0.48 
7 HEGTBS HELIUM-GT- PC%#? 0. 23. 159. 19. 53. 15. 265. 0. 424,CUAL-AFE 424. 70 0.05 0 ~ ~ 0 . 5 8  
7 HEGT85 HELIUfl-QT- HEAT 0, 294. 2064. 244. 662. 194. 0 ,  -1910. 20€4,CbkL-AFB 153. 0 0.12 0.52 0.12 
: 8 HEOT6O HELIWI-GT- PdWR 0, 30. 198, 57. 51. 15. 219. 0. 417.COAL-AFB 417. 10 0.07 0.12 0.58 
8 HEW60 HELIUI1-GT- HEAT 0. 127. 840. 244. 217. 64. 0. -520. 840.COkL-AFB 320. 0 0.13 0.26-0.29 1 
'I 
9 HEQTOO HELIUII-GT- ?afJR 0. 36. 291. 142. 51. 15. 120. 0, 411 .CUAL-AFB 411. 10 0.08 0.12 0.59 
9 HEGTOO HELXbW-GT- HEAT 0. 62. 500. 244. 8a. 26. 0. -115. 500.COAL-AFe 385. 10 0.1 0.18 0.49 
a 
I0 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-!%3 PdUR 0. 85. 168. 80. 51, 15. 193. 0. 362, W A L  362. 10 0'79 0.14 0.67- 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-Ha HEAT 0. 261. 515. 244. 157, 46, 0. -330. 515,CBAL 186. I0 0.34 ,0.30 0.47 i 
0. 88. 135. 54. 51. 15. 224. 0 ,  359. W A L  359. 10 0.20 0.14 0.68 f 
0. 402. 611. 244, 232, 68. 0,  -566. 6II.WAL 45. 10 0.40 0.3% 0.40 I 1 
12 IGGTST I NT-GAS-GT PdWR C?. 70. 182. 78. 51. If, 196. 0. 377.WAL 377. 10 0.16 0.14 0.65 I 
12 IGGTST I NT-GAS-GT HEhT 0. 219, 570. 244. 161. 47. 0, -342. 570.mAL 223. 10 0.28 0.28 0.43 
0 
ti 13 GTS6P.R BT-HRSQ-10 POWR 0. 71. 176. 75, 51, 5 199, 0. 375,RESIDUAL 375. 0 0.36 0.14 0.65 i 13 GTSdAR GT-HHSG-TO HEAT 0 .  233. 575. 244. 167. 49. 0. -362. 575,RESIDUAL 214- 0 0.29 0.29 0.42 -i CU i 
-. 
fl 14 GlAC08 ST-HRSG-Oa PCRIR 0 . 85. 190, 9%. 51. 15. 172- 0, 362.RESI DUAL 362. 0 0.19 0.14-'0.67 * 4 14 GTAC08 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 273, 474. 244. 120. 38. 0. -240. 474.RESIDUAL 234. 0 0.31 0.27 0.31 
2 




'" 16 GTAC1 B BT-HRSG-16 P W R  0, 82. 158. 69, 51. 15. 206. 0. 363. RES I DUAL 365, 0 0,lb 0.14 0.67 




17 OTUCl6 GT-HRSG-16 PBWR 0. 75. 162. 66, 51. 15. 210. 0. 372. RES I DUAL 372. 10 0.17 0.14 0.66 I 
17 GWC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 278- 603. 244. 190, 56. 0. -434. 603. RESTDUAL 169. 0 0.32 0.32 0.40 
1 
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II IBSE PEB ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 -. . **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 1 I NDUSiSY 2621 8 MW 15.00 PROCESS M I  LLl  UNS BTUlHR 244.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT WASTE-PAPER HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
PBWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.210 
UTl LITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lOn*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COQEN COGEN CBGEN CUGEN AUK UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PBWERHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED N€Y-NET lJSED HEAT PBWER ELECT 861 LR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
18 CCl626 QTST-16/26 POWR 0. 74. 136. 43. 51. 1 5  237. 0. 373. RES I DUAL 373. 10 0.16 3.14 0.65 
18 CC1626 QTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 422. 781. 244. 293. 86. 0. -756. 781.RESIDUAL 25. 0 0.35 0.38 0.31 
[ 1 19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 PBWR 0. 77. 138. 47. 51. 15. 231. 0. 370. RESI DUAL 370. 10 0.17 0.14 0.66 
r 19 CC1622 QTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 398. 712. 244. 263. 77. 0. -683. 712.RESIDUAL 49. 0 0.36 0.37 0.34 k 
78. 138. 48. 51. 15. 231. 0. 369. RES I DUAL 369. 0 0.17 0.14 0.66 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 )+EAT 0. 400. 706. 244. 262. 77. 0. -639. 706. RES 1 DUAL 47. 0 0.36 0.37 0.35 - II R 21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 POUR 0. 84. 147, 60. 51. 1 5  216. 0. 363. RES I DUAL 363. 0 0.19 0.14 0.67 21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 340. 597. 244. 208. 61. 0. -490. 597. RESIDUAL 107. 0 0.36 0.35 0.41 4 
22 STIQIS STlQ-15-16 POUR 0. 28. 134. 2. 51. 15. 285. 0. 419.RESIDUAL 419. 10 0.06 0.12 0.58 
22 STIQ15 STIQ-15-16 HEAT 0. 3865. 18769. 244. 7151. 2096. 0.-22187. 18769.RESIDUAL -3418. 0 0.17 0.38 0.01 I i 
23 STIQ10 STIG-10-16 PUWR 0. 40. 143. 19. 51. 15. 265. 0. 407.RESIDUAL 407.. 10 0.09 0.13 0.60 
23 STlO10 STIQ-10-16 HEAT 0. 512. 1842. 244. 661. 194. 0. -1907. 1842.RESIDUAL -65. 0 0.22 0.36 0.13 
24 STIOIS STI(3-1s-16 PBWR 0. 45. 153. 32. 51. 15- 249. 0. 402.RESIDUAL 402. 10 0.10 0.13 0.61 
24 STIGIS STIG-1S-16 HEAT 0. 342. 1157. 244. 388. 114. 0. -1053. 1157.RESIDUAC 105. 0 0.23 0.34 0.21 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 63. 138. 35. 51. 15.' 246. 0. 384. RES I DUAL 364. 1 0.14 0.13 0.64 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 440. 961. 244. 356. 104. 0. -954. 961.RESIDUAL 7. 1 0.31 0.37 0.25 Y i 
I 
2 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 55. 138. 28. 51. 15. 254. 0. 392. RES I DUAL 392. 0 0.12 0.13 0.62 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 477. 1190. 244. 442. 129. 0. -1220. 119O.RESIDUAL -30. 0 0.29 0.37 0.20 
1 
f 27 DEADV1 DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 85. 138. 54. 51. 15. 
224. . 0, 362. RES I DUAL 362. 1 0.19 0.14 - 0.67 




29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SBA PUWR 0. 47. 142. 24. 51. 15. 259. 0. 400. RES I DUAL 400. 0 0.10 0.13 0.61 
1 29 DESBA3 D l  ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 470. 1427. 244. 515. 151. 0. -1430. 1427.RESIDUAL -23. 0 0.25 0.36 0.17 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL PBWR 0. . 82. 157. 67. 51. 15. 208. 0 .  365. RESIDUAL 365. . N 0 0.18 0.14 0.67 -, 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 300. 569. 244. 186. 55. 0. -422. 569. RESIDUAL 147. 0 0.34 0.33 0.43 r 
; 
i 
29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 47. 142. 24. 51. 15. 259. 0. 400.DISTlLLA 400. 0 0.10 0.13 0.61 
29 DESffA3 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 470. 1427. 244. 515. 151. 0. -1430. 1427.DISTILLA -23. 0 0.25 0.36 0.17 
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11 INDUSTRY 2621 8 MU 15.00 PRdCESS M l  LLIONS BTU/HR 244.0 PRUCESS TEMP(F1 366. PRODUCT WASTE-PAPER HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
1 
1 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.210 
UTl L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*18**6= 0. 
I as€ PEO ADV DESI GN EMW REPURT 5.1 - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRdCESS AND ECSZ* 
II 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SCIA POUR 0 .  55. 142. 31. 51. 15. 250. 0. 392.DISTILLA 392. 1 0.12 0.13 0.62 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SbA HEAT 0. 429. 1109. 244. 400. 117. 0. -1091. 1109. DISTILLA la.  1 0.28 0.36 0.22 li 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SBA PBWR 0. 55. 142. 31. 51. 15. 250. 0. 392. RESIDUAL 392. 1 0.12 30 DES6A2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 429. 1109. 244.- 400. 117. 0. -1091. 1109,RESIDUAL 18. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 / 31 DESdAl Dl ESEL-St3A PlWR 0. 85. 142. 57. 51. 15. 220. 0. 362.DISTILLA 362. 1 0.19 0.14 0.67 1 
31 DESOAl D I  ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 365. 608. 244. 220. 64. 0. -327, 608. DISTI L U  82. 1 0.37 0.36 Q.40 
1 31 DESOAl DIESEL-SBA POUR 0. 85. 142. 57. 51, 15. 220. Q . 362. RESI DUAL 362. 1 0.19 0.14 0,67 1 31 DESbAl D I  ESEL-SCIA HEAT 0. 365. 608. 244. 220. 64. 0. -527. 608. RES I DUAL 82. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
li 
32 GTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 POUR 0. 80. 175. 81. 51. 15. 192. 9. 367.DlSTILLA 367. 0 0.18 0.14 0.66 
32 GTSbAD OT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 241. 530. 244. 155. 45. 0. -323. 530.DISTILLA 206. - 0 0.31 0-29 0.46 
33 GTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 73. 143. 48. 51. 15. 230. 0. 374,DISTILLA 374. 0 0.16 0.14 0.65 
33 GTRAOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 371. 726. 244. 259. 76. 0. -650. 726.DISTILLA. 76. 0 0.34 0.36 0.34 
34 QTRA12 QT-OSRE-12 PdWR 0. 75. 743. 49. 51. 15. 229. 0. 372.DISTILLA 372. 0 0.17 0.14 0.66- 1 
34 OTRAlP OT-8SRE-12 HEAT 0. 371. 705. 244. 252. 74. 0. -629. 705.DISTILLA 76. 0 0.34 0.36 0.35 
] 35 GTRAl6 GT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 76. 147. 53. St. IS. . 225. 0. 371.DISTILLA 371. 0 5.17 0.14 0.66 
35 GTRAI 6 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 348. 673. 244. 235. 69. 0. -574. 673.DISTlLLb 99. 0 0.34 0.35. 9.36 
21 
36 GTR208 GT-60RE-08 PUWR 0, 76. 160. 64. 51. 15, 211. 0. 371.DISTILLA 371. 0 0.17 0.14 0.66 
- 36 QTR208 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 287. 607, 244. 194. 57. 0. -447. 607.DISTlLLA 160. 0 0.32 '0.32 0.40 
$1 38 GTR216 OT-BORE-16 POUR 0. 71. 152. 58. 51. 15. 218. 0. 37O.DISTILLA 370. 0 0.17 0.14 0.66 






37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 PBWR 0. 75. 155. 60. 51. 05. 217. 0. 372.DISTlLLA 372. 0 637- 0.14 0.66 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 307. 631. '244, 208. 61. 0. -491. 631,DISTILLA 140. 0 0.33 0.33 0.39 
40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 PUWR i 8. 66. 141. 40. 51. 15. 240. 0. 381.DISTILLA 381. 10 0.15 0.13 0.64 2 40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 405. 861. 244. 313. 92. 0. -819. 861 .DISTILLA 42. 0 0.32 0.36 0.28 
a' 
39 GTRWO8 GT-85RE-08 POUR 0. 62. 146. 40. 51. 15. 239. 0. 385.DISTILLA 385. 10 0.14 0.13 0.63 
39 OTRWO8 GT-G5RE-08 HEAT 0. 372. 880. 244. 309. 90. 0. -805. 88O.DISTILLA 75. 0 0.30 0 . 3 5 0 . 2 8  
I INDUSTRY 26218 MW 15.00 PR0CESS MILLI0NS BTUlHR 244.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRUDUCT WASTE-PAPER WURS PER YEAR 8400. i! 
- 
i POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.210 
UTILITYFUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUrlO**6= 0. HBT WATER BTU*10*=6= 0. 
i. 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 80 
CUGENERATION TECHNBLBQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
ILSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECS*. 
WASTE FUEL CCJOEN COGEN COQEN CDGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET: FA1 L FESR 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRUCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TUTAL+ 
USED N0-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl L I  T 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10*=6 10**6 10**6 lor26 10r.6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
41 GTRW16 GT-85KE-16 POWR 0. 67. 143. 43. 51 . 1 236. 0. 380.DiSTILLA 380. 10 0.15 1 3  0.64 
41 GTRW16 GT-05RE-16 HEAT 0. 381. 812. 244. 290. 85. 0. -746. 812. DISTILLA 68. 0 0.32 0.36 0.30 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 POWR I). 69. 150. 50. 51. 15. 229. 0 ,  378.DISTILLA 378. 10 0.15 0.14 0.64 [ 
43 GTR312 GT-GORE-12 HEAT 0. 338. 736. 244. 252. 74. 0. -627. 736.DISTILLA 109. 0 0.31 0.34 0.33 u 
I 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 P0WR 0. 68. 151. 50. 51. 1 c-8. 0. 379,DISTlLLA 379. 10 0.15 0.14 0.64 
44 GTR816 GT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 330. 731. 244. 248. 73. 0. -615. 731 .DISTILLA 117. 0 0.31 0.34 -&33 
42 GTR308 QT-GORE-08 PUWR 0. 57. 165. 53. 51. IS. 225. 0. 390.DlSTILLA 390. 10 0.13 0.13 0.63 
42 QTR308 GT-b0RE-08 HEAT 0. 263. 761. 244. 236. 69. 0. -577. 761.DISTIiiA 184. 0 0.26 0.31 0.32 
W 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POWR 0. 52. 135. 23. 51. 15. 260. 0. 395.DISTILLA 395. 0 0.12 0.13 0.62 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 556. 1435. 244. 545. 160. 0. -1554. 1435.DfSTILLA -169. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-M0 PBWR 0. 70. 124. 29, 51. 15. 253. 0. 377.DICflLLA 377. 0 0.16 0.14 0.65 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 588. 1047. 244. 431. 126. 0. -1 188. ~O~~.DI$TILLA -141. 0 0.26 0.41 0.23 
IIDATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 81 I 
LTERNATIVES STUDY 
: HBUSTRY 28001 MW 32.50 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 1 100.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT CHEM HOURS PER YZAR 8760. 
POWER TO HEAT RATld 0.101 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU=lO==S= 0. HBT WATER BTU=10==6= 0 .  
ll WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN COQEN COOEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE W NET= FA1 L FESR POW~-l-Ql-+-- I .  FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR . 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOt LR USED Sl TE USED UTl L l  T 
1 0 ~ * 6  10-6 10**6 1 0 ~ x 6  10n.6 lO=*6 10**6 10**6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUlHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -- - 
0 ONOCQN N B C 0 0 Q N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1294. 347. 1294.COAL-FQD 1641. 0 0. 0.C7 0.67 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. 216. 850. 611. 111. .  33. 575, 0. 1425.RESIDUAL 1925. 0 0.13 0.08 0.77 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 389. 1529. 1100. 200. 58. 0. -277. 1529.RESIDUAL 1252, 0 0 . 2 L 0 . 1 3  0.72 
II 1 STMI41 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. 2 1 .  850. 611. 111. 33. 575. 0. 1425,CbAL-FQD 1425, 0 0.13 0.08 0.77 1 STtll41 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 389. 1529. 1100. 200. 88. 0. -277. 1529. COAL-FQD 1252, 0 0.20 0.13 .'0.72 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 216. 850. 611. 111. 33. 575. 0. 1425. COAL-AFB 1425. 0 0.13 0.08 -0.77 
1 STM141 STtI-IURS-1 HEAT 0. 389. 1529. 1100. 200. 58. 0. -277. ? 529. COAL-AFB 1 252. 0 0.20 0.13 0.72 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0. 216. 1161. 876. 111. 33. 264. 0. 1425.RESIDUAL 1425. 0 0.13 0 . 0 8 0 2 7 7  /1 2 STIlDBB STFI-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 271. 1458. 1100. 139. 41. 0. -89. 1458. RESI DUAL 1369. 0 0.16 0.10 0.75 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0. 216. 1161. 876. 111. 33. 264. 0. 1425. COAL-FOD 1425. 0 0.13 0.08 0.77 
2 STMOBB STtl-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 271. 1458. 1100. 139. 41. 0. -89. 1458. COAL-FGD 1369. 0 0.16 0.10 0.75 
li 2 STM088 STII-TURB-8 POWR 0. 216. 1161. 876. 111. 33. 264. 0. 1425. COAL-AFB 1425. 0 0.13 0.08 0.77 2 STM088 STM-TURB-6 HEAT 0. 271. 1458. 1100. 139. 41. 0. -89. 1458. COAL-AFB 1369. 0 0.16 0.10 0.75 I Ii 3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POWR 0. 211. 559. 359. 111. 33. 871. 0. 143O.COAL-PFB 1430. 0 0.13 0.08 0.77 3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 645. 1710. 1100. . 339. 99. 0. -714. 1710. COAL-PFB 996. 0 0.27 0.20 0.64 
1 4 T l STMT TI -STMTB- 1 POWR 
Y l n r  TI -STMTB-1 HE&? 
0. 212. 447. 266. 111. 35. 982. 0. 1428. RESIDUAL 1428. 0 1 0.08 0.7E--R 
0. 879. 1850. 1100, 459. 135. 0, -1088. 185O.RESIDUAL 761. 0 0.32 0.25 0.59 
5 TI HRSB THERWIONI C POUR 0. 157. 788. 509. 11 1. 33. 695. 0. 1483.RESIDUAL 1483. 0 0.10 0.07 0.74 
$ 5 TI HRSG TI-IERMI ON1 C HEAT 0. 340. 1703. 1100. 240. 70. 0 .  -402. 1703,RESIDUAL 1301. 0 0.17 0.14 0.65 
> I 
m 
TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 POWR 0. 212. 447. 266. 111. 33. 982. 0. 1428.COAL 1428. 0 0.13 0.08 0.77 
4 TI STMT TI -STIITB- I HEAT 0. 879. 1850. 1100. 459. 135. 0. -1088. 1850.COAL 761. 0 0.32 0.25-0,59 
POUR 0. 3 440. 210. 111. 33. 1047. 0. 1487.DISTILLA 1487. 0 0.09 0.07 0.74 




5 TIHRSG THERfllONlC POUR 0. 157. 788. 509. $11. 33. 695. 0. 1483.C6AL 1483. 8 0.10 0.07 0.74 
5 TIHRSO THERMIONIC HEAT 0. 340. 1703. 1100. 240. 70. 0. -402. 1703.COAL 1301. 0 0.17 0.14 0.65 
R DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY CUGENERATl0N TECHNULBGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY \ PAGE 82 
l&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
11 INDUSTRY 28001 M W  32.50 PRUCESS M I  LLIUNS BTU/HR 1 100.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRUDUCT CHEM HClURS PER YEAR 6760. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COOEN CCIGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA 1 L FESR PUb(ER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PR0CES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B0lLR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - 
' I  
li 6 STlRL STIRLING-1 PeWR 0. 153. 410. 210. 111. 33. 1047. 0. 1487.RESIDUAL 1487. 0 0.09 0.07 0.74 6 STlRL STIRLINQ-1 HEAT 0. 804. 2306. 1100. 581. 170. 0. -1469. 2306.RESIDUAL 837. 0 0.26 0.25 0.48 
- 
POWER T0 HEAT RAT10 0.101 
UTlLl TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO*x6= 0. 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 P0VR 0. 153. 44Q. 210. 111. 33. 1047. 0. 1487.COAL 1487. 0 0.09 0.07 0.74 1 6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 804. 2306. 1100. 581. 170. 0. -1469. 2306. COAL 837. 0 0.26 0.25 0.48 4 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-eT- PUWR 0. 49. 345. 41. 111. 33. 1246. 0. 1 592. COAL-AFB 1 592. 10 0.93 0.07 0,.69---j 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 1323. 9304. 1100. 2987. 875. 0. -8986. 9304.COAL-AFB 317. 0 0.12 0.32 0.12 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- P6WR 0. 65. 428. 124. 111. 33. 1148. 0. 1576.COAL-AFB 1576. 10 0.04 0.07 0.70 
8 HEGTGO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 573. 3785. 1100. 980. 287. 0. -271 7. 3785. COAL-AFB 1 068. 0 0.13 0.26 0.29 11 9 HEGTOO HEL1 UW-GT- POWR 0. 79. 630. 308. 111. 33. 932. 0. 1562. COAL-AFB 1562. 10 0.05 0.07 0.70 
9 HEGTOO HELI Uf-1-QT- HEAT 0. 281. 2252. 1100. 396. 116. 0. -892. 2252.CdAL-AFB 1360. 0 0.11 0.18 0.49 I 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB POWR 0. 185. 365. 173. 111. 33. 1091. 0. 1456.CBAL 1456. 10 0.11 0.08 0.76 
I 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-M0 HEAT . 0. 1178. 2324. 1100. 706. 207. 0. -1861. 2324.COAL 463. 0 0.34 0.30 0.47 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POMR 0. 192. 295. 119. Ill. 33. 1155. 0. 1443.COAL 1449. 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 1777. 2732. 1100. 1029. 302. 0. -2068. 2732.COAL -136. 
12 IGGTST I NT-GAS-GT PBWR 0. 150. 399. 172. 111. 33. 1091. 0. 1490.CUAL 1490. 10 0.09 0.07 0.74 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 960. 2546. 1100. 708. 207. 0. -1885. 2546. CBAL 681. 0 0.27 0.20 0.43 
I 1 3 GTSOAR GT-I-IRSG- 10 POWR 0. 155. 382. 162. 111. 33, 1103. -0. 1486.RESIDUAL 1486. 0 0 . W  0.07 0.74 13 GTSBAR GT-IiRSG-10 HEAT 0. 1051. 2594. 1100. 752. 220, 0. -2004. 2594.RESIDUAL 590. 0 0.23 0.29 0.32 
.14 GTAC08 GT-HRSG-08 PBMR 8 .  184. 411. 211. 111. 33. 1045. 0. 1456.RESIDUAL 1456. 0 0.11 0.08'-0.76 1 14 GTAC08 GT-lll:JG-OD HEAT 0. 960. 2138. 1100. 577. 169. 0. -1437. 2138.RESIDUAt 681. 0 0.31 0.27 0.51 
15 GTAC12 GT-l.IESG- 12 P0WR 0. 182. 364. 169. 111. 33. 1096. 0. I459.RESIDUAL 1459. 0 0.11 0.06-0.75 " . 
15 GTAC12 GT-MRSG-12 HEAT 0. 1183. 2370. 1100. 723. 212. 0. -1912. 2370.RESlDUAL 458. 0 0.33 0.31 0.46 
16 GTACl6 GT-I-IESG-16 PBWR 0. 178. 343. 148. 111. 33. 1119. 0. 1463.RESIDUAL 1463. 0 0.11 0.08 0.75 
16 GTACl6 QT-NRSG-16 HEAT 0. 1318. 2544. 1100. 822. 241. 0. -2221 . 2544. RESIDUAL 323. 0 0.34 0.32 Ot43 ' 
17 GTWCl6 GT-HRSG-16 PBWR 0. 162. 352. 142. 111. 33. 1127. 0. 1479.RESIDUAL 1479 0 0.10 0.07 0.74 
17 GTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 1252. 2718. 1100. 856. 251. 0. -2329. 2718.RESIDUAL 389. 0 0.32 0.32 0.40 
OENERAL ELECTRIC CONPANY 
CtYGENERATIBN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
PAOE 8 3  
. - -  
I&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPBRT 5 . 1  
**FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ESS** 
INDUSTRY 28001 MW 3 2 . 5 0  PROCESS MILLIBNS BTU/HR 1100 .0  PROCESS TEMPCF) 366.  PRODUCT CHEH HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0 . 1 0 1  
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0 .  HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0 ,  
WASTE FUEL CCIQEN COGEN COGEN CXQEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= FAIL  FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRdCES PRUCES MU PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BCJILR USED S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
10**6 1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 10**6 1 0 r * 6  10xs6 l 0 * * 6  10ss6 1 0 . ~ 6  
1 8  CC1628 QTST-16/26 PUWR 0 .  159. 298. 9 4 .  111. 3 3 .  1184. 0. 1481 .RESIDUAL 1481. 0 0 . 1 0  0 . 0 7  0 . 7 4  
18  CCl626 QTST-16/26 HEAP 0 .  1866. 3490. 1IOO. 1300. 381. 0 .  -3716. 3490.RESIDUAL -226. 0 0 . 3 5  0 . 3 7  0 . 3 2  
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 POUR 0. 167. 302. 104. 111. 33 .  1171. 0 .  1474.RESIDUAL 1474. 0 0 . 1 0  0 . 0 8  0 . 7 5  
1 9  CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 0 .  1760. 3184. 1100. 1168. 342.  0 .  -3304. 3184.RESIOUAL -120. 0 0 . 3 6  0 . 3 7  0 . 3 5  
2 0  CC1222 OTST-12/22 PtYWR 0 ,  169. 301. 105. 111. 33.  1171. 0 .  1472.REStDUAL 1472. 0 0 . 1 0  0 .08  0 . 7 5  
2 0  CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0 .  1767. 3157. 1100. 1161. 340. 0. -3283. 3157.RESIDUAL -126. 0 0 , 3 6  0 .37  0 . 3 5  n 
1 21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 PUWR 0 .  181. 322. 133. 111. 33 .  1138. 0 .  1460.RESIDUAL 1460. 0 3 . 1 1  0 .08  0 .75  
21 CC0622 BTST-08/22 HEAT 0.  1500. 2668. 1100. 919.  269. 0 .  -2526. 2668.RESIDUAL 141. 0 0 . 3 6  0 . 3 4  0 .41  i 
2 2  ST1015 STIQ-15-16 POWR 0 .  6 0 .  291. 4 .  111. 3 3 .  1290. 0. 1581.RESIDUAL 1381. 0 0 .04  0 . 0 7  O.7Q 
2 2  STIOIS STIQ-15-16 HEAT 0 .  17424. 84615. 1100. 32238. 9449. 0.  r r * = * * s  84615.RESIDUAL -15783. 0 0 . 1 7  0 .38 0 .01 I 
23  STIGlO STIG-10-16 HEAT 0. 2309. 8302. 1900. 2981. 874.  0 .  -8970,  8302. RES 1 DUAL -668. 
98 .  331.  7 0 .  111. 33 .  1212. 0 .  1543.RESIDUAL 1543. 0 0 . 0 6  0 . 0 7  0.7_1_--. 
0 .  1542. 5218. l l O Q .  1749. 513.  0 .  -51 20.  521 8 .  RES J DUAL 99. 0 0 .23  0.34 0.21 
2 5  GEADV3 P I  ESEL-ADV POWR 0. 120. 299. 61.  111. 33 .  1222. 0. 1521.RESIDUAL l S 2 l .  0 0 . 0 7  0 . 0 7  0 . 7 2  
2 5  DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0 .  2149. 5366.  1100. 1991. 584.  0 .  -5875. 5366.RESIDUAL -509. 0 0 . 2 9  0 .37  0 . 2 0  1 
2 6  DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0 .  137. 299.  7 6 .  111. 33 .  1205. 0 .  1 504.  RES I DUAL 1 304.  1 0 , 0 8  0 .07  0 . 7 3  




pg DESUA3 DIFEL-SOA POWR 0 .  1 0 1 .  307.  53.  111. 33. 1232. 0 .  1540. DISTILLA 1540. 0 0 . 0 6  0 . 0 7  0 .71 
0 .  2118. 6433. 1100. 2322. 681.  0 .  -6911. 6433.OISTILLA -478. 0 0 . 2 5  0 .36  - 0 . 1 7  29 DESOA3 D l  SEL-SOA HEAT 
a 
2 7  DEADVl DIESEL-ADV PUWR 0. 185. 299. 117. 111. 3 3 .  1157. 0 .  1456,RESIDUAL 1456. 1 0 . 1 1  0 .08 0 . 7 6  




2 9  DESUA3 DIESEL-SOA PBWR 0 .  101. 307.  5 3 .  111. 33 .  1232. 0. 1540.RESIDUAL 1540. 0 0 .06  0 . 0 7  0 .71 
2 9  DESB.43 D l  ESEL-SUA HEAT 0 .  2118. 6433, 1100. 2322. 681.  - 0. -6911. 6433.RESIDUAL -478. 0 0 . 2 5  0 . 3 6  0 . 1 7  
. I 
I 
2 8  DEHTFM ADV-DIESEL PBWH 0. 178. 339.  145. 111. 33.  1123. 0. 1462.RESIOUAL 1462. 0 0 .11 0 .08  0 .75  
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DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRlC COMPANY PAGE 85 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUOY 
idSE PEU ADV DESIGN ENGR REPURT 5.1 - . 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ECS** ii (1 1 NDUSTRY 28001 MW 32.50 PROCESS M I  LLl  ONS BTU/HR 1 100.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 3616. PRODUCT GHEM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. I 
PBWER TO HEAT RAT10 0.101 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CdGEN COGEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAL-- 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTI LI  T 
10**6 10*%6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 19S.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/MR BTU/HR BTUiHR BTU/HR BTU/HR --- - 
41 QTRWl6 OT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 146. 311. 93. 111. 33. 1184. 0. 1495.01STILLA 1495. 0 0.09 0.07 0.74 
41 QTRW16 QT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 1717. 3659. 1100. 1306. 383. 0. -3736. 3659. DISTI LLA -77. 0 0.32 0.36 0.30 
42 QTR308 GT-GORE-08 PUWR 0. 124. 358. 115. 111. 33. 1159. 0. 1517.DISTILU 1517. 0 0.08 K 0 7  0.73 
42 QTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 1187. 3429. 1100. 1063. 312. 0. -2975. 3429. DISTI LLA 454. 0 0.26 0.31 0.32 
43 QTR312 GT-60RE-12 POUR 0. 149. 324. 10-7. 111. 33. 1168. 0. 1492.DISTILLA 1492. 0 0.q9 0.07 0.74 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 1522. 3319. 1100. 1135. 333. 0. -3200. 3319.DISTILLA 118. 0 0.310:34-0~33 
44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 POUR 0. 148. 327. 109. 111. 33. 1166. 0. 1493.DISTILLA 1493. 0 0.09 0.07 0.74 
44 QTR316 GT-SORE-16 HEAT 0. 1490. 3296. 1100. 1117. 327. 0. -3145. 3296.DISTILLA 151. 0 0.31 0.34 0,33 
45 FCPAOS FUEL-CL-PH PUWR 0. 113. 292. 50. 111. 33. 1236. 0. 1528.DISTILLA 1528. 0 0.07 0.07 0.72 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-Pti HEAT 0. 2507. 6471, 1100. 2459. 721. 0. -7337. 6471.DISTEhLA -867. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
FUEL-CL-MU PUWR 0. 151. 269. 63. 111. 33. 1220. 0. 1489.DISTILLA 1489. 0 0.09 0.07--0.74 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 2651. 4721. 1100. 1945. 570. 0. -5732. 4721.DISTILLA -1011. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
)1' 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 06 
CBGENERATIUN TECHNULUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
18SE PEB ADV DESIGN ENOR REPORT 5.1 
--- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSrx 
INDUSTRY 28002 MW 77.20 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 1054.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT CHEM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
8 
-- PBWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.250 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*IO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO*=6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN CBQEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA 1 L FESR- 31JER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 t 0**6 10xr6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/NR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
-- 
I 0 ONOCGN N 0 c 0 0 a N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1240. 823, 124O.COAL-FQD 2063. 0 0. 0.13 0.51 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 45. 2019. 1452. 263. 77. -469. 0. 2019.RESIDUAL 2019. 0 0.02 0.13 0.52 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 372. 1465. 1054. 191. 56. 0. 226. 1465.RESIDUAL 169?, 0 0 1  0.11 OA62 I 1 STM141 STM-TURB-? POWR 0. 45. 2019. 9452. 263. 77. -469. 0. 2019.COAL-FQD 2019. 0 0.02 0.13 0.52 1 STN141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 372. 1465. 1054. 191. 56. 0. 226. 1465. COAL-FQD 1691 . 0 0.18 0.11 0-62 L r 0. 45. 2019. 1452. 263. 77, -469. 0. 201 9. COAL-AFB 201 9. 0 0.02 0.13 0.52 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT - 0. 372. 1465. 1054. 191. 66. 0. 226. ! 465. COAL-RFB 1691 . 0 0.18 0.11 0.62 1 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. -694. 2758. 2081. 263. 77. -1208. 0. 2758. RES 1 DUAL 2758. 0 -0.34 0.10 
2 STt.3088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 260. 1397. 1054. 133. 39. 0. 406. 1397. RESIDUAL 1803. 0 0.13 0.07 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. -694. 2758. 2081. 263. 77. -1208. 0. 2758. CORL-FQD 2758. 0 -0.34 0.10 0.38 
2 STFlO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 260. 1397. 1054. 133. 39. 0. 406. 1397.CUAL-FQD 1803. 0 0.13 0.07 028-_ 
11 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PUWR 0. -694. 2758. 2081. 263. 77. -1208. 0. 2758. COAL-AFf3 2758. 0 -0.31 0.10 0.38 2 STMO88 SiM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 260. 1397. 1054. 133. 39. 0. 406. 1397. COAL-AFB 1 803. 0 0.13 0.07 0.58 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PBWR 0. 500. 1327. 854. 263. 77. 235. 0. 1563.CBAL-PFB 1563. 0 0.24 0.17 0.67 I 3 PFBSTM PFB-STNTB- HEAT 0. 618. 1638. 1054. 325. 95. , 0. -193. 1638.COAL-PFB 1446. 0 0.27 0.20 0.64 
1 4 TlSTMT TI -STMTB-1 PBWR 0. 509. 1061. 631. 263. 77. 498. O. 1559.RESIDUAL 1559. 0 0-24 0.17 0.68 
8 4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 643. 1772. 1054. 440. 129. 0. -592. 1772.RESIDUAL ?220. 
- 1  
0 0.32 0.25 0.59 
3 5 TI HRSG THERIIIONI C POWR 0. 191. 1872. 1209. 263. 77. -182. 0. l872.RESIDUAL 1872. 0 0.09 0.14 0.56 5 TI HRSG THERII!CINI C HEAT 0. 325. 1632. 1054. 230. 67. 0. 106. 1632. RESIDUAL 1738. 0 0.16 0.13 0.61 
> .  
YI. 
u 5 TIHRSG THERMIBNIC PBWR 0. 191. 1872. 1209. 263. 77. -182. 0. 1872.COAL 1872. 0 0.09 0:14 0.56 
5 TIHRSG THERMlt3NIC HEAT 0. 325. 1632. 1054. 230. 67. 0. 106. 1632.COAL 1738, 0 0.16 0.13 0.61 1 iI 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POWR 0. 365. 1045. 499. 263. 77. 653. 0. 1699,DISTILLA 1699. 0 0.18 0.16 0.62 
*,a 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0, 770. 2209. 1054. 557. 163. 0. -916. 2209,DISTILLA 1293. 0 0.267;25 0.48 
I DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY PAGE 87 
I&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENOR REPORT 5.1 -- -. --.. 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
11 INDUSTRY 28002 MU 77.20 PROCESS M I  LLI(INS BTU/HR 1054.0 PROCESS TEMP(F1 366 PRODUCT CHEM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COQEN C60EN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MU PROCES FUEL FUELFUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10n*6 10=6 10.~6 10**6 10**6 10186 10*=6 lO**6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/YR BTCJ/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - BTU/HR A 
I 
I 
6 STlRL STIRLINQ-1 POUR 0, 365. 1045. 499. 263. 77. 653. 0. 3 699. RESI DUPL 1699. 0 0.18 0.16 0,62 I 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 tIEAT 0. 770. 2209. 1054. 557. 163. 0. -91 6. 2209. RESIDUAL 1293. 0 0.26 0.23 0.48 
- - w-. - 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.250 
UTILITYFUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUxlOr*6= 0. UOT WATER BTU=lO*y6= 0. 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 POUR 0. 365. 1045. 499. 263. 77. 653. 0. 1699.COAL 1699. 
6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 HEAT 0. 770. 2209. 1054. 557. 163. 0. -916. 2209.COAL 1293. 0 0.26 0.25 0.48 
7 HEGTBS HELIUM-QT- POUR 0. 117. 821. 97. 263, 77. 1126. 0. 1946. COAL-AFB 1946. 0 0.06 0,14 0.54 f 
7 HEQT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 1268. 8915. 1054. 2862. 839. 0. -8119. 891S.WAL-AFB 795. 0 0.12 0.32 0.12 I 4 i i 
8 HEQT6O HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. 154. 1017. 296. 263. 77. 892. 0. 1 909. COAL-AFB 1 909. 0 0.07 0.14 0.58 1 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-QT- HEAT 0. 549. 3627. 1054. 939. 275. 0. -2112. 3627.COAL-AFB 1514. 0 0.1-3 0.26 0.23- 
H 9 HEOTOO HELIUM-QT- POWR 0. 186. 1497. 731. 263. 77. 380. 0. 1 677. COAL-AFB 1 877, 0 0.09 0.19 0.56 9 HEQTOO HELIUM-Of- HEAT 0. 269. 2158. 1054. 380. 111.  0. -364. 21 58. COAL-AFB 1794. 0 0.11 0-18 0-49 I 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB PUWR 0. 439. 866. 410. 263. 77. 757. 0. 1624.CUAL 1624. 10 0.21 0.16 0.65 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB HEAT 0. 1129. 2227. 1054. 677. 198. 0. -1292. 2227. COAL 934. 0 0.34 0.30 0.47 1 
I 11  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POWR 0. 455. 700. 282. 283. 77. 909. 0. 3608. COAL 1608. 10 0.22 0.16 0 , 6 6 -  1 11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 1702. 2618. 1054. 986. 289. 0. -2257. 26t8.COAL 361. U 0.39 0.38 0-40 f 
12 l GQTST I NT-GAS-QT POWR 0. 357. 948. 409. 263. 77. 758. 0, 1706.COAL 1706. 10 0.17 0.15 0.62 
0. 919. 2440. t054. 678. 199. 0. -1296. 2490.CUAL 1144. 0 0.27-0.28 0.43 
13 GTSBAR Of-HRSG- 10 PBWR 0. 368. 908. 305. 263. 77. 787. 0. 1695.RESlDUAL 1685. 0 0.18 0.16 0.62 
13 QTSBAR QT-HRSQ-10 HEAT 0. 1007. 2486. 1054. 721. 211. 0. -1429. 2486.RESIDUAL 1056. 0 0.29 0.29 0.42 
0. 431. 864. 401. 2E3. 77. 768. 0. 1632. RES L DUAL 1632. 0 0.21 0.16 0.65 




16 QTAC16 QT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. 423, 815. 353. 263.* 77. 825. 0. 1641,RESJDUAL 1641. 0 0.20 0.18 0.64 
E 16 GTACl6 QT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 1263. 2437. 3054. 787. 231. 0. - 1 637. 2437. RES t DUAL 800. 0 0.34 0.32 0.43 
a it--- 
14 GTACOB GT-tiRSG-08 PlllHR 0. 438. 976. 502. 263. 77. 649. 0. I625.RESIDUAL 1625. 0 0.21 0.16 0.65 
14 GfACb8 QT-HRSG-00 HEAT 0. 920. 2048. 1054. 553. 162. 0. -905. 2048.RESlDUAL 1143. 0 0.31 0.27 0.51 
: 1 7 QTWC16' QT-HRSQ- 16 PQWR I 0. 385. 836. 338. 263. 77. 842. 0. 1678.REStDUAL 1676. 0 0.19 0.16 0.63 17 GTWCl6 QT -HRSG-16 HEAT 0,  1199. 2605. 1054. 820, 240. 0. -1741. 2605.RESlDUAL 664. 0 0.32 0.32 0.40 
01 
\IDATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 88 I 
COGENERATION TECNNOLdQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IUSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
--- 
1 =*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 1 I INDUSTRY 28002 MW 77.20 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUIHR 1054.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT CHEtl HClURS PER YEAR 8760. I 
WASTE FUEL COOEN CBOEN COOEN Cd(5EN AUX UTlLlf TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR WWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRdCES PROCES WI PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B9ILR USED SITE USED UTI LI  T 
I 
I 18 CCl626 QTST-16/2e POUR 0. 378. 707. 223. 263. 77. 976, 0. 1685.RESIDUAL 16B5. 0 0.18 0.16 0.63 18 CCl626 OTST- 1 6/ -. AEAT 0. 1786. 3344. 1054. 1246. 365. 0. -3070. 3344.RESIDUAL 275. 0 0.35 0.37 0.32 I '  
POWER TO HEAT RATIU 0.250 
UTl LITY FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO*=6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO==6= 0. 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 POWR - 0. 397. 71 8. 248. 263. 77. 948. 0. 1666,RESIDUAL 1666. 0 0.19 0.16 0.63 
19 CC1622 OTST-16/22 HEAT 0 .  1687. 3051. 1054. 1119. 328. 0. -2675. 3051 .RESIDUAL 376. 0 0.36 0-37 0.35 
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 POUR 0. 430. 764. 315. 263. 77. 869. 0 .  1634.RESIDUAL 1634. 0 0.21 0.16 0.65 
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 1437. 2556. 1054. 881. 258. 0. -1 930. 2556. RESIDUAL 626. 0 0.3-6-0,34 0.41 
I 22 STlO15 STIQ-15-16 POUR 0. 142. 691. 9. 263. 77. 1229. 0. 1921.RESIDUAL 1921. 0 0.07 0.14 0-55 22 ST1815 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 16695. 81077. 1054. 30890. 9053. 8 .  -95709. 01077.RESI DUAL -14632. 0 9.17 0.38 0.01 
23 STIQlO STIQ-10-16 POWR 6. 204. 734. 9 263. 77. 1126. 0, 1859.RESIDUAt 1859. 0 0.10 0 7 1 0 7 5 7  
23 STIQIO STIO-10-16 HEAT 0. 2212. 7955. 1054. 2857. 837. 0. -8104. 7955. RES! DUAL -149. 0 0.22 0.36 0.13 
24 STIQIS SllQ-1S-16 POWR 0. 232. 786. 166, 263. 77. 1045. 0. 1831,RESlDUAL 1831, 0 0.11 0.14 0.58 
24 STIGlS STIG-1s-16 HEAT 0. 1478. 5000. 1054. 1676. 491. 0. -4414. 5000.RESIDUAL 586. 0 0.23 0.34 0.21 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0, 325. 710. 180: 263. 77. 1028. 0. 1738.RESIDUAL 1738. 1 0.16 0.15 0.61 
25 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 1901. 4150. 1054. 1540. 451. 0 .  -3988. 4 1 50. RES I DUAL 162. 1 0.31 0,37 0.25 
I .  
0" 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POUR 0. 284. 710. 146. 263. 77. 1069. 0. 1779. RESI DUAL 1779. 0 0.14 0.15 0.59 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 2059. 5742. 1054. 1908. 559. 0. -5138. S142.RESIDUAL 4. 0 0.29 0-37 0=20 
a 
1 




29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA PPlWR I 0. 240. 730. 125. 263. 77. 1093. 0. 1 823. RESl DUAL 1 623. 0 0.12 0 1 0.58 2 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 2030. 6164. 1054. 2225. 652. 0. -6131. 6164. ReSIDUAL 33. 0 0.25 0.36 0.17 1 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL POWR 0. 424. 805. 345. 263. 77. 834. 0 ,  1639.RESlDUAL '1639. 0 0.21 0.16 0.64 *, 




29 DESdA3 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 240. 730. 125. 263. 77. 1099. 0. 1823.DISTlLLA 1823. a 0.12 0.14 0.58 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 2030. 6164. ?054. 2225. 652. 0. -6131. 6164.DlSTILLA 33. 
a 1: 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 89 
COGENERATIUN TECHNOLUQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY . 
ISSE PE& ADV DESIQN ENGR C REPORT 5.1 - %%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ECSX* /I I NCUSTRY 28002 MU 77.20 PROCESS M i  LLl aNS BTUlHR 1 054.0 PROCESS TEMP'. F) 366. PRODUCT CHEM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
POWER TU HEAT RAT EB 0.250 I UTILITY FUEL ~ A L  WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lOx*6= 0. HOT WATER BYU*lO*xG= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CUGEN CUQEN COQEN AUX UTILlT TUTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAWED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR . 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT P3WER ELECT BUILR USED SITE USED LTILIT 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 282. 730. 161. 263. 77. 1351. 0. 1781.DISTILLA 1781. 1 0.14 0.15 0.59 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 1854. 4791. 1054. 1730. 507. 0. -4582. 4791. DISTILLA 209. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 ! 
0. 282. 730. 161. 263. 77. 1051. 0. 1781.RESlDUAL 1781. 1 0.14 0.15-0.59 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 1354. 4791. 1054. 1730. 507. 0. -4582. 4791 . RESIDUAL 209. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
31 DESUAl Dl ESEL-SOA PBWR 0. 438. 730. 293. 263. 77. 896. 0. 1625.DlSTILLA 1625. 1 0.21 0,16_0?65 
31 DESOA? D l  ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 1577. 2628. 1054. 949. 278. 0. -2942. 2628.DlSTILLA 486. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 1 
31 DESOAl Dl ESEL-SBA POWR 0. 438. 730. 293. 263. 77. 896. 0. 1625.RESIDUAL 1625. 1 0.21 0.16 0.65 . I 31 DESOA1 D l  ESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 1577. 2628. 1054. 949. 278. 0. -2142. 2628. RESI DUAL 486. 1 0.37 0,36 0.10 
II 32 OTSOAD GT-HRSQ-10 POWR 0. 410. 902. 415. 263. 77. 751. 0. 1653.DISTILLA 1653. 0 0.20 0.16 0.64 32 QTSOAD GT-HRSQ-;O HEAT 0. 1040. 2288. 1054. 668. 196. 0. -i265, 2288,DISTILLA 1023. 0 0.31 0.29 0.46 k 
0. 377. 738. 248. 263. 77. 948. 0, T686.DISTILLA 1686. 0 0.16 0.16 0.63 . 
33 QTRAOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 1602. 3135. 1054. 1119. 328. 0. -2674. 3135.DISTILLA 461. 0 0.34 0.36 0.34 
34 QTRA12 GT-85RE-12 PBIJR 0. 387. 736. 255. 263. 77. 940. 0. 1676.DISTlLLA 1676. 0 0.19 0.16 0.63 
34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 1602. 3044. 1054. 1090. 31s. 0. -2583. 3044. D I ST I LLA 462. 0 0.34 0.36 0.35 li 
35 GTRA!6 QT-@5RE-16 PUWR 0. 390. 755. 273. 263. 77. 918. 0. 1673.DlSTILLA 1673. 0 0.19 0.16 0.63 " 
35 QTRA16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 1504. 2909. 1054. 1015. 298. 0. -2349. 2909.DISTILLA 560. 0 0.34 0.35 0.36 
0 
d 36 QTR203 GT-GORE-08 POWR 0. 389. 823. 331. 263. 77. 851. 0. 1674.DlSTILLA 1674. 0 0.19 0.16 0.63 
9 36 QTR203 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 1240. 2621. 1054. 839. 246. 0. -1798. 2621.DISTlLLA 823. 0 0.32 0.32 0.40 
- 6 
1 37 QTR212 GT-60RE-12 PdWR 0. 388. 798. 309. 263. 77. 877. 0. 1675.DISTILLA 1875. 0 0.19 0.1G 0.63 
: 37 GTRZt2 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 1325. 2726. 1054. 900. 264. 0. -1988. 2726,DISTILLA 738. 0 0.33 0.33 0.39 
b 
38 QTR216 GT-60RE-16 PBWR 0. 396. 782. 301. 263. 77. 888. 0. 1668.DISTILLA 1658, 0 0.19 0.16 0.63 
o 38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 1385. 2737. 1054'. 922. 270. 0. -2060. 2737.DISTILLA 67F. 0 0.34 C.34 0.39 
z 
43 QTRW12 GT-85RE-12 PUWR 0. 341. 724. 205. 263. 77. 999. 0. 1722.DISTILLA 1722. 0 0.17 0.15 0.61 2 40 OTRW12 GT-05RE-12 HEAT 0. 1751. 3718. 1054. 1353. 397. 0. -3406. 37YB.DISTILLA 312. 0 0.32 0.36 0.28 I 
n f 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 90 
WGEMERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
. l&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
- ZxFUEL ENEWQY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS- 
1 l NOUSTRY 28002 MW 77.20 PROCESS HI LL I ONS BTUIHR 1 054.0 PROCESS TEMP (FI 366. PRODUCT CHEM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
U 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.250 I UTILITY NEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO*=G= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lOx*6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CCJQEN CBGEN CBGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET- FA1 L FESR PUWELHEkT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL BROCES PRBCES MU PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TU TAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTlLIT 
- -. . 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10%*6 10x16 10**6 10*.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUJHR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
--* 
41 QTRWl6 GT-85RE-16 POWR 0 .  346. 738. 222. 263. 77. 979. 0. 1717.DISTILLA 1717. 0 0.17 0.15 0.61 
41 OTRW16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 1645. 3506. 1054. 1252. 367. 0, -3089. 3506.DISTlLLA 418. 0 0,32 0.36 0.30 
43 QTR312 GT-60RE-12 POVR 0. 353. 770. 255. 263. 77. 940. 0 .  17lO.DISTILLA 1710, 0 0.17 0.15 0.62 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 1459. 3180. 1054.. 1088. 319. 0. -2576. 3730.OISTILLA 605. 0 0.31 0.34 0.33 
/ 
44 QTR316 GT-SORE-16 PBWR 0 .  351. 777. 259. 263. 77. 935. 0. 1712.DISTILLA 1712. 0 0.17 0.15 0.62 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 1428. 3158. 1054. 1071. 314. 0. -2523. 3158.OISTILLA 636. 0 0.31 0.34 0.33. 
42 QTR308 GT-60RE-08 POWR 0. 294. 859. 273. 2 r k  77. 819. 0. 1769.DISTlLLA 1769. 0 0.14 0.15 0760 
42 OTR308 GT-SORE-08 HEAT 0. 1137. 3286. 1054. 1019. 299. 0. -2360. 3286.DISTlLLA 926, 0 0.26 0.31 0.32 
il 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PdWR 0. 269. 693. 118. 263. 77. 1101. 0. 1795.DISTILLA 1795. 0 0.13 0.15 0.59 45 FCPAOS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 2-403. 6200. 1054. 2356. 691. 0. -6539. 6200. D I ST1 LLA -339. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-?.If3 POUR 0. 359. 639. 149. 263. 77. 1065. 0 .  1704.DISTILLA 1704. 0 0.17 0.15 0.62 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 2541. 4524. 1054. 1864. 546. 0. -5001. 4524.DISTILLA -477. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
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- - -- 
3 xxFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECSxr B 
INDUSTRY 28003 MW 97.20 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 947.0 PROCESS TEMP(F1 366. FRODUCT CHFA HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.350 
UTILlTYFUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUxlOxr6= 0, HOT WATER BTUx10*=6= 0. $ i 
ii WASTE FUEL CDGEN COGEM CBGEN CBGEN AUX UTlLIT TOTAL SlTE NET* FA1 L FESR PUWCR -FJEC,-Tm 
1 FUEL SA*JED= FUEL PRJCES PRdCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
ii USED N6-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOi LR USED SITE USED UT1 LI T 
10~*6 10*~6 10~x6 101x6 10==6 10~x6 101x6 10~x6 10x16 
i BTU/HR BTUfHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUfHR BTU/HR L 
0 ONOCGN N 0 t 0 t3 0 H 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1114. 1036, ??44.COAL-FQD 2151. 0 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-I POWR 0. -391. 2541. 1829, 382. 97, -1057. 0. 2541.RESIDUAL 2541. 0 -0.18 0.13 0.37 
1 STH141 STE-TURB-I *HEAT 0. 335. 1316. 947. 172, 50. 0. 500. 1316.RESIDilAL 1816. 0 0.16 C.09 0.52 1 
1 ST11141 STII-TURB-1 POVR 0. -391. 2541. 1829, 332. 97. -1037. 0, 254 1 . COAL-FQD 254 1 . 0 -0.18 0.13 0.37 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-I HEAT 0. 335. 1316, 947. 172. 50. 0. 500. 1316.COAL-F3D 1816. 0 0.16 0.09 0.52 I 
m 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0 ,  -392, 2541. 1829. 332, 07. -1037. 0. 2541,COAL-AFB 2541. 0-0.18 0 3  0.37 * 
1 STH141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 335. 1316. 947. 172, 50. 0. 500. 1316.COAL-AFB 1816. 0 O.lC 0.09 0.52 $ 
2 STPI088 STII-TURB-8 PaWR 0. -1 322. 3472. 2620. 332. 97. -1968. 8 .  3472,RESIDUAL 3472. 0 -0 ' 0.10 0.27 
2 STROB8 STM-TURE-8 HEAT 0. 234. 1255. 947. 120. 35. 0. 662. 1255,RESIDUAL 7917. 0 L * 0.P6 0.49 t 3 2 S W O B B  STM-TURe-8 POHR 0. -1322. 3472. 2620. 332. 97. -1968, 0. 3472,CbAL-FOD 3472. 0 -0.61 0.10 0.27 
k 2 ETMG88 STM-TURE-8 HEAT 0, 234. 1255. 947. 120. 35. 0. 662. 1255. COAL-FOD 1917. 0 0.11 0.060.49_ 
7 2 STMO88 ST!,-TURB-8 PClWR 0. -1322. 3472, 2620. - 332. 97. -1968. 0. 3472. COAL-AFB 3472. 0 -0.61 0.10 0.27 
8 2 STMOB8 STfl-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 234. 1255. 947. 120. 35. 0. 662. 1255.COAL-AFB 1917. 0 0.11 0.06 0.49 ti 
' 3 PFESTM PFB-STMTB- PDWR 0. 479. 1671. T075, 332. 97. -151. 0. 1671. COAL-PFB 1671 . 0 0.22 0.20 0.57 8 3 PFESTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 555. 1472. 947. 292. 86, 0. 124. T472.CBAL-PFB 1596. 0 0.26 0.18 0.59 ' 
4 TlSmT TI -SMTB-1 POUR 
- 
0. 635. 1336. 795. 332, 97. 179, 0. IS1S.REStDUAL 1515, 0 0.30 0.22 0,62 
4 TISTIIT TI -STfITB-1 HEAT 0. 757. 1592. 947. 395. 116. 0, -199. 1592.RESIDUAL 1393. 0 0.32 0.25 0.59 
2 
b TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 POUR 0. 635. 1336. 795. 332, 97. 179. 0. 351S.COAL 1515. 0 0.30 0.22 0.62 
H' 4 TlSTtlT TI -STtlTB-1 HEAT 0. 757. 1592, 947. 395. 116. 0. -199. 1592.COAL 1393. 0 0.32 0.2550.59 
3 
5 TLHRSG THERtllONIC PdWR 0. -207. 2357. 1522. 332. 97. -677. 0. 2357. RES I DUAL 2357. 0 -0.10 0.14 0.40 
5 TI HFfSG THERMT ON f C HEAT z. 0. 292. 1466. 947. 206. 60. 0. 392. 1466.RESIDUAL 1858. 0 0.14 0.11 0.51 
n 
0 5 TI HRSQ THERMI Bt41 C PDWR 0. -207. 2357. 1522. 332. 97. -677. 0. 2357. CCJAL 2357. 0 -0.10 4 0.40 
f 5 TIHRSQ THEM41 ON1 C HEAT 0. 292. 1466. 947. 206. 60. 0. 592. 1466.CbAL 1 858. 0 0.14 0 .11  0.51 
t 
f 6 STlRL STIRLING-1 POYR 0. 459. 1316. 628, 332. 97. 375. 0. 1692.DISTlLU 1692. 0 0.21 0.202.56 6 STIRL ST1 RLI NG-1 HEAT 0. 692. 1985. 947, 500. 147. 0. -626. 1985,DISTILLA 1458. O 0.26 0.25 0.48 
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FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRdCESS -AND ECSxr 
INDUSTRY 28003 MU 97.20 PRdCESS MILLldNS BTUIHR 947.0 PRdCESS TEHPCF) 366. PRODUCT CHEM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
POWER Tb HEAT RATtU 0.350 
UTILITY FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTdzlO*z6= 0. H6T WATER BTUzlO==6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN CUGEN CdGEH COGEN AUX UTILIT TUTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR pr341ER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED Ma-NETUSED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
6 ST1 R L  STJRLINO-1 PDWR 0. 459, 1316. 628- 332, 97. 375. 0. 1692,RESIDUAL 1692. 0 0.21 0.20 0.55 
6 ST1 RL ST1 RLI NG-1 HEAT 0. 692. 1985. 947. 500. 147. 0. -526. 1985. RESIDUAL 1458. 0 0.26 0.25 0.48 I 
6 ST1 RL ST l RLI NG-1 POUR 0, 459. 1316. 628. 332. $7. 375, 0. 1692.CUfiL 1 692. 0 0.21 0.20 0.56 -a 
6 S f  I RL ST1 RLI NG-I HEAT 0. 692. 1985. 947. 500, 147. 0. -526. 1985,CbAL 1458. 0 0'26 0.25 0.48 I 
0. 147. 1033. 122. 332. 97. 970. 0. 2004.MAL-AFB 2004. 0 0.07 0.17 0.47 1 
0. 1139. 8010. 947. 2571. 754. 0, -6998, 801 0. CUAL-AFB 101 1. 0 0.12 0.32 0.12 t 
8 HEGT60 HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. 194, 1280. 372. 332. 97. 676. 0. 1 957. CCIAL-AFB 1957. 0 0.09 0.17 0.48 t 
8 HEGT60 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 493. 3258. 947. 844. 247. 0. -1 601 . 3258. COAL-AFB 1658. 0 0.13 OZ26 0.29 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- PBWR 0. 235. 1884. 920, 332. 97. 31. 0. 1916.CdAL-AFB 1916. 0 0.11 0.17 0.49 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 242. 1939, 947. 341. TOO. 0. -30, 1939.COAL-AFB 1909. 0 0.11 0,?8 0.49 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-tlO POWR 0. 553. 1091. 516. 332. 97. 507. 0. 1598.CCAL 1598. 10 0.26 0.21 0.53 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB HEAT 0, 1014, 2001. 947. 608. F78. 0. -864, 2QQl.CUAL 1136. 0 0.34 0.30 0.47 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST P0liR 0. 573. 881. 355. 332. 97. 697. 0. 1578,COAL 1578. 10 0.27 0 . 2 1 0 . 6 0  
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 1530. 2352. 947. 886, 260. 0. - 1731 . 2352. COAL 621. 0 0.39 0.38 0.40 
12 IGGTST I NT-GAS-GT P ~ U R  0. 450. 1193. 516. 332. 97. 508. 0. 1701,CdAL 1701. . 0 0.21 0.?9 0.56 
12 !GOTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 826. 2192. 947. 609. 179. 0. -867. 2192.WAL 1324. 0 0.27 0.28 0.43 
13 GTSUAR GT-HRSG-10 PBWR 0. 463, 1144. 485. 332. 97. 544. 0. 1687.RESIDUAL 1687, 0 0.22 0.20 0.56 
13 GTSUAR GT-HRSG-I 0 HEAT 0. 905. 2233. 947. 648. 190. 0. -987. 2233. RESIDUAL 1246. 0 0.29 0.29 0.42 
2 14 GTACOB GT-HRSG-08 MEAT 0. 827, 1840. 947. 497. 146. 0. -516, 1840..RESIDUAL 1324. 0 0.31 0.27 0.51 
16 GTAC16 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. 932. 1027. 444. 332. 97. 592, 0. 1619,RESIDUAL 1819, 0 0.25 0.20 0.59 
16 GTACl6 GT -HP?-G-16 HEAT !0. 1135. 2190. 947. 707. 207. 0 ,  -1174. 2190.RESIDUAL 1016. 0 0.34 0.32 0.43 
57 GTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 PBWR 0. 485. 1053. 426, 332. 97. 613. 0. 1666. RESIDUAL 1666. 0 0,23 0.20 0.57 
17 GTWCI 6 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0, 1078. 2340. 947. 737. 216. 0. - 1287. 2340. RESIDUAL 1073. 0 0.32 0.32 0.40 I 
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**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSX* 
11 1 NDUSTRY 20003 MY 97.20 PROCESS M I  L L I O N S  BTUlHR 8 4 7 . 0  PROCESS TEMPLFI  3 6 6 .  PRODUCT CHEW HOURS PER YEAR 8760, 3 
POWER TO HEAT RAT 1 6  0.350 jl 






0, 1 6 l O . R E S I D U A L  1610. 0 0.25 0.21 0.59 
0. - 1 4 3 7 .  2297 .RESIDUAL 860. 0 0.3_6_0,34 0.41 
0 0 . 0 8  0.17 0.48 
0 0,17 0.38 0.01 
0 0 . 1 2  0.18 O.SQ 
0 0.22 0.36 0 . 1 3  . 
6.  1617.RESIDUAL 1 6 1 7 .  0 0.25 0.21 0.59 
0 0 . 3 4  0.33 0 . 4 3  
-SOA POWR 0. 303. 919. 157 .  332. 
-S(JA HEAT 0. 1 8 2 4 .  5539. 9 4 7 .  1 9 9 9 .  5 8 6 .  
I 
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lgSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
-- 
k 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSxx 
11 1 NDUSTRY 28003 MW 97.20 PROCESS M I  LLI (INS GTUlHR 947.0 PROCESS TEMP( F I  366. PRODUCT CHEM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.350 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTUxlO**6= 0. 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 355. 919. 202. 332. 97. 876. 0. 1795.DISTILLA 1795. 1 0.17 0.18 0.53 4 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-S6A HEAT 0. 1666. 4305. 947. 1554. 455. 0. -3820. 4305. DISTI LLA 485. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
1 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SBA PBWR 0. 355. 919. 202. 332. 97. 876. 0. 1795.RESIDUAL 1795. 1 0.17 0.18 0.53 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 1666. 4305. 947. 1554. 455. 0. -3820. 4305.RESlDUAL 485. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN COGEN COGEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED- FUEL PRaCES PRBCES M W  PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USE0 HEAT POlFR ELECT BBI LR USED Sl  TE USED UTlLlT 
31 DESOAI Dl ESEL-SBA POWR 0. 551. 919. 368. 332. 97. 681. 0. 1599.DISTILLA 1599. 1 0.26 0.21 0.59 - 
31 DESUAl DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 1417. 2362. 947. 853. 250. 0. -1628. 2362,DISTILLA 734. 1 0.37 0:36 0.40 4 
31 DESOAI Dl ESEL-SBA PBWR 0. 551. 919. 368. 332. 97. 681, 0. 1599.RESIDUAL 1599. 1 0.26 0.21 0.59 ! 
31 DESUAl DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 1417. 2362. 947. 853. 250. 0. -1628. 2362.RESIDUAL 734. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 J W 32 GTSOAD OT-HRSG-10 PBHR 0. 516. 1136. 523. 332. 37. 499, 0. 1634.DlSTILLA 1634. 0 0.24 0.20 0.58 32 GTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 934. 2056. 947. 600. 176. 0, -840. 2056.DISTILLA 1216. 0 0.31 0.29 0.46 
33 GTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 PBWR 0. 475. 929. 312. 332. 97. 747. 0. 1676.DISTILLA 1676. 0 0.22 0.20 0.57 
33 GTRAOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 1440. 2816. 947. 1005. 295. 0. -2106. 2816,DISTILLA 71 1. 0 0.34 0.36 0.34 
34 QTRA12 GT-85RE-12 PUWR 0. 487. 926. 321. 332. 97. 737. 0. 1663.DISTILLA 1663. 0 0.23 0-20 0.57 
31 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 1439. 2735. 947. 979. 287. 0. -2024. 2735.DISTlLLA 712. 0 0.34 0.36 0.35 
36 OTR208 QT-60RE-08 POVR 0. 490. 1036. 417. 332. 97. 624. 0. 1660.DISTILLA 1660. 0 0.23 0.20 0.57 
36 GTR208 GT-SORE-08 HEAT 0. 1114. 2355. 947, 754. 221. 0. -1319. 2355,DISTlLLA 1036. 0 0.32 0.32 0.40 
0 
35 QTRA16 GT-05RE-16 POWR 0. 491. 950. 344. 332. 97. 709. 0. 1659.DlSTILLA 1659.- 0 0.23 0.20 0.57 




39 3TRWoB GT-85RE-08 POUR 0. 400. 945. 262. 332. 97. 806. 0. 1751.DISTlLLA 1751. 0 0.19 0.19 0.54 
39 GTRW03 BT-85RE-08 HEAT 9. 3445. 3414. 947. 1198. 351. 0, -2709. 3414.DISTILLA 706. I I 0 0.30 0.35 0.28 - .  
a I 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 PBWR 0. 489. 1005. 389. 332. 97. 637. 0. 1662.DISTILLA 1662. 0 0.23 0.20 0.57 




40 GTRWl2 GT-85RE-12 POWR 0. 429. 911. 258. 332. 97. 810. 0. 1721 .DISTILLA 1721. 0 0.20 0.19 0.55 
40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 1573, 3340. 947. 1216. 356. 0. -2763. 3340.DISTILLA 577. 0 0.32 0.36 0.28 1 
38 QTR216 QT-60RE-16 POUR 0. 498. 984. 379. 332. 97. 668. 0. 1652.D1STlLLA 1652. 0 0.23 0.20 0.57 1 
38 GTR215 GT-6GRE-16 HEAT 0. 1245. 2459. 947. 829. 243. 0. -1554. 2459.DISTlLLA 906. 0 0.34 0.34 0.39. 
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II I&SE PE6 ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 -- **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 11 1 NDUSTRY 28003 MW 97.20 PR6CESS M I  LL1 BNS BTUlHR 947.0 PSOCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT CHEM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
POWER TU HEAT RATIO 0.350 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EW BTU*lO**6= 0 .  HOT WATER BTU*lO%*6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COQEN COOEN AUX UTILIT TUTAL SITE NET= FA! L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRdCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BUILR USED SITE USED UTILIT I 
41 GTRW16 GT-85RE-16 P6WR 0. 436. 929. 279. 332. 97. 786. 0. I715,DISTILLA 1715. 0 0.20 0.19 0.55 
41 GTRW16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 1478. 3150. 947. 1125. 330. 0. -2478. 315O.DISTlLLA 672. 0 0.32 0.36 0.30 
42 GTR308 QT-60RE-08 POWR 0. 370. 1070. 343. 332. 97. 710. 0. 1780.DISTILLk 1780. 0 0.17 0.19 0.53 
42 QTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 1022. 2952. 947. 915. 268. 0. -1823. 2952.DISTILLA 1129. 0 0.26 0.31 0.32 
, 43 GTR31P QT-60RE-12 P6WR 0. 445. 970. 321. 332. 97. 736. 0. 1706.DiSTILLA 1706. 0 0.21 0.19 0.56 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE- 12 HEAT 0. 1311. 2857. 947. 979. 286. 0. -2017. 2857.DtSTILLA 840. 0 0.31 0.34 0.33 
44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 POWR 0. 442. 978. 326. 332. 97. 730. 0. 1708.DISTILLA 1708. 0 0.21 0.19 0.55 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 1283. 2838. 947. 962. 282. 0. -1970. 2838.DISTILLA 868. 0 0.31 0.34 0.33 
45 FCPAOS FUEL-CL-PH PUWR 0. 338. 873. 148. 332. 97. 940, 0.- 1812.DISTILLA 1812. 0 0.16 0.18 0.52 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 2159. 5571. 947. 2117. 620. 0. -5579. 557l.DISTILLA -8. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 I 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MB POWR 0. 452. 805. 188. 332. 97. 893. 0. 1698.DISTlLLA 1698. 0 0.21 0.20 0.S6 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MB HEAT 0. 2283. 4064. 947. 1675. 491. 0. -4196. 4064. DISTILLA -132. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
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I&SE PEtY ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
I x*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*. 11 INDUSTRY 281 21 MW 120.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 265.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 338. PRODUCT CHLORINE-CAU HaURS PER YEAR 8500. I 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 1.545 1 UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lOa*6= 0. I 
0 ONOCGN N 0 C 0 Q a N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 312. 1280. 312.COAL-FQD 1591. 0 0.  0.28 0.17 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. -937. 2528. 1740. 409. 120. -1735. 0. 2528,RESIDUAL 2528. 0 -0.54 0.16 0.10 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 122. 385. 265. 62. 18. 0. 1085. 38S.RESIDUAL 1470. 0 0.06 0.04 0.18 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. -937. 2528. 1740. 409. 120. -1735. 0. 2528.COAL-FQD 2526. 0 -0.59 0.18 0.10 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 122. 385. 265. 62. 18. 0. 1085. 385. CUAL-FQD 1470. 0 0.08 0.04 0.18 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0, -937. 2528. 1740. 409. 120. -1735. 0. 2528.COAL-AFB 2528. 0 -0.59 0.16 0.10 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT Q. 122. 385. 265. 62. 18. 0. 1085. 385,CUAL-AFB 1470. 0 0.08 0.04 0.18 I 
- I 
2 STMOB8 STY-TURB-8 POWR 0. -1614. 3205. 2315. 409. 120. -2412. 0. 3205. COAL-AFB 3205. 0 -1.01 0.13 0.08 
2 STMOO8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 91. 367. 265. 47. 14. 0. 1 1 33. 367. COAL-AFB 1500. 0 0.06 0.03 0.18 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PCWR 0. -1614. 3205. 2315. 409. 120. -2412. 0. 3205.RESlDUAL 3205. 0 -1.01 0.13 0,08 )1 
2 STMOB6 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 91. 367. 265. 47. 14. 0. 1133. 367.RESIDUAL 1500. 0 0.06 0.03 0.18 
w 
I 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STtlTB- POWR 0. -219. 1810. 1118. 409. 120. -1004. 0. 181O.COAL-PFB 1810. 0 -0.14 0.23 0.15 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. i86. 429. 265. 97. 28. 0. 976. 429.COAL-PFB 1405. 0 0.12 0.07 0.19 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0. -1614. 3205. 2315. 409. 120. -2412. 0. 3205.CUAt-FOD 3205. 0 -1.01 0.13 0.08 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 91. 367. 265. 47. 14. 0. 1133. 367.COAL-FQD 1500. 0 0.06 0.03 0.18 . 
!I 4 TISTMT TI-STMTS-1 POWR * 0. 99. 1492. 848. 409. 120. -686. 0. 149Z.RESIDUAL 1492. 0 0.06 0.27 0.18 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 245. 466. 265. 128. 37. 0, 880. 466.RESIDUAL 1346. 0 0.15 0.10 0.20 
iI 5 TI HRSQ THERMI ON1 C POUR 0. -1319. 2910. 1905. 409. 120. -1930. 0. 29lO.RESIDUAL 2910. 0 -0.83 0.14 0.09 
5 TIHRSG THERMIBNIC HEAT 85. 405. 265. 57. 17. 0 .  1102. 405.RES1OUAL 1506. 0 0.05 0.04 0.18 
5 TiHRSQ THERMIBNIC POWR 0. -1319. *2910. 1905. 409. 120. -1930. 0. 2910.CUAL 291 0. 0 -0.83 0.14 0.09 , 
5 TIHRSG THERMI6NIC HEAT 0. 85. 405. 265. 57. 17. 0. 1102. 405.COAL 1506. 0 0.05 0.04 0.18 . 
i 
h 
TI STMT TI -STMTB- 1 P6WR 0. 99. 1492. 848. 409. 120. -686. 0. 1492-COAL 1492. 0 0.06 0.27 0.18 








6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POUR 0. 7 .  1584. 746. 409. 120. -565. 0. 1584.DlSTILLA 1584. 0 0.00 0.26 0.17 
6STlRL STIRLING-1HEAT . 0 .  203. 563. 265. 146. 43. 0. 825. 563,DISTILLA 1388. 0 0.13 0.10 3.19 
!IDATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRlC COMPANY PAQE 97 
CdOENERATIdN TECHNULUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENOR REPORT 5 .1  
=*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSx* 
11 INDUSTRY 28121 MU 120.00 PRBZESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 265.0 PROCESS TEHPCF) 338. PRODUCT CHLORINE-CAU ?((IURS PER YEAR 8500. 
POWER TO HEAT RAT18 1.545 
UTl tl TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER.BTU*10=.6= 0, I 
WASTE FUEL COOEN COGEN COQEN CaQEN AUX UTlLIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PROCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 FOWR 0. 7. 1584. 746. 409. 120. -565. 0. 1584.RESIDUAL 1584. 0 0.00 0.26 0.17 ll 6 STIRL STIRLINO-1 HEAT 0. 203. 563. 265. 146. 43. 0. 025. 563. RESIDUAL 1388. 0 0.13 0.10 0.19 i 11 6 STlRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR 0. 7. 1584. 746. 409. 120. -565. 0. 1584.COAL 1584. 0 0.00 0.28 0.17 
6 STIRL STIRLINB-I HEAT 0. 203. 563. 265. 146. 43. 0. b25. 563. COAL 1388. 0 0.13 0.10 0.19 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BQILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10x.6 10**6 10**6 10**6 108.6 10**6 10**6 10*=6 10.~6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR r 
0. 243. 1276. 203. 409. 120. 72. 0. 1348. COAL-AFB 134e. 0 0.13 0.30-0.20 
7 HEQT85 HELI UM-QT- VEAT 0. 317. 1661. 265. 533. 156. 0. -387. 1661 . CUhL-AFB 1274. 0 0.16 0.32 0.16 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-QT- POUR 0. 10. 1581. 500. 409. 120. -276. 0.  1581 . COAL-AFB 1581 . 0 0.01 0.26 0.17 
8 HEW60 HELIUM-OT- HEAT 0. 152. 839. 265. 217. 64. 0. 601. 839.COAL-AFB 1439. 0 0.10 0,15 0.18 
9 HEOTOO HELIUM-OT- POWR 0. -735. 2326. 1152. 409. 120. -1043. 0. 2326. COAL-AFB 2326. 0 -0.46 0.18 0.11 11 9 HEOTOO HELIUM-OT- HEAT 0. 71. 535. 265. 94. 28. 0. 985. 535.CBAL-AFB 1520. 10 0.04 0.06 0.17 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-M0 POWR 0. 244. 1347. 638. 409. 120. -439. 0. 1347.CQAL 1347. 0 0.15 0.30 0.2b 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 284. 559. 265. 170. 50. 0. 748. 559.COAL 1307. 10 0.18 0.13 0.20 
I 
23 GTSOAR GT-HRSO-10 PBWR 0. 179. 1412. 610. 409. 120. -406. 0. 1412.RESIDUAL 1412. 0 0.11 0.29 0.19 
13 GTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 254. 613. 265. 176. 52. 0. 724. 613.RESIDUAL 1337. 0 0.16 0.13 0.20 I 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POWR 0. 552. 1040. 401. 409. 120. -159. 0. 1040.COAL 1040. 10 0.35 0.39 0.25 




l t  14 QTACOB GT-HRSG-08 POWR 0. 75. 1516. 779. 409. 120. -604. 0. 1516.RESIDUAL 1516. 0 0.05 0.27 0.17 ?I 14 GTACOI) GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 231. 516. 265. 139. 41. 0. 844. 516,RESIDUAL 1360. 
t- 
0 0.15 0.10 .0.19 
12 IQQTST INT-QAS-QT POWR 0. 212. 1380. 570. 409. 120. -359. 0. 1380.COAL 1380. 0 0.13 0.30 0.19 
12 lGQTSl INT-QAS-QT HEAT 0. 265. 641. 265. 190. 56. 0. 685. 641. COAL 1 326. 10 0.17 0.14 0.20 
15 DTACl2 GT-1iRSO-12 PUWR 0. 249. 1342. 625. 409. 120. -423. 0. 1342. RESIDUAL 1342. 0 0.16 0.31 0.20 . 
15 GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 HEAT 0. 285. 569. 265. 174. 61. 0. T37. 569. RES I DUAL 1306. 0 0.18 0.83 0.20 
- $ 16 QTACl6 GT-klRSG-16 POWR 0. 324. 1268. 553. 409. 120, -338. 0. 1288. RESI DUAL 1288. 0 0.20 0.32 
16 QTAC16 GT-NRSG-16 HEAT 0. 317. 608. 265. 198. 69. 0. 666. 608. RESIDUAL 1274. 8 0.20 0.15 
a 
17 QTWC16 GT-HRSB-16 POWR 0. 291. 1300. 526. 409. 120. -307. 0. 1300.RESIDUAL 1330, 0 0.18 9.32 0.20 
17 GWCl6 GT-HRSQ-16 HEAT 0. 302. 655. 265, 206. 61. 0. 634. 655. RESIDUAL 1290. B 0.19 0.16 0.21 
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v 
If 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*t 
11 INDUSTRY 28121 WW 120.00 PROCESS MILLIUNS BTU/HR 265.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 338. PRODUCT CHLORINE-CAU HOURS PER YEAR 8500. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 1.545 - -  
UTILITYFUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*lO**6= 0 .  HOT WATER BTU=lOrr6= 0, 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COGEN COGEN AUX UTILlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PCMKR-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRCJCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOT AL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED MB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10**6 1Q**6 10*=6 10186 101x6 10.86 1018=6 1 0 . ~ 6  10-6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
--* - 
18 CC1626 QTST-16/26 POWR 0 .  531. 1060. 319. 409. 120. -64. 0. 1060.RESlDUAL 1050. 0 0,33 0.39 0 .25  I 16 CC1626 OTST-16/26 HEAT 0 .  494. 879. 265. 340. 100. 0 .  218. 879.RESIDUAL 1098. 0 0.31 0.31 0.24 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 POWR 0. 518. 1073. 355. 409. 120. -106. O. 1073,RESIDUAL 1073. 0 0 .33  0 .38  0.25 
19 CC1622 BTST-16/22 HEAT 0 .  466. 801. 265. 306. 90. 0.  324. 801.RESIDUAL 1125. 0 0.22 0 .27  0.24 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 POUR 0 .  523. 1069. 356. 409. 120. -107. 0.  1069.RESIDUAL 1069. 6 0.33  6.38 0.25 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 469. 795. 265. 305. 89. 0. 327. 795.RESIDUAL 1123. 0 0 - 2 9  0.27 0.24 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 POUR 0 .  462. 1129. 445. 409. 120. -212. 0 .  1129.RESIDUAL 1129. 0 0.29 0 .36  0.23 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 401. 672. 265. 244. 71 .  0 .  518. 672.RESIDUAL 1190. 0 0.25 0 . 2 0  0,?2 
W 22  STlGl5 STIG-15-16 POUR 0 .  221. 1075. 14. 409. 120. 295. C . 1 370. RESI DUAL i 370. 0 0.14 0 .30  0.19 22  STIOlS STIQ-15-16 HEAT G. 4198. 20385. 265. 7767. 2276. 0.-22991. 20385.RESIDUAL -2606. 0 0 .17  0.38 0.01 
W 24 STIBIS STIG-IS-16 POUR 0 .  361. 1221. 257. d09. 120. 9. 0, 1 230. RESIDUAL t 230. 24 STIOlS STIG-IS-16 HEAT 0 .  371. 1257. 265. 421. 124. 0 .  -37. 1257.RESIDUAL 1220. 
1 
1 
23 STIQlO ST1G-10-16 POUR 0 .  317. 1140. 151. 409. 1 2 .  134. 0 .  1274,RESIDUAL 1274. 0 0 .20  0 .32  0.21 
23  STiQlO STIQ-10-16 HEAT 0. 556. 2000. 265. 718. 210. 0 .  -965. 2000. RESIDUAL 1035. 0 0.22 0.36 0.13 
26  DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PJWR 0. 488. 1104. 280. 409. 120. -18. 0. 1134.RESIDUAL 1104. 1 0.31 0.37 0.24 
- 26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 
- 0.  478. 1043. 265. 387. 113. 0 .  70. 1043.RESIDOAL 11?3. 1 0.30 0.35 0.24 
I 
0 
25 3EADV3 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 457. 1104. 239. 409. 120. 30, 0 .  1134,RESfDUAL 1\34,  0 0 .29  0 .38  0.23 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 507. 1222. 265. 453. 133. 0.  -137. 1222.RESlOUAL 1085. 0 0.29  0.37 0.22 
29 DESOAB DIESEL-SOA PBWR 0. 389. 1134. 207. 409. 120. 68. 0 .  1202.DlSTILLA 1202, 0 0.24 0.34 0 .22  









$ 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SUA PUWR I 0 .  389. 1134. 207. 409. 320. 68. 0 .  1202.RESIDUAL 1202. 0 0 -24  0.34 0 .22  29  DESOA3 Dl ESEL-SUP. HEAT B 8. 497. 1449. 265. 523, 153. . 0. -336. 1449.RES!OUAL 1094. O 0.26 0.36 0.18 
27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV P6WR 0 .  488. 1104. 432. 409. 120. -196. 0 .  1104,RESIDUAL 1104. 1 3 0.37 0.54 
27 OEADVI Dl ESEL-ADV HEAT 0 ,  420. 678. 265. 251. 74.  0. 494. 678.RESIDUAL 1171. 1 0.26 0.21 0.23 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL POUR 0 .  378. 1213. 522. 404. 920. -302. 0. 1213.RESIDUAL 1213. 0 0.24 0.34 0 .22  
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 345. 6 t 6 .  265, 208. 61. 0 .  630. 616.RESIOUAL 1246, 0 0 - 2 2  0.17 0.21 
I DATE 06/06/79 c .) QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
11 COGENERATION TECHNBLOQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I8SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*. 
I INDUSTRY 281 21 MU 120.00 PROCESS M I  LLI ONS BTUlHR 265.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 338. PRODUCT CHLORI NE-CAU WURS PER YEAR 8500. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 1 .545 
UTl L l  TY FUEL CBAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*~O*X%= 0. HOT WAlER BTU*10*t6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBQEN COGEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRBCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NETUSED HEAT P6WER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
1 10**6 1 0 * ~ 6  10**6 10+*6 101.6 10s.6 10*x6 10**8 10.16 BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUi'HR BIU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HH BTU/HR 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SUA PeWR 0. 439. 1134. 250. 409. 120. 18. 0. 1152.DISTILLA 1152. S 0.28 0.36 0.23 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 466. 1205. 265. 435. 127. 0. -79. 1205.DISTILLA 1125. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
30 DESJA2 DIESEL-SBA PBWR 0. 439. 1134. 250. 409. 120. 18. 0. 1152.RESIDUAL 1132. 1 0.28 0.36 0.23 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 466. 1205. 265. 435. 127. 0. -79. 12OS.RESIDUAL 1125. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
31 DESOAl Dl ESEL-SBA POUR 0. 457. 1134. 455. 409. 120. -223. 0. 1134.RESIDUAL 1lSl. 1 0.29 0.36 0.23 
31 DESOAI DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 396. 661. 265. 239. 70. 0. 534. 661,RESIDUAL 1195, 1 0.25 0.20 0.22 
32 QTSOAD QT-HRSQ-10 POUR 0. 189. 1402. 650. 409. 120. -453. 0. 1402.DISTILLA 1402. 0 0.12 0.29 0.19 
32 QTSBAD QT-HRSQ-10 HEAT 0. 262. 572. 265. 167. 49. 0. 738. 572.DISTILLA 1330. 0 0.16 0.13 0.20 
33 OTRAO8 QT-85RE-08 PBWR 0. 444. 1147. 399. 409. 120. -157. 0. 1147.DISTILLA 1147. 0 0.28 0.36 
33 QTRAO8 QT-85RE-00 HZAT 0. 400. 762. 265. 272. 80. 0. 429, 762.DISTILLA 1191, 0 0.25 0.23 0.22 
34 QTRA12 GT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 448. 1144. 407. 409. 120. -167. 0. 1144.DISTILLA 1144. 0 0.28 0.36 0.23 
34 QTRA12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 400. 745. 265. 267. 78. 0. 446. 745.DPSTILLA 1191. 0 0,25 0.22 0.22 
35 OTRAl8 GT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 418. 1173. 435. 409. 120. -200. 0 .  1173.DISTILLA 1173. 0 0.26 0.35 0.23 
33 QTRAl8 GT-05RE-16 HEAT 0 .  377. 715. 265. 249. 73. 0. 500. 715.DISTILLA 1215. I 0 0.24 0.21 0.22- ,, 
E 
36 QTR208 QT-GORE-08 POUR 0. 312. 1280. 523. 409. 120. -304. 0, 1280.DISTILLA 1280. 0 0.20 0.32 0.21 




40 QTRW12 GT-85RE-12 POWR 0. 466. 1125. 327, 409. 120. -73. O. 1125.DISTlLLA 1125. 0 0.29 0.36 0.24 
40 GTRWF2 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 437. 912. 265. 332. 97. 0. 242. 912.DISTILLA 1154. 0 0.27 0.29 0-23 Ii 
37 QTR212 QT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 351. 1241. 488. 409. 120. -262. 0. 1241 .DISTILLA 1241, 0 0.22 0.33 0.21 






38 QTR216 01-60RE-16 PUMR 0. 376. 1215. 478. 409. 120. -248- 0. 1215.DTSTILLA 1215. 0 0.24 0 ,342 .22  i 
38 QTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 348. 676. 265. 228. 67. 0. 587. 676.DISTILLA 1244. 0 0.22 0.18 0.21 
39 QTRWOB GT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 425. 1166. 333. 409. 120. -80. 0. 1168.DlSTILLA 1166. 0 0.27 0.35 0.23 $ 
39 QTRWOB QT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 402. 927. 265. 325. 95. 0. -282. 927,DISTILLA 1190. 0 0.25 0-27-0.22 i 
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IaSE PEB ADV DESlGN ENGR REPCIRT 5.1 k 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** t a 
INDUSTRY 28121 MW 120.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 265.0 PROCESS TEMP(F1 338. PRODUCT CHLURINE-CAU mURS PER YEAR 8500. 
POWER TO HEAT RATld 1.545 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
II WASTE FUEL CQGEN CCIGEN GOGEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SlTE NET= FA5 L FESR mER HEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TdTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTtLlT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10=*6 10==6 
BTU/HR BTUfHR BTUdHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
41 QTRW16 GT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 444. 1147. 351. 409. 120. -102. 0. 1147.DlSTILLA 1147. 0 0.28 0.36 0.23 
41 OTRWl 6 QT-05RE-16 HEAT 0. 412. 865. 265. 309. 90. 0. 315. 865.01STILLA 1180. 0 0.26 0.26 0.22 I 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 POUR 0. 394. 1197. 401. 409. 120. -160. 0. 1197.DISTlLLA 1197. 0 0.25 0.34 0.22 
43 GTR312 QT-SORE-12 HEAT 0. 366. 791. 265. 270. 79. 0. 434. 791.DISTtLLA 1225. 0 0.23 3,22 0.22 1 
1 
] 
42 OTR308 GT-60RE-08 POVR ' 0. 270. 1321. 436. 409. 120. -202. 0. 1521 .DISTILLA 1321. 0 0.17 0.31 0.20 
42 GTR308 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 287- 802. 265. 249. 73. 0. 503. 802.31STILLA 1395, 0 0.18 0.19 0.20 
ll 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POUR 0. 418. 1077. 183. 409. 120. 96. 0. 1174.DISTILLA 1174. 0 0.26 0.35 0.23 ' 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 604. 1559. 265. 592. 174. 0. -572. 1559.DISTILLA 987. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 I 11 46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO POWR 0 558. 994, 232. 409. 120. 39. 0. 1033.DISTILLA 1033. 0 0.35 0.40 0.26 
44 OTR316 GT-60RE-16 POUR 0. 383. 1208. 407. 409. 120. -168. 0, 1208.DISTILLA 1208. 0 0.24 0.34 0.22 
44 GTR316 QT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 358. 786. 265. 266. 70. 0. 447. 786.DISTILLA 1233. 0 0.23 0.~2200.21 1 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 639. 1137. 265. 469. 137. 0. -185. 1137.DISTILLA 953. 0 8.36 0.41 0.23 
OENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
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PAGE 101 
11 INDUSTRY 281 31 MW 34.00 PROCESS MI LLI (INS BTUlHR 0 .  PROCESS TEMP( FI  0 .  PRODUCT CRYOQENIC-0- HOURS PER YEAR -1. I 
ILSE PEO ADV DESIQN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
*%FUEL ENEROY SAVED BY PROCESS AND EGS** i 
WASTE FUEL CmEN CCM)EN COQEN CWEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= F A I L  FEYR PWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TCITAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTlLIT 
1 
0 ONOCQN N 0 C 0 0 d N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0.DISf I L U  363. 0 0. 0.32 0. L 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 15. 347. 179. 116. 34. -21 1. 0. 347. RES1 DUAL 347. 1 0.04 0.33 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383, 0.RESIDUAL 363. 111 0. -- 0, 0, 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO ***** 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10=%6= 0. I 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-I POUR 0. 15. 347. 179. 116. 34. -21 1. 0, 347. COAL-FOD 347. 1 0.04 0.33 0. 
1 STMl41 STH-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0. COAL-FQD 363, Ill 0. 0,zt 0. 
STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. 15. 347. 179. 116. 34. -211. 0, 347.COAL-AFB 347. 1 0.04 0.33-0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. COAL-AFB 363, 111 0. 0.  0, 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PBfR 0. -20. 383. 209. 116. 34. -246. 0. 383. RES I DUAL 383. 1 -OLOK 0.30 0. 
2 STMOB8 STFl-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0. RES I DUAi 363. 111 0. 0. 0. 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. -20. 383. 209. 116. 34. -248. 0. 383. COAL-FQD 383. 1 -0.06 0.30 0-  
2 STMOBB STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0. COAL-FOD 363. 111 0. 0. a. 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0.- -20. 383. 209. 116. 34. -246. 0. 383.COAL-AFB 383. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0. COAL -AFB 363. 111 0. 0. 0. 
3 BFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POUR 0. 60. 303. 143. 116. 34. -169. 0. 303, COAL-PFB , 303. 1 0.17 0.38 0. 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0. COAL-PFB 363. 111 0. 0. 0 , 
1 
8 
5 TIHRSO THERMIQNIC POUR 0. -462. 825. 583. 116. 34. -686. 0. 825.RESIDUAL 825. 1 -1.27 0.14 0. 
5 TI HRSB THERHIONI C HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0.RESIDUAL 363. 0. 0, Ill 0.  
0 5 TI'RSQ THERMI0NIC POWR 3. -462. 825. 583. 116. 34. -686. 0. 825.CbAL 825. 1 -1.27 0.14 0s 
E 5 T I  HRSQ THERMI 0NI C HEAT [I-- 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0 .  COAL 38s. 111 0, 0. 0.  
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 POVR 0. 83. 2 8 0 .  120. 116. 34. -141. 0. 28O.RESIDUAL 280. 1 0.23 0.41 0. 





1 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 PWR 0. 83. 280. 120. 116. 34. -141. 0. 280. COAL 280. 1 0.23 0.41 0- 




6 STIRL STIRLINB-1 POUR 0, -14. 377. 157. 116. 34. -188. 0. 377.DISTILLA 377. 1 -0.04 0.31 0. ' 1 
6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0,DISTILLA 363. 111 0. 0. 0. 
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**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
I I 1 INDUSTRY 2 8 E 3 1  MU 3 4 . 0 0  PROCESS M I L L I O N S  BTU/HR 0. PROCESS TEMPCF) 9. PRODUCT CRYOGENIC-0- HOURS PER YEAR -1. 
*- 
POWER TO HEAT R A T I O  **a** 
U T l  L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV B T U * l O r * 6 =  0. He1 WATER BTU* lO**6=  0. 
WASTE FUEL CdGEN COQEN COQEN CBGEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL S I T E  NET* F A I L  FES_I1_POQER H'EAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRUGES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NETUSED HEAT POWER ELECT B B l L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l  L I T  
.10**6 1 0 * * 6  10**6 1 0 * * 6  10* *6  1 0 . ~ 6  1Q**6 1 0 ~ ~ 6  10.~6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUtHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR ----- - ,. 
11 6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N Q - 1  POWR 0. -14. 377. 157. 116. 3 4 .  - 1 8 5 .  0. 377. RES I DUAL 377. 1 -0 .04  0.31 0. 6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N Q - 1  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. RES I DUAL 363. Ill 0. 0. 0. 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N Q - 1  PBWR 0. -14. 377. 157. 176. 34. -185 .  0. 377. CUAL 377. 1 -0 .04 0.31-' 0, 
6 S T I R L  S T l Z i f N G - 1  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. COAL 363. 111 0. 0. 0. 
7 HEQT8S HELIUM-QT- PUWR 0. 1. 3 6 1 .  i 6 1 .  1 1 6 .  3 4 .  -190. 0. 361 . COAL-AFB 361 . 11 0.00 0.323, 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 363, 0. COAL-AFB 363. 1 1 1  0. 0, 0. 
II 9 HEQTOO HELIWI -QT-  POWR 0. -297. 659. 398. 1 1 6 .  3 4 .  -469. 0. 659. COAL-AFB 659. 1 1  -0.82 0.18 0. 9 HEQTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. COAL-AFB 563. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. I I 
1 0  FCMCCL FUEL-CL-M0 POWR 0. -19 .  382. 1P3. 1 1 6 .  3 4 .  -215. 0. 382.COAL 382. 1 1  -0.05 0.30 0. 
1 0  FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 363. 1 1 1  0. 0. COAL 
8 HEQT6O HELIUM-QT- POWR 0. -85. 4 4 8 .  192. 116. 34. -226. 0. 4 4 8 . C b A L - I F B  4 4 6 .  1 1  -0.24 0.26 0. 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. COAL-- 363. 1 1 1  0. 0, 0. 
- -- 
1 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST PdWR 0. 127 .  236. 68. 116.  3 4 .  -80. 0. 236. COAL 236. I 1  0.35 0.49 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. COAL 363. 1 1 1  0. 0, 
12 IOGTST INT-GAS-GT PUMR 0. 73. 290. 90. 116. 3 4 .  -106. 0. 290.COAL 290. 11 0.20 0 . 4 0  0- 
22 IGBTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT !I---- 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 333. 0. COAL 363. 111 9. 0. 0. 
0 1  I 





1 6  GTACIB  QT-HRSG-16 POUR 0. 3. 359. 1 8 0 .  1 1 6 .  3 4 .  -212 .  0. 359, RES I DUAL 359. 1 0.01 0.32 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. RES I DUAL 363. 0. OL - -. 1 1 1  0. I " 
1 4  GTACOB t3T-HRSG-08 PUWR 0. -67. 430 .  206. 1 1 6 .  3 4 .  -243 .  0, 4 3 0 .  RESIDUAL 430. 3 -0.19 0.27 0. 
1 4  QTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. RESI  DUAL 363. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0, 
u 
z 
17 QTWCI 6 GT-I iRSQ-16 Pt3WR I 0. -6. 368. 1 4 7 .  116 .  3 4 .  -173. 0. 368,RESIDUAL , 368. 1 -0.02 0.32 0. i 1 7  t3TWClG GT-HRSG-16 HEAT n 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0 .RESIDUAL 363. 1 1 1  0, 0. 0. 
1 5  GTAC12 GT-HRSO- 12 POW3 0. -18. 380. 1 9 6 .  1 1 6 .  3 4 .  -231. 0. 380.RESIDUAL 380. 1 -0.05 0.31 0. 
1 5  GTAC12 GT-CIRSG-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. R E S I  DUAL 363. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
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laSE PEO AbV E S I G N  €3-R I-- REPORT 5.1 **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
'I INEUSTRY 28131 MU 34.09 PROCESS PIILLI.NS BTU/HR 0 .  PROCESS TEMPIF) 0. PRODUCT CRYOQENIC-B- HClURS PER YEAR -1. 
I 'i- UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EBV BTU*l O=*6= 0. HUT WATER BTU*~ 0*;6= 0. POWER TO HEAT RATIO ***** 
1 
L KASTE FUEL COGEN CBQEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTIL IT  TaTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT_ FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED NB-SET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SlTE USED UT lL l  T 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 1O**6 10**6  ion*^ 10.~6 SYU/HR BTUdHR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/H!? ii I 
18 CC1626 QTST-16IZR POWR 0. 111. 251. 57. 116. 34. -67. 0, 251.RESIDUAL :!Sl. 1 0.3T 0.46 0. 
18  CCh626 QTST-16126 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 363. 0. RESIDUAL 363. 0. 0. 111 0. 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 POWR 0. 1 1  251. 63. 116. 34. -74. 0 25l.RESIDUAL 251. 1 0,31 0.46 0. 
19 CC1622 QTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0.RESIDUAL 363. 111 0. 0. 0. II 
20 CC1222 QTST-12/22 POUR 0.  114. 249. 62. 116. 34. -73. 0. 249. RESI DUAL 249. 1 0.d 0.47 0, 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. RES I DUAL 363. 111 0. 0. 0. 
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 POWR 0. 111. 251. 74. 116. 34. -87. 0. 251.RESIDUAL 251. 1 0.31 0.46 0. 
. 21 CC0822 GTST-OB/22 HEAT 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 363. 0.RESIDUAL 363. 0. 0. 111 6.  
il 22 STIGIS STlG-15-16 POWR 0. 58. 304. 4. 116. 34. -5. 0. 304. RES I DUAL 304, 1 0.16 0.38 0. 22 STJQ15 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0. 0. 0. RES I DUAL e33. 111 0 ,  
0. 39. 323. 43, 116. 3 r = 0 0 .  0. s . x & i  DUAL 323. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
23 STllOlO STIQ-10-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363- 0.RESIDUAL 363. 111 0. 0. 0. 
24 STIQlS STiQ-1S-16 POUR 0. 16. 346. 73. 116. 34. -86. 0. 346. REs':OUAL 346. 1 0.05 6.34 0. 
24 STIGIS STIQ-IS-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. RESIDUAL 363. 111 0. 0. 0. 
dl 26 DEADV2 D l  ESEL-ADV POWR 0. 50. 313. 79. 116. 0. 313.RESIDUAL 313. t 0.14 0.37 0. Y 36, -93. 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 303. 0. RES I DUAL 363. 0. 0. 111 0. I! 
I 
0 
DEADVl DIESEL-ABV POUR 0. 50. 313. 122. 116. 34. -144. 0. 3?3.RESIDUA1+ 313. 1 0.14 0 .37  0. 
DEADVl DI  ESEL-ADV VEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 303. 0. RES 1 DUAL - 363. 111 0. 0. 0. 
25 OEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 50. 313. 113. 116. 34. -132. 0. 313.RESf DUAL 313. 1 0.14 0.37 0. 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. RESX DUAL 363. 111 0. 0. 0. I 
-. $ 28 DEHTPM AGV-DIESEL POWR 0. 73. 289. 147. 116% 34. -173. 0, 289. RESX D3At 889, 1 0.20 0.40 0, 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 363. 0. RES I DUAL 365- 0. 0. 111 0. 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 41. 321. 105. 116. 34. -123. 0 .  321 .DISTlLPA 321. 1 0.11 0.36 0,  
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.  363. D.DISTlLL.4 363. 111 0. 0 .  0. -- 
29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 41. 321. 105. 115. 34. -123. 0. 321 . RESI DUAL 323 . 1 0.11 0.86 0. 
29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 3. 0. 0. 363. 0.RESIBUAL 363. 111 0. 0.  0. 
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IaSE PEB A f  t DESIGI-; ENGR REPORT 5.1 ---- - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*. # /I INDUSTRY 28131 WW 34.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 0. PR0C-ESS TEHPCFI i 3. PRODUCT CRYCGENlC-%- HOURS PER YEAR -1. It 
1 POWER TO HEIAT RATIO xxr** % UTI L I  N FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQU BTU=10**6= 0. HOT WATER BfU=lO=*6= 0. i I/ WASTE FUEL CdGEN CUGEN COGEN COQEN AUX WTlLlr TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 l FESR POUER HEAT FUEL SAIJED= FUEL PRBCES PRaCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED NU-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT I 
I 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 41. 321. 71. l r 6 .  34. -83, 0. 321. DISTI LLA 321. 1 0.17 0.36 0. 30 DESBA2 D I ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0.DISTILLA 363. Ill 0 .  0. 0. I 
' 30 DESUA2 D i  ESEL-S0A PBHR 0. 41. 321. 71. 116. 34. -83. 0: 321 . RESl DUAL 321 . 1 0.11 0.36 0. il 
. 30 DESbA2 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0.RESIDUAL 363. 1 1 1  0. 0. I 
31 DESOA? DIESEL-SBA POHR 0. 41. 321. 129. 116. 34. -152. 0. 321.DlSTILLA 321, 1 0.11 2 3 6  0. 1 
31 DES0A1 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0 ,  0. 0. 0. 363. O.DISTILl-A 363. 111 0, 0. 0. 1 
31 DESUAl DIESEL-SOA P%WR 0 . 41. 321. 129. 116. 34. -152. 0. 321. RESIDUAL 323. 1 0.11 0.38 0. 
31 DESBA1 D l  ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0.RESIDUAL 363. 0. 0. 1 111 0. 
32 GTSUAD GT-HRSG-10 PBWR 0. -35. 397. 214. 116. 34, -252, 0. 397.DISTILtA 397. 1 -0.10 0-29 0. ! 
32 GTSUAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. 0.DISTlLLk 363. 111 0. 0. 0 .  
33 GTRAOC GT-i35RE-08 PUWR 0. 38. 325. 131. 116. 34. -154. 0. 325.01STILLA 325. 1 0.10 0.38 0. 
33 5TRA08 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. - 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0. DISTILLA 363. 0. 0. 111 0. I i 
36 GTR208 GT-60RE-08 PBWR 4. 0. 363, 371, 116, 34. -201. 0, 363. DISTILLA 363. 1 0. 0.32 0. 
36 GTR208 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0.DISTILLA 363. 111 0. 0. 0. I 
34 GTRA12 GT-8SRE-12 PCJMR 0. 38. 324. % l .  116. 34. -156. C. 324,DISTILLA 324. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
34 GTRAl2 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0.- 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 563. O.DISTILL# 353. 111 0. 0. 0. 
I 
0 
97 GfR212 GT-60RE-12 PUIIR 4 0. 11. 352. 157. 116. 34. -185. 0 .  352.DISTILiA 352. 1 0.03 0.33 ' 0. I w 37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 363. 0.DISTILLA 363. Ill 0. 0. 0. I 
35 GTRAl6 GTd85RE-16 PBWR 0. 30. 332. 141. 116. 34. -166. 0 ,  332.DISTILLA 332. 1 0.08 0.35 0. 1 





40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 44. 319. 106. 116. 34. -125. 0 .  319,DISTILLA 319. 1 0.12 0.36 0. f 4 40 GTRUl2 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 383. C. 3iSTtLLA 363. 111 0. 0. 0. j 
38 GTR2t6 GT-60RE-16 PUWR 0. 18. 344. 154. 116. 34. -181. 0, 344.OISTILLA 344. 1 0.05 0.34 0. 
38 GTR216 GT-GORE-1C HEAT 0. 0-  0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 363. 0.DISTlLLA 363. 111 0. 0. 0. 
a 
39 GTRWOB GT-05RE-08 PBblR 0. 32. 331. 109. 116. 34. -128. 0. 331 .DlSTILLA 331. 1 0.09 0,35 0. 
39 GTRWO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. 0. 363. 0.DISTILLA 363. 111 0. 0 .  0. i 
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i CSE PEB ADV DFSl GN ENGR REPdRT 5.1 I -FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRdCESS AND EiCSr* f I INDUSTRY 28131  P(V 3 4 . 0 0  PR(ICESS HI LLIO1IS BTUlHR 0 .  PRUCESS T M P ( F 1  0, PRUDUCT CRYOSENI C-6- HC5URS PER YEAR -1 . I 
P6WER TO HEAT RATIO x x = r x  1 U T l L l T Y F U E L  W A L  WASTE FUEL EQV BTU=lOxxB= 0. HOT WATER BTUx lO t=6=  0. -----I T 
WASTE FUEL COBEN CdGEN COGEN CCOEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR W& 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PR6CES KW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TUTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOI LR  USED S I T E  USED l K I L I T  
10=*6 1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 1 x 6  1 0 x r 6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 x r 6  l o r n 6  1 0.~6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
4 1  OTRW16 t3T-85RE-16 P6WR 0. 38. 325. 114. 116. 34. -134. 0, 3 2 5 . D I S T I L U  325. 3 0 . 1 0  0-36 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 363. 0 ,D IST lLLA  363. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0 ,  
f 
4 1  GTRWl6 GT-85RE-16 HEAT f 
4 2  5TR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 363. 0 ,D IST ILLA  363. 111 0, 0. 0, 
4 3  BTR312 GT -60RE-12 POWR 0. 23. 339. 129. 116 .  3 4 .  -152. 0. 339 .D IST ILLA  339. 1 0.06 0.3L-0. 
4 3  GTR312 GT -60RE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 363 .  0 .D IST ILLA  363. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
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*=FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSY* 
r 
INDUSTRY 28191 NU 30.29.PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 980.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 495. PRdDUCT ALUMlNA HdURS PER YEAR 6136. 
PUWER TgJ HEAT RATle 0.105 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV ETUxl O*=6= 0 .  HOT WATER BTUx 1 Qz*B= 0, 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COGEN CBGEN AUX UTlL l f  TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PmER- HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRdCES BROCES MU PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED Nd-NET USED HEAT P6WER ELECT BBl LR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10*=6 lOr*6 1 0 ~ x 6  10+*6 10==S 1 0 ~ x 6  10-6 10-6 f O*26 
BTU/HR BTU/HR DTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
- .. 
P 0 ONdCGN H d C U Q d N 0. 0. O *  0. 0. 0. 1153. 323. 1153.CCJAL-FQD 1476. 0 0. 0.07 0.66 1 STM141 STtl-TJ'RB-1 PBWR 0. 201. 1133. 860. 103. 30. 141. 0. 1275.RESIDUAL 1275, 0 0.34 0.08 0.77 1 STH147 STM-S'MRB-1 HEAT 0. 229. 1291. 990. 118. 35. 0. -45. 1291 .RESIDUAL 1246. 02,-1_5_ _0,09- 0.76 I 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0. 201. 5133. 860. 103. 30. 141. 0. 1275.CCJAL-FGD 1215. 0 0.14 0.0a 0.77 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 229. 1291- 980. l l a .  25. 0. -45. 1291.CDAL-FGD 1246. 0 0.15 0.09 0.76 
I - 1 STM141 STM-TURB-I PBWR 0. 201. 1133. 860. 103. 30. 141. 0. 1 275. CBAL-AFB 1275. 0 0.14 0.08 '0.77 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 229. 1291. 980. 1 la .  -35. 0. -45. 1291 . C0AL-AFB 1246. 0 0.15 0.09 0.76 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. -397. 1873. 1489. 103. 30. -598. 0. 1873.RESIDUAL 1873. 0 -0,27 0.06 0.52 
2 STtlO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 133. 1233. 980. 68. 20. 0. 110. 1233.RESlDUAL 1343. 0 0.09 0.05 0.73 I 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 PBWR 0. 197, 480. 301. 103. 30. 799. 0. 1278. RESIDUAL , 1278. 0 0.12 0.08 0.77- 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 642. 1561. 980. 336. 99. 0. -728. 1561.RESIOUAL 834. 0 0.29 0.22 0.C3 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. -397. 1873. 1489. 103. 30. -598. 1873. CBAL-FOD 1873. 0 -0.27 0.06 0.52 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 PEAT 0. 133. 1233. 980. 68. 20. 0. 1 10. 1233. CBAL-FQD 1343. 0 0.09 0.05 0.73 
f 
5 TIHRSG THERrIlt3Nl C POUR 0. :03. 735. 437. T03. 30. 639. 0. 1373.RESIDUAL 1373. 0 0.07 0.08 0.71 4 5 TI HRSO THEN41 ON1 C HEAT 0. 230. 1647. 900. 232. 68. 0. -401. 1647.RESIDUAL 1246. 0 0.12 0.14 0.60 
2 STMOB8 STH-TURB-8 POUR 0 -397. 1873. 1469. 103. 30. -598. 0 -0.27 0.06 0.52 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. IS?. 1233. 980. 68. 20. 0 0.09 0.05 0.73 
3 PFBSTM PFE-STflTB- PBWR 0. 193. 630, 425. 103, 30. 653. 0 0.13 0.08 0.76 





5 TI HRSG TUERII I 614 I C PDMR 0. 103. 735. 437. 103. 30. 639. 0. 1373,COAL 1373. 0 0.07 0.08 0.71 
, 5 TI HRSO THERf lI (;IN1 C HEAT 0. 230. 1647. 900. 232. 68. 0, -401. 1647,CBAL 1246, 0 0.12 0.14 0.60 
TISTMT TI -STtlTB- 1 PBWR 0. 197. 480. 301. 103. 30. 799. 0 ,  1278.CUAL 1 278. 0 0.13 0.08 0.77 
4 TI STMT TI -STRTB- 1 HEAT 0. 642. 1561. 380. 336. 99. 0. -720. 1561.CUAL 834. 0 0.29 0.22 0.53- 
. 
6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR 0. 133. 476. 243. 103. 30. 067. 0. 1343.DISTILLA 1343. O O f i c  0.08 0 2 -  1 
6 ST1 EL ST1 RLI NG-1 HEAT 0. 537. 1917. 98D. 416. 122. 0. -979. 1917,DISTILLA 938. 0 0.22 0.22 0.51 
w 
X 
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ILSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPtYRT 5.1 
%*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*. 
!I INDUSTRY 28191 MU 30.29 PRBCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 980.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 495. PRODUCT ALUMINA HOURS PER YEAR 81 36. 
PBWER TCJ HEAT RATIO 0.105 I/ UTILLTY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU.lOz*G= 0 .  HOT WATER BTUxlO**6= 0. 11 WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COGEN CClQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR ' PBWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRaCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
10-6 10**6 10.r6 10*r6 10**6 10.*6 1 0 * ~ 6  101x6 101*6 
BTU/HR BTU9HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 POUR 0. 133. 476. 243. 103. 30. 867. 0. 1343.RESlDUAL 1343. 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 
6 ST1 RL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 537. 1917. 980. 416. 122. 0. -979. 1917,RESIDUAL 938. 0 0.22 5-22 0.51 
6 STlRL S71RLING-1 PBWR 0. 133. 476. 243. 103. 30. 867. 0. 1343.COAL 1344. 0 0.09 0,OB 0.73 ' 
6 STlRt STIRLINQ-1 HEAT 0. 537. 1917. 980. 416. 122. 0. -979. 1917.COAL 938. 0 0.22 0.22 0.S1 
. 7 HEGT8S HELIUM-GT- PBCIR 0. -39. 322. -34. 103. 30. 1193. 0. 1515.COAL-AFB 1515. 11 -0.03 0.07 0.65 
7 HEFT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT -9206. 1124. -9206. 980. -2955. -866. 0. 9558. -9206,COAL-AFB 352. 11 -5.48 -8.40 2.79 I 
8 HE5760 HELIUM-QT- POUR 0. -9. 399. 57. 103. 30. 1086, 0, 1485 'COAL-AFB 1485. 10 -0.01 0.07 0.66 
8 HEGT6O HELtUM-GT- HEAT 0. -163. 6901. 980. 1787. 524. 0. -5283. 6901. CUAL-AFB 1638. 0 -0.02 0.26 0.14 
9 HEQTOO HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. 55. 587. 271. 103. 30. 834. 0 ,  1421. COAL-AFB 1421. 10 0.04 0.07 0.69 
9 HEQTOO HELIUM-QT- HF4T 0. 198. 2121. 980. 373. 109. 0. -844. 21 21. COAL-AFB 1277. 0 0.09 0.18 0.46 I 
10 FCMCCI, FUEL-CL-MCI PBWR 0. 171. 340. 160. 103. 30. 965. 0. 1305. CeAL 1305. 10 0.12 0.08 0.75 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 1049. 2085. 980. 634. 186. 0. -1698. 20S.COAL 427. 0 0.3? 0.30 0.47 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POUR 0, 177. 291. 123. 103. 30. 1008. 0. 1299,COAL 1 299. 10 0.12 0.08 0.75 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 1406. 2311. 980. 821. 241. 0. -2242. 23ll.CUAL 70. 0 0.38 0.36 0.42 
12 IGGTST I NT -GAS-QT POWR 0. 134. 406. 185. 103. 30. 935. 0. 1341.CUAL 1341. 10 0,09 0.08 0.73 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 712. 2151. 980. 847. 160. 0. -1387. 2151.CUAL 764. 0 0.25 0.25 0.46 
i! 
13 GTSOAR GT-HRSG-'?- PBWR 0. 126. 356, 136. 103. 30. 994. 0 .  1350. RES I DUAL 1 390. 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 
13 GTSOAR GT-SRSG-10 HEAT 0. 911. 2577. 980. 747. 219. 0.  -201 3. 2577. RES I DUAL 565. 0 0.26 0.29 0.38 
a 
1 14 GTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 PdWR 0. 172. 383. 197. 103. 30. 921. . 0. 1 303. RES I DUAL 1 303. 0 0.12 0.08 6.75 
14 GTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0 .  856. 7900. 980. 513, 150. 0. -1280. 1900.RESlDUAL 620. 0 0.31 0.27 0.52 
0. 169. 339. 157. 103. 30. 968. 0. 1307, RESl DUAL 1307. 0 0.11 0.08 0-75 
0. 1054. 2114. 980. 645. 189. 0, -1692. 2114,RESIDUAL 422. 0 0.33 0.37-0.46 
16 QTAC16 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 
16 QTACl6 GT-HRSG-16 YEAT 
0. 161. 320. 134. ' 103. 30. 395. 0. 1315.RESIDUAL 1315. 0 0.11 0.08 0.75 
0. 1175. 2332. 980. 753. 221, 0. -2031. 2332. RESIDUAL 301. 0 0.33 0.32-0.42 
17 GTWClB QT-HRSG- 16 POUR 0. - 151. 328. 133. 103. 30. 996. 0. 1324.RESIDUAL 1324. D 0.10 a.08 0 . 7 ~ ~  
17 GTWC1G GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 1115. 2416. 980. 761. 223. 0. -2055. 2418. RESIDUAL 361. 0 0.32 0.32 0.41 i I 
i 
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ISSE PEU ADV DESIGN EN3R REPORT 5.1 
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**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
1 1 INDUSTRY 28191 MW 30.29 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 980.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 495. PRODUCT ALUMINA HOURS PER YEAR 8136. II 
POWER TO HEAT RATIC 0.105 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0 .  
WASTE FUEL COGEN CUQEN CUOEN COGEN AUX UTl LlY TSTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl L l  T 
I 18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 POUR 0. 148. 291. 97. 103. 30. 1039. 0. 1330.RESIDUAL 1330. 0 0.10 0.08 0.74 18 CC1626 GTST- ! 6/26 HEAT 0. 1478. 2949. 980. 1047. 307. 0. -2990. 2949. RESI GUAL -2. 0 9-23 0.36 0.33 
19 GC1622 GTST-16/22 POUR 0. 153. 297. 108. 103. 30. 1026. 0. 1323.RESIDUAL 1323. 0 0.10 0.08 0.74 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 1392. 2693. 980. 938. 275. 0. -2609. 2693. RESIDUAL 84. 0 0.34 0.35 0.36 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 PUWR 0. 155. 296. 109. 103. 30. 1025. 0. 1321.RESIDUAL 1321. 0 0.10 0.08 0.74 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 4394. 2667. 980. 930. 273. 0. -2584. 2667.RESIDUAL 82. 0 0.34 0.35 0.37 I u 
21 CC0822 QTST-06/22 PBWR 0. 166. 321. 140. 103. 30. 989. 0. 13ZO.RESIDUAL 1310. 0 0.11 0.08 0.75 
21 CC0822 GTST-06/22 BlEAT l.--- 0. 1168. 2253. 980. 726. 213. 0. -1945. 2253.RESIDUAL 308. 0 0.34 0.320,43 I H 22 STlQlS STIQ-15-16 PUWR 0. 56. 271. 4. . 103. 30. 1149. 0. 1420.RESIDUAL 1420. 1 0.04 0.07 0.69 22 STIQlS STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 15523. 75335. 980. 28722. 8418. 0. -89432. 75385. RESIDUAL -14047. 1 0.17 0.38 0.01 ii 23 STIQIO STIt3-10-16 POUR 0. 80. 288. 38. 103. 30. 1108. 0. 1396.RESIDUAL 1396. 1 0.09 0.07 OTTO 23 STIG10 STIQ-10-16 HEAT 0. 2057. 7396. 980. 2656, 778. 0. -7977. 7396.RESIDUAL -581. 1 0.22 0.36 0.13 i 
24 STlBlS STIG-IS-16 POWR 0. 91. 308. 65. 103. 30. 1076. 0 .  1385.RESIDUAL 1385. 1 0.06 0.07 0.71 
24 STlGlS STIG-1S-16 HEAT 0. 1374. 4649. 980. 1558. 457. 0. -4547. 4649. RESIDUAL 102. 1 0.23 0.34 6.21 - 
1 25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POUR 0. 94. 279. 42. 103. 30. 1104. 0. 1382.RESIDUAL 1382. 1 0.06 0.07 0.71 i 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 2191. 6515. 980. 2417. 708. 0. -7231. 6515.RESIDUAL -715. 1 0.25 0.37 9-15 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 128, 279. 71. 103. 30. 1070. 0. 1348.RES19UAL 13a8. 1 0.09 0.08 0.73 




5 29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SUA POWR 0. 76. 286. 33. 103. 30. 1114. 0. 1400,DISTItLA 1400. 1 0.05 0.07 0.70 
E 29 DES0A3 D l  ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 2232. 8418. 980. 3039. 891. 0. -9174. 8418.DISTILLA -756. 1 0.21 0.36 0.12- 
n 
27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV P0WR 0. 173. 279. 109. 103. 30. 1025. 0 .  1303.RESIDUAL 1303. 1 0.12 0.08 0.75 






29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SUA POWR 0. 76. 286. 33. 103. 30. 1114. 0. 1400. RESIDUAL 1400. 1 0.05 0.07 0.70 
* 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 2232. 8418. 980. 3039. 891. 0. -9174. 8418.RESJDUAL -758. 1 0.21 0.36 0'12 
1 
4 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL POWR 0. 134. 384. 166. 103. 30. 958. 0 .  1 342. RESI DUAL 1342. o 0.09 0.08 a.23 
28 DEHTPM ADV-Dl ESEL HEAT 0. 791. 2269. 980. 610. 179. 0. -1584. 2269.RESIDUAL 685. 0 0.26 0.27 0.43 
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1 -FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS ANC ECS** 11 1 MDUSTRY 281 91 MW 30.29 PROCESS M I  LL l ONS BTU/HR 980.0 PRaCESS TEMP [ F) 495. PRODUCT ALUM1 NA HOURS PER YEAR 8136. 
POWER T0 HEAT RATIO 0.105 
UTILITY FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU=lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COOEN CUQEN CUGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
II 30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 111. 286. 63. 103. 30. 1079. 0. 1365.DISTILLA 1365, 1 0.08 0.08 0.72 30 DESCJA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 1724. 4455. 980. 1608. 471. 0. -4702. 4455.DISTILLA -248. 1 0.2% 0.36 0.22 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SBA PBWR 0. 172. 286. 115. 103. 30. 1018. 0. 1304.DlSTlLLA 1304. 1 0.12 Oz08-0.75 
31 DESBAl DIESEL-S6A HEAT 0. 1466. 2444. 980. 882. 259. 0. -2434. 2444.DISTILLA 10. 1 0.37 0,36 0.40 
31 DESUAI DIESEL-SUA PBWR 0. 172. 286. 115. 103. 30. 1018. 0. 1 304. RES I DUAL 1304. 1 0.12 0.08 0.75 
33 DESBAl Dl ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 1466. 2444. 980. 882. 259. 0. -2434. 2444.RESlDUAL 10. I 0.37 0.36 0.40 i 
I1 32 GTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 POWR 0. 158. 354. 160. 103. 30. 964. 0. 1318.DISTILLA 1318. 0 0.11 0.08 0.74 32 BTSOAD BT-HRSQ-10 HEAT 0. 964. 2162. 988. 631. 185. 0. -1650. 2162,DlSTlLLA 512. 0 0.31 0.29 0.45 
33 OTRAO8 QT-85RE-08 PUWR 0. 126. 289. 78. 103. 30. 1061. 0. 1350.01STlLLA 1350. 0 0.09 0.08 0:73 
33 GTRAO8 GT-e5RE-08 HEAT 0. 1572. 3622. 980. 1293. 379. 0. -3718. 3622.DISTILLA -98. 0 0.30 0.36 0.27 
34 QTRAl2 OT-f35RE- 12 PBUR 0. 133. 289. 84. 103. 30. 1054. 0. 1343.DISTILLA 1343- 0 0.09 0.08 0.213 
34 GTRAl2 OT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 1552. 3360. 980. 1203. 353. 0. -3436. 336O.DISTILLA -78' 0 0.32 0.36 0.29 
35 QTRAl6 OT-85RE-16 PBWR 0. 137. 296. 94. 103. 30: 1043. 0. 1339.DISTILLA 1339. 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 a 
35 GTRAl6 GT-65RE-16 HEAT 0, 1434. 3103. 980. 1083. 317. 0. -3001. 3103.DISTlLLA 42. 0 0.32 0.35 0.32 
36 QTR208 OT-GORE-08 PUWR 0. 140. 323. 119. 103. 30. 1013. 0, 1336.DISTILLA 1336. 0 0.23 0.00 0.73 1 
36 GTR2DE GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 1153. 2660. 980. 851. 250. 0. -2337. 2660.01STI LbA 323. 0 0.30 0.32 0.37 1 
n 
1 37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 PUWR 0. 140. 313. 111 + 103. 30. 1023. 0. 1336.DISTlLLA 1336. 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 
?i 37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 1240. 2772. 980. 915. 268. 0. -2535. 2772.01 ST I LLA 236. 
39 OTRWO8 OT-85RE-08 POUR 0. 108. 294. 68. 103. 30. 1074. 0. 1368,DISTILLA 1368. 0 0.07 0.08 0.72 
OTRWOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 1567. 4275. 980. 1500. 440. 0. -4386. 4275.DISTILLA -91. 0 0.27 0.35 0.23 
40 OTRWl2 GT-85RE-12 POWR 0. 121. 284, 69. 103. 30. 1071. 0. 1355.DISTIL.LA 1355. 0 0.08 0-08 0.72 
40 QTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 1705. 4012. 980. 1460. 428. 0. -4240. 4012.DlSTi~LA -229. 0 0.30 0.36 0.24 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAQE 1 10 ' 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOOY ALTEZNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.1 --- - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*. M 
11 INDUSTRY 281 91 HW 30.29 PROCESS M I  LLI UNS BTUlHR 980.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 495. PRODUCT ALUM1 NA HOURS PER YEAR 8136, 
PBWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.105 
UTl L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO.r6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO*r6= 0 .  
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COOEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10*+6 lOX*6 10*.6 10**6 10*=6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -- 
4 1 eTRW16 GT-85RE-16 POUP 0- 125. 289. 78. 103. 30. 1061. 0. I35l.DISTILLA 1351. 0 0.08 0.08 0.73 
41 Gl'RW16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 1574. 3641. 980. 1300. 381. 0, -3739. 3641.DISTlLLA -98. 0 0.30 0.36 9.27 
GT -60RE-08- PBWR 0. 98. 333. 92. 103. 30. 1044. 0. 1378.DISTILLA 1378. 0 0.07 0.08 0.71 
I 
42 GTR308 OT-6GRE-08 HEAT 0. 1042. 3544. 980. 1099. 322. 0. -3110. 3544.DISTlLLA 434. 0 0.23 0.31 0.28 
43 QTR312 GT-60RE-12 Pt5HR 0. 133. 302. 95. 103. 30. i041. 0. 1343.DISTlLLA 1343. 0 0.09 0.08 0,73 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 1367. 3115. 980. 1065. 312. 0. -5006. 3llS.DISTILLA 109. 0 0.31 0.34 0.31 
44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 PUWR 0. 132. 305. 97. 103. 30. 1039. 0. 1344.DISTlLLA 1344. 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 
44 6TR316 OT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 1336. 3085. 980. 1046. 307. 0. -2945. 3085.DlSTILLA 140. 0 0.30 0.34&32 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POWR 0. 105. 272. 46. 103. 30. 1099. 0. 1371.DISTILi-A 1371. 0 0.07 0.08 0.72 f 
45 FCPAUS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 2234. 5765. 980. 2191. 642. 0. -6523. 5765.DISTILL.A -758. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO PUWR 0. 141. 251. 58. 103. 30. 1084. 0. 1335.DISflLiA 1335. 0 0.10 0.08 0.73 
46 FCIICDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 2362. 4206. 980. 1733. 508. 0. -5092. 4206.DIS71Ll.A -886. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
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IBSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND Ecsx* 
11 ? ZDUSTRY 281 92 MW 60.58 PRBCESS M I  LLl  ONS BTU/HR 1 961 - 0  PROCESS TEMPCF) 495. PRODUCT ALUM1 NA HOURS PER YEAR 8136. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIU 0.105 
UTI L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lOr=6= 0. HOT WATER BTUr10*=6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN COQEN CUQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED PB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USED UTl L l  T 
10=*6 10*=6 10-6 1 0 ~ x 6  lOxr6 10*=6 1 0 ~ x 6  10x.6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUIHR 
I 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
i 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 ROWR 0. 403. 2267. 1720. 207. 61. 284. 0. 2550.COAL-AFB 2559. 0 0.14 0.08 0.77 
1 STM141 STH-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 459. 25-54. 1961. 236. 69. 0. -91 . 2584. COAL-AFB 2494. 0 0.?5 0.09 0.76 
I 
i 
, 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. -793. 3746. 2977. 207. 61. -1196. 0. 3746.RESIDUkL 3746. 0 -0.27 0.06 0.52 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 265. 2467. 1961. 136. 40. 0. 220. 2467. RESI DUAL 2688. 0 0.09 0.05 0.73 
0 ONOCQN N 0 C O Q O N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2307. 646. 2307. COAL-FQD 2953. 0 0. 0.07 0.66 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PdWR 0. 403. 2267. 1720. 207. 61. 284. 0. 2550. RESI DUAL 2550. . 0 0.14 0.08 0.77 
I STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 459. 2584. 1961. 236. 69. 0. -91 . 2584. RESIDUAL 2494. 0 0.15 0.09 0.76 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-? POWR 0. 403. 2267. 17'20. 207. 61. 284. 0, 2550. COAL-FQD- 2550. 0 0.14 0.08 0.77 
1 STM141 STM-TUB-1 HEAT 0. 459. 2584. 1961. 236. 69. 0. -91 . 2584. COAL-FQD 2494. 0 0.15 0.09 0.76 
. 2 STMO88 STM-TIJRB-8 POWR 0. -793. 3746. 2977. 207. 61. -1196.' 0. 3746.COAL-FQD 3746. 0 -0.27 G.06 0.52 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 255. 2467. 1961. 136. 40. 0. 220. 2467. COAL-FQD 2688. 0 0.09 0.05 0.73 
II 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. -793. 3746. 2977. 207. 61. -1196. 0. 3746. COAL-AFB 3746. 0 -0.27 0.06 0.S2 2 STMO88 STM-TURD-8 HEAT 0. 265. 2467. 1961. 136. 40. 0. 220. 2467 C6AL-AFB 2688. 0 0.09 0.05 0.73 
3 PFBSTM PFD-STMTB- PdWR 0. 386. 1260. 850. 207. 61. 1307. 0. 2567.COAL-PFB 2567. 0 0.13 0.08 0.76 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. a9l .  2906. 1961. 477. 140. 0. -844. 2906,CbAL-PFB 2062. 0 0.23 0.16 0.67 
1 
m 
5 TIHRSB TtIERtlIONIC PBWR 0. 205. 1469. 874. 207. 61. 1279. 0. 2748. RESIDUAL 2748. 0 0.07 0.08 0.71 
5 TI HRSG TI-IERMI ON1 C HEAT 0. 460. 3296. 1961. 464. 136. 0. -803. 3296.RESIDUAL 2493. 0 0.12 0.14 0.60 
4 TI STMT TI -STMTB-1 PDWR 0. 395. 960. 602. 207. 6 7 ,  1598. 0. 2558.RESIDUAL 2558. 0 0.13 0.08 0.77-- 




0. 205. 1469. 874. 207. 61, 1279. 0. 2748. COAL 2748, 0 O.QT 0.08 0.71 
0. 460. 3296. 1961. 454. 136. 0. -803. 3296.COAL 2493. 0 O,i2 0.14 0.60 
% 
4 TI STMT T! -STMTB- 1 POWR 0. 395. 960. 602, 207. 61, 1598. 0. 2558. COAL 2558. 0 0.13 0.08 0.77 
4 TI STMT T I  -STIITB - 1 HEAT 0. 1289. 3124. 1961. 673. 197. 0. -7437. 3124.COAL 1668. 0 0.29 0 .220 .63  
$1 6 STIRL STIRLINO-1 POWR 0. 267. 951. 486. 207. '61. 1735. 0. 2666.DISTILLA 2686. 0 0.09 0.08 9.73 
a 6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 1075. 3836. 1961. 835. 244. 0. -1958. 3836.DISTILLA 1878. 0 0.22 0.22- 0.51 
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ltSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 -- 
**FUEL EPIERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSXX 
r 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN COGEN CUQEN AUK UTlLIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L CESR POHER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MU PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl L l  T 
10**6 10**6 10136 10-sr6 10**6 10*=6 10.~6 1 Or16 10.86 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR DTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 1 + 
i 
6 STIRL STIRLINO-1 POUR 0. 267. 951. 486. 207. 61. 1735. 0. 2686. RES I DUAL 2686, 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 1075. 3036, 1961. 833. 244. 0. -1958. 3836.RESIDUAL 1878. 0 0.22 0.22 0.51 I 
INDUSTRY 28192 MW 60.58 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 1961.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 495. PRODUCT ALUMINA H(IURS PER YEAR 0136. 
-- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.105 
UT ILlTY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU=lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. i 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 PBWR 0. 267. 951. 486. 207. 61. 1735. 0. 2686,COAL 2686. 0 -0.09 0.08 0.73 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 1075. 3836. 1961. 833. 244. 0.  -1938. 3836.COAL 1878. 0 0.22 0.22 0.51 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. -79. 644. -69. 207. 61. 2388. 0. 3032.COAL-AFB 3032. 1 -0.03 0.07 0.65 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-QT- HEAT-18422. 2249.-18422. 1961. -5913. -1733. 
- 
0.  19125. - 18422. COAL-AFB 704. 11 -5.48 -8.U1 2.79 II 
8 HEQT6O HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. -19. 798. 113. 207. 61. 2174. 0. 2972. COAL-AFB 2972. 0 -0.01 0.07 0.66 
8 HEOT6O HE' 'OM-GT- HEAT 0. -325. 13809. 1961. 3577. 1048. O - 10531 . 13809. COAL-AFB 3278. 0 -0.02 0.26 0 . 1 4  I 
I 9 HEQTOO HELIUM-GT- POWR 0. l i O ,  1174. 543. 203. 61. 1669. 0. 2843. COAL-AFB 2843. 0 0.04 0.07 0.69 ! 9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 397. 4244. 1961. -747. 219. 0; - 1688. 4244. COAL-AFB 2556. 0 0.09 0.18 0.46 
-_-+ - . 
10 FCHCCL FUEL-CL-MI3 POWR 0. 342. 680. 320. 207. 61. 1931. 0. 2611.COAL 261 1. 10 0.12 0.08 0.75 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-M% HEAT 0. 2098. 4172. 1961. 1268. 372. 0. -3317. 4172.CUAL 855. 0 0.33 0.30 0.47 
12 IQGTST INT-GAS-I3T POUR 0. 269. 813. 370. 207. 61. 1672. 0. 2684,eOAL 2684. 10 0.09 0.08 Oa73 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 1425. 4304. 1961. 1095. 321. 0. -2776. 4304-COAL 1528. 0 0.25 0.25 0.46 
. I 
I 
13 QTSOAR GT-HRSO-10 POWR 0. 252. 713. 271. 207. 61. 1988. 0. 27Ol.RESIDUAL 2701- 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 
13 OTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 1824. 5157. 1961. 1496. 438. 0. -4028. 5157.RESlDUAL 1129. 0 0.26 0.29 0.36 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POHR 0.  354. 582. 247. 207. 61. 2017. 0. 2599.COAL 2599. 10 0.12 0.08-0.75 




16 GTACl6 GT-HRSG-16 POUR 
16 OTAC16 GT-FIRSO-16 HEAT 
0. 322. 640, 269. 207. 61. 1991. 0, 2631.RESlDUAL 2631. 0 0.11 0.08 0.75 
0. 2351. 4667. 1961. 1507. -*2. 0. -4064. 4667. RESIDUAL 602. 0 0-33 0.32 O.4?__ 
14 QTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 P%WR 0. 345. 766. 395. 207. 61. 3843. 0. 2608. RESI DUAL 2608. 0 0.12 0.08 -0.75 






17 QTWCl6 GT-HRSG-16 POUR 0. 303. 656. 266. 207. 61. 1994. 0. 2650. RES 1 DUAL 2650. 0 0.10 0.08 0.74 
17 QTWC16 GT-HRS3-16 HEAT 0. 2232. 4835. 1961. 1523. 446. 0. -41 13. 4835.RESIOUAL 721. 0 0.32 0.32 0.41 
15 OTACl2 OT-HRSO-12 PO\JR 0. 338. 678. 314. 207. 61. 1937. 0. 2615.RESlDUAL 2615. 0 0.11 0.08 0,75 
15 GTACI 2 GT-1-IRSO-12 HEAT 0. 2109. 4229. 1961. 1290. 378. 0. -3385. 4229.RESIDUAL 844. 0 0.33 0.31 0.46 
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ldSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSTRY 28192 72SU 60.58 PROCESS MILLIUNS BTU/HR 1961.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 495. PRUDUCT ALUMINA HOURS PER YEAR 8136. 
PUWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.105 
UTI Ll TY FUEL CdAL F- WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*l O*=6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN CUGEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRUCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT PUWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl L I  T 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 1 0 ~ 1 6  10**6 lO**6 10**6 ---I 
18 CCl626 QTST-16/26 POUR 0. 292. 582. 193. 207. 61. 2080. 0. 2661 . RESIDUAL 2661 . O.10 Q.08 0.74 i 
18 CC7626 QTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 2957. 5900. 1961. 2096. 614. 0. -5904. 59OO.RESIDUAL -4. 0 9.33 0.36 0.33 1 
19 CC1622 OTST-16/22 POWR - ? 0. 307. 593. 216.- 207. 61. 2053. 0. 2646.RESlDUAL 2646. 0 0.10 0.08 0.74 * 
19 CC1622 QTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 2785. 5389. 1961. 1877. 550. 0. -5221. 5389.REEIDUAL 168. 0 0.34 0.35 0.36 
20 CC1222 QTST-12/22 POWR 0. 310. 592. 218. 207. 61. 2051. 0. 2643,RESIDUAL 2643. 0 0.10 0 . 0 8 0 , 7 4  
20 CC1222 QTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 2789. 5336. 1962. 1862. 546. 0. -51 72. 5336. RESI DUAL 164. 0 0.34 0.35 0.37 
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 POWR 0. 333. 642. 279. 207. 61. 1979. 0. 2620.RESIDUAL 2620. 0 0.11 0.08 0.75 
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 2337. 4509. 1961. 1452. 426. 0. -3893. 4509. RESIDUAL 61 6. 0 0.34 0.32 0.43 
22 STIQIS STIO-15-16 POUR 0. 112. 543. 7. 207. 61. 2299. 0. 2841.RESlDUAL 2841. 1 0.04 0.07 0.69 
22 STlQlS STIQ-15-16 HEAT 0. 31062.150846. 1961. 57472. 16844. 0 . * * * * * *~150846.RESIDUAL -28109, 1 9-17 0.38 0.01 1 1 
24 STIOlS STIQ-IS-16 POWR 0. 182. 617. 130. 207. 61. 2154. 0. 2771.RESIDUAL 2771. 1 0.06 0.07 0.71 
24 STIQIS STIQ-IS-16 HEAT 0. 2749. 9303. 1961. 3118. 914. 0. -9099. 9303. RES I DUAL 204. 1 0.23 0.34 0.21 
I 23 STlQlO STIQ-10-16 POUR 0 .  160. 576. 76. 207. 61. 2217. 0. 2793.RESIDUAL 2793. 1 0.05 0.07 0.70 23 STlQlO ST18-10-16 HEAT 0. 4115. 14800. 1961. 5315. 1558. 0.-15962. 14800,RESIDUAL -1162. 1 0.22, 0.36 0.13 
I 
o 26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POUR 0. 255. 557. 142. 207. 61. 2141. 0. 2698.RESIDUAL 2698. 1 0.09 0.08 0.73 
1 - 26 DEADVO D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 3538. 7720. 1961. 2864. 839. 0. -8305. 7720.REStDUAL -585. 1 0.31 0.37 0.25 1 
0 
- m 
1 27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 345. 557. 218. 207. 61. 2051. 0,. 2608. RES I DUAL 2608. 1 0.12 0.08 0.75 
3 27 DEADVl Dl ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 3106. 5015. 1961. 1861. 545. 0. -5169. 5015,RESIDUAL -153. 1 0.38 0.37 0.39 
: 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 187. 557. 84. 207. 61. 2208. - 0. 2766. RES I DUAL 2766. 1 0.06 0.07 0.71 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 4385. 13037. 1961. 4837. 1418. 0. -14469. 13037.RESIDVAL -1432. 1 0.25 0.37 0.15 
29 DESOA~ Dl ESEL-SOA POUR 0. 152. 573. 67. 207. 61. 2229. 0. 2801.DISTILLA 2801. 1 0.05 0.07 0.70 
E 29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 4465. 16845. 1961. 608!. 1782. 0. -143357. 16845.DlSTILLA -1512. 1 0.21 0-36 0.12 
R 
' 23 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA PUWR 0. 152. 573. 67. 207. 61. 2229. C , 2801 . RESIDUAL 2801 . 1 0.05 0.07 0.70 
29 '1ESOA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 4465. 16845. 1961. 6081. 1782. 0.-18357. 1684S.RESIOUAL -1512. 1 0.21 0.36 0.12 
DATE 06/06/19 1 18SE PECI AD" DESi GM ENGR QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 114 COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY REPORT 5.1 --.--- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*= 
11 INDUSTRY 281 92 MW 60.58 PRUCESS M I  LLIONZ BTU/HR 1961 .0  PROCESS TEMP( F> 495. PRODUCT ALUHI NA HOURS PER YEAR 8126. r a 
-- . 8 
. I! POWEA TO HEAT RAT18 t,105 UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO-6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBQEN COGEN COQEN COGEN AUX UTl LIT TBTAL Sl TE NET= FAIL FESR POWER,HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTf FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
li 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 222. 573. 126. 207. 61. 2159. 0. 273l.DISTILLA 2731. 1 0.08 0.08 0.72 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 3449. 8914. 1961. 3218. 943. 0. -9410. 8914.DISTILLA -496. 1 0.28 0.36 6.22 
. 31 DESCJAI DIESEL-SOA POUR 1, 34 S 3. 30 207 1 0.12 0.08-0,75 
31 DESaA1 Dl ESEL-S0A HEAT 0. 2934. 4890. 1961. 1765. 517. 0. -4871. 489O.DISTtLLA 19. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
j 1 
31. DESdAl DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 343. 573. 230. 207. 61. 2037. 0. 2610.RESIDUAL 2610. 1 0.12 0.08 0.75 
0. 2934. 4890, 1961, 1765. 517. 0. -4871 . 4890. RESIDUAL 19. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
30 DEJOA2 DIESEL-SOA PWR 0. 222. 573. 126. 207. 61. 2159. 0. 2731.RESIDUAL 2731. 1 0.08 0.08 5.72 
30 DESdA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 3449. 8914. 1961. 3218. 943. 0. -9410. 8914.RESIDUAL -496. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
W 32 QTSOAD OT-HRSG-10 PUWR 0. 316. 708. 321. 207. 61. 1930. 0. 2637.DISTILLA 2637. 0 0.11 0.08 0.74 8 32 QTS0AB QT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 1928. 4327. 1961. 1263. 370. 0. -3302. 4327.DISTILLA 1025. 0 0.31 0.29 0.45 1 
33 QTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 251. 519. 159. 207. 61. 2123. 0. 2702. DISTI LLA 2702. 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 
33 QTRAOB GT-8SRE-08 HEAT 0. 3145. 7248. 1961. 2587. 758. 0. -7440, 7248,DlSTlLLA -192. 0 0.30 0.38 0.27 I 
34 QTRAl2 QT-85RE-12 F U R  0. 267. 577. 168. 207. 61. 2109. 0. 2686.DISTILl-A 2686, 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 
34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 3105. 6723. 1961. 2407. 705. 0.  -6875, 6723.DISTILLA -152. 0 0.32 0-36 0.29 
36 QTR208 QT-GORE-08 POWR 0. 280. 646. 238. 207. 61. 2027. 0. 2673,DlSTILLA 2673. 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 
36 QTW208 GT-60RE-06 HEAT 0. 2307. 5323. 1961. 1703, 499. 0. -4677. 5323,DISTILLA 646. 0 0.30 0-32 0.37 I 
1 
N 0 
1 37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 280. 626. 221. 207. 61. 2047. 0. 2673.DISTILLA 2673. 0 0.09 0.08 0-73 
37 GTR212 GT-GORE-12 HEAT 0. 2480. 5546. 1961. 1830. 536. 0. -5074. 5546.DISTILLA 473. 0 0.31 0.33 0.35 
: 
35 QTRAI 6 GT-85RE-16 POUR 0. 274. 592. 187. 207. 61. 2087. 0. 267S.DlSTILLA 2679, 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 
35 QTRAl6 GT-O5AE-16 HEAT 0. 2870. 6209. 1961. 2167. 635. 0. -6125. 6209.DISTILLA 83. 0 0.32 0.35 0-32 
38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 POWR 0. 285. 613. 215. 207. 61. 2055. 0. 2668.DISTILLA 2668. 0 0 10 0.08 0.74 
; 38 GTR216 GT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 2605. 5605. 1961. 1889. 554. 0. -5257. 5605.DISTILLA 348. 0 0.32 0.34 0.35 
' 
- 
39 GTRWO8 GT-65RE-08 POUR 0. 216. 589. 135. 207. 61. 2148. 0. 2737.DISTILLA 2737. 0 0.07 0.08 0.72 
39 QTRMO8 GT-85R_E-08 HEAT 0. 3136. 0554. 1961. 3002, 880. 0. -8736. 8554.DISTILLA -183. 
0 
40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 POWR 0. 247. 568. 139. 207. 61. 2144. 0. 2712.DISTILLA 2712. 0 0.08 0.72 I 
40 QTRW12 GT-85RE-12 YEAT 0. 3411. 8027. 1961. 2922. 856. 0. -8485. 8027. DISTI L U  -458. 0 0.30 0.36 0.24 8 
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i 15SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
*=FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS=* 
I INDUSTRY 281 92 MW 60.58 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 1961.9 PROCESS TEMPCF) 495. PRODUCT ALUM1 W HOURS PER YEAR 8136. 
- -- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.105 
UTl&ITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUrlO*r6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lO*=6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CCIOEN COBEN C(n3EN AUK UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET* FA1 L FESR POWER HWT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES HW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED N6-NET USED HEAT FUWER ELECT BUILR USED SITE USED UTXLIT 
41 QTRWl6 QT-6JRE-16 ROWR 0 250. 579. 156. 207. 61. 2124. 0. 2703.01STlLLA 2703. 0 0.08 0.00 0.73 
41 QTRW16 QT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 3150. 7286. 1961. 2601. 762. 0. -7463. 7286.01STlLLA -197. 0.30 0.36 0.27 j 
42 QTR306 GT-60RE-08 POUR 0. 196. 667. 184. 207. 61. 2090. 0, 2757,DISTILLA 2757, 0 0.07 0.07 0.71 
42 QTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0 .  2085. 7092. -1961. 2199. 644. 0. -6224. 7092.DISTlLLA 860. 0 0.23 0.31 0.28 
44 QTR316 QT-60RE-16 POWR 0. 264. 610. 194. 207. 61. 2079. 0. 2689.DISTILLA 2609. 0 0.09 0.08 0.73 
44 QTR316 QT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 2674. 6173. -1961. 2093. 613. 0. -5894. 6173.DISTILLA 279. 0 0.30 0.34 0.32 
1 
1 
43 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PUWR 0. 211. 544. 92. 207. 61. 2198. Q. 2742,DISTILLA 2742. 0 0.07 0.08 0.72 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 4470. 11535. 1961. 4383. 1285. 0.-13052. 11535,DISTILLA -1517. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 I 
43 QTR312 QT-SORE-12 POVR 0. 265. 604. 190. 207. S1. 2083. 0. 2608.DtSTILU 2608. 0 0.09 0.08 0-73 
43 QTR312 OT-GORE- 12 HEAT 0. 2736. 6233. 1961. 2132. 625. 0. -6016. 6233,DISTILLA 217, 0 0.31 0.34 0.31 
- 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO POUR 0. 282. 502. 117. 207. 5 7 ,  217C. 0. 2671.01STILLA 2671. 0 0.10 0.08 0.73 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 4727. 8416. 1961. 3468. 1016. 0.-IiDl90. 8416.DISTILLA -1774. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 1 
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DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
- 
**FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
1 INDUSTRY 2821 2 HV 4.00 PROCESS PI1  LLI tYNS BTUlHR 207.0 PROCESS TEMP( F) 422. PRODUCT V I  NYL-CHLORI HOURS PER YEAR 8300. n 1 
POWER TO HEAT RATId 0.066 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10**6= 0. i 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COGEN CBOEN AUX UTILIT TC3TAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* 
- USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
0 ONOCON N 0 C 0 Q 0. N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 244. 43. 244. COAL-FQD 286. 0 0. 0.05 0-72 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 27. 108. 78. 14. 4. 152. 0.  260. RESIDUAL 260. 10 0.09 0.03 0.80 
I STM141 STM- URB-1 HEAT I T z.": 71. 286. 207, 36. 11, 0. -70. 286.RESIDUAL 216. 0 0.20 0.13 0.72 
1 STH141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 27. 108. 78. 14. 4. 152. 0. 260. COAL-FQD 260. 10 0.09 0-05 0.80 I 1 STMI41 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 71. 286. 207. 36. 11. 0. , -70. 286.COAL-FOD 216. 0 0.20 0.13 0.72 
J 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 27. 108. 78. 14. 4. 152. 0, 260. COAL-AFB 260. 10 0.09 0.05 0-80 
1 STH141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 71. 286. 207. 36. 11. 0. -70,. 286.CdAL-AFB 216. 0 0220 0.13 0.72 1 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. 27. 149. 313. 14. 4. 110. 0. 26O.RESIDUAL 260. 10 0.09 0.05 0.80J 
' 2  STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 49. 273. 207. 25. 7 .  0. -35. 273.RESIDUAL 238. 0 0.15 0.09 0.76 g 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. 27. 149. 113. 14. 4. 110. 0. 260.CUAL-FOD 260. 
1 
10 0.09 0.05 0.80 1 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 49. 273. 207. 25. 7. 0. -35. 273.COAL-FOD 238. 0 0.15 0.09 0.76 * 
Y 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. 27. 149. 113. 14. 1. 110. Q. 260. COAL-AFB 260, 10 0.09 0.05 0.80 
2 STNO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 49. 273. 207. 25. 7. 0. -35. 273.COAL-AFB 238, 0 0.15 0.09 0.76 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PjWR 0. 26. 70. 45. 14. 4. 190. 0. 260.COAL-PFB 260. 10 0.09 0.05 0.80 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 118. 320. 207. 62. 18. 0. -192. 320.COAL-PFB 160. 0 0.27 0.19 0.85 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 PBWR 0- 26. 56. 33. 14. 4. 204. 0. 260. RES I DUAI. 260. 10 0.09 0 . 0 ~ . 8 0  
4 TISTMT Ti-STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 162. 346. 207. 85. 25. 0. -222. 346. RESIDUAL 124. 0 0.32 0.24 0.60 
4 T I  STMT TI -STMTB- 1 POWR 0. 26. 56. 33. 14. 4. 204. 0. 26O.CbAL 2e.3. 10 0.09 0.05 0.80 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. :82- 346. 2C7. 85. 25 * 0. -222. 346.COAL 124. 0 0.32 0 3  0.60 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIONIC POWR 0. 17. 97. 61. 14. 4. 1-72. 0. 269. RESIDUAL 269. 0 0.06 0.05 0.77 i 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIONIC HEAT 0. 58. 331. 207. 47. 14. 0. -183. 331.RESIDOAL 228. 0 0.15 0.14 0.63 i 
3 TlHRSG THERMIONIC POWR 0. 17. 97. 61. 14. 4. 172. 0. 26Q.COAL 269. 0 0.06 0-05 0.37 
5 TIHRSO THERMIBNIC HEAT 0. 58. 331. 207. 47. 14. 0. -103. 331.COAL 228. 0 0.15 0.14 0.63 
6 ST lRL STIRLING-1 PBWR 0. 18. 57. - 28. 14. 4. 210. 0. 268.01STItU 268. 0 0.06 0.05 0.77 
6 SfIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 135. 422. 207. 100. 29. 0. -271. 422.DISTILLA 151. 0 0.24 0.24 0.49 ,+ 
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ENQR REPURT 5 ,1  
*=FUEL ENEROY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 11 INDUSTRY 2821 2 MW 4.00 PROCESS h! LLI ONS BTUlHR 207.0 PROCESS TEPIPt F) 422. PRODUCT V I  NYL-CHLORI HOURS PER YEAR 8300. I 
1 WASTE FUEL COQEN CUGEN CBQEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PR0CES PRdCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* 
USED MB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10**S 10**6 10**6 10**6 TO**6 10**6 10**6 l0**6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
I 
1 
6 STlRL STIRLINQ-1 PBWR 0. 18. 57. 28. 14. 4 .  210. 0. 268. RES I DUAL 268, 0 0.06 0.05 0.71 8 
0. 135. 422. 297. 100. 29. 0. -271. 422.RESIOUAL 351. 0 0.24 0.24 0.49 B 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.066 
UTILITYFUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTW*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10**6= 0. 
STIRLING-1 POWR Q.  18. 57. 28. 14. 4 .  210. 0. 268.COAL 268. 0 0.06 o m  0.77 i 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 135  422. 207. 100. 29. 0. -271. 422.COAL 151. 0 0.24 0.24 0.49 
0. 2. 43. 1 .  14. 4. 242. 0. 285. COAL-AFB 285. 11 0.01 0.05 0 2 3 -  
0. 267. 7482. 207. 2402. 704. 0. -7483. 7482. COAL-AFB 14. 1 0.03 0,32 0.03 
8 HEQT60 HELIUN-QT- POUR 0. 4. 53. 12. 14. 4 .  229. 0. 282. CbAL-AFB 282. 10 0.02 0.05 0.73 
HELIUM-QT- HEAT 0. 74. 890. 267. 231, 68. 0. -678. 890.COAL-AFB 212. 0 0.08 0.26 0.23 
9 HEQTOO HELIUM-GT- PCWR 0. 9. 78. 37. 14., 4. 200. 0. 278. COAL-AF3 218. 10 0.03 0.05 0.75 ' 
9 HEQTOC' HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0, 48. 435. 207. 77. 22. 0. -197. 435. CbAL-AFB 238. 10 0.10 0.18 0.48 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB POUR 0. 23. 45. 21. 14. 4. P19. 0. 263. COAL 263. 10 0,08 0.05 0.79 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB HEAT 0.. 222. 439. 207. 133. 39. 0. -374. 433.COA-i 65. 10 0.34 0,3P 0.47 . 
13 QTSOAR QT-HRSG-10 PBWR ' 0. 18. 47. 19. 14. 4 .  221. 0. 268. RES I DUAL 266. 10 0.06 0.05 0.77 ', 
QTSUAR GT-HRSO-10 HEAT 0. 196. 510. 207. 148. 43. 0. -419. 51O.RESIDUAL 90. 0 0.28 0.29 0.41 
'I. 11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POWR 0. 24. 36. 15. 14. 4 .  226. 0. 263. CCIAL 263. 10 0.08 0.05 0.79 1 
1 14 GTACO8 QT-HRSG-08 P0WR 0. 23. 51. 26. 14. 4. 213. 0. 263.RESIOUAL 283. 10 0-08 0.05 0.79 ? 14 QTACOB GT-HRSQ-08 HEAT 0. 181. 409. 207. 108. 32. 0. -296. 401.RESIDUAL 105. 0 0.3% 0.27 0.52 i 
2 
I- 
:- 15 QTACl2 QT-HRSQ-12 POWR 0. 22. 45. 21. 14. 4. 2'19. 0. 264. RES I DUAL 264. 16 0.08 0.05 0.78 
0 15 QT4C12 QT-HRSQ-12 HEAT 0. 223. 447. 207. 136. 40. 0. -384. 447. RESIDUAL 64, 0 0.33 0.31 0,46 
2 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 330. 511. 207. 191. 58. 0. -596, 517.COAL -44. 10 0.39 0.37 0.40 i 
4 
12 IQ3TST INT-QAS-QT POUR 0. 18. 50. 22. 14. 4. 218. 0. PG8.COAL 268. 10 0.06 0.05 0.77 
12 IQQ7ST IMT-GAS-QT HEAT 0. 177. 476. 207. 731. 38. 0. -368. 476. COAL 109. 10 0.27 0.28 0.43 
16 QTACl6 QT-HRSQ-16 POUR 0. 22. 42. 18. 14. 4. 222. 4. 265. RES I DUAL 265. 10 0.08 0.05 0.78 
16 QTAC16 OT-1-IRSG-16 HEAT 0. 248. 486. 207. 157. 46. 0. -447. 486, RESIDUAL 38. 0 0.34 4-32 0.43 
a 
17 STWCl6 QT-HRSQ-16 PBWR 0. 20. 43. 18. 14. 4.  223. 0. 266. RES I OUAL 266. 10 0.07 0-05 0.78 
4 17 GTWC16 t3T-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 256. 511. 207. 161. 47. 0. -480. 5ll.RESIDUAL 51. 0 0.32 0.32 0.41 
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-- 
**FUEL ENERGY S,AVED BY PROCESS AN0 ECS** 
INDUSTRY 28212 MW 4.00 PROCESS MILLaeNS BTU/HR 207.0 PROCESS TEMP(F2 422. PRODUCT VINYL-CHLORI HOURS PER YEAR 8300. t- H , . k POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.066 ti UTl L l  TY FUEL CClAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**ti= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO*r6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBQEN COGEN COQEN COGEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PaWERHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRPCES PROCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
18 CC16Z6 QTST-16/26 POWR 0. 20. 37. 12. 14. 4. 230. 0. 267. HES I DUAL 267. 10 0.07 0.05 0.78 
I 1 I  CC1626 GTST-16/26 HEAT ' 1  0. 347. 653. 207. 242. 71. 0. -714. 653.RESIDUAL -61. 0 0.35 0.37 0.32 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 PUWR 0. 21. 37. 13. 24. 4. 228. 0, 266. RES I DUAL' 266. 10 0.07 0.05 0.76 
19 CC1622 QTST-16/22 HEAT R 0. 327. 596. 207. 218. 64. 0. -637. 596.RESIDUAL -41. 0 0.35 0.36 0.35 Il 20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 POVR 0. 21. 37. 13. 14. 4. 228. 0. 265. RES I DUAL 265. 10 0.07 0.05 0.78 20 CCl222 OTST-!2/22 !-!EAT 0. 320. 591. 207. 216. 63. 0 .  -633. 591 .RESIDUAL -42. 0 0.36 0.37 0.3s 
21 CC0822 QTST-08/22 POWR 0. 22. 40. 17. 14. 4. 224. 0. 264. RES I DUAL 264. 10 0.08 0.05 0.78 
21 CC0822 OTST-08/22 HEAT 0 .  278. 499. 207. 171. 80. 0. -491 . 499. RESIDUAL 8. 0 0.36 0.34 0.41 " 
I! 22 STlQ15 STIQ-15-16 POUR 0. 7. 36. 0. 14. 4. 243. 0. 279. RES I DUAL 274. 10 0.03 0.05 0.74 : 22 ST1015 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. -3279. 15923. 207. 6067. 1778. 0. -18916. 1; :23.RESIDUAb -2993. 0 0.17 0.38 0.01 1 
ILE3 ST1010 STlQ-10-16 POllR 0. 11. 38. 5. 14. 4. 238. 0. 276. RES I DUAL 276. 10 0.04 0.05 0.75 11 23 STIOlO STIO-10-16 HEAT 0. 434. 1562. 207. 561. 164.' 0. -171 1. 1562.RESIDUAL -148. 0 0.22 0.36 0.13 I 
STIQ-1S-16 POVR 0. 12. 41. 9. 14. 4. 233. 0. 274. RES I DUAL 274. 10 0.04 0.05 0.76 
STIG-1S-16 HEAT 0. .290. 982. 207. 329. 96. 0. -986. 982. RES I DUAL -4. 0 0.23 0.34 0.25 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POUR 0. 14. 37. 7. 14. 4. 236. 0. 272.RESIDUAL 272. 0 0.05 0.05 0.76 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0 .  426. 1142. 207. 424. 124. 0. -1281. I142.RESIDUAL -139. 0 0.27 0.37 0.18 
26 DEADV2 Dl ESEL-ADV POW# 0. 17. 37. 9, 14. 4. 233. 0. 269.RESIDUAL 269. 1 0.06 0.05 0.77 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 373. 815. 207. 332. 89. 0. -902. 815.RESIDUAL -87. 1 0.31 0.37 0.25 
q 28 DEHTPM-*F-DIESEL POWR 0. 20. 45. 19. 14. 4. 221. 0. 266. RESIDUAL . 266. 0 0.47 0.05 0.78 u. 28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 219. 484. 207. 147. 43. 0. -417. 484.RESIDUAL 67. 0 0.31 0.30 0.43 
1 
I- 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. ll. 38. 6. 14. 4. 237. 0 0.04 0.05 0.75 
29 DESOA3 DEESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 424. 1405. 207. 507. 149. 
0 27"ISTlLLA 275. - 1  
0, -1543. 1405.DISTILLA -137. D 0.23 4.36 0.15 
DIESEL-SOA PCJWR 0. 11. 38. 6. 14. 4. 237. 0. 275. RESIDUAL 275. 0 0.04 0.05 0.75 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-St3A HEAT 0. 424. 1 4 5  207. 507. 149. 0. -1543, 14OS.RESIDUAL -137. 0 0.23 0.36 0.15 
U 
27 DEADVI DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 23. 37. 14. i 4 .  4. 227. 0. 263. RES I DUAL 263. 1 0.08 0.05 0.79 
27 DEADVI DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 328. 529. 207. 196. 58. 0. -571. 529.RESID3AL -42. 1 0.38 0.37 0.39 
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**FUEL E?:ERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND EGS== I INDUSTRY 28212 MW 4.00 PROCESS EllLLloNS BTUlHR 207.0 PROCESS TWPCFI 422. PRODUCT VINYL-CHldRI WURS PER YEAR 8300. 
I. 
PBWER TO HEAT RAT10 0,066 
UTI L l  TY FUEL CdAL WASTE FUEL EQV ;rTU=l O==6= 0. HeT WATER BTU=10==6= 0. 
1 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN CfJGEN COGEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TUTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PROCES MU PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL T0TAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USFD NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SlTE USED UTI L IT  
lO=z6 I3-6 10==6 10==6 10==6 10==6 10==6 10==6 10==6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUPHR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SUA PWdR 0. 15. 38. 8. 14. 4 ,  234. 0. 232.DlSTILLA 272- 1 0.05 0.05 0.76 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SO& HEAT 0. 364. 941. 207. 340. 100. 0 .  -1019. 941,DISTlLLA -78. 1 0.28 0.38 0.22 p 
1 0.05 0,05 0.76 
F 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-S6A PBWR 0. 15. 38. 8. 14. 4. 234. 0. 272. RES I DUAL 272. 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SQA HEAT 0. 364. 941. 207, 340. 100. 0. -1019. 941 .RESIDUAL -78. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 f I 
_j2cSbA3 DI ESEL-SO& POUR 0. 23. 38, 15. 14. 4. 226. 0. 263.DISTILLA 263. 1 0 . 0 6  0.05 0.79 4 
; LSUF1 DiESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 310. 516. 207. 186. 55. 0. -540. 516.DISTlLLA -23. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 23. 38. 15. 14. 4. 226. 0. 263. RES I DUAL 263. 1 0.08 0.05 0.79 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 310. 516. 207. 186. 55. 0. -540. 516.RESIDUAL -23. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
32 FTSaAD GT-HRSB-10 PBWR 0. 21. 47. 21. 14. 4. 218. 0. 265.DISTILLA 265. 10 0.07 0.05 0.78 
32 GTSOAD GT-HRSG-I0 HEAT 0 ,  204. 454. 207. 133. 39. 0. -371. 454.DISTlLLA 82. 0 9.31- 0.29 0.46 I 
33 QTRAO8 QT-65RE-08 POWR 0 .  16. 38. 12. 14. 4. 230. 0. 268.DISTILLA 268. 50 0.06 0.05 0.77 
33 QTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 32:. 667. 207. 238. 70. 0. -701. 667.DISTILLA -34. O 0.32 0.36 0.31 
34 GTRA12 O f -  85RE- 1 2 POWR 0. 19. 38. 12. 14. 4. 229. 0. 267.01STILLA 267. 
34 GTRA12 ST-a5RE-12 HEAT 0. 319. 538. 207. 228. 67. 0. -671. 628.DISTILLA -33. 
i 35 BTRAl6 GT-8SRE-16 PBWR 0. 19. 39. '13. 14. 4. 228. 0, 267.DISTILLA 267. 10 0.07 0.05 0.78 Of-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 298. 602. 207. 210. 62. 0. -614. 602.DISTILLA -12. 0 0.33 0.35 0.34 
36 GTR208 GT-GORE-08 PGWR 0. 19, 43. 17. 14. 4. 224. 9. 267.DlSTILLA 267, 10 0.07 0.05 0.78 
36 OTR208 Gf-€ORE-08 HEAT 0. 244. 533. 207. b7t. 50. 0. -491. 533.DISTILU 43. 0 0.31 0.32 0.39 I 
- 
t 37 BTR212 GT-GORE-12 POWR I- 0. 13. 41. 15. 14. 4. 225. 0. 267.D:STILLA 267. 10 0.07 0.05 0.78 8 w 37 OTR212 GT-6ORE-12 HEAT 0. 261. 353. 207. 183. 54. 0. -530. 555.DISTILLA 25. 0 i1.32 0.33 0.37 
39 GTRMO8 GT-85RE-CS POWR 0. 16. 39. 10. 14. 4. 232, 0. 271 .DISTILLA 271. 10 0.05 0.05 0,76 
0. 321. 801. 207. 281. 82. 0. -836. 8Ol.DISTILLA -35- 0 0.29 0 . 3 x 0 . 2 6  
$ 40 GTRU12 GT-85RE-12 POUR r 0. 17. 37. 10. 14. 4. 232. 0. 269.DlSTILLA 269.. 10 4.06 0.05 0.77 -z 40 GTRbll2 GT-65RE-12 HEAT 0. 350. 773. 207. 291. 82. 0. -836. 773.DISTILI-A -64. 0 0.31 0.36 0.27 a 
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I INDUSTRY 2821 2 MU 4.00 PRUCESS M I  LLIUNS BTU/HR 207.0 FFiCES-9 TEMPIF) 422. PRODUCT VI NYL-CHLORI HBURS PER YEAR 8300. 
1 l fSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGI REPGRT 5.1 - 
- - 
UTILITY FUEL COAL 
PUWER TO HEAT RATld 0.066 
WASTE FUEL EQV BTUrlOz*6= 0. H5T WATER BTU=lOxr6= 0, 
I 
rxFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*= 
4 1 GTRW16 G; -8ZRE- 1 6 PBWR 0 .  17. 38. 11. 14. 4. 231. 0, 269. DISTI LLA 263. 10 0.06 0.05 0.77 
41 GTRWl6 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 327. 719. 207. 257. 75. 0. -780. 719.DISTILLA -41, 0 0.31 9-36 0.29 
1 I 
1 
42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 P6WR 0. 14. 44. 13. 14. 4. 228. a. 272,DlSTILLA 272. 10 0.05 0.05 0.76 
,, 42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 222. 687. 207. 213. 62. 0. -622. 687.DlSTILLA 6 4 ,  0 0.24 0.31 0.30 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CUGEN CUOEN CdGEN AUX UTI LIT TBTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SA'JED- FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
IlSED Ma-NETUSED HEAT PBHER ELECT BUILR USED SZTE USED UTILIT 
----I 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 P6WR 0. 18. 40. 13. 14. 4. 228. 0. 268.DISTILLA 268. 10 0.06 0.05 0.77 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 287. 639. 207. 218. 64. 0. -649. 639.DISTlLLA -1. 0 Q.31 0.34 0.32 
44 GTR3i8 GT-GORE-16 POUR 0. 18. 40. 13. 14. 4 .  228. 0. 268.DISTILLA 268. 10 0.06 0.05 0.77 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0.  281. 634. 207. 215. 63. 0. -629. 634.DI3TlUA 5 ,  0 0.31 0.34 0.33 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PUWR 0. 14. 36. 6. 14. 4. 236. 0. 272.DlSTILl-A 272. 0 0.05 0.05 0.76 1 
4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-Pki HEAT 0. 472. 7218. 203. 463. 136. 0. -1403. 1218.DISTILLA -186. 0 0.28 0.38 I jt 
Y 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MCJ PBHR 0. 19. 33. 8. 14. 4, 234. 0. 268.DISTILl-A 268. 10 0.07 0.05 0.77 
46 FCACDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 499. 888. 207. 366. 107. 0. -1101. 888.DISTILLA -213. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
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xxFUtZ ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** I 11 INDUSTRY 2821 3 MU 55.00 PROCESS M I  LLIUNS BTUIHR 16.0 PROCESS TEPIPCF) 448. PRBDUCT LOU-DENSITY- HOURS PER YEAR 1COO. 
r - POWER SB HEAT RAT18 ***r= UTl LlTY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU=i0**6= 0, HOT WATER BTUx10=*6= 0 .  
FUEL COGEN COGEN COGEN CUQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE 1 '  SAVED. FUEL PROCES PRDCES MU NET= PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 1 0 ~ * 6  1 0 ~ ~ 6  10*.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTlJ/HR 
0 ONOCQN N 0 C 0 8 a N 0. 0. 0. 0. - 0. 0. 19. 586. 1 9. RES I DUAL 605. 0 0. 0.31 0.03 
1 STM141 STn-TURB-1 POWR 0. -1655. 2260. 1793. 188. 55. -2020. C ,  2260.RESlDUAL 2260. 0 -2.73 0.08 0.01 
1 STMP41 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0 .  3. 21. 16. 2. 1. 0. 581. 21 . RESI DUAL 602. 10 0.01 0.00 0.03- 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PGWR 0. -1655. 2260. 1733. 168. 55. -2020. 0. 226QaCOAL-FGD 2260. 0 -2.73 0.08 0.0:. l 
1 SIM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 3. 21. 16. 2 . 1. 0. 581. 21 . COAL-FQD 602. 10 0.01 0.00 0.03 L 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0. -1655. 2260. 1733. 188. 55. -2026. 0. 2260. COAL-AFB 2260. 0 -2.73 0.08 0.0i 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT It- 0. 3. 21. 16. 2, 1. 0. 531. 21.COAL-AFB 602. 10 0.01 0.00 0.03 
2 STMOBB STM-TCtRB-8 PBWR 0. -3404. 4009. 3220. fb8. 55. -3770. 0. 4009. XES I DUAL 4009. 0 -5.62 O.Q~_O-.OO 
2 STMOSa STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 2. 20. 16. 1. 0. 0. 584. 2O.RESIDUAL 603. 10 0.00 0.00 0.03 1 
i 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 PBWR e. -3404. 4009. 3220. 168. 55. -3770. 0. 4009.COAL-FOD 4009. 0 -5.62 0.05 0.00 I! 2 STMO8B STM-TUFZB-8 HEAT 0. 2. 20. 16. 1. 0. 0. 584. 20.CUAL-FOD 603. 10 0.00 0.00-0.03 R 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. -3404. 4009. 3220. 188. 55. -3770. 0. 4009. COAL-AFB 4009. 0 -5.62 0.05 0.00 2 STMOBB ST&-TURD-8 HEAT . 0. 2. 20. 16. !. 0. q. 584. 20. COAL-AFB 603. 10 0.00 0.00 0.03 
POidR 0. -590. 1195. 819. 188. 55. -939. 0. 1193.COAL-PFB 1195. 0 -0.97 0.46 0--01 
3 PFBSTM PF5-STMTB- HEAP 0. 7. 23. 16. 4. 1. 0. 575. 23. CBAL-PFB 598. 10 0.01 0.01 0.03 ( 4 TlSTHT TI-STHTB-1 PGWR 0. -295. SOO, 571. 188. 5s. - F a .  0. 900. RES1 DUAL 900, Q -0.49 0.21 0.02 $1 4 TI STMT TI -STMTB- 1  EAT 0. t 0. 25. 16. 5. 2. 0. 570. 25.RESIDUAL 595. 10 0.02 0 . 0 1 0 3  
1 4 Tt STMT T I -ST.?=- 1 POWR Q. -295. 900. 571. 188. 53. -653. 0. 900. COAL 900. 0 -0.49 0.21 0.02 a 4 T ISTMT TI -STMTB- 1 HEAT 0. 10. 25. 16. 5 .  2. 0. 570. 25. COAL 595. 10 0.02 0.01 0.03 ' 4 5 TIHRSG THERI410NIC POWR 0. -728. 1334. 821. 188. 55. -947. 0. 1334.RESIOUAL 1334. 0 -1.20 0.14 0.01 
S TIHRSG TIiERIIIONIC HEAT 0. 4. 26. 16. 4. 1. 0. 575. 26.RESIDUAL 601. 10 0.01 0.01 0.03 
> 
5 TI HRSG Tf IERMl UNI C PBWR 0. -728. 1334. 821. 188. 55. -947. 0. 1334.COAL 1334. 0 -1.20 0.14 0.01 1 5 TI HRSG THERHl ONl C HEAT 0. 4. 26. 18.  4. 1. Q. 575. 26. COAL 601. 10 0.01 0.01 0.03 1 
Y 1 6 S T  RL S T  R I G -  1 POW. 0. -208. 813. 405. 188. 55. -458, 0. 813.BISTILLA 813. 0 -0.34 0.23 
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*%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
1 IMUSTRY 2 ~ 2 1 3  Mw 55.00 PROCESS M I  LLICINS BTU/HR 16.0 PRDCESS TMPCF) 448. PRODUCT LOW-DENSITY- HOURS PER YEAR 7900. 
** - 
PBWER TU HEAT RATIO ***=* 
UTl LP TY FUEL COAL WkSTE FUEL EQV BTUx10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. I Y 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 POWR 0. -208. 1 3  405. 180. 55. -458. 0. - 813.RESIDUAL @13. 0 -0.24 0.23 0.02 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 10. 32. 16. 7. 2, 0. 583. 32. RES I DUAL 595. 0 0.02 0.01 0.03 
! 
6 STIRL STIRLINQsl PBWR 0. -208. 013. 405. lea .  55. -458. 0. 813.COAL 815. 0 -0.34 0.23 0.02 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 10. 32. 16. 7. 2. 0. 563. 32. COkL 595. 0 0.02 0.01 0.03 
- 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COGEN GUQEN AUK UTICIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT'- 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED MU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOI LH USED S l  TE USED UTl L l  T 
i0.*6 10*=6 1 0 * ~ 6  18**6 1 0 ~ * 6  10=*6 1 0 ~ x 6  10r=6 10s.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUi'HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
- -- 
7 HEQT85 HELIUM-GT- PdWR 0. -11. 585. -1 a 188. 55. 31. 0. 616.COAL-AFB 616. 1 -0.02 0.30 0,03 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-ST- HEAT -896. 16. -888. 16. -285. -84. 0. 1477. -888. COAL-AFB 589. 11 -1.44 -0.48 0.03 
8 HEOP60 YELIUb1-QT- PUWR 0. -119. 725. 146. 188. 55. -154. 0. 725. COAL-AFB 725. 0 -0.20 0.26 0.02 
HEAT 0. 4. 79. 16. 20. 6. 0. 522. 79. COAL-AFB 602. 10 0-01 0.03 0.q3 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- POWR 0. -461. 1066. 502. 188. 55. -572. 0. 1 066. COAL-AFB 1 066. 0 -0.76 0.18 0.02 I 9 HEGTOI- HELIUM-GT- SEAT 0. 4. 34. 16. 6. 2. 0. 568. 34. COAL -AFB 602. 10 0.01 0.01 0.03 
* 
10 FC!'~CCL F~EL%L-M% P ~ W R  :i *:;: 64: 291. 1Ba. 55. -523. 0. 617.COAL 61 7. 10 -0.02 0.30 0.03 
i O  FCHCCL FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 16. 10. 3. 0. 554. 34. COAL 538. 10 0.03 0.02 0.03 
I 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POWR 70. 53-5. 229. 188. 55. -251. 0. 535. COAL 535. 10 0.12 0.35 0.03 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 22. 37. 16. 13. 4. 0. 546. 37. COAL 583. 10 0.04 0.02 0.03 
I 
13 QTSOAR QT-HRSG-10 POWR 0. -42. 647. 257. 188. 53. -284. 0. 647. RESIDUAL 647. 0 -0.07 0,29 0.02 
13 GTS6AE ST-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 15. 40. 16. 12. 3. 0 .  550. 40. RES I DUAL 590. 10 0.02 0.02 0.03 
1 
0" 
'I -. 14 OTAC08 GT-HRSG-00 POWR - 0. -90. 695. 359. 188. 55. -403. 0. 695. RES I DUAL 695. 0 -0.15 0.27 0.02 5 14 QTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 14. 31. 16. 8. 2. 0. 560. 31.RE81DUAb 591. 10 0.02 0.01 0.03 t; 
12 IQGTST I NT-BAS-GT POWR 0. -147. 752. 346. 188. 55. -389. 0. 752. COAL 752. 10 -0.24 0.25 0.02 1 
12 IGOTST INT-GAS-OT HEAT 0. 11. 35. 16. 9. 3. 0. 559. 35, COAL 594. 10 0.02 
15 QTAC12 OT-HRSG-12 POUR 0 .  -10. S15. 285. 188. 55. -316. 0. 615.RESIDUAh 615. 0 -0.02 0.31 0.03 
u 15 QTAC12 GT-lIRSG-12 HEAT 0. 17. 38. 16. 11, 3. 0. 553. 35. RES I DUAL 588. 10 0.03 0.02 0.03 
Z $1 16 QTACZG OT-HRSG- 16 POUR 0. 24. 581. 246. 188. 55. -271. 0. 581.RESIDUAL 581. 0 8.04 0.32 0.03 
a 16 QTACIP GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 19. 38 .-. 16. - 12. 4. 0. 548. 38. RES I DUAL 586. 10 0.03 0.02 0.03 
=I 
$ 17 OTWClS GT-HRSB-IS Pi5\$4 0, 10. 596. 241. 188. 55. -265. 0. 596. RESI DUAL 596. 0 0.02 0.32 0.03 :/ 17 GTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEFIT 0. 18. 39. 16. 12. 4. 0.  548. 39.RESIDUAL 587. 10 0.93 0.02 0.03 
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**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** // INDUSTRY 2621 3 MW 55.00 PRnCESS M I  LLleNS BTUlHR 16.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 448. PRODUCT Law-DENS1 TY- HOURS PER YEAR 7900. 
- 
POWER TCl HEAT RATlU ***** I :  UTl LDTY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0 .  HOT WATER BTU=lO**6= 0. H WASTE FUEL CUGEN CBGEN CDQEN CDGEN AUX UTlLlT TBTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POIJ_ERHEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10*r6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
18 CU1626 QTST-16/26 POWR 0. 72. 534. 179. 188. 5 -192. 0. 534. RES I DUAL 534, 0 0.12 0.35 0.03 
18 CC1626 QTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 24. 48. 16. 17. 5. 0. 534. 48. RESI DUAL 582. 10 0.04 8.03 0.03 
- H  
19 CC1622 QTST-16/22 POWR 0. 61. 545. 200. 188. 55. -217. 0. 545. RESI DUAL 545. 0 0.10 0.34 0.03 
19 CC1622 GTSf -16/22 HEAT 0. 22. 44. 16. 15. 4. 0 .  540. 44.RESIDUAL 583. 10 0.04 0.03 0.03 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 PBWR 0. 61. 544. 202. 188. 55. -219. 0. 544. RESIDUAL 544. 0 0.10 0.34 0 . O c  
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 22. 43. 16. 15. 4. 0. 540. 43. RES I DUAL 583. 10 0.04 0.03 0.03 
21 CCOb22 GTST-08/22 PBWR 0. 14. 591. 260. 188. 55. -287. 0. 591.RESIDUAL 591. 0 0.02 0.32 0.03 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 19. 36. 16. 12. 3. 0. 530. 36.RESIDUAL 587. TO 0.03 0.02 0.03 
II 22 STIQ15 STIQ-15-16 P0WR 0. 101. 493. 6. 188. 55. 11. 0. 504.RESIDUAL 504. 1 0.17 0.37 0.03 22 ST1015 STIQ-15-16 HEAT 0. 253. 1231. 16. 469. 137. 0. -879. 1231.RESIDUAL 352. 1 0.17 0.38 0.01 
23 ST1810 STIG-10-16 PUWR 0 ,  83. 523. 69. 188. 55. -323. 0. 523. RESI DUAL 523. 1 0.14 0.36 0.03 
23 STIGIO STIG-18-16 HEAT 9 -  34. 121. 16. 43. 13. 0. 451. 12?.RESIDUAL 572. 11 0.06 6.00 0.03 
STIG-IS-16 PBWR 0. 45. 560. 118. 188. 55. -120. 0. 560. RES I DUAL 560. 1 0.00 0.34 0.03 
STIG-IS-16 HEAT 0. 22. 76. 16. 25. 7. 0. 507. 76.RESIDUAL 583. 11 0.04 0.04 0.03  
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POUR 0. 99. 506. 86. 188. 65. -83. 0. 506. RES I DUAL 506. 0 0.16 0.37 0.03 11 25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 6. 34. 94. 16. 35. 10. 0. 478. 94.RESIDUAL 571. 0 0.06 0.06 0.03 
2' 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PUWR 0. 99. 506. 128. 188. 55. -132. 0. 506. RESI DUAL 506. 1 0.16 0.37 0.03 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 29. 63. 16. 23. 7. 0. 513. 63.RESIDUAL 576. 1 0.05 0.04 0.03 
0. -37. 643. 276. 188. 55. -305. 0 ,  643. RESIDUAL 643. 0 -0.06 0.290,02 




'1 29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SOA PDVR 0. 85. 520. 71. 188. 55. -65. 0. S2O.DISTILLA 520. 0 0.14 0.36 0.03 
29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 34. 117. 16. 42. 12. 0. 454. 117.DISTlLLA 571. 0 0.06 O . L O . 0 3  
27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 9 K  506. 198. 188. 55. -214. 0. 506. RiS I DUAL 506. 1 0.16 0.37 1.03 1 
27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 25. 41. 16. 15. 4 .  0. 539. 4l.RESIDUAL 580. 1 0.04 0.03 0.03 , 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SUA PDWR 0. 85. 520. 71. 188. 55, -653 0, 520. RES I DUAL 520. 0 0.14 0.36 0.03 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SbA HEAT 0. 34. 117. 16. 42. 12. 0. 494. 117.RESIDUAL 571. 0 0.06 0.07 0.03 
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/I I NDUSTRY 2821 3 MW 55.00 PROCESS M I  LLl  dNS BTUIHR 16.0 PROCESS T ECPIFI 448. PRODUCT LUW-OENSI TY - HOURS PER YEAR 7900. i 
It --- It POWER TO HEAT RATIU st*** UTl LlTY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*IO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTUxlOxm6= 0. 1 
COGENERATION TECHNULOQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l&SE PEO ADV DESlGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
-+~- - 
x *FUEL E!<IERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ElCS* * 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CSGEN COGEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SFTE NET- FAIL FESR 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRCiCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USE0 UTILlT 
II 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA PBWR 0. 85. 520. 114. 188. 55. -116. 0. 52O.DISTlLLA 520. 1 0.14 0.36 0.03 30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SOP HEAT 0. 28. 73. 16. 26. 8. 0. 504. 73,OISTILLA 577. 1 0.05 0.05 0.03 
30 DFSBAP DIESEL-SBA Pe)\lR 0. 85. 520. 114. 288. 55. -116. 0. 52O.RESIDUAL 520. 1 0.14 0.36 0.03 
i II 30 DESBA2 D l  ESEL-SaA HEAT 0. 28. 73. 16. 26. 8. - 0 .  504. 73.RESlOUAL 577. 1 0.05 0.05 0.03 1 
31 DESUAI Dl ESEL-SUA POUR 0. 65. 520. 20B. 188. 55. -226. 0. 52O.DlSTILLA 520. 1 0.14 0.36 0.03 
31 DESOA1 Dl ESEL-SGA HEAT 0. 24. 40. 16. 14.. 4. 0. 541. 40.DISTILLA 581. 1 0.04 0.02 .i0.03 tl 
31 DTSUA 1 D I ESEL-SUA PrlUR 0. 85. 520. "08. 188. 53. -226. 0. 520. RES I DUAL 520. 1 0.14 0.36 0.03 
31 DESOAl DI ESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 24. 40. 14. 4. 0. 541. 40.RESIDUAL 581. 1 0.04 0.02 O s 3  
32 GTSC/AD QT-HRSG-10 POWR 0. -37. 643. 292. 188. 55. -325. 0. 643,DISTlLLA 643. 0 -0.06 0.29 0.02 
32 GTSBAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0 .  16. 35. 1%. 10. 3. 0. 5S4. 35,DISTILLA 590. 10 0.03 0.02 0.03 IP i 
G7-85RE-08 POHR 0. 80, 526. 156. 188. 55. -165. 0. 526.DISTlLLA 526. 0 0.13 0.36 0.03 11 
33 GTRAOB OT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 25- 34. 16. 19. 6. 0. 526. 54.DISTlLLA 580. 10 0.04 0.03 0.03 
34 QTRA12 GT-BSRE-12 POWR 0. 81. 524. 164. 188. _ 55. -175. 0. 524.DISTiLiA 524. 0 0.13 0.36 P.03 
34 GTRAi 2 GT-05EE-12 HEAT 0. 25. 51. 16. 18. 5. 0. 529. 51. DISTILLA 580. 10 0.04 0.03 0.03 
I 
1 35 QTRAl6 GT-85RE-!6 POWR 1 0. 68. 538. 180, 188. 55. -193. 0. 538.DISTILLA 538. 0 0.11 0.35 0.03 
35 GTRA16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 
. -  
0. 23. 48. 16. 17. 5. 0. 534. 48.DISTlLLA 582. l o  0.04 0.03 0.03 
39 OTRW08 QT-65RE-00 PBWR 0. 71. 535. 133. 188. 55, -138, 0. 535.DlSTILLA 535. 0 0.12 0.35 0.03 




40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 POWR 0. 90. 516. 134. 55. -139. 0. 516.DISTlLLA 516. 0 0.15 0.36 6.03 
40 GTRW12 GT-E5I?E-12 HEAT 0. 27. 62. 16. 22. 7. 0. 516. 62.DtSTILLA 578. 10 0.05 0.04 0.03 
3E OTR21 C3 GT-60RE-16 PBWR 0. 48. 557. 202. 188. - 55. -219. 0. 537.DISTlLLA 557. 0 0.06 0.34 0.03 
39 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 21. 44. 16. 15. 4, 0. 540. 44.DISTlLLA 584, 10 0.03 0.03 0.03 
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COGENERATIBN TEWNEI-UGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
ADV nESfGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
xrFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSx* 
1 INDUSTRY 28213 MW 55.00 PRUCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 16.0 P??aCEJS TEMPCF) 448. PRODUCT LOW-DENSITY- HUURS PER YEAR 7000. 
POWER TU HEAT RAT18 ***** 
UTSLITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTUn10**6= 0, 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COOEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
UTILlT USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED 
C1 OTRW16 OT-85RE-16 PUWR 0. 80. 526. 148. 188. 59. -155. 0 ,  526.DISfILLA 526. 0 0.13 0.36 0.03 
41 OTRWI 6 OT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 25. 57. 16. 20. 6. 0. 623. 57.01STILLA 580. 10 0.04 0.04 0.03 
R 
OT-60RE-08 POWR 0. -0. 605. 177. 188. 65. -190. 0. 605. D1STILLA 605. 0 -0.00 0.31 0.03 
42 OTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 17. 55. 16. 17. 5. 0. 533. 55.DISTlLLA 588. 10 0.03 0.03 \0.03 
n 
43 OTR312 OT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 57. 549. 176. 188. 55. -188. 0. 549.DISTILLA 549. 0 0.02 0.34 A 0 3  ? 
43 QTR312 GT-60BE-12 HEAT 0 .  22. 50. 16. 17. 5. 0. 533. 5O.DISTILLA 583. 10 0.04 0.03 0.03 . 
44 OTR316 GT-CORE-16 FOUR 0. 52. 554. 179. 188. 55. -192. 0. 554.DtSTIL:L& 554. 0 0.09 0.34 0.03 
44 OTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 22. 49. 16. 17. 5. 0. 534. 49.DISTILLA 583. 10 0.04 0.03 0.03 
A 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PBWR 0. 111. 494. 84. lea. 55. -80. '0. 494.DISTILU 494. 0 0.18 0.38 0.03 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-.PH HEAT 0. 36. 94. 16. 36. 10. 0.  475. 94.DlSTILLA 569. 0 0.06 0.06 0.03 
- -. 
46 FCtlCDS FUEL-GL-MO PeWR 0. 150. 455. 106. 188. 55. -106. 0, 455.01STILLA 455. 0 0.25 0.41 0.04 
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**FUEL ENERGY S?.VED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
i! INDUSTRY 28221 MW 7.50 PROCESS M I  LLI €INS BTU/HR 35.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 338. PRODUCT STYRENE-BUTA HOURS PER YEAR 7C00. I 
WASTE FUEL CCiGEN COGEN COGEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWE~HEAT- 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRdCES PROCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
i USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
1 
I 0 ONOCON N O C 0 O 0 N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 41. 80. 41,COAL-AFB 121. 0 0. 0.21 0.29 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0. -53. 175. 123. 26. 8. -103. 0. 175.RESIDUAL 175. 0 -0.44 0.15 0.20 
F l 4 1  STM-TURB-I HEqT 0. 14. 50. 35. 7. 2. 0. 37. 5C.RESIDUAL 107. 10 0.12 0 .0 -0 .33  
-- 
PUWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.731 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. I 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0. -53. 175. 123. 26. 8. -103. 0. 175. COAL-FGD 175. 0 -0.44 0.15 0.20 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0 .  14. 50. 35. I .  2. 0. 37. 50. COAL-FGD 107. 10 0.12 0.07 0.33 -, 
0. -53. 175. 123. 26. 8. -103. 0. 175.CBAL-AFB 175. 0 -0.44 -0.15--6:20 f 1 STN141 STM-TURB-T HEAT 0. 14. 50. 35. ? 2. 0. 37. 50. COAL-AFB 107. 10 0.12 0.07 0.33 
2 STMOBB STM-TURB-6 POUR 0. -147. 229. 169. 26. 8. -157. 0. 229. COAL-FQD 229. 0-0.89 0.11 0.15 
2 STMOBB STM-TURB-B HEAT 0. !C. 47. 35. 5. 2. 0. 83. 47. COAL-FGD 11 1. i O - ~ . ~ P  0.05 0.32 
1 / 
2 STWOO8 STM-TIJRD-8 POWR 0. - ! 0 7 .  229. 169, 26. 8. -157. 0. 229. COAL-AFB 229. 0 -0.89 0.11 0.15 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 10. 47. 35. 5. 2. 0. 63. 47. COAL-AFB I 1  1. 10 0.09 0.05 0.32 I 
2 STXOBB CTM-TURB-8 POHR 0. -107. 229. 569. 26. 8. -157. 0. 229. RES I DUAL 229. 0 -0.89 0.11 0.15 
2 STMOBB SRI-TURB-8 HEAT 0 . 10. 47. 35. 5. 2. 0. 63. 47,RESIDUAL 111. 10 0.09 0.05 0.32 
1 3 PFBsTn PFB-sIt-tTB- POUR 0. 1. 120, 76.  26. 8. -48. 0 .  120. CoAL-PFB 120. 10 0.01 0.21 0.29 1 3 PFBSTPl PFB-STflTB- HEAT 0. 23. 56. 35. 12. 3. 0. 43. 99. 10 0.19 0.12 0.35 56. COAL-PFB 
4 TISTMT 71 -STMfB-1 POWR 0. 23. 98. 57. 26. 8. -26. 0 .  98. CCfAL e8 . 10 0.19 0.26 0.36 




5 TI HRSG f HERMI ON1 C POWR 0. -61. 182. 119. 26. 8. -99. 0. 182.RESIDUAL 182. 0 -0.50 0.14 0.19 
5 TIHRSB THERMldNIC HEAT 0. 11. 53. 35. 8. 2. 0. 56. 53,RESIDUAL 110. 10 0.09 0.97 0.32 
4 TlSTMt TI-STMTB-5 PdWR 0. 23. 96. 57. 26. 8. -26. 0. 98. 10 0 0.26 0.36 96. RES I DUAL 
4 TISTMT T!-STMTB-I N@.T 0. 30. 60. 35. 16. 5. 0. 31. 6O.RESIDUAL 91. 
5 TI FIRSG TFIEKMI ON I C PdClR ?------ 0. -61. 182. 119. 26. 8. -99. 0. 102.COPL 182. 0 -0.-50 0.14 0.19 t 5 TI HRSG THERI"r1OIJIG HEAT 0. 11. 53. 35. 8. 2. 0. 36, 53. COAL 110. 10 0.09 0.07 0.32 i 
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IBSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 -. = 
*+FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSY* (1 I WDUSTRI 28221 MV 7.50 PRBCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 35.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 330. PRODUCT STYRENE-BUTA WURS PER YEAR 7900. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.731 
UTILITY FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10*=6= 0. HOT WATER BTUalO**6= 0. 
I/ 6 STiRL STIRLINQ-I PBWR 0. 22. 99. 47. 26. 8. -14. 0. 99.RESIDUAL 99. 0 0.18 0.26 0.35 6 STlRL STIRLING-1 -HEAT 0. 27. 74. 35. 13. 6. 0. 2C. 74. RES I DUAL 94. 0 0.22 0.20 0.37 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CUGEN CUGEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NETS FAIL FESR PCWIR-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRdCES PRUCES MW PRBCES FUEL FCEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
6 STlRL STIRLINQ-I POUR 0. 22. 99. 47. 26. 8. -14. 0, 99. COAL 99. 0 0.18 0.26 0.35 
6 STIRL SfiRLINQ-1 HEAT 0. 27. 74. 35. 19. 6, 0. 20. 74. COAL 94. 0 0.22 0.20 0.37 
t 
7 HEOTBS HELIUM-QT- POWR 0. IS. 80. 13. 26. 8. 26. 0. 1OG.CCiAL-AFB 106. 10 0.13 0.24 0 . 3 3 1  
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 42. 219. 35. 70. 21. 0. -140. 219.COAL-AFB 79. 10 0.16 0.32 0.16 
I 10**6 10**6 10X*6 10**6 10**6 10s.6 10**6 10.*6 10*.6 BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/ER BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -- 
8 HEQT60 HEL!UM-QT- POWR 0. 18. 99. 31. 26. 8. 8 .  0. 1 03. COAL-AFB 1 03. l o  0.15 0.25 0.34 1 8 WEQT6O HELIUM-QT- HEAT 0. 20. 111. 35. 29. 8. @. 0 111 .COAL-AFB 101. 10 0.15 0.26 0.32 i 
9 HEOTOO HELIUM-GT- PUWR 0. -24, 145. 72. 25. 8. -44. 0. 145. COAL-AFB 145. 10 -0.20 0.18 0.24 
9 HEQTOO HELIUM-QT- KEeT 0. 9. 71. 35. 12. 4. . 0. 41. 71.CUAL-AFB 112. 10 0.08 0 . 1  0.31 ( 10 ~ c n d c ~  FUEL-CL-HB PPDR 0. 37. 8 4 .  40. 26. . 8. -6. 0. 84. COAL 64. 10 0.31 0.30 0.42 
li 
1 0  FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB HEAT 0. 37. 74. 35. 22. 7. 0. 10. 14. COAL 84. 10 0.31 0.27 0.42 1 
3, - 44. 66. 26. 26. 8. 10. 0. 77. COAL 77. I 0  0.37 0.33 0.46 
0. 59. 89. 35. 34. 10. 0. -27. 89. COAL 62. 10 0.40 G.39 0,39 
12 EBOTST INT-GAS-OT PBWR 0. 32. 89. 38. 26. 8. -3. 0. 89. CaAL 89. 10 0.27 0.29 0.39 
12 IQOTST INT-2AS-BT HEAT 0. 33. 83. 35. 24. 7. 0. 6. 83. COAL 88. 10 0.27 0.27 0.40  1 13 UTSOAR GT-HRSQ-10 POWR 0. 38. 88. 38. 26. 8. -4. 0. 88,RESIDUAL 68. 10 0.27 0.29 0.40 
- t 3 8TSOAR GT-I-lRSG-10 HEAT 0. 34. 81. 35. 23. 7. 0. 7. 8l.RESlDUAL 88 10 0.28 0.27 0.40 
n I 
i! 15 QTAC12 QT-HRSG-12 POUR 0. 37. 84. 39. 26. 8. -6. 0. d4.RESIDUAL 84. 10 0.31 0.31 0.42-. I 





14 QTACOB GT-HRSG-08 PeiWR 0. 26. 95. 49. 26, 8. -16. 0. 9S.RESIDUAL 95. 10 0.22 0.27 0.37 




16 QTAC16 QT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. 41. 79. 35. 26. 8. 1. 0. BO . RES I DUAL 80. TO 0.34 0.32 0.44 
16 GTAC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 42. 80. 35. 26. 8. 0. -1. 8O.RESIDUAL 79. 10 0.34 0.32 0.44 
17 GTWCIG GT-HRSG-16 POHR 0. 37. 81. 33, 26. 8. 3. 0. 84.RESIDUAL 84. 10 0.31 0.31 0.42 
17 QTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 40. 87. 35. 27. 8. 0. -5. 87. RESIDUAL 81. 10 0.32 0.32 0.40 
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*-' v, 
I =+FUEL ENE3Ze-P.' SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
I INDUSTRY 28221 MU 7.50 PROCESS MILL IONS BTU/HR 35.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 338. PRODUCT STYRENE-BUTA HClURS PER YEAR 7900. 
- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0 .731  -- 
U T I L I T Y  FUEL c 3 A L  WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**G= 0. HOT W&TER BTU*IO**C= 0. I 
WASTE FUEL COQEN CBGEN COGEN COQEN AUK U T l L l T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  F E S R O W E R  HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRbCES fiW P23CES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT P6WER ELECT W I L R  USED 5 1 T E  USED U T i  L l  T 
10*.6 1 0 r * 6  10.86 1 0 * * 6  10 * *6  10 * *6  ODx=6 1 0 * * 6  1 O a r 6  
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR $TU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
I 
1 8  CC1626 GTST-16/26 PdWR 0. 37. 67. 21. 26. 8. 17. 0. 84.RESIDUAL 84. 10 0.31 0.30 0.42 / 1 8  CC1626 GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 62. 114.  35. 43. 13. 0. -55. 114,RESIDUAL 59. 1 0  G.35 0.38 0.31 I 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 POWR 0. 39. 68. 23. 28. 8. 14 .  0. 82. RES I DUAL 82. 10 0.32 0.31 0.42 
1 9  CC1622 GTST- 16 /22  HEAT 0. 89. 104.  35. 39. 11.  0. - 1 .  104.REStDUAL 62. 10 0.36 0.37 0.34 
20 CC1222 OTST-12/22 POUR 0. 39. 68. 23. 26. 8. 14 .  0. 82. RESI D U K i  82. 10 0.32 0.31 0.43 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 59. 103, 35. 39. 11. 0. -41.  103.RESfDUAL 62. 1 0  0.37 0.3e 0.34 I 
2 1  CC0822 GTST-08/22 POUR 0. 42 .  72. 29. 26. 6.  7. 0. 79.RESIDUAL 79. 1 0  0.35 0.32 0.44 
2 1  CCOe22 GTST-08/22 HEAT 
-- 0. 50. 87. 35. 3 1 .  9. 0. -16. 87. RES I DUAL 71 10 0.37 0.35 
22 ST1015 ST1Q-15-16 POWR 0. 14 .  67. 1, 26. 8. 40. 0. 107.RESIDUAL 107.  10 0.11 0.24 0.33 1 
22 STJG15 ST IQ-15 -16  HEAT 0. 554. 2692. 35. 1026.  381, 1. -3126.  2692.RESIDUAL -433. 0 0.17 4.38 0.01 
23 S T I G l O  S T l a - 1 0 - 1 6  POUR 0. 20. 7 1 .  9. 26. 8. 30. 0 .  101  .RESIDUAL 101. 10 0 .76  0,25 0.35 
23 S T l G l O  ST IG-10 -16  HEAT 0- 73. 264 .  35. 95. 28. 0. -216.  264.RESIDUAL 48. 0 0.22 0.36 0.13  a 
2 4  ST107S S T l b - I S - 1 6  POWR 0. 23. 76. 16. 26. 8. 22. 0 .  99. RES I DUAL 99. 10 0.19  0.26 0.36 1 
2 4  S T I B I S  S T I G - I S - 1 6  HEAT 0. 49 .  165. 35. 56. 16. 0. -94.  1GB.RESIDUAL 72. 10 0.23 0.34 0.21 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 32. 69. 18. 26. 8. 21. 0. 9O.RESIDUAL 90. 1 0.26 0.29 0.39 





-27 DEAGVl DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 43. 69. 27. 26. 6. 9. 0. 78.RESIDUAL 76. 1 0.35 0.33 0.45 
27 DEADVl DILSEL-ADV HEAT 0. 55. 90. 35. 33. 10. 0. -24. 9O.RESIDUAL 66. 1 0.38 6.37 0.39 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV P%WR 0. 29. 69. 15. 26. 6. 24. 0 .  93. RESI DUAL 93. 0 0.24 0.28 0.38 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 67. 161.  35. 60. 18 .  0. -107. 161  .RESIDUAL 54. U 6.29 0.3LI_0.22 
28 DEWPFI AQV- D I ESEL PBWR 0. 42. 76. 33. 26, 8. 3. 0 ,  79.RESIDUAL 79. 
ADV-Dl ESEL HEAT 0. 46. 81. 35. 27. 8. 0. -6. t3 0.35 0.S3 0,44 8 1 . RES I DUAL 7s. 0 . 6 .34 . 3 
' 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SaA POUR 0. 24 .  71. 13. 26. 8. 26. 0 .  97. 97. D f  S T I L L A  i 0 0.20 0.26 0.36 $ 29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SOA HEP.7 0. 66. 191 .  35. 69. 20. 0. -136. 1 9 1  .D tST tLLA  5s. 
0. 
0 0.26 0.36 Cl;t8 
29 DESiYA3 DIESEL-SUA POWR 0. 24 .  71. 13 .  26. 8 26. 0, , 97. RES I DUAL 97. 0 0.20 0-26 0.36 1 
20 DESBA3 D l  ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 66. 191.  33. 69. 20. 0. -136.  1 9 1  ,RESIDUAL 55. 0 0.26 0.36 0.18 1 
11 I NDUSTRY 28221 MW 7.50 PROCESS M I  LLI ONS BTU/HR 35.0 PROCESS TEMP( F) 338. PROGL. I STYRENE-BUTA HOURS PER YEAR 7900. I 
' 
POWER TO* HEAT RAT10 0.731 
WASTE FUEL EQV BTUl*lO**6= 0 .  HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
DATE 06/06/73 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAOE 129 
CBGEiiERATlUN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
1&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSx* 1 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CBGEN COQEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PR0CES PROCES MU PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILH USED SITE WED UTILlT 
lO**6 10**6 10*%6 10**6 10**8 101x6 10**6 10**6 10816 
il 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 27. 71. 16. 26. 8, 23. 0. 94.DISTILLA 94. 1 0.23 0.27 0.37 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 62. 159. 35. 57. 17. 0. -100. 159,DISTiLLA 60. 1 0.28 0.36 '3.22 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0 .  27. 71. 16. 26. ' 8. 23. 0, 94. RES I DUAL 94, 1 0.23 0.27 0.37 
30 DESBAE D l  ESEL-SOA ,+EAT ' 0. 62. 159. 35. 57. 17. 0. -100. 159.RESIDUAL 60. 1 0,28 0.36 0.22 
31 DESBAl D l  ESEL-SOA POUR 0. 43. 11. 28. 26. 8, 8. 0. 7Q.DISTl LLA 79. 1 0.35 0.33 0.+--1 
31 DES0Al D l  ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 52. 87. 35. 32. 9. 0. -18. 87.DISTILLA 69. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 , 
31 DESOA? D I  ESEL-SOA POWR 0. 43. 71. 28. 26. 8. 8. 0, 79. RES I DlGL 79. 1 0.35 O,? 0.45 
DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 52. 87. 35. --- 32. 9. 0. -18. 07. RES I DUAL 69. 1 0.3- 0.36 0--40 
32 QTSOAO GT-HRSQ-10 POWR 0. 34. 88. 41. 26. 8. -7. 0. 88.0ISTl LLA 88. 10 0.28 0.29 0.40 
32 QTSBAD QT-HPSQ-10 HEAT 0. 35. 75. 35. 22. 6 .  0. 1 1  75.DISTILLA 87, 13 0.29 0.25 0.40 
33 QTRAO8 6T-85RE-08 PSWR 0. 38. 72. 25. 26. 8. 12. 0. 84.DISTILLA 84. 10 0.31 0.31 0.42 
33 QTRAOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 53. 101. 35. 36. 11. 0. -32. 101. DISTILLA 68. 10 0.34 0.36 0.35 
34 QTRA12 QT-85RE-12 PBWR 0. 38. 71. 25. 26. 8. 11. 0. 83. DISTI LLA 83. 10 Q.32 0.31 0.42 
34 QTRA12 GT-65RE-12 HEAT 0. 53. 98. 35. 35. 10. 9. -30. 98.DISTILLA 68. 10 0.35 0.36 0.36 
35 GTRA16 QT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 39. 73. 27. 26. 8. 9. 0. 83. DISTI L U  83 . 10 0 3B 0.31 0.42 
35 GTRA16 GT-BSRE-16 HEAT 0. 50. 94. 35. 33. 10. 0. -23. -- 94  .DJ3TiLLA 71. 10 0.45 0.35 OZ37 
36 QTR208 GT-60RE-08 POUR 0. 38, 80. 33. 26. 8. 3. 0. 83.DISTILL.A 23. 10 0.32 0.31 0.42 





39 GTRWO8 UT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 32. 73. 21. 26. 8 .  17. 0. 90.01STlLU 90. 10 0.26 0.29 0.39 
39 QTRWOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 53. 122. 35. 43. 13. 0. -34. 122.DISTILLA 68. 10 0.30 0.33 0.29 
37 QTR212 GT-60RE-12 PBWR , 0. 38. 78. 30. 26. 8. 5. 0. 83. DISTILLA 83. 10 0.32 0.31 0.42 




82.DISTILL.A _ 82. 10 0.32 0.31 0.43 
I 
38 QTR216 GT-60RE-16 PUWR 0. 39. 76. 30. 26. 8. 6. 0. 
38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 3. 46. 89. 35. 30. 9. 0. -14. B9.DISTlLU 75. 2 3  0.34 0.34 0.39 1 
" * .  . = . 
. .- 
d --ha L A -  d-- -- -. 
40 QTRWl2 GT-85RE-12 PBWR 0. 34. 70. 20. 26. 8. 17. 0. 87.0lSTILLA '. 10 0.28 0.29 0.40 
4C QTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 58. 120. 35. 44. 13. 0. -57. 120.DISTILLA 63. 10 0.32 0.36 0.23 
a 
J 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CGMPANY PAOE 130 
If I NDUSTRY 28221 MW 7.50 PROCESS M l  LLl BNS BTU/HR 35.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 338. PRODUCT STYRENE-BUTA HOURS PER YEAR 7900. I 
COeENERATIBN TECHNOLOQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PEO ADV -GN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FiiEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.731 i[ 
UT I L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EGIV ETU810**6= 0. HOT WATER BTUrlO*n6= 0, 1 
i 
WASTE FUEL COQEN COQEN COQEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET = ' FA1 L FESR POWER H U T  
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MU PRDCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FAGTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
41 QTRWl6 QT-85RE-15 F3WR 0. 34. 72. 22. 26. 8. 15. 0. 87. DISTILLA 87. 10 0.28 0.29 0.40 
41 QTRWl6 QT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 54. 114. 35. 41. 12. 0. -47. 114.DISTILLA 67, 10 0.32 0.36 0.31 
I/-iii QTR308 GT-GORE-08 POUR 0. 30. 83. 27. 26 8. 9. 0. 92.DISTILLA 92. 10 0.24 0.28 6-36 1; 42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 38. 10s. 35. 33. 10. 0. -23. YO6.DISTILLA 63. 10 0.26 0.31 0.33 
QT-60RE-12 POUR 0. 35. 75. 25. 26. 8. 12. 0. 86. DISTILLA 86. 10 0.29 0.30 0.40 
QT-60RE-12 HEAT . 0. 48. 104. 35. 36. 10. 0. -32. 104.DISTILLA 73. 10 0.32 0.34 0.34 
1 44 QTR316 OT-60RE-16 POWR 0. 34. 75. 25. 28. 8. 11. 0. 87,DISTltLA 87. 10 0.28 0.30 0.40 
, 1 44 GTR316 QT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 47. 134. 35. 35. 10. 0. -30. 104.DISTILLA 74. 10 0.31 0.34 0,34 8 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POWR 0. 26. 67. 11. 26. 8. 28. 0. 95.DISTILLA 95. 0 0.22 0.27 6.37 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 80. 206. 35. 78. 23. 0. -165. 206.DISTILLA 41. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
46 FCMCDS FU&-CL-MO POUR 0. 35. 62. 14. 26. 8. 24. 0. 86,DISTlLLA 86. 0 0.29 0.30 0.41 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT I-- 0. 84. 150. 35. 62. 18. 0 -1 13, 150.DISTlLU 37. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 I 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 131 
COQENERATICN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
laSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
- -- - %%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSr* 
< 11 l NDUSTRY 28241 MU 32.00 PRUCESS M I  LLIONS BTUlHR 30.0 PROCESS TEMP(F1 406. PRODUCT POLYESTER II(IUF2 ZER YEAR 7900. 
- -- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 43.639 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10*86= 0. HClT WATER BTJ*10**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COQEN COQEN COOEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED- FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW FROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILI T 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. -640. 1016. 755. 109. 32. -653. 0. 1016.COAL-FQD 1016. 0-1.70 0.11 0.03 
1 STMi41 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 8. 40. 30. 4. 1. 0. 328. 40.COAL-FGD 368. 10 0.09. 0.91 0.08 I 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. -640. 1016. 755. 109. 32. -853. 0. 1016.COAL-AFR 1016. I 1  0-1 .70 0.11 0.03 1 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 8. 40. 30. 4. i. 0. 328. 40. COAL-AFB 368. 10 0;02 0.01 0.08 I 
I 2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0. -1143. 1519. 1182. - 109. 32. -1356. 0. T519.RESIDUAL 1519. 2 STMOB8 STFi-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 5 .  39. 30. 3. 1. 0. 333. 39.RESIDUAL 371. 10 0.01 0.01 0.08 
II 2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0. -1143. 1519. 1182. 109. 32. -1356. . 0. 1519.COAL-AFB 1519. 0 -3.04 0.07 0.02 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT - 0 .  5. 39. 30. 3. 1. 0. 333. 39.COAL-AFB 371. 10 0.01 0.01 0.08 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PBWR 0. -236. 613. 405. 109. 32. -442. 0. 613.COAL-PFB 613. 0 -0.63 Oi l8  0.05 
-3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 15. 45. 30. 8. 2. 0. 316. 45. COAL-PFB 381 . 10 0.04 U.02 0.06 
1 4 TI STMT TI -STMTB- 1 POWR 0. -106. 477. 293. 109. 32. -309. 0 .  477. RESI DUAL 477. 0 -0.27 0.23 9.06 
2 4 T I  STMT f I -STMTB- 1 HEAT 0. 21. 49. 30. 11. 3. 0. 306. 49. RES I DUAL 355. 10 0.06 0.03 0.00 
I 7 4 TlSTMT :I -STMTB-1 PBWR 0. -100. 477. 293. 109. 32. -309. 8. 477. COAL 477. 0 -0.27 0.23 0.06 h 4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 21. 49. 30. 11. 3. 0. 306. 49. COAL 355. 10 0.06 0.03 0.08 - 
5 TI HRSQ THERMIUNI C POUR 0. -400. 776. 490. 109. 32. -541. 0, 776.RESIDUAL 776. 0 -1.06 0.14 0.04 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIONIC HEAT 0. 9. 47. 30. 7. 2. 0. 320. 47. RES I DUAL 368. 10 0.02 0.02 0.08 
n 
v 5 TIHRSQ THERMIONIC POWR 0. -400. 776. 490. 109. 32. -541. 0. 776. COAL 776. 0 -1.06 0.14 0.04 - 
2 5 TIHRSQ THERHIONIC HEAT 0. 9. 47. 30. 7. . 2. 0. 320. 47. COAL 368. 10 0.02 0.02 0.08 
t 
6 STlRL STIRLENQ-1 POUR 0. -75. 451. 220. 109. 32. -223. 0. 451.DlSTILLA 451. 0 -0.20 0.24 0,07 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 20. 62. 30. 15. 4. 0. 295. 62.DISTlLLA 356. 0 0.05 0.04 0.08 
W 

DATE 06/06/79 OENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAOE 133 
CUGENERATlCIN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
?=FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS- I / INDUSTRY 28241 HW 32.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 30.0 PROCESS TMPCFI 406. PRODUCT POLYESTER H6MS PER YEAR 7900. I L 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 3.639 
UT I L I TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU=10*=6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lO=x6= 0. I 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN WGEN CUQEN WQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PdUER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTlLIT 
18 CC1626 0TST- 16/26 FOWR 0. 75. 301. 98. 109. 32. -80. 0. 301 . RESIDUAL 301. 0 4.20 0.38 0.10 
18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 48. 92. 30. 33. 10. 0. 237. 92.RESIDUAL 329. 10 0.13 0.10 0.09 f 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 POUR 0. 70. 307. 109. 109. 32, -93, 0. 307. RES I DUAL 307. 0 0.19 0.38 0.10 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 45. 84. 30. 30. 9. 0. 248. 84.RESIDUAL 332. 10 0.12 5.09 0.09 1 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 POWR .0. 70. 306. 110. 109. 32. -94. 0. 3G6. RES I DUAL 306. 0 0.19 0.36 0.10 1 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 45. 83. 30. 30. 9. 0 .  248. 83. RESI DUAL 332. 10 0.12 0.09 0.09 . 
21 CC0622 GTST-08/22 POUR 0 ,  47. 329. 140. 109. 32. -130. 0. 329. RES I DUAL 329. 0 0.12 0.33 0.09 
21 CCO822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 0, 38. 70. 30. 23. 7.  0. 268. 70. RES I DUAL 339. 10 0.10 0.07 0209 
I 22 ST1015 ST10-15-16 POUR 0. 59. 287. 4. 109, 32, 31. 0. 317,RESIDUAL 317. 0 0.16 0.34 0.09 i 22 STIQ15 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 475. 2308. 30. 879. 258. 0. -2406. 2308,RESIDUAL -99, 0 0.17 0.38 0.81 
23 ST1010 STIG-10-16 POUR 0. 72. 304. 40. 109. 32. -12. 0. 304. RES I DUAL 304. 0 0.19 0.36 0.10 
23 ST1010 STIG-10-16 HEAT 0. 63. 226. 30. 81. 24. 0, 87. 226.RESIDUAL 314, 0 0.17 0.26 0.10 
24 STIOIS STIG-IS-16 POUR 0. 51. 326. 69. 109. 32. -45. 0. 326. RES I DUAL 326. 0 0.13 0.34 0209 
24 STlQlS WIG-IS-16 HEAT 0. 42. 142, 30. 48. 14. 0. 192. 142.RESIDUAL 334. 10 0.11 G.14 0.09 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PUWR 0. 82. 294. 55. 109. 32. -30. 0. 294.RESIDUAL 294. 0 0.22 0.37 0.10 
25 DEADV3 D I ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 61. 160. 30. 59. 17. 0. 156. 16O.RESIDUAL 316. 0 0.16 0.19 0,lO 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 82. 294. 75. 109. 32. -53. 0, 294. RES I DUAL 294. 1 0.22 0.37 0.10 
26 DEADV2 D I ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 54, 118. 30. 44. 13. 0. 204. 118,RESIDUAL 322. 1 0.74 0.14 0.09 
1 27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV POUR 0. 82. 294. 115. 109. 32. -100. 0, 294. RES 1 DUAL 294. 1 0.22 0.37 0.10 d 27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 48. 77. 30. 28. 8. 0. 252. 77.RESIDUAL 529. 1 0.13 G.09 0.09 f 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL PUWR 0. 25. 351. 150. 109. 32. -142. 0 .  35l.RESIDUAL 351, 0 0.07 0.31 0.09 
0 28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 33. 70, 30. 22. 6. 0. 273. 7O.RESIDUAL 343. 0 0.09 0.06 0.09 
Zi 4 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SUA M W R  0. 74. 302. 47. 109. 32. -20. 0. 302.DISTILLA 302. 0 0.20 0.36 0.10 
29 DESdA3 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 60. 195. 30. 70. 21. 0. 122. 195,DISTILLA 316. 0 0.16 0.22 0.09 1 29 DESCA3 DIESEL-SUA POWR 0. 74. 302. 47. 109. 32. -20. 0. 302. RESIDUAL 302. 0 0.20 0-36 0.10 29 DESUA3 Dl ESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 60. 195. 30. 70. 21. 0. 122. 195.RESIDUAL 316, 0 6.16 0.22 0.09 
I- -*- - -. - 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 134 
COBENERATIBN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 - - -  
==FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*l 
I 
I ( INDUSTRY 28241 MW 32.00 PRUCESS HILLIONS BTUlHR 30.0 PRUCESJ TPIPCFI 406. PRODUCT PdLYESTER HOURS PER YEAR 7900. I I P W E R  TQ HEAT RATIU 3.639 UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTUx10=*6= 0: HOT WATER BTUs10=~6= 0. 1 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CdGEN COOEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PGWER HEAT-- i 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRCICES PRCJCES HW PR3CES FUEL FUEL FUEL TeTAL+ FACTR FACTR " 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILlT 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA PUUR 0. 14. 302. 67. 109. 32. -43, 0. 302,DlSTlLLA 302. 1 0.26 0.36 0.10 
30 DESQA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 53. 136. 30, 49. 14. 0. 187. 136.DISTILLA 324. 1 0.14 0.15 0.09 
31 DESOAI DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 74. 302. 121. 109. 32. -107. 0. 302.DISTlLLA 302. 1 0.20 0.38 0.10 
31 DESdAl 01 ESEL-S6A HEAT 0 ,  45. 75. 30. 27. 8. 0. 257. 75.DISTILLA 332. 1 0.12 0.08 0.09 
i 
31 DESYAI Dl ESEL-SOA POUR 0. 74. 302. 121, 109. 32. -107. 0. 302. RESIDQAL 302. 1 0.20 0.36 0.10 
31 DESdAl Dl ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 45. 75. 30. 27. 8. 0. 257. 75,RESIDUAL 332. 1 0.12 0.08 0.00 
30 DESbA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0- - 74. 302. 67. 109. 32. -43. 0. 302. RESIDUAL 302, 1 0.20 0.36 0.13 
30 DESOA2 Dl ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 53. 136. 30. 49. 14, 0. 187. 136,RESIDUAL 324. 1 0.14 0.15 0.09 
32 GTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 POUR 0. 3. 374. 171. 109. 32. -166. 0. 374.DISTILLA 374. 0 0.01 0.29 0.08 
32 GTSUAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 30, 66. 30, 19. 6. 0. 281. 66.DISTtLU 347. 10 0.08 0.06 Q.00 
0. 306,DISTILLli 306. 0 0.79 0.36 0.10 0. 71. 306. 97. 109. 32. -79. 
33 OTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 46. 94. 30, 34. 10. 0. 236, 94,DISTILU 33C. 10 0.12 0.10 0.69 I i 
34 GTRA12 GT-a5RE-12 PdWR 0. 72. 305. 701. P09. 32. -84. 0. 305,DISTlLLA 305. 0 0.?9 0.36 0.10 
34 GTRA12 GT-BSRE-12 HEAT 0, 46. 91. 30, 32. 10. 0. 240. 91. DISTI LLk 330. 10 0.12 0.30 0.09 
1 
1 
35 QTRAIB GT-85RE-16 W W R  0. 64. 313. 109, 109. 32. -93. 0. 313.DlSTBLLA 313. 0 0.17 0.35 0.10 
35 GTF3416 GT-B5RE-16 HEAT 0. 43, 86, 30. 30. 9. 0. 248. 86. DISTILLA 333. 10 0.11 0.69 0.09 
36 BTR208 GT-GORE-08 POUR 0; 35. 341. 134. 109. 32. -122. 0. 341.DISTILU 341. 0 0.09 0.32 0.09 
36 OTR208 OT-60RE-08 HEAT 0, 35, 77. 30. 24. 7. 0. 265. 77. DISTI LLA 341. 10 0.63 0.07 0.09 I 
37 WR212 GT-60RE-12 POUR 0. 46. 331. 125. 109. 32. -111. 0. 331 .DISTILLA 331. 0 0.12 0.33 0.09 
37 QTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 38. 80. 30. 26. 8. 0. 259. 8O.DISTlLLA 339. 10 0,lQ 0.08 0.09 
38 QTR216 GT-60RE-16 PdWR 0. 53. 324, 121. 109. 32. -108. 0 .  324.DISTlLU 324. 0 0.14 0.34 0.09 
38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 40. 80. 30. 27. 8. 0. 257. 80. DI ST! L U  337. 10 0.11 0.08 0.09 
39 GTRWQB OT-85RE-08 PBWR 0. 65. 311. 82. 109. 32. -61. 0.  3ll.DISTILL.A 311. 0 0.17 0.35 0.10 
39 GTRWO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 46. 114. 30. 40. 12. 0. 217. 114.DISTILLA 330. -I I@ 0.12 0.12 0.09 
m 
40 OTRW12 OT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 77. 300. 82, 109. 32. -61. 0. 300.DISTILLA 300, 0 0.20 0.36 0.10 






DATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 135 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I eSE PEO ADV DES I ON ENOR REPORT 5.1 
-- - 
-FUEL ENEROY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSxx 
1 NDUSTRY 28241 MW 32.00 PROCESS MILLIDNS BTWHR 30.0 PRdCESS TEMPCFI 406. PRODUCT POLYESTER HSURS PER YEAR 7900. 
-- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 3.639 - 
UTLLllYFUEL CUAL. WASTE FUEL EQV E%TU=lO=x6= 0. HST WATER BTU.1 O=x6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COOEN COBEN COOEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR P F E R  HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED Nd-NET USED HFAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
41 QTRW16 QT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 71. 306, 89. 109. 32. -70. 0. 306.01STILLA 306, d 0.19 0.36 0.10 
41 OTRW16 OT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 47. 103. 30. 37. 11. 0. 226. 103,DISTILLA 329. 10 0.13 0 0.09 
42 GTR308 CT-60RE-08 POUR 0. 24. 352. ' ,%. 109. 32. -92. 0. 352,DISTILLA 352. 0 0.06 0.31 0.09- 
42 OTR308 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 32. 98. 30. 30. 9. 0. 247. 98.DISTILLA 344. 10 0.09 0.09 0.09 
43 OTR312 OT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 37. 319. 104. 109. 32. -87, 0. 319.DISTILLA 319. 0 0.15 0.34 0.09 
43 G'TR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 42. 92. 30. 31. 9. 0. 243. 92.DISTILU 335. 10 0.11 0.09 0.09 
44 GTR316 QT-GORE-16 POUR 0. 54. 322. 106. 109. 32. -89 0. 322.DISTPLLA 322. 0 0.14 0.34 0.09 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 41. 91. 30. 31. 9. 0. 244. 91. DISTI LLA 336. 10 0.11"~ 0.09 0.09 
I 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PQWR 0. 89. 287. 49. 109. C32. -22. 0. 287,DISTILLA 287. 0 0.24 0.38 0.10 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 68. 176: 30, 67. 20. 0. 132. 176.01STILLA 348. 0 0.18 0.22 0.10 f i  
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU POWR 0, 111. 265. 62. 109. 32. -37. 0. 265,DISTILLA 265. 0 0.30 0.41 0.11 1 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0 .  72, 129. 30. 53. 16. 0, 175. 129,DISTILLA 304. 0 0.19 0.17 0.10 i 
IDATE 06/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 136 
CUGENERATION TECHNlYLOQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
- IBSE PEU ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
--- * 
*rFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSTRY 28242 MW 11,OO PRUGESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 23.0 PRUCESS TEMPCFI 274, PRUDUCT NYLON-66-FIB HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 1.632 
U f  f Ll  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV aTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10*=6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CUGEN COQEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT - F 
FUEL SAVEC= FUEL PRUCES PRBCES J I W  PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BUlLR USED SlTE USED UTILIT 
10.16 10x*6 10**6 10**6 10.16 10=*6 10-6 101x6 1 O**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BT U/HR I 
____lt 
0 ONUCQN N 0 C 0 Q 0 N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 27. 117. 27.RESIDUAL 144. 0 0. 0.26 0.16 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PdWR 0. -61. 205. 137. 38. 11. -134, 0. 205. RES I DUAL 205. 0 -0.42 0.18 0.11 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-I HEAT 0. 12. 34. 23. 6. 2. 0. 98. 34.RESlDUAh 132. 10 0.09 0.05 0.17 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PUWR 0. -61. 295. 137. 38. 11. -134. 0. 205. COAL-FQD 205. 0 -0.42 0.18 0.11 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 12. 54. 23. 6. 2. 0. 98. 34.COAL-FQD 132. 
1 
10 0.09 0.05 0.17 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0. -61. 205. 137. 38. 11. -134. 0. 205. CUAL-AFB 205. 0 -0.42 0..18 0.11 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-I PdWR 0. 16. 129. 71. 38, ! I .  -56. 0. 129,CBAL 129. 10 O,11 0.29 0.1s 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 23. 42. 23. 12. 4. 0.  79. 42. COAL 121. 10 0.16 0.10- 0.19 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 12. 34. 23. 6. 2. 0, 98. 34. COAL-AFB 132. 10 0.09 0.05 0.17 
1 
n 
4 5 TIHRSQ THERMIUNiC POUR. 0. -122. 267. 179. 39, 11. -184. 0. 267.RESIDUAC 267. 0 -0.85 0.14 0.09 5 TI HRSG THERMIUNI C HEAT 0. 8. 34. 23. 5. 1. 0. 402. 34. RESI DUAL 136. 10 0.05 0.04 0.17 
> 
i 
4 TI STIIT TI -STMTB- 1 POW7 0. 16. 129. 71. 38. 11. -56. 0. t29,RESlDUAL 129. 10 0.11 0.29 L l 8  
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 23. 42. 23. 12. 4. 0. 79. 42,RESIDUAL 121. 10 0.16 0.10 0.19 1 
2 STM088 STtl-TURD-8 POWR 0. -107. 252. 176. 38. 11. -180. 0. 252.RESIDUAL 252. 0-0.74 0.15 0.09 
1 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-6 HEAT 0. 10. 33. 23. 5. 1. 33. RES I DUAL 135. 10 0.07 0.04 0.17 0. 182. 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. -107. 252. 176. 38. I t .  -180. 0. 252. COAL-FQD 252. 0 -0.74 0.15 0.09 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 10. 33. 23. 5 .  1. 0. 102. 33. COAL-FQD 135. 10 0.07 0.04 0.17 
I 
2 STNOB8 STH-TURB-8 POWR 0. -187. 252. 176. 38. 11. -180. 0. 252. COAL-AFB 252. 0 -0.74 0.15 0.09 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 10.. 33. 23. 5 - 1. 0. 102. 33. CUAL-AFB 135. 10 0.07 0.04 0.17 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POWR 0. -9. 153. 92. 38. 11. -81. 0. 1 53. CUAL-PFB 1 53. 10 -0.06 0.24 0.15'--; 







5 TIHRSG THERMIt3NlC POWR 0. -122. 267. 179. 38. 11. -184. 0. 267,CdAL 267. 0 -0.85 0.14 0.-09 
5 T l HRSG THERM I ON1 C HEAT 0. 8. 34, 23. 5. 1. 0. 102. 
1 





6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POUR 0. 6. 138. 63. 38. 11. -47. 0. $38-DISTILLA 138. 0 0.04 0.27 0.17 
E STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0, 19. 50. 23. 14. 4. 0. 75. 5O.DISTiLLA 125. 0 0.14 0.11 0.18 4 I 
I '. 
FESR POWER HEAT 
--- 
FACTR FACTR 
0. 117.COAL-AFB 117. 10 0.19 0.32 4.2 
94. COAL-AFB 1 1 7. 10 0.19 0.26 0.2 
0. 145. COAL-AFB 149. 10 -0.00 0.28 0.16 
63. COAL-AFB . 1,2S. 10 0.10 0.13 0.18- 
10 -0.48 0.18 0.11 
10 0.05 0.06 0.17 
10 0.14 0.30 0.19 
10 0.17 0.12 0.19 
21. 123. 0. 123.RESIDUAL 123. . 10 0.15 0.31 0.19 
0. 71. 49.RESIDUAL 120. 10 0.17 0.12 0.19 
28. 116. 0. 116.RESIDUAL. 116. 
52.RESlDUAL 117. - 
25. 119. 0 .  119.RESIDUAL 119. 
57.RESIDUAL 118. 
POWER TO HEAT R A T I O  1 . 6 3 2  





WASTE FUEL CUQEN CBGEN CBQEN COGEN AUX U T I L I T  TUTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR BOWER HEAZ- 1 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED N0-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B O I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
l O * * 6  1 0 8 1 6  10**6 1 0 * * 6  1 0 % * 6  10**6 1 0 * * 6  l O s * 6  1 0 * 1 6  
t 
18 CC1626  OTST-16 /26  POUR 0. 4 9 .  95. 28. 38. 11. -6. 0. 95 .RESIDUAL 95. 1 0  0.34 0 . 4 0  0.24 
18 CC1626  GTST-16 /26  HEAT 0. 4 6 .  79. 23. 3 1 .  9. 0. 20. 7S.RESIDUAL 99. 10 0.32 0.32 0.23 
\ 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAOE 138 
CdGENERATlQN TECHNBLBGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l & S E  PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5 . 1  
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRdCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSBRY 2 8 2 4 2  MW 11.00 PR0CESS M I L L I O N S  BTU/HR 23.0 PROCESS TEHPCFI 274.  PRODUCT NYLUN-66-F IB  HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
I 
i : 
22 S T l O 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  POWR 0. 20. 99. 1. 38. 11. 26. 0, 124.RESIDUAL 1 2 4 .  10 0 . 1 4  0.30 0.19 
22 S T I O 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 3 6 4 .  1769 .  23. 674. 1 9 8 .  0. -1989 .  1769.RESIDUAL -220. 0 0.17 0.38 0.01 
4 
1 9  CC1622  GTST-16 /22  POUR 0. 4 8 .  96. 3 1 .  3 8 .  11. -9. 0. 96. RES I DUAL 96. 1 0  0 .34  0.39 0 .24  
19 CC1622  GTST- 1 6/22 HEAT 0, 4 3 .  72. 23. 28. 8. 0. 30. 72 .RESIDUAL 1 0 1 .  1 0  0.30 0.28 0.23 
20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  PBWR 0. 4 9 .  95. 31. 3 8 .  11. -9. 0. 95. RES I DUAL 95. 10 0 . 3 4  0.39 0.24 
20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  HEAT 0. 4 3 .  71. 23. 28. 8. 0. 30. 71.RESIDUAL 101. 10 0.30 0.28 0.23 
i 2 1  CC0822  GTST-08 /22  PBWR 0. 4 4 .  100. 38. 38. 11. -18. 0. 100 .RESlbUAL 100. 10 0.31 0.37 0.23 21 CC0822  GTST-08 /22  HEAT 0. 37. 60. 23. 23. 7. 0. 47, 6O.RESIDUAL 107. 1 0  0.26 0 . 2 1  0 .21  
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PO\JR 0. 4 3 .  101. 25. 38. 11. -2. 0. 1Ol .RESIDUAL 101. 0 0.30 0.37 0.23 




' 2 6  DEADV2 D l  ESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 4 3 .  1 0 1 .  26. 38.. 1 1 .  -3. 0. 1Ol .RESIDUAL 1 0 1 .  1 0.30 0.37 0.23 
2 6  DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV H E A T .  0 .  4 1 .  9 1 .  22. 3 4 .  1 0 .  0. 12. 9 l . R E S I D U A L  1 0 3 .  1 0.29 0.3s 0.22 
23 S T I Q I O  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  PBWR 0. 29. 905. 14. 38. 11. 11. 0. 115 .RESIDUAL 115 .  10 0.20 0.33 0.20 
0. 4 8 .  1 7 4 .  
1 
23 STSGIO S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT 23. 62. 1 6 .  0. -78. 174.RESlDUAL 96. 1 0  0.22 0.36 0.13 1 
'R 1 
2 4  S T I O l S  S T I Q - I S - 1 6  POWR 0. 32. 1 1 2 .  2 4 .  38. 11. -1. 0. 112.RESIDUAL 1:2. 1 0  0.22 0.34 0.2? 
2 4  S T l G l S  S T I O - I S - 1 6  HEAT 0. 32. 1 0 9 .  23. 37, 11. 0. 3. 109.RESIDUAL 112. 1 0  0.22 0.33 0.21--1 
1 27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 4 3 .  1 0 1 .  4 0 .  38. 1 1 .  -19 .  0. 1O l .RESIDUAL 101. 1 0.30 0.37 0.23 5 27 DEADVI D I  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 36. 59. 23. 22. 6. 0. 49. 59 .RESIDUAL 108. 1 0.25 0.20 0.21 
k -1 
0. 39. 1 0 4 .  22. 38. 11. 1 .  0. 1 O S . D I S T I L L k  105 .  0 0.27 0.38 0.22 





29 DESOhS D l  ESEL-SUA PBWR I 0. 39. 1 0 4 .  22. 3C). 11,  1. 0. 1OS.RESIOUAL 105. 0 0.27 0.36 0.22 ; 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 4 1 .  110 .  23. 40. 1 2 .  0. -6. 1 1 0 .  RESIDUAL 103. 0 0.27 0.36 0.21 
28 DEHTPM ADV-Dl ESEL PUWR 0. 4 0 .  105. 4 6 .  38. 1 1 .  -27. 0. 1OS.RESIDUAL 105. 0 0.27 0.36 0.22 






OENERAL ELECTR I C COMPANY PAGE 139 7, 
CUGENERATIgN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I t S E  PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5 .1  
- * - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND EGS** 
11 1 NDUSTRY 28242 MW 11.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 23.0 PROCESS TEMP(F1 274. PRODUCT NYLON-66-FIB HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN CUQEN COGEN AUX UTIL IT  TOTAL SlTE NET= FAIL FESR P E R  HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRBCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UT lL I  T 
1 
II 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SUA POUR 0. 40. 104. 23. 38. 11. 0, 0. 104.DlSTILLA 104. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 30  DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 40. 105. 23, 38. 11. 0. -1. 105.DISTILLA 104. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
-- POWER TO HEAT RATlO 1.632 
UTILITYFUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lOr*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
30  DESOA2 CIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 40. 104. 23. 38. 11. 0. 0. 104.RESIDUAL 104. 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 1 0.28 0.36 b.22 0. 40. 105. 23. 38. 11. 0 .  1 1OS.RESIDUAL 104. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
31 DESUAl DIESEL-SOA POUR 0 .  40. 104. 42. 38. 11. -22. 0. Y04.DISTILLA 104. 
31 DESdAl DIESEL-SO& HEAT 0. 34. 57. 23. 21. 6 .. 0. 53. 37,ClSTlLLA 110. 
1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
1 0.24 0.19 0.21 Y 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 40. 104. 42. 38. 11. -22. 0. 104.RES!DUAL ' 104. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 34. 57. 23. 21. 6. 0. 53. 57.RESIDUAL 110. 1 0.24 0.19 0.21 
3 2  QTSOAD OT-HRSO-10 POWR 0. 16. 129. 61. 38. 11. -44. 0. 129.DISTILLA 129. 10 0.11 0.29 0.18 
32  QTSOAD' GT-HRSG- 10 HEAT 0. 23. 49. 23. 14. 4 .  0. 73. 49.DlSTltLA 122. 10 0.16 0.12 0.19 
f 33  GTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 POUR 0 .  39. 105. 39. 38. 11. -19. 0. 105.DISTlLLA 105. 10 0.27 0.36 0.22 
33  QTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 34. 62. 23. 22. 7. 0. 48. 62.DISTILLA 110. 10 0.24 0.20 0.21 
34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 POWR 0. 40. 105. 39. 38. 11. -19. 0. 10S.DISTILLA 105. 
34 GTRA12 GT-6SRE-12 HEAT 0. 34. 61. 23. 22. 6. 0. 49. 61 .DISTILLA 110. 
35 GTRAl6 ~ ~ - 8 5 ~ ~ - i 6  POUR 0. 37. . 108. . 42. 38. 11. -22. 0. 108.DISTlLLA 108. 10 0.25 0.35 0.21 
HEAT 0. 32. 59. 23. 21. 6. 0. 53. S9.DISTILLA 112. 10 0.22 0.18 0.21 I 2 36 QTR208 OT-GORE-08 POWR 0. 27. 117. 50. 38. 11. -31. 0. 117.DISTILLA 117. 10 0.19 0.32 0.20 
36  GTR2OQ Or-GORE-08 HEAT 





$ 39  OTRW08 GT-BSRE-08 PBWR 0. 37. 107. 32. 38. 11. -11. 0. 107,DISTlLLA 107. 10 0.26 8.35 0,22 
39 OTRWO8 GT-85RE-Of3 HEAT 6. 34. 76. 23. 27. 8. 0. 34. 76.DISTILLA 110. 10 0.24 aS24-0,2t 
a 
40  GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 POWR 0. 41. 103. 31. 38. 11. -10. 0. 103.DISTILLA 103. 10  0.29 0.36 0.22 
40  OTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 
I l l  
0. 37. 76. 23. 27. 0. 0. 31. 70.DlSTlLLA 107. 10 0.26 0.26 0 .22  
37  QTR212 Of-60RE-12 PUWR 0. 31. 114. 46. 38. 11. -27. 0. 114.DlSTILLA 114. 10 0.21 0.33 0.20 




38  OTR216 GT-60RE-16 PBWR 0. 33. 111. 45. 38. 11. -26. 0. 111.DISTlLLA 111. 10 0.23 0.34 0.21 5 
38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 30. 57. 23. 19. (i. 0. 38. 57.DISTILLA 114. 10 0.21 1 7  0.20- k 
T ! 
DATE 08/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAQE 140 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
- IBSE PEU ADV DESIGN ENBR REPORT 5.1 
- ".* 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSTRY 28242 MW 11.00 PROCESS tlILLlOFIS BTU/HR 23.0 PRUCESS TEMPCF) 274. PRUDUCT NYLON-66-FIB HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 1.632 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lG**6= ' 0 .  HOT WATER BTU*10**6= 0 ,  
WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN CBGEN COGEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL  FESR POWER HEAL-- _' 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOltR USED SITE USED UTIL IT  
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 1 0 ~ ~ 6  10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
R 41 QTRW18 QT-85RE-16 PBWR 0. 39. 105. 33. 38. 11. -12. 0. 105.OIST1LLA 105. 10 0.27 0.36 0.22 41 QTRW16 BT-BBRE-16 HEAT 0. 35. 72. 23. 26. 0 .  0. 37. 72.DISTILU\ 109. 10 0.25 0.24 0.21 I 
4 2  OTR308 QT-60RE-08 PBWR 0. 23. 121. 43. 38. 11. -23. 0. 121 .DISTILLA 121. 10 0.16 0.31 0.19 
42  GTR308 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 25. 65. 23. 20. 6. 0. 54. 65.DISTlLLA 119. 10 0.17 0.17 0.19 
I 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PUWR 0. 38. 99. 17. 38.  11. 7. 0. 106.DISTlLLA 106. 0 0.27 0.35 0.22 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 52. 135. 23. 51. Sb. 0. -43. 135.DISTILLA 92. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
43  OTR312 QT-60RE-12 POUR 0. 35. 110. 38. 38. 11. -17. 0. 1lO.DISJILLA 110. 10 0.24 0.34 0.21 
43  OTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 32. 67. 23. 23. 7. 0. 46. 67.DISTILLA 113. 10 0.22 0.20 0.20 1 
1 
I 
46  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU POWR 0. 51. 91. 21. 38. 11. 2. 0. 93. DISTILLA 93. 0 0.35 0.43 0.25 
46  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-Ma HEAT 0. 55. 99. 23. 41. 12. 0 .  -10. 99. D I S T I U A  69. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
il 
44 BTR316 OT-60RE-16 POUR 0. 34. 111. 38. 38. 11. - 18. 0. 111.DISTlLLA 111. 10 0.23 0.34 0.21 
44 QTR316 GT -60RE-16 HEAT 0. 31. 67. 23. 23. 7. 0. 47. 67.DISTILLA 113. 10 0.21 0.20 0.20 
/IDATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTR I C COMPANY PAGE 141 1 
CUGENERATiON TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l tSE PEU ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
=*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSX* 
11 l NDUSTRY 28651 MU 4.40 PROCESS M I  LLl DNS BTUlHR 61 0.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 320. PRODUCT STYRENE-MONO HOURS PER YEAR 7900. I 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.029 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 235. HOT WATER BTU=lO*.6= 0. I
WASTE FUEL COGEN CUGEN CSQEY COOEN AUX UTlLlT TUTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PO_WgHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED MO-NET USEG HEAT POWER ELZCT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10**6 10x*6 10=*6 10**6 10=*6 10*%6 10**6 10.16 10.~6 
BTU/HR BTti/HR BTU/HR BTUiHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - 
0 ONOCON N 0 C 0 Q U 6 235. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 600. 47. 600.COAL-FQD 647. 0 0. 0.02 0.79 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 235. 29. 90. 62. 15. 4. 627. 0. 61B.RESIDUAL 618, 10 0.07 0.02 0.63 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 235. 242, 746. 510. 124. 36. - 0. -341. 746.RESIDUAL 405. 0 0,32 0.17 0.68 
I! 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 235. 29. 90. 62. 15. 4. 527. 0. 618,COAL-FOD 618. 10 0.07 0.02 0.83 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAP 235. 242. 746. 510. 124. 36. 0 .  -34 1 746. COAL-FOD 405. 0 0.32 0.17 0.6e I 
4. 6277-  
-4' 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 235. 29. 90. 62. 15. 0. 618.CbAL-AFB 618. I 0  0.07 0.02 0.83 
235. 242. 746. 510. 124. 36. 0. -341. 746.COAL-AFB 405. 0 0.32 6.17 0.68 1 
; ' 1 2 STMU88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 235. 29. 113. 81. 15. 4. 5Sa. 0. 619.RESlDUAL 618. 10 0.07 0.02 O,83 i 2 STHOD8 STN-TIIRB-8 HEAT 235. 183. 71 1 . 510. 94. 28. 0. -247. 711,RESIDUAL 464. 0 0.28 0.13 0.72 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 235. 29. 113. 81. 15. 4. 504. 0. 618,COAt-FQD 618. 10 0.37 0.02 0.83 
2 STMOBB STM-TURB-8 HEAT 235. 183. 71 1. 510. 94. 28. 0. -247. 71 1. COAL-FOD 464. 0 0.28 0.13 0.72 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POUR 235. 29. 113, 81. 15. 4. 504. 0. 618,COAL-AF9 618, 16 0.07 0.02 0.83 ; (1 a2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEkT 235. 183. 71 1. 510. 94. 28. 0. -247. 711 .COAL-AFB 464. 0 0.28 0.13 0.72 
I 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PUWr? 235. 29. 65. 40. 15. 4. 553, 0. 6I8. COAL-PFB 61 8. 10 0.07 0.?&?-'0.83 ! 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 235. 367. 831. 510. 191. 56. 0. -551. 831,COAL-PFB 280. 0 0.38 0 . 2 3  0,61 I 
1 
1 5 TIHRSO THERflf ON1 C POUR 235. 23. 107. 7.0. 15. 4. 617. 0. 624, RES 1 DUAL 624. 0 0.06 0.02 0.62 
5TIHRSQTHERMIONICHEAT 235. 102. 470. 310, 66. 19. 2-25. -160. 7OS.RESIDUAL 545. 0 0.18 0.09 0.72 
4 TI STMT TI -STMTB- 1 POUR 235. 29. 54. 30. 15. 4. 564. 0. 6I8,WESIDUAL 61s: I @  0.03~9z0-2-0.83 




4 TlSTMT TI -STMTB-1 POUR 235. 29. 54. 30. 15. 4. 664. 0, 618,COAL 618. 10 0.07 0.02 0.83 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 235. 482. 903. 510. 251. 74. 0. -738. 903. COAL $65. 0 9-42 0.28 0.56 
6STlRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR 235. 21. 57. 27. 15. 4. 669. 0. 626.DlSTILLA 626, 0 0.05 0.02 0.61 
6STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 235. 245. 564. 310. 174. 81. 235. -498, 900,DISTILLA 402. 0 0.27 0.19 0.57 







S TIHRSG THERMlONlC PBWR 235. 23. 107. 70. 15. 4. 517. 0. 624. COAL 624. 0 0.06 0.02 0.82 
5TIHRSGTHERMIUNICHEAT 235. 167. 772. 510. 109. 32. 0. -293. 772.COAL 480. 0 0.24 0.14 0.66 1 
u 
t. 
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COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I%SE PE8 ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 . - - - - - -  
*xFUEL ENEROY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*. 
I( l NDUSTRY 2865 1 WW 4.40 PROCESS M I  LL 1 BNS BTU/HR 5 1 0.0 PROCESS TEMP( F 320. PRODUCT STYRENE-MONO HClURS PER YEAR 7900. I 
- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0,029 
UTl L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTUxlOx=6= 235. HOT WATER BTU=lO==Ct= 0, 
I WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN CQGEN CQGEN AUK UTI LIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA 1 L 4 SR-%JER-P+A- FUEL SAVED= FUEL PReCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR t 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELE8T BOlLR USED SITE USED UTlLiT i 
10116 10x*6 10**6 101*6 10xx6 1 0 ~ x 6  101x6 10x16 10*.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR B f  U/HR --- . - 
II 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POWR 235. 21. 57. 27. 15. 4. 669. 0. 626, RES I DUAL 626, U 0.05 0.02 0-81 6STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 235. 245. 664. 310. 174. 81. 235. -498. 900.RESIDUAL 402. 0 0.27 0.19 0.57 
--- - -* 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POWR 235. 21. 57. 27. 15. 4. 669. 0. 626. COAL 526. 0 0.05 0.02 O.8T 
6STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 235. 403. 1093. 510. 287. 84. 0. -850. '093.COAL 244. 0 O.?.Z' 0.26 0.47 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-OT- POUR 235. 10. 47. 9. 15. 4. 590. 0. 637. COAL-AFB 637. 10 0.03 0.02--9.80 
HELIUM-GT- HEAT 235. 609. 2762. 510. 887. 260. 0, -2724. 27G2.COAL-AFB 38. 0 0.19 0.32 0.18 
8 HEOT6O HELIUM-GT- POWR 235. 12- 58. 19. 15. 4. 677. 0. 635. COAL-AFB 635. 10 6-03 0.02 0.80 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT 235. 306. 1540. 510. 399. 117. 0. -1200, 1540.COAL-AFB 341, 0 0.19 0.2t5- -0.33 
9 HEOTOO HELIUM-GT- POWR 236. 12. 85. 43. 15. 4, 650. 0. 635,WAL-AFB 635, 10 0.03 0.02 0.80 
9HEOTOOHELIUM-OT-HEAT 235. 141. 1021. 510. 180. 53. 0. -514. 1021. COAL-AFB 506. 0 0.15 0.18 0.50 
622, 10 -0.51 0.02 '0;82 10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO POWR 0. 25. 49. 23. 15. 4- 672. 0. 622,COAL i 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 546. 1075. 510. 327. 96. 0. -975. 1075.COAL 101, 10 0.22 0.30 0.47 i 
* 4 13 GTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 PBWR 235. 22. 52. 23. 15. 4. 573. 0. 625. RES I DUAL 625. 10 0.05 0.02 0.82 $ 13 OTSOAR GT-HESO- 10 HEAT 235. 298. 709. 31 0. 206. 
- 
60. 235. -596. 944.RESIDUAL 349. 0 0.30 0.22 0.54 I 
1 
an 
12 IOOTST INT-GAS-GT POUR 0. 21. 50. 21. 15. 4. 676. 0. 626. COAL 626. 10 -0.52 0 02 0.81 





16 OTAC16 GT-HRSQ-16 POWR 235. 24. 46. 20. 15. 4. 676, 0. 623, RES I DUAL 623. 70 0.06 0.02 0.82 
235. 371. 707. 310. 228. 67. 235. -687. 942,RESIDUAL 276, 0 0.34 - 0.240,9- I 
14 GTACOB GT-HRSG-08 POWR 235. 25. 56. 29. 15. 4. 666. 0. 622,RESIDUAL 622. 10 0.06 0.02 0.82 
14 GTACOB GT-1iRSG-08 HEAT 235. 270. 605. 310. 163. 4LI. 235. -483. 840.RESIDUAL 377. 0 0.31 0.19 0.61 
n 
$ 
17 GTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 235. 22. 48. 19. 15. 4. 677. 0 .  625.RESIDUAL 625. 10 0.05 0.02 0.82 
; 17 GTWCl6 GT-HRSO-16 HEAT 235, 353. 767. 310. 242. 71. 235. -708. 1002.RESlDUAL 294. 0 0.32 0.24 0.51 I 
15 GTAC12 OT-HRSG-12 POWR 235. 25. 49. 23. 15. 4. 673. 0. 622. RESIDUAL 622. 10 0.06 0.02 0.82 
o 15GTAClPGT-HRSG-12HEAT 235. 334. 664. 310. 203. 59. 235. -586. 9OO.RESI3UAL ' 313. 0 0.330.23-0x7rif 
zl 




/j iNDUSTRY 28651 FlW 4.40 PROCESS 81 LLI ONS BTU/HR :lo. 0 PROCESS TEPIPCF) 320. PRODUCT SWRENE-MONa IIOURS PER YEIR 7800. 1 
- - 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.029 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*10=16= 235. HCJT WATER BTU=YO*r6= 0. 
I&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENOR REPBRT 5.1 
-- -. . *- - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSU* 
WASTE FUEL CBQEN COQEN COGEN COQEN AUX UtILlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR W E R  H U T  
FUEL Sm;'ED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-YET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl LIT 
R 18 CC1626 QTST-16/26 PQWR 235. 22. 39. 12. 15. 4 .  686. 0. 625. RES1 DUAL 625. 10 0.05 0.02 0.82 -18CCl626QTST-16/26HEAT 235. 585. 1035. 210. 402. 118.  235. -7209. 1271.RESIDUAL 61. 0 0.36 0.32 0.40 
19 GC1622 QTST-16/22 POWR 235. 23. 39. 13. 15. 4. 685. 0. 624. ?ES I DUAL 624. I 0  0.06 0.02-6.82 
19CC1622OTST-16/22HEAT 235. 553. 944. 310. 362. 106. 235. -1085. 1179.RESIDUAL 94. 0 0.37 0.31 0.43 
20 CC1222 QTST-12/22 POUR 235. 23. 39. 13. 1 5 .  4. 685. 0. 624. RES I DUAL 824. 10 0.06 0-02 0.82- J 
20CC1222GTST-12/22HEAT 235. 536. 936. 310. 361. 106. 235. -1081. 1172.RESIDUAL 91. 0 0.37 0.3-4 l' 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 POWR 235. 25. 41. 16. 15. 4. 581. 0. 622. RES I DUAL 622. 10 0.06 0.02 0.82 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 MEAT 235. 477. 7 9  310. 289. 85. 235. -856. 1027.RESIDUAL 170. 0 4.38 0.28 0.30 
22STIQ15&TIQ-15-l6PO\4R 235. 8. 39. 1. IS. 4. 699. 0. 639.RESIDUAL 639. 10 0.02 0.02 0.80 I i 22 ST1015 STlQ-15-16 HEAT 235. 4910. 23846. 31 0. 9085. 2663. 235. -28345, 24081 .RESIDUAL -4263. 0 0.17 0.38 0.02 a 23 STIQ10 STIQ-10-16 PdWR 235. 12. 42. 6. 15. 4.  693. 0. 635. RESIDUAL 635. 10 0.03 0.02 0-80 23STlQlOSTIt3-10-16HEAT 235. 651. 2340. 310. 840. 246. 235. -2579. 2575.RESIDURL -4. 0 0.22 0.33 0.20 ! 
13. 45. 9. 15.  4. 689. 0. 634. RES I DUAL 634. 
435. 1471. 310. 493, 144. 235, -1494. 1706.RESIDUAL 212. 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POUR 235. 19. 40. 10. 15. 4. 588. 0 ,  62e. RES I DUAL 628. 1 0.05 0.02 0.61 
26 DEADY2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 235. 559. 1220. 310. 453. 133. 235. -1368. 1456.RESIDUAL 88. 1 0.31 0.31 0.35 i 
I. 
2 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POWR 235. 17. 40. 9.  IS. 4. 589. 0.  630. RES l DUAL 630. 0 0.04 0.02 0.81 





5 29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 235. 15. 42. 8. 15. 4.  691. 0. 632,DISTILLA 632. 0 0.04 0.02 0.81 5 
29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 235. 573. 1628. 319. 588. 1 235. -1789. 1863.DISTILLA 74. 0 0.26 0 . 3 2 ? . 2 7  
n- 
27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV POUR 235. 25. 40. 16. 15. 4. 681. 0. 622.RESlDUAL 622. 1 0.06 0.02 0.82 





29 DESUA3 Dl ESEL-SUA PO\.lR 235. 15. 42. 8. 16. 591. 0 .  632. RESIDUAL 632. 0 0.04 0.02 0.81 
29 DESUA3 Dl ESEL-SUA IiEAT 235. 573. 1628. 31 0. 588, 972. 235. - 1  789. 1863. RESIDUAL 74. 0 0.26 0.32 0.27 
a 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DI ESEL PaWR 235. 25. 44. 19. 16. 4. 678. 0. 622. UES1 DUAL 622, 0 0.06 0.02 0.82 1 
28DEHTPMADV-DIESELHEAT 235. 418. 719. 310. 247. 72. 235. -725. 954,RESIDUAL 229. 0 0.3- 0.26733 r i 
b 
:. 11 DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 144 
11 INDUSTRY 28651 MW 4.40 PRUCESS MILL1UNS BTU/HR 510.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 320. PRODUCT STYRENE-MUNU HUURS PER YEAR 7900: I 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.029 
UT! LITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUT-lO**6= 235. HOT WATER BTU*10**6= 0 ,  
CBGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I&SE PEB ADV DESIGN'ENGR REPUR'i 5.1 
- - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSS* 
WASTE FUEL CdGEN CUGEN CUGEN CUQEN AUX UTIL1T TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PUWER HEAT- 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PR6CF^ S MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED Nu-NET JsED HEAT POWER ELECT BaILR USED SITE USED Ui-lLlT i 
II 30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 235. 16. 42. 9. 15. 4. 589. 0. 631 .DISTILLA 631. 1 0.04 0.02 0.81 30DESBAPDIESEL-SOAHEAT 235. 545. 1409. 310. 509. 149. 235. -1543. 1644.DlSTlLLA 102. 1 0.28 0.31 0.31 
30 DESBA2 D l  ESEL-SBA HEAT 235. 545. 1409. 31 0. 509. 149. 235. -1543. 1644. RESIDUAL 102. 1 0.28 0.31 0-31 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-S0A POHR 235. 23. 42. 17. 15. 4. 580. 0. 622.DlSTll~A 622. 1 0.06 0-02 0.82 1 
31 DESUAl DIESEL-SOA HEAT 235. 464. 773. 310. 279. 82. 235. -825. 1008.DISTILLA 183. 1 0.37 0.28 0.51 n 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SBA PBWR 235. 25. 42. 17. 15. 4. 580. 0. 622.RESIDUAL 622. 1 0.06 0.02 0.82 
31 DESOAl D l  ESEL-SBA HEAT 235. 464. 773. 310. 279. 82. 235. -825. 1008.RESIDUAL 183. 1 0.37 0.28 0.51 
32 QTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 PUWR 233. 24. 51. 24. 15. 4. 672. 0. 623.DISTILLA 623. 10 0.06 0.02 0.82 
32 GTSUAD GT-HRSG- 1 0 HEAT 235. 306. 666. 3 1 0. 1 94. 67. 235. -580. 9Ot.DISTILLA 340. 0 0.32 0.22 0.57 
33 GTRAO8 OT-85RE-03 POWR 235. 22. 42. I S .  16. 4. 682. 0. 625.DISTILLA 625. 10 0.05 0.02 0.82 
33 GTRAOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 235. 466. 875. 310. 312. 92. 235. -929. 1llO.DISTILLA 181. 0 0.35 0.28 0.46 
It 34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 FdHR 235. 23. 42. 15. IS. 4. 682. 0. 624.DISTILLA 624. 10 0.06 0.02 0.82 1 34 GTRAl2 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 235. 467. 857. 310. 307. 90. 235. -912. 1093.DISTILLA 180. 0 0.35 0.20 0.47 I 
2 36 GTR208 GT-GORE-OR PUWR 235. 23. 47. 19. 15. 4. 677. 0. 624.DISTILLA 624. 10 0.06 0.02 0.82 El 36 GTR2OB GT-SORE-08 HEAT 235. 365. 751. 310. 240. 70. 235. -704. 986. DISTILLA 282. 0 0.33 0.24 0.52 
? 
0 
35 GTRAt6 GT-85RE-16 PBWR 235. 23. 43. 16. 15. 4. 681. 0. 624.DISTlLLA 624. 10 0.06 0.02 0.82 1 
35 GTRA16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 235. 439. 825. 310. 288. 84. 235. -833. 1060. DISTILLA 207. 0 0.35 0.27 OL48 
n! 
39 QTRWO8 GT-05RE-08 POWR 235. 19. 43. 12. 15. 4. -685. 0. B28,DISTlLLA 628. 10 0.05 0.02 0.81 





40 OTRW12 GT-85RE-12 PUWR 235. 20. 41. 12. 15. 4. 586. 0. 627.DISTILLA 627. 10 0.05 0.02 0.81 ; 40GTRW12GT-85RE-12.HEAT 235. 509. 1052. 310. 383. 112. 235.'-3150. 1287.DISTILLA 138. 0 0.33 0.30 0.40 
37 GTR212 GT-GORE-12 PBWR 235. 23. 45. 18. 15. 4. 679. 0. 624.DlSTILLA $324. 10 0.06 0.102- 0.82 
37 GTR212 GT-GDIIE-12 HEAT 235. 309. 781. 310. 258. 76. 235. -798. 1016.DISTILLA 258. 0 0.33 0.25 0.50 
38 GTR276 GT-60RE-16 PUWR 235. 23. 45. 18. 15. 4. 579. 0, 624.DISTlLLA 624. 16 0.06 0.02 0.82 




UTl  LI TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTUxlOrr6= 235. HOT WATER %TU=lOrx6= 0, 
NET= FA1 L FES. 
1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 r r 6  1Ozx6 10=6 1 0 x r 6  10-6 10==6 10*=6 - 101X6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR ETUfHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
4 .  585. 0, 6 2 7 . G t S T f L U  627. 
0 0.04 0.02 0.81 
0 0.28 0.34 0 . 2 5  
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COGENERATIOH TECHNBLeGY ALTERtATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.1 
zxFUEL ENERGY SAVED EY PRdCESS AND E s Z x  
UTILITY FUEL CBAL 
FACTR FACTR j 
0.DlSTILLA 
6. RESI DUAL 11  0.04 0.33 0 .  
0.RESIDUAL 6.  I 1 1  0. 0 .  - 8 .  
7 .  REST DUAL 
0.RESIDUAL 
0, 1S.RESIDUAL 
0 .  RES I DUAL . 0 -  0. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
CUGENERATION TECHNCILOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
1 
PAGE 1 4 7  I 
I C S E  PEO ADV OESIGN ENGR REPBRT 5 . 1  --- - 
* xFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*. 
1 INDUSTRY 28652 MU 0.60 PROCESS M I L L I O N S  BTU/HR 0. PROCESS TEMPCF) 0. PRODUCT CUMENE-BENZE HOURS PER YEAR 8 4 0 0 .  
PBUER TO HEAT R A T I O  ****= 
U T I L I T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10==6= 0, HOT WATER BTU=lO**6*  0. 
I WASTE FUEL C6GEN COGEN COQEN COQEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL SITE NET= F A I L  FESR POUERHEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRGCES PRDCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL - FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED - NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B O I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l  LI T 
I 6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N Q - 1  POUR 0. -0. 7. 3. 2. 1 .  -3. 0. 7. RES 1 DUAL 7 .  1 -0 .04  0.31 0 .  6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  6, O.RES1DUAL 8. Ili 0, 0. 0. 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N Q - 1  PUWR 0. -0. 7. 3. 2. 1. -3. 0. 7. COAL 7. 1 -0 .04  0.31 0. 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. COAL 6. 111 0. 0. 0. 
7 HEGT8S HELIUM-QT- P6WR 0. 0. 6. 3. 2. 1. -3. 0. 6. M A L - A F B  6. 11 0.00 0.32 0. i 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. COAL-AFB 6,  1 1 1  0 ,  0. 0. I 
8 H E 0 1 6 0  HELIUM-OT- PBWR 0. -2. 8. 3. 2. 1. -4. 0. 6.C6AL-AFB 8. 11 -0.24 0.26 0. 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. CCIAL-AFB 6. 1 3 1  0. 0. 0. I 11 9 HEQTOO HELIUM-QT- PUWR 0. -5. 12. 7. 2. 1.  -8. 0. 12. COAL-AFB ( 2 .  1 1  -0.C2 0.18 0. 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6 ,  0.COAL-AFB 5 '11 0. 0. 0. I 
- -- -- 
7. CaAL 10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU POUR 0. -0. 7. 3. 2. 1. ' -4. 0. - 1 .  1 1  -0.05 0.30 0. 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 6. 1 1 1  0. 0. COAL 
I- 11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POUR 0. 2. 4. 1 .  2. 1. -1 .  0. 4. COAL 4. 1 1  0.35 0.49 0. 1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0 .  6. 0, 0 .  0. CCIAL 6. 111 0. I 
1 2  EGOTST I NT-GAS-GT PBWR 0. 1. S. 2. 2. 1. -2. 0 .  5 . C 8 A L  - 5 .  1 1  0.20 0 . 4 0  0 .  
12 IGOTST I NT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. C6AL 6. 111 0. 0. 0. 
13 GTSdAR GT-I-IRSG-10 PUWR 0 ,  -1. 7. 3. 2. 1. -4. 0. 7. RES I DUAL 7. 1 1  -0.10 0.29 0. 
13 GTSdAR OT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. O.RES1DUAL 6. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0.. 
1 4  GTACOB GT-HRSG-08 PUWR 0. -1. 8. 4 .  2. 1. -4. 0. B.RESIDUAL 8. 11 -0.19 0.27 0. 
1 4  GTACO8 GT-HRSQ-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. RESI  DUAL 6. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
2 4 15 G T A C f 2  OT-HRSG-12 POWR 0. -0. 7 .  3. 2. 1. -4. 0. 7. RESIDUAL 7. 11 -0.05 0.31 0. 1 
15 G T A C l 2  GT-HRSG-12 HEAT .O . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6 .  6. 1 1 1  0, 0. RES I DUAL 0. 0. 1 
16 GTACI 6 OT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. 0. 6. 3. 2. 1. -4 .  0. 6.RESIDUAL 6. 11 0.01 0.32 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. RES I DUAL 6. 111 0. 0. 0. - 
X 
16 GTAC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 
a 
1 7  GTWCl6 UT-HRSG- 1 6  PUWR 0. -0. 6. 3. 2. 1. -3. 0. 6.RESIDUAL 6. 1 1  -0,02 0.32 0. 
1 7  GTWCl6 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 01. 6. 0 .  RESI  DUAL v .  I 1 1  0, 0. 0. 
a 
J- 
DATE 86/06/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 148 
COGENERATION TECHNdLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
x r F U E L  ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSQz 
1 INDUSTRY 20652 MU 0.60 PROCESS M I L L I O t f S  BYU/HR 0. PROCESS TEMPCFI 0. PRCJDUCT COMENE-BENZE HOURS PER YEAR 8400 .  
--- - - - 
PBWER TO HEAT R A T I O  r x x x x  
U T l  L l T Y  FUEL CeAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU* lO**6=  0. H8T WATER B T U = l O x z 6 =  0. 
UASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COGEN COGEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR Pt3MER-HgAT 
f U E L  SA3JED= FUEL PRUCES PROCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B O I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T X L I T  
101x6 10=*6  10=*6 1 0 ~ x 6  10==6  1 0 ~ x 6  10==6  1 0 2 x 6  10.~6 
eTu/HR BTu/HR BTu/HR BTu/HR eTu/HR BTu/HR BTu/i+R BTu/HR BTu/HR i 
3. 
18 C C 1 6 2 6  OTST-16 /26  POUR 0. 2. 4 .  1 .  2. 1. -1 .  0, 4.RESIDUAL 4. 1 1  0.31 0 . 4 6  0, 
1 8  CC1626  GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. 0, I 0,RESIDUAL 6. 1 1 1  0. 
1 9  CC1622  GTST-16 /22  PUWR 0. 2. 4 .  1.  2. 1. -1 .  0. 4. RES I DUAL 4, 
1 9  CC1622  GTST- 1 6/22 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. RESIDUAL 6. Ill 0. 
1 20 CC1222  GTST- 1 2/22 PBWR 0. 2. 4 .  1 .  2. 1. -1.  0. 4.RESlDUAL 4, 11 0 . 3 1  0 . 4 7  0, 
H 20 C C i 2 2 2  GTST-12 /22  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 6. O . RESI DUAL 6. 111 0. 0. .o. I 
21 CC0822  GTST-08 /22  POUR 0. 2. 4 .  1.  2. 1 .  -2. 0. 4.RESIDUAL 4. 1 1  0.31 0 .46  0. 
21 CC0822  GTST-08 /22  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0.RESIDUAL 6. 1 1 1  0. 0 .  0. I i 
'1 22 S T l O l S  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  POUR 0. 1. 5. 0. 2. 1. -0. 0. 5 - R E S I D U A L  5. 1 1  0.16 0.38 0. 
' 1  22 S T l Q l 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 6. 0. RES I DUAL 6. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
23 S T l G l O  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  PBtlR 0. 1 .. 6, 1. 2. 1. - 1 .  0. 6. RES I DUAL 6. 1 1  0 . 1 1  0.36 0. 
2 3  S T I G 1 0  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0,RESIDUAL 6. 11'1 0. 0. 0. I 
2 4  S T I G I S  S T I G - I S - 1 6  POWR 0. 0. 6. 1. 2. 1 .  -2. 0. 6. RES I DUAL 6. 1 1  0.05 0 .34  0. 1 
24 S T I G l S  S T i G - 7 s - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. REIS1 DUAL 6. 0. 0. 111 0. C 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PO'CIR 0. 1. 6. 2. 2. 1 .  -2. 0. 6. RES I DUAL 6. 11 0 . 1 4  0.37 0 .  Y 
25 DEADV3 D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0 - R E S I D U A L  6. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. I 
i( 26 DEhi lV2 DIESEL-ADV POUR 0. 1 ,  6. 1. 2. 1 .  -2. 0, 6. RES I DUAL 6. 1 1  0.14 0.37 0, 
- 26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 
- 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0. RES I DUAL 6. 111 0 ,  0. 0. 
n 
1 27 DEABVI D l  ESEL-ADV POWR 0. 1 .  6. 2. 2, 1. -3. 0. 6. RES I DUAL 6. 11 0 . 1 4  0.37 0, $ 27 D W D V l  DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0.RESIDUAL 6. 111 0. 0. 0. 
2 8  DEHTPM ADV-Dl ESEL POVR 0. 1. 5. 3. - 2. I .  -3. 0. 5.RESIDUAL 5 .  11 0.20 0 . 4 0  0, 
2 8  DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. O.RESIDUAL 6. lil 0, 0, 0. 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SUA POUR 0. 1. 6. 2. 2. 1. -2. 0. 6 . D l S T t L L A  6. T 0.11 0 . 3 6  0. 
29 DESbA3 D IESEL-S6A HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0 . D I S T I L L A  6 ,  0. 0. 1 1 1  0. 
29 DESbA3 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0, 1. 6. 2. 2. 1. -2. 0. 6. RES X DUAL 8. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
29 DESOA3 D I ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6 .  OWRESIDUAL 6. 1 1 1  0. 0, 0. 
h 
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=FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS== 
INDUSTRY 28692 MW 0.60 PROCESS MILLIOMS BTU/HR O.  PROCESS TEMP(F1 0. PRODUCT GUPIENE-BENZE HCIURS PER YEAR 84QO. I I POWER TO HEAT RATIO =x=x= U T I  L IM FUEL CdAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU=lO**6= 0. H6T WATER BTU=lO=x6= 0. I XASTE FUEL COGEN CUGEN C6QEN COQEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= FA1 L FESR FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCE? PRdCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED S I T E  USED U T I  L l  T 
I 30 DESUAP DIESEL-SbA POUR 0, I 6. 1. 2. 1. -1. 0. 6.DISTI  LLA 8. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0 . D I S T I L U  6. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. i 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0 .  1. 6. 1.  2. 1. -1. 0. 6. RES I DUAL 6. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0,RESIGUAL 6. 111  0, 0. 0. I 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 1. 6, 2. 2. 1.  -3. 0. 6 . D I S T I L U  6, 1 0.11 0.36 0. J 
3 1  DESOAT D I  ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 0. 0 , 0. 0,  0. 0. 6. 0. D I S T I L L A  6, 0. Q. 111 0. E 
3 1  DESBA1 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 1. 6, 2. 2, 1. -3. 0 ,  6-RESIDUAL 6. 1 0.11 0.38 0. 
3 1  DESOAl DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 5.  0.RESIDUAL 6. 0, 1 1 1  0. i 
32 OTSOAD OT-HRSG-10 POWR 0. -1. 7 ,  4. 2. 1 .  -4. 0. 7 . D I S T I L U  7. 1 1  -0.10 0.29 0. 
32 OTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 0. 0 ,  0. 0 ,  0. 0. 6. 0 . D I S T I L U  6, 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
33 GTRAO8 QT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 1. 6. 2. 2. 1. -3. 0. 6 . D I S T I L U  6. 1 1  0.10 0.36 0, 
33 OTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 6. 0 ,DISTILLA 6. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
3 4  GTRA12 Of-85RE- 1 2  POUR 0. 1. 6. 2. 2. 1. -3. 0. 6. 6 .D IST ILLA  1 1  0.11 0.36 0.. 
3 4  GTRAl2  GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0, 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 6. 0. D I S T I L L A  6. 1 3 1  0. Q. 0. 
35 QTRAlB GT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 1. 6. 2. 2. 1.  -3. 0. 6 .D lST ILLA  6. 1 1  0.08 0.35 0. 
35 GTRAl6  GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0 . D I S T I L U  6. 111  0. 0. 0. 
36 OTR208 GT-BORE-08 POUR 0. 0. 6. 3. 2. 1. -4, 0. 6 ,DIST l L L A  6, 1 1  0. 0 . 3 2 0 .  
36 GTR208 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0, 6. 0 , D I S T I L U  6. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
37 QTR212 GT-60RE-12 PdWR 0. 0. 6. 3. 2. 1. -3. 0. 6. D I S T I L L A  6, 1 1  0.03 0.33-0. 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 H W T  0, 0, 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0 . D I S T I L L A  6. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
38 OTR216 GT-GORE-16 POWR 0. 0, 6. 3. 2. 1. -3. 0. 6. D I S T X L U  6, 1 1  0.05 0.34 0. 
3 8  GTR216 GT-SORE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0 ,D IST ILLA  6. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0, I I 
39 GTRWOA GT-85RE-08 POUR 0. 1. 6. 2. 2. 1. -2, 0. 6 . D I S T I L U  6. 1 1  0.09 0.35 0. 
39 GTRHO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0, 0. 0 ,  0, 0. 0. 0. 6, 0 . D I S T I L U  6. 1 1 1  0. Q. 0. 
I 
4 0  QTRW12 QT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 1. 6. 2. 2, 1. -2. 0. 6. D I S T I L L A  6. 11 0 .12  0.36 0. 
40 GTRW12 OT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6. 0 ,DISTILLA 6. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
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XXFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ECSnr I ( INDUSTRY 28559 PlW 0 .60  PR0CESS MILLIUNS BTUIHR 0. PR0CESS TEMPCF) 0. PRODUCT CUNENE-BENZE HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
POWER 7e HEAT RATIU xxxxx  
UTE L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU=lOt*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=10*=6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN CUGEN CUGEN COGEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL S l T E  NET= F A I L  FESR PIYWEF.~ZAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl  L I  T 
10==6 1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 * ~ 6  tO*=6 1 8 ~ x 6  10==6 10*=6 1 0 ~ x 6  1 0*=6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR )" 
- 7- 
I 
II 4 1  BTRW16 QT-85RE-16 PUWR 0. 1. 6. 2, 2. 1, ' -2. 0.  6. DISTILLA 6. 11 0.10 0.36 0. 41 GTRMlB GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0.  0. 0. 0 .  6 .  0,DlSTILLA 6 ,  1 1 1  0. 0 ., 0. 
4 2  GTR308 GT-6ORE-08 PUWR 0. -0 .  7. 3. 2, 1. -3. 0 .  7. DISTILLA 7 .  11 -0.03 m - - 0 .  
4 2  GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0.  C. 0 .  0.  6. 0.DISTILLA 6. 111 0, 0, 0. 
0. 0. 6. 2. 2. I. -3. 0. 6. DISTILLA 6. 
m 
11 0 , 0 6 L - 3 4  0. 
0.  0.  C. 0. 0. .,. 0. 6. 0. DISTI  LLA 6. i l l  0. 0, 0. 
W 45 FCPADS FUEL--CL-PH POVR 0. 1, 5. 1. 2. 1. -1. 0. S.DIST1 LLA 5 .  11 0.16 0.38 0. 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 0. 0, 0.  0.  0. 0. 6. 0,DlSTILLA 6. 111 0. 0. 0. I 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-M6 P6WR 0 .  1. 5.  1. 2. 1. -1 . 0. 5.DISTILLA 5.  11 0.22 0.43 07- 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-M6 HEAT 0 .  0. 0. 0,  0. 0 .  0.  6. 0.DISTILLA 6. 111 0. 0. 0. 
44 GTR316 GT-GORE-16 PBWR 0 .  0.  6 .  2. 2. 1 .  -3. 0. 6.DISTlLLA 6. 1 1  0.06 0.34 0. 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0 .  0. 0 .  0. 0 .  0. 0. 6. 0.DISTILLA 6. 111 0 .  0. ?:_ . 
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%*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
I( INDUSTRY 28653 MW 6.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUIHR 300.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 489. PRUDUCT PHENOL-ACETO HOURS PER YEAR 8200. 
---- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.068 
UTI L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10*=6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN CUQEN CUQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SBTE USED UTILIT 
0 ONUCQN N 0 C 0 Q U N 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 353. 64. 353.CUAL-FQD 417. 0 0. 0.05 0.72 
1 STMl41 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. 40. 183. 135. 20. 6. 194. 0. 377,RESIDUAL 377. 10 0.10 0.03 0.60 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 89. 407. 300. 46. 13. 0. -78. 407. RESIDUAL 328. 0 0.18 0.11 0.74 
0. 377. COAL-FQD 377. 10 0.10 0.05 0.80 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. 40. 183. 135. 20. 6. 194. // 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0 .  . 89. 407. 300. 46. 13. 0. -78. 407.COAL-FQD 328. 0 0.16 0.11 0.74 I i 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 48. 183. 135. 20. 6. 194. 0. 377. CUAL-AFB 377. 10 0.10 0.05 0.80 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 89. 407. 300. 46. 13. 0. -78. 407.CSAL-AFB 328. 0 0.18 0.11 0.74 
. 2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0. 40. 267. 207. 20. 6. 110. 0. 377.RESIDUAL' 377. 0 0.10 0.05 
2 STMO38 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 58. 388. 300. 30. 9. 0. -29. 388.RESIDUAL 359. 0 0.13 0.08 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 PUWR 0. 40. 267. 207. 20. 6 110. 0. 377. COAL-FQD 377. 0 0.10 0.03 0.80 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 58. 388. 300. 30. 9. 0. -29. 388.CUAL-FQD 359. 0 0.13 0.08 0.77 
ll 2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. 40. 267. 207. 20. '  6. 110. 0. 377. COAL-AFB 377. 0 0.10 0.05 0.80 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT ' 0. 58. 388, 300. 30. 9. 0. -29. 388-COAL-AFB 359. 0 0.13 0.08 0.77 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POUR 0. 39. 112. 74. 20. 6. 266. 0. 378. COAL-PFB 378. 10 0.09 0.05 Q.79 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 157. 456. 300. 83. 24. 0. -196. 456.COAL-PFB 260. O 0.26 0.18 0.66 
. Z 4 TISTMT T I  -STMTB-1 POWR 0. 39. 88. 54. 20. 6. 290. 0. 378.COAL 378. 10 0.09 0.05 0.79 
h 4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 219. 492. 300. 114. 34. 0. -294. 492.COAL 198. 0 0.31 0.23 0.61 
1 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIONIC POUR 0. 21. 146. 87. 20 a 6. 251. 0. 396. RES 1 DUAL. 396. 0 0.k5 0.05 0.76 
5 TI HRSG THERMICJNI C HEAT 0. 72. 502. 300. 71. 21. 0. -137. 502.RESSDUAL 345. 0 0.13 0.14 0.60 
0 T~~ HRSQ TClERMl ON1 C POWR 1- 0. 21. 146. 87. 20, 6. 251. 0. 396. COAL 396. 0 0.05 0.05 0.76 Zi 5 TI HRSQ THEEiI I ON1 C HEAT 0. 72. 502. 300. 71. 21. 0. -197. 502.COAL 345. 0 0.13 0.14 0.60 4 6 STlRL STIRLI-NQ-1 POWR 0. 27. 93. 48. 20. 6. 297. 0. 39O.DISTILLA 390. D 0.06 0.05 0.77 - - @  II 1 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 167. 589. 300. 129. 38. 0,. -339. 589.DISTILLA 250. 0 0.22 0.22 0.51 1, 
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I l&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPURT 5.1 - 
.*- 
**FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY FROCESS AND ECS** / I NDUSTRY 20653 MU 6.00 PROCESS M I  LLI ONS BTU/HR 300.0 PROCESS TEMP IF) 489. PRaDUCT PHENOL-ACETO HOURS PER YEAR 8200. 
- 
PUWER TU HEAT RATIO 0.068 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*lO=*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10*=6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COBEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MU PRBCES FUEi FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl L l  T 
10**6 10**6 10**6 IO**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 108x6 lor86 n 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HIR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
6 ST1 RL STIRLINQ-I PUWR 0. 27. 93. 48. 20. 6. 297. 0. 390. RESI DUAL 390. 0 0.06 0.05 0.77 
6 STIRL STIRLINO-1 HEAT 0. 167. 589. 300. 129. 38. 0. -339. 509.RESIDUAL 250. 0 0.22 0.22 3.51 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 POUR 0. 27. 93. 48. 20. 6. 297. 0. 390. COAL 390. 0 0.06 0.05 
6 STIRL STIRLINO-1 HEAT 0. 167. 589. 300. 129. 38. 0. -339. 589.COAL 250. 0 0.22 0.22 6.51 
7 HEOTBS HELIUM-OT- POUR 0. -7. 64. -6. 20. 6. 360. 0. 424.COAL-AFB 424. 11 -0.02 0.05 0.71 
7 HEOT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT -3167. 343. -3167. 300. -1016. -298. 0. 3240. -31 67. COAL-AFB 74. 11 -6.77 *==** 4.06 II / 8 HEOT60 HELIUM-BT- POUR 0. -1. 79. 12. 20. 6. 339. 0. 418.COAL-AFB 418. 10 -0.00 0.05 0.72 
8 HEOT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. -28. 1999. 300. 518. 152. 0. -1554. 1999.COAL-AFB 445. 0 -0.01 0.28 0.15 
9 HEOTOO HELIUM-OT- POWR 0. 11. 116. 54. 20. 6. 290. 0. 406. COAL-AFB 406. 10 0.03 0.05 0.74 
9 HEOTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 61. 648. 300. 114. 33. 0. -292. 648.COAL-AFB 356. 10 0.09 0.18 0.46 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU POUR 0. 34. 67. 32. 20. 6. 316. 0. 383,COAL 383. 10 0.08 0.0 
10 FCHCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 321. 638. 300. ?%*. 57. 0. -542. 638. COAL 96. 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POUR 0. 35. 56. 23. 20. 6. 326. 0. 382.COAL 382. 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 458. 727. 300. 266. 78. 0. -768. 727. COAL -42, 
12 IQOTST INT-GAS-QT POUR 0. 27. 77. 34. 20. 6. 313. 0. 390.COAL 390. 10 0.07 0.05 3.77 
12 IGOTST INT-GAS-OT HEAT 0. 241. 677. 300. 181. 53. 0. -501, 677.COAL 176. 10 0.26 0.27 0.44- _ 
13 OTSUAR OT-HRSO-10 POWR 0. 25. 71. 27.. 20. 6. 321. 0. 392.RESIDUAL 392. 10 0.06 0.05 0.77 
13 OTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 279. .784. 300. 227. 67. 0. -647, 764.RESIDUAL 137. 0 0.26 0.29 0.38 
14 OTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 PUHR 0. 34. 76. 39. 20. 6. 307. 0. 383. RES I DUAL 383. 10 0.08 0.05 ^ 0.78 
14 @TACO8 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 262. 582. 300. 157. 46. 0. -427, 582. RESIDUAL 155. 0 0.31 0.27 0.52 
15 OTAC12 OT-HRSG-12 POUR 0. 33. 67. 31. 20. 6. 316. 0. 383. RESI DUAL 383. 10 0.08 0.05 -0.78 
15 OTAC12 OT-HRSG-12 HEAT 0. 323. 647. 300. 197. 58. 0. -553. 647. RESI DUAL 94. 0 0.33 0.31 0.46 
16 QTACI 6 OT-HRSG-16 POUR 0. 32. 63. 27. 20. 6. 322. 0, 385. RES I DUAL 385. 10 0.08 0.05 0.78 
16 QTACI 6 OT-HRSO-16 HEAT 0. 360. 713. 300. 230. 60. 0. -636. 713.RES1DUAL 57. 0 0.34 0.32 0.42 
17 OTWCl6 OT-HRSO-16 POUR 0 .  30. 65. 26. 20. 6. 322. 0. 387. RESI DUAL 387. 10 0.87 0.05 0.78 
17 OTWCl6 Of-HKSO-16 HEAT 0. 24',. 740. 300. 233. 68. 0. -6G4. 740.RESIDUAL 76. 0 0.32 0.32 0.41 
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**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECSx* II 11 1 NDUSTRY 28653 MU 6.00 PROCESS M I  LLIONS BTUlHR 300.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 489. PRODUCT PHENOL-ACETO 'KIURS PER YEAR $200. I 
POWER TiP: HEAT RAT16 0.068 
UTILITY FUEL COAL KASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTUrlO.*6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COQEN CdGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NETS FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRDCES PRUCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILlT 
18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 POWR 0 .  29. 56. 18. 20. 6. 332. 0. 388. RES l DUAL 388. 10 0.07 0.05 0.71 
18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 482. 928. 300. 338. 99. 0. -993. 928.RESIDUAL -65. 0 0.34 0.36 0.32 
19 CCl622 GTST-16/22 PBWR 0. 31. 57. 20. 20. - 6. 329. 0. 386. RESI DUAL 386. 10 0.07 0.05 0.78 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 454. 847. 300. 203. 89. 0. -884. 847. RESIDUAL -37. 0 0.35 0.36 8.35 
20 CC1222 QTST- 12/22 PO\slR 0. 31. 57. 20. 20. 6. 329. 0. 386. RESIDUAL 386, 10 0.07 0.05 0.78 1 I 20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 455. 839. 300. 301. 88. 0. -878. 839. RESIDUAL -38. 0 0.35 0.36 0.36 II 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 POWR 0. 33. 61. 26. 20. 6. 322. 0. 384.RESIDUAL 384. 10 0.08 0.05 0.78 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 384. 709, 300. 237. 69. 0. -677. 709.HESIDUAL 33. 0 0.35 6.33 0.42-- i 
* 
22 ST1015 STIG-15-16 PUWR 0. 11. 54. 1, . 20. 6. 352. 0, 406.RESIDUAL 406. 11 0.03 0.05 0.74 
22 ST1013 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 4752. 23077. 300. 8792. 2577. 0. -274 12. 23077. RESIDUAL -4335. 1 0.17 0.38 0.01 
23 STIGIO STIG-10-16 POWR 0. 16. 57. 8. 20. 6. 344. 0. 401.RESIDUAL 401. 11 0.04 0.35 0.75 
23 STIQlO STIG-10-16 HEAT 0. 630. 2264. 300. 813. 238. 0. -2477. 2264. RESIDUAL -213. 1 0.22 0.36 0.13 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 19. 55. 8. 20. 6. 343. 0. 398. RESI DUAL 398. 1 0.04 0.05 0.75 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 666. 1961. 300. 728. 213. 0. -2210. 1961.RESIDU4L -249. 1 0.25 0 .372.15  
i 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 25, 55, 14. 20. 6. 336. 0. 392. RES I DUAL 392. 1 0.06 0,OS 0.77 !/ - 26 DEADV2 DIESEL-AEV HEAT 0. 541. 1181. 300. 43a. 128. 0. -1305. 1181.RESIDUAL -124. 1 0.31 0.37 3.25 
24 STIBIS STIG-IS-16 PUWR 0. 18. 61. 13. 20. 6. 338. 0. 399. RES I DUAL 399. 11 0.04 0.0% 0.75 
24 STIGIS STIG-IS-16 HEAT 0. 421. 1423. 300. 477. 140. 0. -1427. 1423.RESIDUAL -4. 1 0.23 0 34 0.21 
a 
4 
0. 15. 57. 7. 20. 6; 345. 0. 402. DISTI LLA 402. 1 0.04 0.05 0.75 
0. 2 7 6 .  2522. 300. 910. 267. 0. -2761. 2522.01STILLA -259. 1 0.21 0.36 0.12 I 
27 DEAOVl DIESEL-4DV POUR 0. 34. 55. 22. 20. 6. 328. 0. 383. RES I DUAL 383. 1 0.08 0.05 -0.78 




29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SUA P6WR 0 .  15. 57. 7. 20. 6. 345. 0. 402. RESIDUAL 402. 1 0.04 0.05 0.75 
29 DESCJA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 676. 2522. 300. 910. 267. 0, -2781. 2522.RESIDUAL -259. 1 0.21 0.36 0.12 1 I ,  
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL POUR 0. 27. 75. 32. 20. 6. 315. 0. 390. RES I DUAL 390. Q 0.06 6-05 0.77 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 249. 695. 300. 189. 55. 0. -527. 695.RESIDUAL 168. 0 0.26 0.27 0.43 3 
1 11 1 NWSTRY 28653 MW 6.00 PROCESS M I  LLIONS BTUlHR 300.0 PRUCESS TEPlP(F1 489. PRODUCT PHEML-ACETO HOURS PER YEAR 8200. 1 
r I 
POWER TO HEAT RATI 0 0.068 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUrlO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
$ 
' 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COQEN COQEN CdGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B8ILR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10E.6 10**6 1O**Ei Y 
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COGENERATiON TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l8SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
31 DESOAI DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 34. 57. 23. 20. 6. 3LC. 0. 383.DIST1LU 383. 1 0.08 0.05-0.76 




31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA POWR 0, 34. 57. 23. 20. 6. 326. 0. 383. RESI DUAL 383. 1 0.Od Q.03 0.78 
31 DESOAI DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 449. 748. 300. 270. 79. 0. -'780. 748. RES I DUAL -32, 1 0.37 0.36 0140 
I 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 22. 57. 12. 20. 6, 338. 0. 395.DISTILLA 395. ; 0.05 0.05 0.76 " 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 528. 1364. 300. 492. 144. 0. -1974. 1364.DISTILLA -111. 1 0.26 0.36 0.22 
. - 
' 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA PQWR 0. 22. 57. 12. 20. 6 .  338. 0. 395.RESIDUAL 395. 1 9.05 0.05- -0.76 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 528. 1364. 300. 492. 144, Q ,  -+474. 1364,RESIDUAL -111. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
32 QTSOAD QT-HRSQ-18 POUR 0. 31. 70. 32. 20. 6 ,  316. 0. 386.DISTILU 386. 10 0.07 0.05 0.78 
32 GTSLIAD QT-HRSQ-10 HEAT 0. 295. 662. 300. 193. 57. 0. -'540. 662.DISTlLLA 122. 0 0.31 0.29 0.45 
33 OTRAOB GT-85RE-08 POUR 0. 25. 57. 16. 20. 6. 334. 0. 392.DISTILLA 392. 10 O,06 0.05 0.77 
33 OTRAO8 QT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 479. 1094. 300. ' 391. 115. 0. -1157. 1094.DISTIL.LA -63, 0 0.30 0.36 0.27 
34 QTRA12 QT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 25. 57. 17. 20. 6. 333. 0. 390.DISTlLLA 390. 10 0.06 0.05 0.77 $ ' i 
34 QTRA12 QT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 474. 1018. 300. 365. 107. 0. -1075. 1018.DISTILU -57. 0 0.32 0.36 0.29 
35 QTRAl6 QT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 27. 59. 19. 20. 6. 331. 0. 39O.DISTILLA 390. 10 0.07 0.05 0,77 
35 GTRAl6 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 438. 943. 300. 329. 96. 0. -'964. 943.DISTILLA 3 1 .  0 0.32 0.35 0.32 
36 OTR208 QT-60RE-08 POWR 0. 28. 64. 24. 20. 6. 325. 0. 389.DISTILLA 389. 10 0.07 0.05 0.77 




37 QTR212 QT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 28. 62 - 22. 20. 6. 327. 0. 389.DlSTILLA 389. 10 0.07 0.05 0.77 





I j 40 QTRW12 QT-85RE-12 POWR 0. 24. 56. 14. 20. 6. 337. 0. 393.DISTILLA 393. 10 0.06 0.05 0.76 40 QTRWl2 QT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 520. 1218. 300. 443. 130. 0.  -1321. 1218.DISTILLA -103. 0 0.30 0.36 0.25 
38 QTR216 GT-GORE-16 POWR 0. 28. 61. 21. 20. 6. 328. 0. 389.DISTlLLA 389. 10 0.07 0.05 0.77 
38 GTR216 QT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 398. 853. 300. 287. 84. 0. -834. 853.DISTILLA 19. 0 0.32 0.34 0.35 ' j 
; 
1 
39 QTRWO8 QT-85RE-08 POUR - 0. 22. 58. 14. 20. 6. 337. 0. 395,DISTILLA 395. 10 0.05 0.05 0.76 i 
0. -1355. 1294.01STILLA -61. I 39 QTRWOB QT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 478. 1294. 300. 454. 133. 0 0.27 0.35 0.23 
f 
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ILSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPORT f. 1 --,- F 
**FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*r 
1 INDUSTRY 28653 MW 6.00 PROCESS M I  LLl  ONS BTU/HR 300.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 489. PRODUCT PHENOL-ACETO HOURS PER YEAR 8200. 
- -<. " *  
POWER TO HEAT RATlQ 0.068 
UTILITY FUEL COAL I---- WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HdT WATER BTU*10*r6= 0, 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CUGEN COQEN CUQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR WWER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTK FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BUI LR USEID S l  TE USED UTlLlT 
10**6 lour6 10**6 t6**6 lO**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 1 0 * ~ 6  
- 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUYHR BTU/HH BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - BTU/HR 
- - 
41 QTRW16 GT-85RE-16 PUWR 0. 25. 57. 16. 20. 6. 335. 0. 392.DISTItLA 392. 10 0.06 0.05 0.77 
41 QTRU16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 481. 1108. 300. 396. 116. 0, -1172. ~lO8,DlSTILLA -S4. 0 0.30 0.36 0.27 
43 QTR312 OT-SORE-12 POUR 0. 26. 60. ! 9. 20. 6. 331. 0. 391 .DISTILLA 391. 70 0.06 0.05 O,f7 
43 BTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 418. 951. 300, 325. 95 . 0. -953. 951. DISTILLA -1. 0 0.31 0.34 0.32 
I 
11 44 OTR316 BT-CORE-16 PBWR 0. 26. 60. 19. 20. 6. 330.' 0 .  391. DISTILLA 351. 10 0.06 0.05 0.77 
- 11 44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 409. 942. 300. 319. 94. 0. -934. 942.DISTlLLA 8. 0 0.30 0.34 0.32 
42 QTR308 GT-60RE-08 POWR 0. 20. 66. 18. 20. 6. 331, 0. 397.DISTlLLA 397. 10 0.05 m5-0.76 
42 GTR308 BT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 319. 1077. 300. 334. 98. 0. -979. 1077.DISTILLA 98. 0 0.23 0.31 0.28 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PUWR 0. 21. 54. 9. 213, 6. 342, 0 .  396.DISTlLLA 396. 0 0.05 0.05 0.76 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 684. 1765. 300. 671. 197. 0. -2032. 1765. DISTILLA -267. 0 0.23 0.38 0.17 
46 FCMGDS FUEL-CL-MQ PUWR 0. 28. 50. 12. 20. 6. 339. 0. 389.DISTtLLA 389. 0 0.07 0.05 0.77 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 723. 1288. 300. 530. 155. 0. -1594. 128t3.DISTILLA -306. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
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REPORT 5.1 
-- . 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSTRY 28654 MW 0.70 PROCESS FPlLLlCINS BTU/HR 220.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 489. PRODUCT ETHYLBENZENE HClURS PER YEAR 7900. 
- .- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.01 1 
WASTE FUEL EQV &TUr10.*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lO*=6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN CUGEN COOEN COQEN AUX UTI LI T TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR W E R . ~ T  
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED N0-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILI'T 
l o t s 6  10**6 10**6 10*86 10*.6 10**6 10==6 108*6 10.86 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUiHR BTU/HR 
0 ONdCQN N U C 0 (3 d N 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 259, 7, 259. COAL-FQD 266. 0 0. 0.01 0,83 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. 5. 40. 32. 2. 1. 221. 0. 262. RES1 DUAL 262. 10 0.02 0.01 0.64 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 hEAT 0. 32. 278. 220. 16. 5. 0. -44. 278,RESIDUAL 234, 10 0.10 0.06 0.79 
I 1 STMF41 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 5. 40. 32. 2. 1. 221. 0. 262, CUAL-FQD 262, 10  0.02 0.01 0.84 1 STM141 STM-TURS-1 HEAT 0. 32. 278. 220. 16. 5. 0. -44. 278.COAL-FQD 234. 10 0.10 0.06 6.79 
1 STH141 STM-TURB-1 PUWR 0. 5. 40. 32. 2. 1. 221. 0, 262. COAL-AFB 262, 10 0.02 0.01 8.W 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 8 .  32. 276. 220. 16. 8.  0. -44. 278,COAL-AFB 234. 10 0.10 0.06 0.79 I 
- 2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. 5 .  108. 89. 2. 1. 154. 0. 262. RESIDUAL 262. 11 0.02 0.01 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 11. 266. 220. 6. 2. 0. -11. 266,RESIDUAL 255. 11 0.04 0.02 
I 2 STMOB8 STPI-TURB-8 POWR 0. 5. 108. 89. 2. 0. 262.CCIAL-AFB 262. 11 0.02 0.01 0.84 1. 154. 2 STMOBB STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 11. 266. 220. 6. 2. 0 .  -1 1. 266.COAL-AFB 255. 11 0.04 0.02 0.63 L 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POUR 0. 4. 98. 12. 2. 1. 244. 0. 262.CbAL-PFB 262. 10 0.02 0.01 0.84 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0 .  73. 314. 220. 43, 13. 0. -126. 314.CdAL-PFB 188. 10  0.20 0.14 0.70 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. 6. 108. 89. 2. 1. 154. 0, 262. COAL-FOD 262. 11 0.02 C.01 0.84 
2 STMOBB STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 11. 266. 220. 6. 2. 0, -1 1. 266. COAL-FOD 255. 11 0.04 0.02 0.83 
4 T18TMT T I  -STMTB-1 POWR 
1 
0. 5. 13. 0 .  2, 1. 249. 0. 262.RESlDUAL 262, 10 0.02 0.01 0.84--+ 
g. 4 T ISTMT T I -STMTB- 1 HEAT 0. 120. 3 .  220. 63. 19. 0. -190. 336.RESIDUAL 146. 3 0.26 0.19 0.65 
m P 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 PUWR 0. 5. 13. 8 ,  2. 1. 249. 0. 262.CCIAL 262. 1 0  0.02 0.01 0.84 
4 TlSTMT TI-STHTB-1 HEAT 0. 120. 336. -220 .  63. 19. 0. -190. 336.CCIAL 146. 0 0.26 0.19 0.65 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIONI C POUR 0. 2. 17. 10. 2. 1 247. 0. 264.RES10UAL 264, 10 0.01 0.01 0.03 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIONIC HEAT 0. 53. 368. 220. 52. 15. 0. -184. 368.RESIDUAL 214. 0 0.13 0.14 0.80 
rn 
u 5 TlHRSQ THERMIONIC POWR 0. 2. 17. 10. 2. 1. 247. 0. 264.COAL 264. 10 0.01 0.01 0.83 
5 TI  HRSQ THERM I ON I C HEAT 
C 
0. 53. 368. 220. 52. 15. 0. -154. 360.CUAL 214. 0 0.13 Q.14 6-60 $1 6 STIRL STIRLINQ-1 POUR 0. 3. 11. 6. 2. 1. 252. 0, 263.DISTILU 263. 0 0.01 0.01 0.84 
5 6 STlRL STSRLINQ-1 HEAT 0. 123. 432. 220. 95. ' 28. 0. -288. 432.01STILLA 144. 0 0 , n  0.23-b.51 
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fE3E PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 - - - 1  
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED B Y  PRdCESS AND ECSx* I I( INDUSTRY 2 8 6 5 4  MU 0.70 PROCESS MI L L l @ N S  BTU/HR 220.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 4 8 9 .  PRODUCT ETHYLBENZENE HUURS PER YEA8 7900. I 
POWER T d  HEAT RAT16  0 . 0 1 1  
U T I L I T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EPV BTU=10=*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU.rlO=xG= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN CUGEN COGEN AUX U T l L I f  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A 1  L FESR 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRdCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B B I L R  USIEQ S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
i I 6 S T J R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  WWR 0. 3. 1 1 .  6. 2. 1. 252. 0. 263, RES I DUAL 263. 0 0.01 0.01 0.84 : 6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 0 .  1 2 3 .  4 3 2 .  220. 95. 28. 0. -288 .  432.RESIDUAL 1 4 4 .  0 0.22 0.22 0.51 
6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  POWR 0. 3. 11. 6. 2. 1. 252. 0. 263. CCIAL 263. 0 0 .01  0.01 0.84 
6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 0. 123 .  4 3 2 .  220. 95. 28. 0. -288. 432.COAL 144. 6 0.22 0.22 0.51 
7 HEQT85 HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. - 1 .  7. -1. 2. 1. 260. 0. 267. COAL-AFB 267. 11 -0.00 0.OJ 0 . 8 2  I 
7 HEOT85 HELIUE1-GT- HEAT -2322. 252. -2322. 220. - 7 4 5 .  - 2 1 8 .  0. 2337. -2322. COAL.-AFB 15. 11 -7.78 ***** 14.95 II 
8 HEOT6O HELIUM-OT- BUWR 0. -0. 9. 1. 2. 1. 257. a. 266. COAL- A r d  266. 10 -0.00 0.01 0.83 
8 HEGTGO kIELI  UM-GT- HEAT 0. -21. 1 4 6 6 .  220. 380. 111. 0. - 1 1 7 9 .  1466.COAL-AFB .. 287. 0 -0.01 0.26 0.15-- I 
k - 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- PUWR 0. 1. 14 .  6. 2. 1. 2 5 1 .  0. 2 6 5 .  COAL-AFB 265. 1 0  0.00 0.01 0.83 
9 HEGiOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 4 5 .  4 7 5 .  220. 8 4 .  25. 0. -254.  475. COAL-AFB 2 2 1 .  10 0.09 0 .18  0 .46  
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB P0WR 0. 4. 8. 4 .  2. 1. 2 5 4 .  0. 262. COAL 262. 10 0.61 0.01 0.84 
1 0  FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 235. 4 6 8 .  220. 142. 42. 0, -437. 468,CSAL 31. 1 0  0.33 0.30 0.47 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST PBWR 0. 4. 7. 3. 2. 1. 255. 0. 262.CUAL 262. 10 0.02 0 . 0 1 0 . 8 4  
11 FCSTCL FUEL-@L-ST I-IERT 0, 286. 498. 220. 168 .  49. 0. -519 .  498.COAL -20. 1 0  0.36 0 .34  0 . 4 4  
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT POUR 0. 3. 10. 5. 2. 1. 253. 0. 263. COAL 263. 10 0 - 0 1  0 , O l  0.84 ] 12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT M A T  0. 136 .  4 6 3 .  220. 109. 32. 0. -333. 463.CtYAL 130. 10 0.23 0-24-0.47 
13 GTSOAR GT-IIRSG-10 P0WR 0. 3, 8. 3. 2, 1 .  255. 0. 263. RES t DUAL 263, I 0  0.01 0.01 0.84 
9 13 OTSOAR GT-HRSG-I 0 HEAT 0. 205. 575. 220. 167. 49. 0. -51 4. 575. RES I DUAL 61.  0 0.26 0.29 0.38 
:I 16 OTAC16 GT-i.lRSG-l(( POUR 0. 4 .  7. 3. 2. I .  255. 0. 263. RES 1 DUAL 263. 1 0  0.01 0.01 0.84 







1 4  BTACOB GT-HRSG-08 PBWR Q. 4 .  9. 5 . 2. 1. 253. 0. 2 C 2 .  RES I DUAL 262. 10 0.01 0 dl 0.@4 
1 4  OTAC08 GT-tlRSG-Oa HEAT 0. 1 9 2 .  427. 220. 115 .  34. 0. -392. 4 2 7 .  RESIDUAL 74. 0 0.31 G.27 0.52 
15 GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 PaWR 0. 4. 8. 4. 2. 1. 255. 0. 262. RES I DUAL 262. 10 0.01 0.01 0 .84  
1 5  GTAC12 GT-I-IRSG-12 HEAT 0. 237. 475. 220. 1 4 5 .  4 2 .  0. -445 .  475. RESIDI IAL  30. 0 0.33 0.31 0 . 4 6  
' 0. 263. RES I DUAL 263.. 10 0.01 0.01 0.84 1 7  GTL.ICl6 GT-HRSG-16 PUWR 0. 3. 8. 3. 2. 1 255. 
17 GTWCl6 GT-I-IKSG-16 HEAT 0. 250. 542 ,  220. 171. SO. 0. -526. 542 .  RESIDUAL FQ. 0 0.32 0-32 0.41 
q 
f 
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l tSE PE6 ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 1 
**FUEL ENERQY SAVED BY PRdCESS AND ECS*. 
1 INDUSTRY 28654 MW 0.70 PROCESS P l l  LC1 ONS BTU/HR 220.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 489. PRODUCT ETHYLBENZENE HOURS PER YEAR 7900. 1 
POWER TO HEAT PAT16 0.011 
UT1 LlTY WEii COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10*=6= 0. HQT WATER BTUxlO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COGEN COGEN AUX UTl L l  T TOTAL S l  TE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PdWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTFLII' 
!I 18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 FOWR 0. 3. 7. 2. 2. 1. 256. 0. 263.REStDUAL 2 c .  11 0.01 0.01 0.84 " 18 CC1626 GTST- 16/26 HEAT 0. 301. 635. 220. 217. 64. 0. -670- 635.RESIDUAL -35. 1 0.32 0.34 0.35 
0. 3. 7. 3. 2. 1 . 256. 0. 263. RESI DUAL 263. 11 0.01 0.01 0.84 
19 CC1622 QTST-16/22 HEAT 2. 283. 560. 220. 193. 57. 0. -597. 58O.RESIDUAL -17. 1 0.33 0.32 0.38 
0. 4. 7. 3. 2 ,  1. 256. 0. 263. RESI DUAL 263. 11 0.01 0.01_0.84 
0. 283. 574. 220. 191. 56. 0. -591. 574.RESlDUAL -1s. 1 0.33 0.33 0.3a 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 POWR 0. 4. 8. 4. 2. 1. 255. 0. 262.RESIDUAL 262. 11 0.01 0-01 0.84 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 234. 485. 220. 147. 43. 0. -453. 485. RESIDUAL 32. 1 0.33 0.30 0,45 
II 22 STlOl5 STIQ-15-16 POUR 0. 1. 6. 0. 2. 1. 259. 0. 265. RES 1 DUAL 265. 11 0.00 0.01 0.63 22 STIQIS STIQ-15-18 HEAT 0. 3485. 16923. 220. 6448. 1890. 0.-20142. 16923.RESIDUAL -3218. 1 0.17 0.38 0.01 
23 STIQIO STlG-10-16 POWR 0. 2. 7. 1. 2. 1. 258. 0. 264. RES I DUAL 264. 11 0.01 0.01 0.83 
23 STlGlO STIQ-10-16 HEAT 0. 462. 1660. 220. 596. 175. 0. -1856. 1660,RESIDURt -195. 1 0.22 0.38 0.13 
- 2 4  STlQlS STIQ-IS-16 POWR 0. 2 .  7. 2. 2. 1. 257. 0. 264.RES'DUAL 264. 1 Y 0.01 0.01 0.83 
24 STIQlS STIG-1s-16 HEAT 0. 308. 1044. 220. 350. 103. 0. -1086. 1644,RESIDGAL -42. 1 0.23 0.34 0.21 
/ 25 DEADV3 Dl ESEL-ADV POUR 0. 2. 6. 1. 2. 1. 258. 0. 264.HESIDliiL 264. 11 0.01 0.01 0.83 25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 488. 1438. 220. 534. 156. 0. -1660. 1438.RESIDJAL -222. 1 0.25 0.37 0.15 1 ' 
0 
4 26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 3. 6. 2. 2. 1. 257. 0. 263. RES I DUAL 263. 11 0.01 0.01 0.84 
"6 - DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 397. 666. 220. 321. 94. 0. -997. 866. RESIDUAL -131. 1 0.31 0.37 0.25 
a 
1 27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 4. 6. 3. 2. 1. 256. 0. 262. RES 1 DUAL 262. 11 0.01 0.01 0.84 
27 DEADVl Dl ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 348. 563. 220. 209. 61. 0. -645. 563.RESIDUAL -82. 1 0.88 0.37 0.39 
mi 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL POWR 0. 3. 9. 4. 2. 1. 254. 0. 263.RESIDUAL 263. 10 0.01 0.01 0.84 
28 DEiTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 182. 510. 220. 139. 41. 0. -426. 51O.RESIDUAL 84. 0 0.26 0.27 0.43 
:I 
I- 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 2. 7 .  1. 2. 1. 258. 0. 285.DISTILLA 265. 1 0.01 0.01 0.83 
29 DESOA3 Dl ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 496. 1849. 220. 868. 196. 0. -2079. 1849.DiSTILLA -229. 1 0.21 0.36 0.12 
a " 
29 QESCJA3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 2. 7. 1. 2, 1. 258. 0. 265.RESIDUAL 265. 1 0.01 0-01 0.83 
29 FS0.43 DIESEL-S6A HEAT 0. 496. 1849. 220. 868. 196. 0. -2079. 1849. RESIDUAL -229. 1 0.21 0.36 0.12 I 
/ 
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IBSE 'PEU ADV DESIGN ENGR WEPBRT 5.1 
-- -- 
i 
XXFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECSXX 
i 
INDUSTRY 28654 MY 0.70 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 220.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 489. PRODUCT ETHYLBENZENE HOURS PER YEAR 7900. 
! POWER TO HEAT RATlU 0.011 I UTl Ll Tl FUEL C6AL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUx10%=6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO=x6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CDGEN COGEN CCGEN CBGEN AUX FTTLIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESRP3HER HEAT 
FUEL SF7JED= FUEL PR6CES PRUCES MU PRClCES FtJEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT BOI LR USED SITE USED UTI LI T 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SBA POUR 0. 3. 7. 1. 2, 1. 257, 0. 264.DlSTILLA 264. 1 0,Ol 0.01 0.83 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SQA HEAT 0. 387. 1000. 220, 361. 106. 0. -1121. 1000,DISTILLA -121, 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
30 DESbA2 DIESEL-SUA POUR -- - 0. 3. 7. 1. 2. 1 257. 0. 264. RES 1 DUAL 264, 1 0.01 0.01 0.83 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0, 387. 1000. 220. 361. 106. 0. -1 121, 1000.RESIDUAL -121, 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
31 DESdAl Dl ESEL-SOA POUR 0. 4. 7. 3. 2. 1. 256. 0. 262,DISTlLLA 262, 1 0.01 0.01 0.34 
31 DESBAl Dl ESEL-SaA HEAT- 0. 329. 549. 220. 198. 58. 0. -611. 549,DISTILLA -63. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
31 DESBAI DI ESEL-SBA POUR 0. 4. 7. 3. 2. 1. 256, 0. 262. RESIDUAL 262. t 0.01 0.01 0.84 
31 DESOA1 D l  ESEL-SUA HEAT - 0. 329. 549. 220. 198, 58. 0. -51 1. 549.RESIDUAL -63. 1 0.37 0.36 0.49 
f 32 GTSBAD GT-HRSG-10 POWR 0. 4. 8. 4. 2. 1. 254. 0. 263.DISTILLA 263. 10 0.01 0.01 0.84 
8 4  32 BTSBAD GT-tIRSG-10 HEAT 0. 216. 485. 220. 142. 42. 0. -435. 485.DISTILLA 50. 0 0.31 0.29 0.45 
33 OTRAOB GT-85R' c-08 POWR 0. 3. 7. 2. 2. 1. 257. 0. 263.DISTILLA 263. 10 0.0 0.01 0.84 
' 33 OTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT . ii 0. 352. 803. 220. 287. 84. 0. -888. 803,DISTILLA -85. 0 0.30 0.36 0.27 
34 QTRAI 2 GT-85RE-12 POWR 0. 3. 7. 2. 2. 1. 257, 0. 263.DISTILU 263. 10 0.01 0.01 0.84 
34 GTRA12 GT-65RE-12 HEAT 0. 348. 747. 220. 267. 78. 0. -&28. 747,DISTILLA -81. 0 0.32 0.36 0.29 
-4 
35 GTRA16 GT-85RE-16 POUR 0. 3. 7. 2. 2, 1. 256. 0. 263.DISTlLLA 263. 10 0.01 0,Ol 0.84 
35 GTRAl6 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 321. 691. 220. 241. 71. 0. -746. 691.DISTILLA -55. 0 0.32 0.35 0.32 I 
fl 36 GTR208 GT-60RE-08 POUR 0. 3. 7. 3. 2. 1. 256. 0. 263,DISTlLLA 263. 10 0.01 0.01 0.84 
36 QTR208 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 259. 595. 220. 190. 56. 0. -587. 595.DlSTILLA 7 , 0 0.30 0.32 0.37 I 
37 GTR2T2 GT-GORE-12 POHR 0, 3. 7. 3, 2. 1 .  256. 0. 263,DISTILLA 263. 10 0.01 0.01 0.84 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 278. 619. 220. 204. 60. 0. -631. 619.DISIILLA -12. 0 0.31 0.33 0.36 
38 QTR216 GT-60RE-16 PBWR 0 . 3. 7. 2. 2. 1. 256. 0. 263.DISTILLA 263. 10 0.07 0.01 0.84 
38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 292. 626. 220. 211. 62. 0. -651. 626.DISTILi-A -26. 0 0.32 0,34 0.35 
39 OTRbIO8 GT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 3. 7, 2. 2. 1. 257. 0, 264,DISTILLA 264. 10 0.01 0.01 0.83 




40 GTRW12 QT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 3. 7. 2. 2. 1, 257. 0. 263.01STItLA 263. 10 0.01 0.01 0.83 
r 40 GTRW72 GT-85ZE-12 HEAT 3 0. 382. 893, 220. 325. 95. 0. -1008. 893.DISTILLA -115. 0 0.30 0.36 0.25 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRI C COMPAtJY PAGE 160 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I&SE PEU ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 ---- 
x*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSxt 
I INDUSTRY 28654 MY 0.70 PRUCESS M I  LLI OPiS BTUlHR 220.0 PROCESS TEMPIF) 489. PRODUCT ETHYLBENZENE WURS PER YEAR 7900. 
---+ 
PBWER TO HEAT RATIU 0.011 
UTI L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTL!rlO**6= 0. HdT WATER BTUr10xr6= 0. 
I WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN CCJBEN CCJGEN AUX UTILlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAX L FESR POWER HEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES NU PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED NO-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT BOILR USED StTE USED UTlLIT 
41 OTRW16 GT-85RE-16 POUR 0 .  3. 7. 2. 2. 1. 257. 0, 263,DISTtLLA 263. 10 0.01 0.01 0.84 i 
41 GTRWl6 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 353. 813. 220. 290. 85. 0. -899. 813.DISTILLA -86. 0 0.30 0.36 0.27 
42 BTR308 GT-60RE-08 PBWR 0. 2. 8. 2. 2. 1 .  256. 0. 264.DISTILLA 264. 10 0.01 0.01 0.83 
42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 234. 790. 220. 245. 72. 0. -758. 790.DISTILU 32. 0 0.23 0.31 0.28 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 3. 7. 2. 2. 1. 256. 0. 263.DISTILl-A 263. 10 0.01 0.01 0.84 f 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0, 307. 698. 220. 239. 70. 0. -738. 698.DISTILLA -40. 0 0.31 0534 0.32 
44 OTR316 GT-60RE-16 POUR 0. 3. 7. 2. 2. 1. 256. 0. 263.DISTILLA 263. 10 0.01 0.01 0.84 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 300. 691. 220- 234, 69. 0. -725. 69l.DtSTlLLA -34. 0 0.30 0.34 0.32 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PBWR 0. 2. 6. 1. 2. 1.  258. 0. 264.DISTILLA 264. 1 0  0.01 0.01 0.83 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 501. 1294. 220. 492. 144. 0, -1529, 1294.DISTlLLA -235. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 I 
- 
3 ,  257. 0. 263.DISTILLA 263. 10 0.01 0.01 0.84 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MB HEAT 0. 530. 944. 220. 389. 114. 0. -1208. 944.DISTILU -264. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 361 
11 1 NDUSTRY 28691 MW 1 .50 PROCESS M I  LLl UNS BTUlHR 133.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 574. PRBDUCT METHANOL-SYN HOURS PER YEAR 7880. I 
i 
- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.038 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU=lO**6= 353. HOT WATER BTU=lO*x6= 0. 
CCIGENERP.TlbN TECHPlOL0GY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I8SE PEO ADY DESIGN ENGR REPURT 5.1 
*=FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSY* i 
II WASTE FUEL CdGEN COGEN CBGEN CUGEN AUX UTlLIT T0TAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10+*6 10**6 10xr6 10x16 10**6 1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 1 0 * ~ 6  1 O==6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
1 
OONOCONNO C a Q O N  156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.CUAL-FQD 172. 0 0. 0.03 0.77 
1 STMI41 STM-TURB-1 POUR 170. 3. 170. 139. 5 :  2. -7. 0. 170.RESIDUAL 170. 11 1-00 0.03 8.78 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 162. 10. 162. 133. 5 .  1. 0. 1. 162.RESIDUAL 163. 11 0.96 0.03 0.82 
1 STM141 STM-TURD-1 POWR 170. 3. 170. 139. 5. 2. -7. 0. 170. CBAL-FOD 170. 11 1-00 0.03 0.78 
1 STM141 STM-TURD-1 HEAT 162. 10. 162. 133. 5. 1. 0. 1 . 162. COAL-FQD 163. 11 0.96 0.03 u.82 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 P0WR 162. 10. -675. -579. 5 .  2. 837. 0. 162.RESIDUAL - 162. 11 1.00 0.03 0.82 /I 2 STt4OE8 STM-TURD-8 HEAT 155. -2. 155. 133. -1. -0. 0. 20. 155.RESIDUAL 175. 11 -0.23 -0.01 0.76 y 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 POUR 162. 10. -675. -579. 5 ,  2. 837. 0. 162. COAL-FOD 162. 11 1.00 0.03 0.82 1 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURD-8 HEAT 155. -2. 155. 133. -1. -0. 0. 20. 1 55. COAL-FOD 175. 3 1  -0.23 -0.01 0.76 I 
2 SBM088 STM-TURB-8 POWR 162. 10. -675. -579. 5 .  2. 837. 0. 162. COAL-AFB 162. 11 1.00 0.03 0.82 
20. 1 55. COAL-AFB 1 75. 11 -0.23 -0.01 0.76 2 STMO88 STM-TUEB-8 HEAT 155. -2. 155. 133. -1. -0. 0. 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTS- PBWR 163. 9. 46. 33. 5. 2. 117. 0. 1 63. COAL-PFB 163. 10 1.00 0.03 0.81 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STPJTB- HEAT 164. 37. 184. 133. 21. 6. 0. -48. 184,COAL-PFB 136. 10 1.00 0.11 0.72 f 
f 4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 PBWR 132. 10. 31. 21. 5. 2. 132. 0. 163.RESIDUAL 163. 11 -0.95 0.03 0.82 $ 
4 TI STMT TI -STMTB- 1 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 15B.RESIDUAL 172. 111 -0.00 0. 0.77 
rn 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 PBWR 163. 10. 31. 21. 5. 2. 132. 0. 163. COAL 163. 11 1.00 0.03 0.82 
1 4 TISTMT TI -STt.lTB-1 HEAT 196. 61. 196. 133. 32. 9. 0. -84. 196.CdAL 112. 11 1.00 0.16 0.68 
I 
.; 5 T IHRSG THERMIeNIC POUR 133. 3. 36. 20. 5. 2. 133. 0. 169,RESIDUAL 169. 10 -1.27 0.03 0.79 
5 TIHRSQTNERPllBNlCHEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.RESIDUAL 172. 110 -0.00 0. 0.77 
> 
m 
0 5TIHRSQTI- IERII IBN1CP0WR 169. 3. 36. 20. 6. 2. 133. 0. 169.COAL 169. 10 1.00 0.03 0.-79 
Z 5 TIHRSG THERMIBNl C HEAT 239. 23. 239. -133.  34. 10. 0. -89. 239.COAL 150. 0 1.00 0.14 0.56 
i- 
$- 6 STlRL STIRLING-1 PdWR 140. 6. 27. 14. 5. 2. 140. O. 166.DISTILLA 166. 1 -0.67 0-03 0.80 , 





DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC CCJMPANY PAGE 163 
COGENERAT 1 ON TECl INOLBGY ALTERNAT 1 VES STUDY 
l & S E  PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPaRT 5 . 1  -- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECS** 
I 
I 
INDUSTRY 28691 MW 1 . 5 0  PROCESS M I L L I O N S  BTU/HR 1 3 3 . 0  PROCESS TEMPfF)  5 7 4 .  PRCiDlJCT HETHANOL-SYN HOURS PER Y- '4R 7 8 6 0 .  t 
- . - 
PCIClER TO HEAT R A T I B  0 , 0 3 8  
U T I  L l  TY FUEL CCJKi WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*TO**6= 353. HCJT WATER B T U * l O * x 6 =  0. 
WASTE FUEL CBOEN COGEN COGEN C6GEN AUX U T l  L I T  TUTAL S I T E  NET= FA1  L FESR PUgER- HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRdCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B U I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l  L I  T 
18 C C l 6 2 6  GTST- 1 6 / 2 6  PCIWR 1 5 0 .  7. 16. 6. 5. 2. 150. 0. 16S.RESIDUAL 165. 11 0.03 0.03 0.80 
18 CC1626  GTST-16 /26  HEAT 136. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 5 6 .  16. 156.RESIDUAL 172. 111 -0.00 0. 0.77 
--.- 
19 CC1622  GTST-16 /22  POWR 1 4 9 .  7. 1 6 .  6. 5. 2. 1 4 9 .  0. 165.REStDUAL 15s. 1 1  -0.00 0.03 0.81 
19 CC1622  GTST-16 /22  HEAT 156. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 1 5 6 .  16. 156,RESIDUAL 1 7 2 .  111 -0.00 0. 0.77 
20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  PBWR 1 4 9 .  7. 1 6 .  6. 5 .  2. 1 4 9 .  0. 165.RESIDUAL 165. 1 1  -0.00 0.03 OzUl 
20 C C 1 2 2 2  GTST-12 /22  HEAT 156. I+- 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 5 6 .  16. 156.RESIDUAL 172. 1 1 1  -0.00 0. 0.77 A 2 1  CC0822  GTST-08 /22  P0WR 1 4 7 .  8. 1 8 .  8. 5. 2. 1 4 7 .  0. 164.RESIDUAL 1 6 4 .  F Y  -0.11 0.03 0.81 2 1  CC0822  GTST-00 /22  HEAT 1 5 6 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  156 .  16. 156.RESIDUAL 172. 111 -0.00 0. 0.77 I 2 2 S T l O t J S T I O - 1 3 - 1 6 P C J W R  156 .  3. 1 3 .  0. 5 .  2. 1 5 6 .  0. 170.RSSIOUAL 170. 1 1  0.16 0.03 0.78 - 22 S T 1 0 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 1 5 6 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 5 6 .  16 .  156.RESIDUAL 172. 11 1 -0.00 0, 0.77 I 
23 S T l Q l O  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  PaWR 1 5 4 .  4. 1 4 .  2. 5. 2. 1 5 4 .  0. 169.RESIDUAL 169. 11 0.11 0.03 0.79 
23 S T I G 1 0  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT 156 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 5 6 .  1 6 .  156.RESIDUAL 172 .  Ill -0.00 0. 0.77 
2 4  S T l B l S  S T I Q - I S - 1 6  P6WR 1 5 3 .  5 1 5 .  3. 5. 2. 153. 0. 168.RESIDUAL 168. 11 0.05 0.03 0.79 
24 S T l G l S  S T I G - I S - 1 6  HEAT 1 5 5 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 5 6 .  16. 156.RESlDUAL 172. 1 1 1  -0.00 0. 0.77 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PWJR 1 5 5 .  4 .  1 4 .  2. 5 ,  2. 1 5 5 .  0. 168 .RESIDUAL 168. 1 1  0.14 0.03 0.79 












26 DEADV2 D l  ESEL-ADV PdWR 1 5 2 .  6. 1 4 .  4 .  5. 2. 1 5 2 .  0. 166 .RESIDUAL 166. 11 0 . 1 4  0.03 0.80 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 1 5 8 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16 .  156.RESIDUAL 172 .  1 1  1 -0.00 0. 0,77 
27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV POWR 1 5 0 .  9. 14. 5. 5. 2. 1 5 0 ,  0. 164.RESLOUAL 164 .  1 1  0.14 0.03 0.81 ' 
27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV HEAT 1 5 6 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 5 6 .  16, IS6 .RESIDUAL 172. 1 1 1  -0.00 0. 0.77 
28 DEHTPM ADV-Dl ESEL POWR 1 4 5 .  5. 23. 1 0 .  6. 2. 1 4 5 .  0. 167.RESIDUAL 167. 11 -0 .42  0.03 0.79 





29 DESUA3 D I ESEL-SCJA POUR 1 55. 3. 1 4 .  1. 5. 2. 155. 0. i 6 9 . 0 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~  169. 1 0.11 0.03 0.79 
29 DESbA3 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 1 5 6 . D l S T l L L A  172. 1 1 1  -0.00 0. 0.37 
29 DESBAS D l  ESEL-SUA PUWR 155. 3 ,  14 .  1. 5. 2. 155. 0. 169 ,RESIDUAL 169. 1 0.11 0.03 0.79 
I 
29 DESOA3 D l  ESEL-SUA HEAT 1 5 6 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 1 6 .  156.RESIDUAL 172. 111 -0.00 0. 0.77 1 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRiC COMPANY PAGE 164 
CBGENERATIUN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES SlUDY 
IBSE PEU ADV DESIGN EFIGR REPORT 5.1 --- - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
. 11 1 NDUSTRY 28691 PlW 1 .50 PROCESS M I  LLl DNS BTUlHR 133.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 574. PRODUCT METHANUL-SIN HOURS PER YEAR 7880. 
It POWER TO HEAT RATIU 0.038 UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUxlO+*6= 353. HOT WATER BTU=lO=x6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN CUGEN CUGEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWZRHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRaCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BdlLR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SUA PUWR 153. 5. 14. 3. 5. 2. 153. 0. 167.DISTILLA 167. 1 0.11 0.03 0.80 
30 DESUA2 Dl ESEL-SUA HEAT 1 56. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.DISTILLA 172. 111 -0.00 0. 0.77 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SDA PUWR 153. 5. 14. 3. 5. 2. 153. 0. 167.RESIDUAL 167. 1 0.11 0.03 4 0.80 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 156. 16. 156,RESIDUAL 172. 111 -0.00 0. 0.77 I 
31 DESBAl DIESEL-SOA PdWR 150. 9. 14. 6. 5. 2. 150. 0. 164.DISTfLLA 164. 1 0.11 0.03 0.81 4 
HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 156. 16. 156.DISTILLA 172. 111 -0.00 0. 0.77 E 
31 DESBAI D l  ESEL-S0A POWR 1 50. 9. 14. 6. 5. 2. 150. 0. 164.RESIDUAL 184. 1 0.11 0.03 0.81 
31 DESUAl D l  ESEL--SOA HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.RESIDUAL 172. 11 1 -0.00 0. 0.77 
32 GTSURD GT-HRSG-10 POUR 147, 8. 18. 8, 5. 2. 147. 0 165.DISTILLA 165. 10 -0.10 0.03 0.81 
32 GTSUAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.DISTILLA 172. 110 -0.00 0. 0.77 
33 GTRA08 GT-85RE-08 PUWR 153. 5. 14. 3. 5. 2. 153, 0. 167.DISTlLCA 167. 10 0.10 0.03 0.80 
33 8TRA08 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.DISTILLA 172. 110 -0.00 0. 0.77 
34 GTRAl2 GT-85RE-12 POHR 152. 6. 14. 4. 5. 2. 152. 0. 167.DISTILLA 1 6 7 . -  10 0.11 0.03 0.80 
34 GTRA12 GT-05RE-12 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.DISTILLA 172. 110 -0.00 0. 0.77 
35 GTRAlS GT-85RE-16 PUWR 152. 6. IS. 4. 5. 2. 152. 0. 166.DISTILLA 166. 10 0.08 0.03 0.80 
35 GTRAIG GT-B5RE-16 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 156. 16. 156.DISTlLLA 172. 110 -0.00 0. 0.77 . 
0 
p 36 GTR208 GT-GORE-08 PO4IR 150. 6. 16. 6. 5. 2. 150. 0. 166.DISTILLA 166. 10 -0.00 0.03 0.80 
06 GTRZOB GT-GORE-08 HEAT 156. 
- 





37 C3TR212 GT-60RE-12 POUR 150. 7. 16. 5. 5. 2. 150. 0. 166.DISTILLA 166. 10 0.03 0.03 0.80 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.DISTILLA 172. 110 -0.00 (3. 0.77 
u 
= 
38 GTR216 GT-60RE- 16 PBClR 151 . 7. 15. 5. 5. 2. 151. 0. 166,DlSTILLA 166. 10 0.05 0.030.BO 




39 GTRHO8 GT-85RE-08 PUWR 153. 5. 15. 3. 5. 2. 153. 0. 168.DISTILLA 168. 10 0.09 0.03 0.79 
39 GTRWOB GT-85EE-08 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.DISTILLA 172. 110 -0.00 OL- 0.77 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
CBGENERATIOH TECHNBL€IGY ALTERFIATIVES STUDY 
PAGE 165 
l&SE PEB ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECS*r E 11 INDUSTRY 28691 MW 1 .50 PRUCESS M I  LLICJNS BTUIHR 133.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 574. PRODUCT METHANOL-SYN HOURS PER YEAR 7880. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.038 
UTI L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lOr*6= 353. HOT WATER BTU*lOx*6= 0. I 
WASTE FUEL WEEN C0QEN CBGEN C0EEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET = FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BUILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
41 QTRW16GT-85RE-16 PBWR 152. 6. 14. 4. 5. 2. 152. 0. 167.DISTlLLA 167. 10 0.10 0.03 0.80 
41 GTRIJ16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 156. 16. 156.DISTIL1,A 172. 110 -0.00 0. 0.77 
42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 PBWR 152. 4. 17. 4. 5 .  2. 152. 0, 16B.DISTILLA 168. 10 -0.03 0.03 0.79 
42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.DISTlLLA 172. 110 -0.00 0. 0.77 
I 43GTR312GT-60RE-12 POWR 151. 6. 15. 5. 5. 2. 151. 0. 166.DISTILLA 166. 10 0.06 0.03 0 , 8 0 a  43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.DISTILLA 172. 110 -0.00 0. 0.77 II 
44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 PBWR 151 . 6. IS. 5. 5. 2. 351. 0. 166,DISTILLA 166. 10 0.06 0.03 0.80 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.DISTlLLA 172. 110 -0.00 0. 0.77 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH $U#R 154. 5. 13. 2. 5. 2. 154. 0. 167.DISTILLA 167. 0 0.16 0.03 0.80 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 15. 156.DISTILLA 172. 110 -0.00 0. 0.77 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MB POUR 153. 7. 12. 3. 5. 2. 163. 0. 165.DlSTlLLA 165. 10 0.22 0.03 0.80- 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-tl0 HEAT 156. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156. 16. 156.DISTILLA 172. 110 -0.00 0. 0.77 





PBWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.130 
UTl L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lO*x6= 0. 
I[ 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 166 
CBGENERAT I ON TECHNBLtYQY 4LTERNATI VES STUDY 
l&SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
*%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND EC=* 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CBGEN CBGEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRBCES MU PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SlTE USED UTI tl T 
0 ONOCQN N 0 C 0 Q d N 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 176. e l  . 176. CUAL-FQD 237. 0 0. 0.08 0.63 1 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0. 38. -3533. -3023. 19. 6. 3733. . 199.RESIDUAL 199. 11 0.16 0.10 0.75 
0. 1 STMl41 STM-TURB-1 HEAT -2. 175. 150. -1. -0. 0. 64. 175. RESI DUAL 239. 11 -0.01 -0.00 -0.63 
1 STW141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 38, -3533. -3023. 19. 6. 3733. 0. 199. COAL-FQD 199. 11 0.16 0.10 0.75 I 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. -2. 175. 150. -1. -0. 0. 64. 1 75. COAL-FGD 239. 11 -0.01 -0.00 0.63 ! I 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0. 38. -3533. -3023. 19. 6. 3733. 0. 199.COAL-AFB 199. 11 0.16 0.10 0.75 1 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. -2. 175. 150. -1. -0. 0. 64. 1 75. COAL-AFB 239. 11 -0.01 -0.00 0.63 I 
I 
2 STMOB6 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. 38. -438. -392. 19. 6. 638, 0. 199.RESIDUAL 199. 1 0.16 0.10 0.75 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. -15. 168. 150. ' - 7 .  -2. 0. 84. 168.RESIDUAL 252. 11 -0.06 -0.03 0.60- 
I 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. 38. -438. -392. 19. 6. 638. 0. 199.COAL-FQD 199. 1 0.16 0.10 0.75 2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. -15. 168. 150. -7. -2, 0. 84. 1 68. COAL-FQD 252. 11 -0.06 -0.03 0.60 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POUR 0. 38. -438. -392. 19. 6. 638. 0. 199.COAL-AFB 199. 1 0.16 0.10 0.75 
2 STMO88 STN-TURB-8 HEAT 0. -15. 168. 150. -7. -2. 0. 84. 168. COAL-AFB 252. 11 -0.06 -0.03 0.60 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POWR 0. -2. 239. 180. 19. 6. -35. 0. 239.COAL-PFB 239. 10 -0.01 0.08 0.63 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 27. 200. 150. 16. 5. 0. 10. 200.COAL-PFB 210. 10 0.12 0.08 0.72 
I 4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 PBWR 0. 37. 146. 103. 19. 6. 55. 0. 201.RESIDUAL 201. 11 0.15 0.10 0.75- 
8 4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 53. 211. 150. 28. 8. 0. -27. 211 .RESIDUAL 184. 11 0.20 0.13 0.71 
w, - 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 -POUR 0. 37. 146. 103. 19. 6. 55. 0. 201 .COAL 201. 11 0.15 0.10 0.75 
6 4 TI STMT TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 53. 211. 150. 28. 8. 0. -27. 21 1. COAL 184. 11 0.20 0.13 0.71 
I 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIUNIC POWR 0. 11. 138. 75. 19. 6. 88. 0. 226.RESYDUAL 226. 0 0.05 0.09 0.66 
5 TI HRSQ THERMI ON1 C HEAi 0. 22. 276. 150. 39. 11. 0. -61. 276.RESlDUAL 215. 0 0.07 0.14 0.54 
5 TI HRSQ THERMIUNJ C POWR 0. 11. 138. 75. 19. 6. 08. 0. 226.COAL 226. 0 0.05 0.09 0.66 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIUNIC HEAT 
I- :- 0. 22. 276. 150. 39. 11. 0. -81. 276.CdAL 23 5. 0 0.07 0.14 0.54 
6 STlRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR 0 . 23. 106. 57. 19. 6. 109. 0. 21S.DISTlLLA 215. 
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- 
, I 1 NWSTRY 28692 MW 5.70 PROCESS M I  LL1 (INS BTUlHR 150.0 PROCESS TEMPIF) 598. PRODUCT ETHYLENE-FRO H6URS PER YEAR 7900. 8 
I 
i 1 4 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.130 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lOz*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU%lO*t6= 0. 
CBGENERATIUN TECHNBLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
186E PEU AD1 DESIGN ENGR REPURT 5.1 -. 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** I 
WASTE FUEL CSGEN CUGEN CUGEN CBQEN AUK CITILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRQCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
1 0 * ~ 6  10**6 10**6 10.*6 10**6 10**6 10**6 101*6 
1 
10*%6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUPHR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
-- 
It 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POWR 0. 23, 106. 57. 19. 6 109. 0. 2lS.RESIDUAL 215. 1 0.10 0.09 0.70 6 STIRL STIRLINO-1 HEAT 0. 59. 276. 150. 51. IS, 0. -98. 276.RESIDUAL 178. 1 0.1s 0.18 0.54 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 POUR 0. 23. 106. 57, 19. 6. 109. 0. 215.COAL 215. 1 0.10 0.05- 0.70 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 59. 276. 150. 51. 15. 0. -98. 276,COAL 178. 1 0.18 0.18 0-54 
7 HEQT85 HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. -23. 61. -20. r 19, 6. 200. 0. 260. COAL-AFB 260. 11 -0.10 0.07 0 5 8  
7 HEQT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT -459. 175. -459. 150. -147. -43. I-- 0. 522. -459. COAL-AFB 62. 11 -1.20 -2.37 2.41 
8 HEOTGO HELIUM-QT- POWR 0. -16. 75. -1. 19. 6. 178. 0 .  253. CUAL-AFB 255. 11 -0.07 0.08 0.59 
- 8 HEGT6O HELI UM-QT- HEAT-10757. 2227. -1 0757. 150. -2786. -a1 7. 0. 6767. - 1 0757. COAL-AFB - 1 990. I? =s*mr 1.40 -0.06 f 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-OT- POUR 0. 8. 111. 49. 19. 6. 118. 0. 229. COAL-AFS 229. 10 0.04 0.08 0.66 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 25. 336. 150. 59. 17. 0. -1 24. 336. CdAL-AFB 21.2. 10 0.C7 0.18 0.45 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-Md POWR 0. 32. 64. 30. 19. 6. 141. 0. 205. COAL 205. 10 0.13 0.09 0.73 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-klB HEAT 0. 160. 321. 150. 98. 29. 0. -244. 321 .COAL 77. 10 0.33 0.30 0.47 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POWR 0. 33. 64. 30. 19. 6. 141. 0. 205.COAL 205. 11 0.14 0.10 0.73 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 160. 315. 150, 96. 28. 0. -238. 315.COAL ' 77. . 11 0.34 0.30 0-48 
4 13 QTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 POWR 0. 2G. 67. 23. 19. 6. 150. 0. 217.RESIDUAL 217. 10 0.09 0.09 0.69 




1' 14 GTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 POWR 0. 32. 72. 37. 19. 6. 133. 0. 205. RES I DUAL. 205. 10 0.14 0.09 0.73 d 14 GTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 131. 293. 150. 79. 23. 0 .  -186. 293.RESIDUAL 107. 0 0.31 0.27 0.51 
12 IGQTST INT-GAS-QT PBWR 0. 22. 99. 51. 19. 6. 117. 0. 216.CUAL 216. 11 0.09 0-09 0.70 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 64. 292. 150. 57. 17. 0. -118. 292.CBAL 174. 11 0.18 0.20 0.51 
16 GTACl6 GT-HRSG-16 PBWR 0. 30. 60. 25. 19. 6. 197. 0 207. RES I DUAL 201. 10 0.13 0.39 0.72 




$ 17 GTWC16 GT-HRS13-16 POWR 0. 29. 62. 25. 19. 6. 147. 0. 209. RES 1 DUAL 209. 10 0.12 0.09 0.72 % 4 17 GTYCl6 GT-HRSG-1 E HEAT 0. 171. 369. 150. 116, 34. 0. -303. 369. RESIDUAL 67. 0 0.32 0.32 0.41 1 
a 
15 QTAC12 QT-t1RSG-12 PBWR 0. 32. 64. 30. 19. 6. 141. 0. 205. RES I DUAL 205. 10 0.14 0.09 0.73 
15 GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 HEAT 0. 162. 319. 150. 97. 29. 0. -243. 319.RESIDUAL 76. 0 0.34 0.31 0.47 
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COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
lgSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENQR REPBRT 5.1 
--. 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 6 
I 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SBA POUR 0. 12. 54. 4. 19. 6. 172. 0. 226.DISTILLA 226. 1 0.05 0.09 0.66 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 440. 2059. 150. 743. 218. 0. -2262. 2059,DISTlLLA -203. 7 0.18 0.36 0.07 
1 NDUSTRY 28692 MU 5.70 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 150.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 598. PRBDUCT ETHYLENE-FRO WURS PER PEAR 7900. 
-- 
POWER TO HEAT RAT10 0.130 
I UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lOr*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10*=6= 0. 
I 
;29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 12. 54. 4. 19. 6. 172. 0. 226.RESIDUAL 226. 1 0.05 0.09 0.66 i 29 DESOA3 D l  ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 440. 2059. 150. 743. 218. 0 ,  -2262, 2059,RESIDUAL -203. 
h 1 0.18 0.36 0.07 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN CUGEN COGEN AUX UTlLIT TOTAL SITE NET. FA1 L FESR POWER HpT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTtLlT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**S 10**6 10*.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BT U/HR 
18 CC1626 QTST-16/26 POUR 0. 26. 62. 23. 19. 6. 149. 0. 211.RESIDUAL 211. 11 0.11 0.09 0.71 1 
18 CC1626 OTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 168. 400. 150. 125, 37. 0. -331. ZOO.RES1DUAL 70 4 1 0.30 0.31 0.37 
19 CC1622 OTST-36/22 PBWR 0. 27. 64. 26. 19. 6. 146. 0 .  210.RESIDUAL 11 0.12 0.09 0.72 I 
19 CC1622 OTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 157. 366. 150. 111. 33. 0. -286. 366.RESlDUAL 1 0.30 0.30 0.41 
20 CC1222 QTST-12/22 POWR 0. 28. 64. 27. 19. 6. 145, 0. 209. RES I DUAL 209. 11 0.12 0.09 0.72 
20 CC1222 OTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 156. 362. 150. 109. 32. 0. -281. 362.RESIDUAL ':: 81.  1 0.30 0.30 0.41 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 POUR 0. 30. 73. 36. 19. 6. 134. 0. 207. RES I DUA 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 
, 22 STIQ15 STIQ-15-16 POWR 0. 11. 51. 1. 19. 6, 176. 0. 227. RES I DUAL 227. 
22 STlO15 ST 10-15-16 HEAT 0. 2376. 11538. 150. 4396. 1288. 0.-13677, 11538.RESIDUAL -2139. 
23 STLO10 STlG-10-16 HEAT 0. 315. 1132. 150. 407. 119. 0. -1210. 1132.RESIDUAL -78. 1 0.22 0.36 0.13 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 15. 52. 6. 19. 6. 170. 0. 222. RES I DUAL 222. 1 0.06 0.09 0.67 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 400. 1404. 150. 521. 153. 0. -1567. 1404.RESlDUAL -163. 1 0.22 0.37 I 
0. 24. 52. 13. 19. 6. 161. 
i 26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 213.RESIDUAL 213. 1 0.10 0.09 0.70 , 1 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 271. 591. 150. 219. 64. 0. -624. 591.RESIDUAL -33. 1 0.31 0.37 0.25 n 
27 DEADVl D I  ESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 32. 52. 20. 19. 6. 152. 0. 205. RES I DUAL 205. 1 0.14 0.09 0 3 3  . 1 I 
27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 238. 384. 150. 142. 42. 0. -384. 384. RESI DUAL -0, 1 0.38 0.37 0.39 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL PBWR 0. 17. 92. 41. 19. 6. 128. 0. 220. RES I DUAL 220. 1 0.07 0 ~ 0 9 ~  0.5e
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 62. 336. 150. 71. 21. 0. -160. 336.RESIDUAL 176, 1 0.16 0.21 0.45 
f 1 l WDUSTRY 28692 MW 5.70 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 150.0 PROCESS TEMP(F1 598. PRODUCT ETWLENE-FRO HOURS PER YEAR 7900. I 
' 
PBWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.130 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO=*6= 0. H8T WATER BTPI*lO*=6= 0. E 
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COOENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
WASTE FUEL COOEN COGEN CB9EN COQEN AUX UTILIT TQTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES PlW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED NEAT PCIWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTILlT 
30 DESCJA2 DIESEL-SBA POUR 0. 21. 54. 12. 19. 6. 163. 0. 216.DISTlLLA 216. 1 0.09 0.09 0.69 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SilA HEAT 0. 264. 682. 150. 246. 72. 0. -708. 682.DISTILLA -27. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 I 
1 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 21. 54. 12. 19. 6. 163. 0. 216.RESIDUAL 216. 1 0.09 0.09 0.69 
30 UESOA2 DIESEL-SBA FEAT 0. 264. 682. 150. 246. 72, 0. -708. 682. RESIDUAL -27. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
IBSE PEO ADV DESIQN ENQR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
W 31 DESOAI DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 32. 54. 22. 19. 6. 151. 0. 205.DISTltLA 205. 1 O l d  0.09 0.73 ) 31 DESBAl BIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 224. 374. 150. 135. 40. 0. -361. 374.DISTILU 13. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SCIA POUR 0. 32. 54. 22. 19. 6. 151. 0. 205. RESIDUAL 205. 3 0.14 0.09 0.73 . 
31 DESOAl D l  ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 224. 374. 150. 135. 40. 0. -361 . 374. DUAL 13. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
32 QTSOAD QT-HRSQ-10 POUR 0. 30. 67. 30. 19. 6. 141. 0. 207.DISTILLA 207. 10 0.13 0.09 0.72 1 
32 GTSOAD GT-HRSO-10 HEAT 0. 148. 330. 150. 96. 28. 0. -240. 330.DISTILLA 90. 0 0.31 0.29 0.45 8 
0. 19. 54. 11. 19. 6. 163. 0. 218.DISTILLA 218, 10 0.08 0.09 0.69 
33 QTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 262. 741. 150. 264. 78. 0. -766. 74l.DtSTILLA -25. 0 0.26 0.36 0.ZO 
34 GTRA12 QT-85RE-12 PONR 0. 22. 54. 13. 19. 6. 161. 0. 216. DISTILLA 216. 10 0.09 0.09-0.70 
34 GTRA12 GT-BSRE-12 HEAT 0. 252. 635. 150. 227. 63. 0. -690. 635.DISTlLLA -15. 0 0.28 0.36 0.24 
I 35 GTRAI 6 GT-85RE-16 PF.JR 0. 23. 56. I S .  19. 6. 159. 0. 215.DISTILU 215. 10 0.10 0.09 0.70 35 GTRA16 QT-85RE- 16 HEAT 0. 227. 556. 150. 194. 57. 0. -546. 556. DISTI LLA 10. 0 0.29 0.35 0.27 
2 
38 QTR216 QT-GORE-16 POUR 0. 25. 58. 18. 19. 6. 155. 0. 213.DISTILU 213. 10 0.10 0.09 0.71 
u 38 GTR216 GT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 202. 474. 150. 160. 47. 0. -438. 474.DISTILLA 36. 0 0.30 0 . 3 2  
2- 
39 QTRW08 GT-85RE-08 POUR 11 39 GTRVO8 GT-B5RE-08 HEAT 0. . 17. 55. 10. 19. 6. 165. 0. 22O.DISTILLA 220. 10 0.07 0.09 4.66 0. 257. 834. 150. 293. 86. 0. -834. 834.DISTlLLA -20. 0 0.24 0.35 0.10 
40 GTRN12 GT-65RE-12 POWR 0. 20. 53. 11. 19. 6. 164. 0. 217.01STlLLA 217. 10 0.09 0.09 0.69 
40 QTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 277. 732. 150. 267. 78. 0. -772. 732.DISTlLLA -40. 0 0.27 0.36 0.20 I 
\ 
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41 QTRWl6 QT-BJRE-16 POWR 
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COGENERATION TECHNBLBBY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPdRT 5.1  - .- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
.I I NDUSTRY 28693 MW 3.60 PRUCESS M I  LLI ONS BTUIHR 350.0 PRUCESS TEMP( F) 365. PRODUCT I SOPROPANOL- H0RS FIR YEAR 7900. 
- 
POWER TU HEAT RATIO 0.Q35 
WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 41. HOT WATER BTU.lO*x6= 0. 
I 6STlRL STIRLINO-1 POUR 41. 17. 49. 23. 12. 4 .  384. 0 .  433. RESIDUAL 433. 0 0.04 0.03 0.81 
6STlRL STIRLINO-1 HEAT 41. 230. 660. 315. 166. 49. 41. -481. 701 .RESIDUAL 220. 0 0.26 0.24 0.50 f 
i WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN CBGEN COOEN AUK UTULST TdTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PUWEUHEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED NO-NET USED HEAT POYER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
a 7 HEOT85 HELIUM-OT- POUR 41. 5.  38. 5.  12. 4. 406. 6. 445.CUAL-AFB 445. 7 HEGT85 HELI UM-Of- HEAT 41 421 . 2960. 350. 950. 279. 10 0.01 0.03 0.79 I 0. -2931 . 2960. COAL-AFB 99. 0 0.13 0.32 P.12 1 ! /  
! 
I 8 HEQT6O HELIUM-Of- POWR 41. 7. 47. 14. 3 3 .  4. 396. 0. 443. COAL-AFB 443. 10 0.02 0.03 0.79 
8 HEGT60 HELI UM-GT- HEAT 41 . 182. 1204. 350. $12. 91. 0 .  -936. 1204.COAL-AFB 268. 0 0.14 0.26 0-29 
I 
6STlRL STIRLING-1 POVR 41. 
- - 
17. 49. 23. 12. 4. 384. 0. 433. COAL 433. 0 0.04 0.03 3.81 
II 
6STlRL STIRLINB-1 HEAT 41. 256. 734. 350. 185. 54. 0 .  -539. 734.COAL 194. 0 0.87 0.25 0.46 1 
9 HEQTOO HELIUM-OT- POUR 41. 9. 70. 34. 12. 4. 372. 0. 441.C6AL-AFB 441. 10 0.02 0.03 0.79 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 41. 89. 717. 350. 126, 37. 0. -3S6. 717.COAL-AFB 361. 10 0.12 0.18 0.49 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO P0WR 0. 20. 40. 19. 12. 4. 389. 0. 430. COAL 430. 10 -0.05 0.03 0.81 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 375. 739. 350. 225. 66. 0.  -664. 739.COAL 75. 10 0.31 0.30 0.47 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POUR 0. 21. 33. 13. 12. 4.  396. 0. 429.CUAL 429. 10 -0.05 0.03 0.82 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0 .  565. 669. 350. 327. 96. 0. -985. 869.CUAL - 1  15. 10 0.38 0.38 0.40 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT POUR 0. 17. 44. 19. 12. 4 .  389. 0. 433.COAL 433. 10 -0.06 0.03 Q.81 
1 2 * I GGTST I NT-SAS-GT HEAT 0. 305. 810. 350. 225. 66. 0 .  -665. B1O.COAL 145. 10 0.25 0.28 0.43 
13 OTSOAR GT-HRSG-1 0 POWR 41 . 17. 42. 18. 12. 4, 391. 0 .  433. RESIDUAL 433. 10 0.04 0.33 0.81 
13 BTSBAR GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 41. 301. 743. 315. 215. 63. 41, -533. 784.RESlDUAL 149. 0 0.29 0.27 0.45 
R - 
14 OTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 PdWR 41. 20. 45. 23. 12. 4. 384. 0 430. RESIDUAL 430. 10 0.05 0.03 0.81 . 
14 GTAC08 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 41 . 275. 61 2. 31 5.  165. 48. 41. -478. 653,RESIDUAL 175. 0 0.31 0.25 0.54 * 
15 OTAC12 QT-HRSG-12 PBWR 41. 20. 40. 19. 12. 4 .  390. 0. 430.RESIDUAL 430. 10 0.05 0.03 0.81 
/m~~~12GT-HRSG-12HEAT 41. 339. 679. 315. 207. . 61. 41. -608. 72O.RESIDUAL 111. 0 0.33 0.29 0.49 
16 GTACl6 OT-HRSQ-16 POWR 41, 20. 38. 16. 12. 4. 392.. 0. 430. RESIDUAL 430. 10 0.05 0.03 0.81 
16 GTAC16 GT-HRSQ-16 HEAT 41. 377. 728. 315. 235. 69. 41. -697. 770.RESIDUAL 73. 0 0.34 0.31 0.45 
17 GPWCl6 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 41. 18. 39. 16. 12. 4. 393. 0. 432. RESI DUAL 432. 10 0.04 0.03 0.81 / 17 GTWCl6 (IT-HRSG-IS HEAT 41. 358. 778. 315. 245. 72. 41. -728. 82O.RESIDUAL 92. 0 0.32 0.30 0.43 
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CdGENERATlGN TECHNDC6GY ALTE3NATIVES STUDY 
I ~ S E  P E ~  ADU DFSIGN ENGR REPBRT 5.1 
==FUEL ENERGY SAVED EY PRdCESS AND ECSxz 
INDUSTRY 28693 MW 3.60 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 350.0 PROCESS TEMP(F3 366. PRODUCT ISUPROPANdL- WURS PER YEAR 7900, 
POMER TO HEAT RATIO 0.035 
J T I L I M  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU=-10=6= 41. HUT WATER BTUxlOxx6- 0. 
19 CC7622 GTST-16/22 PDWR 41. 19. 33. 
19CC1622GTST-l6/22HEAT 61. 804. 912. 315. 335. 98. 41. -1007. 953.RESIBUAL -54. 0 0.36 0.35 0.37 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 POUR 41 . 19, 33. 12, 12. 4. 398. 0, 431 ,RESl CUAL 433. 10  0.05 0.03 0.81 
20 CC1222 OTST-12/22 HEAT 41, 506. 904. 315. 333. 97, 41. -1001. 945.RESIDUAL -56. 0 0.36 0.35 0.37 1 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 PBIlR 41. 20. 36. 15. 12. 4. 394. 0. 430. RESIDUAL 430. 10 0.05 0.03 0.81 
21 CC0822 GTST-06/22 HEAT 4 1 . 429. 764. A 31 5 ,  263. 77. 41. -784. 805.RESlDUAL 21. 0 0.36 0.33 
2 2  ST1815 STIG-15-16 POWR 41. 7. 32. 0, 12. 4. 411. 0. 444, RESIDUAL 444. 10  0.02 0.03 0.79 
225TIGlSST1G-15-16HEAT 41, 4990. 242S1. 315. 9232. 2706. 41. -2861 i . 24272. RESIDUAL -4539, 0 0.17 0.36 0.01 
23STIOlOSTIG-70-16POWR 41. 10. 34. 5. 12. 4. 406. 0. 441.RESIDUAL 441. 10 0.02 0.03 0.79 , 
23 STlGlO STIG-10-16 HEAT 47. 661. 2377. 315. 854, 250. 41. -2629. 2419. RESIDUAL -21 1. 0 0 - 2 2  0.35 0.14 
24 STIGIS STIG-1s-16 POMR 41. 11. 37. 8. 12. 4. 403. 0. 439, RESIDUAL 439. 10  0.63 0 . 0 3 0 1 e 0  
24 STIGIS STIG-1s-16 HEAT 41. 442. 1492. 375. 501. 147, 41. -1527. 1535.RESIDUAi 9. 0 0.23 0.33 0.23 
25 DEP.DV3 D l  ESEL-ADV POUR 4 1 . 13. 33. 7 , 12. 4. 404. 0. 437. RESIDUAL 437. 0 0.03 0.03 0.80 
25DEADV3DIESEL-AD\fHEAT 41. 616. 1537. 315. 570. 167. 41. -1743. 1578.RESIDUAL -165. 0 0.29 0.35-0.22 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PBMR 41. 15. 33. 8. 12. 4, 402. 0. 435.RESIDUAL 435. 1 0.04 0.03 0.80 
26DEADV2DIESEL-ADVHEAT 41. 5 6 B .  1240. 315. 460. 135. 41. -1399. 1281.RE51DUAL -118. 1 0.31 0.36 0.27 
27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ABV POUR 41. 21. 33. 13. 12. 4. 397. 0. 430, RESI DUAL 630. 1 0.05 0.03 ' 0.81 
27  DEADVl DIESEL-ADV HEAT 41. 499. 806. 315, 299, 88. 4 1 . -896. 847,RESTDUAL -49. 1 0.38 0.35 0.41 
i 
28 DEHTPM ADV-Dl ESEL PBWR 41 . 20. 38. 16. 12. 4, 393. 0. 430. RESI DUAL 430. 0 0.05 0.03 0.81 
28 DEHTPilf ADV-DIESEL HEAT 41. 387. 735. 315. 240. 70. 41, -713, 776,RESIDUAL 63, 0 0.34 0.31 0.45 I 
I I 
29 DESOA3 DI  ESEL-SBA PdWR 41 . 11. 34. 6. 12. 4. 405, 0. 439.DISTILLA 439. 0 0.03 0.03 0.80 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 41. 607. 1842. 315, 665, 195. 41, -2040. 1883.BISTlLLA -156. 0 6.25 0.35 O.X? 
9 29 DESbA3 Dl ESEL-SO& PBWR 4 1. 11 .  34. 6, 12. 4. 405. 0. 439,RESIDUAL 439. 0 0.93 0.03 0.80 
21 29 DESdAS DIESEL-SaA IiEAT 41. 607. 1842. 315. 565. 195. 41. -2040. 1883,RESIDUAL -156, 0 0.25 0.35 0.19 C 
I 
< II 
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COGENERATI ON TECHII~L~B~Y ALTERNAT I VES STU W 
IISE PE3 ADV DESIGN EIGR REPORT 5.1 
ZxFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PR6CESS AND ECSax 
1 INDUSTRY 28693 rW 3.60 PRUCESS MI LLIUNS BTU/HR 350.0 PRUCESS TEHPCFI 366. PRODUCT ISUPROPANtYL- HOURS PER YEAR 7900, 1 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.035 
UTl L I TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTUzlOmr6= 41. HQT WATER ~~~~~~~~61 0. 
WASTE FUEL GOGEN C m E N  =EN W E N  AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR PdWER H€AT 
i FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES HU PaOCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR USED tB-NET USED HEAT PUWER ELECT EUlLR USED Sl TE USED UTILIT 
! 30 DESUA2 D I ESEL-SeA P6UR 4 I .  13. 34 .. 7. 12, 4. 403. 0, 437.DISTILL.A 437. 1 0.03 0.03 0.60 
30DESUA2DIESEL-SUAHEAT 41. 554, 1432. 315. 517. 1 5  41.  -1577- 1473.0ISTILLA -104. 1 0.28 0.35 0.24 
a 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-S6A PUUR dl. 13. 34. 7. 12, 4. 403, 0 .  437. RESIDUAL 437, 1 0.03 0.03 0;80 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 41. 554. 1432, 315, 517, 151. 41, -1577. 1473.RESiDUAL -104. 1 0.28 0.35 0.24 1 
31 DESdAl DI ESEL-SUA PUUR 41. 20. 34. 14. 12. 4. 396. 0 .  430.DISTlLLA 430. 1 0.05 0.03 0-.61 
31 DESUAl DIESEL-SSA HEAT 41. 471. 786, 315. 284. 83. 41. -8418. 827.DISTILLA -21, 1 0,37 0.34 0.42 
31 DESUP.l DIESEL-SUA POUR 41, 20. 34. 14. 12. 4, 396. 8. 430. RESIDUAL 430. 1 0.05 0.03 0.61 
31 DESBAl DIESEL-SBA HEAT 41. 471. 786, 375. 284. 83. 41. -846. 827. RESIDUAL -21. 1 0.37 0.3COz42 
33 GTRAOB GT-BSRE-08 PBWR 41. 18. 34. 12. 12, 4. 398. 0, 433.DISTILU 433, 10 0.04 0.03 0781 1 
33 QTRAO8 GT-35RE-08 HEAT 4 1 479. 937. 33 5 .  334. S8. 41. -1007. 978.DISTICU -29. 0 0,34 0.34 0.36 1  
3 3  GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 POUR 41 . 1 6.  34, 12. 12, 4, 398. 0, 432,DISTILLA 432. 10 0.04 0-03 0,81 
34 GTRAl2 GT-65ZE-12 k1EAT 41, 479. 970, 315, 326. 95 = 41. -98O. 951.DISTILLA -28, 0 0.34 0.34 0.37 
36 GTR208 GT-SORE-08 PBWR 41. I 8  .. 38. 15. 12. 4. 334. 0 .  43P.OISTILLA 432. 18 0.04 0-03 0.61 
36 GTR208 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 41. 371. 783. 315. 251, 73. 41. -745. 625,DISTILU 60. 0 0.32 0.30 0.42 
39 GTWOB GT-BBRE-08 PUUR 41. 15. 35. 10. 12. 4. 400. 0. 435.DISTILLA 435. 10 0.04 0.03 0.80 
39 GTWOB GT-85RE-08 HEAT 41. 461. 1136. 315. 399. 117. 41. -1207. 1177,DISTlLU -30. 0 0.30 0.34 0.30- 
40 GTRUl2 GT-85RE-12 PUWR 41, 16. 34. 10. 12, 4. 401. 0 ,  434,DISTILU 434, 10 0.04 0.03 0.61 
40 DTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 41, 523. 1 1  17. 315. 404. 119. 41. -i22f3, 1152, DIST'ILU -73. 0 0.32 0.35 0.30 
. 1 DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 175 
CUGENERATIUN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PE0 ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSt* I 
' /I 1 NDUSTRY 28593 11W 3.60 PRoCESS MI L L l  ONS BTUlHR 350.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 366. PRODUCT ISCJFROPANOL- HOURS PER YEAR 7300. 
- lr UTi L l  TY FUEL COAL POWER TO HEAT RAT13 0.035 WASTE FUEL EQV BTUr10**6= 41. HOT WATER BTU*tO**6= 0. 1 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN CBGEN CBGEN COGEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL S ITE NET= F A I L  FESR PCRJERHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED Na-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBlLR USED SITE USED U T l L l T  
10**6 10**6 1 0 ~ x 6  ~ o * * B  10**6 1 0 r r 6  ? O x % 6  I On86 1 0 * t 6  
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -- 
* 
14. 40. 13. 12. 4. 397. 0. 436.DISTlLLA $36. 10  0.03 '0.63-0.80 
4 2  GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 41 . 340. 982. 315. 304. 89. 4 1 .  -913. 1023.DISTILLA 110. 0 0.26 0.30 0.34 
PUMR 41. 16. 36. 12. 12. 4. 398. 0. 434.DISTiLLA 434. 1 0  0.04 0.03 0.81 
HEAT 41. 436. 950. 315. 325. 95. 41. -977. 992.DISTILLA 14. 0 0.?1 0.33 0.35 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-3 6 PBWR 41 . 16. 36.  12. 12. 4 .  398. 0. 434.DISTILLA 434. 10 0.04 0.03 8.81 
44GTR316GT-60RE-16HEAT 41. 427. 944. 315. 320. 94. 41. -962. 985.D:STlLLA 24. 0 0.31 0.32 0.36-" 
II 45  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PBWR 41. 13. 32. 5. 12. 4 .  405. 0. 438.DISTILLA 438. 0 0.03 0.03 0.80 4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 41. 718. 1853. 315. 704. 206. 41. -2102. 1894.DISTILLA -268. 0 0.28 0,37 0.18 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MB PBWR 41. 17. 30.  I .  12. 4 .  404. 0. 433.DISTILLA 433. 1 0  0.04 0.03 0.81 .. 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU hEAT 4 1 . 753. 1352. 31 5 .  557. 163. 41. -1702, 1393.DISTtLLA -309. 0 0.36 0.40 0.25 
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I &SE PEO ADV DESl GN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
XxFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS=* 
INDUSTRY 28694 MU 3.30 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 400.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 4SG. PRUDIJCT ETHANOL HOURS PER YEAR 7900. 
-- 
POWER Tb HEAT RATIO 0.028 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO=x6= 71. HOT WATER BTU=10+=6= 0. 
- WASTE FUEL CClGEN CUGEN CBGEN COOEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR PdWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NETUSED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
0 ONbCGN N O C O Q O N 71. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 471. 35. 471 . CbAL-FQD 506. 0 0. 0.02 0.79 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 71. 22. 148. 115. 11. 3. 336. 0. 484.RESIDUAL 484. 10 0.05 0.02 0.83 t 
1 STH141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 71. 77. 517. 400. 39. 12. 0. -88. 517.RESIDUAL 429. 0 0.15 0.08 0.77 1 
1 STM141 STM-'TURB-1 POUR 71. 22. 148. 115, 11. 3. 336. 0. 484.COAL-FOD 484. 10 0.05 0.02 0.83 
1 STMI41 STM-TURB-I HEAT 71. 77, 517. 400. 39. 12. 0. -88. 517.COAL-FQD 429. 0 0.15 0.08 0.77 
P 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 71. 22. 148. 115. I t .  3. 336. 0. 484. COAL-AFB 484. 10 0.05 0.02 0.83 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 71. 77. 517. 400. 39. 12. 0. -88. 317.COAL-AFE 429. 0 0.15 0.08 0.77 I 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POUR 71, 22. 284. 230. 11. 3. 200. 0. 484.RESIDUAL 484. 11 0.05 0.02 0.83 
2 STM088 ST1-I-TURB-8 HEAT 71 . 38. 494. 400. 20. 6. 0. -26. 494.RESIDUAL 468. 1 0.08 0.04 0.81 
2STMO88STM-TURB-8Pb\JR 71. 22. 284. 230. 11. 3. 200. 0. 484, CUAL-FOD 484. 11 0.05 0.02 0.83 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 71. 38. 494. 400. 20. 6. 0. -26, 494.CUAL-FQD 468.. 1 8.08 0.04 0.81 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POUR 71. 22. 284. 230. 11. 3. 200. 0. 484,COAL-AFB 484. 11 0.05 0.02 0.83 
2 STNO83 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 71. 38. 494. 400. 20. 6. 0. -26. 494,COAL-AFB 468. 1 0.08 0.04 0.81 I 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POUR 71. 21. 75. 51. 11. 3. 410. 0. 4BJ.CbAL-PFB 485, 10 0.05 0.02 Q.82 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 71 . 163. 582. 400. 88. 26. 0. -239. 582.COAL-PFB 343. 0 0.24 0.15 0.69 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 POUR 71. 21. 56. 36. 11. 3. 429. 0. 484.RESIDUAL 484. 10 0.05 0.02 0.83 
4 TIS -.qT TI -STFITB-1 HEAT 71. , 205. 531. 340. 108. 32. 71. -301. 6Ol.RESIDUAL 301. 0 0.28 0.18 0.67 
4 TISTMTTI-STMTB-1 POWR 71. 21. 56. 36. 11. 3, 429. 0. 484,CUAL 484. 10 0.05 0.02 0.13 
4TISTMTTI-STMTB-1 HEAT 71. 241. 625. 400. 127. 37. 0. -360. 625.COAL 264. 0 0.30 0.20 0.64 f 
STIHRSGTHERMIBNICPBWR 71. 13. 80. 49. 11. 3. 413. 0. 493. COAL 493. 0 0.03 0.02 0.11 
5TlHRSOTHER!-IIUNICHEAT 71. 103. 655. 400. 92. 27. 0. -253. 655. COAL 402. 0 0.15 0.14 0.61 
6STlRL STIRLINQ-I POUR 71. 15. 50. 25. 11. 3. 441. 0. 491. DISTILLA 491. 0 0.03 0.02 0.81 
6STIRL STIRLING-1HEAT 71, 204. 678. 340. 154. 45. 71. -447. 749,DISTILLA 302. 0 0.23 0.21-0.53 
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COGENEWTIUN TECHNBLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I B S E  P E 6  ADV DESIGN ENGR REPURT 5 . 7  - 
=FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
# INDUSTRY 2 8 6 9 4  t1V 3.30 PROCESS PI I LLI Ot4S BTUIHR 4 0 0 . 0  PROCESS TEtlP (FI 4 6 0 .  PRODUCT ETHANOL HOURS PER YEAR 7900. 
F 
POWER TO HEAT R A T I O  0.028 *. I U f l  L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU= lO**6=  7 1 .  HOT WATER BTU= lO*x6=  0. I! WASTE FUEL COGEN CUGEN CUGEN COGEN AUK U T l L l T  TOTAL S l T E  NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED Nb-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT B O I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l L l T  
1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 x 1 6  l O = * f i  1 0 1 x 6  10=*6  1 0 * * 6  
B f U / H R  BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
6 S T I R L  S T 1  R L I  NG-1 POUR 7 1  . f 5. 50. 2 5 .  1 1 .  3. 4 4 1 .  0. 491 .RESIDUAL 4 3 1 .  0 0.03 0.02 0 . 8 1  
6 S T I R L  ST IRL IP IG- I  HEAT 71. 2 0 4 .  678. 3 4 0 .  154 .  4 5 .  71. - 4 4 7 .  749,RESIDUAL 302. 0 0.23 0.21 0.53 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- PBHR 71. -2. 35. -1. 1 1 .  3. 472, 0. 507. CUAL-AFB 507. 1 1 - 0 . 0 0  0.02 0.79 1 
7 HEGT85 H E L I  Utl-GT- HEAT-10030.  4 3 9 .  - 10030 .  4 0 0 .  -3220. -944 .  0. 10097. -10030.CUAL-AFB 67. 1 1  n a s x x  * r a n t  6.01 1 
8 HEQT6O H E L I  UM-GT- POUR 7 1  . 1 .  4 3 .  8 .  1 1 .  3. 4 6 1 .  0. 5 0 4 .  COAL-AFB 5 0 4 .  1 0  0.00 0.02 0.79 /I 8 HEGTBO HELIUH-GT- HEAT 7 1 .  6 4 .  2 1 3 4 .  4 0 0 .  553. 162. 0. -1  692. 2 1  3 4 .  COAL-AFB 4 4 2 .  0 0.03 0.26 0.19 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- POWR 7 1 .  6. 64.  30. 1 1 .  3. 4 3 5 .  0. 4 9 9 .  CbAL-AFB 4 9 9 .  10 0.01 0.02 0.80 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 7 1 .  86 .  8 5 4 .  4 0 0 .  150. 4 4 .  0. - 4 3 4 .  854.CUAL-AFB 4 1 9 .  10 0 . 1 0  0.18 0 . 4 7  
r 1 10 FCt1CCL FUEL-CL-M6 PrJ!JR 0. 1 9 .  37. 1 7 .  1 1 .  3. 4 5 0 .  0. 487 .CBAL 487. 1 0  - 0 . 1 2  0.02 0.82 1 1 0  FCl lCCL FUEL-CL-I10 HEAT 0. 4 2 0 .  8 4 9 .  4 0 0 .  2 5 8 .  76. 0. -772. 849 .CBAL 78.  1 0  0.30 0.30 0.47 fi 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POWR 0. 1 9 .  32. 1 4 .  1 1 .  3. 4 5 4 .  0. 487.COAL 4 8 7 .  10 -0.12 0 . 0 2 0 . 8 2  
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 5 4 8 .  925. 4 0 0 .  3 2 1 .  94. 0. - 9 6 8 .  925.CUAL -43. 10 0 . 3 4  0.35 0.43 
13 GTSUAR GT-HRSG- 1 0  POWR 7 1  . 1 4 .  39. 15. 1 1 .  3. 4 5 3 .  0. 491 .RESIDUAL 49T. 1 0  0.03 0.02 0.81 
1 3 G T S i Y A R G T - H R S G - 1 0 H E A T  71. 3 1 9 .  8 6 5 .  340. 2 5 1 .  7 4 .  7 1  . - 7 4 9 .  935. RES I DUAL 1 87. 0 0.27 0.27 0 . 4 3  
/ 
0 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT PUWR 0. 14 .  4 6 .  21. 1 1 .  3. 4 4 5 .  0. 491.CQAL 4 9 1 .  10 -0.13 0.02 0 . 8 1  
1 2  IGGTST I I T - F A S - G T  HEAT 0. 270. 861 .  4 0 0 .  2 1 1 .  62. 0. -625. 861.COAL 236. 10 0 . 1 9  0.25 0.46 
1 5  GTAC12 GT-HRSG- 1 2  PdWR 71. 18.  37. 1 7 .  1 1 .  3. 450. 0. 4 8 7 .  RESI  DUAL 4 8 7 .  10 0.04 0 . 0 L 0 . 8 2  





1 6  GTAC16 GT-HRSG-16 POUR 7 1 .  1 8 .  35. 15. ll. 3. 4 5 3 .  0. 4 8 8 .  RESIDUAL 488. 1 0  0 . 0 4  0.02 0.82 
16 GTACI 6 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 71. 4 0 8 .  8 0 1 .  3 4 0 .  260. 76. 7 1 .  -776. 875.RESIDUAL 98. 0 0 . 3 4  0.30 0 . 4 6  
1 4  GTACO8 GT-HRSG-OG POWR 71. 19. 4 2 .  22. 1 1 .  3. 4 4 5 .  0 .  4 8 7 .  RES I DUAL 4 8 7 .  10 0 . 0 4  0.02- 0.82 
1 4  QTACOB GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 91. 297. 659. 3 4 0 .  778. 52.. 7 1 .  -521. 73O.RESIDUAL 209, 0 0 . 3 1  0 . 2 4  0.55 
1 7  GTWC16 OT-HRSG-16 PBWR 7 1 .  16. 36. 1 4 .  1 1 .  3. 4 5 4 .  0. 4 8 9 .  RESIDUAL 4 8 9 .  90 0 . 0 4  0.02 0.82 
1 7  GTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 71 .  3 8 7 .  8 3 9 .  3 4 0 .  2 6 4 .  77. 71 .  -790, 909.RESIDUAL 1 1 9 .  0 0.32 0.29 0 . 4 4  i 
. If INDUSTRY 28694 MW 3.30 PROCESS M I  LLl UNS BTU/HR 400.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 450. PRUDUCT ETHANOL HOURS PER YEAR 7900. fl 
\ 
1 
1 8  
WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN COGEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TBTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* 
USED NO-NETUSED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
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CUGENERATiUN TECHNdLSGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
I 
18 021626 GTST- 16/26 PUWR 71 . 16. 32. 11. 11. 3. 458. 0, 490. RESI DUAL 490. 11 0.G4 0.02 0.82 
18CC1526GTST-l6/26HEAT 71. 490. 1003. 340. 350. 102. 71. -1057. 1074.RESIDVAL 16. 1 0.33 0.33 0.37 I 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.028 
UTI LlTY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 71. HOT WATER BTUt10**6= 0. I 
- I  
- It 19 CC1622 GTST- 16/22 POWR 71. 17. 33. 12. 11. 3. 456. 0. 489.RESIDUAL 489. 11 0.04 0.02 0.82 
1 11 19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 71. 461. 916. 340. 313. 92. 71. -942. 987.RESIDUAL 45. 1 0.33 0.32 0.41 1 
I H 20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 POWR 71. 17. 33. 12. 11. 3. 456. 0. 489. RES I DUAL 489. 11 0.04 0.02 0282 20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 71. 461. 907. 340. 310. 91. 71 . -933. 978. RES I DUAL 45. 1 0.34 0.32 0.41 
21 CC0822 eTSf -08/22 PQWR 71 . 18. 36. 16. 11. 3. 452. 0. 488.RESIDUAL 488. 11 0.04 0.02 0.82 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 71. 384. 767. 340. 240. 70. 71. -716. C37.RESIDUAL 122. 1 0.33 0.29-0.48 
II 22 STIOIS STIG-15-16 POWR 71. 6. 30. 0. . 11. 3. 470. 0 . 500. RESI DUAL 500. 11 0.01 0.02 0.80 1 22 STIQIS ST1G-15-16 HEAT 71. 5386. 26154. 340. 9965. 2920. 71.-31104. 26224.RESIDUAL -4880. 1 0.17 0.38 0.02 ' 
23STlGlOSTlG-10-16HEAT 71. 714. 2566. 340. 921. 270. ' 71. -2844. 2637.RESIDUAL -208. 1 0.22 0.35 0.15 
24 STIQIS STIG-1s-16 POWR 71. 10. 34. 7. 11. 3. 462. 0. 496. RESIDUAL 496. 11 0.02 0.02-0.81 
24 STlOlS ST18-IS-16 HEAT 71. 477. 1613. 340. 541. 158. 71. -1654. 1683.RESIDUAL 29. 1 0.23 0.32 0.24 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PdWR 71. 11. 30. 5. 11. 3. 465. 0. 495. RES 1 DUAL 495. 1 0.02 0.02 0.81 ?, 25 DEADV3 D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 71 . 728. 2058. 340. 763. 224. 71 . -2351 . 2128.RESI DUAL -222. 1 0.26 0;38 0.19 
0 
I 
m 26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POWR 71. 14. 30. 8. 11. 3. 462. 0. 492. RESIDUAL 432. 1 0.03 0.02 0.81 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-AD" HEAT 71. 513. 1339. 340. 497. 146. 71. -1517. 1409.RESIDUAL -108. 1 0.31 0.35 0.28 
a C 
1 27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV POVR 71. 19. 30. 12. 11. 3. 457. 0. 487.RESIDUAL 487. 1 0.04 0.02 0.82 
27 DEADVI Dl ESEL-ADV HEAT 71 . 539. 870. 340. 323. 95. 71. -973. 94O.RESIDUAL -33. 1 0.38 0.34 0.43 
2 28 DEHTPM AD\/-Dl ESEL PCJblR 71 . 16. 39. 17. 11. 3. 451. 0. 490. RES I DUAL 490. 0 0.04 0.02 0.82 
u 28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 71. 317. 792. 340. 227. 66. 71 . -1673. 862. RESI DUAL 189. 0 0.29 0.28 0.46 
z -
- 
29 DESOA3 Dl ESEL-SBA PUWR 71 . 9. 31. 4. 11. 3. 466. 0. 497.DISTILLA 497. 1 0.02 0.02 0.80 
2 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA FIEAT 71. 732. 2591. 340. 935. 274. , 71. -2888. 2662.DISTILLA -226. 1 0.22 0.35 0.15 
1 
29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SBA PBWR 71. 9. 31. 4. 11. 3. 466. 0 .  497. RES I DUAL 497. 1 0.02 0.02 0.80 
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CUGENERATIUN TECHMULUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
18SE PEd ADV DESIGN ENGR REPCiRT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRdCESS AND ECSr* 
INDUSTRY 28694 MW 3.30 PROCESS MILLIUNS BTU/HR 400.0 PRUCESS TEMPCF) 460. PRODUCT ETHANOL HOURS PER YEAR 7900. 
PUWER TB HEAT RAT10 0.028 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO*x6= 71. HOT WATER BTUx10**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN Cf5GEN CBGEN COGEN AUX UTI LIT TUTAL S1 TE 
": 
NET= FAIL FESR POKERHEAT 
SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES NW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10**6 10x*6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10X*6 10**6 10**6 101.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR DTlJ/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
-- 
30 DESdA2 DIESEL-SBA POkIR 71 . 12. 31. 7. 1 1 .  3. 463. 0. 494. Dl ST1 LLA 494. 1 0.03 0.02 0.81 
30 DES6A2 D l  ESEL-SUA HEAT 71 . 598. 1545. 340. 556. 164. 71. -1708. 1616.DISTILLA -92. 1 0.28 0.35 0.25 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SUA PUWR 71. 12. 31. 7. 11. 3. 463. 0. 494. RES I DUAL 494. 1 0.03 0.02 0.81 
30 DESUA2 D l  ESEL-SaA HEAT ' 71 . 598. 1545. 340. 558. 164, 71. -1708. 1616.RESIDUAL -92. 1 0.28 0.35 0.25 
I 
31 DESaAl DIESEL-SdA PBWR 71. 19. 31. 13. 11. 3. 456. 0. 487.DISTILLA 487. 1 0.04 0.0_?_0.82 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SBA HEAT 71. 509. 848. 340. 306. 90. 71. -921. 918.DlSTILLA -3. 1 0.37 0.33 0.44 
31 DESBAl D I ESEL-SBA POWR 7; . 19. 31. 13. 11. 3. 456. 0. 487. RES I DUAL 487. 1 0.04 0.02 0.82 
31 DESBAl DIESEL.-SUA HEAT 7 % .  509. 848. 340. 306. 90. 71. -921. 918.RESlDUAL -3. 1 0.37 0.33 0.4% 1 
32 GTSBAD GT-HR-SG- 1 0 PBWR 71 . 17. 39. 18. 11. 3. 450. 0. 489.DISTILLA 489. 10 0.04 0.02 0.82 
32 GTSBAO GT-IIRSG-10 HEAT 71. 334. 749. 340. 219. 64. 71. -648. 819.DlSTILLA 171. 0 0.31 0.27 0.49 
- 
33 GTRAO8 GT-65RE-08 POLSIR 71. 14. 32. 9. 11. 3. 460. 0. 491 .DISTILLA 491. 10 0.03 0.02 0.81 
33 GTRAOB GT-f35RE-08 HEAT 71. 535. 1170. 340. 418. 122. 71. -1270. 1241 .DISTILLA -30. 0 0.31 0.34 0.32 
34 GTRAl2 GT-BSRE-12 PUHR 71 . 15. 31. 10. 11. 3. 459. 0. 491. DISTILLA 491. 10 0.03 0.02 0.82 
34GTRA12GT-65RE-12HEAT 71. 531. 1103. 340. 395. 116. 71. -1199. 1174.DISTILLA ' -25. 0 0.32 0.34 0.34 
36 GTR208 GT-60RE-00 POWR 71. 16. 35. 13. 11 .  3. 455. 0. 49G.DISTlLLA 490. 10 0.04 0.02 0.82 
36 GTR208 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 71. 400. 899. 340. 283. 84. 71. -884. 970.DlSTILLA 106. 0 0.31 0.30 0.41 
16. 33. 12. 3. 456. $ 38 GTR216 GT-60RE- 16 POWR 71 . 11.  0 .  49O.DISTlLLA 490. 10 0.04 0.02 0.82 
u 38 GTR216 GT160RE-16 HEAT 71. 450. 944. 340. 318. 93. 71. -959. 1015.DISTILLA 56. 0 0.32 0.31 0.39 
Z 
1 37 C7R212 GT-6ORE-12 PBWR 71. 16. 34. 12. 11. 3. 456. 0. 490. DISTf LLA 490. 10 0.04 0.02 0.82 3 37 GTR212 GT-GORE-12 HEAT 71. 429. 936. 340. 309. 91. 71. -930. 1007.DISTlLLA . 77. 0 0.31 0.31 0.40 
n 
39 GTRWO8 QT-05RE-08 PBWR 71. 12. 32. 8. 1 1 .  3. 461.- 0. 493.DISTILLA 493. 10 0.03 0.02 0.81 
GTRWO8 GT-a5RE-08 HEAT 71. 535. 1394. 340. 489. 143. 71:-1494. 1465.DISTILbA -29. 
3 
40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 PaWR 71. I 14. 31. 8. 11. 3. 461. 0. 492.DlSTILLA 492. 10 0.03 0.02 0.81 2 40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 71. 583. 1328. 340. 483. 142. 71. -1475. 1398.DISTILLA -77. 0 0.30 0.35 0.29 4 
r 
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CBGENERATION TECHNULOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I&SE PEU ADV DESIGN ENGR C **FUEL ENERGY SAVED REPBRT BY 5 . 1  PROCESS AND ECSxx -- -+-. 
INDUSTRY 26694 MW 3 . 3 0  PROCESS MILLlaPlS BTU/HR 400.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 460. PRUDUCT ETHANOL HOURS PER YEAR 7900. 
- --..- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.028 
UTl  L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO*r6= 71. HOT WATER BTU=10*r6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN CUGEN CBGEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL SITE NET= F A I L  FESR PClYEf?_HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRDCES PRUCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USED UTl L l  T 
10**6 l o f i r 6  10**6 10.~6 10x16 10x16 1 0 x t 6  10xx6 10r.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR --.. 
41 OTRW16QT-85RE-16POiiR 71. 14. 32. 9. 11. 3.  460. 0. 492.DISTILLA 492. 1 0  0 . 0 3  0.02 0.81 
41 GTRW16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 71. 541. 1221. 340. 436. 128. 71. -1327. 1292.DISTILLA -35. 0 0.31 0.34 0.31 
I' 
4 2  OTR308 OT-GORE-08 PBWR 71. 11. 36. 10. 11. 3 .  458. 0. 495.DISTILLA 495. 10  0.03 0.02 0.81 
4 2  GTRSOB GT-GORE-08 HEAT 71 . 363. 1 179. 340.  365. 107. 71.  -1  107. 1249.DISTILLA 143. 0 0.24 0.29 0.32 1 
44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 PBWR 71 . 15. 33. 11. 11. 3.  458. O. 491. DISTILLA 491. 1 0  0.03 0.02 0.81 
HEAT 71. 463. 1056. 340. 353. 105. 71.  -1084. 1127.01STILLA - 43. 0 0.30 0.32 0.36 
I 4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PBWR 71. 11. 30. 5. 11. 3. 465. 0. 494. DISTILLA 494. 0 0.03 0.02 0.81 4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 71. 775. 2000. 340. 760. 223. 71. -2340. 2071.DlSTlLLA -269. 0 0.28 0.37 0.19 
I 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-NB PBWR 71. 15. 27. 6 .  11. 3. 463. 0. 49O.DISTILLA 490. 1 0  0.04 0.02 0.82 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 71. 820. 1459. 340. 601. 176. 71. -1844. 1533.DlSTILLA -314. 0 0.36 0.39 0.26 
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CdGENERATIBN TECHNBLUGY ALTERNATILSES STUDY 
IBSE PE6 RDV DESIGN ENGR REPaRT 5.1 
- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSX* 
1) INDUSTRY 28731 MW 3.50 PROCESS E l l  LLIONS BTUlHR 610.0 PRIJCESS TEMPCF) 598. PRODUCT AMMONIA-SYNT HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CUGEN COBEN COOEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L . FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRaCES PRdCES MU PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACfR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UT !LIT 
1 0 ONOCGN N 0 C 0 5 0 N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 753. 37. 753, COAL-FQD 790. 0 0. 0.02 0.81 
1 STM141 STM-TURO-1 PBWR 0. -3392. 4183. 3543. 12. 4. -3416. 0. 4183.RESlOUAL 4183. 11 -4.29 0.00 0.15 . 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 4. 755. 640. 2. 1. 0. 31. 75S.RESIDUAL 786. 11 0.01 0.00 0.01 
1 STM141 STET-TURB- 1 PBWR 0. -3392. 4183. 3543. 12. 4. -3416. 0. 41 83 COAL-FGD 41 83. 11 -4.29 0.00 b.15 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 4. 755. 640. 2. 1. 0. 31 . 755. CUAL-FQD 786. 11 0.01 0.00 0.81 
2 STM088 STM-TURD-8 POHR 0. 23. -334. -296. 12. 4. 1101. 0. 767.RESIDUAL 767. 11 0.03 0.02 0.83 I 2 STWD.98 STII-TURB-8 HEAT 0. -50. 723. 640. -26. -8. 0. 118. 723.RESIDUAL 841. 11 -0.06 -0.03 0.96 
I 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. 23. -334. -296. 12. 4. 1101. 0. 767. COAL-FQ0 767. 11 0.03 0.02 0.83 
2 STM088 STII-TURB-8 HEAT 0. -50. 723. 640. -26. -8. 0. 118. 723. CBAL-FGD 841. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB- 1 POWR P 0. -3392. 4183. 3543. 12. 4. -3416. 0. 4183.COAL-AFB 4183. 11 -4.29 0.00 0.15 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 4. 755. 64). 2. 1. 0. 31 . 755. COAL-AFB 786. 11 0.01 0.00 0.81 
2 STMOBB STM-TURB-8 PQWR 0. 23. -334. -296. 12. 4. 1101. 0 .  767. COAL-AFB 767. 11 0.03 0.02 4-83 
2 STfI088 STM-TL'RB-O HEAT 0. -50. 723. 640. -26. -8. 0. 118. 723.COAL-AFB 841. 11 -0.06-0.93 0.76 w 
I I 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POHR 0. 21. 135. 101. 12. 4. 635. 0. 770. COAL -PFB- 770; 10 0.03 0.02 0.83 
3 PFDSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 131. 860. 640. 76. 22. 0. -200. 8GO.CBAL-PFB 660. 0 0.13 0.09 0.74 
5 TI HRSG THERIlIOMI C POWR 0. . 7. 85. 46. 12. A. 699. 0. 784. RES 1 DUAL 784. 0 0.01 0.02 0.82 





S T I  HESG TtJERll l ON 1 C PUWR 0. 7. 85. 46. 12. 4. 699. 0. 784, COAL 784. 0 0.01 0.02 0.82 
'1 !tRSG THERMI ON1 C HEAT 0. 93. 1177. 640. 166. 49. 0. -480. 1177.COAL 697. 0 0.07 0,14 0,54 
4 TISTMT TI -STIITB-1 POWR 0. 23. 85. 60. 12. 4. 683. 0. 768. RES I DUAL 768. 11 0.03 0.02 0.83 
4 T 1 STMT T I  -STMTB- 1 HEAT 0. 242. 911. 640. 123. 38. 0. -363. 91l.RESIDUAL 548. 1 0.21 0.14 0.70 
4 TISTMT T I  -STFITB-1 POIIR 0. 23. 85. 60. 12. 4. 683. 0. 768. COAL 768. 11 0.C5 0.02 0.83 
4 TISTMT T I  -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 242. 923. 640. 128.. 38. 0. -363. 911.CUAL 548. 1 0.21 0.14-- 0.70 
1 6 ST1 KL ST1 RLING-1 PaWR 0. 14. 65. 35. 12. 4. 711. 0. 776.DISTlLLA 776. 1 0.02 0.02 0.62 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 252. 1178. 640. 217. 63. 0. -640. 1178.DISTlLLA 538. 1 0.18 0.18 0.54 
U 
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11 1 NDUSTRY 28731 MW 3.50 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 640.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 598. PRODUCT AMMONIA-SYNT HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 1 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.019 
UTI Ll TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO*x6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN COGEN COGEN 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 PUWR 0.  14. 65. 35. 12. 4. 711. 0. 776. RES 1 DUAL 776. 1 0.02 0.02 0.82 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 252. 1178. 640. 217. 63. 0. -640. 1 178. RESIDUAL 538. 1 0.18 0.18 0.54 
6 STIRL STIRLING-! PeWR 0. 14. 65. 35. 12. 4.  711. 0. 776. COAL 776. 1 0.02 0.02 0.82--n 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 252. 1178. 640. 217. 63. 0. -640. 1178.COAL 538. 1 0.18 0.18 0.54 1 
7 HEGT8S HELIUM-GT- POWR 0. -14. 37. -12. 12. 4. 767. 0. 804. COAL-AFB 804. 1 1  -0.02 0.01 O,BO I! 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT -1960. 747. -1960. 640. -629. -184. 0. 2003. -1 960, COAL-AFB 43. 11 -1.53 *==rx 14.73 
9 HEQTOO HELIUM-GT- PBWR 0. 5. 68. 30. 12. 4. 717. 0. 785. COAL-AFB 785. 10 0.01 0.02 0.82 1 9 HEOTOO HELIUM-OT- HEAT 0. 108. 1434. 640. 252. 74. 0. -731 . 1434. COAL-AFB 683. 0 0.07 0.18 0.45 
I 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB POWR 0. 20. 39. 18. 12. 4 .  731. 0. 771.COAL 771. 10 0.02 0.02 0.83 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 684. 1371. 640. 417. 122. 0. -1265. 1371.COAL 106. 0 0.33 0.30 0.47 
8 HEQT6O HELIUM-OT- POWR 0. -10. 46. - 1 .  12. 4.  754. 0. 800. COAL-AF5 800. 11 -0.01 0.01 0.80 
, 6 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT-45897. 9502. -45897. 640. -1 1887. -3484. 0. 37185. -45897. COAL-AFB -8712. 11 *=*== 1 . 3 6 3 0 7  
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST PCS\,JR 0. 20. 39. 18. 12. 4 .  731. 0. 77O.COAL 770. 11 0.03 0.02 0.83 
11  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 701. 1358. 640. 418. 123. 0, -1269. 1358,COAL 89, I 1  0.34 0 . 3 1 0 . 4 7  
93 OTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 POWR 0. 1 J. 41. 14. 12. 4. 737. 0. 778. RES I DUAL 778. 10 0.02 0.02 0.82 
13 QTSBAR OT-SRSG-10 HEAT 0. 576. 1893. 640. 549. 161. 0. -1676. 1893.RESIDUAL 215. 0 0.23 0.29 0.34 
I 
N 0 
12 IGOTST INT-GAS-OT POUR 0. 14. 59. 30. 12. 4. 717. 0. 777. COAL 777. 1 1  0.02 0.02 0.82 
12 IGOTST INT-GAS-OT HEAT 0. 287. 1258 .  640. 253. 74. 0. -735. 1258.COAL 504. 11 0.19 0.20 0.51 
0. 20. 39. 18. 12. 4. 731. 0. 770. RES I DUAL 770. 10 0.03 0.02 0.83 1 
0. 689. 1362. 640. 415. 122. 0. -1261. 1362.RESIDUAL 101. 0 0.34 0.31 0.47 I 
h 
1 
16 WAC16 GT-HRSG-16 PUWR 0. 16. 37. 15. 12. 4. 735. 0. 772. RESIDUAL 772. 16 0.02 0.02 
16 GTACl6 GT-HRSO-16 HEAT 0. 767. 1542. 640. 498. 146. 0. -1519. 1542,RESIDUAL 23. 0 0.33 0.32 
a 
14 GTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 POUR 0. 20. 44. 23. 12. 4.  726. 0. 771.RESIDUAL 771. 10 0.03 0.02 0.83- 
14 GTAC08 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 558. 1249. 640. 337. 99. 0. -1016, 1249.RESIDUAL 232. 0 0.31 0.27 0.51 
4.  735. 0. 773. RES 1 DUAL 773. 10 0.02 0.02 0.83 
728. 1576. 640. 497. 146. 0. -1514. 1576.RESIDUAL 62. 0 0.32 0.32 0.41 
l-+Q 2 23 
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It I IBSE PE0 ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 *+FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 11 1 NDUSTRY 28731 MW 3.50 PRUCESS M I  LLI 011s BT U/HR 640.0 PRaCESS TEi.IP(F1 598. PRODUCT AMMUNI A-SYNT HOURS 6ER YEAR 8400. I 
- 
POWER T0 HEAT RATlU 0.019 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV &TU*lOs*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
s WASTE FUEL CUGEM C0GEN COGEN COGEN 'AUX UTlLlT TdTAt SITE NET= FAIL FESR P-o\j_Ec_HEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED NB-MET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl L l  T 
II 18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 PUWR 0. 16. 38. 14. 12. 4. 736. 0. 774. RES I DUAL 774. 11 0.02 0-02 0.83 18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 734. 1725. 640. 546. 160. 0. - 1669. 1725. RESI DUAL 56. 1 0.30 0.32 0.37 
19 CCt622 GTST-16/22 PBWR 0. 17. 39. 16. 12. 4. 734. 0.  773.RESiDUAL 773. 11 0.02 z55"-"0.83 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 688. 1578. 640. 484. 142. 0. -1475. 1578.RESIDUAL 103. 1 0.30 0.31 0.41 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 PBWR 0. 17. 39. 16. 12# 4. 734. 0. 773. RES I DUAL 773. 11 0.02 0.02 0.83 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 685. 1560. 640. 477. 140. 0. -1455. 156O.RESIDUAL ' 105. 1 0.31 0.31 0.41 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 POUR 0. 18. 44. 21 . 12. 4. 728. 0. 772. RESIDUAL 772. 11 0.02 0.02 0.83 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 553. 1318. 640, 358. 105. 0. -1081. 1318.RESIDUAL 237. 1 0.30 0.27 0.49 
22 ST1015 STIG-15-16 PUWR 0. 6. 31. 0. 12. 4. 752. 0. 734. RES I DUAL 784. 11 0.01 0.02 0.82 
22 ST1015 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 10136. 49231. 640. 18757. 5497. 0. -58578. 4923 1 , RES 1 DUAL -9347. 1 0.17 0.38 0.01 
23 STIGlO STIG-10-16 POUR- 0. 9. 33. 4. 12. 4. 748. 0 .  781.RESIDUAL 781. 11 0.01 0.02 0.82 
23 STlGlO STIG-10-16 HEAT 0. 1343. 4830. 640. 1735. 508. 0. -5383. 4800.RESIDUAL -553. 1 0.22 0.36 0.13 
24 STlGlS STIG-IS-16 POWR 0. 11. 36. 8. 12. 4. 744. 0. 780. RESIDUAL 780. 11 0.01 0.82 0.02 
24 STlGlS STIG-IS-16 HEAT 0. 897. 3036. 640. 1013. 298. 0. -3143. 303G.RESIDUAL -107. 1 0.23 V.= 0.21 
4 26 DEADV2 D I  ESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 15. 32, 8. 12. 4. 743. - 0. 776.RESIDUAL 776. 1 0.02 0.02 0.83 
:/ - 26 DEAD(/Z Dl ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 1155. 2520. 640. 935. 274. 0 .  -2804. 2520. RESI DUAL -364. 1 0.31 0.37 0.25 1 
I 
2 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POHR 0. 9. 32. 3. 12. 4. 749. 0. 781.RESIDUAL 781. 1 0.01 0.32 0.82 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 1708. 5990. 640. 2222. 651. 0. -6907. 59bO.RESI.DUAL -917. 1 0.22 0.37 0.11 
U) 
28 DEIiTPM ADV-DIESEL PB\JR 0. 10. 57. 25. 12. 4. 723. 0.  780. RES I DUAL 780. 1 0.01 0-02 0.825 




29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SUA POUR 0. 7. 33. 2. 12. 4. 750. 0. 783.DISTILLA 783. 1 0,Ol 0.02 0.82 
0. 1879. 8706. 640. 3172. 930. 0. -9874. 8786.DISTILLA -1088. 
27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 20. 32. 13. 12. 4. 738. 0. 770. RESIDUAL 770, 1 0.03 0.02 0.83 
27 DEADVI DIESEL-AfiV HEAT 0. 1014. 1637. 640. 607. 178. 0. -18BO. 1637.RESIDUAL -224. 1 0.38 0.37 0.39 
29 DESCJA3 SIESEL-S0A POWR 0. 7. 33. 2. 12. 4. 750. 0. 783. RES 1 D!JAL 783. 1 0.01 0.02 0.82 
29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 1879. 8786. 640. 3172. 930. 0. -9874. 8786,RESIDUAL -1088. 1 0.18 0.36 0.07 
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CCIUENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PEB ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
/( INDUSTRY 28731 MW 3.50 PROCESS MIL,LIONS BTU/HR 640.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 598. PRODUCT AMMONIA-SYNT HCURS PER YEAR 8400. 
-. - 
POWER Td HEAT RATIO 0.019 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU=lO-6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=¶O==6= 0, 
II WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN COOEN COOEN AUX UTfLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA l L FESR e E R +  HEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MU PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ - FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BUILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10**6 10**6 10x*6 ! 0 ~ x 6  10*=6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10*=6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUlHR BTWHR BTU/HR BTU/MR - 
I 30 DESOA2 D l  ESEL-SUA POWR 0. 13. 33. 7. 12. 4. 744. ' 0. 777,DISTILtA 777. 1 0.02 0.02 0.62 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 1126. 2909. 640. 1050. 308. 0. .3244. 2909. DISTILLA -335. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
31 DESOAI DIESEL-S6A POWR 0. 20. 33. 13. 12. 4. 737. 0, 770. RES I DUAL 770. 1 0.03 0.02 0.83 
31 DESBAl D l  ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 957. 1596. 640. 576. 169. 0. -1-3, 1596,RESIDUAL -167. 1 0.37 0.36 0.4 
I 
ll 32 BTSbAD GT-HRSG-10 PClWR 0. 18, 41. 19. 12. 4. 731. 0. 772.DISTlLLA 772. 10 0.02 0.02 0.83 32 OTSOAD OT-I-IRSG- I 0 HEAT 0. 630. 1407. 640. 411. 120. 0. -1246. 1407,DISTILLA 160. 0 0.31 0.29 0.45 I 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SUA POUR 0. 13. 33. 7. 12. 4. 744. 0. 777. RES I DUAL 777. 1 0.02 0.02 0.82 , 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 1126. 2909. 640. 1050. 308. 0. -3244. 2909.RESIDUAL -335. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 1 
33 GTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 PBWR 0. 12. 33. 7. 12. 4. 745. 0. 778,DISTILU 778. 10 0.01 0.02 0.82 
33 GTRAOB GT-BSRE-08 HEAT 0. 1118. 3161. 640. 1128. 331. 0. -3489. 3161.DISTILLA -328, 0 0.26 0.36 0.20 
-I 
34 QTRA12 GT-BSRE-12 POWR 0. 13. 33. 8. 12. 4. 744. 0. 777.DISTILU 777. 10 0.02 0.02 0 . 8 2 3  
34 OTRA12 GT-05RE-12 HEAT 0. 1075. 2710. 640. 978. 284. 0. -2994. 2710.DISTILLA -284. 0 0.28 0.36 0.24 
35 QTRAI 6 GT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 14. 34. 0 .  12- 4. 742. 0. 776.DISTlLLA 776. 10 0-02 0.02 0.62 
35 GTRAl6 GT-65RE-16 HEAT 0. 968. 2374. 640. 829. 243. 0. -2552. 2374,DISTILLA -178. 0 0.29 0-35 0.27 
36 GTR208 GT-60RE-08 POWR . 0. IS. 37. 13. 12. 4. 738. 0, 775.DISTILLA 775. 10 0,02 0.02 0.83 
36 QTR2O8 OT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 753. 1893. 640. 606. 178. 0. -1856. 1893.DlSTILLA 37, 0 0.28 0.32 0.34 I 
. 37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 15. 36. 12. 12. 4. 739. 0. 775,DlSTILLA 775. 10 0.02 0.02 0.33 
i 37 GTR212 OT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 815. 1983. 640. 654. 192. 0. -2007. 1903,DISTILLA -25, 0 0.29 0.33 0.32 1 
1 39 GTRWOB GT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 10. 34. 6. 12. 4. 746. 0. 780.DISTlLU 780. 10 0.01 0.02 0.82 
L39 GTRWO8 GT-85ti'E-08 HEAT 0. 1098. 3559. 640. 1249. 366. 0. -3867. 3559. DISTI LLA -307. 0 0.24 0.35 0.16 I 
' 40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 PO\JR 0. 12. 33. 7 .  12. 4. 745. 0. 778.DISTILU 770. 10 0.02 0.02 0.82 
40 GTRWI 2 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 1183. 3124. 640. 1137. 333. 0. -3516. 3124. DISTILLA -392. 0 0.27 0.36 0.20 
. I 
1 I NDUSTRY 28731 MlJ 3.50. PROCESS PI1 LLI ONS BTUlHR 640.0 PROCESS TMPCF) 598. PRODUCT AMMUNI A-SYNT HCIURS PER YEN? 8400. 
I 
~- -- --= 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.019 11 UTI L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV &TU~lO**6= 0. )#IT WATER BTUrlOx*6= 0. k 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 185 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
WASTE FUEL CCIGEN CeGEN COGEN COGEN AUX UTILIt TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR WWER--niT__-* 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MU PR0CES FUEL FUEL FUEL TdTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-MET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BCiILR USED SlTE USED UTl L l  T 
k IaSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENOR REPBRT 5.1 -- - - -  x*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*r 
- II 41 GTRW16 GT-05RE-16 PBWR 0. 13. 33. 8. 12. 4. 744. 0. 777.DISTILLA 777. 10 0.02 0.02 0.82 41 GTRWl6 QT-05RE-16 HEAT 0. 1063. 2680. 640. 957. 280. 0, -2953. 2680. Dl ST1 LLA -273, 0 0.28 0.36 0-24 I 
42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 PBWR 0. 10. 39. 9. 12. 4. 742. 0. 781 .DISTILLA 781. 
42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 670. 2651. 640. 822. 241. 0. -2531. 26Sl.DISTlLLA 120. 0 0.20 a,?l 0-24 
43 GTR312 GT-CORE-12 - .  .rlR 0. 15.. 35. 11. 12. 4. 741. 0. 775.DISTILLA 775. 10 0.02 0,02 0 - 8 3 4  
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 809. 2123. 640. 726. 213. 0. -2231. 2123,DISTILLA -109. 0 0.30 0.34 0.3U ili 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 PdWR Q. 15. 35. 11. 12. 4. 740. 0. 776. DISTILLA 776. 10 0,02 0.02 0.13 
44 GTR316 GT-GORE-1 G HEAT - 0. 877. 2095. 640, 710. 208. 0. -2182. 2095. DISTILLA -87. 0 0.30 0.34 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PBWR 0. 12. 31. 5. 12. 4. 747. 0. 778.DISTILLA 771. 0 0.02 0.02 0.82 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 1459. 3765. 640. 1431. 419. 0. -4433. 3765. DISTILLA -669. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 I 
46 FCFICDS FUEL-CL-MCI POWR 0. 16. 29. 7. 12. 4. 745. 0. 774.DISTILLA 774. I 10 0.02 0.02 0.83 
46 FCPICDS FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 1543. 2747. 640. 1132. 332. 0. -3499. 2747.DISTILLA -742. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
II DATE 0 6 / 0 6 / 7 9  GENERAL ELECTRJC COMPANY CQGENERATIUN TECHNBLOQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY PASE SSC It l & S E  PEO ADV DESIGN EMGR REPORT 5 . 1  - **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 11 INDUSTRY 2 8 7 4 1  hW 4 . 0 0  PROCESS HI L C I W S  B T U I H R  92.0 PRaCESS TEMPCFI 353. PRUDUCT PHOS-ACI D+SU HOURS PER YEAR 7900. 
PBWER TO HEAT R A T I U  0 . 1 4 8  
U T I L I T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL. EQV BTU* lO**6=  0. HOT WATER B T U * 1 0 * t 6 =  0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN COOEN COOEN AUK U T l L l T  TUTAL S I T E  NET = F A 1  L FESR PUMER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= F U E L  PROCES PRBCES MW PRGCES FUEL . F U E L -  FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B U I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l L l T  
1Q**6  1 0 * * 6  10**6 10**6 1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  10*W5 l o r n 6  10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUlHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - 
--I 
0 ONUCQN N 0 C O O 0 N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 0 8 .  4 3 .  lO8.CbAL-AFB 1 5 1 .  0 0. 0.08 0.61 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PUWR 0. 27. 79. 5 4 .  1 4 .  4 .  45. 0 .  124.RESIDUAL 1 2 4 .  
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 4 6 .  1 3 6 .  92. 23. 7. 0. -31. 136.RESIDUAL 105. 
1 0  0.1. 0.11 0 .  .I 
10 0.25 0.17 O.G8 
1 STH141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 27. 79. 5 4 .  1 4 .  4. 4 5 .  0. 1 2 4 .  CUAL-FQD 124 .  1 0  0.18 0 . 1 1  0.74 
1 STM141 STM-TURD-1 HEAT 0% . 4 6 .  136 .  92. 23. 7. 0. -31. 136.COAL-FOD 105 .  10 0.25 0 . 1 7  6.68 , 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 27. 79. 5 4 .  1 4 .  4. 4 5 .  0. 124.CbAL-AFB 124. 
)I 
10 0.18 0 .11  0.74- 
1 3TM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 46. 1 3 6 .  92. 23. 7. 0. - 3 1 .  136.CUAL-AFB 1 0 5 .  1 0  0.23 0.17 0.68 
2 STMOO8 STM-TURB-8 PCJWR 0. 27. 98. 70. 1 4 .  4 .  26. 0. 124.RESIDUAL 1 2 4 .  1 0  0.18 0 . 1 1  0 . 7 4  
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 35. 129. 92. 18. ' 5,. 0. - 1 3 .  129.RESIDUAL 1 1 6 .  0 0 . 2 1  0.14 0.73 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. 27. 98. 70. f 4 .  4. 26. 0. 124.CbAL-FGD 124 .  1 0  0.18 0.11 0 .74  
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 35. 1 2 9 .  92. 18. 5. 0. -13. 129.COAL-FOD 116. 0 0 . 2 1  0.14 0 . 1 1  
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. 27. 98. 70. 14. 4. 26. 0. I24 .COAL-AFB 1 2 4 .  1 0  0 . 1 8  0 . 1 1  0.74 1 2 STFIOBB STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 35. 129. 92. 1 8 .  5. 0. -13. 1 2 9 . C b A L - k F B  1 1 6 .  0 0 . 2 1  0.14 0 .71  
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- POWR 0. 26. 58. 35. 1 4 .  4 .  67. 0. 1 2 5 .  CUAL-PFB 1 25. 1 0  0.17 Q . l l  C .74  
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 68. 1 5 1 .  92. 36. 10. 0. -69. 1 5 1  . COAL-PFB 82. 10 0.31 0 . 2 4  0 . 6 1  
4 T ISTMT T I -STMTB-1  POWR 0. 26. 4 8 .  27. 1 4 .  4. 77 . 0. 125 .RESIDUAL 125. 1 0  0.17 0.11 0.74 
4 T ISTMT T I -STMTB-1  HEAT 0. 89. 1 6 4 .  92. 47. 14. S. - 1 0 3 .  164.RESIDUAL 61. 0 0.35 0.28 0.56 
4 T ISTMT T I -STMTB-1  FOWR 0. 26. 4 8 .  27. 14. 4. 77. 0. 125.COAL 125. 10 0.17 0 . 1 1  0.74 
4 T I S T M T  T I  -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 89. 1 6 4 .  92. 4 7 .  14. 0. - 1 0 3 .  164.COAL 61. 0 0.35 0.28 0.56 
5 T I  HRSQ THERM 1 ON1 C PO\JR 0. 20. 97. 83. 1 4 .  4. 3 4 .  0. 1 3 1  .RESIDUAL 131. 0 0.13 0 . 1 0  0.70 $ 
5 TlHRSG THERMIBNIC HEAT 0. 29. 1 4 2 .  92. 20. 6. 0. -20. t A 2 . R E I I D U A L  122. 0 0.17 0 .14  0.65 1 
5 TIHRSG THERMIONIC POWR 0. 20. 97. 63. 14. 4. 3 4 .  0. 1 3 l . C O A L  1 3 1 .  0 0.13 0.10 4.70 
5 TIHRSQ THERMIUNIC HEAT 0. 29. 1 4 2 .  92. 20. 6. 0. -20. 142.CUAL 1 2 2 .  0 0.17 0.14 0.65 
6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  PBWR 0. 1 9 .  5 4 .  25. 14. 4. 78. 0. 1 3 2 . D I S T I L L A  132. 0 0.13 0 . 1 0  0.70 
6 S T l R L  ST IRL IF IG-1  HEAT 0. 69. 1 9 4 .  92 a 4 9 .  15. 0. - 1 1 2 .  1 9 4 . D I S T I L L A  82. 0 0.26 0.26 0.47 
I DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 1 8 7  COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY l & S E  PEO ADV DESIGN EtiGR REPdRT 5 . 1  **FUEL ENERGY SAVED E Y  PROCESS AND ECSr*  [I INDUSTRY 2 8 7 4 1  MW 4 . 0 0  PROCESS Ml LLICJNS BTU/HR 92.0 PROCESS rEMP(F1 353. PRODUCT Pl iOS-ACID+SU HOURS PER YEAR 7900. I 
FBWER TO HEAT R A T I O  0 , 1 4 8  
U T I L I T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV B T U x l O x r G =  0. HOT WATER B T U x l O r r 6 =  0. I 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COGEN COGEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR POWER H=-T- 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B G I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l L l T  
6 S T I R L  ST1  RLING-1 POWR 0. 1 9 .  5 4 .  25. 1 4 .  4 .  7 8 .  0. 132.RESIDUAL 132 .  0 0.13 0 . 1 0  0.70 1 6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 0.  69, 194 .  92. 4 9 .  1 5 .  0. -112. i94 .RESIDUAL 82. 0 0.26 0.26 0.47 1 6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - I  PUWR 0. 1 9 .  5 4 .  25. 1 4 .  4 .  78. 0. 132.COAL 132 .  0 0.13 0.0--0.70 
6 S T I R L  S T l R L I N G - I  HEAT 0. 69, 1 9 4 .  92, 4 9 .  15.  0 .  -112.  194 .CUAL 82. 0 0.26 0.26 0 . 4 7  
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- PUWR I 0. 7. 4 3 .  6. 14. 4. 1 0 1 .  0. 1 4 4 .  COAL-AFB 144 .  1 0  0.05 0.09 0,64 
7 HEQT85 HELIUM-GT- VEAT 0. 1 1 0 .  668. 92. 2 1 4 .  63. 0. -627. 668. COAL-AFB 41. 0 0 . 1 4  0.32 0.14 I I 
! 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- PBWR 0. 9. 53. 16. 14, 4 .  89 + 0. 142.COAL-AFB 142 .  10 0.06 0.10 0.65 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 50. 3 0 4 .  92, 79. 23. 0. -203. 304.COAL-AFB 1 0 1 .  10 1 4  0.26 0.30 
I 9 HEQTOO HELIUM-GT- POWR 0. 10. 78. 38. 14 .  4 .  63. 0. 141.CUAL-AFB 141.  10 0.07 0.10 0.65 9 HEGTOO HELIUtI-GT- HEAT 0. 2 4 .  1 8 7 .  92. 33. 10, 0, -60. 187.COAL-AFB 127. 1 0  0.1 1 0.18 0 . 4 9  
1 0  FCHCCL FUEL-CL-M6 PBWR 0. 23, 4 5 .  21 ,  14 .  4 .  83. 0. 128.COAL 128. 10 0.15 0.11 0.72 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB HEAT 0. 99. 1 9 4 .  92. 59. 17. 0. -142. 194,COAL 52, 10 0 . 3 4  0.30 0,47 
i 
l i  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POUR 0. 24 .  3 4 .  1 3 .  1 4 .  4. 93. 0. 1 2 7 . C e A L  127.  10 0.16 0.11 0.72 f 
1 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 169. 2 4 3 .  92. 37. 28. 0. -260. 243 .CeAL -18. 10 0 - 4 3  0 .40  0.38 I 
12 lGQTST INT-GAS-t3T PBWR 0. 1 9 .  4 5 .  18.  14 .  4 .  87, 0. 1 3 2 .  CbAL  132. 10 0.13 0.10 0.70 
1 2  IGGTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 96. 226. 92. 69. 20. 0. -172 .  226.COAL 5 4  - 1 0  0.30 0.30 0.41 1 
1 
i 
13 GTSOAR QT-HRSG-10 80WR 0. 19. 4 7 .  20. 1 4 .  4. 8 5 .  0. 132.RESIDUAL 132, 10 0.13 0.10 0.70 
1 3  GTSURR GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 8 8 .  2 1 5 .  92. 62. 18 .  0. -132. 2 lS .RESIDUAL 63. 0 0.29 0.29 0 .43  
1 4  QTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 PUWR 0. 23. 5 1 .  26. 14. 4 .  78. 0. 128.RESIDUAL 128. 1 0  0 . 1 5  0-11 0.72 
1 4  GTACOB GT-HRSG-06 HEAT 0. 8 0 .  179. 92. 4 8 .  14 .  0. - 1 0 8 .  179,RESIDUAL 71. 0 0.31 0.27 0.51 
2 1 5  GTAC12 GT-HRSG- 1 2  PdMR 0. 22. 4 5 .  21.  14. 4 .  84. 0. 129.RESJDUAL 129, 10 0.15 0 .11  0.72 
u 1 5  GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 HEAT 0. 99. 1 9 8 .  92. 60. 18. 0. - 1 4 6 .  198.RESIDUAL 52. 0 0.33 0.31 0 . 4 6  4 i 3 15 GTAC16 GT-HRSG-16 POUR 0. 22 .. 42. 18. 14. 4. 87. 0. 129.RESIDUAL 129, 1 0  0.15 0.11 0.71 
zj 16 G T A C l 6  GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 110. 2 1 2 .  92. 68. 20. 0, -171.  212.RESIDUAL 41. 0 0.34 0.32 0.43 
"7g/ 17 GTWC26 OT-1iRSQ-16 POUR 0. 20. 4 3 .  18. 14. 4 .  58. 0. 131.RESIQUAL 1 3 1 .  1 0  0.13 0.10 0.70 
9 17 G W C 1 6  GT-HRSG-I6 HEAT 0, 1 0 5 .  227. 92. 72. 2 1 .  0. -181. 227 .RESIDUAL 46. 0 0.32 0.32 0 . 4 0  
QI I 
DATE 0 6 / 0 6 / 7 9  GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 188 
COGENERATI 014 TECHNOLbQY ALTERNATI VES STUDY 
I g S E  P E 0  AnV DESIGN E116R REPORT 5 . 1  - 
x*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS*X 
1 INDUSTRY 28741 MW 4 . 0 0  PRBCESS M I L L I O N S  BTU/HR 92.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 3 5 3 .  PRODUCT PHUS-ACID+S,SU HOURS PER YEAR 7900. 
POWER TO HEAT R A T I O  0 . 1 4 8  
U T I  LI  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV B T U * l O x * 6 =  0. HOT WATER B T U * l O x x 6 =  0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CBGFN COGEN COGEN AUX U P I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A 1  L FESR PO~ERPHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TCITAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B B I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I L l  T 
10**6 10%*6  1 0 x * 6  1 0 * + 6  1 0 * ~ 6  1 0 * + 6  10**6 1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 . ~ 6  
BTU/HR STU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/MR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - ~- 
18 CC1626  QTST-16 /26  PJUR 0. 20. 35. 10. 1 4 .  4 .  9 6 .  0. 131.RESIDUAL 131. 10 0.13 0.10 0.70 
1 8  C C 1 6 2 6  G T S T - 1 6 / 2 6  HEAT 0. 1 7 7 .  3 1 0 .  92. 1 2 1 .  36. 0. -336. 310 .RESlDUAL -26. 0 0.36 6.39 0.30 
1 9  CC1622  QTST-16 /22  POUR 0. 2 1 .  3%. 1 1 .  1 4 .  4 .  9 5 .  0. 130,RESIDUAL 130 .  10 0 . 1 4  0 . 1 0  0.71 
1 9  CC1622  GTST-16 /22  HEAT 0. 1 6 7 .  283. 92. 1 0 9 .  32. 0. -299. 2 8 3 .  RES I DUAL -1 6. 0 0.37 0.39 0.33 I ll 20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  POWR 0. 2 1 .  35. 1 2 .  1 4 .  4 .  95. 0. 130.RESIDUAL 130. 10 0 . 1 4  0.11 O,71 1 20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  HEAT 0. 1 6 8 .  280. 92. 109 .  32. 0. - 2 9 8 .  28O.RESlDUAL -17. 0 0.37 0.39 0.33 u 
2 1  CC0822  GTST-08 /22  POWR 0. 23.  37. 1 4 .  1 4 .  4 .  91. 0. 126.RESIOUAL 128. 10 0 . 1 5  0 . 1 1  0.72 
21 CC0822  G T S T - 0 8 / 2 2  HEAT 0. 144 .  237. 92. 87. 26. 0. - 2 3 1  . 237. RES I DUAL 6. 0 0 + 3 8  0.37 0.39 
II 22 S T 1 0 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  PBWR 0. 7. 36. 0. I 4 .  4 .  1 0 8 .  0 .  144 .RESIDUAL 1 4 4 .  1 0  0.05 0 . 1 0  0 . 6 4  22 ST1G15 S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 1 4 5 7 .  7077. 92. 2696. 790. 0. - 8 3 8 3 .  7077. RES I DUAL - 1 3 0 6 .  0 0.17 0 . 3 8  0.01 
23 S T l O l O  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  PUWR 0. 1 1 .  3 8 .  5. 14. 4 .  1 0 2 .  0. 140,RESIDUAL 1 4 0 .  1 0  0.07 1 0.66 
23 S T I G l O  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT 0.  193 .  6 9 4 .  92. 2 4 9 .  73. 0. -737. 694.RESIDUAL -42.  0 0.22 0.36 0.13 
2 4  S T I G l S  S T I G - 1 S - 1 6  PBWR 0. 12.  4 1 .  9. 1 4 .  4 ,  9 8 .  0. 139 .RESIDUAL 139. 10 0.08 0 . 1 0  0.66 
2 4  S T l G l S  S T I G - I S - 1 6  HEAT 0. 129 .  4 3 6 .  02. 1 4 6 .  4 3 .  0. - 4 1 5 .  436,RESIDUAL 22. 0 0.23 0 . 3 4  0 . 2 1  
11 --____I 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 1 7 .  37. ' 9. 1 4 .  4. 97. 0. 134.RESIDUAL 134 .  1 0 . 1 1  0 . 1 0  0.69 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 1 6 6 .  362. 92. 1 3 4 .  39. 0. -377. 362 ,RESIDUAL -15.  1 0.31 0.37 0.25 
? 
0 
1 27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV POWR 0. 23. 37. 1 4 .  1 4 .  4. 9 1 .  0. 128.RESIDUAL 128. 1 0.15 0.11 0.72 - 
2 27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV hEAT 0. 1 4 6 .  235. 92. 87. 26. 0. -230. 235 ,RESIDUAL 5. 1 0.38 0.37 0.39 
r: w 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV POUR 0. 1 5 .  37. 8. 1 4 .  4 .  99. 0 .  136 .RESIDUAL 136. 0.10 0 . 1 0  0.68 
25 DEADV3 D l  ESEL-AD" HEAT 0. 1 7 8 .  4 3 7 .  92. 1 6 2 .  4 8 .  0. -464 .  4 3 7 .  RESIDUAL -27. 0.29 0.37 0.21 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL PClWR 0. 22. 4 1 .  18. 14. 4. 87. 0. 129.RESIDUAL 129. 0 0 . 1 5  0.11 0.72 " 
u 2 8  DEHTPM ADV-Dl  ESEL HEAT 0. 116 .  2 1 4 .  92. 7 1 .  23. 0. - 1 0 0 .  214 .RESlDUAL 35. 0 0.35 0.33 0.43 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 1 3 .  38. 7. 1 4 .  4 .  100. 0. 138,RESIDUAL 138 .  0 0 . 0 8  0 . 1 0  0.67 




29 DESOA3 DIESEL-S0A POUR 0. 1 3 .  38. 7. 14. 4. 100. 0. 1 3 8 . D I S T I L L A  138 .  0 0.08 0.10 0.67 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. t 7 5 .  521. 92. 1 8 8 .  55. 0. -545 .  5 2 l . D l S T I L L A  -24. 0 0.25 0.36 0,le 
,DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 189 
CaGENERATlCIN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IgSE PEU ADV DESl GN EtlGR REPBRT 5.1 - 
ZXFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ECS** 
I INDUSTRY 28741 WW 4.00 PRCJCESS fll LLI (INS BTUlHR 92.0 PROCESS TEHPIF) 353. PRODUCT PHCJS-AC1 D+SU HOURS PER YEAR 7900. IT FUEL COAL POUER TO HEAT RATIU 0.148 WASTE FUEL EQV BTUXl O*r6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=IO==6= 0. 
I WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN COREN CCJGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POUER HEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TUTAL+ USED NO-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT BOILR USEG SITE USED UTILiT F A m i  
I 30 DESCJA2 D I ESEL-SBA PO!'R 0. 15. 38. 8. 14. 4. 98. 0. 136.DISTILU 136. 1 0.10 0.10 0.68 30 DESBA2 DIESEL-S6A HE&T 0. 162, 418. 92, 151. 44. 0. -429, 418,DISTILLA -11. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SUA POWR 0. 15. 38. 8. 14. 4. 98. 0. 136.RESIDUAL 136. 1 0.10 0.10 0.68 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA hEAT 0 .  162. 418. 92. 151. 44. 0. -429. 418.RESIDUAL -11. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
31 DESOAI DIESEL-SaA POWR 0. 23. 38. 15. 14. 4. 90. 0. 128.DISTlbLA 128. 1 0.15 0.11 0.72 1 
31 DESBA1 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 138. 229. 92. 83. 24. 0. -216. 229.DISTILU 13. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 il 
31 DESUAl DPESEL-SUA POWR 0. 23. 38. 15. 14. 4. 90. 0. 328.RESlDUAL 128. 1 0.15 0.11 0.72 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SO& HEAT 0. 138. 229. 92. 83. 24. 0. -216. 229.RESIDGAL 13. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 1 
32 GTSCJAD OT-HRSG-10 PBtlR 0. 21. 47. 22. 14. 4. 83. 0. 130.DISTILLA 130. 10 0.14 0.11 0.71 
32 GTSUAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 91. 199. 92. 58. 17, 0. -139. 199.DISTILU 60. 0 0.31 0.29 0.46 I 
33 OTRAO8 GT-85RE-438 PBHR 0. 20. 38. 13. 14. 4. 93. 0. 13l.DISTILU 131. 10 0.13 0.10 0.70 ! 
33 tTRAO8 GT-eSRE-08 HEAT 0. 139, 269. 92. 96. 28. 0. -258. 269.DISTILLA 12. 0 0.34 0.36 0.34 1 
34 GTRA12 GT-BSRE-12 PBWR 0. 20. 38. 13. 14. 4. 93. 0. 131.DISTILLA 131. 10 0.13 0.10 0.70- a 
34 GTRA12 GT-ERE-12 HEAT 0. 139. 262. 92. 94. 28. 0. -251. 262.DISTILLA 12. 0 0.35 0,36 0.35 
35 GTRA16 GT-85RE-16 PUWR 0. 20 . 39. 14. 14. 4. 91. 0 .  Y30.DISTILLA 130. 10 0.14 0.10 0.71 
35 GTRAl6 GT-G5RE-16 HEAT 0. 131. 251. 92. 88. 26. 0. -231, 251. DISTILLA 20. 0 0.34 0.35 0,37 
1 
o 36 GTR208 GT-SORE-08. POWR 0. LO. 43. 17. 14. 4. 88. 0. 131 .DISTILLA 131. 10 0.13 0.10 0.70 
36 GTRZO8 GT-SORE-08 HEAT 0. 108. 227. 92. 73. 21. 0. -184. 227.DISTILLA 43. 0 0.32 0.32 0.41 
5 
1 37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 POlJR 0. 20. 41. 16. 14. 4. 89. 0. 131 .DISTILLA 131. 10 0.13 0.10 0.70 
! 37 GTR212 GT-BORE-12 HEAT 0. 116. 236. 92. 78. 23. 0. -201, 236.DISTlLLA 35. 0 0.33 0.33 0.39 
GTRWOe GT-a5RE-08 39 POMR 0. 17. 39. 11. 14. 4. 95. 0. 134,DISTILLA 134. 10 0.11 0.10 0.69 
39 GTRWDS GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 140. 327. 92. 115. 34. 0. -316. 327,DISTILLA 11. 0 0.30 0.35 0,28 
40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 PUWR 0. 18. 37. 11. 14. 4. 96, 0. 133,DISTILLA 133. 10 0.12 ,O. 10 0.69 
* 40 GTI2tll2 GT-BSRE-12 HEAT 0. 152. 321. 92. 1r7. 34. 0. -322. 321.DISTlLU -1. 0 0.32 0.36 0.29 
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l&SE PEt3 ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECS** 
. 11 INDUSTRY 28741 MW d -00 PROCESS M I  LLIdNS BTU/HR 92.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 353. PRODUCT PHOS-ACI D+SU HOURS PER YEAR 7900. II 
POWER TB HEAT RATlU 0.148 II 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10**6= 0. 
i 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN CUGEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET = FA1 L FESR 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PR6CES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NETUSED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
1 0 ~ * 6  10**6 10**6 1 0 ~ * 6  10**6 10**6 10*=6 102x6 10*=6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR B T U / H ~  BTU/HR &TU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
II 41 QTRW16 GT-85RE-16 POUR 0. 18. 38. 12. 14. 4. 95. 0. i 3 3 . 0 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~  133. 10 0.12 0.10 0.69 41 QTRW16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 143. 303. 92. 108. 32. 0. -296. 303.DISTILLA 8. 0 0.32 0.36 0.30 I 
42 QTR308 GT-60RE-08 PBWR 0. 15. 44, 14. 14. 4. 91. 0. 13S.DISTlLLA 135. 10 0.10 0.10 0.68 
42 QTR308 QT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 99. 283. 92. . 88. 26. 0. -231. 283.DISTlLLA 51. 0 0.26 0.31 0.33 I I 
43 QTR312 GT-60RE-12 PBWR 0. 1 8. 40. 13. 14. 4. 93. 0. 133.DISTILLA 133. 10 0.12 0.10 0.69 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 127. 276. 92. 94. 28. 0. -252. 276:DISTILLA 24. 0 0.32 0.34 0.33 # 
i 
44 QTR316 GT-60RE-16 PBWR 0. 18. 40. 14. 14. 4. 92. 0. 133.DISTILLA 133. 10 0.12 0.10 0.69 
44 QTR316 QT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 125. 274. 92. 93. 27. 0. -248. 274. DISTILLA 26. 0 0.31 0.34 0.34. 
II 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PUWR 0. 14. 36. 6. 14. 4. 101. 0. 137.DISTILLA 137. 0 0.09 0.10 0.67 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 210. 541. 92. 206. 60. 0. -600. 541 .DISTILLA -59. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MB PBWR 0. 19. 33. 8. 14. 4. 99. 0. 132.DISTILLA 132. 10 0.12 0.10 0.70 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 222. 395. 92. 163. 48. 0. -466. 39$.DlSTILLA -71. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
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11 INDUSTRY 2 8 9 5 1  MY 4 . 0 0  PROCESS MlLL lCJNS B T U l H R  20.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 298. PRODUCT CARBON-BLACK HOURS PER YEAR 7900. I 
- 
PBHER TO HEAT R A T I O  0 . 6 8 2  
U T I L I T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU* lOx*6=  0. HOT WATER B T U x l O r r G =  0. 
I U S E  PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5 . 1  - - - 
*=FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND E C S t *  
I WASTE FUEL COGEN CUGEN CUGEN C6QEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR P E E R - H E A T  
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PROCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B U I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
1 0 1 x 6  1 0 * ~ 6  1 0 ~ * 6  1 0 ~ 2 6  1 0 r r 6  1 0 1 x 6  1 0 1 x 6  10==6  10r.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HF? BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - 
[ 6 S T l R t  S T I R L I N G - 1  POWR 0. 1 5 .  5 1 .  2 4 .  1 4 .  4 .  -4 .  0. 5 1  .RESIDUAL 5 1 .  0 0.23 0.27 0.39 
6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N Q - 1  HEAT 0. 1 6 .  4 3 .  20. 1 2 .  3. 0. 7. 4 3 .  RESIDUAL 50. 0 0.25 0.23 0 . 4 0  
6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N Q - 1  POUR 0. 1 5 .  5 1 .  2 4 .  1 4 .  4 .  -4 .  0 .  5 1 .  COAL 5 1 .  0 0.23 0.27 0.39 
6 S T I R L  S T I R L I  NQ-1 HEAT 0. 16. 4 3 .  20. 12. 3. 0. 7. 4 3 .  COAL 50. 0 0.25 0.23 0.40 
7 HEGTBS HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. 1 1 .  4 3 .  9. 1 4 .  4 .  13. 0. 55.COAL-AFB 55. 10 Q.16  0.25 0.36 
7 HEGTBS HELIUM-GT- HEA? 0. 2 4 .  9 4 .  20. 30, 9. 0. -51. 94.COAL-AFB 4 2 .  1 0  0.20 0.32 0 .21  
8 HEQTBO HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. 5 2. 53. 1 8 .  1 4 .  4 .  2. 0. 55,COAL-AFB 55. 1 0  0 . 1 7  0.25 0.37 
8 HEGT6O HELIUt l -GT-  HEAT 0. 13. 57. 20. 1 5 .  4 .  0. -4. 57.COAL-AFB 5 4 .  10 0.18 0.26 0.35 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. -11 .  73. 39, 1 4 .  4 .  -23. 0. 78.CdAL-AFB 78. 1 0  -0.17 0.18 0.26 
9 k E S T 0 0  HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 6. 4 0 .  20, 7. 2. 0. 21. 4 0 .  COAL-AFB 60. 1 0  0.09 0 . 1 2  0.33 I 
I 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO POUR 0. 2 1 .  4 5 .  21. 1 4 .  4 .  -2. 0. 4 5 .  C d A L  4 5 .  1 0  0.32 0.30 0.45 
1 0  FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 2 1 .  4 2 .  20. 13. 4. 0. 3. 4 2 .  COAL 4 5 .  1 0  0.32 0.29 0 . 4 5  
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST POWR 0. 2 4 .  3 4 .  1 3 .  1 4 .  4. 8. 0, 4 2 .  COAL 42. 1 0  0.36 0.32 0.47 , 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 36. 92. 20. 2 1 .  6. 0. -23. 52. COAL 30. 10 0 . 4 1  0 . 4 0  0.36 
13 OTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 POUR 0. 19. 4 7 .  21. 1 4 .  4 .  -1. 0. 4 7 .  RES I DUAL 4 7 .  10 0.29 0.29 0 . 4 2  
1 3  GTSCIAR GT-CIRSG-10 HEAT 0. 1 9 .  4 5 .  20. 1 3 .  4 .  0. 2. 45.RESIDUAL 47. 1 0  0.29 0.28 0.43 I 
?, 
- 
1 2  IGQTST INT-BAS-GT POWR 0. 1 9 .  4 5 .  19. 1 4 .  4 .  2. 0. 4 7 .  CCJAL 47. 10 0.29 0.29 0 . 4 3  
12 IGGTST I NT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 2 1 .  4 9 .  20. 15. 4. 0. -3. 49. COAL 4 6 .  1 0  0.30 0.30 0.41 
n 
1 1 4  GTACOB GT-HRSG-08 P6WR 0. 16. 5 1 .  26. 1 4 .  4 .  -7, 0. 51 .RESIDUAL 5 1 .  10 0 . 2 4  0.27 0.40 




1 7  QTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 POUR 0. 20. 4 3 .  1 8 .  1 4 .  4. 3. 0. 46.RESlDUAL 46 .  10 0.30 0.29 0.43 
1 7  GTWCl6 GT-HRSB-16 HEAT 0. 23. 50. 20. 16.  5. 0. -6. SO. RESI  DUAL 4 3 .  1 0  0.31 0.32 0 . 4 0  
1 5  QTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 P8\.1R 0 ,  2 1 .  4 5 .  2 1 .  1 4 .  4 .  -1.  0. 45.RESIDUAL 4 5 .  I 10 0.32 0.3T 0.45-- , 




1 6  G T A C l 6  GT-HRSG-16 POUR 0. 22. 4 2 .  1 9 .  1 4 .  4 .  2. 0. 4 4 .  RESI  DUAL 44 .  10 0 .34  0.31 0 . 4 6  
1 6  f f T A C l 6  GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 24. 4 5 .  20. 1 5 .  4. 0. -3. 45.RESIDUAL 42. 1 0  0.35 0.32 0 2 4 4  
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1 MW 4,00 PABCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 20.0 PROCESS TEMP(F) 298. PRODUCT CARBUN-BLACK HfYURS PER YEAR 7900. 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 61 . RES I DUAL 
8 .  317. 1538. 20. 586. 172. 0. -1789. 1538.REEIDUAL -251. 0 0.17 0.38 0.01 
SO. RES I DUAL 
43. RESIDUAL 43. 1 0.34 0.31 0.46 
51.RESIDUAL 34. 1 0.38 0.37 0.39 
52. DISTILLA 52. 0 0.21 0.26 Q.38 
100.DISTILLA 30. 0 0.27 0.36 0.20 
52.RESIDUAL 52. 0 0.21 0.26 0.38 
36. 100. 20. 36. 1 1 .  0. -70. 100.RESIDWAL 30. 0 0.27 0.36 0.20 
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leSE PEU ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
%*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSX* 
11 1 NDUSTRY 28951 MW 4.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 20. 0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 298. PRODUCT CARBON-BLACK HOURS PER YEAR 7900. I 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0,682 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BXli=tO*xG= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lO=*6= 0, I 
Il 30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SOA PUWR 0. 15. 38. 8. 14. 4. 14. 0. 52. DISTf LLA 52. 1 0.22 0.26 0.39 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 35. 91. 20. 33. 10. 0. -60. 91 .DISTILLA 31. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
I 
30 DESUA2 Dl ESEL-SOA PUWR - 0. 15. 38. 8. 14. 4. 14. 0, 52.RESIDUAL 52. 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT O. , 35. 91. 20. 33. 10. 0. -60. S1,RESIDUAL 31. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 I 
WASTE FUEL CdGEN COGEN COGEN CBQEN AUX UTl L l  T TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRQCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL T6TAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTI Ll T 
31 DESUAl DIESEL-SOA PUWR 0. 23. 38. 15. 14. 4. 6. 0. 43. DIST ILLA 43. 1 0.34 0.31 0.46 1 
31 DESBAl Dl ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 30. 50. 20. 1 8. 5. 0. -14. SO. DISTI LLA 36. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 # 
31 DESOA1 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 23. 38. 15. 14. 4, f;, 0. 43. RESI DUAL 13. 1 0.34 0.31 6-46 ' 
31 DESOA I D I ESEL-SnA HEAT 0. 30. 50. 20. 18. 5. 0. -14. 5O.RESIDUAL 36. 1 0.39 0.36 0---40 
32 BTSOAD BT-HRSO-10 PUWR 0. 19. 47. 22. 14. 4. -2. 0. 47.DISTlLLA 47. 10 0.29 0.29 0,43 
32 GTSOAD QT-HRSG-TO HEAT 0. 20. 43. 20. 12. 4. 0. 4. 43. DISTILLA 46. 10 0.30 0-27 0.43 ! 1 
33 QTRAO8 ST-05RE-08 POWR 0. 21. 38. 14, 14. 4. 7. 0. 45.DISTILLA 45. 10 0.31 0.30 0.24 
33 GTRAO8 GT-C5RE-08 HEAT 0. 30. 55.  20, 20. 6. 0. -19. S5.DISTILLA 36, 10 0.35 0.36 0,36 
34 QTRA12 GT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 21. 38. 14. 14. 4 . 7. 0. 45, DISTI LLA 45- 10 0.32 0.30-0.44 ? 
34 GTRAl2 GT-t35RE-12 HEAT 0. 30. 54. 20. 19. 6, 0. -18. 54,DISTILLA 36. 10 0.36 0.36 0.37 
36 QTR208 GT-GORE-08 POUR 0. 21. 43. 18. 14. 4. 3. 0 .  45.DISTILLA 45. 10 0.32 0.30 0.44 
36 OTR208 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 24. 48. 20. 15. 4. 0. -5 .  48. DISTILLA 43. 10 0.39 0.32 0.42 
? 
0 
1 37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 POUR 14, 4. 4. 0. 4S.DISTILLA 45. 10 0.31 0.30 0:44 
5 , ,m 37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT ,: 16. 5. 0. -9. 50,DESTILLA 41. 10 0.33 0.33 0.40 t 
s 38 QTR216 GT-60P.E-16 POUR 21 ,  40. 16. 14. 4. 4. 0. 45.DISTILLA 45, 10 0.32 0.30 0.45 *$ 
u 38 GTR216 GT-GORE-16 HEAT 26. 50.  20. 17. 5 .  0. -10. 50. DISTILLA 40. 10 0.34 0.34 0.40 
f I 
35 GTRA16 GT-8SRE-16 POUR 0. 21. 39. f 5. 14. 4. 6. 0. 4S.I)ISTiLLA 45. 10 0.32 0.30 0.44 
35 GTRAI 6 OT-OSRE-16 NEAT 0 .  28. 52. 20. 18. 5. 0. -14, 52, DISTILLA 38. 10 0.35 0.35 0.38 
39 GTRWOB GT-85RE-08 POWR 0. 17. 39. 12. 14. 4. 10. 0. 49.DlSTILU 49. 10 0.26 0.28 0.41 
36' GTRWOC GT-BSRE-08 hEAT 0. 30. 67. 20. 24. 7. 0. -3:. 67. DISTILLA 36. 10 0.31 0.35 0.30 
$ 40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 POUR I 0. 18. 37. 11. 14. 4. 10. 0. 48.DISTlLU 48. 10 0.28 0.29 Q.42 2 40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0, 33. 67. 20. 24. 7. 0. -33. 67.DISTl LLA 33. 10 0.33 0.36 0.30 I 
/ 
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COGENERATION TECtlNULISGY ALTERtIATIVES STUDY 
16SE PEU ADV DESIGN ENBR REPORT 5 . 1  
**FUEL ENERGY'~AVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** I I( INDUSTRY 28.151 IIV 4 . 0 0  PROCESS El1 LLI ONS B T U l H R  20.0 PROCESS TEMPIF)  2 9 8 .  PRODUCT CARBON-BLACK HOURS PER YEAR 7900. I 
POWER TU HEAT R A T I O  0.682 
WASTE FUEL EQV BTU* lO**6= 0. HOT WATER B T U = l O x x 6 =  
Ir 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN CUGEN CdQEN AUX U T I L I T  TUTAL S I T E  NET= FA1  L FESR W U E R  H-WY 1 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRUCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR fi 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT B O I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
II 4 1  QTRW16 GT-85RE-16 POUR 0. 1 9 .  38. 12. 1 4 .  4 .  9. 0. 4 8 .  D I S T I L L A  48. 10 0.28 0.29 0 . 4 2 .  4 1  QTRW16 GT-CSRE-16 HEAT 0. 3 1 .  6 4 .  20. 23. 7. 0. -28. 6 4 .  D I S T I L L A  35. 1 0  0.33 0.36 0.31 
- 
--- 4 2  GTR308 GT-GORE-08 POblR 0. 16 .  4 4 .  1 5 .  1 4 .  4. 6. 0. 5 O . D I S T l L L A  50. 10 0.25 0.27 0.40 
4 2  GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 2 2 .  58. 20. 18. 5. 0. -14. 58. D I S T I L L A  4 4 .  10 0.27 0.31 0 . 3 4  
4 3  GTR312 QT-60RE- 1 2  PUWR 0. 19. 4 0 .  1 4 .  1 4 .  4. 8. 0. 4 7 . D I S T I L L A  47. 1 0  0.26 0 . 2 9 - 0 . 4 2  
4 3  GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 28. 59. 20. 20. 6. 0. -20. 59. D I S T I L L A  39. 10  0.32 0 .34  0.34 
. 
4 4  GTR316 QT-60RE-16 PUWR 0. 1 9 .  40. 14 .  14.  4 .  7. 0. 4 8 . D I S T l L L A  48. 10 0.28 0.29 0.42 
4 4  GTR316 GT-60RE-16 NEAT 0. 27. 58. 20. 20. 6. 0. -19. 5 8 . D I S T I L L A  39. 10 0.32 0 . 3 4  0,34 
4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PBWR 0. 1 4 .  36. 6. 1 4 .  4. 16 .  0. 5 2 . D 3 S T l L L A  52. 0 0 . 2 1  0.26 0.38 
4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 4 6 .  118 .  20. 4 5 .  13.  0. -97. 118 .D lST !LLA 21. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-M6 PBWR 0. 19. 33. . 8. 1 4 .  4 .  1 4 .  0. 4 8 . D I S T I L L A  4 8 .  10 0.28 0.29 0.45 
4 6  FCllCDS FUEL-CL-IKY HEAT 0. 4 8 .  86. 20. 35. 10. 0. -68. 83. D I S T I L L A  18. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
II DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY COGENERATION TECHNOLGGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY PAGE 196 X 
11 1 NDUSTRY 291 1 1 PIW 14.00 PROCESS M i  LLlONS BTUlHR 375.0 PROCESS TEIIP( F I  470. PRODUCT SMALL-REF1 NE HOURS PER YEAR 8760. I 
i &SE PEO ADV DESIGN EbIGR REPORT 5.1 ---- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSS* 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN CUGEN CUGEN CUGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PflUER_ HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PUWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
I 
0 ONUCGN N B C 0 O 0 N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 441. 149. 441. CUAL-FQD 590. 0 0. 0.08 0.64 
1 STMl4l STM-TURB-1 PbWR 0. 93. 407. 299. 48. 14. 90. 0. 497.RESIDUAL 497. 0 0.16 0.10 0.75 
1 STM141 STM-TURR-1 HEAT 0. 1?7. 512. 375. 60. 18. 0. -38. S12.RESIDUAL 474. 0 0.19 0.12 O.f3 
-- - 
PO\dER TO HEAT RAT I 0  0.127 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BVU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lOx*6= 0. 
II 1 STM141 STM-TURD-1 POWR 0. 93. 407. 299. 48. 14. 90. 0. 497. COAL-FOD 497, C 0.16 0.10 0.75 1 STMl4l STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 117. 512. 375. 60. 18. 0. -38. 512.COAL-FOD 474. 0 0.19 0.12 0.73 
93. 407. 299. 48. 14. 90. 0. 497. COAL-AFB 497. 0 0.16 O>?O 0.75 
tP 
1 STM141 STM-TURG-1 POWR 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 117. 512. 375. 60. 18. 0. -38. 512.COAL-AFB 474. 0 0.19 0.12 0.73 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 PUWR 0. 7. 583. 448. 48. 14. -86. 0. 583. COAL-FOD 583. 0 0.01 0.08 0.64 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT C 0. 78. 488. 315. 40. 12. 0. 24. 488.CCAL-FGD 512. 0 0.13 0.08 0.73- 
I 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 PUWR 0. 7. 583. 448. 48. 14. -86. 0. 583. COAL-AFB 583. 0 0.01 0.08 0.64 
2 STM088 STM-TIJEB-0 HEAT 0. 78. 488. 375. 40. 12. 0. 24. 488. COAL-AFB 51 2. 0 0.13 0.06 0.73 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. 7. 583. 448. 48. 14. -86. 0. , 583. RESIDUAL 583. 0 0.01 0.08 0.64 , 
2 STN088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 78. 488. 375. 40. 12. 0. 24. 488.RESIDUAL 512. 0 0.13 0.08 0,73 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PU\.JR 0. 90. 256. 167. 48. 14. 244. 0. 500. COAL-PFB 500. 0 0.15 0.10 0 . 7 r  
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 203. 573. 375. 107. 31. 0. -185. 573.COAL-PFB 388. 0 0.26 0.19 0.65 
1 
q 5 TI HRSB THEW41 ON1 C PUVR 0. 52. 340. 206. 48. 14. 199. 0. 539. RES I DUAL 539. 0 0.09 0.09 0.70 1 
$ 5 TI HRSQ THERMl CTPI I C HEAT 0. 94. 619. 375. 87. 26. 0. -123. 619.RESIDUAL 496. 0 0.13 0.14 0.61 u 
4 TlSTMT TI -STMTB-1 PUWR 0. 91. 201. 122. 48. 14. 298. 0. 499. RES I DUAL 499. 0 0.15 0.10 0.75 




0. 52. 340. 206. 48, 14. 199. 0. 539. COAL 539. 0 0.09 0.09 0.70 ,! 
0. 94. 619. 375. 87. 26. 0. -123. 619,CUAL 496. O.lJ 0.14 0.61 i 
h TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 PUWR 0. 91. 201. 122. 48. 14. 298. 0. 499. COAL 499. 0 0.15 0.10 0.75 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. 281. 619, 375. 147. 43. 0. -310. 619.CbAL 309. 0 0.31 0.24 
z 
W 
6 STlRL STIRLIMG-1 POWR 0. 63. 213. 107. 48. 14. 315. 0. 5 2 8 . 0 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~  528. 0 0.11 6.0)9-0,71 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 219. 744. 375. 167. 49. 0. -373. 744.DISTILLA 371. 0 0.23 0.22 0.50 
i ' 
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CUGENERATIBN TECHNULOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PEB ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
-- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
iNDUSTRY 29111 MW 14.00 PRBCESS MILLIBEIS BTU/HR 375.0 PR0CESS TEMPCFI 470. PRCiDUCT SMALL-REFINE HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.127 
UTl L 1 TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV E%TU*lOX*6= 0. HOT WATER BfU=lO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CUGEN CUGEN CUGEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR PCJWER HEAT- 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USED UT! L I  T 
lOn*6 1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 10wr6 IOXXB 10xx6 10**6 10**6 1 0 ~ ~ 6  
( 6 STIRL STIRLING-I POWR 0. 63. 213. 107. 48. 14. 315. 0. 528. RESI DUAL 528, 0 0.11 0.09 0.71 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 219. 744. 375. 167. 49. 0. -373. 744.REStDUAL 371. 0 0.23 0.22 0.50 
. 6  STIRL STIRLINQ-1 POWR 0. 63. 213. 107. 48. 14. 315. 0. 528. COAL 528. 0 0.11 0.09 0.71 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 219. 744. 375. 167. 49. 0. -373. 744.COAL 371. 0 0.23 0.221 0.50 
8 HEOT6O HELIUM-GT- PBWR 0. 3. 184. 32. 48. 14. 403. 0. 588. COAL-AFE3 588. 10 0.00 0.08 0.64 
0. 32. 2144. 375. 555. 163. 
9 HEdTOO HELIUM-GT- PBWR 0. 27. 271. 127. 48. 14. 292. 0. 564. COAL-AFB 564. 10 0.05 0.08 0.67 
9 HEQTOO I-IELI UM-GT- HEAT 0. 79. 804. 375. 141. 41. 0. -293. 804,CUAL-AFB 511. 10 O.C9 0.19 0.47 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MB POWR 0. 79. 157. 74. 48. 14. 354. 0. 511.CUAL 511. 10 0.13 0.09 0.73 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 401. 797. 375. 242. 71. 0. -608. 797. COAL 1.89. 10 0.34 0.30 0.47 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST Pfi\.JR 0. 82. 129. 53. 48. 14. 379. 0. 508.COAL 508. 10 6-14 0.09 0.74__1 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 582. 915. 375. 338. 99. 0. -907. 915.COAL 8. 10 0.39 0.37 0.41 1 
12 IGQTST INT-GAS-GT PdWR 0. 64. 177. 78. 48. 14. 350. 0. 527. CUAL 527. 10 0.11 0.39 0.71 fi 
12 IGGTST I PIT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 308. 852. 375. 230. 67. 0. -570. 852. COAL 282. 10 0.27 0.27-0:44 
13 GTSbAR GT-HRSG-10 PBWR 0. 60. 165. 64. 46. 14. 366. 0. 530,RESIDUAL 530. O 0.10 0.09 0.71 
13 GTSUAR GT-HIZSG-10 I-IEAT 0. 351. 963. 375. 279. 82. 0. -723, 963.RESIDUAL 240. 0 0.27 0.29 0.39 
n 
1 14 GTACQ8 GT-HRSG-08 POWR 0. 80. 177. 91. 48. 14. 334, 0. 511.RESIDUAL 511. 0 0.14 0-09 0.73 
wf 14 GTACO8 GT-IIRSG-08 HEAT 0. 328. 727. 375.. 196. 59. 0. -484. 727.RESIDUAL 263. 0 0.31 0.27 0.52 
: 
15 GTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 POVR 0. 78. 157. 73. 48. 14. 35s. 0. S12.RESIDUAL 512. 0 0.13 0.09 0.73 
u 15 GTAC12 BT-HRSG-12 HEAT 0. 403. 810. 375. 247. 72. 0. -523. 81O.RESIDUAL 187. 0 0.33 0.31 0.46 
f 
16 GTAC16 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. 75. 148. 62. 48. 14. 368. 0. 516.RESIDUAL 516. 0 0.13 0.09 0.73 
0. 450. 888. 375. 287. 84. 0. -747. 888. RESIDUAL 14:. 0 0.34 0.32 -0.42 
17 GTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 PBWR 0. 70. 152. 61. 48. 14. 369. 0. 520,RESIDUAL 520. 10 0.12 0.09 3.72 
17 GTWCIG GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 427. 925. 375. 291. 85. 0. -761. 925. RESIDUAL 164. 0 0,32 0.32 0.41 
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COGEHERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I6SE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS**  
INDUSTRY 29111 MW 14.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 375.0 PRBCESS TEMPCF) 470. PRODUCT SHALL-REFINE HOURS PER YEAR 8760, 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.127 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQL BTUrlO**6= 0, HOT WATER BTU.lO*r6= 0. 
II 18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 POUR 0. 68. 130. 42. 48. 14. 392. 0. 522. RES I DUAL 522. 10 0.12 0.09 0.72 18 CCf 626 GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 612. 1168. 375. 428. 126. 0. -1190. 1368,RESIDUAL -21. 0 0.34 0.37 0.32 
I WASTE FUEL CUQEN COGEN COGEN COQEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAlL FESR POWER HEJT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRCICES PRUCES MW PROCES FUFL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USE0 SITE USED UTILIT 
). 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 PBWR 0. 78. 142. 60. 48. 14. 371. 0. 513.RESIDUAL 513, 0 0.13 0.09 0.73 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 489. 893. 375. 301. 88. 0. -791. 893.RESIDUAL 102. 0 0.35 0.34-0.42 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 POUR 0. 72. - 132. 47. 48. 14. 386. 0. 519.RESIDUAL 519. 10 0.12 0.09 0.72 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 577. 1066. 375. 385. 113. 0 .  -1053. 1066.RESIDUAL 14. 0 0.35 0.36 0.35 l -  I 
22 STIG15 STIQ-15-16 POWR 0. 26. 125. 2. 46. 14. 439. 0. 565. RES I DUAL 565, 11 0.04 0.08 0.66 
22 STlG15 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 5940. 28846. 375. 10990. 3221. 0.-34196. 28846.RESIDUAL -5350. 1 0.17 0.38 0.01 1 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 POWR 0. 72. 132. 47. 48. 14. 386. 0. 518.RESIDUAL 518. 0 0.12 0.09 0.72 1 
20 CC1222 GTST- 12/22 MEAT 0. 578. 1057. 375. 382. 112. 0. -1044. 1057.RESIDUAL 12. 0 0.35 0.36 0.33 X 
23 STIGlO STlG-10-16 POUR 0. 37. 133. 18. 48. 14. 420. 0. 553.RESIDUAL 553. 11 0.06 0.09 6.68 
23 STlGlO STIG-10-16 HEAT 0. 787. 2830. 375. 1016. 298. 9.  -3027. 2830. RESIDUAL -197. 1 0.22 0.36 0.23 
24 STIGIS STIG-IS-I6 POUR 0. 42. 143. 30. 48. 14. 406. 0. 548. RESI DUAL 548. 1 1  0.07 0.09-0.68 
24 STlGlS STIG-IS-16 HEAT 0. 526. 1779. 375. 596. 175. 0. -1714. 1779.RESlDUAL 65, 1 0.23 0.34 0.21 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PUWR 0. 45. 129. 21. 48. 14. 417. 0. 546. RES 1 DUAL 546. 1 0.08 0.09 0-69 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 812. 2329. 375. 864. 253. 0. -2551 . 2329. RES 1 DUAL -222. 1 0.26 0.37 0.16 
I 26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV POWR 0. 59. 129. 33. 48. 14. 403. 0. 53l.RESIDUAL 531. 1 0.10 0.09 0.71 26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 676. 1476. 315. 548. 161. 0. -1562. 1476.RESIDUAL -86. 1 0.31 0.37 0.25 
27 DEADVl DIESEL-AD% P6WR 0. 80. 129. 50. 48. 14. 382. 0, S1l.RESIDUAL 511. 1 0.14 0.09 0173 
27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 594. 959. 375. 356. 104. 0. -963. 959. RESIDUAL -4. 1 0.38 0.37 0.39 I 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL POWR 73. 48. 14. 355. 0. 525. RESI DUAL 525- 0 0.11 0.09 0.71 ak 
:if i 375. 246. 28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 72. 0. -618- 872.RESlDUAL 254. 0 0.28 0.28 0.43 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-S0A POWR 17. 48. 14. 421. 0. 554.DlSTILU 554. 1 0.06 0.09 0.68 
29 DESBA3 D l  ESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 820. 2953. 375. 1066. 312. 0. -3182. 2953.DISTILLA -229. 1 0.22 0.36 0.13 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 37. 132. 17. 48. 1 4 .  421. 0 .  554, RESIDUAL 554. 1 0.06 0.09 0.68 
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MATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 200 5 CdGENERATtON TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I IBSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5 .1  .-- **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECS** 11 I NDUSTW 291 1 1 MW 14.00 PROCESS MI L L I  UNS BTU/HR 375.0 PROCESS TEMP( F)  470. PRODUCT SMALL-REF1 NE HOURS PER YEAR 07i0.  
POWER TO HEAT RATlB 0.127 
UTILITY FUEL CBAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0 HfYT WATER BTU.IO*.G= 0. 
- WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN CCIGEN COGEN AUX U t i L I T  TBTAL SITE NET= FAIL  FESR POWER -HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRQCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NETUSED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED U71LIT 
%0**6 10**6 t 0 * *6  10**i3 10**6 10+*6 l 0 * * 6  10**6 10=*6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HC' BTU/HR - 
- 
4 2  GTR308 GT-SORE-08 PBVR 0.  47. 154. 44. 48. 14. 389. 0. 544.01 ST1 LLA 544. 10 0.06 0.09 0.69 
4 2  GTR308 GT-6GRE-08 HEAT 0. 400. 1316. 375. 408. 120. 0. -1125. 1316.DISTILLA 190. 0 0.23 0.31 0,29 
DT-GORE-12 POW? 0 .  - 62. 140. 44. 48. 14. 389. 0. 529.OlSTILLA 529. 10 0.10 0.09 0.71 1 
GT-SORE-I2 HEAT 0. 522. 118Q. 375. 405. 118. 0 -1 1 2 .  1180.01STILLA 68. 0 0.31 0 -34  0.32 
44 G7R316 GT-60RE-16 PBWR 0. 62. 141. 45. 48. 14. 388. 0. 529.DISTILbA 329. 10  0 - 1 0  0.09 0.71 ; 1 44 GTR316 BT-SORE-16 HEAT 0. 511. 1069. 375. 396. 116. 0. -1089. 1169.DISTILLA 80. 0 0.30 0 - 3 4  0.32 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POWR 0. 49. 126. 21. 48. 14. 416. 0, 542.DISTICLA 342. 0 0,Oe 0.09 0.69 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 855. 2206. 375. 838. 246. 0. -2470. 2206. D I ST1 L U  -264. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
46  FGMCDS FUEL-CL-tl6 PBWR 0. 65. 116. 27. 48. 14. 409. 0. 525.DIST1LLA 525. 0 0.11 0.09 0.71 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MCI HEAT 0. 904. 1609. 375. 663. 194. 0. -1923, 1609.01ST ILLA -313. 0 0.36  0.41 0.23 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 201 
CBGEtIERATI ON TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATI VES STUDY 
l&SE PEU P.DV DESIGN ENGR ' REPORT 5.1 --- - 
=%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS- 
1 1 MDUSTRY 291 12 MU 52-00 PROCESS MlLLi8NS BTU/HR 1333.0 PRBCESS TEMPCF) 470, PRODUCT MEDIUM-REFIN HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
I PBUER TB HEAT RATIO 0 133 UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV ~ T U ~ I O = X ~ =  0. HOT WATER BTU* IO=~~=  O. 
FAIL FESR PWER HEAT 
FACTR FACTR 
0 ONOCGN N U C U Q 0 N 0. 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 1568. 5 5 : .  1568,CQAL-FQD 2123. 0 0. 0.08 0.63 
1 STMl4l STM-TURB-1 PUWR 0. 346. 1559. 1148. 171. 52. 21e. C. 1777.RES!OUAL 1777. 0 0.16 0.10 0.75 
1 STt1191 STH-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 401. 1811. 1333. 206. 60. 0. -89. 181 1 .RESIDUAL 1721. 0 0.18 0.11 0.74 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-I POUR 0. 346. 1559. 1148. 177. 52, 219, 0, 1777. CUAL-FOD 1777. 0 0.16 0.10 0.75 
1 STW141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 401. 1811.  1333. 206. 60. 0. -89. 181 1 .COAL-FGD 1721. 0 0.18 0.11 0.74 
-- 
0. 346. 1559. 1148. 177. 52. 218. 0. 1777. C6AL-AFB 1777. 0 0.16 0.10 0.75 
1 STM141 STPI-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 401. 1811. 1333. 206. 60. 0. -89. 18fl.CBAL-AFB 1721. 0 0.18 0.11 0.74 
1 
STR-TURO-8 PnVR 0. -141. 2264. 1747. :77. 52. -487. 0. 2264. RES I DUAL 2264. 0 -0.07 0.08 0.59 4 
STfq-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 264. 1728. 1333. 135. 40. 0. 131. 1728.RESIDUAL 3859. 0 0.12 0.07 0.72 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. -141. 2264. 1747. 177. 52, -487, 0. 2264. CSAL-FOD 2264. 0 -0.07 0.08 0.59 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 264. 1728. 1333. 135. 40. 0. 131. 172S.CPIAL-FQD 1859. 0 0.12 0.07 0.72 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-e POUR 0. -141. 2264. 1747. 177. 52. -487. 0, 2264. COAL-AFB 2264. 0 -0.07 0.09 0.59 1 2 STIl088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 264, 1728. 1333. 135. 40. 0. 131. 1728.COAL-AFB F859. 0 0-12 0.07 0.72 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STIlTB- POUR 0. 335. 965. 634. 177. 52. 822. 0 .  1788. CUAL-PFB 1788. 0 6-16 0.10 0.75 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 704. 2030. 1333. 373. 109. 0. -61 1. 2030. COAL-PFB 1418. 0 G.26 0.38 0.66 1 
4 T l  STMT TI -STMTB- 1 P0WR 0. 339. 757. 461. 177. 52, 1026, 0. 1783.RESIDUAL 1783. 0 0.16 0.10 0.75 
4 TISTI.fT TI -STMTB-! HEAT 0. 982. 2190. 7333. 513. 150. 0. -1049, 2190,RESIDUAL 1141. 0 0.31 0.23 0.61 1 
4 TESTMT TI -STIITB-1 I'OVR 0. 339. 757. 461. 177. 52. 1026. 0. 1783.MAL 1 783. 0 0.16 0.10 0.75 
4 TISTMT TI -STIITB-I HEAT 0. 982. 2190. 1333. 513. 150. 0. -1049, 2190.CUAL 1141. 0 0.31 0.23 0.61 I 8 5 TIHRSG TIIER14f aNI C PBLIR 0. 193, 1261. 764. 177. 52. 669, 0. 193O.RESIDUAL 1930. 0 0.09 0.09 0.69 
5 TI HRSG TkIEfZi 11 (5141 C HEAT 0. 336. 220Q. 1333. 309. 91. 0. -413. 2200. RESIDUAL ?787. 0 0.13 0.14 0.67 
>! 
n' 
5 T I  HRSG THEW11 ON1 C PUHR 0, 193. 1261. 764. 177. 52. 669. 0. 193O.SOAL 1930. 0 0.09 0 . 0 r  0.69 
5 T l HRSG TNERMI CSN l C HEAT 0.. 336. 2200. 1333. 309. 91. 0. -413. 2200,CUAL 1787. 0 0.13 0.14 C.61 
6 ST1 RL ST1 RLI NG-1 POVR 0. 233. 790. 398. 177. 52. 1100. 0. 189O.DISTILU 1890. 0 0.11 0.09 0.71 






- .  
-- 
-e 
I DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY COGENERATIUN TECHPldLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY PAGE 202 
IBSE PE6 ADV DESIGN ENGR It.----- REPeiRT 5.1 - **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECS** 1 INDUSTRY 291 12 MW 52.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 1333.0 PRUCESS TEMPlF) 470. PRODUCT MEDIUM-REFIN HOURS PER YEAR 8760. ! 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CBGEN CBGEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR PUWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRUCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PUWER ELECT BdlLR USED SITE USED UTlLIT 
I 
6STlRL STIRLING-1 POUR ' 0. 233. 790. 398. 177. 52. 1100. 0. 1 890, RESI DUAL 1890. 0 0.11 0.09 0.71 11 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 780. 2644. 1333. 594. 174. 0. -1 302. 2644. RESIDUAL 1343. 0 0.23 0.22 0.50 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO 0.133 
UT l L l TY FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*ldr*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lO**6= 0. 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POUR 0. 233. 790. 398. 177. 52. 1100. 0. 1890, COAL 1890. 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0 .  780. 2644. 1333. 594. 174. 0. -1302. 2644.CdAL 1343. 0 0.23 0.22 0.5Q 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-QT- POWR 0. 10. 685. 120. 177. 52. 1427. 0. 21 12. COAL-AFB 21 12. 0 0.00 0.08 0.63 1 




II 9 HEQTOO HELIUM-QT- POWR 0. 100. 1008. 470. 177. 52. 1615. 0. 2023. COAL-AFE 2023. 0 0.05 0.09 0.66 9 HEOTOO HELI UM-GT- HEAT 0. 283. 2857. 1333. 503. 147. 0. -1017. 2857.COAL-AFB 1840. 0 0.09 0.18 0.47 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- P6WR 0. -36. 553. -32. 177. 52. 1606. 0. 2159.CdAL-AFB 2159. 1 -0.02 0.08 0,62 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- HEAT-22797. 1497.-22797. 1333. -7318. -2145. 0. 23422. -22797. COAL-AF3 626. 11 x r x r x  r r*rx  2=13 II 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-M0 PBWR 0. 294. 584. 275. 177. 52. 1245. 0. 1829.COAL 1829. 10 0.74 0 .100 .73  1 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 1427. 2832. 1333. 861. 252. 0. -2136. 2832,CBAL 696. 0 0.34 0.30 0.47 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST PBWR 0. 305. 483. 199. 177. 52 .  1334. 0. 1817.COAL 1817. 10 0.14 0.10 0.73 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 2048. 3238. 1333. 1189. 349. 0. -3162. 323B.CbAL 75. 0 0.39 0.37 0.41 
1 12 IGQTST INT-GAS-QT PBWR 0. 237. 662. 293. 177. 52. 1224. 0. 1886.COAL 1886. 10 0.11 0.09 0.71 1  IQQTST I NT-GAS-QT HEAT 0. 1078. 3015. 1333. 808. 237. 0, -1970. 3015.CUAL 1045. 0 0.26 0.27 ~ 3 4  
13 BTSUAR QT-HRSO-10 PUWR 0. 223. 612. 238. 177. 52. 1288. 0. 1900.RESIDUAL 1900. 0 0.11 0.09 0.70 
13 QTSOAR GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 1247. 3422. 1333. 992. 291. . 0 ,  -2547. 3422.RESIDUAL 875. 0 0.27 0.29 0.39 
0 
* 1 
16 QTAC16 GT-IlRSQ-16 POWR 0. 278. 549. 232. 177. 52. 1295. 0. 1845.RESIDUAL 1843. 0 0.13 0.10 0.72 
0. 1598. 3158. 1333. 1020. 299. 0 .  -2633. 3158.RESlDUAL 525 0 0.34 0.32 0.42 
52. 1169. 0. 1827.RESIDUAL 1827. 0 0.14 0.10 0.73 14 GTAC08 GT-CIRSG-08 POUR 0. 296. 657. 339. 177. i 






17 QTWC16 QT-HRSG-16 PUWR 0. 260. 563. 228. 177. 52. 1300. 0. 18B3.RESIDUAL 1863. 0 0.12 0.10 0.72 1 
17 GTWCl6 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 1517. 3287. 1333. 1036. 304. 0. -2682. 3287. RES I DUAL 606. 0 0.32 0.32 0.41 1 
15 QTACl2 GT-HRSQ-12 POMR 0. 290. 582. 269. 177. 52. 1251. 0. 1833.RESIDUAL 1833. 0 0.14 0.10 3.73 
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GENERAL ELECTRI C COMPANY 
CUGENERATIBN TECCINBLCJGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
PAGE 204 
IBSE PES ADV DESIGN ENGR I t - -  REPORT 5.1 - t*FUEL EIIERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ECS** 
1 NDUSTRY 291 12 MU 52.00 PRUCESS MILLIUNS BTU/HR 1333.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 470. PRUDUCT MEDIUM-REFIN HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
- - 
P6WER TB HEAT RATIO 0.133 
UTI LiTY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU* 10*26= 0. HOT WATER BTU.1 Oz*6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CdGEN CBGEN COGEN AUX UTIQIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR PBER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PR6CES PEBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-MET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BUILR USED SITE USED UTl L I  T 
1 0 * ~ 6  10**6 102x6 10**6 lf?*=6 1 0 ~ x 6  101x6 30=6 10=.6 
BIU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTtJ/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR --- 
il 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 190. 491. 108. 177. 52. 1441. 0. 1933.DISTJLLA 1933. 1 0.09 0.09 0.69 30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0, 2345. 6059. 1333. 2187. 641. 0. -6281. 6059.DISTILLA -222. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
0, 190. 491. 108. 177. 52. 1441. 0. 1933.RESIDUAL 1933. 1 0.09 0.09 K 6 9  
30 DESUA2 D I ESEL-SCJA HEAT 0. 2345. 6059. 1333. 2187. 641. 0. -6281 . 6059. RESIDUAL -222. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
31 DESBAT P I  ESEL-S6A PBWR 0. 295. 491. 197. 177. 52. 1336. 0. 1828.DISTILLA 1828. 1 C.14 0.10 0.73 . 
31 DESdAl D l  ESEL-SUA HEAT 0, 1994. 3324. 1333. 1200. 352. 0. -3196. 3324.DlSTlLLA 129. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
31 DESBAl DIESEL-SOA PC-,? 0. 295. 491. 197. 177. 52. 1336. 0. 1828.RESIDUAL 1828. 1 0.14 0.10 0.73 
31 OESOAl DlESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 1994. 3324. 1333, 1200. 352. 0, -3196. 3324.RESIDURL 123. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 , i 
32 OTSUAD GT-HRSG-10 PUWR 0. 271. 608. 276,. 177. 52. 1244. 0 .  !SSl .DISTILLA 1851. 0 0.13 0.10 0.72 
32 GTSDAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 1311. 2937. 1333. 858. 251. 0. -2!26. 2937.DISTiLLA 811. 0 0.31 0.29 0.45 I 
33 GTRA08 GT-BSRE-08 PBMR 0. 224. 497. 142. 177. 52. 1402. 0. 1899,DJSTILLA 1899. 0 0.11 0.09 0.70 
33 GTRAO8 GT-B5RE-08 HEAT 0. 2109. 4677. 1333. 1670. 489. 0. -4663. 4677. DISTILLA 14. 0 0.31 0.36 0.29 
34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 PBWR 0. 236. 496. 150. 177. 52. 1391. 0. 1887.DISTlLLA 1887. 0 0.11 0.09 0.71 
34 GTRA12 GT-05RE-12 HEAT 0. 2090. 4391. 1333. 1572. 4S1. 0. -4358. 4391 .DISTILLA 33. 0 0.32 0.36 0.30 
35 GTRA16 GT-85RE-16 POUR 0. 241. 508. 166. 177. 52. 1373. 0. 1882,DISTILLA 1882. 0 0.11 0.09 0.71 
35 GTRAl6 GT-85RE-iG HEAT 0. 1939. 4091. 1333. 1428. 418. 0. -3907. 4091 .DISTILLA 184. 0 0.32 0.35 0.33 
M. 
'I 36 OTRZOB GT-60RE-00 PBVR 0. 245. 554. 208. 177. 52. 1323. 0. lB78.DISTILLA 1878. 0 0.12 0.09 0.71 
06 GTR2OB BT-SORE-08 HEAT 0, 1568, 3552. 1333. 1137. 333. 0. -2998. 3552.DISTILLA 554. 0 0.31 0.32 0.38 
- 
IL 
37 QTR212 GT-GORE-12 PBWR 0. 245. 538. 194. 177. 52. 1340. 0. 1878.DISTILLA 1878. 0 0.12 8.09 0.71 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 1684. 3698. 1333. 1220. 358. 0. -3259. 3698,DISTlLLA 439. 0 0.31 0.33 0.36 
m 
38 GTR216 GT-GORE-16 POUR 0. 249. 526. la8. 177. 52. 1347. 0. - 1873.DISTlLLA 1873. 0 0.12 0.09 0.71 
u 38 GTR216 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 1766, 3731. 1333. 1257. 369, 0. -3375. 3731.DISTILLA 356. 0 0.32 0.34 0.36 
z 
40 GTRW12 GT-S5RE-12 PUWR I 0. 212. 487. 123. 177. 52. 1423. 0. 191i.DlSTILLA 1911. 0 0.10 0.09 0.70 2 40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 2293. 5273. 1333. 1920. 563. 0. -5444. 5273.DISTILLA -171. 0 0.30 0-36 0.25 
DATE 0 6 / 0 6 / 7 9  GEtiERAL ELECTRl  C CLllflPANY 
CGGEi9ERAT I ON TECHI4al-OGY ALTERf4P.T I V E S  STUDY 
PAGE 205 
1BSE PEB ADV DFSIGN ENGR REPdRT 5.1 -- -. 
*xFUEL ENERGY SP.VED EY PRUCESS AND ECS*x 
I INDUSTRY 2 9 1  1 2  11W 52.00 PROCESS 141 LLI(IIIB BTUIHR 1333.0 PROCESS TEMPCFI 4 7 0 .  PRI1I)UCT .ED1 UII-REF1 N HOURS PER YEAR 87GO. 
- - -- 
PGLIER T B  HEAT RAT I U 0 . 1 3 3  
U T l  L l  TY FUEL CURL WASTE FUEL EQV B T U * l O * t 6 =  0. HOT WATER BTU= lOx*6=  0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN CUGEM COGEN CBGEN AUX U T I L I  T T€fTAL S f  T E  NET= F A 1  L FESR PSJUER HEAT- 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRuCES PRGCES MW PR~JCES F U E L  FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET 1JSED HEAT POClER ELECT E U l L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I  LI  T 
i O x x 8  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * ~ 6  10**6 lOxYf5 1 0 * ~ 6  1 0 ~ x 6  l O r r 6  1 0 x 2 6  
BTb/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HE ETU/WR BTU/HR BTUJHR BTU/HR P I 4 1  GTRHIG GT-G5f:E-16 ?UWR 0.- 2 1 9 ,  497 .  1 3 7 ,  177 .  52. 1 4 0 7 .  0, 1 9 0 4 , D I S T l L L A  1 9 0 4 .  0 0.10 0.09 0.70 4 1  GTRWIG GT-%5RE-16 HEAT 0. 2!27.  4 8 3 3 .  1333. 1725. 506. 0. -4838 ,  4 8 3 3 . D I S T I L L A  -4. 0 0 . 3 1  0 0.28 
' 4 2  GTRSOB GT-GORE-08 POkIR 0, 174.  572. 1 6 3 .  1 7 7  52. 1 3 7 6 .  0. 1 9 4 9 . D 1 S T I L L A  1 9 4 9 .  
0. -3976, 4 6 7 6 . D I S T I L L A  7 0 1 .  1 4 2  GTR30t? GT-GO1.E-08 HEAT 0. 1 4 2 2 .  4 6 7 6 ,  1333. 1450 ,  4 2 5 .  0 G.23 C.31 0.29 
1 4 4  GTR316 GT-GOEE-1 6 PClGlR 0 ,  229. 523. 168 .  177. 52, 1 3 7 1 .  0. 1 8 9 4 , D I S T I L L A  1894. 0 0 . 1 1  0.09 0.70 
4 4  GT17.316 G 7 - f  01!E- 1 6  HEAT C. 1 3 1 5 .  4 1 5 7 .  1333 .  1 4 0 9 .  4 1 3 .  0. -3849. 4 1 5 7 . D I S T I L L A  308. 0 0 . 3 0 - 0 . 3 4  0.32- 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POMR 0 .  l e l .  467 .  79. 1 7 7 .  52. 1475 ,  0. 1 9 4 2 . D I S T I L L A  1942 .  0 0,09 0.09 0.69 
4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0, 3 0 3 8 .  7 6 4 1 .  Y333. 2980. 873 ,  0. - 8 7 5 7 .  7 8 4 1 . ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~  -916. 0 0.28 0.30 0 . 1 7  
4 6  FCNCDS FUEL-CL-JIB P6WR 0 .  242 .  4 3 1 .  100. 177. 52. 1 4 5 0 .  0. 1 8 8 1 , D I S T I L L A  1881, 0 0.11 0.09 0 .71  
4 6  FGl4CGS FUEL--CL-I30 l iEAT 0. 3 2 1 3 .  5721. 1 3 3 3 .  2357. 6 9 1 .  0. - 6 8 1 1 .  5 7 2 1 . D I S T I L L A  -1090 .  0 0.36 0.47 5.23 

PAGE 207 
0. 4358.RESIDUAL 4358. 0 0.11 0.10 0.70 
0. -2892. 6035.RESlDUAL 3143. 0 0.23 0.22 0.50 
0.22 0.50 
0. SO1O.COAL-AFB 5010. 1 -0.02 0.e 0.61 
0. 53530. -52024. COAL-AFB 1 506. 1 1  -9.87 x**zr 2.02 
0.05 0.09 0.63 
0.09 0.18 0.47 
35. 430. 126. 2761. . 0. 4346,CdAL 4346, 0 0.12 0.10 0.70 
0. -4539. 6936.CdAL 2397. 0 0.27 0.27 0.44 
0. 4382,RESIQUAL 4382. 0 0.11 0.10 0.69 
0 0.27 0.29 0.39 
0. 702. 14?0. 653. 430. 126. 281 1. 
0. 3271. 6570. 3012. 2004. 587. 0. -491 8. 6570. RESI DUAL 1651 . 
0. 630. 1365. 553. 430. 126. 2928. 0. 4293. RES 1 D 
0.. 3462. 7502. 3042. 2363. 693. 0. -6042. 7502.RESIDU 0 0.32 0.32 0.41 
I DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL El-ECTR I C COMPANY CBGENERATICIN TECHNdLdGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IBSE PEB ADV nESlGFl EPlGR REPf3RT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
.- -. 
POWER Tb HEAT RATIO 0,141 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HBT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CBGEN CB3EN CCIQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWERHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MU PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL VITAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USE0 NCI-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOlLR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
II 18 ZC1626 GTST-15/26 POWR 0. 614. 1169. 374. 430. 126. 3139. 0. 4308. RESI DUAL 4308. 0 0.12 0.10 0.71 18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 4995. 9508. 3042. 3496. 1025. 0. -9581. 9508. RESIDUAL -73. 0 0.34 0.37 0.32 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 PBWR 0. 645. 1189. 417. 430. 126. 3089. 0. 4277. RESI DUAL 4277. 0 0.13 0.10 0.71 
19 CC1622 GTST- 16/22 HEAT 0. 4710. 8677. 3042. 3139. 920. 0. -8465. 8677. RESIDUAL 21 2. 0 0.35 0.36 0.35 
H 20 CC1222 OTST-12/22 POWR 0. 651. 1186. 419. 430. 126. 3085. 0. 4271.RESIDUAL 4271. 0 0.13 0.10 0.71 20 CC1222 GTST-t2/22 HEAT 0. 4724. 8599. 3042. 3118. 914. 0. -8401 . 8599. RESIDUAL 198. 0 0.35 0.36 0.35 i 
21 CCO822 GTST-08/22 PGWR 0. 699. 1271. 532. 430. 126. 2953. 0. 4224. RESIDUAL 4224. 0 0.14 0.10 0.72 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 HEAT 0. 3996. 7267. 3042. 2459. 721. 0. -6340. 7267,RESIDUAL 926. 0 0.35 0.34 0.42 
il 22 ST1G15 STIG-15-16 POWR 0. 232. 1128. 15. 430. 126. 3562. 0. 4690. RES I DUAL 4690. 1 0.05 0.09 0.65 22 STIGl5 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 48105.234000. 3042. 89154. 26130. O.***x***234000.RESIDUAL -43263. 1 0.17 0.38 0.01 
23 STlGlO STIG-10-16 POMR 0. 333. 1197. 159. 430. 126. 3392. 0. 4589,RESIDUAL 4589. 1 0.07 0.09 0.66 
23 STIG10 STIG-10-16 HEAT 0. 6384. 22958. 3042. 8244. 2416. 0. -24420. 22958. RESIDUAL -1462. 1 0.22 0.36 0.13 
24 STlGlS STIG-IS-16 PO\IR 0. 379. 1283. 270. 430. 126. 3261. 0. 4543. RESIDUAL 4543. 1 O,08 0.09 0.67 
24 STlGlS STIG-IS-16 HEAT 0. 4264. 14431. 3042, 4837. 1418. 0. -1 3773. 14431. RESIDUAL 658. 1 0.23 0-34 0.21 
25 DEADV3 DI'ESEL-ADV POUR 0. 404. :159. 187. 430. 126. 3359. 0. 4518.RESIDUAL 4518. 1 0.08 0.10 0.67 
25 DFfiOV3 DIESEI--ADV HEAT 0. 6590. 18896. 3042. 7010. 2055. 0.-20564. 18896,RESlDUAL -1668. 1 0.26 0.37 0.16 
D 
26 DEADV2 Dl ESEL-ADV POGlR 0. 531. 1159. 294. 430. 126. 3233. 0. 439l.RESIDUAL 4391. 1 0.11 0.10 0.69 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 5488. 11976. 3042. 4443. 1302. 0.-12542. 11976.RESIDUAL -563. 1 0.31 0.37 0.25 
1 27 DEADV1 D l  ESEL-ADV POWR 0. 718. 1159. 453. 430. 126. 3046. 0. 4205,RESIDUAL 42CS. 1 0.15 0.10 0.72 
?I 27 DEADVI D I ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 4819. 7780. 3042. 2886. 846. 0. -7677. 7780.RESIDUAt 104. 1 0.30 0.37 0 . 3 9 1  
in 
28 DEHTPM ADV-DIESEL POWR 0. 589. 1527. 657. 430. 126. 2806. 0. 4334.RESlDUAL 4334. 0 0.12 0.70 0.70 
o 28 DEIITPr.1 ADV-Dl ESEI- HEAT 0. 2727. 7075. 3042. 1992. 584. C. -4880. 7075. RESIDUAL 2195. 0 0.28 0.28 0.43 
5 
0. 331. 1191. 151. 430. 126. 3401. 0. 4592.DISTiLU 4592. 1 0.07 0.09 0166 
0. 6648. 23955. 3042. 8648. 2534. 0. -23680. 23955. Dl ST1 LLA -1 726, 1 0-22 0.36 0.13 
29 DESBA3 DIESEL-StJA PUWR 0. 331. 1191. 151. 430. 126. 3401. 0. 4592. RES I DUAL 4592. 1 0.07 0.39 0.66 
29 DESUA3 DlESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 6648. 23955. 3042. 8648. 2534. 0. -25680. 23955. RES1 DUAL - 1726. 1 0.22 0.36 0.13 
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---.. 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS PND ECSnn 
1 INDUSTRY 291 13 MW 126.00 PRUCESS M I  LLI OMS BTU/HR 3042.0 PRUCESS TEtlPCF) 470. PRODUCT LARGE-REF1 NE HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
PBMER TO HEAT RATIO 0.141 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COBEN CUGEN CQGEN COGEN AUK UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SA!/ED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT' POWER ELECT BOI LR USED S1 TE USED UTILIT 
10**6 1 0 ~ x 6  10rx6 1 0 ~ * 6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 ~ - 6  10+*6 10**6 10=*6 
DTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 1 
E 
30 DESbA2 DIESEL-SUA POWR 0. 461. 1191. 262 430. 126. 3271. 0. 4461 . DISTI LLA 4461 . 1 0.09 0.10 0.66 
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 5350. 13827. 3042. 4992. 1463. 0.-14255. 13827.DISTlLLA -428. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
36 DESUA2 DIESEL-SOA PUWR 0. 461. 1191. 262. 430. 126. 3271. 0. 4461 . RESI DUAL 4461. 1 0.09 0.10 0.68 
30 DESdA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 5350. 13827. 3042. 4992. 1463. 0.-14255. 13827.RESIDUAL -428. 1 0.20 0.36 0.22 
31 DESOAI DI ESEL-SUA PUWR 0. 714. 1191. 478. 430. 126. 3017. 0. 4208. RESI DUAL 4208. 1 0.15 0.10 0.72 
31 DESUAl Dl ESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 4551. 7586. 3042. 2739. 803. 0. -7215. 7586.RESIDUAL 372. 1 0.37 0.96 0.40 
1 
1 '  
32 GTSUAD GT-HRSG-10 POWR 0. 657. 1472. 668. 430. 126. 2793. 0. 4265.DISTILLA 4265. 0 0.13 0.10 0.71 
32 GTSBAD GT-I-If 'G- 10 HEAT 0. 2992. 6703. 3042. 1957. 574. 0. -4773. 6703.DISTILLA 1930. 0 0.31 0.29 0.45 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 714. 1131. 478. 430. 156. 3017. 0. 4208.DISTILLA 4208. 1 0.15 0.10 0.72 
31 DESOAl D l  ESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 4551. 7506. 3042. 2739. 803. 0. -721 5. 7586.01 ST1 LLA 372. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
11 33 QTRAO8 Gr-&S?E-O8 POUR 0 .  543. 1204. 343. 430. 126. 3175. 0. 4379.DISTLLLA 4379. 0 0.11 0.10 0.69 
33 GTRAO8 GT-EZRE-08 HEAT 0. 4813. 10673. 3042. 3810. 1117. 0.-10564. 10673.DlSTILLA 109. 0 0.31 0.36 0,29 
] 
I 
34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 PUWR 0. 571. 1291. 365. 450. 126. 3150. 0. 4351.DISTlLLA 4351, 0 0.12 0.10 0.70 
34 GTRA12 GT-8SRE-12 HEAT 0. 4769. 10021. 3042. 3587. 1051. 0. -9867. 10021,DISTlLLA 154. 0 0.32 0.36 0.30 
( 
? 
39 GTRbIO8 GT-B5RE-08 PUWR $1 39 GTRVOB GT-05RE-08 HEAT 0. 464. 1225. 284. 430. 126. 3233. 0. 445B.DISTllLA 4458. 0 0.09 0.10 0.68 0. 4808. 12687. 3042. 4453. 1305. 0. -12572. 12687. DISTILLA 114. 0 0.27 0.350.24 
35 QTRAl6 GT-85RE-IS POI,IR 0. 584. 1232. 401. 430. 126. 3107. 0. 433B.DISTILLA 4338. 0 0.12 0.10 0.70 1 





40 QTRW12 GT-05RE-12 PeWR I 0. 514. 1181. 299. 430. 126. 3228. 0. 4409.DISf ILLA 4409. 0 0.10 0.10 0.69 ; 40 GTRW12 GT-65RE-12 HEAT 0. 5234. 12034. 3042. 4381. 1284. 0. -12346. 12034.DISTILLA -311. 0 0.30 0.36 0.25 
d 36 GTR208 OT-60RE-08 F'UbIR 0. 593. 1343. 504. 430. 126. 2986. 0. 4329.DISTlLLA 4329. 0 0.12 0.10 0.70 " 4 - 36 GTR208 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 3579. 6106. 3042. 2594. 760. 0. -6763. 8106.DISTILU 1343. 0 0.31 0.32 0.38 
37 GTR212 GT-60RE-12 PB\JR 0. 593. 1303. 470. 430, 126. 3026. 0. 4329,DISTlLLA 4329. 0 0.12 O . i o f  0.76 
37 GTR212 GT-GORE-12 HEAT 0. 3843. 6440. 3042. 2785. 816. 0, -7380. 8440.DISTILLA 1080. 0 0.31 0.33 0.36 
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REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** I 11 INDUSTRY 291 13 MW 126.00 PRaCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 3042.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 470. PRODUCT LARGE-REFINE HOURS PER YEAR 8760. I 
PBWER TO HEAT RAT1 0 0.141 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lOn*G= 0, I 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN COGEN COQEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PBWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PR6CES PRUCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBlLR USED SITE USED UTILIT . 
10**6 10rx6 10*.6 10**6 1 0 ~ x 6  10-6 10**6 1 0 ~ ~ 6  10*=6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUiHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR. 
II 41 QTRWl6 OT-eSRE-iG PBWR 0. 530. 1204. 332. 430. 126. 3188. 0. 4392,DISTlLLA 4392. 0 0.11 0.10 0.69 41 GTRW16 GT-85RE-3& HEAT 0. 4854. 11030. 3042. 3938. 1154. 0. -10962. 11030.61STILLA 68. 0 0.31 0.36 0.28 
42 GTR308 QT-GORE-08 PBWR 0. 422. 1387. 395. 430. 126. 31 14. 0. 4501. DJSTI LLA 4501. 0 0.09 0.10 0.66 
42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT 0. 3245, 10671. 3042. 3308. 970. 0. -8994. 10671,DISTILLA 1677. 0 0.23 0.31 0.29 
43 QTR312 GT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 556. 1257. 400. 430. 126. 3109. 0. 4366.DISTILL.A 4366. 0 0.11 0.10 0.70 
43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 4237. 9571. 3042. 3273. 959. 0. -8805. 9571.DISTILLA 685. 0 0.31 0.34 0.32 
44 QTR318 GT-GORE-16 POMR 0. 554. 1268. 407. 430. 126. 3100. 0. 4369,DISTILLA 4369. 0 0.11 0.10 0.70 
44 QTR316 GT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 4142. 9486. 3042. 3216. 942. 0. -8705. 9486.DISTILLA 780. 0 0.30 0.34 0232 1 
II 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POUR 0. 438. 1131. 192. 430. 126. 3353. 0. 4484.DISTlLLA 4484. 0 0.09 0,lO 0.66 L 45 FCPADS FUEL-CI--PH HEAT 0. 6934. 17894. 3042. 6800. 1993. 0.-19906. 17S94.DISTlLLA -2012. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-M0 PBWR 0.. 586. 1043. 243. 430. 126, 3293. 0. 4336.DISTILLA 4336. 0 0.12 0.10 0.90 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MB HEAT 0. 7332. 13056. 3042. 5379. 1576. 0. -15466. 13056,DISTILLA -2410. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
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**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSTRY 321 11 MI4 5.60 PROCESS MI I -L IONS B T U l H R  0. PROCESS TEt IPCFI  0. PRODUCT FLAT-QLASS H U R S  PER YEAR 7500. 
PBWER TO HEAT R A T I O  ***r* 
UT I LI TY' FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV &TU*10%*6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10%=6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CefGEN =-EN--C6GEN COQEN AUK U T l  L I T  Tl3TAL S I T E  NET= F A 1  L FESR F E R  HEAT 
, FUEL SAVED= FUEL PR6CES PRUCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR F A t T R  
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B O I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l  L l  T 
10*r6 1 0 * * 6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 x * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  10**6 




0. 0. 60. 0 . D I S T l L L A  60. 0 0. 0.W 0- 1 0 ONOCGN N 0 C d Q t?J N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURD-1 POWR 0. 3. 57. 30. 19. 6. -35.. 0. 57,RESIDUAL 57. 11 0 .04  0.33 0. 
1 S T M l 4 1  STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0. RESI  DUAL 60. 111 0. 0. 0. --- 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PaWR 0. 3. 57. 30. 19. 6. -35. 0. 57. COAL-FQD 57. 11 0 . 0 4  0.33 0. 
1 S T M l 4 l  STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0.C6AL-FGD 60. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 3. 57. 30. 19 .  6. -35. 0. 57,COAL-AFB 57. 11 0 . 0 4  0133 0; 
1 S T M l 4 1  STM-TURD-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0,COAL-AFB 60. 111 0. 0, 0. 
2 STMOBB STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0 .  -3. 63. 3 4 .  19. 6. -41. 0. 63. RES I DUAL 63. 1 -0.06 0.30-- 0, 
2 STMOBB STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 60. ' 0,RESlDUAL 60. 0. 0. 1 1 1  0. 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. -3. 63. 3 4 .  19. 6. -41 .  0. 63,COAL-FQD 63. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 
2 STMnOO STC.1-TIIRD-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0.COAL-FQD 60, 111 0. 0. 0. 
H 2 ST11068 STM-TURB-0 PUWR 0. -3. 63. 3 4 .  19. 6. -41.  0. 63. COAL-AFB 63. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 2 STI.1086 STI.1-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60, 0.COAL-AFB 60. Ill 0. 0. 0. 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STHTB- POWR 0. 1 0 .  50. 24. 1 9 .  6. -28. 0. SO. COAL-PFB 50. 1 1  0.17 0.38 0.  
3 PFDSTII PFD-STMTB- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0. W A L - P F B  60. lli 0. 0. 0. 
1 4 T I  STMT T I  -STflTB- 1 PBWR 0. 14 .  46. 20. 19. 6. -23. 0. 46. RESIDUAL 46 .  1 0.23 0 0. i 
g[ 4 TISTPIT T I  -STMTB-1 kIEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0. RES I DUAL 60. 111 0. 0. 0. II 
m 
4 T ISTMT T I  -STMTB-1 POUR 0. 14. 4 6 .  20. I S .  6. -23. 0. 46.CQAL 46. 11 0.23 0.41 0. 
h 4 T ISTMT T I  -S?MTR-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0. COAL 60.. 111 0, 0. 0. 
I 
5 T I  HRSQ THERIlIPIFII C PBWR 0. -76. 136. 96. 1 9 .  6. -113. 0. 136 ,RESlDUAL -136. 1 - 1 . 2 7  0.14 0,  
5 TIHRSG TI-IEWlIOPIIC HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. O.RES1DUAL 60. 111 0. 0. 0. 
> 
m 
u 3 TIHRSG THERt-IION:C PUWR 0. -76. 136. 96. 19 .  6. -113. 0, 136.COAL 136. 1 -1.27 0.14 0. 
1 5 T I  HRSG TI.iEI'(M 1 UP11 C HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 60. 0. COAL 60. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
i 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  POUR 0. -2. 62. 26. 19. 6. -30. 0. 6 2 . D I S T I L L A  62. 1 -0.04 0.31 0. 
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**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
1 1 NDUSTRY 3 2 1  1 1 MW 5.60 PROCESS M I  LL 1 ONS BTU/HR 0. PROCESS TEMP (F) 0. PRODUCT FLAT-OLASS HOURS PER YEAR 7500. 
- 
PBWER TO HEAT RATLO ***** 
U T l  L I T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV B T U * l  O**6= 0. W T  WATER BTU*10**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CBGEN COGEN COGEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR POWER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTW 
USED NU-NETUSER HEAT POWER ELECT B O I L R  USER S I T E  USED U T l L l T  
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  POGR 0. -2. 62. 26. 19. 6. -30. 0. 62. RES I DUAL 62. 1 -0.04 0.31 0. 
6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. O.RE3IDUAL -60. 0. 0. 1 1 1  0. 
6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N Q - 1  POUR 0. -2. 62. 26. 19.  6. -30. 0. 62. COAL 62. 1 -0.04 0.31 0. 
6 S T l R L  S T 1  RI-I NO-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 00. 0. CCIAL 60. 0. 0. 111 0. 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- POWR 0. 0 . 60. 27. 19. 6. -31. 0. 60. COAL-AFB 60. 1 1  0.00 0.32 0, 
7 HEGTeS HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0. COAL-AFB 60. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. r 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- POWR 0. -1A. 74. 32. 19. 6. -37. 0. 7 4 .  COAL-AFB 74. 1 1  -0 .24  0.26 0. 
8 HEGT6O H E L I  1111-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0. CdAL-AFB 60. 111 0. 0. 0. k 
9 HEQTOO HELIUM-GT- POUR 0. - 4 9 .  1 0 9 .  66. 19. 6. '77. 0. 109.COAL-AFB 109. 11 -0.82 0 - 1 8  0. 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O-  , 00. 0. CORL-AFB 60. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. I 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO PBWR 0. -3. 63. 30. 19. 6. -35. 0. 63. COAL 63. 11 -0.05 0.30 0. 
1 0  FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0. COAL 60, 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST PdWR 0. 2 1 .  39. 1 1 .  19. 6. -13. 0. 39. COAL 39. 11 0.35 0.49 0. 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 00. 0. COAL 60. 111 0. 0. 0, I I 
13 QTSOAR QT-HRSG-10 POUR 0. -6. 66. 33. 19.  6. =%8. 0. 66. R E S I  DUAL 66. 1 1  -0.10 0.29 0. 
1 3  QTSOAR OT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. t30. 0 - R E S I D U A L  60. 1 1 1  0. 0, 0. 
j 
, 
1 2 I GGTST I NT-0P.S-GT PaldR 0. 1 2 .  4 8 .  15. 19. 6. -17.  0. 4 8 .  COAL 48. 11 0.26 0.40 0. 
1 2  IGGTST 1NT.-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 60 + Ill 0. 0. 0. 0. COAL 
1 5  QTAC12 QT-I-IRSG-12 POWR 0. -3. 63. 32- 19.  6. -38. 0, 63.RESIDUAL 63. 11 -0.05 0.31 0. 
15 BTAC12 GT-HRSG-12 HEAT 0. G. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 00. O.RES1DUAL 60. 111 -0. 0. 0. 
. 
16 QTAC: 6 GT-1-IRSG-16 POUR 0. 1 .  59. 30. I S .  6. -35. 0. 59. RES I OUAL 59. 11 0.01 0.32 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 00. 0.RESIDUAL 60. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. - 
--- 
1 4  BTACOB GT-I-IRSG-08 PBWR 0. -11.  7 1 .  3 4 .  19, 6. -40.  0. 71.RESlDUAL 71. 11 -0.19 0.27 0. 
1 4  QTAC08 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0.RESIDUAL 60. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
b 
1 7  GTMCl6  GT-t lRSG-16 POWR 0. -1 .  61. 24. 19. 6. -28. 0. 6 1 .  RES1 OUAL 61. 11 -0.02 0.32 0. j 
1 7  GTWC16 GT-MRSG-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 00. 0. RES I DUAL 60, 111 0. 0. 0. 
., - -4 
La.-- -* . - L-, -I- ".-lil_ ----".---"--I - - -. ..-*--A- C - T X I - * Y _ Y I ~ ~ ~  _--^  ^ _ I _-. _ L I I ---- Ail 
- 
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REPURT 5 . 1  - - 
YxFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSSX 
! NDUSTRY 3 2 1  1 1 M'l 5.60 PROCESS M l LLl ONS BTU/HR 0. PROCESS TEMP C F) 0. PRODUCT FLAT-OLASS HOURS PER YEAR 7500. 
- -- 
PBWER TB HEAT R A T I O  * x X * r  
U T l  L l T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV RTU* lOx*6=  0. Hb'h WATER BTUa lO*=6=  0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN CBGEN COBEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A 1  L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROt;ES PRUCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL T6TAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT B O I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l L I T  
1 0 ~ x 6  l O + x B  1 0 * x 6  1 0 * r 6  1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 1 0 * * 6  bonk6 10.86 
BTU/l-fR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/I iR BTU/HR BTII /HR BTU/HR a 1; H 18 CC1626 GTST-16 /26  PBWR 0 .  1 8 .  4 1 .  9. 19. 6. -11. 0. 41,RESIDUAL 4 1 .  11 0.31 0 . 4 6  0. 1 8  CC1626  GTST-16 /26  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0. RES I DUAL 60. 111 0. 0. 0. I 
1 9  CC1622  GTST-16 /22  PdWR 0. 18. 4 1 .  10 .  1 9 .  6. -12. 0. 41.RESIDUAL 4 1 .  11 0 . 3 1  0.46 0 .  
19 C C l 6 2 2  G T S T - 1 6 / 2 2  HEAT I-- 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0. RES I DUAL 60, 711 0. 0. 0. 
20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  POblR 0. 1 9 .  4 1 .  10 .  19. 6. -12. 0. 41 .RESIDUAL 4 1 .  1 0.31 0.47 0. 
20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0, 0 .  0. 0. 60. 0 -RESIDUAL 60. 1 1 1  0. 0. 
22 S T I G l S  S T I Q - 1 5 - 1 6  PUWR 0. i 0 .  50. 1. 19, 6. -1 . 0. 5O.RESIDUAL SO. 1 1  0 . 1 6  0.38 0. 
22 S T I G l 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 0. G .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 60. 0. RES I DUAL 60. 111 0. 0. 0, 
23 S T I G I O  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  PU\lR 0. 7. 53. 7, 19. - 6. -8. 0. 53.RESIDUAL 53. 3 1  0.11 0.36 0. 
23 S T I G 1 0  S T I O - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT I- --- 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 60. 0. RES I DUAL 60. 111 0. 0. 0. 
2 4  S T l G l S  S T I G - I S - 1 6  POUR 0. 3. 57. 12.  19.  6. - 1 4 .  0. 57.RESIDUAL 57. 11 0.05 0 . 3 4  g: 
f 2 4  S T l G l S  S T l G - 1 S - 1 6  I lEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0,RESIDUAL 60. Ill 0. 0. 
25 DEADV3 D I  ESEL-ADV PUblR 0. 8. 52. 19,  19. 6. -22. 0. G2.RESIDUAL 52. 1 0.14 0.37 0. I 
25 DEAD113 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 60. 0 - R E S I D U A L  60. 1 1 1  0. 0. O-  - * ,  
0 
8. 52. 1 3 .  19.  6. -15. 0. 52. RES I DUAL 52. 1 0 . 1 4  0.37 0. 1 d 26 DEADV2 DIE:;EL-ADV POUR 0. 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 60. 50. I t 1  0. 0. 0. RES I DUAL 0. 
ii ' 
1 27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV POUR 0. 8. 52. 20. 19. 6. -24. 0. 52,RESIDUAL 52. 1 0.14 0.37-0, 
3 27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0,RESIDUAL 60. Ill 0. 0, 0. 
El 
2 2 8  DEHTPFI ADV-DIESEL PdWR 0. 12. 48. 24.  19. 6. -29. 0. 4 8 .  RESIDUAL 48, t 0.20 0 . 4 K - 0 .  
u 28 DEHTPII ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. O.RES1DUAL 60. 111 0. 0. 0. 
z 51 29 DESOAO DILSEL-SOA POWR 0. 7 .  53. 17. 19. 6. -201. 0. 5 3 . D I S T I L U  53. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
Z 29 DESUA3 il I E.SEI--SUA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0 . D l S T I L L A  60. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
a 
29 DESbA3 DIESEL-SOA PdMR 0. 7. 53. 17. 1 9 .  6. -28. 0. 53.RESIDUAL 53. I 0 . 1 1  0.36 0. 
29 DESOA3 DJESFL-SOA HEA.T 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0, RESIDUAL 60. 1 1 1  0, 0, 0 .  
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C-UGENERATIBN TECHNBLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I a s E  PEU ADV DESIGN ENGZ t-- REPSIRT 5 . 1  1 **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** I 11 l NDUSTPY 321 1 1 MU 5 . 6 0  PRIICESS N I LLI BNS BTUIHR 0. PROCESS TEMPC F2 0. PRUDUCT FLAT-GLASS HeURS PER YEAR 7500. I 
PUWER TO HEAT RATIO ***** 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0, HOT WATER BTU*10xr6= 0. 
I I Y WASTE FUEL CaGEN COGEN CBGEN CBGEN AUK U T l t I  T TUTAL Sf TE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MU PRUCES FUEL FUZL FUEL TUTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NETUSED HEAT PGWER ELECT BBlLR USED SITE USED U T l L l T  
10**6 10**6 1C**6 10**6 10**6 18**6 10=*6 10**6 10**Q 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/MR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 'BTU/HR BTU/HR 
3 8  DESOA2 DIESEL-SBA PUWR 0. 7. 53. 12. 19. 6 .  -14. 0. 33.DISTlLLA 53. 1 0.11 0.36 0 .  
3 0  DESUA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 80.  60. 111 0. 0. 0. 0 .D ISTI iLA  
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SUA PUWR 0. 7. 53.  12. 19. 6. -14. 0. 53.RESIDUAL 53. 1 0.11 0.36 0 .  
3 0  DESBA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 80. 60. 111 0. 0. G. 0.RESIDUAL 
3 1  EESOAI D l  ESEL-SUA POUR 0. 7. 53. 21. 19. .6. -25. 0. 53.DISTILLA 53. 1 0.11 0.36 0, 'I 
31 DESUAI DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 80. 0. D ISTI  LLA 60. 111 0. 0. 0. u 
31 DESOAI D l  ESEL-SUA PUWR 0. 7. 53. 21. 19. 6. -25. 0. 53. RESI DUAL 53. 1 0.11 0.36 6. 1 31 DESUAl DIESEL-SBA HEAT 1 0. 0. 0. 0.  0. i) . 0. 80. 0. RES I DUAL -.- 6G. 111 0. 0. On - 
3 2  QTSBAD GT-HRSG-10 PBWR 0. -6. 65. 35. 19. 6. -41. 0. 65.DISTILLA 65. 11 -0.10 Ge29 0 .  N 
3 2  GTSBAD GT-I-IRSG-10 HEAT 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 80. O.D!STILLA 60. 0. 0. II 131 0. 
3 3  OTRA08 GT-G5RE-08 PUWR 0, 6. 54.  22. 19. 6. -25. 0. 54. D ~ T  I LLA 54. 11  0.10 0.36 0, 
3 3  GTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. SO. 0.DISTILLA 60. 111 0. 0. 0. 
34 GTRA12 GT-BSRE-12 POWR 0. 6. 53. 22. 19. 6. -26. 0. 53. DISTILLA 53. 11 0.11 0.36 -0. 
34 GTRA12 GT-65RE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0. 80. 0.DISTILLA ' SO. 111 0. 0. 0. 1 
35  GTRAl6 GT-65RE-16 PBWR 0. 5 .  55. 23. 19. 6. -27. 0. 55 .D IST l lLA  55.  11  0.08 0.35 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 0. DISTILLA 60. 111 0. 0. 0. 
I! 3 6  GTRT08 GT-60RE-08 PUWR 0 .  0. 60.  28. 19. 6. -33. 0, 6O.DYSTILLA 60. 11 0. 0.32 0. 4 3 6  OTRPOB BT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0.  0. 0. 0. 60. 0.DISTILLA 68. 111 0. 0. 0. 
GT-GORE-12 PUWR 0. 2 .  58.  26. 10. 6 .  -30. Q. 58.DISPILLA 58. 11  0.03 0.33 0. 
GT-GORE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0 .  0 .  3 .  0. 80. 0.DISTILLA 60. Ill 0. 0. 0. 
- 
- 
3 9  GTRWOB GT-65RE-08 FBWR 0 .  5. 54. 18. 19. 6 .  -21. 0. 54.  DISTI  LLA 54. 31 0 .09 0.35 0. $ 39 GTRW08 GT-BSRE-08 HEAT 0 .  0. 0.  0. 0 .  0. 0. 80. 0 .DISTlLLA 60. 0. 0. 1 111 0. 
a 
4 0  GTRV12 GT-05RE-12 PBWR 0. 7 .  52. 17. 19. 6 . ‘  -21. 0. 52.DISTlPLA 52. 11 0 .12 0.36 0. 





3 8  GTR216 GT-60GE-16 PBWR 0. 3. 57. 25. 18. 6 .  -30. 0. 57.DISTlLLA 57. 11 0 . 0 5  0.34 0. 
3 8  GTR216 GT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 80. 0.DISTILLA 60. 111 0. 0 - 0. 
I 
. 
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l &SE PEB AD\/ DFSIGZI ENGR REPORT 5 . 1  
1 
=*FUEL ENERGY SAVED Bc; PROCESS AtiD E C S t r  I 
I NDUSTRY 321 1 1 MW 5 . 6 0  PROCESS M! LLI BNS BTU/HR 0 .  PROCESS TEMP( Fl 3. PRBDUCT FLAT-GLASS HOURS PER YEAR 7500. 
?CII.IER TO HEAT R A T I O  *=*** 
3 T l  L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV B T U x l O r * 6 =  0. HOT WATER B T U r l O = * 6 =  0. 
I! WASTEJ=,EL CX~GEN CGGEN CUGEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL S I T E  NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 1 FUEL SAVEII= FUEL . PRUCES PROCES MU PROCES FUEL FIJEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
I 4 1  O T R H l 6  GT-B5RE-16 POWR 0. 6. 5 4 .  1 9 .  1 9 .  6. -22. 0. 5 4 .  D I S T I L L A  5 4  . 1 1  0 . 1 C  0.36 0. I 0. D I S T I L L A  4 1  GTRW16 GT-CfRE-16  %EAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60. 60. 111 0. 3. 0. 
4 2  GTR308 GT-GORE-00 EWR 0. -2. 62. 28 .  19. 6, -33. 0. 6 2 , D I S T I L L A  62. 1 1  -0.03 m-0. 
4 2  GTR30e GT-GORE-08 HEAT It 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0 60. 0 , D I S T l i h A  60, 111 0. 0. 0. 
4 3  GTR312  GT-60RE-12 PDWR 0. 4. 56. 2 1 .  19. 6. -25. 0. 5 6 . D I S T l L L A  56. 1 1  0.06 0 . 3 4  0. 
4 3  GTR312 OT-9012E- 1 2  I-IEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6 0 .  0. D I S T I L L A  60. 1 1 1  0. o-- 0. 
4 4  G T R P l 6  GT-BORE-16 PBWR 0. 3. 56. 22 .  1 9 .  6. -25. 0. 5 6 . D I S T I L U  56. 1 1  0.06 0 . 3 4  0. 
4 4  GTR316 GT-6DEE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60 .  0 , D I S T I L L A  60. 1 1 1  0 ,  O ? - -  - 0 .  
4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PBWR 0. 9. 50. 9. 19 .  6. -10 .  0. S O . D I S T I L L A  50. 1 0.16 0.38 0. 
4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT !0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 60, O . D I S T I L L A  60. 1 1 1  0, 0. 0. I 4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU P051R 0. 13. 45. 1 1 .  19. 6. -13. 0. 4 6 , D I S T I L L A  46. 1 0.22 0 . 4 1 -  0. 
i 4 6  FCPICDS FUEL-CL-M6 HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0 ,  0. 0. 0. 80. 0 . D I S T I L L A  60. 1 1 1  0. 0, 0, 
'TE 06/06/79 3'"'. i L  ELECTRI C COMPANY PAGE 21 6 
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REPERT 5.1. 
-- -".- 
*xFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND EGSxz T 
1 1 NDUSTW 3221 1 MW 5.10 PRBCESS MI L L I  BflS BTUlHR 0. 2RGCESS TMP(F)  0, PRGDlJCT GLASS-CCJNTAI HOURS PER YEAR 7580. 
-.----"- 
POWER 7% HEAT RATIU * e r r *  
UTI LITY FUEL CC4L WASTE FUEL EOV BTU=lO=z6= 0. HUT WATER BTU=lOr=G= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COGEN_ CBGEN AUX UTI L I T  TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL  FESR PCIUERHEAT 
FUEL SA4JED= FUEL PRBZES PROCES MW PRUCES FUEL FK FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NETUSED HEAT POUER ELECT BUiLR USED S lTE USED UTl LI T 
10xz6 10-6 10%*6 10==6 1 0 4 x 6  ?0+*6 10+*6 10216 1 0x16 
BTU/HR PTU/HR BTUI mi: ?,TU/HR BTU/HR BTV/HR CTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - - +  
0 ONUCGN N CJ C U O U N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 54. 0-DISTILLA 54. 0 0 ,  0.32 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PCIUR 0. 2, 52. 27. 17. 5. -32, 0 .  52. RES 1 DUAL 52. 11 0.04 0.33 0. 
1 STMI41 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. O- - 0. 0. 54. 0. RESIDUAL 54. 131 0. 0. -+ 0. 
T STM141 STM-TURB-I PdWR 0. 2. 52. 27. 17. 5, -32. 0 .  52, CUAL-FCiD 52. 11 0.04 . 0.33 0. 
1 STH141 STII-TURE-1 HEAT 0 . 0. 0 ,  0, 0. 0, 0. 54. 0. CUAL-FOD 54. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 STMI41 ST!+-TiJRB-1 POUR 0. 2. 52. 27. 17. 5. -32. 0. 52. CBAL-AFB 52. 11 0.06 0.33 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 YEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0, 54, 0. COAL-AFB 54. 711 0. 0. 0. 
2 STMOBO STM-TUPS-8 PUWR 0. -3. 57. 31, 17. 5. -37, 0. 57. RES I DUAL 57. 1 -0.06 0.30 0, _ 
2 STMOBB STI1-TUB- 8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 54, 0. RES I DUAL 54. 0. 0. Ill 0. 3 , i
2 SC+QS6 STM-TURB-8 PUWR 0. -3. 57. 31. 17. 5, -37. 0. 57. CUAL-FGD 57. 1 -0,OQ 0.30 
2,Si".?C6 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 54, O.COAL-FGD 54. Ill 0, 0. 
2 STMC8B STII-TURB-8 PUWR 0. -3. 57, 31 .  $7.  5. -37. 0, 57. CUAL-AFB 57. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 
2 STMOEB STt1-TURE-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 54. 0 .  CGAL-AFB 54. I 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
3 PFPSTM PFB-STMTB- P6WR 0. 9, 45. 21. 17. 5 ,  -25. 0. 45. CUAb-PEB 45. 11 0.17 0.38 0. 
3 PFOSTM FFB-STJeTB- HEAT 0. 0. 0 , 0, 0. 0, 0. 54, 0. MAL-PFB 54, 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
4 TISTMT TI -sTMTe-l POUR 0. 12. 42. 18. - 17. 5. - 2 1 .  0. 42. RES I DUAL 42. 1 1  0.23 0.41 0. 
4 T I  STMT T I  -STMTD- 1 HEnT 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 54, 0. RES I DUAL 54. 111 0 ,  0. 0. 
4 T I  STMT T: -STMTB-1 PBWR 0. 12. 42. 18. 17. 5 .  -21. 0. 42. CUAL 42. 11 0.23 4.41 0. 
T l  STMT T I  -STIITE?- I HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0 + 0. 54. 0, COAL 54. 1 1 1  0. 0, 0. 
5 T I  HRSF THERVI ON1 C PBIlR 0. -69, 124. 87, 17. 5. -103. 0, 124.RESIDUAL 224, 1 -1.27 0.14 0. 
5 TIHRE-t3 THERJ'IIBNI C HEAT 0. 0.  0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 54. 0, RESIDUAL 54. 0. 0. 111 0. 
5 T I  HRSG THERflIONlC PbWR 0. -69. 124. %7. 1 7: 5. -103. 0. 124,CCJkL 124. 1 -1 ' 27  0.14 0. 
5 T I  HF?SG TFIERf I ON1 C HEAT 0. 0 ,  0. 0 0 ,  0. 0. 54. 0 .  COAL 54, 111 0. 0. 0. 
6 ST1RL STIRLING-I PUHR 0. -2. 57. 24. 17. 5. -28. 67. 1 -0.04 C.31 0. ' 0 ,  57,DISTILLA 
6 STIRL STIRLIWG-1 HEAT 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 54. 0,DISTILLk 54. 117 0. 0. 0;- 
f 
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- REPBRT 5.1 -- --- 
*xFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS--* 
1 NDUSTRY 3221 1 PiW 5.10 PRaCESS MI LLI aMS BTU/HR 0. PR6CESS TEMPCFj 0. PRODUCT GLASS-CONTAI HOURS PER YEAR 7500. 
*x6= 0. 
I 
5. -13. 38.RESIDUAL 1 1  0.31 0.46 0. 
0.RESIDUAL 
615 STIG-15-16 P6WR 0. 9. 46. 1. 17. 5. - 1 .  0. 4S.RESlDUAL 46. 1 1  0.16 0.38 0, 
0. 0. 0 .  
i' 
I 22 STlGl5 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 54. 0 .  RES I DUAL 54. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. . 
23 STIG10 STIG-10-16 PBWR 0. 6. 48. 6. 1 I. 5.- -8 .  0. 48. RESIDUAL 48. 1 1  0.11 o.36--0T 
23 STlGlD STIG-10-16 HEAT 0 .  a. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 54. 0,RESIDUAL 54. 1 1 5  0 .  0. 0 .  
24 STIGlS STIB-IS-16 PCb1R 0. 2. 52. 1 1 .  : 7 .  5. -13. 0. 52. RES I DUAL - 52. 11 0.05 0.34 0, 
24 STIGIS STIG-IS-16 HEAT 0. 0 . 0. 0 .  0. ' 0. 0. 54. i3. RES I DUAL 54. 0. 0. 1 1 1  0. 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PdWR 0. 7. 47. 17. 17. 5. -20. 0. 47.RESIDUAL 47. 1 0.14 0.S7 3. 
25 DEliDV3 DI ESEL-.4DV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 54. 0.RESIDUAL 54. 1 1 1  0. 0- - 0 .  
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PBWR 0 .  7. 47. 12. 17. 5. -14. 0 ,  47.RESlDUAL 47. 1 6.54 0.37 0. 
26 DFADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0 ,  0. 54. 0 .  RES I DUAL 54. 1 1 1  0. 3. 0. 
-- 
27 DEAGV1 Df ESEL--&#\I POZjR 0 .  7 .  41 .  18. 17. 5. -22. 0. 47. flES I DUAL 47. 1 0.14 0.37--0. 
27 DEADV1 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0 ,  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 54. 0.RESIDUAL 54. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
28 DEHTPM ADV-D I ESEL PBWR 0. 11. 43. 22. 17. 5. -26. 0. 43. RESIDUAL 43. 1 0.20 0.40 0, 
28 DEMTPM ADV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 54. 0. RESI DUAL 54. 1 1 1  0. 0 .  0. 
29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SBA PBWR 0. 6. 48. 16. 17, 5. -18. 0. 48. DISTILLA 48. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. - C. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 54. 0 .  DISTILLA 54. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
29 DESUA3 DIESEL-S;SA PBMW 0. 6 .  48. 16. 17. 5.  -18. 0. 48. RES I DUAL 48. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SCIA HEAT ' 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 54. 0.RESIDUAL 54. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. R 
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18SE PEB ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 --+A- 
%-FUEL ENERGY SPVED BY PRUCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSTRY 3 2 2 1  1 ??GI 5 . 1 0  PRCICESS t ! I LL lBNS BTU/HR 0. PRBCESS TEMPCFI 0. PRUDUCI GLASS-CUNTAI HOURS PER YEAR 7500. 
---- - 
P6WER T 0  HEAT R A T l d  * X * * *  
U T I L I T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lOX*6= 0. HUT UATER eTU* lO%*6=  O .  
WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN COGEN CUGEN AUX U T I L l T  TBTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR _tZqWfIR HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRdCES PEUCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TCITAL+ FRCTR FACTR 
YSED MB-NET USED HEAT PBYER ELECT B U I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
10+X6 TOxx6 1 0 % * 6  1OXXEi 1 0 1 * 6  1 0 i X 6  1 0 * x 6  1 0 x x 6  1 0 * r 6  
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HII  ETU/HR BTU/HR - - - -. 
4 1  GTRWIG GT-65RE-16 PUWR 0. 6. 4 9 .  1 7 .  17. 5. -20. 0, 4 9 , D I S T I L L A  49. 1 1  0.10 0.36 0, 
41 GTRW16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT a. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 5 4 .  O . D I S T I L L A  54. 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
-- 
4 2  GTR308 GT-60RE-08 POUR 0. -2 .  56. 25. 17. 5. -30. 0 . 5 6 , D I S T I L L A  56. 1 1  -0.03 0 . 3 1  0. 
4 2  GTR306 Gf-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 5 4 .  0 .  GI"ST1 L F A  54. 111  0, 0. 0 .  
1 4 3  GTR312 GT-60RE-12 PBWR 0. 3. 51. 19. 17 .  5. -23. 0. 51 . D I S T I  L L A  5 1 .  1 1  0.06 0 .34  0,- 
1 43 GTR312 GT-GORE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. '0. 0. 54. 0 , D I S T I L L A  54. 111 0, 0. 0. 
4 4  GTR316 GT-SORE-16 PUWR 0. 3. 5 1 .  20. 17 .  5 .  -23. 0. 5 1  . D I S T I L L A  5 1 .  li 0.06 0.34 0 ,  
4 4  GTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 8 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 5 4 .  0 . D I S T I L L A  54, 111 0 . - - - - - -  0. 0. 
4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PCICiR 0. 9. 46. 8. 1 7 .  5,  -9. 0. 4 6 .  D I S T I L L A  46. 1 0 . l G  0 . 3 8  0. 
45 FCPADS FGEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 5 4 .  0 , D I S T I L L A  54. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0, i 
---.- 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-l/iO PB\IR 0. 1 2 .  4 2 .  10. 17. 5. -12, 0. 4 2 . D I S T I L L A  42. 1 0.22 0 .41  0. 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEC-CL-MU t lEAT 0. 0,  0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 5 4 .  0. D I S T I L L A  54. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0, 
n DATE 06 /06 /79  GENERAL ELECTRI C COMPANY COGEtIERL-T'I OPI TECHl.16Lt3GY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5 .1  - - - - - A . 
XXFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRdCESS AND ECSZ* 
I MDUSTRY 32201 MM 1 . I o PR~ICESS ~II LLI UPIS BTU/HR O. PROCESS TEEIP~F) O. PRGUIJCT PRESS-BLOW-G HOURS PER YEPR 7 ~ 0 0 .  
- -  - 
P3\1EF? TB HEAT RATIa  * * c * * X  
UTI LI T'f FUEL COAL blASTE FUEL EQV BTU* 1 O::z6= 0 .  HUT WATER BTU* la**6= 0. 
I 0 ONOCGN N U C 6 G 6 N 0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0.  0.  12.  O.DISTILLA 12. 0 0. 0.32 0. U 1 STM14 1 STf.1-TURB- 1 POUR 0.  0.  11 .  6. 4. 1. -7. 0. I f .  11  0 .54 0.33 0. 11,RESIDUAL 1 STM141 STPI-TCIRB-1 HEAT 0 .  0. 0 .  0 . 0. 0 .  0 .  0.RESIDUAL 12. a____- '2. -- 111 0- 0 2  -- 0. - A  d 
I 
I 1 STM141 STE1-TURB-I POlJR 0 .  0 .  11 .  6. 4. 1. -7. 0. 1 1 . C0AL-FGD 11. 11  0.04 0.38 0. 1 STf-I141 Sfil-TURB-; HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0 .  12.  0-COAL-FGD 12. 111 0.  0. 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEEI CUGEM COGEN AUX U T I L I T  TOLAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  F=IE?g- PCJtJER HEAT 
FUEL SA3JED= FUEL PRwCES PHOCES MW PR3CES FUEL FUEL FUEL TdTAL+ FC,CTtZ FACTR 
USED PIO-NET USED HEAT PCiWER ELECT BCIILR USED S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
- --- 
11 0 .04  01;53-~~-- * 1 S'CM14 1 STII-TUCB- 1 PCII4R 0 .  0 .  11. 6. 4. 1. -7. 0. 11, CBAL-AFB 17 . 
1 STMI4 1 STM-TURB- I HEAT +. 0 .  0 .  0.  0.  0. 0 .  12. 0.CBAL-AFB 12. 0. 0. 111 0, 
2 STM083 STM-TIIRB-C PSWR 0.  -1 .  12 .  7. 4 .  1. -8. 12 .  RESIDUAL 
- 0 .  --- 12. 11 tWF 
2 STi.108Z ST1 1--iUTiD-8 FIEAT 0 .  0. 0. 0 .  0. 0 .  0. 12 .  0. RESI DUAL i2. 111 0. 0 .  
ll 2 S TWO88 STM-TURZ-8 PBVR 0. -1. 12.  7. 4 .  1. -8. 0.  12 ,  COAL-FOD 12. 11 -0 .06  0.30 0. 2 STIIOF.8 STPI-TUTtZ-8 HEAT 0 .  0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0.  12. O.CaAL-FGD 12. 1 1 1  0, - PL-!?L-..- 
2 STM088 S i i l -TUK3- i i  POllR 0 .  -1. 12.  7. 4 .  1 .  -8. 0.  1 2. CUAL-AFB 12. 11 -0.05 0.30 0. 
2 STI.IO(38 STIl-IU;,E-8 I-IEAT - 0.  0 .  0. 0.  - 0. 0 .  0. 12. 0. CCSAL-AFB 12. 111 0 -  0. 0. 
---- ---- --- - - - 
PFESTM PFB-STRTB- POWR 0.  2. If. 5, 4.  I .  -5. 0.  1 0. COAL-PFB 10. 11 0.17 0 . S O  0. 
3 PFZSTM PFE-STIJiTB- HEAT 0. G. 0 .  0 .  0 .  0. 3. 12. 0 .  COAL-PFB 12. 111 0. 0. 0, 
11 4 TlSTMT T I  -STHTB- 1 POWR 0. 3. 9. 4.  4 .  . 1 .  -5.  0 .  9. RES I DUAL 9 .  1 1  0 . 2 3  0.41- -0. B 4 TISTNT TI -s-rri-ie-I HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0 .  0. 12.  0. RES: DUAL 12. 111 0. 0. o*.- - I: 
Y1 
4 T I  STMT T I  -STMTB- 1 PBWR 0. 3 .  9. 4. 4.  1. -5. 0.  9. GdAI, 9, 71 0.23 0.41 0. 
4 TISTMT T I  -STMT3-1 HEAT- 0. 0. 0.  0 .  0. 0 : 0 .  12.  0. CUAL 12.  J11- 0. 0. '-- - 0.  
3 T I  HRSG TI.IEr;i-ii6PII C PC/!IR 0 .  -15.  27. 19. 4 .  1. -22. 0 .  27.RESIDUAL 27. 11  -1.27 0.14 0. 1 5 T I  WRSG Tl~IERMIOfilIC HEAT G. 0 .  0. 0 .  0. 0. 0.  12. 0. RES I DUAL 12. 111 0. 0. 0. 
3.s 
0. -0.  - 12. 5. 4. 1 .  -6. 0 .  12. DISTILLA 12. 1 -0.04 0.31- 0. 
--- - --- 0.  0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 12. 0 .  DISTILLA 12. 111 0. 0, B. 
In 
a 5 T I  1-iRSG TtIERieiI BPI 1 C F OWR - ----- - 0.  -15. 27. 19. 4. 1. -22. 0.  27 .  CUAL 27. 11  -1.27 0.14 0. 
5 T IHRSG TtiCF;fiI CIPIIC HEAT 0. 0 .  0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0 .  12. 12.  I l l  0. 3. 0, 0. CB4.L 
11 INDUSTRY 3 2 2 9 1  MV 1 . 1 0  PROCESS 111LL113NS BTU/HR . 0. PROCESS TEMPCF) 0. PRODUCT PRESS-BL4W-G HBURS PER YEAR 7500. 
1: 
I 
- -- -- -- -- 
PBbfER T b  HEi -T R(iTIf3 *%**% 
UT! L l T Y  FUEL C6AL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO-; t6= 0. HClT WATER B T U w l  Ox*6= 0. 
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COGENERATION IECHNOLUGY ALTERNATIVES STU3Y 
IgSE P E 8  ADV DESIGN EPlGR REPBRT 5 . 1  
----- 
*+F?EL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS APID ECSE* 
WASTE FUEL CGGEN CBGEN CBGEN COGEN AUX U T I  L l  T 7 0 T A L  S I T E  -NET= F A I L  FESR -!='011_ER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NB-NET USED HEAT PUWER ELECT BCiILR USED S I T E  USED U T i L b T  
1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 x * ~  1 0 * % 6  l 0 % + 6  1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 
ETU/HR BTUIHR ETUfHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/WR BTU/WR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
------. 
il 6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  PdWR 0. -0. 1 2 .  5. 4. 1. -6. 0. 12.RESIDUAL 12. 1 -0 .04  0.37 0, 6 S T 1  R L  ST IRL IP IG- I  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 2 .  0. RES I DUAL 12. 111 0. 0. 0. i 6 S T I R L  STIRLIEIG-1 PBl lR 0. -0. 1 2 .  5. 4. 1.  -6. 0. i 2. COAL 12. 1 -0.07 0.31 0. 6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 12. 0. CUAL i 2. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
7 HEGTe5 HELIUM-GT- P6VR 0. 0. 1 2 .  5. 4 .  1. -6. 0. 1 2. COAL-kFB 12.  11 0.00 0 3  0. II C 
7 HEGT85 I-IELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 12 .  0.CBAL-AFB 72. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. Y 
8 HEGTFO HELIUM-GT- PdWR 0. -3. 1 4 .  6. 4. 1. -7 .  0. 14. COAL -AFB 1 4 .  1 1  -0 .24  '0.26 0. 
€' HEGT60 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 12. 0. COAL -AFB 12. 0. 1 1 1 0 2  -OL --_- *- 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- PBWR 0. - 1 0 .  2 1 .  1 3 .  4 .  1 .  -15. 0. 21.CBAL-AFB 21 . 11 -0.82 0 . 1 8  0, 1. 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 2 ,  0.C0AL-AFB 12. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0, 1: 
.- 
FUEL-CL-M0 PdWR ------. 0. -1. 1 2 .  6. 4. 1 .  -7. 0. 12, COAL 12. l i  -0.05 0.30 0. 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-GL-MU HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. a. 0. 1 2 .  O. CUAL 12. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 
] 
r, 1 3  GTSCAR GT-HRSG-10 POUR C. -1. 13. 6. 4. 1 .  -a. 0. 13.RESIDLIAL 13 .  11 -0.10 0.29 0. 1 1 3  GTSOAR GT-HicSG-10 HEAT 
- 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 12. O.RESIDUAL 12.  0. 0. 1 1 1  0, 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST PB\IR 0. 4. 8. 2. 4. 1 .  -3 .  0. 8. COAL 8. 1 1 0 , 3 5 0 , 4 9 _ -  0. 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 12. 0. CBAL 12. 1 7 1  0. 0, 0. 
0 
GT-HRIG-OG Pa\lR 0. -2. 1 4 .  7. 4. 1. -8. 0. 14.RESIDUAL 14. 13 -0.'1=7----0. 
GT-tII:SF-08 HEAi. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 12. 0. RES I DUAL 12. 1 1 1  0. 0, 0. 
1 2  IGGTST INT-GAS-GT PaWR 0. 2. 9. 3. 4. . I .  -3. 0. 9.CBAL * 9. 11 0.20 0.40 0. 
1 2  l GGTST I I'IT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 12. 0. COAL 12, 1 1 1  0, 0. o,--- - - 
$ L 1 6  GTAC16 GT- I IRSG-I6 POUR 0. 0. 12. 6. 4 .  1. -7. 0. 1 2. RE3 I DUAL 12. 7 1  0 . 0 1  0-32 0. 




1 7  GTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 PdWR 0. -0. 1 2 .  5. 4 ,  1.  -6. 0 ,  12.RESIDUAL 12. I 1  -0.02 0.32 0. 
1 7  OTl lC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT &I 0. 0. 0. 5 .  0. 0. 0. 1 2 .  0. RES I DUAL 12. 111 0. 0. 0. i 
1 5  GTAC12 GT-11RSG-12 POb.IR 0. -1. 1 2 .  6 4 .  1. -7. 0. t2 .RESIDUAL 12. 1 1  -0.9-5 0 .31  0. 
15 G T A C l 2  GT-I-IK3G-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. '0. 0. 0. 0. 12. 0. RES I DUAL 12. 1 1 1  0. 0, 0. 
GENERAL ELECTR 1 C CBMPANY 
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11 I MDUSTRY 3 2 2 9 1  MW 1 .10 PROCESS M I  LLIUPIS BTU/HR 0. PRUCESS TEFIPCF) 0. PRODUCT PRESS-BL6W-IS HBURS PER YEAR 7500. I I 
--- 
POWER T a  HEAT R A T I a  ****n 
U T I L I T Y  FUEL CBAL WASTE FUEL EPV D T U * 1 3 * 6 =  0. HOT WATER BTU* lOwx6= 0. 
I &SE PEG 'DV DESIGPI EhlGR REPORT 5.1 ------ 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AMD ECS*m 
WASTE FUEL CdGEN COGEN CaGEN CBGEN AUX U T I L I T  TaTAL S I T E .  NET= F A I L  FESR PaWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PROCES MY PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED MEAT PbWER ELECT B U I  L R  USED S I  T E  USED U T l  LI T -1 
1 0  CC1626  GTST-16 /26  PB\IR 0. 4 .  8. 2. 4 . .  1 .  -2. 0. B .  RES I DUAL 8. 1 1  0 . 3 1  0.46 0. $ 
1 8  CC1626  GTST-16 /26  FIEAT . 0. 0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0 .  0. 1 2 .  0 ,RESIDUAL 12. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 1, 
--. - 
1 9  CC1622  GTST- 1 6 / 2 2  PBWR 0. 4 .  8. 2. 4.  1 .  -2. 0. 8.RESIDUAL 8. 1 1  0 .31  0.46 0. 
1 9  CC) 622 GTST-16 /22  MEAT 0. 0. 0. 0 ,  0. 0. 0 .  12. 0.RESIDUAL 1 2 .  1 1 1  0. 0 .  0. 
20 CC1222  GTST- 1 2/22 PCIIJR 0. 4 .  8. 2. 4 .  1 .  -2. 0. 8. RESI  DUAL 8. 1 1  0.31 0.47 0. 
2 C  CC 1 222 Gi-ST- 1 2/22 HEAT 0 .  0. 8 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 1 2 .  0. RESI  DUAL 12.  1 1 1  0. br- -- (2: 
2 1  CC0822  GTST-08 /22  POUR 0. 4. 8. 2. 4. 1. -3. 0 .  0.RESIDUAL 8 .  1 1  0 . 3 1  0.46 0 .  
21 CCOS22 GTST-08 /22  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 12. 9. RES I DUAL 12. 1 1 1 0 .  0.  ___ 0. 
/r 22 S T l G l 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  PO\JR 0. 2. 1 0 .  0. 4 .  1 .  -0 .  0 .  10.RESIDUAL 10. 1 1  0 . 1 6  0.38 0 .  22 S T i 0 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  12. 0. RES I DUAL 12. 0. 0 .  1 1 1  0. 
P - -  
23 S T I G l O  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  PO\.(R 0 .  1 .  10. 1 .  4. 1. -2. 0. 1 0 .  RESIDUAL 10. 11 0.17 0.36 0 .  
2 3  S T I G l O  S I ! G - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 12. 0, RES I DUAL 12. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV P0WR 0. 2. 10. 4 .  4 .  1 .  -4 .  0. 10.RESIDUAL 1 0 .  1 1  0.14 0.37 0. 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV I-!EAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  1 2 .  0. RES I DUAL 12. 3. 0. 1 1 1  0. 
26 DEADVZ D I ESEL -ADV PbVR 0. 2. 1 0 .  3. 4. 1 .  -3. 0. 10. RESIDUAL 10. 11 0.14 0.37 0. 
26 OEADV2 D I ESEL-ADV NEAT 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0 .  1 2 .  0. RESIDUAL 12 .  0. 0. 1 1 1  0. 
-- 
0. 2. 10. 4 .  4. 1 .  -5 .  0 .  10. RESIDUAL 10. 11 0.14 0.37 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0 .  0. 12. 0.RESIDUAL 12. 111 0. 0. 0. 
0. 2. 9. 5 .  4 .  1. -6. 0. 9.RESICUAL 9. 11 0.20 0 . 4 0  0. 





29 DESCL.43 D I ESEL-SdA PBbIR 0. 1 .  1 0 .  3. 4. 1. -4. 0. 1 0 . D I S T I I L A  10. 1 0 . 1 1  0.36 0. 
29 DESCLR3 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0 .  0. 12. 0. D I S T I L L A  12. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
29 DESBA3 DI ESEL-SBA FBblR 0. 1 .  1 0 .  3. 4 .  1. -4.  0 .  1 0. R E S I  DUAL 10. 1 0.11 0.36 0 .  
29 GESBA3 D l  ESEL-.WA MEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 12. 12. 113  0 .  0. 0 .  0. RES 1 D!:AL 
\ 
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COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
,.3-3 J DESIGN ENGR REPBRT 5 . 1  
- - - -------- 
~*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PR~CESS AND ECSX* 
l i  
1 NDUSTRY 32291 MW 1 . I  0 PRUCESS P1 I L L I  ONS BTU/HR 0.  PROCESS TEMPI F) 0. PRODUCT PRESS-BLUW-G HdURS PER YEAR 7500. 
- ----*- -- - - . 
PnIIER TB HEAT RATlU uxxxxr 
UTIL ITY  FUEL CBAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU:tlO*x6= 0.  HBT WATER BTUxlO*x6= 0, 
\IASTE FUEL CBGEN CUGEN CBGEM C0GEN AUX U T l L l T  TUTAL S i T E  NET= FA1 L FjESC- + POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-PET USED HEAT PUIJER ELECT 601 LR USED S ~ T E  USED UT I LIT 
10xX6 10+*6  10x16  10*+6 10* *6  10*x6 10:<*6 10**6  - 13**6 
BTU/HR BTU/l-IR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/IIR BTlj/HR BTIJ/HR BTUIHR 
---- -- 
3 0  DESbA2 DIESEL-SUA POVR 0 .  1 .  10. 2. 4. 1. -3. 0 .  1O.DISTILLA 10. 1 0.11 0.36 0. // 30 DESBAZ DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0. 0.  0.  12, 0 .  DIST! LLA 12. 111 0. 0.  0. 
--->-- - + 
3 0  DESbA2 DIESEL-SC(A PBWR 0. 1 .  10 .  2. 4. 1 .  -3. 0. 10.RESIDUAL 10. 1 0.11 0.36 0. i 3 0  DESOA2 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 0.  0 .  0. 0 .  0 .  0 .  12, 0,RESIDUAL 12. 111 0, 0. 0. 
3 1  DES0Al D l  ESEL-SBA PBLJR 0. 1.  lo: 4. 4. 1. -5. 0. 10.DISTILLA 10. 1 0 .11 0. 
31  DESBA1 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 0.  0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 12. 0 .  DIST ILLA  12. 111 0. 0. 0. 
10.  31 DESBkl DIESEL-SUA PBWR 0.  . 1. 4. 4 .  1. -5. 0. 10. ZESI DUAL 10.  1 0.11 0 .36 0. 
31  SESBA? GIESEL-S0A HEAT 0 .  0. 0 .  0 -  C .  0. 0. 12.  12. 111 0, 0. 0- 0. RESIDUAL 
" 3 2  GTSBAD GT-HRSG-I0 PdWR 0.  -1.  13 .  7. 4. 1 .  -8. 0. 1 3 .  DISTELLA 13. 11  -0.10 0.29 0.  
3 2  GTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0.  lz., 0 .DISTILLA 12. 111 0. 0. 0. i; 
--.---- - 
33 GTR.408 GT-&RE-O~ PBblR 0 .  1 .  11 .  4. 4. 1.  -5. 0 .  11. DISTILLA 11. 11 0.10 0.36 0 ,  
33 GTRAOB GT-85RE-08 I-IEAT 0 .  0 .  0.  0. 0. 0.  0 .  12 .  0 . I r IST l tLA  12. 111 0. 0. 0. 
34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 POUR 0. 1. 10 .  4. 4. 1. -5 .  0 .  10. DISTILLA 10. 11 0.11 0.3G 0. 
34 GTRA12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0 .  0. 12, 0. D IST ILLA  12. 711 0. 0. 0. I 
1 
N 
GT-SORE-16 PBlJR 0 .  1.  11. 5. 4. 1. -6 .  0. 11 ,DISTILLA 11. 1 1 0.05 -OL3,4-OL _ 
GT-Gt3HE-lG HEAT 0 .  0.  0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0. 1'2. 0 .  DIST ILLA  12. 111 0.  0. 0. 
3 5  GTRA16 GT-SSRE-16 PBWR 0:  1. 11 .  5. 4. 1. -5. 0. 11 .D IST ILLA  11.  11  0.08 0.35 0, 
35 OTRA16 GT-BBRE-16 HEAT 0 .  0 .  0 .  G .  0 .  0. 0. 1 2. 0. D I S T I  LLA 12. 111 0. OL.--___.-- 0. 
A1 3 6  GTR206 GT-68RE-06 POWU 0.  0.  12 .  6. 4. 1 .  -1. 0 .  12.DISTILLA 12. 1 1  0.00 0.32 0. 
51 3 9  .TRY08 GT-85F:E-08 PUVR 0. 1 .  ? ? .  4. 4. 1 .  -4. 0. 11. D IST ILLA  11. 11 0.09 0.35 0. 
35 GTRhOE ST--6SRE-08 HEAT 0. U. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 12.  0.  D IST ILLA  1 2. 111 0. 0. 




I 4 0  STUWl2 GT-85 .12  POWR 0. I .  10. 3. 4 .  1. -4. 0.  10,DISTILLA 10. 11  0 .12  0 .36 0. C 2 4 0  GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 12. 0.DISTILLA 12. 111  0. 0. 0. ; 




36 GTW206 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 12. 0.DISTILLA 12. 111 0. 0. 0. 
---- - - --- -- 37 GTR212 GT-GORE-12 P W R  0 .  0. 11.  5. 4. 1 .  -6. 0 . 1 I. DISTILLA 11. 13 0 .03 0.33 0. 
37 GTR212 ST-EOGE-12 HEAT 0. 0 .  0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0.  12.  0.DISTILLA 12. 117 0. 0. 0. 
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CUGENERATIOIJ TECI-INOLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l e S E  PEO ADV DFSIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 -- 
=FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
11 l NDUSTRY 32991 MW 1 .10 PROCESS Ml L L I U N S  BTClHR 0. PRBCESS TEMPCFI 0. PRODUCT PRESS-BL0W-Q h j U R S  PER YEAR 7500. 
I-- -- - POWER T U  HEAT RAT10  ***** b T I  L I T Y  FUEL CBAL WASTE FUEL EQV U T U r l O * x 6 =  0. HOT WATER BTU=lOZ*G= 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN G X E N  COGPN AUX U T I L l T  TOTAL S l T E  NET= F A I L  FESR PCAJER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PR0CEF PROCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B 0 l L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I  1-1 T 
41 GTRWi 6 GT-85RE-16 PB:JR 0. 1. . 11. d. 4. 1 .  -4 .  0. 1 l . D I S T I L L A  11. 11 0.10 0.36 0. 
41 GTRWl6 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 2 .  O .D IST1LLA 12. Ill 0, 0. 0. i 
42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 P0k;R 0. -0, 12. 5. 4. 1. -6, 0 1 2 , D l S T I L L A  12. 1 1  -0.03 0.31 0. 
4 2  GTR308 GT-60RE-08 HEAT .O . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 12.  0 . D I S T I L L A  12. 1 1 1  0, 
4 3  QTR312 GT-GORE-12 PBWR 0. 1 .  11 .  4. 4. 1. -5 .  0. 11 . D I S T l L L A  1 1 .  11 0.06 0.34 0. I 
4 3  GTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 12. 0 , D I S T I L L A  12. 111 0. 0- 0. I 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 POWR 0. 1. 11. 4. 4. 1. -5. 0. 1 1  . D I S T I L L A  1 1 .  11  0,06 0 .34  0. 
4 4  GTR316 GT-GORE-16 HEAT 0 .  0. 0. 0. G.  0. 0. 1 2 .  0 . D l S T I L L A  12. 1 2 1  0. 0. 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PaWR 0. 2. 1 0 .  2. 4. 1. -2. 0. 1 O . D I S T I L L A  10. 1 0.16 0.38 0. 
4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-FH HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 12. 0 - D I S T I L L A  12. 1 1 1  0.  0. 0. I 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU PLJGlR 0. 3. 9. 2.  4. 1. -2. 0. 9 , D I S T l L L A  9. 11 0.22 0.41 0. 




V . '  i.< 
! 
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-
CdGENERATlnN TECHNOLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
z I B S E  PEU ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
&) %*FUEL ENERGY SAVED B Y  PRUCESS AND ECS** 
11 1 NDUSTRY 3 2 4 1  1 MW 20.32 PROCESS PI1 LLI (INS BTU/HR 0. PRUCESS TEMPCFI % 0. PRUDUCT CEMENT HUURS PER YEAR 7920. I 
PUWER T U  HEAT R A T I U  ***** 
U T l  L l  TY FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU* iO+*6= 0. HUT WATER BTU* lO**6= 0. I 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CUGEN CCIGEH COOEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A 1  L 
FUEL SAVED= F U E L  PRUCES PRUCES MW PROCES FUEL FUE, FUEL TOTAL+ 
USED N6-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B U I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T l  L l  T 
1 0 * * 6  1C x 6  i0**6 1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * ~ 6  10.~6 
'a BTU/HW BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/-HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR I 
6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  POUR 0. -9. 225. 9 4 .  69. 20. -111. 0. 225. RES I DUAL 225. 1 -0 .04 0.31 0. 
6 STIR!- S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 0. 0. 0 , 0. 0. 0, 0. 2 1 7 .  O.RES1DUAL 217 .  111 0. 0, 0. I 
* * 
5 I 
6 ST!RL S T I R L I N G - 1  PUWR 0. -9. 225. 9 4 .  69. 20. -111 .  0. 225.CBAC 225, 1 -0 .04  0,31 0. I 
I 
-4 6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0. COAL 217. 1 1 1  0 ,  0. 0. 
I 
7 HEGTS5 HELIUM-GT- PBWR 0. 1 .  2 1 6 .  97. 69. 20. - 1 1 4 .  0. 216.C6AL-AFB 2 1 6 .  1 1  0.00 0.32 0. 
7 HEGTB5 HELIUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0.COAL-AFB 217 .  Ill 0, 0. a. 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- PUWR 0 .  1 2 6 8 .  115 .  69. 20. -135. 0. 268. CCfAL-AFB 268. 11 -0.24 0.26 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 217. 0,CGAL-AFB 2 1 7 .  ill 0. 0:- O: 
9 HEQTOO HELIU51-GT- PUWR 0. -177 .  394 .  238. 69. 20. -280. 0. 3 9 4 .  C6AL-AFB 394 .  11 -0.82 0.18 0. 
9 HEGTOO HELIUH-GT- HEAT 0. 0. .O.  0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0 .  CUAL-AFB 21 7. 111 0. 0. 0. 
0. -11 .  228. 109 .  69. 20. -128 .  0. 228. COAL 228, 11 -0.05 0. 
1 0  FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0. COAL 2 1 7 .  1 1 1  0, 0. 0- 
1 1  FDSTCL FUEL-GL-ST POWR 0. 76. 1 4 1 .  4 1 .  69. 20. -48 .  0. 1 4 1  .CUAL 1 4 1 .  11 0.35 0 . 4 9  0 .  
1 1  FCSTCL FI IEL-GL-ST HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2 1 7 .  21 7, 11; 0. 0. 0. 0, COAL 
1 2  IGGTST INT-GAS-GT PQWR 0. 4 3 .  173. 53. 69. 20. -63. 0. 173.CbAL 173. 11 0.20 0 . 4 0  0. 
1 2  IGGTST I CIT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2 1 7 .  0. COAL 21 7. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 3  GTSUAR GT-MRSE-10 PUWR 0. -22. 239. 1 1 8 .  69. 20. -139 .  0. 239, RES I DUAL 239. 1 0 0.29 0, 
1 3  GTSUAR GT-I-IRSG-10 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0.RESIDUAL 217. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. B 1 
1 4  BTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 POMR it------ 0. -40. 257. 123 .  69. 20. -145 .  0. 257.RESIDUAL 257. 1 -0.19 0.27 0. w 1 4  GTACO8 GT-I-IRSG-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 217. O.RE6IDUAL 217, 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
I- I 4 1 5  GTACI 2 GT-HRSG-12 POWR 0. - I t .  2 7 .  1 1 7 .  69. 20. - 1 3 8 .  0. 227.RESIDUAL 227. 1 -0.05 0.31 0. 
u 1 5  GTAC12 GT-I-IRSG-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2 1 7 ,  0.RESIDUAL 217 .  111 0. 0. 0. 
z 
1 6  GTACIB  GT-HRSG-: 8 PBWR 0. 2. 2 1 5 .  108 .  69. 20. -127.  0. 275,RESIDUAL 2 1 5 .  1 0.01 0.32 0. 
E 1 6  GTAC16 GT-I-IFSG-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 227 .  0.RESIDUAL 217. 111 0. 0 .  0. 
0 
1 7  GTbICl6 GT-HRSG-16 PQWR 0. -3. 220. 88. 69. 20. -103.  0 .  220. RES I DUAL 220. 1 -0.02 0.32 0 .  
1 7  GTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2 1 7 .  0 - R E S I D U A L  217. 117 0. 0. 0. I 
a DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRI c COMPANY COGENERATI0N TECMPIOLBGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY PAGE 229 
18SE PE(I ADV DES]SN ENQR REPURT 5.1 . -. 
XXFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECsr* 
'3 
INDUSTRY 32411 MW 20.32 PROCESS MILLIUNS BTU/HR 0. PROCESS TEMPCF) 0. PRUDUCT CEMENT HOURS PER YEAR 7920. 
-- - 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO ***** 
UTl L l  TY FUEL CBAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUxlO**6= 0, HOT WATER 9TU*10**6= 0. 
- WASTE FUEL Ct3GEN CUGEN CeSEN CBGEN AIlX UTI LIT TOTAL S1 TE NET= FAIL FESR POHERHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW PRCiCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTl L l  T 
@ " 30 DESOA2 D l  EGEL-SOA POVR 0. 25. 192. 42. 69. 20. -50. 0. 192.DISTIiLA 192. 1 0.11 0.36 0. z]l 30 DESaA2 DIESEL-SM HEAT 
-- - 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0.DISTILLA 217. 111 0. 0. 
--' 31 DESCSA 1 D I ESEI--SGA PPdR 5. 25. 192. 77. 69. 20. -91. 0. 192.DISTILLA 132, 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
31 DES0A1 DIESEL-S(IA HEAT F 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0-DISTILLA 213. 111 0. 0. 





31 DESBA1 D l  ESEL-SOA PO\JR 0. 25. 192. 77. 69. 20. -91. 0 .  192.RESIDUAL 192. 1 0 . 1  0.36 0. 
DESOA1 D l  ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0,RESIDUAL 217. 111 0. 
30 OESOAZ DIESEL-S0A POYR 0. 25. 192. 42. 69. 20. -50, 0. 192.RESIDUAL 192. 1 0.12 0.36 0. 
30 DESOA2 D l  ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0.RESIDUAL 217. 111 r;. O. 3 0. 
" s 
32 GTSUAD GT-HRSG-10 POWR 0. -21. 237. 128. 69. 20. -151. 0. 237,DISTlLLA 237. 1 -0.10 0.29 0. 
32 GTSaAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 217. ~~~~~~~~~A 217. ' 11 1 0. 0, 0. 
33 BTRAOB GT-85RE-00 PBWR 0. 22. ,194. 78. 69. 20. -92. 0. 194.DISTlLLR 194. 1 0 . 1 0  0.36 0. 
33 GTRA08 GT-BSRE-OO HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0.DESTILLA- 217. 1 0. 0. 0, 
34 GTRA12 GT-BSRE-12 PdWR O. - 23. 194. 79. 69. 20. -93. 0. 194.DISTlLLA 194. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
34 GTRA12 GT-85KE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0,DISTILLA 217. 1x1 0. 0. 0. 
36 BTR2OB GT-GORE-08 FOUR 0. 0. 217. 132. 69. 20, -120. * 0. 217.DISTILLA 217. 1 0. 0.32 0. 




35 GTRA16 GT-05RE-16 POWR 0. 1 199. 849. 69. 20.  -99, 0. 199,DISTlLLA 199. 1 0.08 0.35 0. 
35 GTR.416 GT-85RE- 1 6 I-IEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. O.DIST!'IA 217. 1 1 1 -*O. 
GT-GORE-16 FOWR 0. 11. 206. 92. 69. 20. -108. 0. 206.DISTILLA 206. 1 0.05 0.34 0: 




39 GTRVQ8 GT-OSRE-08 POWR 0. 19. 198. 65. 69. 20. -77. 0. 19B.DISTILLA 198. 1 0.09 0.35 0. 
0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0.DISTILLA 217. 111 0. 0. 0. 
37 GT9212 GT-604E-12 PdblR 0. 7. 210. 94. 69. 20. -111. 0. 210,DISTILLA 210. 1 0.03 0.33 0. 
37 GTR212 GT -60RE-12 HEAT 
b 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. O.DIST1LLA 217. 111 0. 0. 0. 
40 STRWl2 GT-85.E-12 POWR 0. 26. 190. 63. 69. 20. -75. 0. 19O.DISTILLA 190. 1 0.12 0.36 0. 
" 40 GTRW12 GT-85RE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 217. 0.DISTILi-A 217. 111 0. 0. 0. a 
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IBSE PEU ADV DESIGN EPlGR REPWRT 5.1 . -- I **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** I 
zzl 1 NDUSTRY 3244 2 Mbl 27.09 PRqCESS M I  LLl UElS BTU/HR 0. PROCESS TEMP(F1 0. PRODUCT CEMENT HOiiS PER YEAR 7920. 1 
POWER T0 HEAT RATld **ow* 






1 I 1 STM141 STM-TURB-I PUHR 0. 12. 277. 143. 92. 27. -168. 0. 277. CCAL- FQD 277. 1 0.04 0.33 0. 
7 
- I 1 STMl41 STM-TURB-1 MEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0.CBAL-FGD 289. 111 0 .  0. 0. 
WASTE FUEL CdGEN COGEN CBGEN WGEM AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= I L FESR P E R  E A T  
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRC3CES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TUTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOliR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10nr6 10:x*6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10XX6 10r*6 10**6 10116 






- a :  
0 ONOCGN N 0 C 0 G 5 N 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0 , 0. 0. 289. 0.DISTILLA 289. 0 0. 0.32 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURD-1 POUR 0. 12. 277. 143. 92. 27. -168. 0. 277. RES I DUAL 277. 1 0.04 0.33 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURD-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0. RES I DUAL 283. 111 0. 0. O- - I! 
2 STfl088 STM-TURB-8 PeHR 0. -16. 305. 167. 92. 27. -196. 0. 305. RES I DUAL 305. 1 -0.06 0 . 3 L O .  
2 STM068 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0. RES I DUAL 289. 111 0. 0. 0. 
. 3  
--j 
.- 1 I -. 
H 2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 P0WR 0 .  -16. 305. 167. 92. 27. -196. 0. 305. CUAL-FQD 305. 1 -0.06 0.38 0. 2 STMOG8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  289. 0. CUAL-FGD 269. ~ i l  0. O -  A- 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0 .  12. 277. 143. 92. 27. -168. 0, 277. COAL-AFB 277. 1 0.04 0.33 83. 
1 STM141 SM-TURB-1 HeL? 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. G. 289. 0 .  CBAL-AFB 289. ll! 0. 0. 0. 
i 
1 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 PBWR 0. -16. 305. 167. 92, 27. -196. 0. 305, CBAL-AFB 305. 1 -0.06 0.30 0 .  
2 STt1088 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0, CBAL-AFB 289. 111 0. 0. 0. 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PUWR 0. 48. 241. 114. 92. 27. -134. 0. 241.CUAL-PFB 241. 1 0.17 0.38 0. 




r 5 TI HRSG THEFFlI ON1 C P0blR 0. -368. 657. 464. 92. 27. -546. 0. 657. RES I DUAL 657. 1 -1.27 0.14 0 .  B TIHRSG THERMlUNlC HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0.RESIDUAL 289. 111 0. 0. 0 
4 TISTMT TI-STMTB-I PBWR 0. 66. 223. 95. 92. 27. -112. 0. 223. RES I DUAL 223. 1 0.23 0.41 0. 
4 TI STMT TI -STHTB- 1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0. RES I DUAL 289. 111 0. 0. 0. i 
m i  I 
4 T l STMT TI -STMTB- 1 PBbIR 0. 66. 223. 95. 92. 27. -112. 0. 223.COAL 223. 1 0.23 0.41 0. 






5 TI HRSG TI-IERC71 ON1 C P0tlR 0. -368. 657. 464. 32. 27. -546, 0. 657. C0AL 657. 1 -1.27 0.34 7 1  







6 STIRL STIRLING-I POWR 0. -12. 300. 125. 92. 27. -147. 0. 300. DISTLLA 300. 1 -0.04 0.31 0. 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 280. 0.DISTILLA 289. 111 0. 3. 0. 1 
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CBGENERATION TECHNBLBGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
IgSE PEU ADV DESIGN ENGR C.**FUEL ENERGY SAVED REPORT BY 5.1 PROCESS AND ECSXY -- 
II WASTE FUEL CBGEN CBGEN COGEN COGEN AUX .UTILIT TUTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PUWERHEAT . FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRaCES PRUCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACT!? FACTR 
I 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT PdWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTf L I  T 
10**6 10'**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10*r6 1 0 ~ ~ 6  10r*6 10.~6 
BTU/I-1R BTU/l.fR RTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTIJ/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
INDUSTRY 32412 MW 27.09 PROCESS MILLIBNS BTU/HR 0. PR6CESS TEMPCF) 0 .  PRUDUCT CEMENT HClURS PER YEAR 7920. 
-- " 
PUkIER Td HEAT RAT1 0 *n*x* 
UTl L l TY FlJEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO*+6= 0. 
18 CC1626 GTST-1S/26 P0WR 0. 89. 200. 45. 92. 27. -53. a. 200. RES I DUAL 200. 1 0.31 0.46 0. 
' 18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0.RESIDUAL 289. 0. 0. I 111 0. 
1 19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 PBWR 0. 89. 200. 50. 92. 27. -59. 0. 200. RES I DUAL 200. 1 0 . 1  0.46 0. 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0. RESIDUAL 289. I11 0. 0. 0. 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 POUR 0. 91. 198. 50. 92. 27. -58. 0. 198.RESIDUAL 198. 1 0.31 0.47 0. 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 0.. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 289. 0. RES I DUAL 289. 0. 0. 111 0. If 
21 CC0822 G'TST-08/22 PUWR 0. 88. 200. 59. 92. 27. -70. 0. 200. RES I DUAL 200. 1 0.31 0.46 0. 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 NEAT - 0 - 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. O.RESIDUAL 289. 0. 0. 111 0. 
22 STIGlS STIG-15-16 PBVR 0. 46. 243. 3. 92. 27. -4. 0. 243.RESlDUAL 243. 1 0.16 0.38 0. 
22 STIG15 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0. RES I DUAL 289. 0. 0. 111 0. 
23 STIGlO STII3-10-16 PUllR 0. 31. 257. 34. 92. -27 .  -40. 0. 257. RES I DUAL 257. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
23 STlGlO STIG-10-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0. RESI DUAL 289. 111 0. 0. 0. 
24 STIGlS_STIG-IS-16 PUWR ; I------ 0. 13. 276. 58. 92. 27. -68. 0. 276. RES I DUAL 276. 1 0.05 0.34 0. 
- 24 STlGlS STIG-IS-16 HEAT 
d 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0.RESIDUAL 289. 111 0. 0. 0. I 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PUWR 0. 40. 249. 63. 92. 27. -74. 0. 249. RESIDUAL 249. 1 0.14 0.37 0. 




25 DEADV3 DiESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 40. 249. 90. 92. 27. -105. 0. 249.RESIDUAL 249. 1 0.14 0.37 0. 
25 DEADV3 DI ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0. RESIDUAL 289. 111 0. i 0 0 I 
58. 230. 117. 92. 27. -138. 0. 230.RESIDUAL 230. 1 0.20 0.40 0, 




29 nESOA3 DIESEI--SBA POWR 0. 33. 256. 83. 92. 27. -98. 0. 256.DISTlLLA 256. 1 0. I f  0.36 0. 
29 DESlJA3 D I  ESEL-SCIA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0.DISTILLA . 289. 111 0. 0. 0, 
i 
27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-.IDV PUblR 0 .  40. 249. 97. 92. 27. -115. 0. 249. RESIDUAL 249. 1 0.14 0.37 0, 1 
27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0. RES I DUAL 289. 111 0. 0. 0. fl 
$ 29 DESO.43 D I FSEL-SUA PdWR 0. 33. 256. 83. 92. 27. -98. 0. 256. RES 1 DUAL 256. 1 0.11 0.36 0. :/ 29 DESCI.fi.3 DIESEL-SaA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 289. 0.RESIDUAL 289. 0. 0. 111 0. 





- .  
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 235 
CC3GENERATIBN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I&SE PEO ADV DESIGN EPIGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL EtJERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECSt* 1 
s- - 
41 3TRWlG GT-85RE-16 PBWR 0. 30. 259. 91. 92.  27. -107. 0. 259.OISTlLbB 259. 1 0 .10  0.36 0. 
41 GTRWI G GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0 .  289. 0 .DISTI IL f~.  289. 111 0. 0. 0. 
Y 
PdWER TB HEAT RATIO ***** 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQW BTU*lOr*6= 0 .  HOT WATER BTUxlOXx6= 0. 
"<. 
* -  . 
* = 
t - - 
,. .t 
4 2  GTR300 GT-60RE-08 POUR 0. -9. 298. 134. 92. 27.  -157. 0.  298.DISTILLA 298. 1 -0.03 0.31 0. 
4 2  GTR3OD GT-GQRE-08 HEAT 0 .  0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0. DISTILLA 289. 0. 0. 111 0. 
* 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CUGEN CBGEN CUGEN AUX U T I L I T  TBTAL S l T E  1- FUEL S/',VED= FUEL PRGCES PRBCES MU NET= FA1 L FESR PdWER HEAT PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBILR USED S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
10**6 1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 r * 6  1 0 ~ r 6  10=*6 13**6 1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 10=*6 
OTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
GT-60RE-12 PBWR 0. 19. 270. 103. 92. 27. -121. 0. 270.DISTILLA 270. 7 0.06 0.34 0 .  . 
GT-60GE-12 tEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0 .  0 .  289. 0.DISTILLA 289. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 44 GTR316 GT-.ORE-IS POWR 0. 16. 273. 105. 92. 27. -123. 0. 273.01STILLA 273. 1 0.06 0.34 0. 11 44 GTR316 GT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 0.  0. 0. 0. 0. 10. 289. ~~~~~~~~~A 289. 111 0. 0. 0. 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PUWR 0. 46. 243. 41. 92. 27. -49. 0. 243,DISTILLA 243. 1 0.16 0.38 0. 
45  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 0.  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289. 0.DISTILLA 289. 111 0. 0. 0.  
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-140 POUR 0. 64. 224. 52. 92. 27. -61. 0. 224,DISTILLA 224. 1 0.22 0.41 0. 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-Ma HEAT 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 28s. 0.DISTILLA 289. 111 0. 0. 0. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
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PAGE 237 
l &SE PEO ADV DESIGN EMGR REPCiRT 5.1 ---- 
*%FUEL EPIEGBY SAVED BY PR6CESS AND ECSZ* 
. - 
O 1 INDUSTRY 324 1 3  MW 1 3 . 5 4  P~OCESS M I L L I O N S  BTUIHR 0. PROCESS TEIIPCFI m 0. PRODUCT CEMENT HOURS PER YEAR 7920, 
bIASTE FUEL CUGEN CBGEN CUGEN CBGEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR PO1SER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ F i iCTR FACTR 
USED NO-NETUSED HEAT PBWER ELECT B B I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
l o x u 6  1 0 x * 6  1 0 % * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 a * 6  10**6 1 0 r % 6  l0**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/MR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
3 I fa ---- POblER T 0  HEAT RAT1 B ***** U T I L I T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV DTUUI O**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*10**6= 0. 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  POUR 0. -6. 1 5 0 .  63. 4 6 .  1 4 .  -74. 0. 15O.RESIDUAL 130. 1 - 0 . 0 4  0.31 0. 
8 HEGT6O H E L I  UII-GT- PU\JR 0. - 3 4 .  1 7 8 .  77. 4 6 .  1 4 .  -90. 0. 1 7 8 .  COAL-AFB 178. 1 1  - 0 . 2 4  0.26 0. 




6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GT- PBWR 0. 0. 1 4 4 .  6 4 .  46. 1 4 .  -76. 0. 144.CbAL-AFB 1 4 4 .  11 0.00 C.32  0. 
7 HEGT85 HELIUM-GI -  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 4 4 .  0. CUAL-AFB 144 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. U 
1 
0. 84.  CBAL 9 4 .  1 1  0.35 0 . 4 9  0. 1 1  FCSTCL FUEL--CL-ST PO\-JR 0. 50. 9 4 .  27. 4 6 .  1 4 .  -32. 1 
1 1  FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 4 4 .  0. COAL 1 4 4 .  
' 
12 IQGTST INT-GAS-GT PUWR 0. 29. 1 1 6 .  36. 46. 1 4 .  - 4 2 .  0. 1'6.COAL 116. 1 1  0.20 0 . 4 0  0. 
12 IGOTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 4 4 .  1 4 4 .  0. CBAL 111 0. 0. 0. I 
7 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 4 4 .  0 .RESIDUAL 1 4 4 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
9 HEGTOO HEI. I lJF1-GT- PUGIR . 0. - 1 18. 263. 159. 46. 1 4 .  - 1 8 7 .  0. 263. COAL-AFB 263. 11 -0.82 0.18 0. 
9 HEGTOO I-IEI-I CII'I-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 4 4 .  0. CBAL-AFB 1 4 4 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
10 FCIbICCL FUEL-CL-MU PUWR 0. -8. 1 5 2 .  73. 4 6 .  1 4 .  -86. 0. 152.CCJAL 152 .  11 -0.05 0.30 0. 
1 0  FCMCCL FUEL-CL-M0 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 4 4 .  144 .  0. COAL 111 0. 0. 0. 
13 GTSOAR GT-IIRSG-10 POWR 0. -15. 1 5 9 .  79. 4 6 .  1 4 .  -93. 0. 159 .RESIDUAL 159. 1 - 0 . 1 0  0.29 0. 
1 3  GTSOAR GT-IIRSG-10 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 4 4 .  0 .RESIDUAL 1 4 4 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
=-,a 
r l 
+ a -. 
- 1  
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  POWR 0. -6. 1 5 0 .  63. 4 6 .  1 4 .  -74 .  0. 15O.COAL 1 5 0 .  1 - 0 . 0 4  0.31 0. 
6 S T 1  R L  ST1  R L I  NG-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 4 4 .  0, CBAL 1 4 4 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
1 5  G T A C l 2  GT-HRSG- 1.2 PWlR 0. -7. 152. 76. 4 6 .  14. -92. 0. 152,RESIDUAL 152 .  1 1  -0.05 0.31 O-++- 




1 6  GTAC16 GT'NESG-16 PO\IR 0, 1 .  1 4 3 .  72. 4 6 .  14. -85. 0 .  143.RESIDUAL 143 .  1 1  0 0.32 0. f 16 G T A C l 6  GT-IJRSG-16 HEAT :I- 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 4 4 .  0 .RESIDUAL 1 4 4 .  111 0. 0. 0. 
- n 
1 4  GTACOB GT-IfRSG-08 POWR 0. -27. 1 7 1 .  82. 4 6 .  1 4 .  -97. 0. 1 7 1  .RESIDUAL 171 .  11 -0.19 0.27 0. 
1 4  GTACOB GT-I4RSG-06 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 1 4 4 .  0,RESIDUAL 1 4 4 .  111 0. 0. 0. n 
17 GTWC16 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. -2. 147. 59. 48. 14 .  -69. 3. 147 .RESIDUAL 1 4 7 .  11 -0.02 0.32 0. 
17 GTWCI 6 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 4 4 .  0 .RESIDUAL 1 4 4 .  1 1 1  0 .  0. 0. 
ATE 08/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC CBMPANY PAGE 239 
COGENERAT I OI.1 TECIiNBLOGY ALTERNAT l VES STUDY 
IBSE PEU ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5 . 1  
**FUEL ENERGY SA\IED B Y  PROCESS AND ECS** 3 l HDUSTRY 3211 3 MW 13.54 PROCESS Ill L L l  OHS BTU/HR 0. PRUCESS TEMPCF) 0. PRCYDUCT CEMENT HOURS PER YEAR 7920. 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO * * * x i *  
UTl  L I  TY FUEL CdAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*lO**6= 0 .  HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 
HASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN CBGEN COGEN AUX U T I L I T  TBTAL SITE NET= F A I L  FESR POWER HEAT 
P. FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW PRaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TUTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PClWER ELECT BBl  LR USED SITE USED U T l L l T  
10**6 10**6 10**6 T0**6 10**6 10**6 10*%6 10**6 10**6 
br 
BTUlHR DTU/HR BTU/HR B _J/l-IR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
3 0  DESBA2 DIESEL-SBA FdHR 0. 16. 128. 28. 48. 14. -33. 0. 128,DISTILLA 128. 1 0 .11 0.36 0. 
. -3 
3 0  DESBA2 D I ESEL-SUA HEAT 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0. 0 .  0 .  144. 0.DISTILLA 144. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 
31 DESBAI DIESEL-S0A PBWR 0 .  16. 128. 5 1  . 46. 14. -60.  0 .  128.DISTILLA 128. 1 0.11 0.36 0. - I 
31 DESOAl DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0 .  0. 0.  0 .  0. 0. 0 .  144. 0.DISTILLA 144. 111 0. 0 . 0. 
31 DESUA 1 D I ESEL-SUA PBIJR 0. 16. 128. 51.  46. 14. -60. 0. 120.RESIDUAL 128. 1 0 .11  0.36 0. 
31 DESBAl D l  ESEL-SBA HEAT 0 .  0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0 .  0 .  144. 0.RESIDUAL 144. 111 0. 0. - +  0. 
32 GTSUAD GT-I-IRSG- 1 0 PUVR 0. -14. 158. 85. 46. 14. -100. 0. 158.DISTILLA 158. 1 - 0 - 1 0  0.29 0. 
3 2  GTSUAD GT-HRSG-10 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  144. 0. DISTILLA 144. 111 0. 0. 0. 
3 3  OTRAOB GT-WEE-08 PBWR 0. 15. 129. 52. 46.  14. -61. 0. 129.DISTtLLA 129. 1 0 .10 0.36 0. 
3 3  GTRAO8 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0 .  0. 0 .  144. 0.DISTILLA 144. 0. 0. 111 0. 
34 GTRA12 GT-35EE-12 P6bIR 0. 15. 129. 53. 46. 14. -62. 0. 129.DISTILLA 129. 11 0.11 0 . 3 6 0 .  
34 GTRA12 GT-C5RE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  144. 0.DISTILLA 144. 111 0 .  0. 0 
0 
4 0  GTRWl2 GT-85RE-12 PBWR 0 .  17. 127. 42. 46. 111. -50. 0. 127.DISTtLLA 127. 11 0.12 0.36 0. 
4 0  GTRW12 GT-GSRE-12 HEAT 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0 .  i. 0 .  144. 0.DISTILLA 144. 111 0. 0. 0. I 
35 BTRA16 GT-R5RE-  1 6 PBWR 0. 12. 132. 56. 46. 14. -66. 0 .  132.DISTiLLA 132. 11 0.08 0,35 0. 
35  GTRAl C GT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0 .  0 .  0. 0. 144. 0.DISTILLA 144. 111 0. 0. OL 
c,  
0 
39 GTRWO8 GT-G5RE-08 PaVR 0. 13.  132. 43. 48. 14. -51. 0 .  132.DISTILLA 132. 11 0.09 0 .39  0. 






3 6  GTR208 GT-GORE-08 POWR 0 .  0.  144. 68. 46. 14. -80. 0. 144.DISTILLA 144. 1 0. 0 .32 0. 
3 6  GTR208 GT-GBRE-08 HEAT 0. 0.  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 144. 0.DISTIL.LA 144. 111 0. 0 ,  0, 
3 7  G7R212 GT-SORE-12 FaWR 0. 4 .  140. 63. 46. 14. -74. 0 .  140.DISTILLA 140. 11 0 .03  0.33 0. 
3 7  GTR212 GT-GORE-12 HEAT 0 .  0. 0 .  0 .  0. 0 .  0 .  144. 0,DISTILLA 144. 111 0. 0. 0. b 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 241 
COGEFlEIZAT I t~ l . 1  TECHFIBL-UGY ALTERFIAT I VES STUDY 
REPCiRT 5 . 1  --A . 
amFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRaCESS AND ECSX* 
2 11 INDUSTRY 3 8 4 1 4  I1W 6.77 PROCESS El1 1-LIOPIS BTU/MR 0. PRCICESS T W P C F )  0. PRODUCT CEMENT HOURS PER YE.4R 7920. 
- 
PU\.JER T€i HEAT R A T I a  * *%=a 
U T l  L l  TY FUEL CdAL  WASTE FUEL EOV B T U r l O r * 6 =  0. HOT WATER BTU+lO**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL Cf3GEN CBGEN CnGEN CaGEN AUX U T l  L I  T TUTAL S l  TE NET- F A I L  FESR Pd\JER HEAT 
FUEI.. SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW PROCES F U E L  FUEL F U E L  TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED Nu-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT B B l L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I  L l  T 
1 STM141 STF-1-TllRB-1 PUWR 0. 3. 69. 36. 23. 7. -42. 0. 69.COAL-FOD 69. 1 1  0 . 0 4  0.33 0. 





0 ONBCGN N d C B 0 0 N 0. 0. 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. O:DISTI LLA 72. 0 0. 0.32 0. 
1 S T M l 4 1  STM-TIJRB-1 PaWR 0. 3. 69. 36. 23. 7. - 4 2 .  0. 69 .RESIDUAL 69. 1 1  0 . 0 4  0.33 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURD-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. (2. 0. 0. 0. 72. 0 .RESIDUAL 72. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
11 2 STM088 STtI-TURB-B PaWR 0. -4. 76. 4 2 .  23. 7. -49. 0. 7G.RESIDUAL 76. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 2 STF10130 STM-TI.I;ZB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. 0.F;ESIDUAL 72. Ill 0. 0. 0. I 
J 
I/ 2 STHOD8 STM-TURD-8 PUlJR 0. -4. 76. 42. 23. 7. -43. 0. 76.CUAL-AFB 76. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 
2 STFlOUB STPI-TIJRB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 72. 0.CUAL-AFB 72. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
I 
4 T I S T M T  T I  -STl.lTB-1 PCi\.IR 0. 17. 56. 2 4 .  23. 7. -28. 0. 56 .RESIDUAL 56. 1 1  0.23 0-41 g: 1 
2 4 T I  S R I T  T I  -ST11 fB- 1 11EAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 72. 0,RESIDUAL 72. 111 0. 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURG-1 FdWR 0. 3. 69. 36. 23. 7. - 4 2 .  0. 69.CUAL-AFB 69. 1 1  0 . 0 4  0.33 0. 
1 ST t l141  STI-1-TUKB- 1 HEAT 0. 0. G. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. 0.CUAL-AFB 72. 0. 0. 1 1 1  0. I 
$1 5 T l  HRSG THERI I IONI  C F(JVR 0. -92. 1 6 4 .  1:6. 23. 7. -137. 0 .  164 .WESlDUAL 164. 1 - 1 . 2 7  0.14 0 .  n 
1 1 1  0. 0 .  0 .  P 5 5 T IHRSB 1 ~ l l E C t l I i r N I C  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. 0 .  RESIDUAL 72. 
$1 6 S T I R L  ST IRL IC IG-1  PObIR 0. -3. 75, 3 1 .  23. 7. -37. 0. 7 S . D I S T I L L A  75. 1 -0.04 0 .31  0. 
a 6 S T  I R L  S T  I RI-I PIG- 1 I-IEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. 0 . D t S T I L L A  72. 111 0. 0. 0. 
\ 
DATE 0 6 / 0 6 / 7 9  GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PASE 2 4 3  
COGENERATIUM TECHNULdGY ALTERNATIVES STUD 
REPCll?T 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED B Y  PRUCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSTRY 3 2 4 1 4  MW 6.77 PROCESS M I L L I O N S  BTU/HR 0. PROCESS TEMPCF) 0 .  PRdDUCT CEMENT HOURS PER YEAR 
., 
, '2 
< POWER T 0  HEAT R A T I O  * a * * *  
z UT I L I TY FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUx10**6=  0. HOT WATER BTU*10**6= 0. 
=-l J 
H WASTE FUEL G W E N  CBGEN CtX3EN CBGEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  
2 NET= F A I L  FESR 
P FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRQCES PRBCES MW PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* USED NU-EIET USED HEAT P0VER ELECT 6 0 1  L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
3 1 0 * * 6  1 0 x 2 6  1 0 % * 6  1 0 * * 6  l O * u G  1 0 % w 6  1 0 ~ 2 6  1 0 X * 6  1 0 1 ~ x 6  
$7 1 8  C C l 6 2 6  GTST-16 /26  POWR 0. 22. 50. 1 1 .  23. 7 .  -13. 0. 50 .RESIDUAL 50, 1 1  0.31 0 . 4 6  0. 2 18 CC1626  G'TST-16/26 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. 0. RES I DUAL 72. 0. 0. 1 1 1  0. 
3 
's 1 9  CC1622  GTST-16 /22  PBMR 0. 22. 50. 1 3 .  23. 7. -15. 0. 5O.RESIDUAL 50. 11 0.31 0.46 0. $ 19 CC1622  GTST-16 /22  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. 0. RES I DUAL 72. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. It R 
20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  PdldR 0. 23. 50. 1 2 .  23. 7 .  - 1 5 .  0. 50. RES I DUAL 50. 1 1  0.31 0 .47  OL_ , )i 
20 CC1222 GTST-12 /22  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 32. 0.RESIDUAL 72. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
1. 
2 1  CC0822 GTST-08 /22  PGWR 0. 22. 50. 1 5 .  23. 7. -17 .  0. 5O.RESIDUAL 50. 11 0.31 0 . 4 6  0. 
2 1  CC0822 GTST-08 /22  HEAT 8. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. 0. RES I DUAL 72. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0, 
22 S T I G 1 5  S T l G - 1 5 - 1 6  POUR 0. 1 2 .  6 1 .  1 .  23. 7 .  -1 .  0. 61. RESIDUAL 61. 1 1  0.16 0.38 0. 
22 S T I G I S  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. 0. RES I DUAL 72. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
23 S T l O l O  S T 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 6  PBWR 0. 8. 6 4 .  9. 23. 7. -10. 0. 6 4 .  RES I DUAL 6 4 .  1 1  0 . 1 1  0.36--0. 
23 S T I G 1 0  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 8. 0. 0. 0, 0. 72, 0 .RESIDUAL 72. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
2 4  S T l G l S  S T I G - 1 S - 1 6  PBVR 0. 3. 69. 1 5 .  23. 7 .  -17. 0. 69.RESIOUAL 69. 1 1  0.05 0 . 3 4  0. 
2 4  S T I G I S  S T I G - I S - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. 0.RESIDUAL 72. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0 .  
m 26 DEACI\I2 DIESEI--ADV POWR 0. 10. 52. 1 6 .  23. 7 .  -19. 0. 62. RES I DUAL 62. 1 0 .14  0.37 0. ;/ 2 6  DEAOVZ DIESEL-AOV NEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 72. 0.RESIDUAL 72.  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 0 
25 DEADVB D I ESEL -ADV P6!4R 0. 1 0 .  62. 22. 23. 7. -26. 0. 62.RESIDUAL 62. 1 0 . 1 4  0.37 0. 





27 DEADVl D I ESFL-AD\/ PClbfR 0. 1 0 .  62. 2 4 .  23. 7. -29. 0. 62. RES I DUAL 62. 1 0 . 1 4  0.37 0. 




, 29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SUA POIlR 0. 8. 5 4 .  2 1 .  23. 7 .  -25. 0. 6 4 .  RES I DUAL 64. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
a/ 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT I Q 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. 72. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 0 - R E S I D U A L  
I 
29 DEtlTPM P.DV-Dl ESEL FdVR 0. 1 5 .  58. 29. 23. 7. -35. 0. 58. RES I DUAL 58. 1 0.20 0 . 4 0  0, 
2 8  DEHTPII F.nV-DIESEL HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 72, 0. RES I DUAL 72. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
E ,  I n 
29 DESUA3 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 8. 64. 2 1 .  23. 7 .  -25. 0. 6 4 .  D I S T I L L A  6 4 .  1 0.11 0.36 0 .  
29 C)ESOA3 DIESEI--SCIA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. Q.D!S I ILLA 72. 111 0. 0 .  0. 
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C86ENERATlON TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.1 - .- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECS** 
' 1 l NCUSTRY 324 14 MW 6 . 7 7  PmCESS PI I L L I  ONS BTUlHR 0 .  PRUCESS TEMP (FI 0. PRODUCT CEMENT HOURS PER YEAR 7920, 
*-" 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO ***** 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BfU*10**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN CBGEN CBGEN CBGEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR POWlcR_-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PEOCES PROCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR I - -
USED MO-NET OSED HEAT POWER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USED U T I L I T  
lO**G 10%*6 1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 lO*x6  10**6 10*%6 lOX*6 l G r x 6  
BTUrMR BTU/HR RTU/HR BTU/klR &TU/HR BTU/MR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -- 
41 GTRW16 GT-BPRE-16 POWR 0. 7. 65. 23. 23. 7. -27. 0. 65. D l  ST1 LLA 65. 11 0 .10 0.36 0. 
41 GTRH16 GT-OSRE-16 HEAT . 0 .  0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0. 0 .  72.  0. DISTILLA 72, 111 0. 0- 0. 
t 
44 GTR316 GT-60EE-16 PBWR 0 .  4. 68. 26. 23. 7. -31. 0. 68. D IST i  LLA 68. 11 0.06 0.34 0. 
44 GTR316 GT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 0 .  0, 0. 0. 0. 0 .  72. 0-DISTILLA 72. 111 0. 0. 0. 
, 
4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POUR 0. 11. 61. 10. 23. 7. -12. 0. 61. D l  ST1 LLA 61. 1 0.16 0.38 0. 
45  FCPADS FUEI--CL-PH HEAT 0 .  0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 72. O.DIST1LLA 72. 0, 0 .  111 0. 
4 2  GTR308 GT-GORE-08 PdWR 0. -2.  75.  33. 23. 7. -39. 6 .  75,DlSTILLA 75. 11 -0.03 0.31 0. 
4 2  GTR308 GT-GORE-00 HEAT 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0 .  0 .  72. 0.DISTILLC 72. 111 0. 0. 0. 1[ 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-Rtl PUWR 0. 16. 56. 13. 23. 7. -15, 0. 56. DISTILLA 56. 1 0 .22 0.41 0. 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0 .  0. 0. 0 .  3. 0.  0. 72. 0. DISTILLA 72. 0. 0. 111 0. 
GENERAL ELECTRI C COMPANY PAGE 247 
COGENERATION TECIIN(rLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.1 
*%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ECSx* 
33121 MW 60.00 PRUCESS rlILLlUPIS BTU/HR 93.0 PRUCESS TEMPCF) 446. PRODUCT SPECIAL-STEE HOURS PER YEAR 6700. 
POWER TO HEAT RAT1 U 2.201 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUwl O**6= 0. HOT WATER BTUx10~*6= 0. 
6 STIRL STIRI-IPIG-1 PUWR 0. -338. 887. 442. 205. 60. -410. 0. 887.RESIDUAL 887. 0 -0.18 0.23 0.10 
6STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 57. 187. 93. 43. 13. 0. 505.. 187.RESIDUAL 692. 0 0.08 0.06 0.13 
6 STtRL STIRLIRG-1 PBHR 0. -138. 887. 442. 205. . 60. -410. 0. e87. COAL 887. 0 -0.18 0.23 0.10 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 57. 187. 93. 43. 13. 0. 505. 187.CUAL 692. 0 0.08 0.06 0.13 
7 HEGT85 FIE!-I IIM-GT - PBblR 0. -12. 638. -11. 205. 60. 123. 0. 761. CUAL-AFB 761. ii 1 -0.02 0.27 0.12 --b 
7 HEGTB5 IIELIUH-GT- HEAT -5162. 93. -5162. 93. -1657. -486. 0. 581 7. -51 62. COAL-AFB 656. 11 -6.77 -2.53 0.14 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- POWR 0. -41 . 790. 160. 205. 60. -79. 0. 790. COAL-AFB 790. 0 -0.06 0.26 0.12 
8 HEGTGO HELl UM-GT- HE&T 0. 22. 460. 93. 119. 35. 0. 207. 460.CUAL-AFB 727. 10 0.03 OJ6-0,13 
9 HEBTOO HEI-IUM-GT- POWR 0. -414. 1163. 548. 205. 60. -535. 0 .  Il63.CtYAL-AFB 1163. 0 -0.55 0.18 0.08 
9 I-IEGTOO HEI-1 Ut-1-GT- HEAT 0. 21. 198. 93. 35. 10. 0. 531. 198,CUAL-AFB 729, 10 0.03 0.05 0.13 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU PBWR 0. '  76. 673. 317. 205. 60. -264. 0. 673. COAL 673. 10 0.10 0.56 0.14 
10 FCMCCL FUEI--CL-MO HEAT 0. 100. 197. 93. 60. 18. 0. 452. 197.COAL 650. 10 0.13 0.09 0.14 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST PdHR 0: 166. 583. 2a9. 205, 60. -184. 0. 583. COAL 583. 10 0.22 0.35-0.16 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 131. 217. 93. 76. 22. 0. 401. 217.COAL 61 8. 10 0.17 0.12 0.15 
13 GTSBAR GT-HRSG-10 PBWR 0. 43. 706. 281. 205. 60.- -221. 0. 706. RES I DUAL 706. 0 0.06 0.29 0.13 
- !I 13 GTSUAR GT-IIRSG-10 HEAT 0. 87. 234. 93. 68. 20. 0. 42e. 234. RESIDUAL 662. 0 0.12 0.10 0.14 
1 
2 
14 GTACOO. GT-I-IRSG-00 PUWR 0. -9. 750. 391. 205. 60. -351. 0. 758.RESIDUAL 758. 0 -0.01 0.27 G-12 
14 GTACO8 GT-HRSG-08 HEAT 0. 81. 180. 93. 49. 14. 0. 488. 180. RESIDUAL . 668. 0 0.11 0.07 0.14 
12 IGGTST IPIT-GAS-GT POIIR 0. -69. 818. 376. 205. 60. -333. 0. 818.COAL 818. 18 -0.G9 0.25 0.11 






15 GTACl2 GT-HRSG-12 PUWR 0. 78. 671. 311. 205. 60. -256. 0. 671.RESIOU~.L 671. E 0 0.10 13.31 8.14- -k 
15 GTAC12 GT-11R3G-12 HEAT 0. 100. 201. 93. 61. l e .  0. 448. 201 .RESIDUAL 649. 0 0.13 0.09 0.14 
16 GTAC16 GT-HfZSG-16 PUWR 0. 115. 634. 269. 205. 60. -207. 0. 634. RES I DUAL 634. 0 0.15 0.32 0.15 








17 GT\.IClE GT-IIRSG-16 PUWR 0. 99. 650. 263. 205. 60. -201- 0 .  65O.RESIDUAL 650. 0 0.13 0.32 0.14 
17 GTEICl G GT-IIRCG-16 NEAT 0, 106. 229. 93. 72. 21. 0. 414. 229.RESIDUAL 643. 0 0.14 0 . l i  0.14 
 DATE 06/06/79 U GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 249 
CBGENERATION TECHNULBGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l8SE PEO AD!/ DESlGPj ENGR REPORT 5.1 . . 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSTRY 33121 MW 60.90 PRdCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 93.0 PRUCESS TEMPCF) 448. PRODUCT SPECIAL-STEE WURS PER YEAR 6750. 
--- 
POWER TO HEAT RATlU 2.201 i 
a UTILITYFUEL COAL . WASTE FUEL EGlV BTU*lO**6= 0. WT WATER BTU*10*16= 0. 
m 
i WASTE FUEL CUGEN COGEN CBGEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TBTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PUgER-HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES MU PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT Boll-R USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
10**6 1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 10*%6 10*%6 1 0 ~ x 6  1OX*6 10*.6 10.86 
BTU/MR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/MR BTU/H4 BTUfHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR - 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-SOA POUR 0. 162. 567. 125. 205. 60. -37. 0. 567.DISTILLA 567. 1 0.24 0.36 0.'16 1 ! 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 164. 423. 93. 153. 45. 0, 163. 423.DISTlLLA 586. 1 0.22 0.26 0.16 
I 30 DESd.92 DIESEL-SOA POWR 0. 182. 567. 125. 205. 60. -37. 0. 5B7. RES I DUAL 567. 1 0.24 0.36 0.16 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 164. 423. 93. 153. 4 5 . '  0. 153. 423.RESIDUAL 586. 1 0.22 0.26 0.16 
0. 182. 567. 227. 205. 60. -158. 0. 567.DISTILLA 567. 1 0.24 0.36 0.16 
31 DESUAI D l  ESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 139. 232. 93. ' 84. 25. 0. 378. 232.DISTlLLA 610. 1 0.19 0.14 0.15 I 
31 DESOAl D l  ESEL-S4A POMR 0. 182. 567. 227. 205. 60. -158. 0. 567. RES I DUAL 567, 1 0.24 0.36 0.16 
31 DESOAl D l  ESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 139. 232, 93. 84. 25. 0. 378. 232.RESlDUAL 610. 1 0.19 0.14 0.15 
II 32 GTSOAD GT--1-IRSG-10 PUWR 0. 48. 701. 319. 205. 60. -266. 0. 701.DISTlLLA 701. 0 0.06 0.29 0.13 32 GTSUAD GT-IlliSG-10 HEAT 0. 92. 205. 93. 60. 18. 0. 433. 205.DISTILLA 658. 0 0.12 0.09 0.14 
0. 176. 578. 170. 205. 60. -91. 0. 573.DlSTlLLA 573. 0 0.23 0.36 0 7 6 1  
33 GTRA08 GT-85RE-08 HEAT 0. 146. 313. 93. 112. 33. 0. 290. 813:DISTILLA 604. 0 0.19 0.19 0,15 
34 GTRA12 GT-8SRE-12 POWR 0. 177. 572. 179. 205. 60. -101. 0. 572. D!STILLA 572, 0 0.24 0.36 0.16 
34 GTRA12 GT,-85RE- 12 HEAT 0. 145. 297. 93. 106. 31. 0. 308. 297.DlSTILLA 605, 0 0.19 O,i8 0.15 
35 GTRAl6 GT-85RE-16 PBMR 0. 163. 587. 196. 205. 60. -?21. 0. 587.DISTILLA 587. 0 0.22 0.35 0.16 
35 GTRAlS GT-85EE-16 HEAT 0. 135. 278. 93. 97. 28. 0: 336, 278.DISTILLA 615. 0 0.18 0.16 0.15 
rn 
36 GTRPOB GT-SORE-08 PUWR 0. 109. 640. 244. 205. 60. -178. 0. 640.DISTILI-A 640. 0 0.25 0.32 0.15 
- 36 GTR208 GT-60EE-08 HEAT 0. 109. 244. 93. 78. 23. 0. 396. 244.DISTILLA 640. 0 0.15 0.12 0.15 I 
n 
1 37 GTR212 GT-60EE-12 PO\$IR 0. 129.' 620. 227. 205. 60. -158. 0. 62O.DISTILLA 620. 0 0.17 0.33 0.15 
3 37 GTR212 GT-GORE-12 HEAT 0. 117. 254. 93. 84. 25. 0. 378. 254.DISTILLA 632. 0 0.16 0.13 0.15 
t 
5 39 GTRbIO8 GT-BJRE-08 POGR 0. 166. 583. 145. 205. 60. -61. 0. 383.DISTlLLA 583. 0 2-22 0.35 0.16 
2 39 GTRl.108 GT-B5riE-08 HEAT 0. 146. 374. 93. 131. 38. 0. 229. 374.DlSTILLA 604. 0 0.19 0.2< 0.15 I- 
$ 40 GTRWl2 GT-05RE-12 POWR I 0. 187. 562. 146. 205. 60. -63. 0. 562.DlSTILLA 562. 0 0.25 0.36 0.17 2 43 GTRW12 GT-235RE-12 HEAT 0. 159. 358. 93. 130. 38. 0. 233. 358.DISTlLLA 591. 0 0.21 0.22 0-16 
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18SE PECJ ADV CESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
i 
%*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ECS** I 
INDUSTRY 33251 MW 280.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 912.0 PRUCESS TEMPCF) 448. PRODUCT INTQR-STEEL HOURS PER YEAR 6700. 
P0WER TC! HEAT RAT1 U 1 .048 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUrlO**6= 529, HbT WATER BTU=!O*=6= 0. 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10*+6 0 0 ~ x 6  10**6 1 0 ~ * 6  f 01.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUJHR 
" 
"b X 
d 0 OMOCGN N O C O O 0 N 529. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 G73. 2986. 1073. COAL-FGD 4038. 0 0. 0,24 0.22 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 529. -7209. 11268. 8622. 955. 280. -907% 0. 11268.RESIDUAL 11268. 0 -2.04 0.08 0.08 
1 STMl41 STM-'TURB-1 HEAT 529. 197. 1192. 912. 101. 30. 0. 2670. 1192. R E S I U  3862. 
I 
0 0.06 0.03 0 . 2 4 4  
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN COGEN COGEM AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRCJCES MU PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED PlU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B0lLR USED SITE USED UTI L l  T 
'!I 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 529. -7209. 11268. 8622. 955. 280. -9C71. 0. 1 1268. COAT--FGC- 1 1268. 0 -2.04 0.08 0.08 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 529. 197. 1192. 912. 101. 30. 0. 2670. : 192. COAL-FGC 3862. 0 0.06 0.03 0.24 I 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 529. -7209. 11268. 8622. 955. 230. -9071. 0. 1 1 268. C O A L ~ A ~  1 1268. 0 -2.04 0.08 0.08 P 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 529. 197. 1192. 952. 101. 30. 0. 2670. 1 192. COAL-AFE 3862. 0 0.06 0.03 0.24 1 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POWR 529. -1 5597. 19656. 15752. 955. 280. -17459. 0. 19656. RESIDUAL 19656. 0 -4.42 0.05 0:OS 
2 STMOB8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 529. 108. 1138. 912. 55. 16. 0. 2813. 1138,RESIDUAL 3951. 0 0.03 0.01^ -0.23 
!I 2 STI.1088 STtl-TURB-8 PO\JR 528. - 1 5597. 1 9656. 15752. 955. 280. - 17459. 0. 19656,CdAL-AFB 19956. 0 -4 $2 Ci.03 0.05 2 STMOGB STM-TURB-0 HEAT 529. 108. 1 138. 91 2. 55. 16. 0. 28:2, lz38.COAL-AFB 3S51. 0 Q QS 0.01 0.23 
3 PFBSTI-1 PFB-STMTB- POUR 529. -1968. 6026. 4098. 955. 280. -3748. 0. 6026. COAL-PFB 6026, 0 -0.56 8.16-a.15 
3 PFBSTM PFD-STMTB- HEAT 529. 396. 1341. 912. 213. 62. 0, 2321. 1341,COAL-PFB 3662. 0 O.FF 0.06 0.25 
5 TI HRSG THERMI ON1 C PeVR 0. -2732. 6790. 4178. 955. 280. -3842, 0. 6790,RESIDUAL 6790. C2 -0.93 0.14 0.13 




PUWR 529. -2732. 6790. 4178. 955. 280. -3842. 0. 6790.CBAL 6790. 0 -0.77 0.14 0.13 ' -  4 
5 TlHRSG TIIEI<IIIONIC HEAT 529. 242. 1482, 912. 209. 61. 0. 2334. 1482.CbAL 381 6. 0 0.07 0.05 0.24 I 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 PaMR 0. -492. 4550. 2881, 955. 280. -2316. 0. 4550. RESIDUAL 4550, 0 -0.29 0.21 0.20 , 
4 T i  STMT T I  -STtlTB-1 HEAT 529. 293. 730. 462. 153. 45. 529. 2507. 1253. RESIDUAL 3766, 0 0-08 0.04 0.24 
6 ST1 RL ST1 RI-I-NG- 1 POWR 0. -81. 4139. 2061. 955. 280. -1352. 0. 4139.DISTILLA 4139. 0 -0.17 0.23 0-22 
6 STIRL STIRLIMG-1 HEAT 529. 285. 928. 462. 214. 63. 529. 2316. 1457,DlSTILLA 3773. 0 0.08 0.06 0.24 
-I 
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REERT 5.1 - -. - -----+- + 
*rFUEL ENERGY SA\JED B Y  PROCESS AND ECSsm 
h INDUSTRY 33251 PI\$ 280.00 PRBCESS PllLLlBNS BTU/HR 912.0 PRUCESS TEMPCF) 448. PRODUCT INTGR-STEEL HOURS PER YEAR 6700. 
0 " H 
18 CClG26 GTST-16/26 POWR 4. 1344. 2711. 909. 955. 280. 4. 0. 271S.RESIDUAL 2715. 0 0.23 0.35 0.34 









19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 POWR 0. 1292. 2766. 1015. 955. 200. -121. 0. 2766. RFS I DUAL 2766. 0 0-22 0.35 0:%3 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 529. 643. 1259. 462. 435, 127. 529. 1627. 178S.RESIDUAL 3415. 0 0.18 0.13 0.27 
v- 
POWER TO HEAT RAT1 O 1 ,038 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV RTU*lO**6= 523. HbT WATER BTU*lO*x6= 0, 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN CCJGEN CeGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NETS -A 1 L FESLPOWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRCCES PROCES MV PRCiCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10rr6 10**6 1 0 ~ ~ 6  10=*6 1 0 ~ x 6  lOrY6 10**6 lb==6 10==6 
BTU/HR RTU/MR DTU/HR BJU/MR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUlHR BTUIHR --- -m 
4 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 POMR 0. 1296. 2763. 1024. 955. 280. -132. 0. ?TG3. RESIDUAL 2763. 0 0 3 2  0.35 0.33 1 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 529. 644. 1247. 462, r31. 126. 529. 1638. 1776.RESIDUAL 3414, 0 0.1B 0.13 0.27 
F ' I 
21 CC0822 OTST-08/22 POUR 0. 1058. 3000. 1316. 955. 280. -475. 0, 3000. RES I DUAL 3000. 0 0-15 0.32 0,3e 
21 CC0822 GTST-0G/22 NEAT 529. 538. 1053. 462. 335. 98. 529, 1937. 15t?3,RESIDUAL 3520. 0 0.15 0.10 0.- 4 
- I 22 STIGlS STIG-15-16 PBWR 529. 516. 2508. 33. 955. 280. 1035. 0. 3542. RESIDUAL 3542. 1 0.15 6-27 0-26 22 ST1 GI5 ST1 G- 15- 1 G HEAT 529. 731 8, 35538. 462. 13540. 3968. 529. -39327. 36068. RES1 OVAL -3260. 1 0.17 0.38 0.03 
21 26 DEADV2 Dl FSEL-ADV POUR 303. 1 180. 2575. 654. 955. 280. 303. 0. 2879.RESIDUAL 2879. 1 0.27 0.33 0.32 
- 26 DERDV2 DlES"I--ADV HEAT 529. 833. 1819. 462. 675. 198, 529. 877. 234P.RESI DUAL 3225. 1 0.24 0.21 Oa28 I 
0. 787. 3272. 1403. 955. 280. -577. 0. 3272.RESIDUAL 3272. 0 0.07 0.2Q1?8 




29 DESCSA3 D l  ESEL-SBA P5lJR 529. 763. ' 2649'. 361. 955. 280. 649, 0. 3295. D I ST1 LLA 3295. 0 0.22 0.29 0.28 
0 0.Z2p013r 0.23 
27 DEADVl Dl ESEL-ADV PCJIJR 0. 1483. 2575. 1007. 955. 280. -i12. 0. 2575. RES1 DUAL 2575. 1 0.27 0.37 0.35 
27DEADVl DIESEL-ADVI-!EAT 529. 732. 1182. 462. 138. 128. 520; 1616. 1711.RESIDUAL 3327. 1 0.21 0,13 0.27 
29 DESFIA3 D l  ESEL-SBA laOWR 529. 763. 2646. 361 . 955. 280. 649. 0. 3295. RES 1 DUAL 3295. 0 0.22 0.29 fi 28 
29 DESUA3 D l  E:;FL-SOA HEAT 529. 978. 3390. 462, 1224. 359. 529. -838. 3919.RESIDUAL 3081. 0 0.22 0.31 0.23 
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COGENERAT I ON TECHNOLOGY ALTERNAT I VES STUDY 
I%SE PFO PDV DFSl GN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
=*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PReCESS AND ECS** 
gI 1 NDUSTRY 33251 MW 2&i3.00 PROCESS MI LI-I CIE!S BTU/HR 9 1 2.0 PROCESS TEMP C F l  448. PRUDUCT I NTGR-STEEL HOURS PER YEAR 6700. 
-- -* 
PU\JER TU HEAT RATIO 1,0413 
UTI L l  Ti' FIJEL - COAL WASTE FUEL EOV &TU*lO**6= 529. HOT WATER BTU=lO*x6= 0. 
WASTF;UEL COGEN CnGEN COGEN CBGEN AUX UTf L I T  TdTAL SITE NET= FAIL  FESR PCjWER-~EJJT~v 
FUEL SAiJED= FUEL PRDCES FROCES MW PKCtCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FFSCTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTIL IT  
l o x r s  t o v t ~  10r*6 10**6 lOx r6  10%rG IOrx6  10=*6 1O*r6 
t. BTU/I-IR RTU/I-IR BTU/HR BTUfI-IR BTU/HR BTU/tIR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -- 
d; 
3; 41 GTRV116 GT-85RE-16 POWR 187. 1195. 2676. 753. 955. 280. 187. 0. 2862OISTIL1-A 2863- 0 0.24 0.33 0 3 2  
41 OTR!J186T-B5RE-l6HEAT 529. 733. 1642. 462. 586. 172. 529. 1154. 2171.DISTILLA 3325. 0 0.21 0.18 0.27 
5 - -.-- - 
. 4 2  GTR308 GT-GORE-08 POWR 12. 965. 3082. 902, 955. 280. 12. 0. 3094. D I ST i l dA  3094. 0 0.1s 0.31 0.29 
1, 42 GTRSOO GT-GORE-08 HEAT 529. 494. 1579. 462. 489. 143. 529. 1456. 2108.DISTILLA 3564, 0 0.14 0.14 0 - 2 6  
45 FCPADS FCIEL-CL-PFI PO\JR 529. 974. 2514. 427. 955. 280. 570. 0. 3084. DISTILLA 3084. 0 0.28 0.31 0.30 
45  FCPAOS Fl.IEL--CL-PH HEAT 529. 1053. 2718. 462. 1033. 303. 529. -242. 3247.DESTIL!,A 3005. 0 0.28 0.32 0.28 
46 FCHCOS FUEL-CL-MU POllR 437. 1302. 2319. 540. 955. 280. 437. 0 ,  2756,DISTlLLA 2756. 0 0.34 0 . 3 5  0.33 
46 FCMCD3 FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 529. 1 1  14. 1983. 462. 817. 239. 529. 433. 2512.DISTILLA 2945. 0 0.32 0.28 0.31 
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COGENERATI 0t.I TECHNUI-UGY ALTERtIAT I VES STUDY 
REPORT 5 . 1  
t 3 ZXFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECS** 
=3 11, l NDUSTRI 33254 MW 4 0 . 0 0  PRBCESS M I  LLl OMS BTU/HR 0 1  . 0  PROCESS T M P C F )  448. PRODUCT M I N I  -STEEL ICIURS PER YEAR 6700. 
' 3  
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN CGGEN CClGEN AUX U T I L l T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESq-PeJER HEAT 
FLIEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRdCES MW PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL T0TAL+ FACTR FACTR 
' 3 I PUWER TO HEAT R A T l B  1.500 U T I L I T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTUa102*6=  0, HOT WATER B T U x l O x r G =  C. 
USEL NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOILR USED S I T E  USED U T I  L I T  
7 HEGTCS tIECI IlE.1-GT- POl.IR 0. -8. 4 2 5 .  -0. 1 3 6 .  4 0 .  1 1 6 .  0. 5 4  1 . COAL-dFB 5 4  1 . 1 1  -0.01 0.25 0 , 





K - i$ 1 6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  PO\.IR 0. - 5 8 .  591. 2 9 4 .  1 3 6 .  4 0 .  -239. 0. 5 9 1 . C B A L  591 .  0 -0. 11 0.23 0.75 
8 HEGT6O t lELIUM-GT- PUWR 0. 7. 527. 107. 136. 4 0 .  - 1 8 .  0. 527. CBAL -AFB 527. 10 0 . 0 1  0.26 0.17 
8 HFGT6O FIEL I IIM-GT- HEAT 0. 2 1 .  4 5 0 .  9 1 .  1 1 7 .  3 4 .  0. 62.. 450.COAL-AFB 5 1 2 .  1 0  0 . 0 4  0.23 0.18 
1 0 ~ x 6  IOFLB 1 0 x 2 ~  l o * x s  t o * x 6  l o w 6  IO*YG 1 o r * 6  10**6 
. 
BTU/bIP RTU/HR BTIJ/HR BTU/I.IR BTU/HR BTU/tIR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR ..- 
6 S T I R L  STIRI- ING-1 PO\,IR 0. -56. 5 9 1 .  2 9 4 .  1 3 6 .  4 0 .  -239. 0. 5 9 l . R E S I D U A L  591. 0 -0 .11  0.23 0.15 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT 0. 56. 1 8 3 .  91.- 42. 1 2 .  0. 295. 1 8 3 .  RESIDUAL 477 .  0 0 . 1 1  0.09 0.19 
, 
11 9 HEGTOO H E L I  UM-GT- POllR 0. - 2 4 2 .  775. 365. 1 3 6 .  4 0 .  -322. 0. 775. CQAL-AFB 775. 10 - 0 . 4 5  0 . 1 8  0.12 9 HEGTOO H E L I  UP]-GT- HEAT 0. 20. 193. 9 1 .  34. 10. 0. 320. 193.COAL-AFB 513. 10 0 . 0 4  0.07 8 . 1 8  
6 S T l R L  ST IRL IE IG-1  HEAT 0. 56. 1 6 3 .  91. 4 2 .  12. 0 .  295. 183. COAL 477. 0 0 . 1 1  0.09 0.19 
1 0  FCMGCL FUEL-CL-MU POWR 85. 4 4 9 .  2 1 2 .  1 3 6 .  4 0 .  - 1 4 2 .  0. 4 4 9  CeAL 4 4 9 .  
1 0  FCMCCL FIJEI--CL-MU HEAT 97. 1 9 3 .  9 1 .  59. 17. 0. 2 4 3 .  193.COAL 4 3 6 .  
11 FCSTCL FUEI--CL-ST PCIbIl? 0. 145. 3 8 8 .  156 .  1 3 6 .  4 0 .  -08. 0. 368. COAL 388. 1 0  0.27 
1.1 FCSTCL FI.JEI--CL-ST HEAT 0. 1 2 6 .  2 1 3 .  9 1 .  75. 22. 0. 1 8 3 .  213.COAL 406. 10 0.24 
? 
I 1 2 I GGTST I NT-GAS-GT PBIdR 0. - 1 2 .  5 4 5 .  2 5 1 .  1 3 6 .  40. -188. 0. 5 4 5 .  COAL 5 4 5 .  10 -0.02 0.25 0.17 1 1 1 2  IGG.rST IHT-GAS-6T HEAT 0. 6 4 .  1 9 8 .  91. 50. 15. 0. 272. 198 .  COAL 4 7 0 .  1 0  0 . 1 2  0.11 0.19 
II 
1 3  GTSOAR GT-HRSG- 1 0  PUWR 0. 63. 4 7 1 .  1 6 7 .  136 .  4 0 .  - 1 1 3 .  0. 471 .RESIDUAL 471. 0 0.12 0.29 0 . 1 9  
1 3  GTSCJAR GT-I IRSG- 1 0 I-IEAT 0. 66. 229. 97. 66. 19. 0. 2 1 9 .  229.RESIDUAL 4 4 8 .  0 0.16 0 . 1 5  0.20 
1 5  GTAC12 GT-I lRFG-12 PaVR 0. E6. 4 4 7 .  207. 1 3 6 .  do. - 1 3 7 .  0. 4 4 7 .  RESIDUAL 447 .  0 0.16 0.31 0.20 3 
1 5  GTAC12 GT-llrC3G-12 HEAT 0. 98. 1 9 7 .  91. 60. 18.  0. 239. 197 .RESI3UAL 436.  0 0.18 0.14 0.21 !i 
k a 
1 1 
i 2 1 4  GTACOB GT-IIRSG-08 FCLIaIR 0. 28. 505. 2 6 1 .  1 3 6 .  4 0 .  -200. 
0. ,535. RES I DUAL 505. Q 0.05 0.27 0.18 
1 4  GTPCOE GT-l~tl'YG-r3Z1 HEAT 0. 8 0 .  176. 9 1 .  4 8 .  1 4 .  0. 278. 176,RESIDUAL 4 5 4 .  10 0.15 0 . 1 0  0.20 
! 17 GTlJC16 GT-HRSG-16 POWR 0. 1 0 0 .  4 3 3 .  176. 136. 4 0 .  -100. 0. 4 3 3 .  RES I DUAL 433. 0 0.19 0.32 0.21 





1 6  GTAC16 GT-I3RSG-16 F'0WR 0. 1 1 1 .  4 2 3 .  179. 1 3 6 .  4 0 .  - 1 0 4 .  0. 423. RES I DUAL 423. 0 0.21 0.32 0.22 " 
16 GTAC16 GT-;il7CG-16 HEAT 0. 1 0 9 .  2 1 5 .  91. 69. 20. 0. 210. 2 l S . R E S I D U A L  4 2 4 .  0 0.20 0 . 1 6  -0.21 I I 
9 
- -  - 
.- 1 % "  . 
'r - 4 . s 
5 
PAGE 259 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTUr1 0~*6= 0, HOT WATER BTU=lO=*S= 0. 
10*=6 10==6 10~x6 
. 0.29 0.36 6.24 
1 0.26 0.21 0.23 
0 0.12 0.23 0.19 1 
0 0.17 0.13 0.20 
! 
381. 120. 136. 40. -34. 0. 381.DISTILLA 381. 0 0.29 0.36-0.24 1 
91. 104. 30. 0. 102. 290.8ISTlLLA 392. 0 0.27 0.27 0.23 
0. 142. 391. 131. 136. 46. ' -47. 0. 39I.DISTILLA 391. 2) 0.27 0.55 0.23 
0. 132. 272. 91. 95. 28. 0. 130. 272,DISTILLA 402. 0 0.25_0.24 0.23 
36 GTR206 GT-60RE-08 PCiClR 0. 107. 427. 163. 136. 40. -84, 0, 427,DISTILLA 427. 0 0.20 0.32 0.21 
36 GTR208 GT-G0r.E-08 HEAT 0. 107. 239. 91. 76. 22. 0. 188, 239.DISTILLA 427, 0 0.20 O.T8 0.21 
414.DISTILLA 414. 0 0.27 0.33 0.-22 
. 248.DISTltLA 419. 0 0.22 0.20 0.22 
0. 129. 405. 147. 136. 40. -66. 0. 405. DlSTf LLA 405. 0 0.24 0.34 0.22 
0. 120. 250. 91. 84. 25. 0. 103. 25O.DISTILLA 413. 0 0.23 0.20 0.22- i :( 39 GTBllOB GT-OGRE-08 PUWR 0. 145. 389. 97. 136, 40. 0. 389.DISTILLA 0 0.27 0.35 0.23 
Fi 33 GiK1103 GT-ritsE-03 HEAT 0. 143. 366. 91. 129. 38. 
-.- 
29. 366.DISTILLA 
al 0 0.27 0.33 0.23 $ 40 FTRW12 GT-E5RE-12 PdHR 0. 159. 375. 97. 136. 40. -8. 0. 375,DISTILLA 0 0.30 0.36 0.24 
* 40 GTEW12 GT-Ca;;E-12 HEAT ai 0. 155. 350. 91, 127. 37. 0. 28. 35O.DISTILLA 0 0.29 0.34 0.24 
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REPURT 5.1 
XIFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PR6CESS AND ECS- 
1 INDUSTRY 3 3 3 1  1 IIW 2 4 . 8 0  PROCESS t I I  LLI UPIS BTUlHR 0 .  PROCESS TEMPCF) 0. PRODUCT CUPPER-SMELT HOURS PER YEAR 8400 .  
PtiHER TU HEAT RATIO I%**= 
U T I L I T Y  FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV DTiJ%l Oy*6= 0. HOT WATER B T U z l  O==6= 0. 
I WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN COGEN C56EN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S l  TE NET= F A I L  FESR P m E R  HEAT FUEL SA'JED= FUEL PRGCES PRUCES MU PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED NO-NETUSED HEAT POWER ELECT ECIILR USED S I T E  USED U T I  LI  T 
n 1 8  CC1626 GTST-16/26 POUR 0. 81.  1 8 3 .  4 1 .  85. 25. -49.  0. 183,RESIDUAL 1E3. f 0.31 0 . 4 6  0. 1 8  CC1626 GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 264 .  0. RES I DUAL 264. 311 0, 0. 0 .  
1 9  CC1622 GTST- 1 6 / 2 2  PBbIR 0. 81 .  183. 4 6 .  85. 25. -54.  0. 183.RESIDUAL 183, 1 1  0.31 0 . 4 6  0, 
1 9  CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 0.  0. 0.  0. 0. 0. 0. 264 .  0.RESIDUAL 264 ,  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. I 
2 0  CC1222 GTST-12/22 PBMR 0, 83.  1 8 1 .  4 5 .  85.  25. -53. 0. I 8 1  .RESIDUAL 181, 1 0 . 3 1  0 . 4 7  0. 
20 CC1222 GTST-12/22 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.  2 6 4 .  0.RESIDUAL 26d. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0, 4 
2 1  CC0822 GTST-08/22 PBWR 0. 61.  183. 5 4 .  85. 25. -64. 0. 183,RESIDUAL I & ? .  ? 0 .31 0 . 4 6  0. 
21 CCO62? GTST-Cl8/22 HEAT 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 264 .  0.RESIDUAL 254. ; 1 1  0. 0. a*+ 
- - 
L 
22 S T 1 6 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  POUR 0. 4 2 .  222. 3. 85.  25. -3. 0. 222.RESIDUAL 222. 1 0.16 0 . 3 6  0. 
22 STIGZS S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0.  0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 264 .  0. RES I DUAL 264. 111 0. 0. 0. 
0. 29. 236. 3 1 .  85.  25. -37. 0. 236. RES1 DUAL 236. 1 0.11 0.36 0; 
23 S T l G l O  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2 6 4 .  0. RES I DUAL 2 6 4 .  111 0 .  0.  0. 
2 4  S T I G l S  S T I G - 1 s - 1 6  POWR 0. 12.  252. 53. 85.  25. -63. 0. 252. RESI DUAL 252. 1 0.05 0 .34  0.  
2 4  S T I G l S  S T I G - 1 s - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2 6 4 ,  0 .  RES I DUAL 2 6 4 .  111 0. 0. 0. 
2 5  DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PUWR 0 .  36. 228 .  82 .  85.  25. -97. 0. 228.RESIDUAL 279. 1 0 .14  0.37 0. 
5 5  DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0 .  0 ,  0. 0 .  0 .  0 . 0. 264 .  0. RES I DUAL 2 6 5 .  1 1 1  0. 0: 0. 
0 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PUWR 0. 3 6 .  2 2 8 .  58. 85.  25. -68 .  0 .  228. RES I DUAL 22&.  1 0 . 1 4  0.37 0 .  
26 DEACx12 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 ,  0. 0. 264 .  0, RE51 DUAL 264 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
27 DEADVl D I  ESEL-ADV POWR 0. 3 6 .  2 2 8 .  8 9 .  85. 25. -105 .  0. 228.  RESIDUAL 2 2 9 .  1 0 . 1 4  0.37 C ,  
27 DEADVI D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 264 ,  0 -RESIDUAL 264 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
2 8  DEHTPF1 ADV-D I ESEL P U l l R  ,0. 5 4 .  2 1 1 .  1 0 7 .  8 5 .  25. -126 .  0. 211.RESIDUAL 2 1 1 .  1 0.20 0 . 4 0  0, - w 28 DEHTPM ADY-DIESEL HEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 264 .  0. RES I DUAL 264, 119 G. 0. 0. i 4 29 DEBOA3 DIESEL-SC3A POHR 0. 30 .  234 .  76. 85,  25. -90. 0. 2 3 4 . D I S T I L L A  234. 1 0 . 4 1  0.36 0. 5 29 DESbA3 DIE:iEL_-SaA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8. 0. 264 .  0 . D I S T I L L A  261 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
at I 
g/ 2 9  DESOA3 DIESEL-SBA PCIWK 0. 30 .  234 .  76. 85.  25. -90: 0. 234 .  RES I DUAL 234 .  1 0 . 1  0.36 0. 
<' 29 DESOP.3 DIESEL-SaA HEAT &I 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2 6 4 .  0. RES I DUAL 2 6 4 .  111 0. 0. 0, I 
q 
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i CORZHERAT I ON TECHll3l-GGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
18SE PEO ADV D F S l  GN ENGR REPORT 5.7 -- - 
. . 
=-"FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSxZ 
, ; I NDUSTFtY 33Z11 t'lW 24-80 PROCESS M l  LLl O l l S  ETU/HR 0. PRrJCESS TEIIPC Fl 0. TRBDUCT COPPER-SMELT HOURS PER YEAR 0400. 50"' -- - -- 
177 b* PBUER TO HEAT RATId x x z * ~  
0 * 
n :r 
UTILI Tl FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV %1UxIOr~6= 0. H3T WATER ETUx1Oxx6= 0. 
- 5 7 WASTE FUEL CCGEN CrSr?EN COGEN CBGEN AUX UTILIT TBTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR PW-EER HEAT s 1 FUEL SAqJED= FUEL PRUCES PRUCES MU PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR USED tI0-IdET USED HEAT PrSLIER ELECT EOILR 'USED SITE USED UTt LI P 
3 t: 10=*6 1 0 ~ x 6  IOrz6 1 0 ~ x 6  lO*zS 1 0 * ~ 6  10x=6 IOx*B 10-6 
> i BTU/HR 2TU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUYHR ETU/HR 
-3 C 
41 OTRCi16 GT-a5RE-16 POWR 0. 27. 237. 83. 85.  25. -98. 0 237.DISTILLA 237. 1 0.10 0.36 0. 
41 GTRkt16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0, 0. 0. 0. 8.  0. 0, 264. 0.DISTILL.A 264. 0. 0. 1 1 1  0. 
- 
*" 'i 42 GTRSOB GT-6CEE-08 POUR 0. -9. 273. 122. 85. 25. -144. 0. 273.DlSTILLA 273. i -0.03 0.31 0. 
42 GTR308 GT-COEE-OB HEAT 0. 0. 0, 0, 0. 0. 0. 264, 0.DISTILLA 264. 1 1 3  0. 0. 0. 
43 OTR312 GT-GORE-12 POUR 0. 17. 247. 94. 85. 25. -111. 0. 24t.DISTILLA 247. 1 0.06 a.34 0. 
43 GTR312 GT-GORE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 264. 0-DISTILLA 264. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
8 44 GTR316 GT-60EE-16 POUR 
- 0. 15. 250, 96. 85. 25. -113. 0, 250,DISTILLA 250. 1 0.06 0.34 0. 
" 44 GTR316 GT-60ZE-16 HEAT 
-= 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0 0 .  0. 264. O.DISTILLA 264. 0. 0. 1 1 1  0.  
! 1 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POHR 0. 42. 223. 38. 85. 25. -45. 0. 223.01STILL-A 253. 1 0.!6 0.38 0. i 
-"' 2 45 FCFD.DS FUCL-CL-PH FIEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0,  0, 0. 261. 0.DISTILLA 264. T I 1  0. 0. 
O- i i 
- 
7 
PAGE 267 k 
I EIDUSTRY 33312 MGI 25.80 PROCESS M I  LLl ONS BTU/HR 0. PROCESS TFJIP(F1 0. PRODUCT COPPER-SWELT HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
UTILITY FUEL COAL 
0. -11. 286. 119. 88. 26. -140. 0. 286, RESIDUAL 286. 
0. 275. 
8 HESTGO HELI UM-GT- POWR 0 :  -65. 340. 146. 88. 26. -172, 0. 340. CQAL-AFB 340. 11 -0.24 0.26 0. 
0. 275, 0. COAL-AFB 275. 111 0. 0, 0. 
26. -61. 0. 179.CaAL 179. 11 0.35 0 . c  0. 
0. 275. 0. COAL 275, 111 0.  0. G. 
I PIT-GAS-GT POEIR 55. 220. 
0. 326. RES I DUAL 326. 1 -0.19 0.27 0 .  
0. 275. 0 .  RES I DUAL 275. 111 0. 0. 0. 
3. 273. 137. 26. -161. 0. 273. RES 1 DUAL 273. 1 0.01 0.32 0. 
0. 275. 0. RES 1 DUAL 275. 
-4. 279. 112. 88. 26. -131. 0, 279. RES I DUAL 279. 1 -0.02 0.32 0. 
0. 275. 0. RESI DUAL 275. 111 0. 0. 
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CdGENERAT101J TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I IBSE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5 . 1  **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AN0 ECS** /I 1 NDUSTRY 3331 2 MW 25.80 PRoCESS M 1 LL 1 oNS BTUlHR 0 .  PROCESS TEMP (F) 0 .  PRODUCT COPPER-SMELT HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
POWER T6 HEAT RATIO X * * * *  11 UTILITY FUEL M A L  WASTE FUEL EQV BTUrlO**6= 0 .  HUT WATER BTU*10*x6= 0 .  
z! I 
0 . DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 271 
m COGENERATION TECHPlffLt3GY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
18SE PEB ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
2 **FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
!NDUSTRY 33313 MW 28.50 PROCESS MlLLIf3NS BTU/HR 0. PRCJCESS TEMPCF) 0. PRODUCT CUPPER-SMELT HOURS PER YEAR 8400. 
PUWER TU HEAT RAT16 ***** 
UTI L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO*r6= 0. H8T WATER BTU*lOx*6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CUGEN CaGEN CUGEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POHER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRaCES PRBCES MU PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BUILR USED SITE USED U T l L l T  
- 0  OMOCGNNU C U Q O N  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 304. 0.DISTlLLA 304. 0 0. 0.32 3. 
1 STtl14 1 STI.1-TURB- 1 PU\*lR 0. 13. 291. 150. 97. 29. -177. 0. 29l.RESIDUAL 291. 1 0.04 0.33 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TlIRB-1 HEAT C 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 304. 0.RESIDUAL 304. 111 0. 0. 0. II 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0, 13. 291. 150, 97. 29. -177. 0. 291 . COAL-FQD 291 . 1 0.04 0.33 0. 1 STM141 STM-TUEB-1 HEAT 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 304. 0. COAL-FQD 304. 111 0. 0 .  0. 
2 STMO88 STM-TURD-8 PBWR 0. -17. 321. 175. 97. 29. -206. 0. 32l.RESiDUAL 321. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 
0. RES r DUAL 304. 111 0. 0. 0. 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 304. J 
2 STMd88 STPI-TURB-8 PBWR 0. -17. 321. 173. 97. 29. -208. 0. 321 . CUAL-FOD 321 . 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 11 2 ST11080 STH-TURD-8 HEAT 3 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 304. 0. CE4L-FGD 304. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 j 11 2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 PUWR 0. -17. 321. 175. 97. 29. -206. 0. 321.CUAL-AFB 321. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 
2 STMOW STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 304. 0. CUAL-AFB 304. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- PUWR 0. 50. 254. 120. 97. 29. -141. 0. 254. CUAL-PFB 254. 1 0.17 0.38 0. 
3 PFBSTM PFB-STMTB- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 304. 0. COAL-PFB 304. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 4 T I  STMT T I  -STflTB - 1 P8VR 0. 70. 234. 100. 97. 29. -118. 0. 234.RESIDUAL 234. 1 0.23 0.41 0. 






ti 6 STlRL STIRLING-1 POWR 0. -12. 316. 132. 97-. 29. -155. 0. 316.DISTILLA 316. 1 -0.04 0.31 0. 





h TISTMT TI-STMTB-1 PUWR 0. 70. 234. 100. 97. 29. -118. 0. 234. CUAL 234. 1 0.23 0.41 0. 






5 T I  HRSG TkIERM I BN 1 C PUWR 0. -367. 691. 489. 97. 29. -575. 0. 69I.RESIDUAL - 6 9 5 .  1 -1.27 0.14 0. 
5 T I  HRSG Ti-ICRM I ejl4 I C HEAT 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 304. 0. RES I DUAL 304. 111 0. 0. 0. 
5 T I  HRSG TllERlll OPlI C PZiWR 0. -387. 691. 439. 97. 29. -575. 0. 691.COAL 691. 1 - 1 . 2 7  0.14 0. 
5 T I  HRSG TIIERI.II BNI C HEAT G.  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 304. 0 .  COAL 304. 111 0. 0. 0. 
WASTE FUEL CCJGEN CBGEN COGEN CUGEN AUX UTILIT TUTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWELHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRBCES PROCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 









18 CC1626  OTST-16/26 PUWR 0. 93. 2 1 1 .  4 8 .  97. 29. -56. 0. 211 .RESiDUAL 211. 1 0.31 0.46 0. 
1 8  CC1626  OTST-16 /26  HEAT 0. 0. 0. - 0. 0. 0. 0. 3 0 4 .  0. RES I DUAL 3 0 4 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0, 
7 
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CUGENERATION TECHNBLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
l 8 S E  PEf3 ADV ! E S l  GN ENGR REPORT 5 . 1  
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** - 1 I. 
n 
1 NDUSTRY 3 3 3 1  3 MW 2 8 . 5 0  PROCESS M I  L L l B N S  BTU/HR 0. PRUCESS TEMP(F) 0, PRBDUCT COPPER-SMELT HOURS PER YEAR 8 4 0 0 .  1 
-- 
PCIWER TO HEAT R A T I U  *%**a 
U T l  L l  TY FUEL GOAL WASTE FUEL EQV B T U * l  O**6= 0. HOT WATER B T U * l O t x 6 =  0. 
19 CC1622  GTST- 1 6 / 2 2  PObIR 0. 93. 211. 53. 97. 29. -62. 0. 211 .RESIDUAL 2 1 1 .  1 0 . 3 1  0 46 0. 
1 9  CC1622  GTST-16 /22  FIEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3 0 4 .  0. RESIDUAL 3 0 4 .  111 0. 0. 0. 
20 CC1222  G T S T - 1 2 / 2 2  PUWR 0. 95. 208. 52. 97. 29. -61 .  0. 2GJ .  R E S I  DUAL 208. 1 0 . 3 1  0 4 7  0.- 
20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  HEAT 0. 0. 0. .C . 0. 0. 0. 3 0 4 .  0. RES I DUAL 3QA. 1 1 1  0. 11. 0. 
2 1  CC0822  GTST-OG/22 P8\JR 0. 93. 211. 62. 97. 26. -73. 0. 211.RESIDUAL 211 .  1 0.3: 0 . 4 6  0. 
21 CC0822  G T S f - 0 8 / 2 2  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 ,  0. 3 0 4 .  0. RES I DUAL 3 0 4 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
II 22 S T I G 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  PBVR 0. 4 9 .  255. 3. 97. 29. -4. 0. 255. RES I DUAL 255. 1 0.16 0.38 0, 22 S T 1 0 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  NEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 301. 0.RESIDUAL 3 0 4 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
23 S T l G l O  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  PBWR 0. 33. 2 7 1 .  36. 97. 29. -42. 0. 271 .RESIDUAL 271. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
23 S T I B 1 0  S T I O - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT 17 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3 0 4 .  0. RES I DUAL 3 0 4 .  1 1 1  G. 0. 0 .  
2 4  S T I B I S  S T I G - 1 S - 1 6  Pa\-IR 0. 1 4 .  290. 6 1 .  97. 29. -72. 0. 290. RES I DUAL 290. 1 0.05 0 . 3 4  0. 1 
2 4  S T l G l S  S T I G - I S - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0 .  3 0 4 .  0. RES I DUAL 3 0 4 .  111 0. 0. 0. 
1 
0 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV PGHR 0. 4 2 .  262. 9 4 .  97. 29. - 1 1 1 .  0. 262. RES I DUAL 262. 1 0 . 1 4  0.37 0. 






26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PCIVR 0. 4 2 .  262. 67. 97. 29. -78. 0. 262. RES 1 DUAL 262. 1 0.14 0.37 0. 
26 DEADV2 D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3 0 4 .  0 .EESIDUAL 3C4.  
27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 4 2 .  262. 102 .  97. 29. - 1 2 1 .  0. 262 .R  
27 DEADVl DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3 0 4 .  
$1 28 DEHTPE1 P.DV-D I ESEL P 0 W R  0. 62. 2 4 2 .  123 .  97. 29. - 1 4 5 .  0. 2 4 2 .  RESIDUAL 2 4 2 .  1 0.20 0 . 4 0  0, 
29 DFSUA3 DIESEL-SBA POWR 0. 35. 269. 88. 97. 29. -103. 0. 269. RES 1 DUAL 269. 1 0.11 0.36 0, Y 







2 8  DEHTPM ADV-Dl ESEL HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3 0 4 .  0. RES I DUAL 3 0 4 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 1 
29 DES0A3 D l  ESEL-SUA Pf3WR 0. 35. 269. 88. 97. 29. - 1 0 3 .  0. 2 6 9 . D I S T I L L A  269. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
29 DESO.e.3 D I ESEI--SGA HEAT 0. 0. 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3 0 4 .  0 . D I S T I L L A  304 .  0. 0. 1 1 1  0. 
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CCiGENERATION TECHPIOLBGY ALTERNATI\fES STUDY 
I B S E  PEO ADV DESIGN EMGR I--- REPORT 5 . 1  +XFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSW* - k 1 
l NDUSTRY 3 3 3 1  3 MW 28.50 PROCESS M I  L L l 0 N S  BTLVHR 0 .  PRUCESS TEMP( FI 0. PRODUCT COPPER-SBELT HBURS PER YEAR 8400.  I 
PO\JER T 0  HEAT RATIO *x*rr:x 
U T I  L l  TY FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lOXx6= 0. I 
I 
i 
4 1  GTRWl6 GT-65RE-16 PWIR 0. 3 1 .  272. 95. 97, 29. - 1 1 2 .  0. 2 7 2 . D I S T I L L A  272. 1 0.10 0.36 0. 
4 1  GTRWIG GT-C5RE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 304. 0 , D I S T I L L A  3 0 4 .  Ill 0. 0, 0. I 
- II 4 4  BTR376 GT-GORE-IS PBWR 0. 17.  287. 110 .  97. 29. -130. 0. 2 8 7 , D I S T I L L A  287. 1 0.06 0 .34  0. 44 GTR31 G GT-60RE-16 IIEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0 . D I S T I L L A  304 .  111 0. O ! - - *  0.0. 304 .  
b 
R 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH POUR 0. 48. 256. 4 4 .  97. 29. -51 .  0. 256.01STlLL.A 256. 1 0.16 0.38 0. 1 4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PI4 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 304.  0 . D I S T I L L A  304.  113 0. C. 0. 1 
4 2  GTR308 GT-SORE-08 PBHR 0. -10. 3 1 4 .  141. 97. 29. -166 .  0. 3 1 4 . ~ 1 ~ T w  314 .  1 -0.03 0.31 0. 
4 2  GTR308 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 304 .  0.0 I ST1 L L A  3=. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
4 3  GTR312 GT-60RE-12 PBWR 0. 20. 2 8 4 .  109.  97. 0. 2 8 4 . C I S T l L L A  284 .  1 0.06 0 . 3 4  0,  29. -128.  
4 3  GTR312 GT-GORE-12 I lEAT 0. d .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  ,104. 0 . D I S T I L L A  304 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. II 
4 6  FC14CDS FUEL-CL-MB PBIWR 0. 68. 236. 55. 97. 29. -65. 0. 2 3 6 . D I S T I L L A  236. 1 0.22 0.41 0.- 







6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  PQ\JR 0. 18 .  137. 65. 3 4 .  1 0 .  -29. 0. 137.RESIDUAL 137. 0 0.12 0.25 0.29 
6 S T l R L  S T I R L I P I G - 1 H E A T  0. 29. 84, 40. 2 1 .  6. 0. 41. 8 4 .  RES I DUAL 125, 0 0.19 0.17 0.32 
-, ! 
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COGENERATf3t.I TECHEIOLORY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I g S E  PEU ADV DFSIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
I NDIJSTRY 3 3 3 1 4  MW 1 0 . 1 0  PROCESS M I  LLI ONS BTU/CIR 4 0 . 0  PROCESS TEMP(F) 364 .  PF;LZDUCT COPPER-SMELT W U R S  PER YEAR 7620. 
- -- 
: 
PUWER TO HEAT RAT10  0 . 8 6 2  






6 S T 1  R L  ST1  R L I  NG-1 PB\IR 0. 1 8 .  137 .  65. 3 4 .  1 0 .  -29, 0. 137,COAL 137. 0 0.12 0.25 -0;29 
6 S T I R L  S T I R L I N G - 1  HEAT C. 29. 8 4 .  4 0 .  21. 6. 0 .  41 .  84.  COAL 125. 0 0 . 1 9  0 . 1 7  0-32 
WASTE FIJEL CCiGEN COGEN COGEN COGEN At.: U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= FbPL FESR FER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW r y f i ~ >  FUEL FUEL FUEL TfiTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PUWER ELECT 3 r l l i R  bSEO S I T E  USED U T I  L ' I T  
1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 10=6 10=6 l O r x 6  t0**6 10**6  1 0 s * 6  10-6 
BTU/HR BTU/I-IR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/IIR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR .- -- 
. f 
7 HEGT85 I-IEI-I :JM-GT- PdWR 0. 1 6 .  1 0 7 .  1 3 .  3 4 .  10. 32. 0. 139.COAL-AFB 139. 10 0.10 0.25-0,29 
7 HEGTB5 HFI-IIJH-GT- dEAT 0. 4 8 .  330, 4 0 .  106. ' 3 1 .  0. -223. 330.CCJAL-AFB 107 .  1 0  0. 3 0.32 0.12 . 
I 
8 HFGTGO HEI-IUM-GT- FOGIR 0. 20. 1 3 3 .  39. 3 4 .  10. 1. 0. 1 3 4 .  ~OAL-AFB 134 .  10 0.13 0.26 0.30 
8 tIEGT60 MI-1Ul-GT- HEAT 0. 21. 137.  4 0 .  35. 1 0 .  0 .  -3. 1 3 7 .  CCJAL-AFB 134.  I 0  0.13 0.26 0.29 
II 9 NEGTOO HEI-1 Url-GT- POUR 1 0. -41 .  1 9 6 .  96. 34, 10 .  -66. 0. 1 96. COAL-AFB 1 96, 10 -0.27 0.18 6.20 9 HEGTOO HTI-1 CJM-GT- I iEAT 0. 10.  82. 40. 14 .  4. 43. 63. 82. CUAL-AFB 145. 1 0  0.07 0.10 0.28 1 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-F1U PCIIiR 0. 4 1 .  113.  5 4 .  3 4 .  10. -16. 0, 113.COAL 113 ,  1 0  0.27 0.30 0.35 
1 0 FCbICCi FUEL -CL -Mi3 ISEAT 0. 4 3  . 81. 4 0 .  26. 8. D. 27. 8 4 .  COAL 112. 10 0.2G 0.23 0.36 I 
1 1 FCSTCL F1 IEL-CL-ST PU\.IR 0. 60. - 
1 1  FCSTCL FIIEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 65 
91. 37. 3 4 .  1 0 .  4. 0. 95. COAL 95. 1 0  0.38 O,36--O242-_-i 
100. 40. 3a. 11. 0 .  -10. 100,ca.~~ so. 10 0.39 0.36 0.40 I 
II 12 IGGTST IMT-GAS-GT POWR 0. 3 1 .  1 2 4 .  53. 3 4 .  10, -116. 0. 124,CBAL 124. 10 0.29 0.28 0.32 1 2  IGGTST I E I i - 6 4 s - G T  MEAT 0, 35. 93. 4 0 .  26. 8. 0. 27. 93. COAL 120.  1 0  0.23 0,2 0.33 d 
13 GTSUAR GT-IIRSG-10 PUCIR 0. 36. 119 ,  50. 3 4 .  10. -1t2. 0. 119,RESIDUAL 119.  0 0.23 0.29 0 . 3 4  
1 3 GTSOAR GT- I IRSG- 1 0 MEAT 0. SS. 9 4 .  40. 27. 8. 10. 22. 94.RESIDUAL 117 .  10 0.25 0.23 0.34 I 
a 
- 
1 14 GTACO8 GT-IIRSG-OC POVR 0. 27. 1 2 0 .  66. 34 .  10. -30. 0, 128.RESIDUAL 128. 10 0.18 0.27 0.31 5 1 4  GTACOB GT-IIRSG-00 I iEAT 0. 35. 78. 40 .  21 .  6. 0. 42. 78. RESIDUA'. 120. 10 0.23 0.18 -7 0.33 
I- 
: 1 5  GTAC12 CT-HRSG-12 PdWR 0. 4 2 .  113 .  52. 3 4 .  10. -15.  0. 113,RESIDUAL 113. 10 0.27 0.31 0.35 
v 15 GTAC12 GT-tlRSG-!3 HEAT 0. 43 .  86. 4 0 .  26. 8. 0. 26. 86.RESIDUAh 112. 10 0.28 0.24 0 . 3 6  
2 1 16 GTAClG GT-1lRSG-16 POVR 0. 4 8 .  1 0 7 .  4 6 .  34. 10. -7. 0. 107.RESIDUAL 107. 10 3.31 0.32 0.3J 
1 6  GTAClG GT-IIRSG-16 HEAT 0. 4 0 .  92. 4 0 .  30. 9. 0. ' 14. 92, RES I DUAL 107. 10 0.31 0.28 0.37- 
* 
1 7 GTWCl G GT-t[RSG-16 PUWR 0. 4 5 .  109. 4 4 .  3 4 .  10. - 5 ,  0. 109.RESIDUAL 109. 10 0.29 0.32 0.37 
17 GTVCIG GT-IlRSG-16 HEAT 0, 4 6 .  99. 4 0 .  3 1 .  9. 0. 10. 99.RESIDUAL 109. 10 0.29 0.29 0.37 
IIDATE 06/06/79 GEMERPL El-ECTRI C COMPANY PAGE 273 
COGENERAT I (I;* TECl IirliILOGY ALTEilN4TI VES STGDY 
1 LSE PECI A ~ \ I  ~ F S I G N  ENGR REPORT 5 . 1  - ---- 
*=FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY FRUCESS AND ECSX* ll I NPIJSTRY 333 1-1 MW 1 0 . 1 0  PROCESS PI I L I. 1 Cil~lS BTU/HR 4 0 . 0  PROCESS TEMP (F) 364 .  PRODUCT COPPER-SWELT HClURS PE l i  TSAR 7620. 
- - -*--- 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO O.UG2 
U T l  L l  TY F l lEL  COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*lOx*6= 0. HOT WATER BTUr lC*x6=  0. 
C!ASTE FUEL CQGEN CGGEN CUGEN CBGEN AU)t U T I  LI T Tt5TAL S I T E  NET= FA I L FESR-~-O#!ZfZ-HE~T 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MM PROCES FtJEt FUEL FUEL TCTAL+ 
USED Ma-NET USED NEAT POWER ELECT BU ILR  USED S I T E  USEG U T l  Ll  T 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SBA PUWR 0. 37. 95. 21 .  3 4 .  10 .  22. 0. 118,RESIDUAL 118. 
30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 70. 182 .  40 .  66. 19.  0. -97. 182.  RESIDUAL 84, 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
3 1  DESOAl D l  ESEL-SBA POWR 0. 57. 95. 38. 34.  YO. 2. 0. 97 ,D lST ILLA  97. 
3 1  DESUAI D l  E.C;EI--SGA HEAT 0. 60. 100.  40. 36. 11. 0, -5, 100 ,DISTILLA 95. 1 0.37 0.36 0 .40  I 
3 1  DESOAl DIESEL-SUA PUWR 0. 57. 95. 38. 34 .  10. 2. 0. 97. RES I DUAL 97, 1 0.37 0.35 0.41 
3 1  DES(TA1 D I ESI'I. -SOA I IEAT 0. 60. 100 .  40 .  36. 11. 0. -5. 1 00. RES 1 DkAL 95. 1 & ~ ~ O L % - P ~ ~ . ~ O  I 
II 32 GTSOAD GT-HRSG- 1 0  PB\JR 0. 37. 118 .  54 .  3 4 .  10. -17. 0. 118.DISTILLA 11e- 1 0  0 .24  0.29 0.34 32 GTSOAD GT-I IRFG-10 NEAT 0. 39. 87. 40 .  25. 7. (3. 28. 8 7 . D l S T I L L A  115. 10 0.26 0.22 0.35 1 
-- 11 33 GTRAOQ OT-J5RE-08 POYR 0. 49 .  97. 33. 34 .  10. 9. 0. 1OS.DISTILLA 105, 10 0 , ~ ~ ~ 8 ' ~ ' ~ 0 . 3 8  
1 3 4  GTRA12 GT-65CE-12 PO\JR 0. 5 1 .  96. 33. 34 .  10. 6 .  0. 104,DISTILLA 104. I E O , 3 3  0.33 0.38 
f] 34 GTR.*&12 6-1 -G5GE- 12 HEAT 0. 67. 115.  40. 41.  12. 0. -21, 115.DISTILLA 94. 10 0.35 0.36 0.35 1 35 GTRAl6  GT-G5RE-16 POklR 0 .  5 1 .  99. 36. 34 .  10. 5. 0. 104 ,DISTILLA 104. 1 0  0-33 0-33 0.39 35 GTRAl G G r - 8 5 6 5  - 1 G NEAT 0. 57. 110.  40 .  3 8 .  11.  0, -12. 110,DISTILLA 98. 10 0.34 0,35*+ 0.35 N- 
n 
1 
5 37 GTR212 GT-FiORE-12 PCWR 0. 50. 104.  40. 34 .  10.  -0.  0. 1 0 4 . D I S T I L L A  104. 
10 0.33 0.33- 0.30 





38 GTR216 GT-GORE-16 POHR 0. 52. 102.  39. 34. 10. 1. 0. 103 .D IST ILLA  103. 1 0  0.33 0.33-0=39 













0. 42. 98. 27. 34,  10 .  15. 0. 113 .D lST tLLA  113.  10 0.27 0.30 0.35 39 GTR\408 GT-85RE-08 P6blR 
51. I S .  01, -50, 1 4 4 . 3 I S T I L L A  94. 10 C.30 0 - 3 5 * 2 8  3 9  6TR%f00 GT-O5RE-OC llEAT 0. 61.  144 .  40.  4 
4 0  GTRWl2 GT-85RE-12 POVR 0. 45 .  95. 27. 34.  10. 15.  0. 110 ,DISTILLA 110. 1 0  0.29 0,31 9.36 
4 0  GTRV12 GT-8'3RE-12 I lEAT 0. 66 .  141. 40 .  51.  15. h. -53. 141 .D IST ILLA  88. 10 0.32 0-36 0.28 
I- .-A -- -- _ _  A-1 _- *  - _  _ -  - --- --- * -- -.. 
* 
-- 
- .---- -^I&-\ &-I - - 
- - -  "* --- ----- l/-------- C _  - _---a. i - - 
-+ I-"- 
3 1 1 hDUSTRY 3331 5 MW 18.50 PROCESS PI1 LLIONS BTUlHR 60.0 PROCESS TMPCF) 368. PRODUCT COPPER-SMELT HClURS PER YEAR 7620. 
G 






--- - -  
POWER TO HEAT RAT1 6 1 -052 
UTI L 1 TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQ'V BTUxlOx*6= 0.  HOT WATER BTU*10*=6= 0, 
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COGENERATION YECkIMOI-OGY ALTERNATI'VES STUDY 
l8SE PEO ADV nESlGN ENGR REPURT 5.1 --+..- - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ECSZ* 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN CBGEN CUGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL  FESJ-POPOWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW 
USED 
PROCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
NU-I4ET USED HEAT PUWER ELECT BUlLR USED SITE USED U T l l l T  
1 0 r r 6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 ~ x 6  10*x6 10**6 ~ o * * G  f O r r 6  t o r t 6  1 0 ~ x 6  
BTU/HR BTlJ/llf\ RTIJ/HR BTU/I-IR BTUiHR BTU/IHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR -- 
I OOMJCGNNO C O G O N  0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 71. 197. 71  .COAL-AFB 268. 0 0. 0.24 0.22 1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 POUR 0. -216. 484, 348. 63. 29. -339. 0. 484.RESIDUAL 484, 0 -0.85 0.13 0.12 
I 1 STM141 STM-TtIRB-1 HEAT 0. 21. 83. 60. 11. 3. 0. 1163, 83,RESlDUAL 247. 10 0.08 0 , 0 4 - 0 - 2 4  
1 STM14 1 STM-TUEB- 1 PBHR 0. -216. 484. 348. 63. 19. -33'9, 0. 484. COAL-FGD 484. 0 -0.81 0.13 0.12 
1 STMl41 STII-TUKB-1 HEAT 0. 21. 83, 60. 11. 3. 10. 163. 83, COAL-FQD 247. 10 0.08 0.04 0.24 
1 STMl41 STM-TURB-1 PBWR 0. -216. 484. 348. 63. 19. -339. 0. 484. CClAL-AFB 484. 0 -0.81 0.13 0.12 
1 STM141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0, 21. 63. 60. 11. 3. 3. 103. 83.COAL-AFB 247. 10 0.08 0.04 0.24 
2 STM088 STM-T'JRB-8 POWR 0. -393. 661. 499. 63. 19. -5116. 0. 661 . RESI DUAL 661 . 0 -1.47 0.10 0.09, 11 2 ST11088 STII-TURB-0 HEAT 0. 15. 80. 60. 8. 2. 10. 174. 80. RES I DUAL 253. 10  0.06 0.03 0.24 * 1 ;  
2 STM088 STt4-TlJRB-8 PO\lR 0. -393. 661. 499. 63. 19. -516. 0. 661,CUA.L-FQD 661. 0 -1-47 0 - $ 0  0.09 
2 ST11008 STPI-TIIRD-0 HEAT 0. 15. 80. 60. 8.  2. D. 174. 80. COAL-FGD 23 3. 10 0.06 0.03 0.24 
--I 
2 STMO88 STM-TURB-8 POHR 0. -393. 661. 499, 63. 19. -5116. 0. 661 . COAL-AF8 661. 0 -1.47 0.10 0.09 
2 STIIOSB SM-TURE-8 I-IEAT 0. IS. 80,  60. 8. 2. D. 174, 8O.CUAL-AFB 253, 10  0.06 0.03 0.24 
3 PFBSTFl PFB-STMTB- POi\lR 0 .  -50. 318. 205. 63. 19. -170. 0. 318.COAL-PFB 318. 0 -0.19 0.20 0.19 1 3 PFBSM PFD-STMTB- HEAT 0 .  35. 93. 60. 19. 5. ID. 139. 93.CUAL-PFB 233. 10 0.13 0.06 0.26 I 
1 4 TISTMT TI-STIITB-1 PUI.!R 0. 14, 254. 151. 63. 19. -107. 0. 254.RESIDUAL 254. 0 0.rS 0.25 
4 T ISWT T I  -STIITD-1 HEAT 0. 48. 101. 60. 25. 7. 0. 119, 101 .RESIDUAL 220. lb 0.18 0.11 ' 
m 
4 TISTMT T I  -STiITD-1 PilHR 0. 14. 254. 151. 63, 19. -107. 0 ,  254. COAL 254. 0 0.05 0.25 0.24 
a 4 T I  STMT T I  -STIITB- 1 HEAT 0. 48. 101. 60. 25. 7. D. 119. !Ol .COAL 220. 10 0.18 0.11 0.27 4 B TIHRSG THEGMIUNIC PUHR 0. -181. 449. 290. 63. 19. -2713. 0. 449. RESIDUAL 449, 0 -0.67 0.14 0 - 1 3  5 T I  MZSG THEE11 l ON I C HEAT 0. 19, 93. 60. 13, 4. 0. 156. 93. RES I DUAL 249. 0 0.07 0.05 0.24 
>. 
M 
ul 5 T I  tIRSG THERMI CINI C POi.!R 0. - 1  449. 290. 63. 19, -2713. 0 .  449.CCIAL 449. 0 -0.67 0.14 0.13 
5 TIHRSG THE:?IIIONIC HEAT - 0. 19. 93. 60, 13. 4. 0, 156. 93. COAL 249. 0 0.07 0.05 0.24 
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COGENERRTION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I B S E  PEU ADV DESIGN ENGR REPCiRT 5.1 - -  
XxFUEL ENERSY SAVED BY PROCESS AND E c s a *  
a 
11 INDUSTRY 33315 MGI 1 0 . 5 0  PRaCESS MILL I (3NS BTU/HR 60.0 PROCESS T M P C F )  366. PRfiiSUCT CCIPPER-SUELT HOURS PER YEAR 7620. 1 
PUWER TO MEAT RAT I B 1 -052 
U T I L I T Y  FUEL CUAL WASTE FUEL EQV RTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER ETU.1 O l r 6 =  0, 
WASTE FUEL CflGEN CUGEN CUGEN CCBEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= FfiIL FESR PCIUERE~pT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRCiCES MW PRdCFS FUEL F U E L  F U E L  TOTAL+ 
USED NQ-NET USED HEAT PUWER ELECT B U l L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I L I  T 
l O * l G  1 0 X * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 X * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  10+*6  10,*6 10*%6 
11 1 8  CC1626  GTST- 16- /26 PUWR 0. 9 1 .  169. 53. 63. 19. 8. 0. 177 .  REST DUAL 177. 10 0 .34  0.36 0.34 
1 8  CC162S GTST-16 /26  HEAT 0. 1G2. 190 .  60. 7 1 .  21. 0. -24, 19O.RESIDUAL 166.  0 0.35 0.37 0.32 
H 1-3 CC1622  GTST- 1 6 / 2 2  PdlslR 0. 95. 172.  59. 63. 19. 1. 0. I~~.RESIDUAL 173. l o - -  0.36 0.37 0.35 1 9  CC1622  GTST-16 /22  HEAT 0. 96. 1 7 4 .  60. 6.1 . 19. 0. -2. 174. R E L I D U f L  172, 10 0.36 0.37 0.35 1 
20 CC1222  GTST-12/22 PBWR 0. 98. 172. 60. 63. 19, 0. 0. 172.RESIDJJAL 172. 0 0.36 0.37 0+35 1 
20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  HEAT 0. 9 6 .  1 7 2 .  60. 63. 19. . 0. - 1 . 172. R E S I  DUAL 171, 0 0.36 0.37 0'35 1 
22 S T I G 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  POUR 0. 3 4 .  166. 2. 63. 19 .  68. 0. 234 .  RES i DUAL 234 ,  10 0-13 0.27 0.26 
22 S T I G 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 8  HEAT 0. 950. 4 6 1 5 .  60. 1 7 5 8 .  515. 0. -5298 .  4615,RESIDUAL -683. 0 0.17 0-38 0.01 
I 
23 S T I G 1 0  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  POUR 0. 4 9 .  176 .  23. 63. 1 9 .  43. 0. 219,RESIDUAL 219. 10 0.18 0.29 0.37 
23 S T l G l B  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 1 2 6 .  4 5 3 .  63. 1 6 3 .  4 8 ,  0 .  -311 .  453.RESIDUAL 142 .  0 0.22 0.36 0.13  
2 1  CC0822  OTST-08 /22  PUWR 0. 85. 183. 76. 63. 1 9 .  - 1 8 .  0, 183.RESIDUAL 183. 0 6.32 0.34 0.33 
21 CC0822 GTST-03 /22  HEAT 0. 82. 1 4 6 .  6Q. 50. 15. 0. 4 1 .  146.RESIDUAL 186 .  0 0.31 0.27 0.32 . 1 
25 DEADV3 D l  ESEL-ADV PU"R 0. 68. 170 .  35. 63. 1 9 .  30. 0. 200. RES I DUAL 200. 0 0.25 0.32 0.50 
25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 1 1 7 .  293. 60. 109. 32. 0. -142.  293.RESIDUAL 151. 0 0.29 0.37--0.20 
U 
26 DEADV2 D l  ESEL-ADV PUHR 0. 7 8 .  170. 43. 63. 19. 20. 0. 19O.RESlDUAL 190. t 0.29 0.33 0.32 




29 L?ES:SCIA3 DIESEI--SUA PBHR 0. 58.  175. 30. 63. 79. 35, 0. 2 1 0 . D I S T I L L A  210. 0 0.21 0.30 0.29 
0. 116 .  351. 60. 127. 37. 0. -199 .  3 5 l . D I S T I L L A  152. 0 0.25 0.36 0.17 
27 DEADVl DIESEL-RDV POUR 0. 9 8 .  1 7 0 .  67. 63. 19.  -8. 0. 170.RESIDUAL 170. 1 0.36 0.37 0.35 
27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 95. 153. 60. 57. 17. 0. 19.  153,RESIDUAL . 173. 1 0.35 0.33 0.35 
in 
29 DES(Lf.43 D I  ESEL-SOA PU\JR I 0. 58.  175. 30. 63, 19. 35, 0 210.RESIDUAL 210. 0 0.21 0.30 0'29 * 2 29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 1 1 6 .  351. 60. 1 2 7 .  37. 0, -199.  351,RESIDUAL 152, 0 0.25 0.36 0.17 I 
2 8  DEIiTPM AD\!-DIESEL POWR 0. 7 5 .  193. 83. 63. 19.  -27. 0. 193,RESIDUAL 193. 0 0.28 0.33 0.31 
2 8  DEt ITPII ADV-D I ESEL HEAT 0. 7 4 .  1 4 0 .  60. 4 6 .  13.  0. 5 4 .  140.RESIDUAL 134. 0 0.27 0.24 0.31 
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COGENERATlON TECHNBLBGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I ~ S E  PEU AD! DESIGN EEIGR REPORT 5.1 - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRaCESS AND ECS** - 
INDUSTRY 3 3 3 1 5  MW 1 8 . 5 0  PROCESS M l L L l a N S  BTU/HR 60.0 PROCESS TEMPCF) 366. PRODUCT CCiPPER-SMELT HOURS PER YEAR 7620, # 
POUER TU HEAT R A T I O  1 . 0 5 2  I 
WASTE FUEL EQV B T U * l O t * 6 =  0. H 5 T  WATER e .v=l0**6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL Cf3GEN COGEN CCIGEN CCJGEN AUX U T I L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR PdWER HEAT 
FUEL SA3JED= FUEL PRUCES PRdCES MW PRQCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TBTAL* FACTR FACTR I USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B O I L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I L l T  1 0 1 x 6  1 0 a r 6  10**6 1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 * * 6  1 0 * * 6  10**6 
4 1  GTRWl6 GT-85RE-16  PdWR 0. 83. 177. 53. 63. 19. 8. 0. 1 9 5 . D I S T I L L A  185. 1 0  0.31 0.34 0.32 
4 1 GTRW 1 6 GT- 85RE- 1 6 HEAT 0. 94. 200. 60. 7 1 .  21 .  0. -25. 2OO.DISTILLA 1 7 4 .  0 0.32 0.36 0.30 
4 3  GTR312 GT-GORE-12 P0VR 0. 8 3 .  1 8 5 .  6 1 .  63. 19. -1. G- 1 8 S . D l S T l L L A  185. 10 0 . 3 1  0 .34  0.33 
4 3  GTR312 GT-$ORE-I2 HEAT 0. 8 3 .  1 8 1 .  60. 62. 18. 0. 4 .  181 . D I S T I L L A  185 .  1 0  0 . 3 1  0.33 0.32 
4 5  FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PBWR 0. 64. 1 6 6 .  28. 63. 1 9 .  37. 0. 2 0 3 , D I S T l L L A  203. 0 0 .24  0 . 3 1  0.29 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 1 3 7 .  353. q0. 1 3 4 .  39. 0. -222. 3 5 3 . D l S T I L L E -  131. 0 0.28 0.38 0.17 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MB PUHR 0. 8 6 .  1 5 3 .  36. 63. 19. 29. 0. 1 8 2 . D I S T l L L A  182 .  0 0.32 0.35 0.33 
4 6  FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 145. 258. 60. 106. 31. 0. - 1 3 4 .  2 5 8 . D I S T l L L A  123. 0 0.36 0.41 0.23 
- 
Y >  - 
I I 
. j . .  
h i  
3 / ~* -2
1 
'--- USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 lO**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR ETU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
' 
DATE 06/06/79 OEPIERAL ELECTR I C COMPANY PAGE 287 
COCENERAT 1014 TECI-lt~lOLt!JGY ALTERNAT 1 VES STUDY 
l gSE PEO AD\/ DFSIGN ENGR - REPORT 5.1 - 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRBCESS AND ECS** 
1 NDUSTRY 3331 6 MW 16.00 PRBCESS M I  LLIONS ~TUIHR 60.0 PRBCESS TEMPCFI 366. PReDUCT CBPPER-SMELT HOURS PER YEAR 7620. 
POWER T0  HEAT RATIO 0.910 
i 
UTl L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO+r6= 0 .  
--. 
1 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POWR 0. 25. 217. 103. 55. 16. -51. 0. 217.RESIDUAL 217. 0 0.10 0.25 0.28 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 44. 126. 60. 32. 9. 0. 72. 126.RESIDUAL 197. 0 0.18 0.16 0.30 
WASTE FUEL CaGEN CBGEN CdGEN COGEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT , 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRaCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
51 6 STIRL STIRLING-1 POWR 0. 25. 217. 103. 55. 16. -51. 0. 217.CCIAL 21 7. 0 0.10 0.25 0,28 6 STlRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0. 44. 126. 60. 32. 9. 0. 72. 126. COAL 197. 0 0.18 0.16 0.30 
.-- 
 7 HEGTOS HE IUM-QT- PBWR 0. 24. 170. 20. 55. 16. 47. 0. 21 7. COAL-AFB 21 7. 10 0.10 0.25 0.28 
%, $ 7 HEGT85 HEk1Ut-l-GT- HEAT 0. 72. 507. 60. 163. 48. 0. -338. 507. COAL-AFB 169. 10 0.12 0.32 0.12 II 
8 HEGT6O HELIUM-GT- PBWR 0. 30. 211. 61. 55. 16. -1. 0. 21 1. CUAL-AFB 21 1. 10 0.13 0.26 0.28 
8 I-IEGTGD HELIIJtl-GT- HEAT 0. 31. 206. 60. 53. ' 16. 0. 4. 206. COAL-AFB 21 0. 10 0.13 0.25 0.29- 
9 HEGTOO HELIUM-GT- PBWR 0. -69. 310. 151. 55. 16. -108. 0 .  310.CUAL-AF8 310. 10 -0.29 0.18 0.19 
9 HEGTOO I-IELI UM-GT- HEAT 0. 15. 123. 60. 22. 6. 0. 103. 123. COAL-AFB 226. 10 0.06 0.10 0.27 1 
- 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO POWR 0. 62. 180. 85. 55. 16. -29. 0, 180. CUAL 180. 10 0.26 0.30 0.33 ,, 
10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MO HEAT 0. 64. 127. 60. 39. 11. 0.- 50. 127.COAL 177. 10 0.27 0.22 0.34 ' 
II 11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST P(3tlR 0. 94. 145. 58. 55. 16. 2. 0. 147.CUAL 147. 10 0.39 0.37 0,41 I I 11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 97. 149. 60. 56. 16. 0. -5. 149.CUAL 144. 10 0.39 0.38 0.40 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT PBWR 0. 45. 196. 85. 55. 16. -29. 0. 196.Ct3AL 196, 10 0.19 0.28 0.31 
12 IGGTST INT-GAS-GT HEAT 0. 52. 139. 60. 39. 11. 0. 50. 139.CaAL 189. 10 0.22 0.20 -0.32 
0 





16 GTACI 6 GT-kIRSG-16 POWR 0. 72. 169. 73. 55. 16. -15. 0. 169.RESIDUAb 169. 0 0.30 0.32 0.35 
0. 72. 139. 60. 45. 13. 0. 31. 139.RESIDUAL 169. 10 0.30 0.26 0.35- 
14 GTACO8 GT-I-IRSG-06 POWR 0. 39. 202. 104. 55. 16. -52. 0. 202. RES I DUAL 202. 0 0.16 0.27 0.30 




17 GTWCl6 GT-HRSG-16 PBWR 0. 68. 173. 70. 55. 0. 173.RESIDUAL 173. 10 0.28 0.32 0.35 16. -12. 
17 GTWC18 GT-HRSG-16 HEAT 0. 68. 148. 60. 47. 14. 0. 25. 148.RESIDUAL 173. 10 0.28 0.27 0.35 
15 GTACl2 GT-HRSG-12 PBWR 0. 62. 179. 83. 55. 16. -27. 0. 179.RESIDUAL 179. 0 0.26 0.31 0,34 
15 GTAC12 GT-HRSG-1 2' HEAT 0. 65. 129. 61). 39. 12. 0. 47. 129.RESIDUAL 177. 10 0.27 0.22 0.34 
- +- 
POWER Ta HEAT RATIO 0.910 I 




WASTE FUEL CCJGEN COGEN CUGEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWERHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRUCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BOI LR USED Sl TE USED UTlLlT 
10:x*5 l O * * G  10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 
BTU/IJR BTU/l-IR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
DATE 06/06/79 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY PAGE 289 
CCIGEFlERAT I614 TECHFlULdGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I'RSE PECl ADV DESI GM ENGR REPORT 5.1 - - 
%*FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
INDUSTRY 33316 MH 16.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTU/HR 60.0 PR0CESS TEMPCF) 368. PRODUCT COPPER-SMELT HOURS PER YEAR 7620. 
30 DESOAZ DIESEL-S6A POWR 0. 59. 151. 33. 55. 16. 31. 0. 183.DISTILLA 183. 1 0.24 0.30 0.33 
30 DESUA2 DIESEL-S6A HEAT 0. 106. 273. 60. 9a. 29. 0. -137. 273.01STILLA 136. 1 0.28 0.36 0.22 
- 
30 DESSCi2 DIESEL-SCIA POWR 0. 59. 151. 33. 85.  16. 31. 0. 183.RESIDUAL 183. 1 0.24 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 3  
30 DESBA2 DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 106. 273. 60. 98. 29. 0. -137. 273.RESIDUAL 136. 1 -0.28 0.36 0.22 
* \ 
II 32 GTSOAD GT-HRSG-10 PBWR 0. 54. 187. 86. 55. 16. -31. 0 .  187.DISTtLLA 187. 0 0.22 0.29 0.32 32 GTSClAD ST - FIRSG- I 0 HEAT 0. 59. 130. 60. 38. 11. 0. 52. 13O.DISTILLA 182. 10 0.25 0.21 0.33 
- I 
33 GTRAOB GT-85RE-06 PO\-IR 0. 78. 153. 51. 55. 16. 10. 0. 163.DISTlLLA 163. 0 0.32 0.33 
33 GTRXOO GT-85EE-09 HEAT 0. 91. 178. 60. 64. 19. 0. -28. 178.DISTILLA 150. 0 0.34 0.36 0.34 
31 DESOAl DI ESEL-SOA F'B\IR 0. 90. 151. 61. 55. 16. -1. 0. 1Sl.RESIDUAL 151. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
31 DESCiAl DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 90. 150. 60. 54. 16. 0. 2. 15O.RESIDUAL 151. 1 0.37 0.36 0.40 
34 GTR.412 GT-8SCE- 12 POWR 0. 80. 152. 53. 55. 16. 8. 0. 161 .DISTILL& 161. 0 0.33 0.34 0.37 
34 GTEAl2 GT-&,RE-12 HEAT 0. 91. 173. GO. 62. 18. 0. -23. 173.DISTILLA 150. 0 0.34 0.36 0.35 
35 GTRAl6 GT-65RE-16 PUHR 0. 81. 156. 57. 55. 16. 4. 0. 160.DISTILLA 160. 0 0.34 0.34 0.37 
35 GTRA16 GT-05RE- 16 HEAT 0. 86. 166. 60. 53. 17. 0. -10. 166.DISTILLA 156. 0 0.34 0.35 0.36 
,. 
36 GTR206 GT-GORE-06 POblR 0. 71. 171. 69. 55. 16. -10. 0. 171 .DISTILLA 171. 0 0.29 0.32 0.35 
36 GTR200 GT-COKE-00 HEAT 0. 71. 149. 60. 48. 14. 0. 21. 149.01STILLA 171. 0 0.29 0.28 0.35 
a 
1 
39 GTRWO8 GT-CZRE-08 PBHR 0. 66. 156. 43. 55. 16. 20. 0. 175.DISTILLA 175. 10 0.27 0.31 Q.34 
0. 92. 216. 60. 76. 22. 0. -67: 216.DISTILLA 150. 0 0.30 0.35 0.28 
40 QTRW12 GT-05RE-!2 PaWR 0. 71. 150. 43. 55. 16. 21. 0. 171 .DISTILLA 171. 10 0.29 0.32 0.35 
0. 100. 212. 60. 77. 23. 0. -70. 212.DISTILLA 141. 0 0.32 0.36 0.28 
37 GTR212 GT-6ORE-12 FOWR 0. 76. 165. 64. 55. 16. -5. 0 .  165.e5STlLL~ 165. 0 0.31 0.33 0.36 
37 GTRZl2 GT-GORE-12 HEAT 0. 75. 155. 60. 51. 15. 0. 11. 155.DISTILLA ?66. 0 0.31 0.31 0.36 
a 
u 
30 GTR216 GT-GORE-16 POWR 0. 79. 182. 62. 55. IS. -3. 0. 162.DISTlLLA 162. 0 0.33 0.34 0.37 
38 GTR21C GT-GORE- 16 HEAT 0. 79. 156. 60. 53. 15. 0. 6. 156.DISTlLLA 162. 0 0.33 0.32 0.37 
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CBGEFIERATIUN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPURT 5.1' -. 
rrFUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PR0CESS AND ECS** 
11 l NDllSTRY 33311 MW 756.00 PROCESS t l I  LI-IONS BTUlHR 0. PROCESS TEMPCFI 0. PRCIDUCT ALUM1 NUM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. II I POWER T0 HEAT RAT10 ***** UTI L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EOV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO**6= 0. 
bIP.STE FUEL COGEN CUGEN CUGEN C0GEN AUX UTI L l  T TOTAL Sl TE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES ElGI PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BUILR USED SITE USED UTI L I  T 
0 ONUCGN N U C 8 G 0 N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8081. 0.DISTILLA 8061. 0 0. 0.32 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURD-1 P0WR 0. 340. 7721. 3983, 2579. 756. -4686. 0. 7721 . RES I DUAL 7721 . 1 0.04 0.33 0, 
1 STM141 STM-TURD-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0.RESIDUAL 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. 
II 1 STHI41 STM-TURB-1 POWR 0. 340. 7721. 3983. 2579. 756. -4686. 0. 7721 . COAL-FQD 7721 . 1 0.04 0.33 0. 1 STt-1141 STt;I-TlII?B-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0. COAL-FGD - 8061 . 111 Oi 0. 0. I 
1 STM141 STPI-TURD-1 POWR 0. 340. 7721. 3983. 2579. 756. -4686. 0. 7721.COAL-AFB 7721. 1 0.04 0.33 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURR-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0-CUAL-AFB 8061. 111 (2. 0. 0. i 
2 STMOB8 STt.1-TlIRB-8 POWR 0. -449. 8510. 4654. 2579. 756. -5476. 0. 851O.RESIDUAL 8510. 1 -0.05 0.30 0. 
2 STMOTJS STET-TURD -8 HEAT 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8C61. 0.RESIDUAL 8061. 111 0. 0. 0 .  
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 POWR 0. -449. 8510. 4654. 2579. 756. -5476. 0, 851O.COAL-FQD 8510. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 11 2 STNOBB STI-TURR-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0.COAL-FGD 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. 
I 
2 STF1088 STM-TURD-8 POWR 0. -449. 8510. 4654. 2579. 756. -5476. 0. 8510.CORL-AFB 8510. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 
0. 
I1 < 
2 STMOR8 STM-TURD-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 6061. 0. COAL-AFB 8061 . 111 0. 0. I f  
3 PFBSTM PFD-STMTB- PCillR 0. 1331. 6730. 3185. 2579. 756. -3747. 0. 6730.CClAL-PFB 6730. 1 0.17 0.38 0. 
3 FFBSTM PFC-STMTH- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061 . O.CUAL-PFB 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 
I 
4 TISTMT TI -STF1TR-1 POb!R 0. 1844. 6217. 2662. 2579. 756. -3131. 0. 6217.RESlDUAL 6217. 1 0.23 0.41 0. 
4 TISTMT TI -STMTD-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061, O.RES1DUAL 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. 
h 
I 
6 STIRL STIR!-ING-1 PUWR 0. -322. 8383. 3497. 2579. 756. -4115. 0. 8383.DISTlLLA 8583. 1 -0.04 0.31 0.- 
a 6 STlRL ST1 KI-IEIG-S HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0.DISTILLA 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. 
 TISTMT TI -STMTB-1 POb/R 0. 1844. 6217. 2662. 2579. 756. -3131. 0. 6217.COAL 6217. 1 0.23 0.41 0. 






5 T I H R S G T H E R M l f 3 N l C P I T W R '  0.-10272. 18333. 12963. 2579. 756.-15251. 0. 18333.RESIDUAL 18333. 1 -1.27 0.14 0. 
5 TI HRSG THERFll Ofdl C HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8361. 0.RESIDUAL 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. 
5 TIHRSG THERf4IBFII C POWR 0.-10272. 18333. 12963. 2579. 756.-15251. 0. 18333.CUAL 1 8333. 1 -1.27 0.14 0. 











19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 PUWR 0. 2476. 5584. 1398. 2579. 756, -1645. 0. 5584.RESIDUAL 5584. 1 0.31 0 .46-0 .  i 
19 CC1622 GTST-16/22 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. C RESl DUAL 8061 . 111 0. 0. 0. 1 
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CaGEHERATlUN VECHNO'LUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
16SE PEU ADV DFSIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 
*%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECSe* 
I MDIJSTRY 33341 MW 756.00 PROCESS M I  LLI UNS BTU/HR 0. PRBCESS TEMPCF) 0. PRdDUCT ALUMINUM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
POWER TB HEAT RATICI ****% 




t z  
"* 
TZ 
0. 2531. 5529. 1382. 2579. 756. -1 626. 0. 5529. RES I DUAL . 5529. 1 0.31 0.47 0. 
0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0.RESIDUAL 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN COGEN CUGEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POIJIZIZHEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRCICES PRBCES MW PHaCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-PIET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBlLR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
lOr t6 101*6 10*x6 10**6 1 0 * ~ 6  108x6 1 0 3 ~ 6  10*=6 1 0 ~ x 6  
BTUIIIR BTCI/IiR ETU/HR BTU/I4R BTU/HR BTII/I-IR RTIJ/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
18 CC1626 GTST- 16/26 PBWR 0. 2473. 5588. 1263. 2579. 756. -1486. 0. 5588.RESIDUAL 5588. 1 0.31 0.46 0. 
18 CC1626 GTST-16/26 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0. RES I DUAL 8061 . Ill 0. 0. 0. i 
21 CC0822 GTST-08/22 PBWR 0. 2469. 5592. 1653. 2579. 756. -1945. 0. 5592. RES 1 DUAL 5592. 1 0.31 0.46 0. 
21 CC0022 GIST-08/22 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0.RESIDUAL 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. 
22 STlGl5 STIG-15-16 PBWR 0. 1291. 6770. 88. 2579. 756. -104. 0. 6770.RESIDUAL 6770. 1 0.16 0.3% 0. 
22 ST1015 STIG-15-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8081. 0. RES I DUAL 8061 . 111 0. 0. 0. 
I! 23 STIGlO STIG-10-16 PBWR 0. 878. 71 83. 952. 2579. 756. -1 120. 0. 7183.RESIDUAL 7183. 1 0.13 0.36 0. 23 STlGlO STIG-10-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0. RESI DUAL 8061 . 111 0. 0, 0. 1 24 STlGlS STIO-IS-16 POWR 0. 366. 7695. 1622. 2579. 756. -1 908. 0, 7695.RESIDUAL 7695. 1 0.05 0.34 0. 
24 STIGlS STIG-1s-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 8001. O.RES!DUAL 8061. * 111 0. 0. 0, I 
25 DEADV3 Dl ESEL-ADV PBWR 0. 1108. 6953. 2502. 2579. 756. -2943. 0. E953.RESIDUAL 6953. 1 0.14 0.37 0. ?, 25 DEADV3 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0.RESIDUAL - 8061. 0. 0. 111 0. 
0 I 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV PUWR 0. 1108. 6953. 1766. 2579. . 756. -2078. 0. 6953. RES 1 DUAL 6953. 1 0.14 0.37 0. 
26 DEADV2 DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0.RESIDUAL 8061. 0. 0. 111 0. 
I 
0. 1 108. 6953. 2719. 2579. 756. .-3198. 0. 6953,RESIDUAL 6953. 1 0.14 0.37 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8081. 0. RES I DUAL 8061 . 0. 0. 111 0. 
0. 1631. 6429. 3274. 2579. 756. -3852. 0. 6429. RESIDUAL 6429. 1 0.20 0.40 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. '8061. 0.RESIDUAL 8061, 111 0. 0. 0. 
5 29 DESUA3 Dl ESEL-SUA PBbIR 0. 91 5. 7145. 2328. 2579. 756. -2739. 0. 7145.DISTILCA 7145. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
* 29 DCStlA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  8061. 0.DISTILLA 8061. 111 0.  0. 
1 a 
0. 
' $ 29 DESUA3 Dr  ESEL-SOA PUWR 0. 915. 7145. 2328. 2579. 756. -2739. 0.. 7145. RESIDUAL 7145. 1 0.11 0.36 0. ; 29 DESUA3 D I  1% I ' EL-SdA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 8061. 0.RESIDUAL 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. 
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COGENERATION TECHNULOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.1 
- -- - -  
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PRUCESS AND ECS*r 
I 1 NDUSTRY 3334 1 1 IW 756.00 PROCESS MILLIONS BTUlHR 0. PRUCESS TEMPCF) 0. PRODUCT ALUMINUM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
PUHER ~ e i  HEAT RATIO *r*x* 
WASTE FUEL EQV BTUxlO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU*lO=+6= 0. 
WASTE FUEL C(JGEN CUGEEI CUGEN CBGEN AUX UTl L l  T TOTAL SITE NET= F A I L  FESR 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL'. 
USED NO-?JET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBI LR USED Sl  TE USED UTlLlT 
10+*6 10'**5 10%*6 10**6 lO l r6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 ~ x 6  1 0 ~ ~ 6  10**6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/NR BTUfHR BTU/HR BTUIHR 
41 GTRW16 GT-85RE-16 POWR 0. 835. 7225. 2532. 2579. 756. -2978. 0. 7225. Dl ST1 LLA 7225. 1 0.10 0.36 0. 
41 GTRW16 GT-BSI?E-16 MEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0061. 0.DISTILLA 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. 
42 GTR308 GT-60RE-08 PBWR 0. -260. 6321. 3734. 2579. 756. -4392. 0. 8321.DISTILLA 8321. - 1 -0.03 0.31 0. 
42 GTR308 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0.DISTILLA 8061. 0. 0. 111 0. 
43 GTR312 GT-GORE-12 PUWR 0. 519. 7542. 2878. 2579. 756. -3386. 0. 7542.DlSTILLA 7542. 1 0.06 0.34 0. 
43 GTR312 GT-GORE-12 llEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8081. 0,DISTILLA- 8061. I 111 0. 0. 0. If 
44 GTR316 OT-60RE-16 PBWR 0, 452. 7609. 2925. 2579. 756. -3441. 0. 7609.DISTILLA 7609. 1 0.06 0.34 0. 
44 GTR316 GT-60RE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0.DISTILLA 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PI-! PUWR 0. 1273. 6788. 11 54. 2579. 756. . - 1358, 0. 6788.DISTILLA 6788. 1 0.16 0,38 0. 
45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0.DISTlLLA 8061. 0. 0. 111 0. 
- *  
46 FCIICDS FUEL-CL-MU PUWR 0. 1800. 6261. 1459. 2579. 756. -1716. . 0. 6261.DISTILLA 6261. 1 0.22 0,41 0, 
46 FCMCDS FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8061. 0.DISTSLLA 8061. 111 0. 0. 0. N 
t 
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COGENERAT I ON TECI-IklOl- t iFY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
18SE PEU ADV DESIGN EMGR REPCIRT 5.1 
~XFUEL ENERGY SAVED BYOPRBCESS AND ECSn* 
* 11 l NDUSTRY 33302 HW 378.00 PROCESS 111 LLI ONB BTUlHR 0. PRGCESS TEMP( F) 
-2 0. PRBDUCT ALUMINUM HOURS PER YEAR 8760. 
PGWER TU HEAT RAT10 ***%* 
UTI L I  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*iO**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU%lO**6= 0. * 
- F 
6 STlRL STIRLING-1 BCNR 0. -161. 4192. 1749. 1290. 378. -2057. 0. 4192.CBAL 4192. 1 -0.04 0.31 0. 
6 ST 1 RL ST I R L  I PIG- 1 FIEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3. 4030. 0. COAL 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CBGEN CBGEN CBGEN AUX UTlLlT TBTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR PUUER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PEUCES PROCES MW PRnCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NO-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT BOILR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
2 - 
I _ 
< .  
_ 
7 kIEGTS5 HEL.1 III1-GT- PaHR 0. 13. 4018. 1795. 1290. 378. -2112. 0. 4018,COAL-AFB 4018. 1 0.00 0.32_-0. 
7 kIEGT85 kIELI UM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0. CBAL-AFB 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
10**6 10w%6 101x6 10r*6 10*x6 lOrsG 10**6 10=*6 10**6 
BTU/kIR BTCI/IJR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/MR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
6 STIRL ST1 El-I IsIG-1 PBWR 0. -161. 4192. 1749. 1290. 378. -2057. 0. 4192.RESIDUAL 4192. 1 -0.04 0.31 0. 
8 HEGTGO HELIUM-GT- PUWR 0. -949. 4980. 2140. 1290. 378. -2517. 0. 4900. CBAL-AFB 4980, 1 -0.24 0-26 0. 
8 HEGTGO HEI-IUM-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0. CBAL-AFB 4030. 111 0. 0. 2: 
6 STIRL STIRLING-1 HEAT 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0. RES I DUAL 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
W 9 HEGTOO MELIUM-GT- PUWR 0. -3298. 7328. 4429. 1290. 378. -521 1. 0. 7328.CUAL-AFB 7328. 1 -0.82 0.18 0. 9 kIEGT00 HELI Ul4-GT- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0. CUAL-AFB 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
11 FCSTGL FUEI--CI--ST PUWR 0. 1408. 2622. 753. i290. 378. -806. 0. 2622.CBAL 2622. 1 0.35 0.49 0. R 
11 FCSTCL FUEL-CL-ST HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0. CBAL 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
I 10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-El0 POWR 0. -212. 4243. 2029. 1290. 378. -2387. 0. 4243.CBAL 4243. 1 -0.05 0.30 0. 10 FCMCCL FUEL-CL-MU HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 4030. 0. COAL 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
U! 13 GTSCiAR GT-IIRSG-10 PBWR 0. -417. 4447. 2197. 1290. 378. -2585. 0 .  4447.RESIDUAL 4447. 1 -0.10 0.29 0 .  1 13 OTSCIAR OT-I II?.SG- 10 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0. RES I DUAL 4 030. 111 0. 0. 0. ? 0 
12 IGGTST I NT-GAS-GT PB\JR 0. 806. 3224. 1000. 1290. 378. -1 176. 0. 3224. CBAL 3224. 1 0.20 0.40 0. 
12 IGOTST INT-GAS-GT NEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030, 0. CUAL 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
15 GTAC12 GT-IIESG-12 PU\IR 0. -198. 4229. 2182. 1290. 378. -2568. 0. 4229.RESIDUAL 4229. 1 -0.05 0.31 0. 






0. 37. 3093. 2005. 1290. 378. -2359. 0. 3993. RES I DUAL 3993. 1 0.01 0.32 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0. RES ! DUAL 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
14 GTACOB GT-IIRSG-08 PO\JR 0. -746. 4777. 2294. 1290. 378. -2699. 0. 4777. RESIDUAL 4777. 1 -0.19 0.27 0. 
14 GTAC08 GT-IIZSG-00 I-IEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0. RES I DUAL 4030. 111 0. 0, 0. 
17 GTLfC16 GT-llR9G-16 PUWR 0. -64. 4094. 1634. 1290. 378. -1922. 0. 1094. RESIDUAL 4094. 1 -0.02 0.32 0, 
1 7 GTLfC 1 6 GT-1 1:'SG- 1 6 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0. RESIDUAL 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. I 
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INDUSTRY 33342 MW 378.00 PROCESS MILLIBPIS BTU/HR 0. PRCiCESS TEMPCF) 0. PRODUCT ALUFl I NUM HUURS PER YEAR 8760. 
g I D 
POtlER T0 HEAT RAT16 ***** 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*10**6= 0. HOT WATER BTU=lO**6= 0. & 8 
COGENERATIBN TECHNgLBGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I (ISE PEO ADV DESIGN ENGR REPORT 5.1 - .- 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
WASTE FUEL CBGEN COGEN CBGEN COGEN AUX UTlLlT TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PROCES MW PRBCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TaTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT BBlLR USED SITE USED UTlLlT 
10**6 10*x6 lO**6 10**6 10**6 10*%6 10*x6 10x26 10**6 
BTU/IiR BTU/HR BT:I/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR RTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
II 30 DESOA2 DIESEL-SBA POVR 0. 458. 3573. 786. 1290. 378. -925. 0. 3573.DISTILLA 3573. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 30 DESBA2 DIESEL-S6A HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0-DISTILLA 4030. 0. 0. 111 0s 
30 DESOAB DIESEL-SOA P0NR 0. 458. 3573. 786. 1290. 378. -925. 0. 3573.RESIDUAL 3573. 1 0.11 0.36 0. 
30 DESOAP DIESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. O.RES1DUAL 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
31 DESOA 1 D I F\SEI--SOA PB\.IR 0. 458. 3573. 1433. 1290. 378. -1685. 0. 3573. DI ST1 LLA 3573. 1 0.11 0.36 0. I 
31 DESCJAI Dl ESEL-SBA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0.DISTILLA 4030. 0. 0. 111 0. i 
32 GTSUAD GT-HRSG-10 POIIR 0. -386. 4417. 2380. 1290. 378. -2000. 0. 4417.DISTlLLA 4417. 1 -0.10 0.29 0. 
32 GTSBAD GT-HRSG- 1 0 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0.DISTILLA 4030. 111 0. 0. 0 .  
. ' i 34 GTRA12 GT-85RE- 12 PBWR 0. 428. 3603. 1477. 1290. 378. -1737. 0. 3603.DISTILLA 3603. 1 0.11 0.36 0. R 34 GTR.412 GT-05RE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0.DISTILLA 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
36 GTR208 GT-GORE-08 POblR 0. 0. 4030. 1903. 1290. 378. -2239. 0. 4030. Dl ST1 LLA 4030. 1 0. 0.32 0. 
36 GTR208 GT-GORE-03 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0.DISTlLLA 4030. 0. 0. 111 0. 
1 
0 
38 GTRA16 GT-05RE-16 POUR 0. 335. 3696. 1571. 1290. 378. -1848. 0. 3696. Dl ST I LLA 3696. 1 0.08 0.35 0. 
35 GTRA16 GT--63RE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0.DISTILLA 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
39 GTRWOB GT-89RE-08 PO\.lR 0. 356. 3674. 1213. -1290. 378. -1427. 0. 3674.DlSTILLA 3674. 1 0.09 0.35 0. 
39 GTRHOO FT-C5EE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0.DISTILLA 4030. 111 (2. 0. Oz-  
a 
3 
10 GTRC112 GT-85RE-;2 PBWR I 0. 487. 3543. 1180. 1290. 378. -1388. 0. 3543. DISTILLA 3543. 1 0.12 0.36 0, 4 40 GTRWl2 GT-CSKE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0.DISTILLA 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. . 
a1 
37 OTR212 GT-GORE- 12 POWR 0. 122. 3908. 1749. 1290. 378. -2058. 0. 3908.DlSTILLA 3908. 1 0.03 0.33-'0. 
37 8TR212 GT-GORE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4030. 0.DISTILLA 4030. 111 0. 0. 0. 
- 
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COGENERATION TECNNULUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
I CSE PEtY ADV DESIGN EEIGR REPORT 5.1 
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND ECS** 
* 
1 NDUSTRY 33343 t.lW 153.00 PRClCESS I.11 LI-I ONS BTU/HR 0. PRdCESS TEMP (F l  0. PRODUCT ALUMINW HOURS PER YEAR 8760, I 
-. .c 
PUWER TU HEAT RATIO ***** 
UTl L l  TY FUEL CBAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*TOXJB= 0. HOT WATER BTUxlO**6= 0. I 
WASTE FUEL CUGEN CBGEN CBGEN COGEN AUX UTILIT TOTAL SITE NET= FAIL FESR POWER HEAT 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PROCES PRBCES MW PRUCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL+ FACTR FACTR 
USED FIB-NET USED HEAT PaMER ELECT 801 LR USED SITE USED UTILIT 
lO*uG 10**6 10*=6 10**6 10*x6 10**6 10%*6 10**6 10**6 
BTU/HR &TU/HR DTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
0 ONOCGN N O C U G Cl N 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0.DISTILLA 1631. 0 0. 0.32 0. 
1 STM141 STM-TURD-1 PBWR 0. 69. 1563. 806. 522. 153. -948. 0. 1563.RESIDUAL 1563. 1 0.04 0.33 0, 
1 STP1141 STM-TUGB-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0,RESIDUAL 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 STM141 STfi-TURD-1 PUWR 0. 69. 1563. 806. 522. 153. -948. 0. 1563.CUAL-FOD 1563. 1 0.04 0.33 0. 
1 STM141 STtl-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. O.COAL-FGD 1631. 111 0. O,*, 0 . 
1 STt4141 STM-TURB-1 PUWR 0. 69. 1563. 806. 522. 153. -948.- 0. 1563.COAL-AFB 1563. 1 0.04 0.33-0. 
1 STF1141 STM-TURB-1 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. O.COAL-AFB 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
J 
2 STMO88 STII-TURB-8 PUl,iR 0. -91. 1722. 942. 522. 153. -1108. 0. 1722.RESIDUAL 1722. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 
2 STr1086 STF1-TURF)-6 HEAT It- 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. Q. 1631. 0,RESIDUAL 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
2 STMOBR STM-TURB-a PBWR 0. -91. 1722. 942. 522. 153. -1 108. 0. 1722.COAL-AFB 1722. 1 -0.06 0.30 0. 
2 STHOD8 STM-TURB-8 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0 .  1631. 0. COAL-AFB 1 631 . 111 0, 0. 0. 
I 
0. 269. 1362. 645. 522. 153. -756. 0. 1362.COAL-PFB 1362. 1 0.17 0.38 0. 
3 PFES-fCi PFB-STHTI3- HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0. COAL-PFB 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. I 
2 STM088 STM-TURB-8 PdWR 0. -91. 1722. 942. 522. 153. -1108. 0. 1 722. COAL-FGD 1 722. ? -0.06 0.30 0. 
2 STMOXJ STII-TI:PD-8 HEAT - 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. O.CBAL-FGD 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
1 4 TI STMT TI -STMTB- 1 PaWR 0. 373. 1258. 539. 522. 153. -634. 0. 1 258. RESI DUAL 1 258. 1 0.23 0.41 0.  
4 TlSTMT TI -STMTB-1 HEAT 0. C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0,RESlDUAL 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
4 TISTMT TI -STf%TB-1 PUWR 0. 373. 1258. 539. 522. 153. -634. 0. 1258. COAL 1258. 1 0.23 0.41 0.  
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0. COAL lE31. 111 0. 0. 0. 
$1 5 TI HRSG THERMI ON1 C PUWR 0. -2079. 3710. 2624. 522. 153. -3087. 0. 3710.RESIDUAL 3710. 1 -1.27 0.14 0. 
5 TI HRSG TI-IEREI I OEII C HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0.RESIDUAL 1631. 111 0. 0, 0. :I 
n 
e 5 TI CIRSG TbIERM16MJ C POtlR 0. -2079. 3710. 2624. 522. 153. -3087. 0. 3710.COAL 3710. 1-1.27 0.14 0. 
E 5 TI HRSG TkIZCIlI ON1 C HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0. COAL 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
i- 
, 
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f: p, [I INDLISTRY 33313 MM 1 5 3 . 0 0  PROCESS M I  LLl BNS BTU/HR 0. PROCESS TEMP(F) 0. PRUDUCT ALUM1 NUn HOURS PER YEAR 8760. I I = .a. .-
POWER T B  MEAT R A T I U  *a***  
2 U T l  L l  TY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV B T U * l O * r 6 =  0. HOT WATER BTU* lO**6= 0. b 
CUGENERATIUN TECHNULUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
16SE PED A W  D E I I I M  LNG1 REPCIRT 5.1 
-- 
+%FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AND E C S r *  
WASTE FLJEL CUGEN CUBEEl CeGEN CdGEN AUX U T I  L I T  TOTAL S I T E  NET= F A I L  FESR P(T\.IER 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRWCES PROCES FW PROCES F U E L  FUEL FUEL TOTAL* F A C i R  FACTR 
USED EJGI-NET USED HEAT PBWER ELECT B O l L R  USED S I T E  USED U T I L I T  
10**G l O = * 6  10**6 10**6 1 0 * * 6  Ion16 1 0 n x 6  10*=6 1 O**6 
II 18 CC1626  GTST-16 /26  PBWR 0. 500. 1 1 3 1 .  256. 522. 153. - 3 0 1 .  0. 1 1 3 1  .RESIDUAL 1 1 3 1 .  1 0 . 3 1  0.46 0. 18 CC1626 GTST-16 /26  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3. 0. 1631. 0 .RESIDUAL 1631. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
19 CCT 622 GTST-16 /22  PBWR 0. 5 0 1 .  1 1 3 0 .  2 8 3 .  522. 153. -333. 0. 1130.RESIDUAL 1130. 1 0.31 0 . 4 6  0. 
1 9  CC1622 GTST-16 /22  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 6 3 1 .  O.RES1DUAL 1 6 3 1 .  111 C .  0. 3. 
20 CC1222  GTST-12 /22  PBUR 0. 512. 1 1  1 9 .  280. 522. 153.  -329. 0. 1 1  I 9 . R E S I D U A L  1119. 1 6.31 0 .47  0. 1 
20 CC1222 GTST-12 /22  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 6 3 1 .  C.RESIDUAL 1631 .  0. 0. 1 1 1  0. 
22 S T I G 1 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  PBWR 0. 2 6 1 .  1 3 7 0 .  18. 522. 1 5 3 .  -21 .  0. 1370.RESIDUAL 1370. 1 0 . 1 6  0.38 0. 
22 S T l G l 5  S T I G - 1 5 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 6 3 1 .  0 .RESIDUAL 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
. - 1 1 C 
23 S T l G l O  S T I G - 1 0 - 1 6  PB\.lR 0. 1 7 8 .  1 4 5 4 .  193. 522. 153. -227. 0 145d .RESIDUAL 1 4 5 4 .  1 0.11 0.36 0. 
23 S T 1 6 1 0  $ 1 1 6 - 1 0 - 1 6  HEAT 0. 0. 9. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0.RESIDUAL 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
t 
2 1  C.0822 GTST-08/22 POUR 0. - 500. 1132. 335. 522. 1 5 3 .  -394 .  0. 1132.RESIDUAL 1 1 3 2 .  1 0.31 0 .46  0. ' 
2 1  C C 0 8 2 2  G T S T - 0 8 / 2 2  HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631.  0.RESIDUAL 1 6 3 1 .  ill 0. 0. 0. 
24 S T l G l S  S T I G - 1 S - 1 6  PUWN 0. 7 4 .  1557. 328. 522. 153. -306. 0. 1557.RESIDUAL 1557. I/ 1 0.05 0 .34  0, 24 S T I B I S  S T I G - I S - 1 6  NEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 163i. O.RES!DUAL 1631. 111 0. 0. 0 . 
n 26 DEADV2 D l  ESEL-ADV PUbIR 0. 2 2 4 .  1 4 0 7 .  357. 522. 1 5 3 .  - 4 2 0 .  0. 1407,RESlDUAL 1407. 1 0 . 1 4  0.37 0. 
26 DEADVP DIESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 6 3 1 ,  0 .RESIDUAL 1631.  0, 0. 1 1 1  0. 
0 
25 DE.E,C)\M D I  E'SEL-ADV POIIR 0. 2 2 4 .  1407. 506. 522. 153. -596. 0. 1407.RESIDUAL 1407. . 1 0.14 0.37 0. 
25 DFP.D\IS D l  ESEL-AI)V l IEAT 0. 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. O'RESIDUAL 1 6 3 1 .  1 1 1  0 ,  0. 0. 
28 DEIiTPW ADV -D I ESEL F0I.JR 0: 330. 1 3 0 1 .  663. 522. 153 .  -779. 0. 13Ol .RESIDUAL 1301 .  1 0.20 0.40 0: 






27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV POWR 0. - 2 2 4 .  1 4 0 7 .  550. 522. 1 5 3 .  - 6 5 7 .  0. 1437.RES1DUAL 1407. 1 0 .14  5 . 3 7 - - 0 .  
27 DEADVl D l  ESEL-ADV HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1 6 3 1 .  0 .RESIDUAL 1 6 3 1 .  1 1 1  0. 0. 0. 
8 29 DESOA3 D I  ESEL-SBA P0UR 0. 1 8 5 .  1 4 1 6 .  4 7 1 .  522. 153. -554 .  0. 1446.RESIDUAL 1446 .  1 0 .11  0.36 0. 4 29 DESBA3 DIESEL-SOA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631 .  0 .RESIDURL 1 6 3 1 .  1 1 1  0. 0, 0. 
n 
29 DESOA3 DIESEL-SOA PBWR 0. 1 8 5 .  1 4 4 6 .  4 7 1 .  522. 0 5 3 .  - 5 5 4 .  0. 1 4 4 6 . D l S T l L L A  1 4 4 6 .  1 0.11 0.36 0. 
29 DESUAS D I ESEL-SUA HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8. 0. 1 6 3 1 .  0 . D I S T I L L A  t631. 1 1 1  0. 0. 0,- 
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COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
- 1 &SE PEB AOV DESIGN EblGR REPORT 5 .1  
**FUEL ENERGY SAVED BY PROCESS AN0 ECS** 
I 1 NDUSTRY 33343 MU 153.00 PRUCESS M I  L L I  UNS BTUIHR 0. PROCESS TEFlP(F) 0. PRBDUCT ALUM1 N W  HOURS PER YEAR 8760. I 
POWER TO HEAT RATIO *r*** 
UTILITY FUEL COAL WASTE FUEL EQV BTU*lO**b= 0. HeT WATER BTU*10**6= 0. I 
WASTE FUEL COGEN CdGEN COGEN COGEN AUX U T l L l T  TOTAL SITE NET= FA1 L FESR POWER KEAL _ 
FUEL SAVED= FUEL PRaCES PROCES MU PRdCES FUEL FUEL FUEL TOTAL* FACTR FACTR 
USED NU-NET USED HEAT POWER ELECT B61LR USED SITE USED UTIL IT  
1 0 ~ x 6  10**6 10**6 10**6 10**6 101.6 10**6 10=*6 101.6 
BTU/HR BTU/HR BTUIHR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR BTU/HR 
41 OTRWl6 GT-85RE-16 PBWR 0. 169. 1462. 512. 522. 153. -603. 0. 1462.DISTILLA 1462. 1 0.10 0.36 0. 
41 GTRW16 GT-85RE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0,DISTILLA 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
4 2  GTR308 GT-60RE-08 PBWR 0. -53. 1684. 756. 522. 153. -889. 0. 1684.DISTILU 1684. 1 -0.03 0.31 6. 
42 GTR308 GT-GORE-08 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0.DISTILLA 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
II 43 GTR312 GT-60RE-12 POWR 0. 105. 1526. 582. 522. 153. -685. 0. 1526.DISTILLA 1526. 1 O,C6 0 -34  0. 43 OTR312 GT-60RE-12 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0.DISTlLLA 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
44 OTR316 GT-60RE-16 PBWR 0. 91. 1540. 592. 522. 153. -696. 0. 1540.DIST ILLA 1540. 1 0.06 0.34 0. 
44 GTR316 GT-GORE-16 HEAT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631. 0.DISTILLA 1631. ill 0. 0. 0. 
I 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH PBWR 0. 258. 1374. 234. 522. 153. -275. 0. 1374.DISTliLA 1374. 1 0.16 0.38 0. 45 FCPADS FUEL-CL-PH HEAT 0. 0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1631, O.DiSTILLA 1631. 111 0. 0. 0. 
COAL-FI RED NOtPGENERAT I ON PROCESS BOILER 
GENERAL ELEc. t R I C CUllPAMY 1.,:SE 1 
COGENERATI ON TECIMBLOGY ALTEKMAT I YES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY UF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECONOMICS 
COST COST EQVL CIlRG EEMZO 
M W PI Gl E A T  1 0 
---..-- 
*10=*6 
25. 126. 0. F 10, 0 .  0.63 0.25 0, EZ.3 1-00 260.1 O 6y0 1.00 80- 
STM141 10101 0. 84. 1 .  0. -5'1. 125. 10. 10. 0.57 0.25 0.44 8.3 0.68 141.6999 3.9 0.66176 1 
STF1141 10101 0. 0. 84. 0. 24 4 2 . F  10. 10. 1.08 0.25 0.44 16.2 1.32 275.2 28 4.3 0.71 160 
42 .A  10. 10. 0.96 0.25 0.44 12.5 1.01 2f1.6999 3.7 0.63-164 
0. -55. 108. 10. 8. 0.54 0.25 0.33 7.4 0.60 132.5 999 4 . 3  0.71 166 
3 2 . F  10. 8. 1.02 0.25 0.33 14.9 1.22 266.6 31 4.6 0.78 150 
32. A 10. 8. 0.92 0.25 0.33 11.8 -0.96 209.8989 1.2 0.70154 
10. 10. 1.59 0.25 0.44 20.8 1.69 351.2 10 5:s 0,88169 " 
10. 15. 1.45 0.25 0.48 19.9 1.62 304.3 17 4.4 0,74160 
0. -97. 126. 
0. -52. 
0.18 35.4 2.88 500.5 0 7.6 1-27 137 
n i DATE 06/07/f. I8SE-PECI-ADV-05s-EElGR GENERAL ELEL. ,I I C CGMPANK CCiGEMERATI CIN TECHMCILUGY ALTEI7OlATI VES STUDY 
REPClRT 5.2 
SUMMARY (rF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE R ECUWWlICS 
--....-- .*- -- 
FUEL USE I N  F3TtJSl0**6----------- 
xxC@GEPlERATION CASE** *xtlGCirGEN - CCIGEN*:: POWER CDGEN Bet1 POWER FESR CAPITAL WRPl S/KW ROE LEVL NClRW WRW 
PROCS D I S T I L  R E F I D L  COAL D I S T I L  R E S I D L  COAL REBD POWER /IiEAT COST COST EQVL CZliW EMRG 
STlGlO 10101 0. 279. 0. 0. -207. 285. 10. 29. 1.09 0.25 0.22 F6.0 1-30 137.8 0 7.3 1-23 132 
STIGlS 10101 0. 120. 0. 0. -96. 126. 10. 10. 0.76 0.35 6.20 10.0 0.82 144.0999 5.3 0.69158 , 




MU MW R A T I O  *10%*6 --- C X )  
021626 10101 0. loo .  0. 0. -76. ;26. 10. 10. o.ao o.25 0.33 10.7 0.87 166.8 999 a,9 0182 i t 1  
CC1626 10101 0. 129. 0. 0. -89. 159. 10. 14. 0.86 0.25 0.36 12.1 0.98 170,9999 5.0 0.84160 
CC1622 10101 0. 98. 0. 0, -74. 126. YO. 10. 0.79 0.25 0.35 10.4 0.84 164.0999 4.8 0.80173 
CC1622 10101 0. 113. 0. 0. -82. 148. 10, 13. 0-83 0.25 0.37 11.3 0-92 167,9999 4 - 8  0.83162 
CC1222 10101 0. 98. 0. 0. -73. 126. 10. 10. 0.78 0.25 0.35 10.1 0.82 160.29-99 4.7 0,79174 





GENERAL E L E L ,  #<I C COMPANY 
COQENERATIBN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECdNOMlCS 
----------- 
-- 
FUEL ?:iE I N  B T U r l 0 % * 6 - - - - - - - - - - -  
**CdBENERATldN CASE= **NUCelGEN - C(r?GENZ* PBWER CCIQEN 0BM POWER FESR C A P I T A L  NORM S/KW R B I  L E V L  W R M  WRTH 
ECS PRdCS D I S T I L  E E S I D L  COAL D I S T I L  R E S I D L  GBAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CiiRG ENRB 
MW MU RAT] 13 * 1 0 * % 6  ( X I  
GTR312 1 0 1 0 1  103.. 0. 0. - 1 0 3 .  25. 126. 1 0 .  10. 0 . 7 1  0.25 0.31 1 0 . 7  0.87 1 6 4 . 8 9 9 9  5.5 0 . 9 3 1 7 1 -  
G T R 3 1 2 1 0 1 0 1  109. 0. 0. - 1 0 9 .  27. 133. 1 0 .  1 1 .  0.72 0.25 0.32 11.0 0.0s 1 E 5 . 6 8 9 9  5.6 0 . 9 4 1 6 1  1 
GTR316  1 0 1 0 1  1 0 4 .  0. 0. -104 ,  25. 126. 1 0 .  10. 0.72 0.25 0 . 3 1  11.0 0.89 169.4999 5.6 0.93170 1 
GTR316  1 0 1 0 1  106. 0. 0. - 1 0 8 .  26. 132 .  10 .  11. 0.73 0.25 0.32 1 1 . 3  0.92 170.2 999 5.6 0 . 9 4  160 . 





GENERAL ELEL. ,i IC CUI.IPAINY 
CUGENERATIUN TECHNULUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPURT 5 .2  
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECONOMICS 
- CCIGENU* POWER CUGEN UBM PDUER FESR CAPITAL NflRH S/'W ROl LEVL NORM WR 
L CdAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EOVL CHGG EMRO 
MW MU RATlU xl0**6 ('I) ( ONDCGN 10102 0. 74. 729. 0. 0. 0. F 30. 0. 1.52 0.25 u'. 25.2 1.00 ,?8.4 0 21.6 1.00 80 
STMOO8 10102 0, 18. 634. 0. 55. 94. A 30. 23. 1.75 0.25 0.19 23.4 0.93 139.2999 16.3 0.75138 PFBSTM 1 0 1 02 0. 0. 606. 0. 74. 123. 30. 30. 3.12 0.25 0.25 42.4 1.68 239.1 17 17.9 0.83 144 PFBSTM 101 02 0. 0. 369. 0. 111. 186. 30. 45. 3.13 0.25 0.31 41.0 1.63 209.0 24 16.0 0.7d 138 TlSTMT 10102 0. 606. G. 0.  -532. 729, 30. 30. 2.40 0.25 0.24 65.9 2.61 371.3 0 27.2 1.26 147 TISTMT 10102 0. 728. 0. 0. -581. 9'72. 30. 60. 3.11 0.25 0.35 105.7 4.03 477.0 0 29.8 1.38140 TISTMT 10102 0. 0. 606. 0 .  74. 123. 30. 3Q. 3.70 0.25 0.24 91.4 3.63 515.1 2 23.9 1.10 138 i I TISTMT 10102 0. 0.  728. 0. 146. 244. 30. 60. 4.45 0.25 0.35 128.5 5.09 602.4 2 25.2 1.16132 TIHRSO 10102 0. 627. 38. 0. -553. 691. 30. 25. 2.52 0.25 0.17 84.9 3.37 470.5 0 30.8 1.42127 il TIHRSG 10102 0. 1 1 .  654. 0. 62. 35. 30. 25. 3.72 0.25 0.17 108.6 4.31 601.8 0 27.3 1.26120 
STIRL 10102 657. 0 .  0 .  -657. 74. 729. 30. 30. 1.43 0.25 0.18 28.9 1.14 149.8 0 27.9 1.29157 
STlRL 10102 887. 0. 0. -887. 170. 1051. J 30. 69. 1.71 0.29 0.27 46.9 1.86 180.6 0 31.0 1.43 142 ,, 
STIRL 10102 0 .  657. 0. 0. -584. 729. 30. 30. 1.43 0.25 0.18 28.9 1.15 149.9 0 23.6 1.09152 . 
STlRL 10102 0. 887. 0. 0. -717. 1051. 30. 69. 1.71 0.25 0.29 47.0 1.86 180.8 0 25.2 1,17135 
STIRL 101C2 0. 0. 657. - 0.  74, 71. 30. 30. 2.85 0.25 0.18 54.2 2.15 281.6 10 19.7 0.91133 STlRL 10102 0. 0.  887. 0. 170. 165. 30. 69. 3.40 0.25 0.27 82.1 3.26 315.9 7 19.8 0.91 119 1 
I HEGTGO 10102 0.  0 .  716. 0. 34. 1 2 . A  30. 30. 3.27 0.25 0.11 72.4 2.87 344.8 2 23.2 1.07123 HEGTGO 1 01 02 0. 0. 1183. 0.  220. 37. A 30. 90. 4.65 0.25 0.18 119.5 4.74 344.8 0 26.5 1.23105 HEGTQO 101 02 0 .  0 .  719. 0. 74. 10. A 30. 30. 3.13 0.25 0.10 67.1 2.66 3!8.9 3 22.5 1.04 124 HEGTOO 10102 0. 0. 812. 0. 103. 14. A 30. 42. 3.05 0.25 0.13 72.3 2.87 304.6 3 22.4 1.04113 
FCMCCI- 1 0 1 02 0. 0. 631. 0. 74. 90. 30. 30. 3.52 0.25 0.21 64.3 2.55 348.0 5 21.3 0.98136 
0. 0. 864. 0. 189. 250, 30. 77. 4.87 0.25 0.34 88.8 3.52 351.1 6 20.6 0,95125 
FCSTCL 10102 0. 0. 624. 0. 74. 104. 30: 30. 3.43 0.25 0.22 62.3 2.47 340.6 6 20.9 0 .96138 
0. 0. 1074. 0. 307. 435. 30. 125. 6.12 0.25 0.41 111.0 4-40 352.8 7 19.0 0.88117 
0. 0. 689. 0. 74. 70. 30. 30. 2.85 t . 2 5  0.18 60.0 2.38 310.6 7 20.6 0.95133 
i 




OCNERAL ELEt, .tl C C6MPAtiY 
CdOEUERATIbN TECHtIcJLdGY ALTEENATfVES STUDY 
REPf3RT 5.2 
S V I W R Y  UF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECUlWHICS 
----------- FUEL USE IN ETU~lO~~6----------- 
xxCe#jENEP&TI6N C/iSExx xzNTSW~Eti - CSGENrr POWER C60EI.I UeM P m E R  FESR CAPITAL WR?l S/KM Re1 LEVL NdRn WRTH 
ECS PRbCS DISTIL RESIDL C14P.F DISTIL RESIDL W k L  REOD PWER J H S T  CCIST CUST E W L  C W  ENRG 
HW MU RATIO r1 Orr6 .(XI 
CCt626 10102 0. 653. 0 - 0. -579. 729. 30, 30. 1.43 0.25 0.19 27.1 1.08 141.9 0 23.4 1.08154 
CC1626 10102 0. 1373. 0, 0. - 9 E 9 .  1767. 30, 157. 1.83 0.25 0-36 48.3 1.91 120.0 0 23.7 1.09124 
\ 
DATE 06/07/7t GENERAL ELEL.  .<I C CBI1PP.NY E 6 
I BSE-PEB-ADV-DES-E1qGR CUGENEXATION TECHNBLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPURT 5.2 
SGMMARY CJF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECdNOMlCS 
-- 
----------- FUEL USE IN BTU*lOmr6----------- 
xrCUGENERATIdN CP.SEr* **llC3C6GEN - COGEN*= PCJWER CUGEN CfgM POWER FESR C A P I T A L  NCfR! S/KW R B I  L E V L  NORM WRTH 
ECS PRdCS D I S T I L  R E S I D L  COAL D I S T I L  R E S i D L  CdAL REQD PUWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRO ENRG 
MU MH R A T I U  *10*=6 ( X I  
GTR312 10102 662. 0 .  0. -662. 74. 729. 30. 30. 1.32 0.25 0.17 27.0 1.07 139.4 0 27.8 1,28153 
GTR312 10102 1205. 0. 0. -1205. 296. 1474. 30. 121. 1.53 0.25 0.32 41.1 1.63 116.4 0 32.1 1.46 138 
GTR316 10102 663. 0. 0. -663. 74. 729. 30. 30. 1.34 0.25 0.17 27.7 1.10 142.5 O 27.9 1.29157 
G T R 3 f 6  10102 1198. 0. 0. -1198. 292. 1459. 30. 119. 1.56 0-25 0.32 42.3 1.68 120.5 0 32.3 1.4913e 
FCPADS 10102 698. 0. 0. -698. 74. 729. 30. 30. 4.02 0.25 0.13 34.1 1.35 166.8 0 32.5 1.50152 
FCPADS 10102 2412. 0. 0. -2412. 659. 2688. 30. 269. 28.02 0.25 0.28 154.0 6.11 217.9 0 86.2 3,99161 
FCMCDS 1 0 1 02 663. 0. 0. -663. 74. 729. 30. 30. 3.84 0.25 0.17 35.3 1.40 181.9 0 31.2 1,44155 
FCMCDS 10102 1760. 0. 0. -1760. 521. 2227. 30. 212. 21.00 0.25 0.36 132.4 5.25 256.7 0 64.0 2.9G50 
DATE 06/07/5, ' 
, I IaSE-PE0-ADV-DES-ENGR GENERAL ELEL~RIC COMPANY CUQENERATIUN TECHNBLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY REPORT 5.2 SUMMARY 0F FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECONOMICS Y ----------- - FUEL USE IN BTUXIO*XG----------- **CCIGENERATI0N CASE*= ~TN~COGEN - CBGEN*X POWER COGEN OEM PaWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW RBI LEVL NClRM WRTH ECS PRBCS DISTIL RESI DL COAL DlSTI L RESI DL COAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EOVL CHRG ENRQ 
; PFBSTII 20 1 1 1 0. 0. 36. 0. 33. -20. 2. 2. 0.61 0.28 0.26 7.1 4.51 667.4 0 1.5 2.11163 
' PFBSTM 201 1 1 0. 0. 41. 0. 36. -16. 2. 3. 0.47 0.28 0.33 6.8 4.36 571.9 0 1.3 1.84 152 
'. 
TlSTMT20111 0. 36. 0.  0. -3. 16. 2. 2. 0.53 0.28 0.26 8.7 5.54 818.2 0 1.7 2.39 167 I TlSTMT 20111 0. 44. 0. 0. -7. 32. 2. 4. 0.56 0.28 0.37 13.0 8.32 999.8 0 2.2 3.03177 TlSTMT20111 0. 0. 36. 0. 53. -20. 2. 2. 0.79 0.28 0.26 12.2 7.80 1151.3 0 2.3 3.12 183 f 
TISTMT 20111 0. 0. 44. 0. 38. -12. 2. 4. 0.77 0.28 0.37 16.5 10.57 1270.2 0 2.7 3.65 191 
TIHRSB 201 11 0. 37. 4 .  0. -4. 12. 2. 1. 0.40 0.28 0.17 10.2 6.54 987.4 0 1.8 2.46145 
TlHRSG20111 0. 1 .  39. 0. 32. -23. 2. 1. 0.57 0.28 0.17 13.2 8.44 1275.0 0 2.2 3.02 157 
STIRL 20111 38. 0. 0. -38. 33. 16. 2. 2. 0.34 0.28 0.21 2.7 1.71 236.9 0 1.0 1.34 153 
STlRL 20111 53. 0. 0. -53. 40. 39, 2. 5. 0.28 0.28 0.32 3.3 2.09 210.4 0 1.0 1.35143 
STlRL 201 1 1  0. 38. - 0. 0. -5. 16. 2. 2. 0.34 0.28 0.21 2.7 1.71 237.1 0 0.9 1-25 151 
0. 53. 0. 0. -13. 39. 2. 5. 0.28 0.28 0.32 3.3 2.09 210.7 0 0.9 1.23 140 
STIRL 20111 t 0. 0. 38. 0. 33. -23. 2. 2. 0.57 0.28 0.21 5.7 3.66 508.2 0 1.3 1.85 153 STlRL 20111 0. 0. 53. 0. 40. -14. 2. 5 .  0.45 0.28 0.32 5.8 3.74 376.6 0 1.2 1.61 140 
HEGT85 201 11 0. 0. 40. 0. 33. -24. A 2. 2. 0.62 0.28 0.19 10.8 8.91 929.3 0 2.0 2.71 164 
r :9T85 201 1 1  0. 0. 64. 0. 43. -15. A 2. 6. 0.65 0.28 0.31 17.8 11.37 950.8 0 2.7 3.66 174 
HEGT60 20111 0. 0. 42. 0. 33. -26 .A  2. 2. 0.62 0.28 0.13 10.6 8.79 856.3 0 2.0 2.69 157 
HEQT6O 20111 0. 0. 63. 0. 40. -24 .A  2. 5. 0.59 0.28 0.20 15.2 9.70 820.3 0 . 2 . 4  3.26157 
HEGTOO 20111 0. 0. 43. 0. 33. -27. A 2. 2. 0.55 0.28 0.12 9.5 6.08 757.3 0 1.8 2.43150 i 
HE0700 201 1 1 0. 0. 46. 0. 34. -27 .A  2. 2. 0.42 0.28 0.14 9.6 6.13 707.5 0 1 . 6  2 .26137 
FCMCCL 20111 0. 0. 38. 0. 33. -22. 2. 2. 8.61 0.28 0.23 9.3 5.94 839.5 0 1.8 2.49165 
1 FCMCCL 201 1 1  0. 0. 50. 0. 39. -14. 2. 4. 0.54 0.28 0.34 11.7 7.50 793.8 0 1.9 2.66-162 
1- FCSTCL 201 1 1 0. 0. 37. 0. 33. -21. 2. 2. 0.67 0.28 0.24 9.1 5.78 827.3 0 1.8 2.52167 
a! FCSTCL 201 1 1 0. 0. 66. 0. 48. -0. 2. 8. 0.73 0.28 0.42 15.2 9.70 790.3 0 2.4 3.32 173 
Z IGGTST 20111 0. 0. 39. 0. 33. -24. 2. 2. 0.73 0.28 0.19 9.5 6.07 822.4 0 2.0 2.69 166 
h: IGGTST 201 11 0. 0. 61. 0 .  42. -14. 2. 6. 0.71 0.28 0.31 13.2 8.45 738.0 0 2.3 3.11 164 
I GTSGAR 201 1 1  0. 39. 0. 0. -6. 16. 2. 2. 9.33 0.28 0.21 3.3 2.14 294.2 0 1.0 1.35 148 3 GTS0AR 20 1 1 1 0. 53. 0. 0. -14. 37. 2. 4.  0.26 0.28 0.31 4 .0  2.56 259.4 0 1.0 1.33137 
QTAC08 201 1 1  0. 38. 0. 0. -5. 16. 2. 2. 0.32 0.28 0.22 2.9 1.88 264.4 0 0.9 1.26 159 
I DATE 06/07/2, l&SE-PEO-ADV-DES-ENGR -% GENERAL ELEt-RIC CQMPANY COGENERATI 0N TECHPIBLOGY P.LTERlJAT1 VES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMFIARY 0F FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECONOfli CS 
----------- FUEL USE IN BTU*lO**6----------- 
ttC?JGENERATICiN CP.SEFx ZxNUC(lrGEN - ClJGE!i*x PCJWER CUGEN Oat1 POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW R O l  LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PRBCS D l  ST1 L RESI DL ClJAL D l  ST1 L RES 1 DL Ci3AL REOD POWER /HEAT COST COST EDVL CHRG ENRG 
DEHTPM 20111 0. 37. 0. 0. -4. 16. 2. 2. 0.40 0.28 0.24 4.3 2.78 400.9 0 1.1 1.56153 
. DEHTPM 201 1 1 0. 55. 0. 0. -12. 48, 2. 6. 0.38 0.28 0.40 6.0 3.82 374.3 0 1.2 1.70 146 
D E S ~ A ~  201 1 1 0. 40. 0. 0. -7. 16. 2. 2. 0.35 0.28 0.19 3.3 2 . 1 1  284.1 0 1.0 1.38147 
' DESBAS 20 1 1 1 0, 76. 0. 0. -28. 66. 2. 8. 0.40 0.28 0.33 7.2 4.57 322.0 0 1.4 1.98135 
GTSOAD 201 1 1 38. 0. 0. -38. 33. 16. 2. 2. 0.32 0.28 0.22 2.9 1.83 256.2 0 1.0 1.34152 
GTSdAD 20111 50. 0. 0. -50. 39. 35. 2. 4. 0.24 0.28 0.32 3.2 2.03 214.9 0 0.9 1.28143 
GTRA06 20111 39. 0. 0. -39. 33. 16. 2. 2. 0.33 0.28 0.21 3.5 2.25 311 -5 0 1.1 1-47 150 
GTRAOO 20111 64. 0. 0. -64. 45. 55. 2. 7 ,  0.30 0.28 0-36 3.2 3.34 279.7 0 1.2 1.68 139 
GTRA12 20111 38. 0. 0. -38. 33. 16. 2. 2. 0.33 0.28 0.21 3.4 2.19 304.3 0 1.1 1.45151 
DATE 06/07/75 
IBSE-PE6-ADV-DES-ENGR 
GENERAL ELECIRIC COMPANY 
COOENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE f% ECBNdMlCS 
- - - - - - - c - - -  FUEL USE I N  B T U x l O r * 6 - - - - - - - - - - -  
**CU(3ENERATIUN CASES* *~lJUCUGEN - COGEN*. PdWER CdOEN OBM POWER FESR C A P I T A L  NORM S/KW R O I  LEVL NORH URTH 
ECS PRdCS D l  S T 1  L RES I D L  COAL D l  S T  I t RES l D L  CCIAL REQD PBWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRQ ENRQ 
M W M W R A T I O  * 1 0 * * 6  ( X I  
OTRd! 6 2 0 1  1 ! 7 4 .  0. 0. -74 .  4 7 .  6 4 .  2. 8. 0 . 3 4  0.28 0.33 6.0 3.86 277.2 0 1.4 1 . 9 0 1 3 6  
O T R 3 0 8 2 0 1 1 1  4 1 .  0. 0. -41 .  33. 16 .  2. 2. 0.33 0.28 0 . 1 7  3.3 2 . 1 3  280.6 0 1.1 1 . 4 6 1 4 6  
FCPADS 2 0 1  1 1 4 0 .  0. 0. - 4 0 .  33. 16.  2. 2. 0.32 0.28 0 . 1 9  3.0 1.92 258.7 0 1 . 0  1 . 3 c 4 9  
FCPADS 2 0 1 1 1  8 1 .  0. 0. - 8 1 .  50. 7 4 .  2. 9. 0 . 4 6  0.28 0.35 6.0 3.80 2 4 9 . 6  0 1.5 2.06 138 
FCMCDS 2 0 1 1 1  40. 0 .  0. -40 .  33. 1 6 .  2. 2. 0.32 0.28 0.18 3.2 2.03 2 7 1 . 7  0 1 . 0  1 .41  148 




GENERAL ELEL, R f C CBtlPANY 
COGENERATICYN TECHNBLdOY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5 .2  
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECUMGMICS 
-- 
----------- FUEL USE IN BTU*lO**6----------- 
**CUGENERATIBN CASE*% **bIOCBGEN - COGEN** POWER CdGEN eBM POWER FESR CAPI~AL NORM S/KW Re1 LEVL WRH WRTH 
ECS PRBPS Dl ST1 L RESI DL COAL DISTI L RESI DL CBAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRO 
STMOOB 20261 0. 1 .  20. 0. 15. -10. F 1 .  1 .  0.33 0.41 0.19 2.8 2.89 587.9 0 0.7 1.65135 
STMOQB 20261 0. 1. 20. 0. 15. -10, A 1 .  1 .  0.28 0.41 0.19 2.7 2.84 579.6 0 0.7 1.55133 
PFBSTM 20261 0. 0. 16. 0. 16. -8. 1. 1. 0.42 0.41 0.32 4.4 4.64 828.0 0 1.0 2 . 1 9 7 2  
PFESTM 20261 0. 0. 19. 0. 16. -7. 1 .  1. 0.34 0.41 0.33 4 . 2  4.41 771.0 0 0.9 1.95 157 
TlSTMT 20261 0. 18. 0 .  0 . '  -2. 11. 1 ,  1. 0.40 0.41 0.32 6 .2  6.53 1162.5 0 1.2 2.72 181 
TISTMT 20261 0. 20. 0. 0 .  -3. 15. 1 .  2. 0.37 0.41 0.37 7.4 7.74 1239.7 0 1.3 2.91 179 
TISTMT 20261 0. 0. 18. 0. 16. -8. 1. 1. 0.59 0.41 0.32 8.4 8.781563.5 0 1.6 3.52199 
TI STMT 20261 0. 0. 20. 0. 17. -6. 1, 2. 0.51 0.41 0.37 9.4 9.82 1573.6 0 1.6 3.56 194 
TI HRSG 20261 0. 18. 5. 0. -2. 5. 1. 1. 0.25 0.41 0.14 5.8 6.071221.6 0 1.0 2.33136 
T I  HRSB 20261 0. 2. 21 - 0. 15. -11. 1. 1. 0.37 0.41 0.14 7.5 7.83 1576.7 0 1.3 2.91 149 II STIRL 20261 20. 0. 0. -20. 16. 11. 1. 1. 0.25 0.41 0.27 1.6 1.68 278.1 0 0.6 1.35160 STlRL 20261 24. 0. 0. -24. 18. 18. 1 .  2. 0.19 0.41 0.33 1.6 1.67 224.0 0 0.5 1.21 151 
STlRL 20261 6. 20. 0. 0. -4. 11. 1 .  1 .  0.25 0.41 0.27 1.6 1.68 278.2 0 .  0.6 1.28158 
STlRL 20261 0. 24. 0. 0. -6. 18, 1 .  2. 0.19 0.41 0.33 1 .6  1.67 224.2 0 0 .5  1 . 1 1  149 
ST1 RL 20261 0. 0. 20. 0. 16. -9. 1 .  1 .  0.42 0.41 0.27 3.5 3.65 603.8 0 0.9 1.95162 
ST1 RL 20261 0. 0. 24. 0. 18. -6. 1 .  2. 0.31 0.41 0.33 3.2 3.32 446.0 0 0.7 1.58 148 
HEGTBS 20261 0 .  0. 20. 0, 16. -10. A 1. 1. 0.45 0.41 0.25 7.5 7.80 1256.3 0 1.4 3.02 179 
HEGT85 20261 0. 0. 27. 0. 19. - 6 . A  1 .  3. 0.39 0.41 0.32 9.8 1Q.22 1221.1 0 1.5 3.38 179 
HEGT60 20261 0. 0. 22. 0. 16. -12. A 1. 1. 0.45 0.41 0.16 7 .3  7.671113.1 0 1.3 3.01168 
HEGT6O 2026 1 0. 0. 29. 0. 18. - l l . A  1. 2. 0.37 0.41 0.20 8.8 9.191035.4 0 1.4 3.15162 
HEGTOO 20261 0. 1. 23. 0. 16. -12. A 1 .  1. 0.27 0.41 0.13 5.5 5.80 891.9 0 1.0 2.20 134 
FCMCCL 20261 0. 0 .  19. 0. 16. -9. 1 .  1. 0.44 0,41 0.28 6 .2  6.501092.1 0 1.2 2.72176 
FCMCCL 29261 0, - 0. 23. 0. 18. -6. 1. 2. 0.35 0.41 0.34 6.8 7.131006.6 0 1.2 2.62167 
FCSVCL 20261 0. 0. 19. 0. 16. -8. 1. '  1. 0.51 0.41 0.29 6.1 6.421096.8 0 1.3 2.84181 
FCSTCL 20261 0. 0. 30. 0. 22. -0. 1 .  4. 0.48 0.41 0.42 8.8 9.22 1000.7 0 1.5 3.32 183 





 TACO^ 20261 0. 20. 0. 0. -3. 11. 1. 1. 0.23 0.41 0.27 1 .9  1.96 325.8 0 0.6 1.29156 
GTACOB 2026; 0. 22. ' 0. 0. -4. 14. 1. 2. 0.16 0.41 0.31 1.8 1.89 285.6 0 0.5 1.12145 
GTACl 20261 0. 19. 0 .  0. -3. 11. 1. 1. 0.24 0.41 0.28 1.9 1.99 333.9 0 0.6 1.31 157 
GTACl: 20261 0. 23. 0. 0. -5. 17. 1. 2. 0.17 0.41 0.34 2.0 2.05 287.1 0 0.5 1.16147 













QTRW1220261 21. 0. -21. 
0. -21. 16. 1 1 .  1. 1. 0.25 0.41 0.21 2.2 2.33 358.5 0 0.7 1.54 151 
GTR308 20261 30. 0. 0. -30. 20. 23. 1. 3. 0.20 0.41 0.28 2.7 2.81 301.2 0 0.7 1.56 141 
0. -21. 16. 11. 1. 1. 0.26 0.41 0.23 2.3 2.44 384.7 0 0.7 1.56154 
7 
OENERAL ELELIRIC COMPANY 
COGEPJERATleN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY BF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECONOMICS 
n 
----------- FUEL USE I N  BTU* lO**6 - - - - - - - - - - -  
**CCJGEMERATlbM CASE=* *=NOCUGEN - COOENS* POWER CfYQEN O&M POWER FESR C A P I T A L  NORM S/KW R e 1  L E V L  mm WRTH 
DATE 06/07/7s 
l&SE-PEB-ADV-DES-ENGR 
1 ECS PROCS D I S T I L  R E S I D L  COAL D l S T l  L R E S I D L  CdAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST CUST EOVL CtIRG ENRG 
FCPADS 2 0 2 6 1  20. 0. 0. -20. 16. 1 1 .  1. 1 .  0.23 0 . 4 1  0.25 1.8 1.93 312.7 0 0.6 1 . 3 7  1 5 6  
FCPADS 2 0 2 6 1  3 4 .  0. 0. - 3 4 .  22. 31. 1 .  4 .  0.23 0 . 4 1  0.36 2.7 2.83 274.8 0 0.7 1.58 145 
FCMCDS 20261 2 1 .  0. 0. -21 .  16. 1 1 .  1. 1 .  0.23 0 . 4 1  0.23 2.0 2 . 1 0  329.3 0 Q.6 1 . 4 3 1 5 3  
II FCMCDS 20261 4 7 .  0. 0. -47 .  27. 47. 1. 6. 0.31 0 . 4 1  0.36 4.2 4 . 4 3  306.0 0 1.0 2.20 143 
- 
DATE 06/07/7> GENERAL ELELiRlC COMPANY k,GE 13 
IBSE-PEO-ADV-DES-ENGR COGENERATION TECHNOLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPBRT 5.2 
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVE0 BY TYPE & ECOEIOMI CS 
0. 981. 28. A 29. 9. 3.61 0.1 
0. 991. 19. A 29. 29. 3.55 0.15 0.08 76.3 1.78 262.7 3 25.6 1,0312 
FCSTCL 20461 0. 909. 70. 100. 29. 29. 3.74 0.15 0.16 72.3 1.6s 271.1 6 24.4 0.98 137 
FCSTCL 20461 0. 1800, 0. 534. 764. 29. 218. 8.55 0.15 0.42 163.2 3.81 309.4 6 22.9 0.92109 
GTStJAR 20461 0. 1449. 0. -1147. 1786. 
GENERAL ELeClRlC COMPANY 
CUGENERATIBN TECHNCjLBGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY , 
F- 
REPORT 5.2 






FUEL USE IN BTU*lC**6----------- 
**CCIGENERATlON CASES* **?!CYCOGEN - COGEN*% POWER CaGEN ai3M POWER FESR CAPITAL WRM S/KW Rot L M L  NO3M WRTH 
DATE 06/07/79 
IgSE-PEO-ADV-DES-ENGR 
ECS PRBCS Dl ST 1 L RES 1 DL COAL D r ST I L RES I DL COAL REQD PUWER /HEAT CdST COST EQVL CHRO ENRO 
4 STIQIO 20461 0 4974. 0. 0. -3690. 5073. 29. 523. 6.80 0.15 0.22 145.3 3.39 99.7 0 66.1 2.65125 STIQIS 20461 0. 993. 0. 0. -924. 1009. 29. 29. 1.63 0.15 0.08 30.7 0.72 105.6-22 28.7 1.16153 e STlQlS 20461 0. 3126. 0. 0. -2373. 3297. 29. 307. 4.45 0.15 0.23 91.2 2.13 99,6 0 46.7 1.88115 
DEADV3 20461 0. 959. 0. 0. -B89. 1009. 29. 29. 1.79 0.15 0.11 41.0 0.96 145.9-77 29.2 1.17149 
DEADV3 20461 0. 2594. 0. 0 .  -1902. 3091. 29. 282. 5.36 0.15 0.31 182-6 4.26 240.2 0 48.3 1.94117 
DEHTPM 20461 0.  904. 0. 0. -834. 1009. 29. 29. 1.82 0.15 0.16 40.3 0.94 152.0-46 27.8 1.12155 
DEHTPM 20461 0. 1499. 0. 0. -1106. 2092. 29. 160. 3.45 0.15 0.40 107.7 2.51 245.1 0 30.7 1.24 125 
DESBA3 20461 975. 0. 0. -975. 70. 1009. 29. 29. 1.91 0.15 0.10 45.7 1.07 159.8 0 35.4 1.43 151 
I DESOA3 20461 0. 2995. 0. 0, -2218. 3377. 29. 317. 7.19 0.15 0.28 254.2 5.93 289.6 0 62.0 2.50123 GTSBAD 20461 922. 0. 0. -922. 70. 1009. 29. 29. 1.46 0.15 0.15 29.8 0.70 110.3-31 31.7 1.28165 I 
GTSOAD 20461 1 384. 0. 0. -1384. 290. 1746. 29. 118. 1.53 0.15 0.32 40.1 0.94 99-0 104 32.8 1.32 146 
GTRAOB 20461 927. 0. 0. -927. 70. 1009. 29. 29. 1.53 0.15 0.14 33.1 0.77 121.7-41 32.3 1.30162 




GENERAL ELECIRIC CUHPANY 
COGENERATIBN TECHNBLdGY ALTERklATIVES STUDY 
REPURT 5.2 




----------- FUEL USE IN BTUx10**6----------- 
**COGENERATION CASE** **NUCOGEN - COGEFI** POWER CUGEN OBtl PtSWEff FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW RUI LEVL NOW WRTH 
ECS PRUCS DISTIL RESTDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL CUAL HEQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRG 
MW M W RAT I B *lr)*x6 ( X )  
QTRWOB 20461 952. 0. 0. -952. 70. 1009. 29. 29. 1.53 0.15 0.12 32.9 0.77 118.0-43 33.0 1.53-160 
QTRWOB 20161 2143. 0 .  0. .-2143. 541. 2585. 29. 220. 2.44 0.15 0.31 73.0 1.70 116.3 0 44.0 1.77130 
QTRW12 20461 045. 0. 0. -945. 70. 1009. 29. 29. 1.53 0.15 0.12 32.9 0.77 118.8-42 32.8 1,32161 
GTRW12 20461 2132. 0. 0. -2132. 558. 2643. 29, 227. 2.47 0.15 0.33 74.3 1.73 118.9 0 42.7 1.72 13g0_- 
GTR\116 20461 944. 0. 0. -944. 70. 1009. 29. 29. 1.55 0.15 0.12 33.4 0,078 120.9-44 32.9 1,32160 
6TRW16 20461 2042. 0. 0. -2042. 524. 2530. 29. 214. 2.46 0.15 0.33 74.2 1.73 124.0 0 42.2 1.70 130 
GTR308 20461 956. 0. 0. -956. 70. 1009. 29. 29. 1.52 0.15 0.11 32.1 0.75 114.5-41 33.0 1.33160 
GTR308 20461 1826. 0. 0. -1826. 407. 2137. 29. 166. 2.07 0.15 0.28 59.5 1.39 111.2 0 41.1 1.66132 
GTR312 20461 944. 0. 0. -944. 70. 1009. 29. 29. 1.51 0.15 0.13 32-1 0.75 116.1 -40 32.7 1.32161 
GTR312 20461 1899. 0. 0. -1839. 467. 2338. 29. 190, 2.19 6.15 0.32 63.9 1.49 114.8 0 40.2 1.62152 
QTR316 20161 944. 0.  0. -944. 70. 1009. 29. 29. 1,53 0.15 0.12 32.7 0.76 118.3-42 32.8 1.32161 
GTR316 20161 1888. 0. 0. -1088. 460. 2316. 29. 188. 2.24 0.15 0.32 65.9 1.54 119.2 0 40.5 1.63132 
FCPADS 20461 980. 0. 0. -980. 70. 1009. 29. 29. 3.73 0.15 0.09 42.7 1.00 148.7999 37.1 1.49154 
FCPADS 20461 3876. 0. ' 0. -3876. 1059. 4320. 29. 432. 38.13 0.15 0.28 244.7 5-71 215.4 0 116.6 4.69177 
FCMCDS 20461 947. 0. 0. -947. 70. 1009. 29. 29. 3.59 0.15 0.12 43.9 1.02 158.2999 36.1 1-45'156 
FCMCDS 20461 2828. 0. 0. -2828. 838. 3579. 29. 342. 28.67 0.15 0.36 210.2 4.91 253.7 0 86.4 3.48 159 
1 
7 
DATE 0 6 / 0 7 / i 4  QENERAL ELEbtRIC COMPANY rclGE 1 6  
IGSE-PECI-ADV-DES-ENGR COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY I 
4 
STM141 20631 8 .  297. 0 .  -285. 316. 
STM141 20631 0. 384. 
STMO88 20631 0. 362. 
0. 297. 
0. 4 3 4 .  
DATE 06/07/3a PABE 17 
IGSE-PEB-ADV-DES-ENCR 
5.  97. 1.64 0.05 0.37 35.0 1.70 132.5 0 
CC?622 20631 0 .  303. 0 .  0 .  -292. 316. 5.  5.  0.89 0.05 0.08 13.1 0.64 118.2 -3 
CC1622 20631 0. 750. 0. 0. -536. 996.- 5.  87. 1.61 0.05 0.38 34.6 1.68 142.6 0 7.6-1.39125 
CC1222 20631 0.  303. 0 . 0. -291. 316. 5.  5.  0.88 0.05 0.08 13.0 0.63 117.0 -3 5.4 0.98151 
CC1222 20631 0 .  746. 0. 0. -531. 995. 5. 87. 1.58 0.05 0.38 32.9 1.63 136.7 0 7.4 1.34 126 
CC0822 20631 0. 301. 0. 0 .  -290. 316. 5. 5. 0.89 0.05 0.08 13.2 0.64 119.2 -3 5.4 0.98 151 
CC0822 20631 0. 630. 0. 0. -457. 857. 5. 71. 1.43 0.05 0.39 28.1 1.37 135.8 0 6.6 1.20-126 
STlGl5 20G31 0. 319. 0. 0. -308. 316. 5. 5. 0 .9 i  0.05 0.03 16.3 0.79 140.2 -10 5.9 1.07 141 
STlGlS 20631 0. 18154. 0. 0.-13183. 16921. 5 .  2027. 20.00 0.05 0.17 510.6 24.82 95.6 0 128.023.25620 
STlGlO 20631 0. 315. 0. 0. -304. 316. 5.  5.  0.83 0.05 0.04 13.1 0.64 113.8 -4 5.4 0.98 146 
STlGlO 20631 0. 1781. 0. 0. -1321. 1817. 5. 187. 2.56 0.05 0.22 56.7 2.76 104.2 0 14.9 2.70 129 
STIGlS 20631 0. 314. 0. 0. -302. 316. 5 .  5. 0.83 0.05 0.04 13.0 0.63 113.8 -4 5.4 0.98 147 
ST1 GlS 20631 0. 1120. 0. 0 .  -850. 1181. 5 .  110. 1.90 0.05 0.23 39.1 1.90 111.7 0 10.6 1.93 117 
DEADV3 20631 0. 308. 0. 0. -296. 316. 5.  5. 0.32 0.015 0.06 16.3 0.79 145.0 -9 5 .8  1.05 145 
DEADV3 2063 1 0. 929. 0. 0. -681. 1107. 5, 101. -2 .51 0.05 0.31 70.2 3.41 238.3 0 13.2 2.39 130- 
DEH'TPM 20631 0. 299. 0. 0. -207. 316. 5.  5. 0.95 0.05 0.09 16.2 0.19 147.4 -8 5.7 1.04 148 
DEIiTPM 20631 0. 537. 0. 0.  -396. 749. 5. 57. 1.80 0.05 0.40 42.0 2.08 238.3 0 8.4 1.52127 
DESUA3 20631 311. 0. 0.  -31 1. 12. 316. 5 .  5. 0.91 0.05 0.05 15.5 0.75 136.8 -15 6.4 1.17 148 
DESBA3 20631 1072. 0. 0. -1072. 278. 1209. 5.  113. 3.19 0.05 0.28 96.0 4-67 285.3 0 19.7 3.57 151 
DESUA3 20631 0. 311. 0. 0. -299. 316. 5.  5. 0.91 0.05 0.05 15.5 0.75 136.8 -8 5.7 1.04 145 ' 
DESBA3 20631 0. 1072. 0. 0. -794. 1209. 5.  113. 3.19 0.05 0.28 96.0 4.67 285.3 0 17.2 3 .13140 
GTSBAO 20631 302. 0 .  0 .  -302. 12. 316. 5. 5. 0.82 0.05 0.08 12.9 0.63 116.3 -9 5.9 1.08 154 1 
GTSBAO 20631 496. O-- 0. -496. 104. 626. 5. 42. 1.07 0.05 0.32 20.0 0.97 119.1 -67 5.9 1.26130 
GTRA08 20631 303. 0. 0. -303. 12. 316. 5. 5.  0.83 0.09 0.08 13.8 0.67 124.5 -10 6.1 1.10 153 




DATE 06/07/t4 GENERAL ELEL RI C COT4PkhCI 2crGE 18 a 
TZSE-PEG-ADV -DES-EtSR Cf3GENERATIBI4 TECNtWLOGY kLTERtlA,f I VES STUDY 
REPaRT 5 . 2  
SUMMCiRY fJF FUEL SAVED EY TYPE C: E W f W f l I C S  
-- 
----------- FUEL USE I N  BTUrlOrx6----------- 
+zCCfGENEWTIBN CASE=x r=tfOCBGEN - C(3GEN=x ptj%lER CBGEN Bell POWER FESR CAPITAL NOW S/KW RBI L W L  NOW1 WRTH 
ECS PRBCS DISTIL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESl DL CljAL REQD POUER /HEAT WST COST EQVL CHRG E N S  
MI4 Nu RAT I d xl5==6 t%!-__ 
GTRW08 20631 307, 0. 0. -307. 12. 316, 5 ,  5. 0.04 0.65 0.06 13.9 0.68 123.7 -11 6.1 1-11 151 
GTRHO8 20531 767. 0. 0. -757. 194. 926. 5, 79. 1.44 0.05 0.31 32.2 1.57 130.3 0 9.6 1.75 128 
OTRM12 20631 206. 8 .  0. -396. 12. 356. 5. 5 ,  0.83 0.05 0.07 13.9 0.68 124.0-11 6.1 1.11 152 
GTRbfl2 20631 764- 0 .  0. -764. 200- 946. 5. 81. 1.45 0.05 0.33 32.7 1.59 133.0 0 9.5 L,72 129 
GTRU16 20631 306. 0, 0. -306. 12. 316. 5. 5. 0.84 0.05 0.07 14.1 0.68 125.7 -11 6.1 1.1; 151 
GTRWl6 20631 731 . 0. 0. -731. 188. 906. 5 ,  77. 1.44 0.05 0-33 32.7 1.59 138.2 0 9.4 1,70128 
GTR30B 20531 307. 0. 0. -307. 12, 316, 5. 5. 0.83 0.05 0.06 13.6 0-66 120.6-10 6.1 1,11152 
FCPADS 20531 1358, 0. 0. -1388. 379. 1547, 5 .  155. 7.61 0.05 0.28 93,2 4.53 217.1 0 25.1 4.95176 
FCMCOS 20631 308. 0. 0. -306. 12. 316. 5. 3. 0.91 0.05 0.07 14.8 0.72 132.3 -13 5.3 1.14 151 
FCWCDS 20631 1013. 0. 0. -1013. 300. 1282. 5. 122. 5.96 0.05 0.36 80.4 3.91 251.9 0 19.5 3.54 162 - 

DATE 06/07/', , 
I&SE-PEU-ADV-DES-EPIOR 
GENERAL ELEt t R i~ CUMPANY 
CBGENERATIUN TECHNBLBGY ALTERMATIVES STUDY 
-. 
REPQRT 5.2 
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECUNOMICS 
----------- FUEL USE IN BTUx10+*6----------- 
r*C0(3ENERATICiN CASEYX XYNGCUGEN - COGEN** PnWER CClGEN 88M POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW R b l  LEVL NCIRM WRTH 
ECS PRdCS DISTIL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIOL CUAL REDD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRO 
MU MU RAT I t3 r10xx6 ( X )  
GTAC16 20821 0. 192. 0 ,  0.  -147. 250. 6. 18. 0.51 0.24 0.35 10.0 1.42 178.7 5 4.3 1.00 140 
GTWC16 20621 0. 136. 0. 0. -121. 151. 6. 6. 0.56 0.24 0.18 7.5 1.06 188.1 0 4.6 1.06153 
GTWC16 20021 0. 213. 0. 0. -165. 263. 6. 20. 0.54 0.24 0.31 10.7 1.51 170.5 0 4.7 1.08 135 1 
STlGlO 20821 0. 150. 0. 0.  -135. 151, 6. 6. 0.60 0.24 0.10 7.4 1.04 167.9 0 5.0 1.15145 
STlGlO 20321 0. 649. 0. 0. -482. 662. 6. 68. 1.27 0.24 0.22 22.7 3.21 119.4 0 9.8 2.25 116 
STIGIS 20821 0. 147. 0. 0. -133. 151. 6. 6.  0.60 0.24 0.11 7.2 1.02 167.3999 4.9 1.13147 1 
STIGlS 20R21 0. 408. 0. 0. -310. 430. 6. 40. 0.92 0.24 0.23 15.4 2.18 129.1 0 7.2 1-65 114 
DEADV3 20821 0. 132. 0. 0. -118. 151. 6. 6. 0.64 0.24 0.20 9.4 1-33 242.6 0 4.8 1-11 151 ! 
DEADV3 20a2 1 0. 231. 0. 0 .  -169. 307. 6. 25. 0.77 0.24 0.37 17.5 2.47 258.7 0 5.3 1.21 129 
OEHTPM 20221 0. 128. 0. 0 .  - I t + .  151. 6. 6. 0.67 0.24 0.22 9.4 1.32 248.6 0 4.7 1.09254 
DEHTPM 20821 0. 196. 0. 0. -144. 273. 6. 21. 0.74 0.24 0.40 15.0 2.12 262.1 0 4 . 8  1.10 137 






DFSBA3 20E21 235. 0. 0. -235. 61. 305. 6. 25. 0.87' 0.24 0.36 21.3 3.01 308.6 0 7.2 1.65135 
DESOA3 20621 0. 133. 0. 0.  -119. 151. 6. 6, 0.63 0.24 0.19 8.8 -1.25 225.7 0 4.8 1.10151 
DESf3A3 20023 0. 235. 0. 0. -174. 305. 6. 25. 0.67 0.24 0.36 21.3 3.01 308.6 0 5.9 1.36128 
GTSBAD 20821 132. 0. 0 .  -132. 15. 151. 6. 6. 0.54 0.24 0.20 6 .7  0.94 171.9 -70 5.1 1.18 161 
GTSOAD 20821 181. 0'. 0. -181. 38. 228. 6. 15. 0.45 0.24 0.32 8.0 1.14 151.8 0 5 .2  1.20 151 
GTRAO8 20821 133. 0. 0. -133. 15. 151. 6. 6. 0.57 0.24 0.19 7 .9  1.12 202.1 0 5.3 1.23157 
GTF(A0B 20021 228. 0. 0. -220. 59. 297. 6. 24. 0.60 0.24 0.36 13.0 1.83 193.8 0 6.0 1,38138 
GTRA12 20021 133. 0. 0. -133. 15. 151. 6. 6. 0.57 0.24 0.20 7.8 1.11 201.0 0 5.3 1.22158 
GTRAl2 20021 226. 0. 0. -226. 58. 295. 6. 24. 0.60 0.24 0.36 13 , l  1.85 197.3 0 5 .9  1.37139 
GTRAI 6 20321 133. 0. 0. -133. 15, 151. 6. 6. 0.58 0.24 0.20 8.1 1.14 207.5 0 5.3 1.2c157 
GTRA16 20821 219. 0. 0. -219. 55. 285. 6. 22. 0.60 0.24 0.36 13.3 1.87 207.0 0 6.0 1.37 139 
f 
i (3TR200 20621 133. 6. 0. -133. IS. 151. 6. 6. 0.56 0.24 0.20 7.5 1.06 191.4 0 5.3 1.22 159 
GTR208 20G21 201. 0. 0. -201. 46. 256. 6. 19. 0.53 0.24 0.34 10.5 1,49 179.3 0 5.6 1.29 144 
GTR212 20621 133. 0. 0. -133. 15. 151. 6. 6. 0.57 0.24 0.19 7.6 1.08 195.6 0 5.3 1.22_558 
i 
GTK212 20821 209. 0. 0. -209. 50. 267. 6. 20. 0.55 0.24 0.34 11.4 1.61 186.0 0 5.7 1.33 142 











t3fR216 20321 209. 0. 0. -209. 51. 271. 6. 21. 0.57 0.24 0.35 12.0 1.70 195.6 0 5.8 1.m 141 
GTRW08 20C21 139. 0. 0. -139. 15. 151. 6. 6. 0.58 0.24 0.16 8.0 1.13 197.1 0 5.5 1.27154 
GTRW08 20821 280. 0. 0. -200. 71. 337. 6. 29. 0.66 0.24 0.31 14.4 2.03 175.2 0 6.9 1.60 132 
GTRW12 20221 137. 0. 0. -137. 15. 151. 6. 6. 0.58 0.24 0.17 8 .0  1.13 199.0 0 5.5 1-26 155 1 
GTR1112 28821 278. 0. 0. -278. 73. 345. 6. 30. 0.66 0.24 0.33 14.6 2.06 179.1 0 6.8 1.57132 
GTR!II 6 20821 1-37. 0. 0. -137. 15. 151. 6. 6. 0.56 0.24 0.17 8 .2  1.16 204.2 0 5.5 1-26 I55 
X I 
DATE 06/07/i, GENERAL ELELIRIC COMPANY I rtGE 21 
ISSE-PEU-ADV-DES-ENGR 
1.07 185.4 0 5.5 1.26 155 
GTR316 20821 246. 0.  0. -246. 60. 302. 6. 24. 0.61 0.24 0.32 12.9 1.83 178.9 0 6.4 1.48 135 
FCPADS 20821 133. 0. 0. -133. 15. 151. 6. 6. 0.92 0.24 0.20 7.6 1.07 195.4 0 5 .6  1.30 161 
FCPADS 20821 240. 0. 0. -240. 66. 521. 6. 27. 2.52 0.24 0.58 16.7 2.36 237.1 0 8.2 1.89146 
FCHCDS 20821 137. 0.  0. -137. 15. 151. 6. 6 .  0.91 0.24 0.17 8.2 1.16 203.4 0 5.8 1.34'156 ' 
FCMCDS 20821 369. 0. 0. -369. 109. 467. 6. 45. 3.91 0.24 0.36 29.3 4.14 270.6 0 12.0 2.77147 

ATE 06/07/i- GENERAL E L E b t R I C  COMPANY I*GE 23 
BSE-PEU-ADV-DES-ENGR CUGENERATIUN TECHMULUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
/MEAT COST COST EQVL CHRQ EElRO 
C3TAC12 2 2 5 0 1  0. -202. 237. 6. 6. 0.66 0 . 1 3  0 .14  9 . 1  0.67 1 4 2 . 8  -9 6.6 
OTWC16 22601 0. 2 2 1 .  0. -206. 237. 
0. -205. 
\ 
DATE OS/07/i, GENERAL EL& I R I C CBtlPANY I 4GE 24 
I&SE-PEB-ADV-DES-ENFR CflGENERAT l f3N TECHNUL0GY ALTERPIAT l VES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SCIM~IARY UF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE e EconorlI cs  
----------- FUEL USE IN BTU*10~x6----------- 
**COGEEIERATION CASEY* *JNOCOGEN - COGEN** POWER COGEM ef&M PUIIER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW Rbl LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PRBCS DlSTlL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRO 
M W MW RAT l Cl * 1 O*r6 C X )  
GTRWO8 22601 226. 0. 0. -226. 15. 237. 6. 6. 0.69 0.13 0.10 10.1 0.75 152.2 -35 8.0 1.28 t58 
GTRWO8 22601 555. 0. 0. -555. 140. 654. 6. 57. 0.96 0.13 0.30 23.2 1.72 142.5 0 11.5 1.84128 
GTRW12 22601 224. 0. 0. -224. 15. 237. 6. 6. 0.69 0.13 0.11 10.1 0.75 153.3 -30 8.0 1.27 158 
GTRW12 22601 545. 0. 0. -545. 143. 663. 6. 58. 0.96 0.13 0.32 23.4 1.73 146.4 0 11.1 1.77129- 
GTRW 16 22601 224. 0. 0. -224. 15. 237. 6. 6. 0.69 0.13 0.11 10.3 0.78 156.7 -32 8.0 1,28 158 
GTRW16 22601 517. 0. 0. -517. 133. 630. 6. 54. 0.95 0.13 0.32 23.2 1.72 153.4 0 10.9 1.74 129 
GTR308 22601 228. 0. 0. -228. 15. 237. 6. 6. 0.68 0.13 0.10 9.7 0.72 145.1 -29 8.0 1.28158 
GTR308 22601 480. 0. 0. -480. 107. 544. 6. 44. 0.83 0.13 0.26 18.9 1.40 134.2 0 10.8 1.72'28 
GTR312 22601 223. 0. 0. -223. 15. 237. 6. 6. 0.68 0.13 0.11 9.8 0.72 149.3-28 7.9 1.27159 
GTR312 22601 . 472. 0. 0. -472. 116. 574. 6. 47. 0.85 0.13 0.32 19.7 1.46 142.1 0 10.1 1.62 130 
GTR316 22601 224. 0. 0. -224. 15. 237. 6. 6. 0.69 0.13 0.11 10.0 0.74 152.8 -29 B.0 1.27 159 
- GTR31'6 22601 469. 0. 0. -469. 114. 568. 6. 47. 0.87 0.13 0.31 2C.3 1.51 147.9 0 10.2 1.63 129 
FCPADS 22601 230. 0 .  0. -230. 15. 237. 6. 6. 1.04 0.13 0.09 10.3 0.77 153.0-40 8.5 1.36.157 
FCPADS 22601 923. 0. 0. -929. 254. 1036. 6. 104. 8.93 0.13 0.28 61.2 4.54 224.8 0 27.2 4.35 )71 
FCMCDS 22601 223. 0. 0. -223, 15. 237. 6. 6. 1.01 0.13 0.11 10.6 0.79 162.0-39 8.3 1.33159 




GENERAL ELEbtRIC COMPANY 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5 .2  
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECOtiBMICS 
----------- FUEL USE IN BTUslO**6----------- 
**CBGENERATIClN CASE*% **NOCClGEN - COGEN** POWER COGEN 06M POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW Rbl LNL NURM WRTH 
ECS PRBCS DlSTl L RESI DL COAL DISTIL RESl DL CBAL REOD POWER /HEAT COST COST EOVL CHRG ENRQ 
STMOBG 2421 1 0. 1 .  2. 0. 3. 19. 2. 1. 0.29 0.17 0.81 2.6 1.45 222.7 6 0.6 0.98 211 
STMOUB 24211 0. 1. 2. 0. 3. 1O.F 2. 1. 0.47 0.17 0.81 5.0 2.76 422.4 0 1.1 1.68216 
STMOB8 2421 1 0. 1 .  2. 0. 3. 10. A 2. 1.  8.41 0.17 0.81 4 .5  2.48 379.7 0 0.9 1.49213 
PFBSTM 2421 1 0. 0. 0. 0. 4. 12. 2, 2. 0.67 0.17 0.99 7.5 4.16 617.2 0 1.5 2.36259 
PFBSTM 2421 1 0. 0. 6. 0. 7. 17. 2. 3. 0.53 0.17 0.80 7.3 4.02 526.0 0 1.2 1.97213 
TISTMT 21211 0. 20. 0. 0. -16. 12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.17 -0.26 8.4 4.64 688.3 0 1.7 2.75 113 
TlSTMT 24211 0. 0. 0. 0. 4. 12. 2. 2. 0.81 0.17 0.98 12.2 6.771004.1 0 2.1 3,40281 
TlSTMT 24211 0. 0. 10. 0. 9. 21. 2 . .  4. 0.83 0.17 0.76 18.1 10.01 1209.2 0 2.6 4.22250 
TIHRSQ 2421 1 0. 36. 0. 0. -33. 12. 2. t?. 0.52 0.17-1.27 11.0 6.12 859.0 0 2.2 3.52 3 
TIHRSQ 2421 1 0. 0. 3. 0. 4.  10. 2. 2. 0.78 0.17 0.83 15.0 8.331169.0 0 2.4 3.87273 
TIHRSG 24211 0. 0. 5. 0. 5. 11. 2. 2. 0.67 0.17 0.75 16.0 8.90 1186.8 0 . 2.4 3.84 250 
STlRL 24211 20. 0. 0. -20. 4 .  12. 2. 2. 0.35 0.17-0.25 2.9 1.62 225.1 0 1.0 1.62103 
STlRL 2421 1 0. 20. 0. 0. -16. 12. 2. 2. 0.35 0.17-0.25 2.8 1.62 225.2 0 1.0 1.52-100 
STlRL 24211 0. 0, 3. 0. 4. 9. 2. 2. 0.61 0.17 0.81 6.3 3.51 489.0 0 1.3 2.08234 
STlRL 24211 0. 0. 22. 0. 12. 17. 2. 5. 0.50 01.17 0.56 6.7 3.71 360.7 0 1.1 1.74167 
HEGTBS 2421 1 0. 0. 7. 0. 4 .  5. A 2. 2. 0.66 01.17 0.53 10.7 5.91 747.3 0 1.9 2,98216 
HEGTBS 2421 1 0. 0. 177. 0. 50. - 8 . A  2. 20. 1.46 01.17 0.19 42.3 23.47 663.4 0 5.8 9.19271 
HEGTGO 2121 1 0. 0. 7. 0. 4 . 5. A 2. 2. 0.65 0.17 0.57 10.3 5.73 734.2 0 1.8 2.90219 
HEGT60 2421 1 0. 0. 58. 0. 18. 4 . A  2. 8. 0.79 01.17 0.28 20.8 11.55 717.4 0 3.0 4.74 185 
HEGTOO 2421 1 0. 0. 6. 0. 4. 6. A 2. 2. 0.62 0.17 0.60 9.7 5.36 693.3 0 1.7 2.73 219 
HEGTOO 2421 1 0. 0. 20. 0. 8. 6. A 2. 3.  0.51 01.17 0.41 11.7 6.46 651.6 0 1.6 2,84179 
FCMCCL 2421 1 0. 0. 63. 0. 14. -17. 2. 6. 0.65 01.17-0.05 13.8 7.63 741.5 0 2.3 3,70128 
FCSTCL 2421 1 0. 0. 75. 0. 21. -6. 2. 8. 0.83 01.17 0.16 16.5 9.13 746.3 0 2.7 4.22156 
I GGTST 2421 1 0. 0. 70. 0. 14. -22. 2. 6. 0.75 0.17-0.13 14.2 7.86 691.8 0 2.5 4.01 124 
QTSOAR 2421 1 0. 18. 0. 0. -14. 12. 2. 2. 0.34 01-17-0.10 3.4 1.89 264.0 0 1.0 1.53116 
3 GTACO8 2121 1 0. 19. 0. 0.  -15. 12. 2. 2. 0.33 01.17-0.19 3.1 1.71 245.8 0 0.9 1.49107 2 GT4C12 2421 1 0. 17. 0. 0. -13. 12. 2. 2. 0.33 0.17 -0.05 3.1 1.70 243.8 0 8.9 1.43 122 
2 GfACl6 24211 0. 16. 0. 0. -12. 12. 2. 2. 0.33 0.17 0.01 3.1 1.73 248.0 0 0.9 1.42129 
GTWCl6 2421 1 0. 16. 0. 0. -13. 12. 2. 2. 0.34 0.17-0.02 3.3 1.85 259.6 0 0.9 1.48126 
CC1626 24211 0. 14. 0. 0. -10. 12. 2. 2. 0.40 0.17 0.15 3.4 1-88 263.9 0 1.0 1.54148 




GENERAL ELEc. t R. I C CCIIIPANY 
CUGEMERAT1(3P! TECHNOLOGY ALTERldATlVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMAW bF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE C ECONOMICS 
-- - 
----------- FUEL USE I N  BTU*10**6- - - - - - - - - - -  
**CUGENERATIe[h CP.SE** *%NOCOGEN - CCIGENX* POWER COGEN UBM PdWER FESR CAPITAL  NORM S/KW R U I  L E V L  NORM WRTH * 
ECS PRbCS D I S T I L  RESIDL  CQAL D I S T I L  RESIDL  CUAL REQD POWER /WEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRO 
MW MW RATIO *10*#6 ( X I  
DEADV3 2 4 2 1  1 0.  1 4 .  0. 0. -10 .  12. 2. 2. 0.39 Q.17 0 . 1 4  4.5 2 . 4 7  333.3 0 1 1.69145 
DEHTPM 2 4 2 1  1 0. 15. 0. 0. -12 .  12. 2. 2. 0 . 4 1  0.1.: 0 .04  4.5 2.50 358.3 0 1.1 1.76 1 3 4  
GTRWI 6 2 4 2 1  1 1 4 .  0. 0. -14.  4. 12. 2. 2. 0.35 0 . 1 7  0 . 1 0  3.7 2.03 280.5 0 1.C 1.57142 
GTR308 2 4 2 1  1 1 7 .  3. 0. -17. 4. 12.  2. 2. 0 . 3 4  0.17-0.03 3.4 1.86 252.3 0 1.0 1.58126 
FCPADS 2 4 2 1  1 1 3 .  0. 0. - 1 3 .  4 .  12. 2. 2. 0.35 0 . 1 7  0 . 1 8  3.2 1,75 2 3 4 . 5  0 0.9 1.48149 
FCHCDS 2 4 2 1  1 1 2 .  0. 0. -12. 4 .  12 .  2. 2. 0 . 3 5 0 . 1 7 0 . 2 2  3.2 1 . 7 8 2 4 7 . 4  0 0 . 9 1 . 4 S l 5 6  I 
DATE 06/07/i, 6 F SSE-PEB-RDV-DES-ENGR GENERAL ELELIRIC COMPANY CBGENERATIUN TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY REPORT 5.2 SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE u E C ~ N ~ I C S  
----------- FUEL USE I N  BTU*lO**6----------- 
**CBGENERATIBN CASE** **MOCUGEN - COGEN*. POWER COGEN OBH POWER FESR CAPITAL NURM S/KW ROI L N L  WREI WRTH 
ECS PROCS DISTIL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REQD POHER /HEAT COST COST EOVL CHRG ENR(3 
MU MU RRT 10 81  0**h < X >  
ONOCQN 24361 0. 7. 25. 0. 0. 0, A 3. 0. 0.58 0.14 0. 6.5 1.00 252.8 0 2.0 1-00 80 
STMl4l 24361 0. 0. 0. 0. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0.51 0.14 0.99 5.3 0.81 lb1.0999 1.1 0.55248 
STM141 21361 0. 1 .  0. 0. 7. 26. 3. 3, 0.42 0.14 0.97 5.0 0.77 169.6999 1.0 0.49235 
i S T  24361 42. 0. 0. -42. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0.52 0.14-0.32 5.6 0.86 1 8 0 . 8 - 2 0 .  2.2 1.13 97 





I STIRL 24361 Q .  0. 6. 0. 7. 18. 3. 3. 0.93 0.14 0.80 11.7 1.79 376.0 0 2.2 1.13220 t STlRL 24361 0. 0. 54. 0. 27. 36. 3. 11.  0.89 0.14 0.54 15.4 2.35 340.5 4 2.1 1.06 150 
PFbSTM 24361 0: 0. 1, 0. 7. 24. 3. 3. 1.03 0.14 0.97 12.9 1.98 437.1 0 2.4 1.23242 
PFBSTM 2536 1 0. 0. 13. 0. 15. 35. 3. 6. 0.88 0.14 0.79 12.4 1.90 374.3 5 2.0 1,00198 
TlSTMT24361 0. 45. 0. 0. -37. 25. 3. 3. 0.79 0.14 -0.40 14.8 2.27 503.2 0 3.4 1.70 80 
TISTMT 24361 0. 0. 1. 0. 7, 24. 3. 3. 1.24 0.14 0.98 21.9 3.35 742.4 0 3.6 1.83:&49 
TISTMT 24361 0. 0 .  22. 0. 20. 45. 3. 8. 1.37 0.14 0.75 34.0 5.20 949.4 0 4.6 2.33204 
TIHRSQ 24361 0. 0. 7. 0. 7. 18. 3. 3. 1.27 0.14 9.78 26.5 4.05 844.5 0 4.2 2,13230 
TIHRSG 24361 0. 0. 19. 0. 12. 21. 3. 5. 1.21 0-14 0.64 32.1 4.91 922.3 0 4.7 2.35202 $ 
HEGT6O 24361 0. 0. 16. 0. 7. 9. A 3. 3. 1.00 0.14 0.50 17.8 2.72 522.5 0 3.1 1.58186 
HEGTGO 24361 0. 0. 200. 0. 56. -13. A 3. 23. 1.68 0.14 0.18 45.4 6.94 516.6 0 6.4 3.22 130 
HEGTOO 24361 0. 0. 14. 0. 7. 11. A 3. 3. 0.97 0.14 0.58 16.8 2.57 505.5 0 3-0 1.50194 
HEGTOO 24361 0. 0. 56. 0. 20. 10. A 3. 8. 0.94 0.14 0.34 22.6 3-46 493.7 0 3.4 1.72144 
FCMCCL 24361 0. 0. 159. 0. 35. -43. 3. 14. 1.26 0.14-0.05 26.3 4.03 565.6 0 4.6 2.34 94 
FCSTCL 24361 0. 0. 181. 0. 47. -22. 3. 19. 1.51 8.14 0.12 30.3 4.63 571.9 0 4.9 2.47 l l Q  
h CC1222 24361 0. 29.. 0. 0. -21. 25. 3. 3. 0.55 0.14 0.10 5.5 0.85 180.0999 1.8 0.90-145 
I CC0822 21361 0. 31. 0. 0. -24. 25. 3. 3. 0.55 0.13 0.03 5.7 0.67 187.3 999 1.8 0.93 136 
STIG15 24361 0. 27. 0. 0. -20. 25. 3. 3. 0.51 0.14 0.16 5.9 0.90 175.4 999 1.7 0.87 149 
STlGlO 24361 0. 29. 0. 0. -21. 25. 3. 3. 0.50 0.14 0.17 5.7 0.87 173.2999 1.7 0.17144 
:. STlGlS 24361 0. 3 1 .  0. 0. -23. 25. 3. 3. 0.50 0.14 0.05 5.6 0.86 172.8 999 1 0.89 137 
u DEADV3 21361 0. 28. 0. 0. -20. 25. 3. 3. 0.55 0.14 0.14 7.5 1.15 234.3 7 2.0 0.99143 
DEHTPM 24361 0. 33. 0. 0. -26. 25. 3. 3. 0.59 0.14-0.03 7.8 1.19 253.3 0 2 . 1  1.07124 
-I f '  
DATE 06/07/',, GENERAL ELEbtRIC COMPANY * .,GE 28 
IBSE-PEO-ADV-DES-EMGR CUGEPIEEATi UN TECHNOLOGY ALTEFZNATI VES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY 0F FUEL SAVED BY TYPE U ECOMOMlCS 
----------- FUEL USE IN BTU*10**6----------- 
**COGENERATIBN CASEX* *xEICIC(IGEN - COGEN** POWER COGEN UBP1 PUHER FESR CAPITAL NORM SlKW RUl LEVL NOW UP-TH 
ECS PRUCS D l  ST1 L RESl DL COAL DISTIL RESl DL CBAL REQD POWER /IiEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRG 
I4W MU RAT I O =10*=6 ( X I  
DESBA3 24361 0. 28. 0. 0. -21. 25. 3. 3.  0.53 0.14 6.11 6.5 0.99 198.4999 1.8 0.93143 
GTSUAD 24361 35. 0. ' 0.  -35. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0.48 0.14 -0.10 5.4 0.83 176.5 -5 2.0 1.00 123 
GTRAO8 24361 29. 0. 0. -29. 7. 25. 3. 3.  0.49 0.14 0.10 6.1 0.94 197.1 999 1.9 0.96144 
GTRA12 24361 29. 0. 0. -29. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0.49 0.14 0.11 6.1 0.93 195.7999 1.9 0.96144 
GTRA16 24361 29. 0. 0. -29. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0.49 0.14 0.08 6.2 0.95 201.2999 1.9 0.98141 
GTR208 24361 32. 0. 0. -32. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0-49 0.14-0.00 5.9 0.90 190.4 -3 2.3 0.99133 
GTR212 24361 31. 0. 0. -31. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0.49 0.14 0.03 6.0 0.92 193.6 -1 2.0 0.99136 
GTR216 24361 30. 0. 0. -30. 7. 25, 3 .  3. 0.49 0.14 0.05 6.0 0.92 196.0999 1.9 0.98138 
GTRWO8 24361 29. 0. 0. -29. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0.50 0.14 0.09 6.2 0.95 195.9999 1.9 0.98142 
GTRWIZ 24361 28. 0. 0. -28. 7. 25, 3. 3. 0.49 0.14. 0.12 E.2 0.95 197.7999 1.9 0.96146 
GTRH16 24361 29. 0. 0. -29. 7 .  25. 3. 3. 0.50 0.14 0.10 6.4 0.97 202.4 999 1.9 0.98 143 
GTR308 24361 33. 0. 0. -33. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0.49 0.14 -0.03 5.9 0.91 185.3 -7 2.0 1.01 129 
GTR312 24361 30. 0. 0. -30. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0.49 0.14 0.06 6.0 0.92 193.1 999 1-9 0.97 140 
GTR316 24361 30. 0. 0. -30. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0.50 0.14 0.0b 6.2 0.95 197.7 0 2.0 0.99138 
FCPADS 24361 27. 0. 0. -27. 7. 25. 3. 3. 0-62 0.14 0.16 5.9 0.90 183.3 -3 2.0 0 .99152 





GENERAL ELEL. R l  C CCIIIPAPIY 
COGEMERATI UN TECHElOLdGY ALTEIIE!ATI VES STUDY 
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REPCiRT 5.2 





FUEL USE IN BTlJxlOxxG----------- 
*ZCUGENERATIUN CASElg x*PIUCOQEN - CUGENX* POHER COGEN O&M P€JWER FESR CAPITAL NORM SIKW WI LEVL NORM WRTH @ 
ECS PRaCS D l  ST1 L RESl DL COAL D l  ST1 L RESI DL COAL REQD POWER )'HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRB EM= 
MW nw RATI o =10==6 ( X )  ---- 
CC0822 24921 0. 51. 0. 0. -39. 43. 5. 5. 0.50 0.46 0.08 5.1 1.16 249.3 0 2.5 1,02136 
CC0822 24921 0. 16. 37. 0. -4. 6. 5. 0. 0.36 0.46 0.05 2.9 0.65 212.2 999 2.2 0.89 113 
STIGIS 24921 0. 46. 0. 0. -34. 43. 5. 5. 0.51 0.46 0.17 5.6 1.29 219.6 7 2-5 0.99144 
STlGlS 24921 0. 154. 0. 0. -112. 143. 5. 17. 0.81 0.46 0.17 10-4 2.39 182.2 0 4.11-.66121 
STlG10 24921 0. 48. 0. 0. -35. 43. 5. 5. 0.48 0.46 0.15 5.3 1.22 216.3 10 2.4 0.97143 
ST1010 24921 0. 23. 28. 0. -11. 15. 5. 2. , 0.37 0.46 0.08 3.7 0.84 221.7 999 2,2 0.90 123 
STIGIS 24921 0. 51. 0. 0. -39. 43. 5. 5 .  0.47 0.46 0.09 5.1 1.18 214.6 4 2.5 1.00137 
STlGlS =A921 0. 19. 33. 0. -7. 10. 5. 1. 0.34 0.46 0.05 3.2 0.74 216.2 999 2*0.1)9 117 
DEADV3 24921 0. 46. 0. 0. -34. 43. 5. 5, 0.53 0.46 0.17 7.2 1.66 311.6 0 2.6 1.06 141 
DEP.DV3 2492 1 0. 20. 32. 0. -8. 12. 5. 1. 0.39 0.46 0.07 4.5 1.03 295.0 999 2.4 0.35 115 
DEHTPM 24921 0. 55. 0. 0. -43. 43. 5. 5. 0.51 0.46 0.01 7.3 1.67 350-9 0 2.9 1.17 124 
DEHTPM 24921 0. 16. 38. 0. -4. 6. 5. 0. 0.34 0.46 0.04 2-9 0.67 216-2999 2.7-0,88111 
DESOAS 24921 47. 0. 0. -47. 12. 43. 5. 5. 0.51 0,46 0,15 6.5 1.50 270.7 O 2.9 1,16 143 
DES8A3 21321 0. 22. 30. 0. -10. 1 1 .  5.  . 0.38 0.46 0.07 3.6 9-64 230.0 999 2,3 OL'Bl>21 
GTSOAD 24921 58. 0. 0. -58. 12. 43. 5. 5. 0.40 0.46 -0.05 4.5 1.03 216.7 0 3.0 1-19 128 
GTR312 24921 0. -50. 12. 43. 5. 5. 0.44 U.46 0.10 5.5 1.27 254.6 0 2.8 1.13 140 
GTR312 24921 -6. 2. 7. 5. 1 0.32 0.46 0.05 3.2 0.72 227.6 999 2.2 0 . W 4  I 
0. -50. 12. 43. 5. 5. 0.45 0.46 0.10 5.7 1.32 263.3 0 2.8 1.14 139 
GTR316 24921 1 1 .  36. -6. 1 .  7. 5. 1. 0.32 0.46 0.05 3.2 0.73 231.0 999 2.2 0.90 I t 3  
45. (3. 0. -45. 12. 43. 5. 5. 0.82 0.46 0.19 5.5 1.25 234.3 0 3.0 1.20154 
FCPADS 21921 12. 9. 30. -12. 3.  13. 5. 1. 0.42 M . 4 8  0.08 3.4 0.78 218.1999 2.3 O.-SC124 I 
7 
GENERAL E L E C t R l C  COMPANY 
CUGENERATtBN TECHNCILUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPURT 5.2 
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECONOMICS I 
. . - - - - - - + . - -  FUEL USE I N  PTUr tOzn6- - - - - - - - - - - -  
*rCUGENERATION CASE** **NOCBGEN - CBGENxn POWER CUGEN (IBM POWER FESR CAPlTAL NORM S/KW R U I  LEVL NURM WRTH 
ECS PROCS D I S T I L  R E S I D L  CBAL D I S T I L  R F S l D L  CBAL REQD POWER /HEAT t:eST CUST EQVL CHRQ ENRO 
M W MW RAT I O 1 ?*.6 ( X I  
3. 0. -41. 12. 43. 5. 5. 0.78 0.46 0.26 5.6 1.29 260.9 0 2.9 1.15160 
FCMCDS 24921 10. 33, -9. 3. 1 1 .  5. 1 .  0.38 0.46 0.09 3.3 0.75 223.0999 2.2 0.90123 
i 
DATE 06/0  717s 
IBSE-PE0-ADV-DES-ENGR 
1. 
DATE 06/07/7u GENERAL E L E t n R l C  CUMPANY t,,JE 32 
I8SE-PEd-ADV-DES-ENGR CaGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY OF FUEL  SAVED BY TYPE & ECONOMI CS 
----------- 
-- F U E L  USE I N  B T U r l O x * 6 - - - - - - - - - - -  
x*GOGENERATION CASE** %*NOCOGEN - COGEN** PBWER COGEN 8BH POWER FESf C A P I T A L  NORM S/KW ROl LEVL NORM WRTH 
50. 47. 3.20 0.22 0.29 61.3 1.28 188.9 42 24.1 0.71 142 
0. 660. 
0. 819. 0. -896. 975. 50. 50. 1.75 0.22 0.25 36.5 0.80 112.299 
50. 50. 1.78 0.22 0.25 39.9 0.83 115.7999 31.2 0.92164 
50. 105. 2.10 0.22 0.34 50.9 1.06 118.8 87 30.7 0.91 152 
50. 50. 1.77 0.22 0.23 39.1 0.82 111.0999 31.8 0.94162 
0. 1186. 0. 0. -918. 1464. 50. 1 1 0 .  2.05 0.22 0.32 48.6 1.02 107.8999 31.9 0.94150 * 
-ww 
DATE 06/07/71 GENERAL ELEL I R I  C CCltiPAISi rhGE 33 
I &SE-PEB-ADV-DES-ENGR CffGENERAT! BN TECHtJOLCEGY ALTERtlAT I \IES ST U W  
REPGRT 5.2 
SW4f-V.W bF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECOtWl<ICS 
t L  REQD PWER /HEAT CdST COST EOVt  
CC1626 26212 0. 851. 0. -729. 975. 
CC1626 26212 0. 1555. 0. -1132. 1933. 
CC0822 26212 0. 818. 
STiOlO 26212 0. 966. 
.. 
: DESrllA3 2621 2 842. 0. 0. -942, 123. 975. 50, 58. 2.59 0.22 0.24 68.6 1.43 180.7 0 45.1 1.33147 
- DESbA3 26212 2e07. 0. 0. -2807. 728. 3003. 50. 297. 7.37 0.22 0.25 248.5 5.19 268.3 0 90.8 2268132 
0. -820. 975. 50. 50. 2 3 9  0.22 0.14 68.6 1.43 160.7 0 38.6 1.14143 
0. -842. 123. 975. 50. 50, 1.83 0.22 0.23 8 0.87 119.5-34 37.8 1.13 166 b 
- GTR216 26212 1247. 0. 0. -1247. 302. 1576. 50, 123. 2.30 0.22 0.34 58.1 1.21 123.9 J 40.9 1.21 152 2 STRHOB 25212 892. 0. 0, -592. 123. 975. 50. 50. 1.90 0.22 0.19 44-2 0.92 121.2 &Ei 40.0 2.18160 
4 GTRH88 26%12 5 731 . 0. 0. -1731. 437. 2026. 50. 178. 2.69 Q.22 0.30 71.3 1.49 116.8 0 50.2 ? .4%140 GTRfll2 26212 877. 0. 0 .  -877. 123. 975, 50, 50. 3-89 a.22 0.20 44.2 0.92 122.6-61 39.4 t .16161 3 GTRW12 26212 1693. 0, 0. -1693. 443. 2048. 50. 1 B f .  2.70 0.22 0.32 71.7 1.50 114.6 0 48.4 1.43 141 
G G T R U I G  26272 874. 0. 0. -a74. 123. 975. 50. 50. 1.91 0.22 0.20 44.9 0.94 525.0-69 39.4 1 . 1 6 1 6 5  
3 GTREIIS 26212 1597. 0, 0. -1597. 410. 1936. 50. 167. 2.49 0.22 0.32 63-7 1.33 111.5- 0 46.3 1-37 145 





GENERAL ELEL t RI C C611PAW 
COGEIIERATION TECHNULUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUI4MP.RY 0F FlJEL SAVEC BY TYPE & ECaNfltll C S  
- 
FUEL USE I t4 OTU*lOy=6----------- 
YYCUGENERATIBN CASE=% r*l!UCOGEtl - CBGENxt POWER COGEN BGM POWER FESR C A P I T A L  PWRn S/KU RBI LNL MRM WRTH 
ECS PROCS DISTIL RESIDL COkL DISTIL RESIDL CUAL REaD POWER /HEAT CBST - mST EOVL CHI33 ENm 
MW MU RAT1 0 =lOx=6 I X >  
GTR312 2621 2 859. 0. 0. -869. 123. 975. 50. 50. 1.06 0.22 0.21 42.9 0.90 119.9-47 38.9 1.15163 
GTR312 26212 1418. 0. 0. -1448. 356. 1756. 50, 145. 2.27 0.22 0.31 56.0 1.17 106.1 0 44.0 1.30149 
GTR316 2621 2 870. 0. 0. -870. 123. 975. 50. 50. 1.89 0.22 0.21 43.8 0.91 122.1 -54 39.1 1.15162 
GTE316 26212 1438. 0. 0. -1430. 350. 1738. 50. 143, 2.31 0.22 0.31 57.3 1-20 109.1 0 44-2 1.3'-141i 
FCPADS 2621 2 924. 0. 0 .  -924. 123. 975. 50. 50. 6.71 0.22 0.16 57.1 1.19 152.6 0 47.3 1.40456 
FCPP,DS 26212 2824. 0. 0. -2824 771. 3146. 50. 314. 34.74 0.22 0-28 189.6 3.96 203.7 0 109.2 3.22151 
FCMCDS 2621 2 865. 0. 0. - G 6 5 .  123. 975. 50. 50. 6.39 0.22 0.21 59.1 1.24 165.6 0 45.0 1.33 160 
FCMCDS 26212 2080. 0. 0. -2060. 61 0. 2607. 50. 249. 26.14 0.22 0.36 164.2 3.43 232.2 0 82.1 2.42-148 
P DATE 06/07/73 I &SE-,PEU-'XDV-DES-ENGR GEHERAL ELEL I R 1; CtlllPAwr C0GENERAT I6I.I TECtiNGLOGY hLTEI7I IAT I VES STUDY REPURT 5.2 
SUI.I~IP.RY CIF FUEL SAVED EY TYPE e ECONOIII cs 
1 
II PFBSTM 26214 0. 0. 716. 0. 153, 253. 29. 62. 4.26 0.16 0.36 52.2 1.28 182.7 39 16.-2 0.67143 T I S T M T  PG214 0. 578. 0. 0. -507. 637. 29. 29. 2.67 0.16 0.25 73.7 1.81 300.3 0 2 8 - 3 7 . 1 8 1 5 2  
----------- FUEL USE I N  ~TUr lOr=6- - - - - - - - - - -  
*;COI;E~IERATIO~~ CASE=% *=I.JuCOGEFI - COGEi6I:* PfiiJER CClnEPl 08M POWER FESR CAPlTAL NORfS Q/KH rial LWI- NGRM WRTH 
ECS PRClCS D 1 S T 1  L RES I D L  Cf3AL D I ST1 L RES I DL CC3P.L REQD PU\IER /IiE.%T COST C a S T  EOVL CkIRG ENRG 
I 
T I S T I I T  2021 4 0. 676. 0. 0. -547. 692. 29. 53. 3.39 0.16 0.34 101.2 2.48 369.2 0 30.4 1.26145 
T I S T M T  26214 0. 0. 578, 0. 71. 119. 29. 29. 4.27 0.16 0.25 99.7 2.45 406.6 3 25.3 1.05143 I 
M!J MW R A T I O  =10==6 (XI 
ONUCGN 26204 0. 71. 697. 0. 0. 0. F 29. 0. 2.15 0.16 0. 40.7 1.00 193.6 0 24.1 1.bF 80 
STM14i 26214 0. 575. 0. 0. -504. 637. 29. 29. 1.40 0.16 0.25 24.4 0.60 100.0999 21.6 0.90172 
T I  STf?T 262 14 0. 203. 338. 29. 83. 5.79 0.16 0.40 169.3 4.16 546.1 2 27.9 1.16 734 1 
TIHRSG 26214 0. 0. -632. 697. 29. 29. 3.14 0.16 0.08 98.0 2.41 377.3 0 35.0 1.45133 
T I  HESG 2623 4 614. 34 . 0. -543. 663. 29. 25. 2 . 9 2 0 . 1 6 0 . 1 6  88.9 2 . 1 8 3 5 1 . 6  0 32.1 1.33130 
T I  FIRSG 2621 4 0. 620, 0. 71. 69. 29. 29. 4.97 0.16 0.18 131.9 3.24 507.6 0 30.4 1.26136 
T I  WR3G 2Fj31 .A 0. ' 0. 686. 0. 96. 93. 29. 39. 5.07 0.16 0.22 149.5 3.67 540.1 0 31.5 1.31 128 
S T l R L  26214 681. 0. 0. -631. 71. 657. 29. 29. 1.74 0.16 0 . l a  38.4 0.94 147.3-62 29.4 1.22159 
! STIRL 26214 817. 0. 0,  -817. 148. 954. 29. 60. 2.09 0.16 0.26 50.5 1.24 160.3 0 32.0 1.33148 A !  
0. 631. 0. 0. -560. 697. 29. 29. 1.74 0.16 0.18 38.4 0.94 147.4-22 25.1 1.04155 
0. C'7. 0. 0. -669. 954. 29. 60. 2.09 0.16 0.26 50.6 1.24 160.5 0 25.3 1.09 
0. 0: 631. 0. 71. 66. 29. 29. 3.30 0.16 0.18 64.1 1.57 245-6 13 21.3 0.09139 
S T l R L  26.214 0. 0. 1020. 0. 232. 214. 29. 94. 4.67 0.16 0.30 117.4 2.88 313.3 6 22.5 0.93 117 
i HEGT05 26%14 0. 0. 724. 0. 71. -27. A 29. 29. 3.79 0.16 0.06 82.1 2.02 285.0 2 25.5 1.06 123 HEGT85 26214 0. 0. 4901. 0. 1190. -457. A 29. 485. 18.23 0.16 0.13 487.4 11.97 322.3 0 69.4 HEGTGO 2G214 0. 0. 710. 0. 71. -13. A 29.- 29. 3,73 0.16 0.08 79.3 1.95 279.4 3 2.1.9 
HEGT6O 28214 0. 0. 1810. 0. 391. - 7 3 . A  29. 159. 7.23 0.16 0.15 179.2 4.40 291.4 0 34.0 1.41 91 
HEGYOO 26214 0. 0. 638. 0. 71. -1. A 29. 29. 3.67 0.16 0.09 75.5 1.86 269.5 4 24.2 1.01 128 j 
I bIEGT00 26214 0. 0. 990. 0. 158. -2. A 29. 64. 4.25 0.16 0.14 98.3 2.41 268.7 2 @.6 1 . 0 6 1 1 i - - - ~  
6 FCMCCL 26214 0. 0. a ~ 2 .  0. 71. -165. 29. 29. 1.02 0 .16-0.12 73.4 1-80 290.7 0 27.5 1.14105 1 
FCMCCL 26214 0. G. 1283. 0. 282. 113. 29. 115. 6.09 0.16 0.23 119.0 2.92 315.0 2 26.3 1.09 107 




FCSTCL 26215 0. 0. 1562. 0. 436. 357. 29. 178. 8.15 0.16 0.34 145.3 3.57 317.6 5 23.4 0.97--104 
I GGTST 26214 0. 0. 890. 0. 71. -193. 29. 29. 3.32 0.16-G.16 68.4 1.68 262.1 0 26.7 1.11 101 
I DATE 06/07/i=a I8SE-PEO-ADV-DES-ENGR s GENERAL ELEC TRI C COilPhNY CBGEFIERAT I ON TECtINBLBGY ALTERtgAT 1 VES STUDY REPORT 5.2 SUMMARY O F  FtJEI- SAVED EY TYPE & ECClf,lGMICS 
- 
----------- FUEL USE I N  ETUnlO*=6----------- 
*~COGEFIERATIOl.( CIt.SE=+' *xl.ifiCaGEtf - CCltiENl* POWER CBGEN 68t1 POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW RUl LO!% N a R M  WRTH 
ECS PRCICS DISTl L RESI DL COAL DISTIL RESI DL CukL REOD POWER /HEAT COST CUST EQVL CliRG ENKG 
I I W  MW RAT 1 d 10x16 C X )  
(3TAC12 26214 0. 840. 0. 0. -656. 1075. 29. 75. 1.64 0.16 0.33 35.6 0.87 110.5999 22.1 0,92152 
GTAC16 26214 0. 609. 0 . 0. -538. 697. 29. 29. 1.48 0.16 0.21 31.1 0.76 122.1999 23.1 0.97162 
GTACl6 26214 0. 902. 0. 0. -692. 1160. 29. 85. 1.75 0.16 0.34 39.8 0.98 117.0999 22.6 0.94147 
GTUC16 26214 0. 623. 0. 0. -552- 697. 29. 29. 1.48 0.16 0.19 30.9 0.76 113.6 -2 2 3 . B  0.99 1 6 L  
GTVCl6 2621 4 0. 964. 0. 0. -746. 1169. 29. 89. 1.73 0.16 0.32 38.2 0.94 106.7999 23.5 0.98145 
CC1626 26214 0. 625, 0. 0. -554. 697. 29. 29. 1.58 0.16 0.19 31.1 0.76 120.2 -5 2 5 . 3  1.00160 
DEHTPM 262 14 0. 609. 0. 0. . -538. 697. 29. 29. 1.07 0.16 0.21 41.8 1.03 164.5 0 21.9 1.03156 
DEHTPM 26214 0. 910. 0. 0. -696. 1175. 29. 87. 2.81 0.16 0.34 74.7 1.83 258.0 0 27-2 1.13 ?37 I DESG43 26214 678. 0. 0. -678. 71. 697. 29- 29- 1.90 0.16 0.12 45.2 1.11 164,8 0 32.1 1.33 150- 
DESOh3 25214 2281. 0. 0. -2231. 592. 2140. 29. 241. 6.10 0.16 0.25 201.6 4.95 270.8 0 71.6 2.30134 
DESCrA3 26% 14 0. 67E1. 0. 0. -607. 697. 29. 29. 1.90 0.r6 0.12 45.2 1.11 164.8 0 27.4 1.14146 
DESaA3 26214 0, 2285. 0. 0. -1689. 2440. 29. 241. 6.10 0.16 0.25 201.6 4.95 - 270.8 0 55.9 2.32 118 
GTSOAD 2621 4 6T4. 0. 0. -614. 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.43 0.16 0.20 29.0 0.71 113.3-21 27.5 1.14168 
GTSOAD 26214 847. 0. 0. -247. 178. 1054. 29. 72. 1.55 0.16 0.31 32.0 0.79 96-9-29  28.2 1.1715S 
GTRAOB 26214 626. 0. 0. -626. 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.51 0.16 0.18 32.3 0.79 124.6-30 28.4 1.18164 
GTRAO8 26Z14 1 1 GO. 0. 0. -1  160. . 298. 1455. 29. 121. 2.10 0.16 0.34 51.8 1.27 124.7 0 33.1 1.37 142 
GTFAI2 26?1.4 623. 0. 0. -623. 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.51 0.16 0.19 32.5 0.80 126.0-30 28.3 1.17-J64 
GTM12 28213 1627, 0. 0, -1127. 290. 1429. 29. 118. 2.10 0.16 0.34 52.3 1.28 128.8 0 32.5 1.35143 
n GTRA16 %621-I 821. 0. 0. -621. 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.53 0.16 0.19 33.3 0.82 129.2-32 28.3 1.18164 
3 GTRnl6 20211 1076. 0. 0. -1076. 270. 1363. 29. 110. 2.10 0.16 0.34 52.4 1.29 133.9 0 32.2 1.34144 
GTR20.3 26213 622. 0. 0. -622. 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.48 0.16 0.19 31.3 0.77 121.2-26 28.1 1.17165 
I GTR208 26214 970. 0. 0. -970. 223. 1206. 29. 91. 1.84 0.16 0.32 42.7 1-05 118.7 0 30.7 1.27150 
$ GTR212 26214 622. 0. 0. -622. 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.50 0.16 0.19 31.8 0.78 123.3-28 28.2 1.17165 
5 G-CK912 26214 1009. 0. 0. -1009. 239. 1260. 29. 98. 1.91 0.16 0.33 45.4 1.12 122.3 0 31.2 1.30148 
$ GTH216 26214 619. 0. 0, -619. 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.51 0.16 0.-19 32.5 0.80 126.2-29 28.1 1.171-64 
u GTRZ16 % C 2 1 1  1013. 0. 0. -1313. 245. 1280. 29. 100. 1.98 0.16 0.34 48.2 1.18 129.2 0 31.2 1.30147 
f GTG1108 Zfi21.3 649. 0. 0. -649. 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.51 0.16 0.16 32.2 0.79 121.0 -34 29.2 1.21 161 GTRWOO 26214 1406. 0. 0. -1406. 355. 1646. 29. 145. 2.18 0 0.30 53.7 1.32 110.1 0 38.1 1.58 137 
GTRbl12 26214 640. 0. 0. -640. 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.50 0.16 0.17 32.2 0.79 122.1 -32 28.9 1.20162 
0- 
W 
B 4 i 
DATE 06/07/72 
gSE-PEO-P.Dtf-DES-EblGR 
GENERAL ELEt r R 1 C CCII1PP.t IY 
CSGEt4ERr.T 1 ON TECI-INOLBGY AI .TERNAT1 VES STUDY 
EEPORT 5.2 
SUPI1lP.RY CIF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE E ECal*lOMrCS 
----------- FUEL IJSE l N BTUX10**6----------- 
**CGGElIERATI(SN CP.SErt X-I.If'ICOGEN - C(IGEN*r POlrIER CBGEN BEN PntlER FESR CAPITAL NBRM S/KW RBI LEVL W R M  WRTH 
ECS PROCS D I ST I L RESl D L  COAL D l  S T 1  l RES l DL CUAL REQD PUMER i't1EAT COST COST EQVL CHRG EI'IRG 
t3TR308 26214 656. 0. 0. -658. 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.50 0,16 0.14 31.4 0.77 116.8-33 29.4 1.2 
GTR308 26214 1216. 0. 0 ,  -1216. 271. 1366. 29. 110, 1.30 0.16 0.26 43.6 1.07 100.9 0 36.2 1.5 
GTR312 26214 635. 0. 0. -635. 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.49 0.16 0.17 31.3 0.77 119.6 -29 20.6 1 . 1  
GTR312 26214 1 177. 0. -1177. 289. 1427. 29. 118. 1.97 0.16 0.35 46.7 1.15 111.1 0 33.7 3.4 
. GTR316 26214 636. 0. -9 -636, 71. 697. 29. 29. 1.50 0.76 0.17 32.0 0.78 121.8-31 28.7 7.1 
GTR316 26214 1169. 0. - 1  285. 1412. 29. 116. 2.00 0.16 9.31 47.9 1.18 114.4 0 33.9 1.4 
FCPADS 26214 667. 0. 0.  -667. 71. 697. 29. 29. 4.23 0.16 0.13 38.6 0.95 142.2 144 33.3 1.3 
FCPADS 26214 2294. 0. 0. -2294. 627. 2557. 29. 255. 28.29 0.16 0.28 153.7 3.78 205.5 0 86.5 3.59 156 
FCMCDS 26214 633, 0 .  is. -633. 71. 697. 29. 29. 4.04 0.16 0.10 39.8 0.90 152.3196 32.0 1.33161 
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DATE 06 /07 /7~  
I&SE-PEB-ADV-DES-ENGR 
GENERAL ELEG rR I C COPlPANY 
COGENERATI UN TECtiNBLOGY ALTERMAT I VES STUDY 
REPURT 5 . 2  
SUMMFtRY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECdNOMlCS 
i_Q ----------- FUEL USE I N  BTU*IO**6----------- **COGEPIERATION CASEZm *ri\lGGOGEN - COGEN** PO\.tER COGEN O&M FUWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW RUI LEVL I-IORM WRTH PROCS DISTIL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REQD POWER JHEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRO 
- - -  - . -- 
SYIGIO 26216 0. 522. 0. 0. -473. 525. 20. 20. 1.16 0.22 0.09 18.4 0.88 120.6-50 19.0 1.16149 
STIGIO 26216 0. 2317. 0. 0. -1719. 2363. 20. 244. 3.83 0.22 0.22 72.6 3.48 107.0 0 38.9 2.37117 
STIGTS 26216 0. 514. 0. 0. -465. 525. 20. 20. 1.16 0.22 0.10 18.1 0.87 120.4 -43 18.8 1.14 150 
STlGlS 26216 0. 1456. 0. 0.  -1105. 1536. 20. 143. 2.51 0.22 0.23 44.3 2.13 103.9 0 27.8 1.69114 
DEADV3 2621 6 0. 501. 0. 0. -452, 525. 20. 20. 1.24 0.22 9.13 24.3 1.17 165.9 0 19.1 1.16146 
DEP.DV3 262 1 6 0. 1498. 0. 0. -1098. 1698. 20. 163. 3.32 0.22 0.29 106.9 5.13 213.5 0 32.7 1.99114 
DEHTPM 262 1 6 0. 465. 0. 0. -416. 525. 20. 20. 1.28 0.22 0.19 23.9 1.15 175.4 0 le .0  1.10153 
DEI-ITPM 2621 6 0. 717. 0 .  0. -548. 925. 20. 69. 1 .92 0.22 0.34 S3,4 2.56 254.4 0 . 20.0 1.22 130 
DESOA3 2621 6 51 2. 0. 0. -512. 49. 525. 20. 20. 1.33 0.22 0.11 27.6 1.33 184.0 0 23.4 1.43147 
DESCiAAa 2621 6 1796. 0. 0. -1796. 466. 1921. 20. 190. 4.54 0.22 0.25 154.0 7.39 292.6 0 55.1 3.35139 
DESffA3 2621 6 0. 512. 0. 0. -463. 525. 20. 20. 1.33 0.22 0.11 27.6 1.33 184.0 0 19.9 1.21 142 
DESOA3 2621 6 0. 1796. 0. 0. -1330. 1921. 20. 190. 4.54 0.22 0.25 154.0 7.39 Z22.6 0 42.7 2.60120 
GTSOAD 2621 6 168. 0. 0. -468. 49. 525. 20. 20. 0.98 0.22 0.18 16.1 0.77 117.3-42 20.2 1.23166 
GTSfW.D 2621 6 667. 0. 0. -667. 140. 830. 20. 57. 0.94 0.22 0.31 21 - 3  1 .b2 189.0 999 21 - 0  1.28 152 
GTEAOB 26216 477. 0. 0 .  -477. 49. 525. 20. 20. .1.04 0.22 0.17 18.6 0.89 133.3-82 20.9 1.27161 
OTRAO8 26216 913. 0. 0. -913. 254. 1145. 20. 96. 1.41 0.22 0.34 38.1 1.83 142.2 0 25.0 1.52135 
8TRA12 2621 6 474. 0. 0. -474. 49. 525. 20. 20. 1.04 0.22 0.17 18.7 0.90 134.9-84 20.8 I.27161 
GTRAl2 2631U 887. 0. 0. -887. 228. 1125. 20. 93. 1.36 0.22 0.34 36.2 1.74 139.5 0 24.2 1 . 4 7 1 3 6  
GTRA16 26216 473. 0. 0. -473. 49. 525. 20. 20. 1.06 0.22 0.18 19.3 0.93 139.4107 20.8 1.27161 
GTRA16 2621 6 837. 0. 0. -847. 213. 1073. 20. 87. 1.35 0.22 0.34 36.4 1.75 146.5 0 24.0 1.46137 
I WW HI4 RAT I <1 *10**6 ( X  CC1626 2621 6 0 . .  476. 0. 0. -427. 525. 20. 20. 1.12 0.22 0.17 17.8 0.85 127.7 -26 17.6 1.07 157 CC1626 262 1 6 - 0. 991. 0. 0. -722. 1262. 20. 110. 1.50 0.22 0.35 35.7 1.71 123.0 0 18.2 1 . 1 1  124 
\ 
GEPJERAL ELEb i R I  C COllPANY 
C0GEFIETIP.T I ON TECI-INULCIGY ALTERNAT l VES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMPtRY bF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE d ECOMOM 1 CS 
1 
----------- 
-- I/ FUEL USE I N  BTU%lOXX6----------- wxCCiGENERAT1CIPI CP.SE+* rrNUCBGEN - COGEN** POWER COGEN UBM PUWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW RbI LEVL W R M  WRTH ECS PROCS DISTIL RESI DL CBAL D l  ST1 L RESIDL CBAL REQD PUWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRQ 
DATE 06/07/is 
I ESE-PEG-AD\(-DES -EFlGR 
II GTR316 2621 G 920. 0. 0. -920. 224. 1112. 20. 91. 1.28 0.22 0.31 32.9 1.58 122.1 0 25.4 3.54136 FCPADS 2621 S 505. 0. 0. -505. 49. 535. 20. 20. 2.90 0.22 0.12 23.0 1.10 155.6 0 24.2 1148 155 
I 
I 
FCPADS 2621 6 1806. 1 FCt4CDS 2621 G 4 8 1 . 0. 0. -1806, 493. 2012. 20. 20i. 21.96 0.22 0.28 116.5 5.59 220.1 0 66.8 4.96163 0. 0. -481. 49. 525. 20. 20. 2.77 0.22 0.16 23.8 1.14 168.6 0 23:3 1.12158 
FCMCDS 2621 6 131 8. 0. 0. -1318. 390. 16@7. 20. 159. 16.44 0.22 0.36 99.9 4.79 258.8 b 49.4 3 3 1 5 0  
-4 
M\.l MW r10**6 ( X I  RAT 1 O 
GTR312 26216 483. 0. 0. -483. 49. 525. 20. 20. 1.03 0.22 0.16 18.0 0.86 126.9-70 21.0 1.28161 
OTF.312 2621 t 925. 0. O -926. 228. 1123, 20. 93. 1.25 0.22 0.31 31.9 1.53 117.5 0 95.2 1.53136 
GTR316 2621 t 483. 0. 0. -483. 49. 525. 20. 20. 1.04 0.22 0.16 18.4 0.89 130.2-82 21-1 1.28160 

? 
DATE 06/07/3% GEFIERAL ELEb I RI C COFlPANY I nGE 42 
If3SE-PECI-ADV-DES-ENGR CUGENERATIUN TECHNULOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPBRT 5.2 
SUHMARY UF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 EC(rN0IIICS 
L NORtl S/KW ROC LEVL NdRM WRTH 
COST EOVL CHRO . ENRQ 
31. 113. 2.90 0*58 0.25 92.8 6.25 296.0 0 
0. -544. 140. 683. 31. 57. 0.98 0.58 0.34 24.3 1.64 152.5 0 19.0 1 . 1 5  150 
0. -392. 77. 472, 31. 31. 1.01 0.58 0.29 19.3 1.30 168.1 0 17.7 1.97 161 
t 
DATE 06/07/7r GENERAL ELEG TR I C COMPANY  AGE 43 






0. 362. 0. -325. 410. 15. 15. 0.87 0.21 0.19 13.9 0.77 130.6 -11 13.4 1.03 161 
0. 474. 0. 0, -382. 595. 15. 38. 0.79 0.21 0.31 17.1 0.95 122.9999 12.7 0.98149 
0. 363. 0. 0. -326. 410. 15. 15. 0.88 0.21 0.19 14.1 0.79 132.7 -12 13.5 1.03-161 
0 .  526. 0. 0. -410. 673. 15. 47. 0.88 0.21 0.33 20.2 1.13 131.2 11 12.9 0,99142 
0. 365. 0. 0. -328. 410. IS. 15. 0.89 0.27 0.18 14.6 8 1  136.4 -14 13.6 1.04 160 
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DATE 0 6 / 0 7 / i s  
IBSE-PEO-ADV-DES-EMGR 
GENERAL ELEL FR I C COMFAPlY 
COGENERATION TECHNOLCIGY ALTERMftTlVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2  
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 43 ECOtlOMICS 
- 
----------- FUEL USE I N  BTU%lO**G----------- 
X*C(TGENERATIUN CASE** **NCICCIGEN - COGENwr POWER-COGEN 8BM PDIlER FESR CAPITAL NORM SIKW RUI LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PROCS D I ST1 L RES 1 DL COAL D I ST I I- RES I DL CBAL REOD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRO 
DATE 06/07/3r 
IBSE-PEO-ADV-DES-ENGR 
GENERAL ELEL fR  I C CUMPAM 
COGEPlERAfll3N TECHNOLOQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY O f  FUEL 8AVED BY TYPE & ECONOMICS 
-- I ----------- FUEL USE I N  BTU*10**6----------- u ~ C ~ Q E N E R A T I U N  CASE** x*NBCBGEN - COGENrx POWER COGEN 08M IPUWER FESR CAPITAL  W R H  t/KW ROI  L E V L  N O W  WRTH ECS PROCS D I S T I L  R E S I D L  COAL D I S T I L  R E S I C L  CdAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG EMRO 
GTR316 26218 731. 0. 0. -731. 178. 883. 15. 73. 1.12 0.21 0.31 27.9 1.56 130.3 0 20.3 1.b6133 
FCPADS 2621 8 395. 0. 0. -395. 37. 410. 1 .  15 2.26 0.21 0.12 17.6 0.98 ?51.7 999 18.9 1.45 157 
FCPADS 26218 1435. 0. 0. -1435. 392. 1599. 15. 160. 17.50 0.21 0.28 93.0 5.19 221.0 0 53.0 
FCMCDS 2621 8 377. 0. 0. -377. 37. 410. 15. 15. 2.16 0.21 0.16 18.1 1.01 163.9 999 18.2 
FCMCDS 26218 1047. 0. 0. -1047. 310. 1325. 15. 126. 13.12 0.21 0.38 80.0 4.47 260.8 0 39.2 3.01 I f 0  
T 
GENERAL ELEC rRE C COHPANY rltOE 46 
CCGENERAT I fJV TECHNGLOGY ALTERHAT I VES STUDY 
REPCIHT 5.2 
SUM~IARY CF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE e ~cat.ro~~cs 
STIRL 26001 ?487. Q -  0. -1487, 80. 15E;i. 33. 33. 2.28 0.10 U.09 551 0.92 126.51S3 -66.2 1.48156 
STlRL 20001 2306. 0. 0 .  -2306. 418, 2592. 33. 170. 3.71 0.10 0.26 117.8 1.96 17414 0 78.3 1.76127 I 
b STIRL 28001 0. 1487. 0. 0. -1487. 1561 33. 33. 2-29 0.10 0.09 55.1 0.92 126.5-86 55.5 7.24150 d ST1 R L  28001 0. 2306. 0. 0. -1888. 2692. 33. 170. 3.71 0.10 0.26 118.0 1.96 374.6 0 6:.8 1.39318 
0. 0. 1456. 0. 80. 105. 35. 33. 5.55 0.10 0 106.7 1.73 250.0 5 44.3 
0 0. 2324. 0. 508. 670. 33. 207. 11.53 0.10 0+34 183.4 3.05 269.4 8 39.5 
FCSTCL 28Q01 0. 0, 1449. 0. 80. 112. 33. 33. 5.45 0.10 0.12 104.7 1.74 246.5 6 43.9 0.98 131 
FCSTCL 28001 0. 0. 2732. 0 .  739, 1C37. 33. 302. 13.72 0.10 0.39 217-9 3.63 272.2 9 34.0 0.76 100 9 I GGTST 2COOl 0 .  0. 1490. 0. 80. 71. 33. 33. 4.65 0.10 0.09 99.6 7.66 228.6 7 4Z.5 0.97129 
IGGTSf 25001 0, 0. 2546. 0. 509. 451. 33. 207. 5.63 0.10 0.27 178.8 2.98 239.7 9 37.2 0.83 94 8 GTSUAR 28001 0. 1486, 0. 0. -1406. 1561. 33. 33. 2.04 0.10 0-09 48.8 0.81 112.2-45 54.5 1,22153 
DATE 06/07/73 
I8SE-PE6-ADV-DES-ENGR 
OENERAL ELECTRIC CdMPANY 
CCIOENERATI8N 7ECHNbLdGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUNMARY O F  FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECdNQMiCS 
- - - 
FUEL USE IN BTUzlOxr6----------- 
**COGENERATION CASEX* *XNOCOGEM - CbGENrx POWER COGEN GBn PCWER FESR CAPITAL NORH t/KW RO1 L N L  NOW WRTH 
ECS PWCS DlSTDL RESl  DL CdAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REOD POWER /HEAT CdST COST EOVL CHRG ENRO 
- -  MU M W RAT I 0  8 1 0-6 < X I  
OTAC08 28001 0. 1456. 0. 0. -1376. 1561. 33. 33. 1.91 0.10 0.11 43.5 0-72 101.9 -30 5Z.9 1.19 157 
0TACO8 28001 0. 2138. 0. 0. -1723. 2683. 33. 169. 2-22 0.10 0.31 64.0 1.07 102.2 0 49.5 1.11 131 
GTACf 2 28001 0. 1459. 0. 0. -1379. 1561. 33. 33. 2.00 0.10 0.11 47.6 8.79 111.3-38 53.5 1,20155 
GTAC12 28001 0. 2370. 0. 0. -1850. 3033. 33. 212. 2.57 0.10 0.33 77.1 1.28 111.0 0 49.9 1.12125 
GTAC16 28001 3. 1463. 0. 0. -1383. 1561. 33, 33. 2.02 0.10 0.11 48.5 0.81 113.2-41 53.8 1.21 154 
OTACl6 26001 0. 2544. 0. 0. -1953. 3271. 33, 241. 2.86 0.10 0.34 88.3 1.47 118.4 0 51.1 1.15122 
GTiC16 28001 0. 1479. 0. C. -1399, 1561. 33. 33. 2.02 0.10 0.10 48.3 0.80 111.4 -42 54-2 1.22 154 
GTLICI 6 2?3(301 0. 2718. 0. 0. -2103. 3345. 33. 251. 2.73 0.10 0.32 82.4 1.37 103.5 0 53.9 1.21 121 
CC1626 28001 0. 1481. 0. 0. -1402. 1561. 33. 33. 2.12 0.10 0.10 48.3 0.80 111.2 -47 54.6 1.22 154 
-- '1 626 28001 0. 3490. 0, 0 ,  -2556. 4422. 33. 381. 3.66 0.10 0.35 108.3 1.80 105.9 0 56.1 1.26117 
CC1622 28001 0. 1474. 0. 0. -1394. 1561. 33. 33. 2.12 0.:0 0,10 48.3 0.60 111.9-46 54.3 1.22154 
P C'1??2 38001 0. 3157. 0. 0. -2322. 4089, 33. 340. 3.57 0.10 0.36 106.4 1.77 1 T 5 . 1  0 53.4 1.20118 CCOC -2 2SOOl 0. 1460. 0. 6. -1380. 1561. 33. 33. 2.10 0 .?0  0.11 47.3 0.79 110.7-41 53.7 1.21 155 
5 STIGlW 26001 0. 8302. 0. 0. -6159, 8468. 33. 874. 11.72 0.20 0.22 222-1 3.70 91.3 0 129.5 2.91 129 
bTIG?S 28C01 0. 1543. 0. 0. -1463. 1561, 33. 33. 2.20 0.10 0.06 47.0 0.78 104.0-46 56.3 1,26151 
STIGlS 28001 0. 5216. 0. 0.  -3961. 5503. 33. 513. 7.50 0.10 0.23 136.2 2.27 89.1 0 91.0 2.04117 
DEADV3 28001 0. 1521. 0. 0. -1441. 1561. 33, 33. 2.39 0.10 0.07 60.7 1.01 136.2999 57.3 1.28146 
DEADV3 28001 0. 5366. 0. 3 .  -3935. 6085. 33. 584. 9.83 0.10 0.29 352.1 5.a6 223.9 0 106.5 2.39 120 
DEHTPH 20001 0. 1462. 0 .  G .  -1383. 1561. 33. 33. 2.49 0.10 0-11 62.2- 1.04 145.2 0 55.7 1.25 149 
DEHTPM 28001 0. 2567. 0 .  0. -1964. 3314. 33. 246. 5.55 0.10 0.34 185.2 3.08 246.1 O 63.7 1.43115 
DESOA3 2UG01 1540, 0 ,  0. -1540. 80. 1561. 33. 33. 2.52 0.10 0.06 66.0 1.10 146.3 0 69.6 1.56150 
DESOA3 28001 6433. 0. 0. -6423. 1669. 6883. 33. 681. 14.00 0.10 0.25 516.0 8.59 273.7 0 188.7 4.23158 
DESUA3 20001 0. 1540. n. 0. -1460, 156%. 33. 33. 2.52 0.10 0.06 66.0 1.10 146.3 0 58.6 1.31 143 
DESbA3 28001 0. 6433. 0. 0. -4764. 6883. 33. 681. 14.00 O s l o  0.25 316.0 8.59 273.7 0 142,1 3.19 132 
GTSdAD 28001 1468. 0. 0. -1488. 80, 1561. 33. 33. 1.97 0.10 0.11 46.2 0.77 107.4-67 64.2 1.44161 
GTSbA3 28001 2388. 0. 0. -2380, 501. 2972. 33- 204. 2.33 0.10 0.31 67.3 1.12 96.2 0 68.0 1.52136 
GTRAOe 28007 1482. 0. 0. -1482. 8W. 1561. 33. 33. 2.05 0.10 0.10 49.8 0.83 114.8-89 65.2 1.46159 
GTRAO8 26001 Z271, 0. 0. -3273. 839. 4104. ' 33. 342. 3.87 0-10 0.34 126.2 2.10 131.7 0 82.3 1.85128 
- GTRAl2 28001 1478. 0. 0. -1478. 80. 1561. 53. 33. 2.06 0.10 0.10 50.1 0.83 115.8-90 65.1 1.46 159 
a GTRA12 2R00i 3177. 0. 0. -3173. 81e. 4031. 33. 333. 3.79 0.10 0.34 123.2 2-05 732.3 0 80.0 1.80128 
1 GTRAI6 26001 1476. 0. 0. -1476, 80, 1561. 33. 33. 2.08 0.10 0.10 51.0 0.85 117.8-96 65.1 1.46158 5 GTRAl6 26001 3036. 0. 0. -3036. 761. 3843, 33. 310. 3.79 0.10 0.34 123.7 2.06 139.1 0 79.2 1,78 128 
GTR208 2d001 1477. 0. 0. -1477. 80. 1561. 33. 33. 2.03 0-10 0.10 48.7 0.81 112.6-31 64.9 1.45159 * 
GTR208 28001 2736. 0. 0. -273s. 629. 3401. 33. 257. 3.08 0.10 0.32 46.3 1.60 120.2 0 74.8 1.68130 
u GTR212 28081 1477. 0. 0. -1477. 80. 1561. 33. 33. 2.04 0.10 0.10 49.3 0.82 113.9-84 65.0 1.46159 
t, 0. -2845. 575. 3553. 33. 275. 3.28 0.10 0.33 104.0 1.73 124.7 0 76.3 1-71 129 
GTU216 2C001 1474. 0. 0. -1474. 80. 1561. 33, 33. 2.06 0.10 0.10 50.1 0.83 115.9-89 64.9 1.46159 
0. 0. -2857. 692. 3611. 33. 202. 3.48 0.10 0.34 111.7 1-66 133.4 0 76.4 1.71 128 
DATE 06/07/ ir  
IGE-PEU-AGV-DES-EMGB 
'--$ 
GENERAL €LEG fRI C C6MPANY 
C6GEMERATIUN TECHNOLCfQY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY UF PJEL SAVED BY TYPE a ECONOMICS. 
- - 
.,---------- FUEL USE IN B+U*lOx*6----------- 
ryC6GENERATIOti CASE*% x*M6C(SGEN - CBGEN+x PBWER COQEN U8M POWER FESR CAPITAL WRM S/KW R O l  L N L  NORM WRTfl 
ECS PRBCS D l  ST1 L RES 1 DL CCAL D i ST I L RESl DL COAL REOD POWER /HEAT COST COST EOVL CHRB ENRQ 
MU MU RATIO =lO==6 C X )  
GTRWO8 28001 1507. 0. 0. -1507. 80. 1561. 33. 33. 2.05 0.10 0.08 49.7 0.83 112.4-91 66.2 1.48157 
GTRWQ8 28001 3966, 0. 0. -3966. 1001. 4644. 33. 408. 3.g5 o.10 0.30 127.2 2.12 109.4 9SS3 2.16 130 i 
GYR300 23001 1517. 0. 0. -1517. 80, 1561. 33. 33. 2.04 0.50 0.08 48.8 0..81 109.7-86 66.4 1.49157 
GTR308 58001 3429. 0. 0. -3429. 764-3852. 33. 312. 3.13 Q,10 0.26 96.9 1.60 95.6 0 90.8 2.04129 
GTR312 28001 1492. 0. 0. -1492. 80. 1561. 33. 33. 2.03 0.10 0.09 48.7 0.81 111.5-83 65.5 1.47 159 
OTR312 28001 331 9. 0. 0. -3319. 816. 4025. 33. 333. 3.24 0.10 0.31 100.8 1.68 103.6 0 82.8 1.86130 
GTR316 28001 1493. 0. 0. -1493. 80. 1561, 33. 33. 2.04 0 . 1  C.09 49.4 0.82 112.9-87 65.6 1.47158 
GTR316 28001 3295. 0. 0. -3296. 803. 3983. 33. 327. 3-31 0.10 0.31 103.5 1.72 107.2 0 83.3 1.87129 
FCPADS 28001 1528. 0. 0, -1528, 80. 1561. 33. 33. 5.29 0.10 0.07 58.8 0,98 131.3999 71.2 1.60154 
FCPADS 28001 647i. 0. 0. -6471. 1767, 7211. 33. 721. 80.02 0.10 0.28 379,s 6.32 200.4 3 233.7 5.24 190 
FCYCDS 23001 1489. 0. 0. -.1489. 80. 1561. 33. 33. 5.06 0 1 0  0.09 59.8 1.00 137.1999 69.6 ,1.56156 
FCMCnS 2 E 0 g  4721. 0. 0. -4721 . 1398. 5974. 33. 570. 60.04 0.10 0.36 340.4 5.66 246.0 0 171.6'3.85 166 
I 1 
I t '  
DATE 06/07/71 
I BSE- PE0-AD\/-DES-EtiGR 
t 
GENERAL ELEtlRlC COMPANY 
COGENERATIBN TECHNOLbGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
S'JMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECONCJMICS 
----------- FUEL USE IN BTIJxlO=rG----------- 
**COGENERATICIPi CASE*x *xNOCCl(SEN - COGENS* POWER COQEN M POWER FESR GAPITAL NORH S/KW ROl  L W L  NCJRM WRTH 
ECS PR0CS DISTIL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REDD POWER /HEAT COST CUST EGVL CHRE; ENRG 
MW MU RATIO =10==6 C X )  
ONQCON 28002 0. 189. 1874. 0. 0. 0. F 77. 0. 3.09 0.25 0. 58.4 1.00 160.7 0 58.4 1.00 80 
STM141 28002 0. 1517. 174. 0. -1327. 1700. 77. 56. 1.63 0.25 0.18 38.7 0.66 90.1 -9 59.6 1.02152 
STM141 28C02 0. 52. 1639. 0. 137. 2 3 5 . F  77. 56. 3.88 0.25 0.18 73.8 1.26 172.0 45 46-1 0.79130 
STMI41 28002 0. 52. 1639. 0. 237. 235 .A 77. 56. 3.76 0.25 0.18 56.6 0.97 131.7999 41.1 0.76136 
SfM088 28002 0. 1490, 313. 0. -1301. 1561. 77. 39. 1.53 0.25 0.13 35.1 6.60 85 -6 -16  62.7 
STMOB8 28002 0. 93. 1710. C .  96. 1 6 4 . F  77. 39. 3.61 0.25 0.13 69.0 1.18 168.6 45 49.8 0.85124 
STti088 28002 0. 93. 1710. 0. 96. 164.A 77. 39. 3.63 0.25 0.13 54.6 0.93 133.4999 48.2 0.83729 
PFBSTtl 28002 0. 0. . 15G3. 0. 189. 311. 77. 77. 6.53 0.25 0.24 77.6 1.33 169.4 43 43.8 
PFBSTM 28002 0. 0. 1638. 0 .  234. 384. 77. 95. 6.58 G.25 0.27 73.0 1.25 152.1 61 41.1 
TISTMT 28002 0, 1559. 0. 0. -1369. 1874. 77. 77. 4.70 0.25 0.24 146.6 2.51 321.0 0 70.2 1.20146 
TISRIT 20002 0. 1772. 0. 0. -1456. 2299. 77. 129, 5.77 0.25 0.32 199.1 3.41 383.3 0 73.3 1.26139 
TZSTMT 28002 0 , 0. 1559. 0. 189. 315. 77. 77. 7.32 0.25 0.24 191.8 3.28 420.0 6 55-9 0.97136 
TIST1IT 26002 0. 0. 1772. 0. 316. 526. 77. 129. 8.47 0.25 0.32 250.4 4-29 482.3 5 57.9 0.99129 
I 
TlHRSG 28002 0. 1656. 81. 0. -1467. 1793. 77. 67. 5.03 0.25 0.16 178.8 3.08 373.8 0 79.3 1.36125 1 
TIHRSG 28002 0. 4 $713. 0. 165. 160. 77. 67. 7.65 0.25 0.15 227.1 3.89 474.7 0 65.7 1.13!16 . 
STIRL 28002 1699. 0. 0. -1699. 189. 1874. 7 77. 2.84 0.25 0.18 74.4 1.27 149.5 0 77.1 1.32-154 
STIR& 28002 2209. 0. 0, -2209, 400. 2579. 77. 163. 3.57 0.25 0.26 113,O 1.94 174.6 0 84.4 1.45 141 . 
STlRL 28002 0 .  t699. 0. 0. -1509. 1874. 77. 77. 2.85 0.25 0.18 74.5 1-26 149.6 0 64.8 1 . 3 1  149 
STIRL 28002 0. 2209. 0. 0. -1809. 2579. 77. 163. 3.58 0.25 8.26 113.2 1-94 174.8 0 68.5 i .17 134 
STIRL 28002 0. 0. 1699. 0. 189. 175. 77. 77. 5.87 0.25 0.18 129.1 2-.21 259.4 12 50.9 0.67-132 
STlRL 28002 0. 0. 2209. 0. 409. 370. 77. 163. 7.62 0.25 0.26 201.7 3.45 311.6 8 52.4 0.90118 i 
HEGTOO 26002 0. 0. 1877. 0. 189. -3. A 77. 77. 6.22 0.25 0.09 130.9 2.24 238.0 8 55.1 0.94 122 
HEBTOO 26002 0. 0 .  215e. 0, 273. -4. A 77. 111. 6.53 0.25 0.11 144.9 2.48 229.1 7 55.2 0.95 111 
FCSTCL 28092 0. 0. 1604. 0. 189. 2 5 6 .  77. 77. 7.14 0.23 0.22 131.8 2.26 279.7 11 51.5 0.88 137 
FCSTCL 28002 0. 0. 2618. 0. 708. 994. 77. 289. 13.23 0.25 0.39 211.2 3.62 275.2 12 42.2 0.72 117 
IGOTST 29002 0. 0.  1706. 3. 189.. 168. 77. 77. 5.19 0.25 0. lf 125.3 2.15 250.7 12 50-6 0.87 131 
lGGTST 28002 0. 0. 2448. 0. 48TZ 432. 77. 199. 5.39 0.25 0.27 169.7 2.91 237.4 13 44.7 0.77115 
GTSBAR 28002 0. 1695. 0. 0. -1506, 1874. 77. 77 .  2.30 0.25 0.18 56.5 0.97 113.8-62 62-3 1-07.155 
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DATE 06/07/79 QENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
IgSE-PEB-ADV-DES-ENGR COGEPJERATIGN TECHNdLdGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECUNBMlCS 
----------- FUEL USE TN BTU*10**6----------- 
**CBGENERATICJN CASE** **NUCOGEN - COGEN** POWER CBGEN BBM POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW ROI LEVL NaRM WRTH 
ECS PRUCS DISTIL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL CUAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EOVL CHRG ENRG 
MW MU RATIB = 1 O=*6 CX) 
QTR312 28002 1710. Q. 0. -1710. 189. 1874. 77. 77. 2.24 0.25 0.17 54.0 0.92 107.8134 74.9 1 .z -161 
GTR312 26002 31 80. 0. 0. -3180. 782. 3857. 77. 319. 3.15 0.25 0.31 97.7 1.67 104.9 0 88.8 1.52137 
GTR316 28002 1712. 0. 0. -1712. 189. 1874. 37. 77. 2.27 0.25 0.17 55.1 0.94 109.9165 75.0 1.28160 
0 .  0. -3158. 770. 3816. 77. 314. 3.22 0.25 0.31 100.4 1.72 108.5 0 89.3 1.53137 
0. 0. -1795. 189. 1874. 77. 77. 10.23 0.25 0.13 81.2 1.39 154.4 0 88.9 1.52152 
FCPADS 28002 6200. 0. 0. -6200. * 1693. 6909. 77. 691. 76.70 0.25 0.28 354.3 6.24 200.5 0 233.3 4.00 161 
FCMCDS 23002 1704. 0. 0. -1704. 189, 1874. 77. 77. 9.71 0.25 0.17 84.3 1.44 168.7 0 85.2 1.46155 
FCPlCDS 20002 4524. 0, 0. -4524. 1340. 5725. 77, S46. 57.55 0.25 0.36 326.4 5.59 246.3 0 173.0 2-9-49 
DATE 06/07/79 
IBSE-PEB-ADV-DES-EMGR 
GENERAL ELECTRlC COMPANY 
CUGEMERATIUN TECHNOLBGY ALTERI-IATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5 .2  
SUMMARY UF FUEL SAWED BY TYPE E ECONOMICS 
PAGE 52 
----------- 
-- FUEL USE I N  BTU.10**6----------- 
**COGENERATION CASE%* **NOCOGEN - COGEN** POWER CUGEN OEM POWER FESR CAPlTAL NORM S/KW R h l  LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PROCS DlSTlL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRG 
SlPlOBi3 28003 0. 152. 1765. 0. 86. 147. W 97. 35. 3.37 0.35 0.11 51.1 0.94 138.9999 53.1 0.85124 
PFDSTM 28003 0. 28. 1567. 0. 210. 345. 97. 86. 6.03 0.35 0.26 68.0 1.25 157.5 66 44.5 
TISTMT 28003 0. 1515. 0. 0. -1277. 1912. 97. 97. 5.08 0.35 0.30 163.8 . 3.01 368.9 0 71.1 
TISTMT 28003 0. 1592. 0. 0. - 1  308. 2065. 97. 116. 5.34 0.35 0.32 183.1 3.36 392.4 0 72,f 1.16139 
T 1 STMT 28003 0. 0. 1515. 0. 238. 397. 97. 97. 7.72 0.35 0.30 212.9 3.91 479.6 6 58.8 0.95139 I 
TI STM? 28003 0. 0. 1592. 0. 284. 473. 97. 116. 7.82 0.35 0.32 230.5 4.24 493.9 6 58.4 0 .9413i  
TIHRSG 20003 0. 1557. 302. 0. -1318. 1611. 97. 60. 4.65 0.35 0.14 164.4 3.02 382.5 0 81.1 1.31 119 
TIHRSG 28003 0. 90. 1768. 0. 148. 144. 97. 61). 7.05 0.35 0.14 208.9 3.84 486.1 0 69.2 1.11 111 
ST1 RL 20003 1692. 0. 0. -1692. 238. 1912. 97. 97. 3.02 0.35 0.21 82.2 1.51 165.8 0 77.8 1.25153 
STIRL 28003 1905. 0. 0 .  -1985. 359. 23i8. 97. 147. 3 . 2 7 0 - 3 5 0 . 2 6  101.9 1.87 175.2 0 81.6 1,31143 
ST1 RL 28003 0. 1692 0. 0. -1453. '912. 97. 97. 3.02 0.35 0.21 82.3 1.51 166.0 0 6 5 s  1.06148 
STlRL 28003 0. 1985. 0 .  0. -1625. &:?18. 97. 147. 3.27 0.35 0.26 102.0 1.87 175.4 0 67.3 1.08138 1 
- .  
STlRL 28003 0 -  - 
CIEGT85 28003 0. 
I HEGTBB 28003 t----- 0. 
. . 
HEGTGO 28003 0. 
0.  
HEGTOO 20003 0. 
FCMCCL 28003 0. 
FCMCCL 28003 0. 
0. 
' FCSTCL 23303 0. 
IGGTSi 28003 0, 
lGGTST 20003 0. ri.. 2102. 0. 438. 388. 97. 179. 5.00 0.35 0.27 155.7 2.86 
GTSCIAR 28003 0, 16G7. 0. 0 .  -1449. 1912. 97. 97. 2.26 0 - S S  0.22 55.1 1.01 
GTSCJAR 28003 0. 2233. G. 0. -1768. 2673. 97. 190. 2.45 0.35 0.29 73.1 1.34 
GTACOB 28C103 0. 1599. 0. 0. -1360. 1912. 97. 97. 2.11 0.35 0.26 50.3 0.92 
n GTACOB 200833 0. 1540. 0. 0. -1483. 2310. 97. 146. 2.02 0.35 0.31 57,3 1 . 0 ~  
- 
I GTAC12 26003 0. 1GOD. 0.  0. -1369. 1912. 97, 97. 2.20 0.35 0.25 53.5 0.98 
?i GTAC12 28003 -1 0. 2040. 0. C. -1593. 2511. 97. 102. 2.32 0.35 0.33 68.6 1.26 
GENERAL ELECrRlC COMPANY 
CUOENERATIQN TECHNBLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY t3F FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8. ECONOMICS 
' 
J' 
----------- FUEL USE IN BTU210**6----------- 
Z~CCYEENERATION CP.SErr **EIOCGGEN - COGEN** PaWER CUGEN 0 B t l  POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM 5/KW Re1 L N L  NaRH WRTH 
ECS PRBCS D l  ST1 L RESI DL COAL 0 ISTI L RESl DL COAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRU 
IDATE 06/07/73 
I BSE-PEO-ADV- DES -ENGR 
H STlGlO 28003 0. 7'47. 0. 0. -5932. 7290. 97. 752. 10.23 0.35 0.22 193.4 3.55 92.3 0 125.9 2.03112 STIG .S 28003 0. 1850. 0. 0. -1620. 1912. 97. 97. 2.69 0.35 0.14 54.1 1.00 99.4166 67,8 1.09150 
ST l GlS 28003 0. 4492. 0. 0. -3410- 4738. 97. 44:. 6.71 0.35 0.23 124.6 2.29 94.6 O 93.4 1.50117 
DEADV3 28003 0. 1792. 0. 0, -1554. 1912. 97. 97. 3.31 0.35 0.17 92.4 1-70 176.0 0 70.2 1.13142 
DEADV3 28003 0. 4620. 0. 0. -3388. 5230. 97. 502. 8.86 0.35 0.29 315.2 5.79 232.8 0 107.4 1.73115 
. 
DEHTPM 28003 0. 1617. 0. 0. -1373. 1912. 97. 97. 3.40 0.35 0.25 93.4 1.72 197.2 0 64.8 1.04-4-50 
DEHTPtl 28003 0. 22!0. 0. 0. -1691. 2853. 97. 212. 4.87 0.35 0.34 160.0 2.94 247.0 0 69.0 1.11 136 
DESOA3 20003 1848. 0.  0. -1848. 236. 1912. 97. 97. 3.7; 0.35 0.14 108.3 f.99 199.9 0 .  87.3 1.41 142 
DESOA3 28003 5539. 0. 0. -5539. 1437. 5925. 97. 586. 12.17 0.35 0.25 445.1 8.18 274.2 0 176.6 2.84 132 
DESUA3 28003 0. 1846. 0. 0. -1610. 1912. 97. 97. 3-71 0.35 0.14 108.3 '1 .99 199.9 0 ?A1_3_- 1.19 137 
DESilA3 28003 0. 5539. 0. 0. -4102. 5925. 97. 586. 12.17 0.35 0.25 445.1 8.18 274,2 0 138.8 2 ,20118 
GTSOAU 28003 1634. 0. 0. -1634. 238. ?912. 97. 97. 2 .  0.35 0.24 49.5 0.91 103.3 -74 71.2 1.15 16s 
GTSBAD 28003 2056. 0.  0. -2356. 432. 2559. 97. 176. 2.11 0.35 0.31 0 . 1  1.10 99.8 0 72.8 1.37156 
, GTB408 2C003 1676. 0. 0. -1676. 238. 1912. 97. 97. 2.42 0.35 0.22 61.2 1.12 124.5 0 74.3 1.23-160 
GTRAO6 28003 2816. 0. 0 .  -2816. 723. 3533. 97. 295. 3.46 0.35 3.34 111.0 2.04 134.5 0 85.2, 1.37140 
GTRA12 28003 1663. 0. 0. -1663. 238. 1912, 97. 97. 2.38 0.35 0.23 59.3 1-10 122.9 0 73.7 1.19 161 
GTRA12 26003 2735. 0. 0. -2735. 704. 3470. 97. 287. 3.37 0.35 0.34 107.7 1.9& 134.3 0 83.2 1.34 142 
. GTRA16 28003 1659. 0. 0. -1659. 238. 1912- 97. 97. 2.48 0.35 0.23 63.8 1.17 131,2 0 74.0 1 .?9160  
GTRA16 28003 261 3. 0. - 0. -2613. 656. 3309. . 97. 267. 3.37 0.35 0.34 108.2 1.99 141.3 0 82.5 1.33143 
Of5288 28003 1660. , 0. 0.  -3660. 238. 1932. 97. 97. 2.26 0.35 0.23 55.4 3.02 113.8999 73.8 1.17163 
GTR208 28003 2355. 0. 0. -2355. 542. 2528. 97. 221. 2.63 0.35 0.32 79.6 1 6  115.4 0 78.0 1.26149 






GTR212 20003 2449. 0. 0. -2149. 581, 3059. 97. 237. 2.79 0.35 0.33 85.8 1.58 119.6 0 79.3 1.28147 
GTR2? 6 26003 1652. 0. 0.  -1652. 238. 1912. 97. 97. 2.35 0.35 0.23 56.8 1.08 121.5 O 73.1 1.10162 
GfR216 28003 2459. 0. 0. -2459. 596. 3108. 97, 243. 2.96 0.35 0.34 92.3 1.70 128.1 0 79.3 1.28146 
GTRWOO 28003 1751 . 0.  0. -1751. 238. 1S12. 97. 97. 2.34 0.35 0.19 57.5 1.06 112.0 0 76.8 1.24 I S L  
GYRW08 26003 3414. 0. 0. -3414. 861. 3996. 97. 351. 3.53 0.35 0.30 111.9 2.06 111.9 0 97.3 1.57 135 
GTRVl2 2C003 1721 . 0. 0 .  -1721. 238. 7212. 97. 97. 2.33 0.35 0.20 37.4 1.06 113.9 0 75.6 1.22159 1 
DATE 06/07/79 
IBSE-PEO-ADV-DES-E>iGR 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CCJMPANY 
COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPURT 5.2 
SUMMP.RY QF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECOlJoMICS 
GTR316 2 8 0 0 3  2 3 3 8 .  0. 0. - 2 8 3 8 .  6 9 1 .  3429. 97. 282.  2.05 4.35 0 . 3 1  90.7 1.67 109.1 0 86 .0  1.38 143 
0. 0. - 1 8 1 2 .  2 3 8 .  1912. 97. 97. 12.29 10.35 0.16 86.0 1.58 162 .0  0 92.2 1,48 1Sl 
FCPADS 20003 5 5 7 1 .  0. 0. - 5 5 7 1 .  1 5 2 1 .  6208. 97. 620. 68.95 0.35 0.28 327.9 6.03 200.9 0 2 1 5 . 3  3 . 4 6 1 5 3  
I FCMCDS 20003 1 6 9 8 .  3. 0. -1698. 2 3 8 .  1912.  97. 97. 11.63 0.35 0 . 2 1  89.5 1 - 6 4  1 7 9 . 8  0 87.4 1.41 155 
I -- ----------- FUEL USE I N  BTU*lO**6-----------  
**CUGENERC\TlUN CASE%% ~XblUCbGEN - COGEFlz* POWER COGEN OBM IPUWER FESR C A P I T A L  NURH S/KW 301 L E V L  NORM WRTH 
ECS PRFICS D I F T I I -  R E S I D L  COAL D I S T I L  RESIDL  COAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRO ENRG 




GENERAL ELEC TR 1 C COrlPANY PAGE 55 
I&SE-PEU-ADV-DES-EMGR COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 i 
SUMMARY CF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECBMUMICS t 
----------- 
-,. 
FUEL USE IN BTU*lO**6----------- t 
**CUGEPIERATlaN CASEr* *PPIUCOGEN - COGEN** POWER COQEN 08M POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM t/KW Re1 LEVL NURM WRTH 
ECS PROCS CISTIL RESIDL CaAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST CCIST EQVL CHRG ENRQ 
MW MW RAT I O *I 0 ~ x 6  ( X I  
ONdCGN 281 21 0. 294. 1297. 0. 0. ti. F 120. 0. 1.20 1.55 0. 18.9 1.00 207.1 0 48.1 1.00- 80 
STM141 28121 0. 635. 835. 0. -340. 462. 120. 18. 0.75 1-55 0.08 i2 .5 0.66 110,4999 47.3 0.98124 
STM14- 28121 0. 249. 1220. 0. 45. 7 7 . F  120. 18. 1.56 1.55 0.08 25.3 1.34 223.9 35 44.5 0.92104 
STMl4l 28121 0. 249. 1220. 0. 45. 77. A 120. 18. 1.40 1.55 0.08 18.5 0.98 163.7999 43.6 0.91 111 
STM088 28121 0. 628. 872. 0. -333. 425. 120. 14. 0.72 1.55 0.06 11.2 0.59 104.6 -4 48.0 1.00122 
STMOB8 281 21 0. 261. 1239. 0. 34. 5 8 . F  120. 14. 1.47 1.55 0.06 23.4 1.24 217.8 36 45.4 0.94101 
STM088 201 21 0. 261. 1239. 0. 34. 58. A 120. 14. 1.35 1-55 0.06 17.5 0.93 163.0999 44.6 0.93108 
* 
I. 
0. -467. 784. 
0. 670. 252. 0. -576. 1045, 120. 89. 1.35 1.55 0.29 31.1 1.64 133.3 42 39.3 0.82139 
STiGSO 28?21 0. 1274. 0. 8 .  -980. 1297. 120. 120. 2.49 1.55 0.20 42.5 2.25 113.9 10 46.4 0.96136 
0. 2000. 0. -1484. 2040. 120. 210. 3.38 1.55 0.22 62.8 3.32 107.2 0 54.1 1.12122 
0. -936. 1297. 120. 120. 2.33 1.55 0.23 39.5 2.09 109.6 16 44.5 0.93140 
0. -954. 1326. 120. 124. 2.26 1.55 0.23 39.7 2.10 107.7 16 44.6 0.93 130 
0. -840. 1297. 120. 120. 2.76 1.55 0.29 81.0 4.28 243.6 7 46.4 0.96138 
0. 1222. 0. -896. 1403. 
0.  761. 485. 0 .  -467. 812. 120. 61. 1.70 1.55 0.22 46.1 2.43 255.0 13 44.9 0.93_122 
- 1  202. 294. 1297. 125- 120. 3.31 1.55 0.24 101.0 5-34 286.8 0 59.5 1.24 137 
0. -1449. 376. 1571. 120. 153. 3.77 1.55 0.26 124.9 6.60 294.0 0 65.3 1.36128 
DESOA3 281 21 0. 1202. 0. 0. -908. 1297. 120. 120. 3,31 1.55 0.24 101.0 5.34 286.8 1 51.1 1.06133 
- 
r 
a Z x 
a 
c 
DATE 06/07/73 GEtERAL ELECTR I C COMPANY YAGE 96 
gSE-PECi-ADV- DCS- EPIGR CClGENERAT I UN TECHFIOLCIGY ALTERt4ATI VES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY CIF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE d ECONOMICS 
----------- 
.- 
FUEL USE 1 N BTU*lO**6-------- --- 
*xCOCENERATIBN CASExE *Xb:OCrjGEN - COG@1-" ?*HER CUGEN OEM POUER FESR CAPITAL N6RM S/KW Re1 L N L  MOM WRTH 
ECS PRGCS LII STI L RESI DL COAL D I S T ~  L EESI DL COAL REQD POWER /HEAT CUST COST EQVL CNRO EPJRG 
M W MW RAT1 CI rl 0-6 C X I  
DESOA3 281 21 0. 1449. 0. 0. -1073. 1571. 120. 153. 3.77 1.55 0.26 124.9 6.60 294.0 0 55.2 1.15123 
GTSflAD 28121 572. 17; 584. -572. 120. 713. 120. 49. 0.66 1-55 0.16 19.0 1.00 113.3999 47.8 8.99134 % 
GTR216 2.3121 676. 130. 437. -676. 164. 860. 120. 67. 1.13 1.55 0.32 29.0 1.53 146.3 11 47.2 0.98133 
GTRidO8 261 21 927. GO. 202. -927. 234. 1095. 120. 95. 1.29 1.55 0.25 33.5 1.77 123.2 5 48.0 1.80137 
GTRW12 28121 912. 56. 166. -912- 239. 1111. 120. 97. 1.30 1.55 0.27 33.8 1.79 126.5 11 46.9 0.97139 
GTKV16 28121 665. 72. 242. -865. 222. 1055. 120. 90. 1-28 1.55 0.26 33.5 1-77 132.4 9 47.3 0.98137 
G7R30W 28181 802. 116. 387. -802. 179. 910. 120. 73. 1.12 1.55 0.18 27.5 1.45 116.9 0 49.0 1,04132 
GTR31228121 791. 100. 335. -79t. 194. 962. 120. 79. 1.14 1.55 0.23 28.5 1.51 123.2 10 47.5 0.99137 
GTR3162C121 786. 103. 344. -786. 191. 953. 120. 78. 1.17 1.55 0.23 29-5 1.56 127.9 7 47.8 F.99135 
FCPADS 20121 1174. 0. 0. -1174. 294. 1297. 120. 120. 13.64 1.55 0.26 74.0 3.91 215.0 0 65.9 1-37 146 
II FCPADS 2012? 1559. 0. 0. -1559. 426. i737. 120. 174. 19.18 1.55 0.28 1Ob.S 5.33 220.9 0 7 8 - 4 1 - 6 3  139 FCFICDS 281 21 1033. 0. 0. -1033. 291. 1297. 120. 120. 12.79 1.55 0.35 78.0 4.12 257.5 0 60.2 1.25153 ! Il FCMCDS 28 121 1 : 37. 0. 0. -1137. 337. 1430. 120. 137. 14.36 1.55 0.36 86.6 4.58 259.8 0 63.2 1,31 144 I 
n DATE 06/07/ir I&SE-PEB-ADV-DES-ENGR GENERAL €LEG rR1 C CUMPANY COGENERATION TECHNULOGY A L T m N A T f V E S  STUDY REPORT 5.2 SUMMARY U F  FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECOh'3MICS 
----------- FUEL USE I N  BTU*lO*x6----------- 
**CC.Zf:IERATION CASE'KX xxPi0CaGEN - CUGEN** POWER CUGEN OBM PBWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW WJ LEVL PKlRn mM 
ECS PROCS D l  ST1  L :"-3 I D L  CBAL D I F T I  L RESI  DL CUAL REQD POGIER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG EN- 
M W MU RAT1 CJ .r10==6 [ X I  
ONBCGN 28191 0, 74. 1402. 0. 0. 0. F 30. 0. 2,89 0.11 0. 55.7 1.00 164.8 0 38.2 1.00 80 
0. 1275. 0. 0. -1200. 1402. 30. 30. 1.73 0.11 0.14 34.8 0.62 93.1-19 43.2 1.13163 
STM088 281 91 0. 25. 1318. 0. 49. 84. A 30. 20. 3.19 0.11 0.09 48.5 0.87 134,3999 32.9 0.86129 
PFBSTM 28191 0. 0. 1283. 0. 74. 119, 30. 30. 4.73 0.11 0.13 65.4 1.17 173.9 28 33.8 0.89140 
PFDSTM 28 1 91 0. 0. 1452. 0. 171. 274. 30. 70. 5.68 0.11 0.23 65.7 1.18 154.4 44 30.3 0.79131 
T I S T M T  28191 0. 1278. 0. 8 .  -1204. 1402. 30. 30. :'.26 0.11 0.13 92.9 1.67 247.9 0 51.1 1,34143 
T I S T M T  28191 0. 1561. 0. 0. -1320. 1962. 30. 99. 5.21 0.11 0.29 178.6 3.21 390.4 0 57.9 1.52129 
T I S T M T  28191 0. 0. 1278. . 0. 74. 123. 30. 30. 5.50 0.11 0.13 132.5 2.38 353.8 0 41.8 1.0913C 
T I S T M T  28191 0. 0. 1561. 0. 242. 401. 30. 99. 7.59 0.11 0.29 225.3 4.05 492.5 0 46-0 1,20__118 -f 
TIHRSO 28191 0. 1373. 0. 0. -1299. 1402. 30. 30. 3.61 0.11 0.07 111.4 2.00 276.9 0 56.0 1.47135 ,, 
T I  HRSG 281 91 0. 1647. 4.  0. -1480. 1711. 30. 68. 5.06 0.11 0.12 180.1 3.23 373.1 0 .  65.7 1.fc 121 
TIHRSG 28399 0. 0. 1373. 0. 74. 23. 30. 30. 5.95 0.11 0.07 150.8 2.71 374.6 G 45.9 1.20125 
II TIHRSG 2819i 0. 0. 1647. 0. 167. 64. 30. 68. 7.62 0.11 0.12 226.7 4.11 473.8' 0 53.6 1.40110 S T l R L  28191 1343. 0. 8.  -!343. 74. 1402. 30. 30. 2.21 0.11 0.09 53.2 0.96 135-2999 SG.5 1.48155 
S T I R L  28191 1?'1?. 0. 0. -1917. 299. 2155. 30. 122. 3.16 0.11 0.22 97.8 1.76 174.1 0 65.8 1.72130 
S T l R L  28191 0 1343. 0. 0. -1268. 1402. 30. 30. 2.21 0.11 0.09 53.2 0.96 135.3 119 47.6 1.24 149 
S T l R L  28191 0. 0. 1917. 0. 298. 238. 30. 122. 6.61 0.11 0.22 174.8 3.14 311.2 3 40.8 1,07103 
HEGTGO 28191 0. 0 .  1485. 0. 74. -84.A 30. 30. 4-79 0.11 -0.01 103.9 1.87 238.8 0 41.6 1,09117 
HEGTC5O 281 91 0. 0. 2121. 0. 268. -70. A 30. 109. 6.28 0.11 0.09 149.1 2.57 230,3 0 43.4 1.13 94 
FCMCCL 281 91 0. 0. 1305. 0. 74. 97. 30. 30. 5-07 0.11 0.12 99.5 1.79 260.3 4 38.5 1.01 131 
J !- -c, Y-. ~ C L  28191 0. 0. 2085. 0. 456. 593. 30. 186. 10.12 0.11 0 169.3 3.C4 277.2 7 35.5 0.93 303 
o FCSTCL 281 91 0. 0. t299. 0. 74. 103. 30. 30. 5-04 0.11 0.12 98.3 1-77 258.2 5 38.3 1.00132 





IGQTST 28191 0. 0. 1341. 0. 74. 60. 30. 30. 5-34 0.11 0.09 94.1 1.69 239.3 6 37.8 0.93 129 
IGGTST 28191 0. 0. 2151. 0. 393. 319. 30. 160. 4.89 0.11 0.25 151.4 2.72 240.1 6 34.2 0.89 98- 
GTSdAR 20191 0. 1350. 0. 0. -1276. 1402. 30. 30. 1.86 0.11 0.09 42.8 0.77 108.1-35 46.3 1.21 153 
GTSOAR 281 91 0. 2577. 0. 0. -2040. 2951. 30. 219. 2.85 0.11 0.26 87.7 1 116.2 0 52.9 1.39116 ! 
T 
GENERAL ELEL I R I  C COI4PANY reGE 56 
CUGENERATI 0t.I TECHPlBL0GY ALTERtJAl 1 VES STUDY 
REPORT 5 . 2  
SUMt4ARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECONOMICS 
----------- 
- 
-- FUEL USE IN BTU*lO**6----------- 
*nCOOErIERAT10N CASEs+ **NOCOGEN - CUGENZ* POWER CdGEN 08M POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM SdKW ROI L N L  tWFm WRTH I ECS PROCS DlSTl L RESl DL COAL DI ST1 L RE51 DL COAL REOD P0\4ER /IiEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRG 
M W MW RAT I U = 10*=6 l % )  
- ---- 0 .  2332. 0. 0. -1791. 2966. 30. 221. 2.70 0.11 0.33 82.5 1.48 120.7 0 44.6 1.17121 
ZjTWC16 28191 0. 1324. 0. 0. -1250. 1402. 30, 30, 1.84 0.11 0.10 42.1 0.76 108.5-31 45.5 1.19155 
GTWCl6 28192 0. 2416. 0. 0. -1669. 2984. 30. 223. 2.54 0.11 0.32 76.0 1.36 107.3 0 45.9 1-26 121 
0. 1330. 0. 0. -1256. 1402, 30. 30. 1.94 0.11 0.10 41.9 0.75 107.5 -34 45-83 1,20_155 
0. 2349. 0. 0. -2196. 3673. 30. 307. 3.18 0.11 0.33 91.6 1.65 106.2 0 48.4 1.27Xl6 
0. 1323. 0. 0. -1248. 1402. 30. 30. 1.93 0.11 0.10 42.0 0.75 108.3-33 45.6 1.19155 
C6!622 281 91 0. 2693. 0. '0. -2019. 3411. 30. 2Z5. 3.14 0.11 0.34 94.1 1.69 119.2 C 47.1 1.23518 
CC1222 28191 0. 1321. 0. 0. -1247. 1402. 30. 30. 1.92 0.11 0.10 41.3 0.74 106.7 -32 45.5 1-.-19A1156 
0. 2667. 
CC0022 281 91 0. 1310. 
, 
0. -1355. 74. 1402. 
0. -1378. 74. 1402. 
0. -1344. 74. 1492, 30. 30. 1.86 0.11 0.09 43.1 0.76 109.5-65 55.2 1.4415 
91 3 0 C 5 .  0 .  -3005. 752. 3670. 30. 307. 3.17 0.11 0.30 96.6 1.78 199.3 0 73.6 1.93129 i 
74. 1402. 30. 30. 4.74 0.11 0.07 51.8 0.99 136.5999 60.3 l.pd&%--- 
30, 642. 66.901 0.11 0.28 339.4 6.10 200.9 0 196.9 5.15 188 
0. -1335. 74. 1402. 30. 30. 4.551 0.11 0.10 35.8 1.00 142.7 999 58.9 1-54 13fr I 





GENERAL ELECTRIC C6t.lPANY 
IBSE-PEO-ADV-DES-ENGR CUGENERAT13N TECHNfiLUEY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPdRT 5 .2  
SUMMARY SF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECONUMICS 
----------- FdEL USE IN BTU*l0**6----------- 
**COGENERATION CASE** **NUCBGEN - CUGENS* POUER CBQEN U PaWER FESR CAPITAL NORM 8/KW RUE LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PROCS DISTIL RESlOL COAL DISTIL RESIDL GOAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRG 
MW MW RAT l U * 10**6 ( X  
OFleJCGFl 281 92 0.  . 149. 2804. 0. 0 .  0 . F  61. 0. 5.16 0.11 0. 110.4 1.00 363.3 0 75.7 1.00 B'Q 
STM141 28192 0. 2550. 0.  0. -2402. 2804. 61. 61. 2.59 0.11 0.14 60.3 0.55 E31.5 -16 84.7 1.12 366 
STM141 28192 0. 2584. 0. 0.  -2415. 2874. 61. 69. 2.23 0.11 0.15 65.6 0.54 79.2 - IS 83.7 1.10 157 
STM141 23192 0. 0. 2530. 0. 149, 254. F 61. 6 1 .  6.46 0.11 6.14 i25.7 1.14 168.2 44 63.9 0.84 140 
STM141 28192 0. 0. 2584. 0. 169. 290. F 61. 69. 6.10 0.13 0.35 '128.5 E.16 169.7 41 62.8 0.83130 
STM141 28192 0. 0 .  2550. 0. 149. 254. A 61. 81. 6.21 8.11 8.14 96.0 0.87 128.4959 60.4 0.80146 
STM141 28192 0. 0. 2584. 0. 169. 290. A 61. 69. 5.78 0.11 0.15 92.2 0.84 121.6999 58.6 0.77137 
STM088 281 92 0. 2518. 170. 0. -2369. 2635. 61. 40. 2.12 0.11 0.09 54.0 0.49 74.8 -17 87.5 1.16152 
STMOB8 28192 0. 5 % .  2637. 0. 98. 167. F 61. 40. 5.66 0.11 0.09 120.1 1.09 166.1 47 67.5 0.8912*4 
STMD88 28192 0. 8" .  2637. 0. 98. 167. A 61. 40. 5.58 6.11 0.09 89.0 8.81 123.1 999 64.1 0.85131 
PFBSTM 28192 0. 0.  2567. 0.  149. 238. 61. 61. 8.09 0.11 0.13 115.6 1.05 153 .S  99 54.7 0.85142 
PFBSTM 281 92 0. 0. 2906. 0. 343. 549. 61. T40. 10.37 ,0.11 0.23 117.2 1.06 137.7 119 58.1 0.77 133 
TISTMT 261 92 0. 2558. 0. 0. -2410. 2804. 61. 61. 5.15 0.11 0.13 159.1 1.44 212.2 0 
TISTMT 20192 0. 3124. 0. 0. -2641, 3926. 61. 197. 9.84 0.11 0.29 854.3 3.21 387.0 0 115.9 1.52129 
TISTIlT 28292 0. 0. 2558. 0. 149. 246. 61. 61. 8.99 0.11 0.13 227.1 2.06 303.0 4 77.5 1.02 131 
, TISTMT 281 92 0. 0. 3124. 0. 484. -802. 61. 197. 14.34 0.11 0.29 447.9 4.06 489.2 0 90.8 1.20 118 







TI HRSG 281 92 0. 3296. 0. 0. -2962. 3423. 61. 136. 9.71 0.11 0.12 359.6 3.26 372.3 0 -131.1 1.73 122 
TIHRSG 28192 0 .  0. 2748: 0. 149. 57. 61. 61. 9.94 0.11 0.07 262.8 2.38 326.A 0 85.6 1.13 123 
TIHRSG 20192 0. 0. 3296. 0. 333. 127. 61. 136. 14.58 0.11 0.12 457.0 4.14 473.2 0 106.5 i . 4 1 1 1 0  
STlRL 28192 2686. 0.  0. -2656. 149. 2804, 61. 61. 3.62 0.11 0.09 100.1 0.91 127.1 132 111.6 1.47156 
STlRL 28192 3836. 0. -0. -3836. 599. 4312. 61. 244. 5.71 0.11 0.22 191.9 1.74 170.7 0 130.6 1.73 130 
STIRL 28192 0. 2686. 0. 0. -2538. 2804. 61. 61. 3.62 0.11 0.09 100.1 0.91 127.2-72 93.7 1.24150 
STlRL 28192 0. 3836. 0. 0. -3237. 4312. 61. 244. 5.72 C.11 0.22 192.1 1.74 170.9 0 105.0 1.39122 
STIRL 28192 0. 0. 2686. 0. 149. 118. 61. 61. 7.78 0.11 0.09 176.1 1.59 223.7 9 72.5 0.96129 
STlRL 28192 0. 0. 3836. 0. 599. 476. 61. 244. 12.33 0.11 0.22 344.6 3.12 306.5 3 80.1 1.06 103 
HEGT60 28192 0. 0. 2972. 0. 149. -167. A 61. 61. 8.21 0.11 -0.01 187.0 1.69 214.8 0 79.5 1.05 118 
HEGP6O 28192 0. 0. 13809. 0. 2571. -2896. A 61. 1048. 40.06 0.11 -0.02 1017.5 9.22 251.4 0 201.9 2.67 85 - 
HEGTOO 28192 0. 0. 2843. 0. 149. -39. A 61. 61. 7.77 0.11 0.04 167.6 1.52 201.2 6 74.8 0.99 125 
HEGTOO 20192 0. 0. 4244. 0 .  537. -140. A 61. 219. :0.80 0.11 0.09 234.2 2.12 188.3 2 79.3 1.05 95 
FCMCCL 28192 0. 0. 2611. 0.  149. 193. 61. 61. 8.62 0.11 0.12 172.6 1.56 225.5 8 72.6 0.96 133 
FCMCCL 28192 0. 0.  4172. 0. 912. 1187. 61. 372. 18.31 0.11 0.33 283.0 2.86 231.5 10 62.9 0.83105 
FCSTCL 281 92 0 .  0. 2599. 0.  149. 206. 61. 61. 8.49 0.11 0.12 170.7 1.55 224.1 9 72.1 0.95 134 
FCSTCL 281 92 0. 0. 4625. 0. 1180. 1634. 61. 481. 20.58 0.11 0.38 318.2 2.88 134.8 11 56.3 0.74162 
"GGTST 201 92 0. 0. 2684. 0.  149. 120. 61. 61. 6.91 0.11 0.09 160.6 1.45 204.2 11 70.8 0.94 131 
l GGTST 281 92 0. 0.  1304. 0. 787. 638. 61. 321. 8.34 0.11 0.25 279.5 2.53 221.3 9 64,s 0.85 98 














GTAC12 28192 0. 4229. 0.  0. -3302. 5411. 61. 378. 4.10 0.11 0.33 132.6 1.20 107.0 0 83.6 1.10127 






GTSOAR 28192 0. 5157. 0 .  0 .  -4082. 5906. 61. 438. 4.78 0.11 0.26 157.5 1.43 104.2 0 183.1 1.36118 
@TACO0 281 92 0. 2608. 0. 0 ,  -2460. 2804. 61. 61. 2.89 0 . 1  0.12 75 .6 -  0.69 99.0 -24 88.1 1.16 159 
GTACOB 28192 0. 3003. 0. 0.  -3065. 4778. 
61. 61. 2.93 0.11 0.11 77.3 0.70 101.0-25 88.5 1.17158 
II 
61. 301. 3.50 0.11 1 109.6 0.99 98 .3 -93  82.5 1.09133-" 
GTAC12 281 32 0. 2615. 0.  0. -2467. 2804. 
GENERAL ELECrRI C CBMPUNY PAGE 60 
COGENERATI ON T ECHt40LBGY ALTERHATI VES STUDY 
REPBRT 5.2  
SUMITARY bF FUEL SP.S/ED BY TYPE 8 ECOMGHICS 
O T S A O  28192 2637. 
GTm.12 281 92 2666, 0. -2686. 149. 2804. 
0. -6723. 1730. 8098. 
0. -2679. 149. 2804. 
0. -CZ09. 3 557. 7521 . 
GTRZO8 281'32 2675. 0. -2673. 149. 2804. 
GTRZOB 281 92 5323. 0. -5323. 1224. 6406. 
GTR216 28792 5605. 0. -5605. 1358. 
GTR316 28192 6773. 0. 0. -6773. 1504. 7343. 61. 623. 5.36 0.11 0,30 178.2 1.61 9t.5 0 144.3 1.91131 
FCFf,DS 261 92 2742. 0. 0. -2742. 149, 2804. 51. 61. 8.84 0.11 0.07 103.0 0.93 128.2 202 119.2 1.57 155 
FCPADS 237 92 1 1535. 0. 0.-11535. 3151. 12855. 61, 1285. 133.06 0.17 0.28 659.3 5.97 195.0 0 391.2 5.17 188 
FCMCDS 28 192 2671 , 0. 0. -2671. 749. 2804. 61. 61. 8.47 0.11 0.10 105.2 0.95 134.4999 116.5 1.54157 
FCMCDS 2a182 a416. 0. O., -8416. 2492. 10657. 61. 1016. 99.62 0.11 0.36 578.8 5.24 234.7 0 286.5 3.78165 
DATE 06/07/53 GENERAL ELEL TRI C C0MPANY 
 AGE 61 
I?%SE-PEU-ADV-DES-ENGR CBGENEPATI ON TECHNULOGY ALTERNAT l VES STUDY 
REPaRT 5.2 
SUMF~ARY CIF FUEL SAVED eY TYPE e ECCINOMICS 
--- - -< ----- FUEL USE IN BTUa10**6----------- 
*xCOGENERP.TStlN CASE- xxN3COGEN - C0GENxx POWER CUGEN 8&I1 POWER FESR CAPITAL NURH S/KW ROI  LEVL NBRM WRTH 
ECS PRBCS DISTlL RESIDL CaAL DISTIL RESlDL CBAL REQD POWER /HEAT C0ST COST EOVL CHRG ENRQ 
MU MW RAT I O x10==6 ( X I  
OrMCGN 2821 2 0. 10. 276. 0. 0. 0, F 4. 0. 1.04 0.07 0. 16.1 7.00 225.5 0 8.3 1.00 80 
STM141 28212 0. 260. 0. 0. -250. 276. 4. 4. 0.80 0.07 0.09 9,7 6 , i ;  128.0-18 9.7 1.16159 
STM141 28212 0. 2136. 0. 6. -260. 331. 4. 11. 0.65 0'07 0.23 9,8 0.61 117.4 -13 9.1 1.09 148 
STM141 28212 0 . 0. 260. 0. 10. 17. F 4. 4. 1.58 0.07 0.09 21.7 1.35 285.0 2 8.5 1.02 135 
STM141 28212 0. 0. 286. 0. 26. 4 4 . F  4. 11. 1.30 0.07 0.20 20.1 1.25 239.6 21 7.2 0.87124 
STM141 28212 0. 0. 260. 0. 10. 17. A 4. 4. 1.48 0.07 0.09 19.7 1-22 258.4 8 8.2 0.98136 
STN141 28212 0. 0. 286. 0. 26. 44. A 4. 11. 1.16 0.07 0.20 14.9 0.93 177.6 999 6.5 0.78 129 
STlRL 28212 0, 0. 258. 0. 10. 9. 4. 4. 1.47 0.07 0.06 21.6 1.34 275.0 3 8.4 1.01 131 
STIRL 23272 0. 0. 422. 0. 72. 63. 4. 29. 1.90 0.07 0.24 40.5 2.52 327.7 4 8.7 1.04 96 
HEGT6O 28212 0. 0. 282. 0. 10. -5. A 4. 4. 1.53 0.07 0.02 27.3 1.70 330.5 0 9.4 1.13123 
HEGT6O 2821 2 0. 0. 890. 0. 166. -92 .A  4. 68. 3.81 0.07 0,08 97.8 6-08 374.8 0 17.8 2.14 87 
HEGTOO 2821 2 0. 0. 278. 0. 10. -1. A 4. 4, 1.52 0.07 0.03 26.5 1.65 326.2 0 9.3 1.11125 
0. 0. 435. 0. 55. - 7 . A  4. 22. 1.97 0.07 0.10 46.6 2.90 365.6 0 11.1 1.33 88 
0. 0. 263. 0. 10. 13. 4. 4. 1.60 0.07 0.08 27.1 1.68-350.3 0 9.2 1.11131 
F ~ C C L  28212 0. 0. 439. 0. 96. 126. 4. 39. 2-90 0.07 0.34 54.4 3-38 423.4 1 9.9 1.1s 104 
- FCSTCL 20212 0. 0. 263. 0. 10. 14. 4. 4. 1.63 0.07 0.08 26.5 1.65 344.7 0 9.2 1.10131 
1 FCSTCL 202 1 2 0. 0. 511. 0. 138, 193. 4. 56. 3'48 0.07 0.39 64.1 3.98 427.8 3 9.6 1.15107 
EGGTST 28212 0. 0, 268. 0. 10. 9. 4. 4, 1.62 0.07 0.06 26.3 3-64 335.7 O 9.2 1.11 129 
lGGTST 2821 2 0. 0. 476. 0. 94. 83. 4. 38. 1.97 0.07 0.27 50.6 1-15 362.5 2 9.3 1.12 95 i 
STMOB8 282i2 0. 0. 260. 0. 10. 17. F 4. 4, 1.57 0.07 0.09 21.4 1.33 280.8 3 8.4 1.01 135 
STMO38 28212 0. 0. 273. 0. 18. 3 1 . F  4. 7. 1.23 0,07 0.15 18.5 1.15 231.4 26 -7.4 0.89128 
STNO38 28212 0. 0. 260. 0. 10. 17. A 4. 4. 1.48 3.07 0.09 18.9 1.57 248.2 11 8.1 0.97137 
STl1008 28212 0. 0. 273. 0. 18. 31.A 4. 7. 1 . I 2  0.07 0.15 14.0 0.87 175.4 999 6.8 0.81 133 . 
PFBSTM 25212 0. 0. 260. 0. 10. 16. 4. 4 .  1.60 0.07 0.09 21.9 1.36 287.1 2 8.5 1,02135 
PFBSTM 2821 2 0. 0. 320. 0. 45. 74. 4. 18. 1.66 0.07 0.27 24.6 1.53 262.5 12 7.4 0.89115 * 
TlSTMT 28222 0. 260. 0. 0, -250. 276. 4. 4. 1.03 0.07 0.09 19.7 1.23 258.8 0 11.0 1.32145 , 
TlSTtlT 28212 0, 345. 0. 0. -285. 447. 4. 25. 1.89 0.07 0.32 57.8 3.59 570.2 0 14.6 3.75121 . I (  
T I  STIlT 282 1 2 0. 0. 260. 0. 10. 16. 4. 4. 1.79 0.07 0.09 32.1 2.00 421.9 0. 9.8 1.18130 
TlSTMT 28212 0. 0. 346. 0. 61. 101. 4. 25. 2.69 0.07 0.32 73.3 4.57 724.4 0 12.7 1.53112 I 
Tl HRSG 2821 2 0. 269. 0. 0. -259. 276. 4. 4. 1-11 0.07 0.06 25.6 1.59 324.5 0 11.9 1.43137 
TI HRSG 2821 2 0. 331, 0. 0. -297. 356. 4. 14. 1.65 O.Q7 0.1s 53.3 3.31 549.5 0 13.4 1.85 118 
TlHRSG 28212 0. 0. 269. 0. 10. 7. 4. 4. 1,92 0.07 8.06 39.2 2.44 497.1 0 10.9 1.31 126 
T I  FIRSG 252 1 2 0. 0. 331. 0. 33. 25. 4. 14. 2.43 0.07 0.15 66.4 4.25 705.6 0 13.8 1,66110 
STlRL 28212 268. i 0. 0. -268. 10. 276. 4. 4. 0.75 0.07 0.06 10.4 0.65 132.9-35 11.8 1.41 160 1 
STlRL 28212 422. 0 , 0. -422. 72. 485. 4. 29. 0.38 0.07 0,24 22.6 1.45 i W . 8  0 14.1 1.70124 
STIRL 26212 0. 268. 0. 0. -258. 276. 4. 4. 0.75 0.07 0.06 1a.4 0.6F 132.9-21 9.9 1.19154 
STlRL 28212 0. 422. 0. 0. -349. 485. 4. 29. 0.98 0.t7 0.24 22-9 1.42 185.0 0 11.3 1.35113 

? 
3ATE 06/07/72 GENERAL ELEGTRIC COMPANY  AGE 63 
ICSE-PEU-ADV-DES-ENGR CUGENERATIBN TECHNOLBGY ALTERtqATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY BF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECONOMICS 
. - 
----------- FUEL USE IN  BTU*10**6----------- 
r*CBGENERATIBN CP.SE** ~rrdbC6GEN . CaGENr* PBWER COGEN O&M PGCIER FESR CAP1 TAL NORM S/KW R 0 1  LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PRBCS DISTIL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL SBAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRG 
MW MU =lox26 ( X I  RATIO 
GTRW12 2821 2 269. 0. 0. -269. 10. 276. 4. 4. 0.70 0.07 0.06 10.2 0.64 129.8-34 11.7 1.41 160 
GTRW12 2821 2 773. 0. 0. -773. 202. 920. 4. 82. 1.17 0.07 0.31 29.8 1.85 131.7 0 17.9 2.15 134 
GTRWl6 2821 2 269. 0. 0. -269. 10. 276. 4. 4. 0.70 0.07 0.06 10.4 0.65 132.1 -35 11.7 1.41 159 
GTRW16 28212 719. 0. 0. -719. 185. 861. 4.  75. 1.15 0.07 0.31 29.3 1 . 8 2  138.8 0 17,2 2,-07-132 
GTR308 2821 2 272. 0. 0. -272. 10. 276. 4.  4. 0.69 0.07 0.05 9.9 0.62 124.8-34 11.8 1.42160 
GTR300 28212 687. 0. 0. -687. 153. 756. 4. 62. 1.02 0.07 0.24 24.3 1.51 121.0 6 17.8 2 .14129 
GTR312 28212 268. 0. 0. -268. 10. 276. 4. 4 .  0.69 0.07 0.06 10.0 0.62 127.8 -33 11.7 1.40 161 
GTR3E2 28212 639. 
- 
0. 0. -639. 157. 769. 4. 64. 1.01 0.07 0.31 24.4 1.51 130.2 0 15.7 1 . 8 u 3 1  
GTR316 2821 2 268. 0. 0. -268. 10. 276. 4. 4, 0.70 0.07 0.06 10.2 0.64 130.0-34 11.7 1.41 160 
GTR316 2821 2 634. D. 0. -634. 154. 760. 4. 63. 1.03 0.07 0.31 25.2 1.56 135.4 0 15.8 1.90 131 
FCPADS 2827 2 272. 0. 0. -272. 10. 276. 4. 4 .  1.00 0.07 0.05 18.5 0.65 131.8 -33 12.2 1.46 159 
FCPADS 28212 121 8. 0, 0. -1218. 333. 1357. 4. 136. 14.73 0.07 0.28 79-4  4.93 222.5 0 43.0 S.16 190 
FCMCDS 2821 2 268. - 0. 0. -268. 10. 276. 4. 4. 0.97 0.07 0.07 10.7 0.66 136.3 -38 72.0 1.44 160 




GENERAL ELEc 13 1 C CUMPANY 
CBGENERATIOM TECHPIBLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 5 .2  
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE t3 ECUNBMICS 
----------- 
- 
FUEL USE IN BTUXlO**6----------- 
Y*CUGENERATlUN CASE** **NOCOGEN - COGEN** WWER CCJGEN OBH POWER FESR CAPITAL NCJRM S/KW RBI LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PRBCS DISTIL RESIDL CUAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REOD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRG 
MW MW RATIO * 10n.6 ( X I  11 ONOCGN 28213 0. 154. 452. 0. 0. 0. 55. 0. 0.16 11.73 0. 1 .2  1.00 219.6 8 17.6 1.00 80 
PFBSTM 28213 0. 132. 466. 0. 21. -15. 55. 1 .  0.4011.73 0.01 4 .6  3.7a 664.5 1 17.7 1.01 68 
TI STHT 2821 3 0. 156. 439. 0. -3. 13. 55. 2. 0.41 11.73 0.02 8.4 6.909130.4 0 18.3 1.04 62 
TISTMT 2821 3 0. 131. 464. 0. 23. -13. 55. 2. 0.57 11.73 0.02 10.7 8.821445.6 0 18.4 1.05 60 
TIHRSG 2821 3 0. 158. 443. 0. -5. 9. 55. 1. 0.33 11.73 0.01 8 .2  6.751073.4 0 18.3 1.04 59 
TIHRSB 29213 0. 132. 469. 0. 21. -17. 55: 1 .  0.4811.73 0.01 10.6 0.721386.0 0 16.5 1.05 56 
STIRL 28213 32. 130. 434. -32. 24. 18. 55. 2. 0.21 11.73 0.02 2.0 9.66 213.2 0 17.6 1.00 83 
STIRL 28213 0. 162. 434. 0. -8. 18. 55. 2. 0.21 11.73 0.02 2.0 1.66 213.3 16 17.4 0.99 83 
STlRL 28213 0. 130. 466. 0. 24. -14. 55. 2. 0.36 11.73 0.02 3.9 3.21 413.3 10 17.4 0.99 71 
HEGT60 2821 3 0. 120. 481. 0. 34. - 3 0 . A  55. 6. 0.73 11.73 0.01 17.8 14.69 767.0 0 18.9 1.07 67 
HEGTOO 28213 0. 131. 471. 0. 23. - 2 0 . A  55. 2. 0.38 11.73 0.01 7.7 6.38 775.3 0 18.0 1.02 62 
FCMCCL 2821 3 0.  127. 461. 0. 26. -9. 55. 3. 0 .4911.73 0.03 8 .9  7.35 895.0 1 .  17.8 1.02 66 
FCSTCL 2821 3 0. 125. 457. 0.  28. -6. 55. 4. 0 .6011.73 0.04 9.9 8.19 906.2 1 17.9 1.132 68 
IGGTST 28213 0. 129. 465. 0. 25. -14. 55. 3. 0 .5411.73 0.02 8.8 7.30 868.7 0 18.1 1.03 64 
GTSOAR 2821 8 0. 167. 423. 0. -13. 28. 55. 3. 0.23 11.73 0.02 3.3 2.72 278.7 10 17.4 0.99 78 
DEADV3 28213 H 0. 204. 3 6 C .  0. -50. 84. 55. 10. 0.45 l t . 7 3  0.06 8.4 6.91 304.0 4 17.7 1.01 81 
DEHTPM 2821 3 0. 164. 425. 0. - 1 1 .  26. 55. 3. 0.3211.73 S,03 4 .8  4.00 443.2 2 17.7 1.01 72 
2 
u 
GTR216 28213 44. 124. 416. -44. 29. 36. 55. " 4 .  0.2511.73 0.03 3.8 3.15 296.0 3 17.6 1.00-79 
GTRWOB 20213 64. 119. 397. -64. 35. 54. 55. 7. 0.30 11.73 0.04 5.1 4.21 270.6 0 17.8 1.02 80 
ZGTRW1228213 62. 119. 398. -62. 35. 54. 6 5 . -  7. 0 .3011.73 0.05 5.1 4.19 281.1 0 17.7 1.01 80 
DATE 06/07/iu 
I BSE-PE6-ADV-DES-ENGR 
QENERAL ELEC f R  I C COMPANY 
CCIQENERATIUN TECHNBb0QY ALTERIJATIVES STUDY 
REP0RT 5.2 
SUMtlARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE B ECCINBMICS 
----------- FUEL USE I N  BTU*lO*r.€i----------- 
*rCCiGENERATIBN CASE** %*NUCOGEN - CBGENx* POWER COQEN 0BM POWER FESR C A P I T A L  NORM S/KW ROI  L E V L  NORM WRTH 
ECS PRBCS D I S T I L  R E S I D L  COAL D I S T I L  R E S l D t  COAL REQD POWER /#EAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRQ 
MW MW RAT1 EI x l O r * 6  ( X I  
O T R 3 0 8 2 8 2 1 3  55. 123. 4 1 1 .  -55. 31. 41. 55. 5. 0 . 2 6 1 1 . 7 3  0.03 4.0 3.28 2 4 7 . 7  0 1 8 1 . 0 2  79 
GTR312  28213 50. 123. 4 1 0 .  -50. 3 1 .  41. 55. 5. 0.26 1 1 . 7 3  0 . 0 4  4 . 1  3.36 278.7 2 17.7 1.01 79 
Q T R 3 1 6 2 8 2 1 3  49. 1 2 3 .  4 1 1 .  -49 .  3 1 .  40. 55. 5. 0.26 1 1 . 7 3  0 . 0 4  4 . 2  3.50 292.3 0 $7.7 1 . 0 1  79 
F C P A D S 2 8 2 1 3  9 4 .  109 .  365. -94. 45. 86. 55. 1 0 .  1 . 2 0 1 1 . 7 3  0.06 7.0 CS.80 2 5 4 . 7  0 1 8 . 8  1 . 0 7  65 
FCMCDS 2 & 2 1 3  69. 115. 383. -69. 39. 68. 55. 8. 0 . 9 1 1 1 . 7 3  0.06 5.9 4.90 2 9 5 . 1  0 1 8 . 2  1.03 83 
- -, 
GENERAL ELEG fR1 C CaMPANY PAGE 66 
CUGEEIERATIf3N TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
0. -64. 103. 8. 8. 0.53 0.73 0.32 6.0 1.42 249.2 1 5  3.6 0.92 160 
0. -61. 103. 8. 8. 0.51 3.73 0.35 5.8 1..36 -7.43 21 3.4 0.88 163 
0. -65. 115. 9. 0.43 0.73 0.37 5.9 1.39 230.2 24 3.3 0.85 153 
8. 0.57 0.73 0.11 6.7 1.58 212.5 0 4.4 1.13137 
301. 5.31 0.73 0.37 90.2 21.34 114.3 0 38.710.06290 
8. 0.53 0.73 0.16 6 .2  1.47 208.8 0 4.1 1.06133 
STlGlO 28221 0. 264. 0. 0. -196. 269. 8. 28. 0.73 0.73 0.22 11.7 2.77 151.3 0 5.9 1.52 119 

DATE 06/07/iu GENERAL ELEo rR l C CBMPANY 
IgSE-PEO-ADV-DES-ENRR CUGENERATidN TECHN0LdGY ALTERFIATIVES STUDY 
REPORT 3.2 
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECUN3NlCS 
----------- 
-- FUEL IJSE I N  BTU*lO**6----------- 
**CUGENEEATION CASE** **NUCOGEN - COGEN** PUWER CBGEN OBM POlJER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW ROI LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PRBCS DISTIL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL CGAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST CBST EQVL CHRG ENRG 
MW MW R A T I O  nlOxx6 ( X I  , ONDCGN 28241 0. 114. 263. 0. 0. 0. 32. 0. 0.21 3.64 0. 1.8 1.00 174.4 0 11.9 1.00 80 
STM141 28241 0. 116. 252. 0. -2. 10. 32. 1. 0.30 3.64 0.02 2.9 1.59 242.5 7 11.1 1.00 83 
STM141 2C211 0. 75. 293. 0. 38. -30. F 32. 1. 0.49 3.64 0.02 5.2 2.87 437.7 6 11.1 0.99 74 
STM!41 28241 0. 75. 293. 0. 38. -30. A 32. 1. 0.43 3.64 0.02 4.5 2.52 383.4 10 10.9 0.98 75 
STMOB0 28241 0. 115. 256. 0. -1. 7. 32. 1. 0.28 3.64 0.01 2.4 1.35 215.7 5 1 1 .  1.00 85 
STM088 28241 0. 76. 295. 0. 37. - 3 2 . F  32. 1 .  0.47 3.64 0.01 4.7 2 . 1  417.4 6 11.1 1.00 72 ! 
PFDSTM 28241 0. 73. 289. 0. 41. -26. 32. 2. 0.56 3.64 0.04 7.0 3.86 524.4 6 
TI STPIT 2824 1 0. 119. 235. 0. -6. 27. 32. 3. 0.58 3.64 0.06 13.6 7.55 951.2 0 
TISTMT 28241 0. 70. 285. 0. 43. -22. 32. 3. 0.82 3.64 0.06 17.4 9.64 1214.7 0 12.2 1.10 75 1 
TI HRSG 28241 0. 121. 247. 0. -7. 16. 32. 2, 0.47 3.64 0.02 12.7 7.04 912.1 0 12.3 1.11 69 ll 
II TI HRSO 20241 0. 74. 294. 0. 40. -31. 32. 2. 0.70 3.64 0.02 16.4 9.08 1177.6 0 12.4 1 67 STlRL 28241 62. 68. 227. -62. 46. 36. 38. 4, 0.30 3.64 0.05 3.7 2.05 204.6 0 11.3 5-01 93 
STlRL 28241 0. 129. 227. 0. -16. 36. 32. 4. 0.30 3.64 0.05 3.7 2.05 204.8 14 10.9 0.97 92 
STlRL 28241 0. 68. 280. 0. 46. -26. 32. 4. 0.51 3.64 0.05 6.5 3.62 361.8 12 10.6 0.95 83 I 
HEGT6O 28241 0. 56. 308. 0. 58. -45.A 32. 9. 0.95 3.64 0.03 23.8 13.21 677.8 0 12.5 1.12 81 
MEGTOO 28241 0. 71. 299. 0. 43. -36. A 32. 3. 0.55 3.64 0.02 11.9 6.58 647.0 0 11.6 1.04 72 ! H FCMCCL 28241 0. 65. 280. 0. 49. -If, 32. 6. 0.73 3.64 0.09 13.8 7.64 740.9 4 .  11.3 1.02 83 f FCSTCL 28241 0. 60. 272. 0. 54. -9. 32. 8. 0.89 3.64 0.12 15.9 8.79 748.7 4 71.2 1.01 90 h :  11 I GGTST 28241 z :  35. 21 2. 66. 287. 0. 48. -25. 32. 5. 0.73 3.64 0.06 13.7 7.60 695.1 2 t i . 5  1.03 80 GTSBAR 26241 0. -22. 51. 32. 6. 0.31 3.64 0.08 5.0 2.79 235.4 12 10.8 0.97 93 
A DATE 06/07/75 I8SE-PEB-ADV-DES-ENGR GE,ERAL ELEC fR I C COMPANY CUOENERATIUN TECHNOLUOY ALTEffdATIVES STUDY REPORT 5.2  SUMMARY UF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECUNUH1CS 
------ ---- - FUEL USE I N  BTUxlO*x6----------- 
X*CUGENERATlaN-CASE*% XzNBCOGEN - CBGENW POWER CUQEN O W  PUWER FESR CAPITAL NOW S/KW RCll CEVL Wf?t4 mm 
ECS PROCS Dl ST1 L RESI DL COAL Dl ST1 L RESl DL COAL REQD FVWER /HEAT COST CUST EOVL CHW ENRQ 
MW MW RAT I 0 r l  O**6 CX) 
QTR216 28241 80.- 59. 198. -80. 55. 65. 32. 8. 0.34 3.64 0.11 5.9 3.29 252.9 5 11.1 1-00 98 
QTRWO8 28241 114. 50. 167. -114. 64. 96. 32. 12. 0.41 3.64 0.12 7.6 4.23 229.2 0 11.4 1.02101 
GTRW1228241 110. 50. 166. -110. 64. 96. 32. 12, 0.40 3.64 0.13 7 .6  4.23 236.7 3 11.2 1.01 103 
QTRWI 6 28241 103. 52. 174. -103. 62. 88. 32. 11. 0.40 3.64 0-13 7.6 4.19 250.5 3 11.3 1.01 101 
GTR308 28241 98. 57. 190. -98. 57. 73. 32. 9. 0.35 3.64 0.09 6.1 3.36 211.5 0 1 1-03 97 
GTR312 20241 92. 56. 187. -92. 58. 76. 32. 9. 0.36 3.64 0.11 6.3 3.47 232.1 4 11.2 1.00 99 
GTR31628241 91. 56. 188. -91. 58. 74. 32. 9. D.36 3.34 0.11 6.5 3.60 242.9 3 11.2 1.01 99 
FCPADS 28241 176. 3G. 101. -176. 83. 161. 32. 20. 2.16 3.64 0.18 12.4 6-83 233.1 0 13.4 1.2JA.113 































DATE 06/07/73 GENERAL ELECTRtC CdMPANY 11 71 i 
IKSE-PEB-ADV-DES-ENGR COGENERATION TECHEHILUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY ! 
REPORT 5.2 * e 
SUMMARY UF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 4 ECUN6MICS m 
" - *  
----------- F E L  USE IN BTU*10**6----------- 
x*C(SGENERATlt%4 eP.SE** **NOCOGEN - COGEN*U POWER CUQEN OIMi POWER FESR CAPITAL NOW S/KW ROI LEVL WRfl WRTH 
ECS PRUCS DISTIL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REGID POWER /HEAT . COST COST EQVL CHRQ ENW 
MW MW RATIO rIOx*6 cX> 
- I 
I 
GTRA12 28242 61 . 1 1 ,  37. -61, 43. 53. 1 1 .  6. 0.30 1 .  0.24 5.0 3.30 279.8 8 4.8 0,s 122 ' -I 
GTRA16 28242 59. 12. 41. -59. 42. 50. 11. 6. 0.30 1.63 0.22 5.1 3.36 294.4 7 4.8 0.98120 j j  
GTR208 28242 54. 14. 48. -54. 40. 42. 11. 5. 0.27 1,63 0.19 4.1 2.70 258.2 8 4.8 0.9B117 i 
. GTR212 28242 57. 14. 45. -57. 40. 45. _ 11. 3. 0.28 1 6  3-30 4.4 2.91 267.2 7 4.8 O,P8 118 i 
GTR216 28242 Sf. 13. 44. - 5 .  41. 46, 11. 6. 0.28 1.63 0.27 4.6 3.02 277.2 8 4.8 0.98 119 , ,  1 
GTRbIO8 28242 76. 8. 26. -76. 46. 64. 11. B. 0.a3 1.63 0.24 5.8 3.81 260.4 4 5.0 1.01 123 v I 
GTRW I 2  28242 76. 7. 24. -76. 47. 66. 11. 8. 0.33 7.63 0.26 5.9 3.87 266.3 5 4.9 1-00 125 1 1  
GTRWlG 28242 72. 8. 28. -72. 46. 62. 11. 8. 0.33 1.63 0.25 5.9 3.88 279.4 5 4,s 1.00-123 I / 
GTR308 26212 65. 12. 48. -65. 42. 49. 11. 6. 0.29 1-63 0.17 4.6 2.99 238.7 1 5 .0 1-02 116 i 1 
GTR312 28242 67. 1 1 .  35. -67. 44, 55. 1 1 .  7. 0.30 1.63 0.22 5.0 3.27 254.2 5 4.9 0.99 f21 
6TR316 28242 67. 1 1  36. -67. 43. 54. 11. 7 .  0.31 1.63 0.21 5.2 3.40 266.2 4 4.9 1 . 0 0  120 
f 
. FCPADS 28242 106. 0. 0. -106. 54. 90. 11, 11. 1.47 1.63 0.27 8.0 5.25 257.2 0 6.5 1.31 142 
FCPADS 28242 135. 0. 0. -135. 64. 124. 11. 15. 1.82 1.63 0.28 9.7 6.39 245.5 0 7.3 1.49 134 
FCMCDS 28242 93. 0. 0. -93. 54. 90. 11. 1 1.36 1.63 0.35 9.1 5-34 297.8 0 5.9 1.13350 
FCMCDS 26242 99. . 0. 0. -99. 56. 98. 1 12. 1.38 1.63 0.3% 8.4 5-53 291.6 0 5.9 1-23 139 
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PAGE 72 
----------- FUEL USE IN BTUulOrr6----------- 
**COGEFIERATIBN CASE** **NUCBGEN - COGEN** POWER CBQEN 0BM PCIIJER FESR CAPITAL NORM SIKW RtYI LEVL NtlRM WRTH 
ECS PRBCS DISTIL RESIDL GdAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REQD PUMER JHEAT CUST CaS? EQVL CHRO ENRQ 
MW RATIO *10**6 I % >  
ONOCGN 28651 0. 11. 401. 0 .  0. 0. F 4. 0. 1.73 0.03 0. 29.1 1.00 165.7 0 15.3 1-00 80 
STM141 28851 0. 382. 0. 0. -372. 401. 4. 4. 1.17 '0.03 0.07 20.1 0.69. 111.0 -18 14.3 1.17 I 5 3  
STM141 28651 0. 511. 0. 0. -422. 664. 4. 36. 1.09 0.03 0.32 22.0 0.76 100.7 -5 12.3 1.00131 
i 1 PFBSTM 28651 0. 0. 303. 0. 11. 18. 4. 4. 2.28 0.03 0.07 34.4 1.18 189.8 3 12.4 1.01 135 
PFBSTM 28651 0. 0. 595. 0. 137. 230. 4. 56. 3.66 0.03 0.38 47.3 1.62 194.2 15 9.3 0.75,111 
TISTMT 28651 0. 383. 0. 0. -372. 401. 4. 4. 1.36 0.03 0.07 28.7 0.99 158.5999 15.5 1.26.146 
0. 549. 0. 0. -439. 732. 4. 45. 3.00 0.03 0.35 87.3 3.00 379.8 0 20.8 1.69 120 
TISTMT 28651 0. 0. 383. 0. 11. 18. 4. 4. 2.46 0.03 0.07 45.9 1.51 242.5 0 .  13.6 1.11 132 1 
HEGTOO 28851 0. 0. 400. 0. 11. l . A  4. 4. 2.23 0.03 0.03 39.3 1.35 211.2 0 13.2 1.07128 
- HEGTOO 2SG51 0. 0. 785. 0. 129. 1 2 . A  4. 53. 3.60 0.03 0.15 85.2 2.93 264.9 8 17.1 1.39 87 
0. 0. 622. 0. 11. -221. 4. 4. 2.38 0.03 -0.51 43.2 1.48 237.1 0 17.5 1 . 4 3  68 
1075. 235. 76. 4. 96. 5.78 0.03 0.22 104.2 3.58 330,8 0 18.6 1.51 96 
11. -220. 4. 4. 2.40 0 .03-0.51 42.4 1.45 232.9 0 17.5 1.42 68 
FCSTCL 2t3G51 380. 303. 4. 155. 7.23 0.03 0.34 129.9 4.46 332.7 1 16.4 1 .33103 
I GGTST 28651 626. 11. -225. 4. 4. 2.35 0 .03-0.52 40.6 1.39 221.2 0 17.3 1.41 67 
1242. 0. 267. 18. 4. 109. 3.46 0.03 0.19 101.1 3.47 277.7 0 1 3  1.33 87 
GTSBAR 28651 0.  390. 0. 0. -379. 401. 4. 4. 1.09 0.03 0.05 21.3 0.73 116.1 -20 14.5 1.18150 
GTSCfAR 28651 0. 709. 0. 0. -561. 859. 4. 60. 1.51 0.03 0.30 32.0 1.10 115.6 0 15.1 1.22 121 
,r 
DATE 06/07/73 rAGE 73 
I gSE-PEG-P.DiJ-DES-EtlGR 




. -541. 959. 
EWA3 20651 0. 1628. 0. 0. -1205. 1779. 
GTRAOB 28651 875. 0. -675. 224. 1116. 
GTR206 2865! 369. 0. -389. 1 1 .  401. 
GTR216 28551 389. 
DATE 06/07i'fd 
I &SE-PEO-ADV-DES-ENGR I 1 
T 
GENERAL ELEcTRI C CBMPANY 
CdGEFIERAT I ON TECHNOLdGY ALTEHI I P J I  VES STUDY 
REPBRT 5 .2  
SU?lFlAKf I?F FlJEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECDNCrlll CS 
GTRIIOB 29651 1066. 0. 0. -1OGS. 269. 7265. 4. 110. 
GTR316 26651 391 . 0. 0. -39'1. 11. 407. 4. 4. 3.109 0,03 0.05 21.4 0.74 116.8-35 17.1 1.39154 I GTH316 2BGS1 913. 0. 0. - -913.  222. 1109. 4. 91. 1.72 0.03 0.31 38.9 7-34 115.7 0 22.2 1.81 133 FCPP,GS 2C651  356. 0. 0. -396. 1 1 .  401. 4 ,  4. 1.43 0.03 0.04 23.0 0.79 124.3-46 17.8 1.45152 FCPUCG 28651 1824. 0. 0. -1824. 498. 2032. 4. 203. 21.50 0-03 0.28 124.1 4.26 205.6 0 62.6 5.09190 FCNCDS 28851 391. 0. 0. -397. 1 401. 4. 4. 1.41 0.03 0.05 23.2 0.80 126.4-46 17.6 1.43153 d FCMCnS PCG5I 1330. 0. 0. -1330. 394. 1684. 4. 161. 16.24 0.03 0.36 107.5 3.69 234.2 0 45.9 3.z3-168 
0 0 0 c 0 0 ( 0 0 m 0 m  
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DATE 06/07/7s GENERAL ELEc FR I C CBI'IPANY 
I2SE-PEG-ADV-DES-EtlGR CBGENERP.Tl ON TECH1 ldLOGY ALTERIJATI VES STUDY 
KEPdRT 5.2 
SUMflP,RY 8F FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECOtlGMICS 
0. -1218. 319. 1419. 6. 130. 
0. -392. 15. 402. 
0. -1077. 240. 1156. 6. 98. 1.32 0.07 0.23 33.7 1.64 106.7 0 26.9 2.34131 
0. -391. 15. 402. 6. 6. 0.86 0.07 0.06 14.3 0.70 124.7-44 16.6 1.45159 
0. -951. 234. 1136. 6. 95. 1.28 0.07 0.31 32.6 1.59 116.9 0 22.6 1.96-132 
0. -391. 15. 402. 6. 6. 0.86 0.07 0.06 14 .5  0.71 126.7 -45 16.7 1.45 158 
0. -942. 230. 1122. 6. 94. 1.30 0.07 0.30 33.5 1.63 121.4 0 22.7 1.97131 
0. -396. 15. 402. . 6. 6. 1.35 0.07 0.05 15.3 0.73 131.7-57 17.4 1.52157 

II DATE 0 6 / 0 7 / 7 ~  I&SE-BEB-ADV-DES-ENBR GENERAL ELECTRIC CUMPANY C6GEMERATIUN TECHNULdGY ALTERitIATIVES STUDY PAGE 78 Y I
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY BF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECONBMICS W 
----------- FUEL IJSE IN  BTU*l0**6----------- 
**CtTGEFIERATI ON CP.SEr:* **iJCICUGEN - CBGEN** POWER CBGEN OBM PBWER FESR CAP1 TAL NURM S/KW RBI LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PRMCS DISTIL RESlDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL CdAL REQD POWER /HEAT CUST COST EQVL CHRG ENRD 
M\J *,. MW RAT1 d *10**6 ( X I  
ONBCGN 28654 0. 2. 265. 0. 0. 0 . F  1. 0. 1.07 0.01 0. 16.7 1.00 220.8 0 7.4 1.00 80 
STM141 26654 0. 262. 0. 0. -260. 265. 1. 1. 0.72 0.01 0.02 8.4 0.50 109.0-17 9.1 1 .23157 
STM141 28654 0. 278. 0. 0. -266. 298. 1. 5. 0.62 0.01 0.10 8.6 0.51 105.5 -15 8.8 1.19 121 
' STP1142 28654 0. 0. 262. 0. 2. 3 . F  1 .  1. 1.46 0.01 0.02 19.8 1.18 257.9 0 8.0 1.07130 
STM141 28654 0. 0. 278. 0. 12. 2 0 . F  1. 5. 1.24 0.01 -0.10 18.6 1.11 228.6 14 7.1 0.97 35 
STMl4l 28654 0. 0. 262. 0. 2. 3 . A  1. 1 .  1.40 0.01 0.02 19.1 1.T4 249.5 0 7.8 1 .06130  
STM141 20654 0. 0. 278. 0. 12. 2 0 . A  1. 5. 1.10 0.01 0.10 13.6 0.81 166.4 999 6.5 0.87 101 1 
PFESTM 28654 0. 0. 262. 0. 2. 3. 1. 1. 1.35 Q.O1 0.02 18.8 1.12 244.7 0 7.8 1.05 130 ,. 
PFBSTM 2e65-3 0. 0. 314. . 0. 31. 48. 1. 13. 1.77 0.01 8.20 23.2 1.39 252.6 5 7.4 0.99 97 : 
TISTMT 26654 0. 262. 0. 0. -260. 265. 1. 1. 0.72 0.01 0.02 10.4 0.62 135.1 -22 9.4 1.26152 
TISTMT 28654 C. 336. 0. 0. -291. 411. 1. 19. 1.83 0.01 0.26 55.5 3.31 563.5 0 14.2 1.92 112 
TI  STFIT 2065.1 0. 0. 262. 0. 2. 3. 1. 1. 1.41 0.01 0.02 21.2 1.26 276.0 0 8.1 1.09129 
TI STPIT 26554 0. 0. 336. 0. 45. 75. 1. 19. 2.60 0.01 0.26 70.8 4.23 718.9 0 12.6 1.70 104 
II TI HRSG 26654 0. 264. 0. 5 .  -262. 265. 1. 1.  0.69 0.01 0.01 11.3 0.67 146.0 -25 9.5 1.28 143 TIHRSF 2G654 0. 368. 0. 0. -331. 363. 1 . '  15. 1.77 0.01 0.13 57.7 3.45 535.0 0 15.8 2.131QO II TI  I-IRSG 20654 0. 0. 264. 0. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1.38 0.01 0.01 22.4 1.34 289.4 0 8.2 1.11 127 TI HRSG 28G54 0. 0. 368. 0. 37. 15. 1. 15. 2.60 0.01 0.13 74.0 4.42 686.5 0 14.1 2-90 91 
II HEGTOO 28654 0. 0. 265. 0. 2, -0. A 1. 1. 1.23 0.01 0.00 18.9 1.13 242.9 O 7.7 1.04 129 HEGTOO 28654 0. 0. 475. 0. 60. -15. A 1. 25. 2.07 0.01 0.09 3S.6 2.96 356.3 0 11.0 1.49 81 II FCIICCL 28654 0. 0. 262. 0. 2. 2. 1. 1. 1.31 0.01 0.01 21.5 1.28 279.7 0 8.1 1.09128 FCMCCL 28654 0. 0. 468. 0. 102, 133. 1. 42. 3.00 0.01 0.33 57.0 3.40 415.8 0 9.6 1.30 105 
FCSTCL 28654 0. 0. 262. 0. 2. 2. 1. 1. 1.35 0.01 0.02 21.4 1.28 278.7 0 8.1 1.09 128 
FCSTCL 28654 0. 0. 498. 0. 121. 165. 1. 49. 3.31 0.01 0.36 61.6 3.68 421.7 0 9.6 1.29 108 1; 
- 
1 F 
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I 
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECONOMICS II 
. N 
----------- 
. -"- FUEL USE I N  BTU*10**6----------- 
E*CCIGENERATIdN CASE** *%NOCOGEN - COGEN** POWER CBGEN U&M POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW RUf LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PRBCS DlSTlL RESIDL CBAL DlSTlL RESIDL COAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRO ENRQ 
MU M\J RAT I (I 81 0x16 ( X I  i 
DEHTPM 28654 0.. 263. 0. 0. -261. 265. 1. 1. 0.66 0.01 0.01 9.3 0.55 120.4 -19 9 .2  1.24 153 I 
DEHTPM 28G54 0. 510. 0. 0. -410. 593. 1. 41. 1.49 0.01 0.26 38.9 2.32 260.2 0 15.0 1-75 113 I 
GTSdAD 28654 263. 0. 0. -263. 2. 265. 1. 1. 0.59 0.01 0.01 8.1 0.48 105.2 -25 10.7 1.44 162 I 
GTSUAD 28654 485. 0. 0. -485. 102. 600. 1. 42. 0.70 0.01 0.31 16.8 1-00 118.3999 12.2 1.65135 
GTR.400 28654 263. 0. 0. -263. 2. 265. 1. 1. 0.59 0.01 0.01 8.3 0.50 107.9 -26 10.7 1.45 161 
GTRAOC 28654 803. 0. 0. -803. 206. 948. 1. 84. 1.28 0.01 0.30 34.0 2.03 144.7 0 18.0 2.42 138 
GTRA12 28654 263. 0. 0. -263. 2. 265. 1. 1. 0.59 0.01 0.01 8.3 0.49 107.1 -26 10.7 1.45 162 
GTRA12 28654 747. 0. 0. -747. 192. 902. 3 .  78. 1.21 0.01 0.32 3 1.89 144.3 0 16.7 2.2-5-137 
GTRA16 26654 263. 0. 0. -263. 2. 265. 1. 1. 0.59 0.01 0.01 8.3 0.50 108.0 -26 10.7 1.45 161 
OTRA16 28654 691 . 0. 0. -691. 173. 839. 1. 71. 1 - 1 9  0.01 0.32 31.0 1.85 153.2 0 16.0 2.17 135 
GTROOB 28654 263. 0. 0. -263. 2. 265. 1. 1. 0.59 0.01 0.01 8.2 0.49 106.9 -26 10.7 1.45 162 
OTR208 28554 595. 0. 0. -595. 137. 717. 1. 56. 0.97 0.01 0.30 23.4 1.40 134-4 0 14.3 1 .94133 i 
GTR212 28654 263. 0. 0. -263. 2. 265. 1. 1. 0.59 0.01 0.01 8.3 0.49 107.2 -26 90.7 1.45 162 
.GTR212 28654 619. 0. 0. -619. 147. 751. 1. 60. 1.03 0.01 0.31 25.3 1.51 139.5 0 14.7 1.99 134 
GTR216 28654 263. 0. 0. -263. 2. 265. 1. 1. 0.59 0.01 0,al 3.3 0.49 107.3 -26 10.7 1.45 162 
GTR216 28054 626. 0. 0. -626. 152. 766. 1. 62. 1.08 0.01 0.32 27.2 1.62 148.2 0 14.8 2.00 134 
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SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECONOMICS 
----------- FUEL USE I N  BTUSlO*r6----------- 
**COGENERATiUN CASE*x *=NUCOGEN - COGENx* POWER COGEN OBM POWER FESR CAPlTAL NCllRn S/KW RUi 1 N L  NaRM WRTM 
ECS PRdCS DISTIL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REOD POWER /HEAT C6ST COST- EQVL CHRG ENRO 
MW MW RAT1 6 * lO**6 ( X I  
OPlUCGN 28691 0. 4. 12. 0. 0. 0. F 2. 0. 0.81 0.04 0. 12.0 1-00 252.8 0 2.6 1.00- 80 
PFBSTM 28691 0. 0. 0. 0. 4. 12. 2. 2. 1.24 0.04 1.00 15.9 1.32 332.5 0 3.0 1.15252 
PFBSTM 28691 0. 0. 0. 0. 15. 49. 2. 6. 1.24 0.04 1.GO 16.0 1.33 297.1 12 2,T 0.83212 
TI HRSG 28691 0. 0. 0. 0. 4. 12. 2.  2. 1.32 0.04 1 .OO 23.3 1.93 469.7 0 3.; 1-49 25_2 
TIHRSG 28691 0. 0. 0. 0. 24. 81. 2. 10. 1.94 0.04 1.00 53.8 4.46 767.7 0 6.2 2.43 :!I9 
HEGTOO 26591 0. 0. 0. 0. 4. 12. A 2. 2. 1.09 0.04 1.00 17.1 1.42 342.9 0 2.9 1.14250 
HEGTOO 28691 0. 0. 0. 0, 37. 125.A 2. 15. 1.49 0.04 1-00 35.5 2.95 409.4 4 2.8 f . l Q 1 8 7  
FCMCCL 28691 0. 0. 284. 0. 62. -76. 2. 25. 2.06 0.01 -0.05 39.9 3.31 478.4 0 6.9 2.67 91 
GTSOAR 28691 0. 18. 0. 0. -14. 12. 2. 2. 0.54 0.04-0.10 6.8 0.56 138.9999 1.8 0.68125 
GTACO8 28691 0. 19. 0. 0. -15. 12. 
2. 
2. 0.52 0.04 0.01 
 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 -0.19 6.5 0.54 135.2 999 1.8 0.68 116 
GTAC12 28691 0. 17. 0. 0. -13. 12. 2. 0.52 0.04-0.05 6.4 0.53 134.0999 1.7 0.66132 
GTAC16 28691 0. 16. 0. 0. -12. 12. 2. 6.5 C.54 134.4999 1.7 0.65139 
GTWCl6 20691 0. 16. 0. 0. -13. 12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 -0.02 6.7 0.55 136.3 999 1.7 0.66 135 
GTSUAD 28691 18. 0. 0. -18. 4. 12. 2. 2. 0.52 0.04 -0.10 6.4 0.53 132.2 999 1.8 0.71 128 
GTRAO8 26691 14. 0. 0. -14. 4. 12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 0.10 8.8 0.57 139.1899 1.8 0.68150 
' GTRAl2 20691 14. 0. 0. -14. 4. 12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 0.11 6.7 0.56 138.3 999 1 7  0.68 151 ., 
GTRA 1 6 28691 15. 0. 0. -15. 4.  12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 0.Oe 6.9 0.57 140.9999 1.8 0.69148 
GTR208 20691 16. 0. 0. -16. 4. 12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04-0.00 8.7 0.56 1 3 7 . 8 9 9 9 -  1.8 0.70338 
GTR212 28691 16. 0. 0. -16. 4 .  12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 0.03 6.8 0.56 138.9999 1.8 0.70142 
GTR216 28691 15. 0. 0. -15. 4.  12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 0.05 6.8 0.56 139,4999 1.8 0.69144 
GTRH08 20691 15. 0. 0. -15. 4, 12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 0.09 6.9 0.57 139.7999 1.8 0.69148 
GIRW 1 2 26631 14. 0. 0. -14. 4. 12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 0.12 6.9  0.57 140.6999 1.8 0.68152 
GTRWI 6 28691 14. ' 0. 0. -14. 4 . 12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 0.10 7.0 0.58 143-0899 1.8 0.69150 
GTRSOO 29691 17. 0. 0. -17. 4. 12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 -0.03 6.7 0.55 135.0 999 1.8 0.71 135 
GTR312 28691 15. 0. 0. -15. 4. 12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 0.06 6.8 0.57 139.9999 1.8 0.69146 
GTR316 20691 15. 0. 0. -15. 4 .  12. 2. 2. 0.53 0.04 0.05 6.9 0.37 141.9 999 1.8 0.70 144 
FCPADS 28691 13. 0. 0. -13. 4. 12. 2. 2. 0.62 0.04 0.16 7.0 0.58 142.2 999 1.8 0.71 157 




GENERAL ELEcrRlC COMPANY 
CBGEMERATI(TN TECHNBLUGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPURT 5.2 
SUMMARY BF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECBNBMICS 
----------- FUEL USE IN BTU*IO**6----------- 
**CUGENERATIUN CASE%* x*NOCOGEN - COGEN** POWER COGEN OBM POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW ROI  LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PRBCS DISTIL RESIDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL COAL REQD POWER /HEAT CUST CUST EOVL CHRG ENRQ 
MW Mw % RAT 10 =19*86 ( X )  
GTR312 28692 498. 0. 0. -498. 122. 586. 6. 50.  u.87 10.13 0.30 20.3 1.56 139.5 0 12.5 1.60129 
OTR316 28692 21 3. 0. 0. -213. 14. 223. 6. -?. " 2.8- 0.13 0.10 9.7 0.74 154.5-37 9.2 1.32159 
GTR316 28692 491 . 0. 0. -491. 120. 577. 6. 49. 0.89 10.13 0.30 20.9 1.61 143.5 0 12.5 1.80 129 
FCPADS 28692 21 7. 0. 0. -217. 14. 223. 6. 6 .  1.09 0.13 0.08 9.8 0.75 154.2-46 9.8 1.41158 
I FCPADS 28592 882. 0. 0. -882. 241. 983. 6. 98. 1 0 . 3 0 0 . 1 3 0 . 2 8  58.1 4 . 4 6 2 2 4 . 6  0 3 0 . 6 4 . 4 0 1 7 2  FCMCDS 28692 21 1 . 0. 0. -211. 14. 223. 6. 6. 1.06 0.13 0.11 10.1 0.77 163.0-46 9.5 1.37160 FCMCDS 20692 644. 0. 0. -644. 191. 815. 6. 78. 7.74 0.13 0.36 50.1 3.84 265.6 0 22.6 3.25155 
DATE 06/07/73 
IBSE-PE6-ADV-DES-ENGR 
GENERAL ELEC FRl C COMPANY 
COGEPIERATI ON TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATI VES STUDY 
REPURT 5.2 
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECONCIMICS 
---------.-- 
It 
FUEL USE I N  BTU*lO**6----------- 
**COGENERATIBN CASE** **NOCUGEN - COGEN** POWER COOEN UBM POWER FESR CAPITAL NClM S/KW ROl LNL NOW WRTH " 
ECS PRUCSDlSTlLRCSlDL COAL DISTILRESIDL COAL REQD PUWER /HEAT COST COST EOVL CHRO ENRO 
M W MW RATIO =10=*6 ( X I  
ONOCQM 28693 0. 9. 400. 0. 0. 0. F 4. 0 .  1.38 0.04 0. 22.7 1.00 188.3 0 11.1 1-00 80 
STM 1 4 1 28693 0. 385. 0. 0. -376. 400. 4 .  4. 0.96 0.04 0.06 13.7 0.60 109.3 '20 13.5 1.21 156 
STM141 28693 0. 445, 0. 0, -400. 523. 4. 19. 0.86 0.04 0.22 15.6 0.69 109.6 -17 12.6 1.13 132 
. STMI41 28693 0. 0. 385. 0. 9. 15. F 4. 4. 1.94 0.04 0.08 28.6 1.26 229.4 0 11.5 1.03233 
STM141 28693 0 .  0. 445. 0. 46. 7 8 . F  4. 19. 1.75 0.04 0.22 29.1 1-26 204.0 19 9.6 0.86109 
STM141 28693 0. 0. 385, 0. 9. 15. A 4. 4. 1.85 0.04 0.06 26.9 1.18 215.3 4 11.2 1.31 133 
STM741 28693 0. 0. 445. 0. 46. 78. A 4. 19. 1.37 0.04 0.22 20-7 0.91 143.4 999 8.5 0.76 115 
STMOS8 28603 0. 385. Q.  0. -376. 400. 4. 4. 0.94 0.04 0.06 12.2 0.54 97.9 -17 13.3 1.20-159 
STtlOd6 28693 0. 423. 0. 0. -391. 477. 4. 13. 0.82 0.04 0.17 13.9 0.61 102.4 -16 12.e 1-15 138 
STMOO8 28693 0. 0. - 385. 0. 9. 15. F 4. 4. 1.96 0.04 0.06 28.9 1.27 231 -0  0 11.5 1.04 152 
STMOB8 28693 0. 0. 423. 0. 32. 54. F 4. 13. 1.64 0.04 0.17 26.9 1.18 197.6 22 9.9 9.89 11s 
STI.1088 28693 0 ,  0. 385. 0. 9. 15. A 4. 4. 1 .a8 0.04 0.06 26.7 1.18 214.0 3 11 2 1.0_1_134 
STMOOO 28693 0. 0. 423. 0. 32. 54. A 4. 13. 1.5: 0.04 0.17 19.6 0.36 144.2 999 9.9 0.81 121 
PFDSTM 28693 0. 0. 386. 0. 9. 15. 4. 4. 1.92 0.04 0.06 27.9 - 1.23 223.2 0 11.4 1.02 133 
PFBSTM 20693 0. 0. 503. 0. 78. 127. 4. & 2.65 0.04 0.29 35.0 1.54 219.5 1 2  9.7 0.87 105 
TlSTMT 28693 0. 385. 0. 0. -377. 400. 4. 4. 1.21 0,04 0.06 25.0 1.10 200.2 0 1S.C 1.35144 
TISTt-1T 26693 0. 530. 0. 0. -435. 687. 4. 3s. 2.71 0.04 0.32 81.2 3-37 485.3 0 20.3 1.83117 
TI STPIT 28693 0. 0. 385. 0. 9. 15. 4. 4. 2.09 0.04 0.06 36.9 1.62 295.0 0 12.5 1.12129 
TI STPIT 20693 0. 0. 547. 0, 105. 175. 4. 43. 3.82 0.04 0.34 109.0 4.80 631.8 3 17.6 1.58 109 
. T1HRSB 28693 0. 392. 0. 0. -383. 400. 4. 4. 1.22 0.04 0.04 27.6 1.21 217.4 0 15.4 1.38 140 
TIHRSG 28693 0. 408. 0. 0. -438. 536. 4. 20. 2.36 0.04 0.17 72.9 3.21 470.5 0 21.1 1.89 109 
TI HRSQ 28693 3. 0. 392. 0. 9. 9. 4.  4. 2.21 0.04 0.04 43.7 1.93 345.0 0 13.5 1.21 126 
TI HRSG 28693 0. 0. 501. 0. 65. 53. 4. 22. 3.40 0.04 0.18 98.7 4-35 621.7 0 19.0 1.71 100 
- ST1 RL 20653 392. 0. 0. -392. 9. 400. 4. 4. 0.99 0.04 0.04 18.2 0-80 143.0 -59 16.7 ;.SO 1% 
ST1 RL 28693 660. 0. 0. -660. 120. 771. 4. 49. 1.59 0.04 0.26 37.2 1-64 181.2 0 20.5 1.85 122 
ST1 RL 28693 0. 392. 0. 0. -383. 400. 4 4. 0.99 0.04 0.04 18.2 0.80 143.1 -36 14.2 1.27 148 
ST1 RL 28693 0. 660. 0. 0. -541. 771. 4.  49. 1.59 0.04 0.26 37.3 1.64 181.4 0 16.3 1.46 113 
STlRL 28693 0. 0. 392. 0. 9. 8, 4. 4. 1.82 0.04 0.04 28.6 1.27 225.7 0 11.4 1.03130 
STlRL 28693 0. 0. 692. 0. 133. 123. 4. 54. 2.92 0.04 0.27 68.8 3.03 320.3 2 12.5 1.13 94 
HEGT85 28693 0. 0. 404. 0, 9. -3. A 4. 4. 1.82 0.04 0.01 32.6 1.43 250.1 0 12.1 1,09125 
HEGT85 28693 0. 0. 2919. 0. 683. -262. A 4. 279. 10.24 0.04 0.13 269.1 11.65 310.3 0 37,s 3.41 121 
HEGTGO 20693 0. 0. 402. 0. 9, -2. A 4. 4. 1.82 0.04 0.02 32.3 1.42 240-5 0 12.0 1.08126 
g- HEGTGO- 20693 0. 0. 1163. 0. 224. -42. A 4. 91. 4-69 Q.04 0.14 121.0 5.33 343.0 0 21.2 1.90 90 
: HEGTOO 20693 0. 0. 400. 0. . 9. -0. A 4. 4.  1.83 0.04 0.02 31.9 1.40 246.2 0 12.0 1.08 127 
HEGTOO 28693 0. 0. 675. 0. 91. -1 .  A 4. 37. 2.7b 0.04 0.12 66.3 2.92 315-9 0 15.1 1.36 63 
'i. FCMCCL 28693 0. 0. 430. 0. 9. -30. 4. 4. f .94 0.04 -0.05 34.3 1.51 272.3 0 12,s 1.16 118 
I FCMCCL 28693 0 ,  0. 739. 0. 162. 172. 4. 66. 4.28 0.04 0.31 79.4 3.49 366-3 0 14.1 1,26101 
3 FCSTCL 28693 0. 0. 429. 0. 9. -29. 4, 4, 1.97 0.04 -0.05 33.7 1.48 268.3 0 12.9 1-16 119 
5 FCSTCL 20693 0. 0 ,  869. 0. 235. 289. 4. 96. 5-13 0.04 0.38 94.2 4.15 369.8 2 33.2 1.19 105 $ IGGTST 28693 0. 0. 433. 0. 9. -33. 4. 4. 1 ,960 .04 -0 .06  32.1 1.94 258.0 O I&S 1.151!8 
u IGGTST 28693 0. 0, 810. 0. 362. 102. 4, 66. 2.64 0.04 0.2s 72.7 3-20 306.1 2 2 1.15 91 
2 GTSGAR 28693 0. 392. 0. 0. -383. 400. 4. 4. 0.93 0.04 0.04 17.3 0.76 136.5 -31 14.0 7,26 143 GTSOAR 28693 0, 743. 0, 0. -588. 889. 4. 63. 1.30 0.04 0.29 28.5 1.25 123.9 0 14.8 1.33 119 f t 
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M W MU RAT I O r l  0-6 CX) 
GTACO8 20693 0. .  389. 0. 0. -380. 400. 4. 4. 0-92 0.04 D.QS 16.8 0.74 133.8-28 13-9 1.25150 
GTACOB 20693 0.  612. 0. 0. -493. 768. 4.  48. 1.13 0.04 0.31 22.5 0.99 117-7118 12.9 1.16123 
GTAC12 26693 0. 389. 0. 0. -380. 400. 4. 4. 0.92 0 .04 .  0.05 16.8 9.74 133.4 -28 13.9 1.25 1% 
GTAC12 28693 0. 679. 0. 0- -530. 869. 4 .  61, 1.24 0.04 0.33 26.5 1.17 %25.6 0 1 3  1.18132 
GTAC16 28693 0. 389. 0. 0. -380. 400. 4, 4. 0.92 0.04 0.05 16.9 0-74 134.2-29 13.9 1.25150 
GTAC36 28693 0. 728. 0. 0, -559. 937. 4. 69. 1.34 0.04 0.34 30.1 1.32 133.3 0 13.5 1.22321 
GTVCl6 28693 0. 391. 0. 0. -382. 400. 4. 4. 0.93 0.04 0.04 17.2 0.76 135.7 -30 14.0 1-26 149 
GTWC16 28693 0. 778. 0. 0. -602. 961. 4. 72. 3.33 0.04 0.32 29.1 1.28 121.0 0 14.3 1.29121 
CC1626 28693 0. 391, 0. 0. -383. 400. 4. 4. 0.99 0.04 0.04 16.9 0.75 133.7 -32 14.1 1.27 150 
CC1626 28693 0. 1000. 0. 0. -732. 1266. 4. 139. 1.72 0.04 0.35 37.5 1.65 123.1 0 15.3 1,37121 
CC1622 28693 3. 390. 0. 0. -382. 400. 4. 4.  0.98 0.04 0.05 16.7 0.74 132.3 -30 14.0 1-26 1Si3 i 
DEADV3 28693 0. 396. 0. 0. -387. 400. 4. 4.  1.02 0.04 0.C-3 20.1 0.88 156.7 -57 14.5 1 . 3 ~  145 
DEADV3 28693 0. 1537. 0. 0. -1127. 1742, 4. 167. 3.6'2 0.04 0.29 121.5 4.91 241.2 0 29.7 2.67 129 
DEHTPM 28693 0. 389. 0. 0. -380. 400. 4. 4. 1.06 0.04 0.95 20.2 0.89 160-5-58 14.4 1.29146 
DEHTPt1 22G93 0. 735. 0. 0. -562. 949. 4. 70. 2.18 C.04 0.34 56.8 2.50 249.3 0 17.1 1.54117 
DESUA3 28693 398. 0. 0. -398. 9. 400. 4 .  4 .  5.00 0.04 0.03 19, 1 0.84 148.2 -73 17'0 1.53 151 
DFSBE3 28693 1842. 
-- 
0. 0. -1842. 478. 1971. 4. 195. 4.87 0.04 0.25 159.8 1-04 289,s 0 51.7 4,65170 
DESOA3 28693 0. 308. 0. 0. -389. 400. 4. 4. 1-00 0.04 0.03 19.1 0.84 148.2 -45 14-4 1.30 146 
DESOAS 28693 0. 1842. 0. 0. -1364. 1971. 4. 195. 4.07 0.04 0-25 159.8 7.04 269.6 9 39.8 3.58 143 
GTSOAD 20503 390. 0. 0. -390. 9. 400, 4. 4 .  0.92 0.04 0.05 16.7 0.73 131.9-46 16.4 1.48156 
GTRAOO 20693 937. 0. 0. -937. 240. 1175. 4.  98. 1.64 0.04 0.34 40.7 1-79 141.8 0 21.7 1.95133 
GTRAl 2 28693 391 . 0. - 0 .  -391. 9. 400. 4.  4. 0.92 0.04 0.04 17.4 0.76 137.2 -51 16.5 1.49 155 
h GTRA12 28G93 910. 0. 0. -910. 234: 1154. 4. 95. 1.59 0.04 0.34 38.8 1.71 139.3 0 21.0 1.89133 
1 GTRAI 6 20693 391 . 0. 0. -391, 9. 400, 4. 4. 0.93 0.04 0.04 17.6 0.77 138-7-52 16.6 1.49155 
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**COGENERATION CASE** **NOCOGEN - COGEN** POWER COGEN O&W PSWER FESR CAPITAL WfR8 S / W  Rot LEVb Ndm WffTH 
ECS PRBCS D I S T I L  R E S I D L  CBAL D I S T I L  R E S I D L  COAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST CdST EQVL CHRG EHRe i 
II QTR316 20633 944. 0. 0. -944. 230. 1141. 4. 94. 1.51 0.04 0.31 35.4 1.56 122.6 0 22.0 1.96133 FCPADS 28693 396. 0. 0. -396. 9. 400. 4. 4.  1.20 0.04 0.03 18.4 Q-81 143.2-65 17.1 1,54153 
FCPADS 26693 1853. 0. 0. -1853. 506. 2065. 4. 206. 21.59 0.04 0.28 121.2 5.33 218.4 0 62.7 5.64201 
FCMCDS 28693 392. 0. 0- -392. 9. 400. 4. 4. 1 . 8 7  0.04 0.04 18.5 0.81 145.8 -65 16.9 1.52 154 
FCMCDS 20693 1352. 0. 0. -1352. 400. 1711. 4. 163. 16.25 0.04 0.36 104-5 4.60 256.0 0 45.8 4.12 175 
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It - ----------- FUEL USE I N  BTU*IOX*~----------- **COGENERATION CASE**: **MOCCGEN - CCSGEN** P(JUER COGEN CI&M POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW ROl  LEVL NdRH YRTH 11 ECS PRdCS O l S T l  L RESl  DL COAL D l  ST1  L RESl  DL COAL REQD PBWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRG 
STMI41 28694 0. 0. 416. 0. 28. 4C. A 3 .  12. 1.59 0.03 0.15 20.3 0.82 133.8999 3.7 0.82120 1 
PFDSTM 20694 0. 0. 414. 0. 8. 13. 3. 3. 2.07 0 . k  0.05 30.2 1.22 212.4 0 12.2 1.03 132 8 
PFBSTM 20594 0. 0. 512. 0. 63. 100. 3. 26. 2.76 0.03 0.24 35.3 3-42 207.1 10 11.0 0.93104 * 
T I S T M T  2C694 0. 414. 0. 0. -406, 427. 3. 3. 1.20 0.03 0.05 26.8 1.08 188.6 0 16.1 1.35 143 
T I  STMT 28694 0. 531. 0. 0. -454. 659. 3. 32. 2.73 0.03 0.28 80.8 3.26 458.6 0 .  21.6 1.82 113 
T I S T M T  28594 0. 0. 414. 0. 8. 13. 3. 3. 2.23 0.03 0.05 39.9 1.61 280.8 0 13.4 1.13128 . 
T I S T M T  26694 0. 0. 554. 0. 91. 150. 3. 37. 3.95 0.03 0.30 112.6 4.54 615.2 0 19.2 1.62 106 . 
TIHRSG 28694 0. 423. 0. 0. -414. 427. 3. 3. 1.30 0.03 0.03 30.3 1.22 209.8 0 16.6 1.40.139 
T I  WRSQ 28654 0. 557. 0. 0. -501. 589. 3. 23. 2.61 0.03 3.14 81.1 3.27 440.7 0 23.6 1.99103 
T I  HRSG 2EC94 0. 0. 423. 0. 8. 5. 3. 3. 2.29 0.03 0.03 44.4 1.79 307.3 0 14.1 1.19125 
T I  HRSG 20694 0. 0. 565. 0. 66. 37. 3. 27. 3.89 0.03 0.15 113.8 4.59 592.3 0 21.6 1.82 94 II S T l R L  28694 420. 0. 0. -+O. 8. 427. 3. 3.  1.04 0.03 0.03 19.5 0.79 135.8 -56 - 17.9 1.51 153 S T l R L  28694 678. 0. 0. -678. 111. 771. 3. 45. 1.66 0.03 0.23 38.9 1.57 177.1 0 22.0 1.86120 
STIRL 28594 0. 0. 420. 0. 8. 7. 3.  3. 1.91 0.03 0.03- 31.2 1.26 216.6 0 12.2 1.03 130 
S T I R L  28693 0. 0. 727. 0. 130. 109. 3. 53. 3.09 0.03 0.25 73.5 2.96 314.4 0 13.9 1.17 93 
HEGTGO 26694 0. 0. 434. 0. 8. -7. A 3. 3. 1.91 0.03 0.00 33.6 1.35 227.3 0 12.8 1.08125 
llEGTE9 28694 0. 0. 2063. 0. 397. -333.A 3. 162. 7.19 0.03 0.03 181.3 7.31 290.0 0 32.3 2.72 95 11 HEGTOO 28694 0. 0 .  429. 0. 8. -2. A 3. 3. 1.92 0.03 0.01 33.2 1.34 226.6 0 12.7 1.07127 
HEGTOO 28694 0. 0. 783. 0. 108. - 22 .A  3. 44. 3.15 0.03 0.10 75.1 3.03 300.2 0 16.3 1.43 81 
FCMCCL 28694 0. 0. 487. 0. 8. -60. 3. 3. 2.04 0.03 -0.12 36.3 1.46 254.2 0 14.2 1.20 111 
FCMCCL 28694 0. 0. 849. 0.  186. 172, 3. 76. 4.76 0.03 0.30 87.8 3.54 352.7 0 15.5 1.30100 
F C S Y L  28694 0. 0. 487. 0. 8. -59. 3. 3. 2.09 0.03-0.12 36.0 1.45 252.4 0 14.2 1.20111 
11 IGC- 33694 0. 
"'IG, 28694 0. 
%/ GTS. 26594 0. "TSOAR 28594 0. 
h GTACOB 23694 0. 
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I -- ----------- FUEL ClSE I N  BTU*lO*X6----------- **CUGENERATI(TN CASE** **NCiCOGEEI - CBGEN** POWER CgGEN 0SM POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW R B I  LEVL NORM WRTH ECS PROCS D l  ST1  L RESl  DL COAL D l  ST1  L RESl  DL COAL REQD PaWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRO ENRO 
MU MW RAT 1 O *10**6 ( X I  
0 -. 9. 782. 0. 0.  0. F 4. 0.  2.22 0.02 0. 42.0 1.00 190.5 0 21.3 1.00 80 
PFBSTM 28731 0. 0. 770. 0. 9. 12. 4 .  4. 2.77 0.02 0.03 40.2 0.96 178.3 999 20.8 0.98 134 
PFBSTM 28731 0. 0.  800. 0. 55. 76. 4. 22. 3.72 0.02 0.13 42.3 1.01 168.1 178 19.9 0.94 102 
T I  MESG 20731 0. 784. 0. 0. -775. 782. 4. 4. 1.49 0.02 0.01 34.9 0.83 151.8 -53 29.1 1.37 145 
T I  HRSG 28731 0. 1177. 0. 0. -1058. 1152. 4. 49. 3.96 0.02 0.07 138.6 3.30 401.6 0 45.8 2.16 94 
T I  HRSG 28731 0. 0. 784. 0.  9. -2. 4. 4.. 3.03 0.02 0.01 61.6 1.46 268.1 0 23.6 1 . 1 1  125 11 T I  MRSG 20731 0. 0.  1177. 0. 119. -25. 4 .  49. 5.95 0.02 0.07 176.4 4.20 511.1 0 37 .2 '1 .75  81 . 
II bl17GT00 28731 0. 0. 785. 0. 9.  - 3 . A  4. 4. 2.64 0.02 0.01 49.7 1.16 215.9 0 21.9 1.03 128 11 HEGTOO 28731 0. 0. 1434. 6. 181. -74. A 4. 74. 4.71 0.02 0.07 108.4 2.58 258.1 0 28.2 1.33 77 - 1 1  
. FCMCCI- 28731 0 .  0. 771. 3. 9. 11. 4. 4 .  2.83 0.02 0.02 53.5 1.32 245.8 0 22.7 
FCMCCL 28731 0. 0. 1371. 0. 300. 385. 4. 122. 7.25 0.02 0.33 124.5 2.96 309.8 4 22.4 
GTSCiAR 28731 0. , 778 .  0. 0. -769. 782. 4. 4 .  1.25 0.02 0.02 26.8 0.64 117.5-27 27.8 
GTSBAR 28731 0. 1893. 0. 0. -1498. 2074. 4. 161. 2.18 0.02 0.23 63.6 1.51 114.7 0 36.2 
GTAC08 28731 0. 771. 0. 0. -762. 782. 4. 4 .  1.24 0.02 0.03 26.3 0,63 116.5-26 27.6 
GTACO8 28731 0. 1249. 0. 0. -1006. 1564. 4. 99. 1.47 0.32 0.31 38.4 0.91 104.9 -47 25.2 
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x*CUGENERATlON CASE** *xNbCdGEN - COGEN** POWER CUQEN O&M PBWER FESR CAPSTAL NORM S/KW ROl LEVL NORM WRTH 
FCMCDS 28731 774. 0. 0. -714. 9. 782. 4 .  4 .  1.52 0.02 0.02 29.1 0.69 128.1 -50 33.6 1.98157 
FCMCDS 28731 2747. 0. 0. -2747. 813. 3476. 4.  332. 33.97 0.02 0.36 204.4 4.86 253.9 0 94.8 
t 
2 
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FUEI. USE I N  BTU.*lOa%6----------- 
**CtlGENERATlOPl CASEI* **FIBCOGEN - CBGEPI** POWER COGEN 08M PUWES FESR CAPITAL NORM O/KW ROJ LEVL NORM URTH 
ECS PROCS DISTIL RESIDL CUAL DISTIL RESlDL COAL RWD POWER /HEAT Ce5T COST EGVL CHRG ENRG 
I*1W MW RAT l d *1 0-6 ( X I  
ONUCGN 28741 0. 10. 141. 0. 0. 0 .  A 4. 0. 6.66 0.15 0. 7.4 1.00 232.0 0 4.5 1.00 80 
STM141 20741 0.  124. 0.  0.  -114. 141. 4. 4. 0.62 0.15 0.18 6.7 0.91 183.4-38 4.9 1.10157 
STM141 20741 0. 136. 0.  0. -119. 165. 4. 7. 0.49 0.15 0.25 6 . 6  0.89 965.3 -13 4.6 1.02 151 
STMl41 26741 0. 0. 124. 0. 10. 17. F 4. 4. 1.11 0.15 0.18 13.7 1.86 376.4 2 4.7 1.04139 
STMl4l 28741 0. 0. 136. 0.  17. 29. F 4,  7. 0.88 0.15 0.25 12.4 1.69 312.0 12 4.0 0.89 132 
STM141 28741 0. 0. 124. 0. 10. 1 7 . A  4. 4 .  1.03 0.15 0 . 8  12.3 1.67 335.6 6 4.4 0 .99140 1 
STM141 28741 0. 0. 136. 0. 17. 29. A 4. 7 .  0.76 0.15 0.25 9.9 1.34 247.8 25 3.6 0.80 135 j 
STPI988 21271 3 0. 124. 0. 0. -114. 141. 4. 4. 0.60 0.15 0.18 6 .2  0.85 171.2 -23 4.8 1 . O m 8  i 
STMOCB 2874l 0. 129. 0. 0. -116. 151. 4. 5. 0.46 0.15 0.21 5.8 0.79 153.1 -9 4 .6  1.02152 1 
STMOOR 28741 0. 0. 124. 0. 10. 1 7 . F  4.  4. 1.07 0.15 0.18 13.0 1.77 356.9 4 4.6 1.02139 4 
STMOCS 28741 0. ' 0 .  129. 0. 13. 22.F 4 .  5. 0.84 0.15 0.21 11.4 1.35 301.5 12 4.0 0.89 132 
S iMO08 28711 0. 0. 124. 0.  10. 17. A 4. 4. 1.00 0.15 0.18 11.4 1.55 313.4 8 4.3 0.96141- 1 
STMOGS 20711 0. 0. 129. 0. 13. 5.  0.75 0.15 0.21 9.3 1.26 245.1 27 3.7 0.82 135 22. A 4. 
PFBSTI'1 2074 1 0. 0.  125. 0. 10. 16. 4. 4. 1.17 0.15 0.17 14.8 2.01 405.7 0 4.8 1.08 138 
PFRSTM 28741 0. 0. 151. 0. 26. 43. 4 .  10. i .  13 0.15 0.31 15.5 2.11 350.2 8 4.2 0.93 129 
TI STIIT 28741 0. 125. 0.  0. -115. 141. 4. 4 .  0.85 0.15 0.17 16.2 2.21 444.7 0 6.2 1 . 3 8 1 4 1 .  
TISTMT 26741 0. 164. 0. 0. -131. 220. 4. 14. 1.19 0.15 0-35 33.7 4.38 699.8 0 7 .8  1.74136 
TISTMT 28741 0. 0. 125. 0. 10. 16. 4. 4. 1.37 0.15 0.17 24.3 3.30 665.2 0 6.1 1.36137 
TISTMT 28741 0. 0. 164. 0. 33. 56. 4. 14. 1.68 0.15 0.35 42.8 5.82 889.0 0 7.3 1.63 131 
T 1 HRSG 2871 1 0. 131. 0. 0. -121. :41. 4. 4. 0.94 0.15 1 23.0 3.12 597.7 0 7.1 1.59138 
TI HRSG 20741 0. 142. 0. 0. -127. 156. 4. 6. 0.94 0.15 0.17 28.3 3.85 683.4 0 7.7 1.71 131 
TI HRSG 28741 0. 0. 131. 0. 10. 10. 4. 4. 1.46 0.15 0.13 31.7 4.31 825.8 0 7.1 1.58 134 
TI HRSG 20741 0. 0.  142. 0. 14. 15. 4. 6. 1.3e 0.15 0 . 1 7 - 3 6 . 5  4.96 880.6 0 7.4 1.64126 
STlRL 28741 132. 0.  0. -132. 10. 141. 4 .  4 .  0.57 0 1 5  0.13 6 .7  0.99 173.8-69 5.9 1.32156 
STIRL 28711 194. 0. 0. -194. 36. 227. 4 .  15. 0.59 0.15 0.26 - 1 0 . 9  1.49 192.3 0 S . 7  1 .49136 
ST1 RL 28741 0. 132. 0. 0.  -122. 141. 4. 4. 0.57 0.15 0.13 6.7 0.91 173.9 -42 5.1 1.13 151 
STlRL 28741 0. 194. 0. 0. -159. 227. 4. 15. 0.59 0.15 0.26 11.0 1.49 192.6 0 5.4 1.21 129 
STIRL 20741 0. 0. 132. 0. 10. 9. 4. 4. 1.05 0.15 0.13 13.7 1.86 354.7 1 4.7 1.05133 
ST1 RL 2674t 0. 0. 194. 0. 36. 33. 4. 15. 1.05 0.15 0.26 18.6 2.53 326.8 6 4.3 0.97112 
HEGT65 28741 0. 0. 141. 0.  10. - 3 . A  4. 4. 1.17 0.15 0.05 21.6 2.93 511.6 0 5.9 1.32 122 
HEGT85 28741 0. 0. 668. 0. 154. -44. A 4. 63. 3.40 0.15 0.14 93.6 12.72 478.2 0 13.9 3-11 115 . 
NEGTGO 28741 0. 0. 142. 0. 10. - 1 .  A 4 .  4. 1.16 0.15 0.06 20.9 2.85 502.7 0 5.8 1.29123 . 







blEGT60 2874 1 0. 0.  304. 0.  57. -6. A 4. 23. 1.76 0.15 0.14 45.8 6.23 514.6 0 8.3 1.85 97 
HEGTOO 28741 0. 0.  141. 0. 10. 0 . A  4 .  4. 1,13 0.15 0.07 19.9 2.70 480.8 0 5 - 6  1.28 124 
"EGTOO 28741 0. 0. 187. 0. 24. 0. A 4. 10. 1.10 0.15 0.11 25.7 3.49 468.3 0 6.0 1.33 108 
FCMCCL 28741 0. 0. 128. 0. 10. 13. 4. 4. 1.18 0.15 0.15 19.2 2.61 510.7 0 5.4 1.22 134 
FCEICCL 28711 0. 0. Iq4.  0. 42. 56. 4 .  17. 1.56 0.15 0.34 30.4 4.13 533.6 0 5.7 1.28118 
FCSTCL 28741 0. 0. 127. 0. 10. 14. 4. 4. 1.21 0.15 0.16 18.6 2.53 499.2 0 5.4 1.20 135 
FCSTCL.. 26741 0. 0. 243. - 0. 70. 99. 4. 28. 2.00 0.15 0.41 38.0 ' 5.17 535.3 1 5.8 1.30 134 
1 GGTST 28341 0. 0.  132. 0. 10 .  9. 4. 4. 1.22 0.15 0.13 18.8 2.56 488.4 0 5.5 1.23132 
Z 
. 
GTSOAR 28741 0. 132. 0.  0. -122. 141. 4. 4 .  0.54 0.15 0.13 6 .9  0.94 180.1 -53 5.1 7.13151 t 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CUMPAt1Y 




11 SUMN.4RY OF FUEL SAVED EY TYPE d ECdllOlfl CS 
- 
----------- FUEL USE IN  BTU=lO*x6----------- 
r%CCIGENERATlCIN CP.SE%x *xtlCICaGEN - CUGENsx PUWER COGEN OBM P(3WER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW R b l  LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS FRdCS Dl ST1 L RESl D L  CBAL Dl ST1 L RESl DL CQAL REQD PdWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CCIRE ENRG 
MU MW. RAT1 U x t 0 ~ x 6  C X )  - 
GTRMO8 28741 134. 0. 0. -134. 10. 141. 4. 4. 0.55 0.15 0.11 7.2 0.98 183.4999 6.0 1.35153 
GTRW08 28741 327. 0. 0. -327. 82. 381, 4, 34. 0.71 0.15 0'30 15.9 2.16 166.0 0 8.5 1.90 126 / GTRUI 2 28741 133. 0. 0. -133. 10. 141. 4. 4.  0.55 0.15 0.12 7.2 0.98 184.9993 6.0 1.34154 
GTR308 23741 283. 0 . 0. -203. 63. 319. 4. 26. 0.62 0.15 0.26 12.8 1.75 155.0 0 8.0 1 .78126 
GTR312 28741 133. 0. 0, -133. 10. 141. 4, 4 .  0.54 0.15 0.12 7.0 0-95 179.9 127 5.9 1.33 155 
GTR312 28741 276. 0. 0. -276. 68. 335. 4. 28. C 5 3  0.15 0.32 13.4 1.82 165.5 0 7.5 1 .66120 1 
OTR31626741 133. 0. 0. -133. 10. 141. 4. 4. 0.55 0.15 0.12 7.2 0.97 184.3183 6.0 1,33154 
GTR316 28741 274. 0. 0. -274. 67. 332. 4. 27. 0.64 0.15 0.31 13.9 1.89 172.6 0 7.5 1.68127 
FCPADS 28741 137. 0. 0. -137. 10. 141. 4 .  4. 0.83 0.15 0.09 7.1 0.96 175.8187 6.4 1.43153 
FCPADS 28741 54 1 . 0. 0. -541. 148. 603. 4. 60. 6.39 0.15 0.28 36.5 4.96 230.1 0 19.0 4.25167 
. FCPlCDS 28741 232. 0. 0. -132. 10. 141. 4. 4. 0.80 0.15 0.12 7.2 0.98 186.1999 6.2 1.39156 
: FCIICDS 28741 395. 0. 0. -395. 117. 500. 4. 48. 4.80 0.15 0.36 31.1 4.23 269.1 0 14.0 3.13 152 
, 
I 
GTRW 1 2 2874 1 321 . 0. 0. -321. 84. 389. 4. 34. 0.71 0.15 0.32 16.0 2.18 170.6 0 8.2 1 .83126 
GTRWl6 28741 133. 8. 0. -133. 10. 141. 4. 4. 0.55 0.15 0.12 7.4 1.00 189.3 999 6.0 1.34 154 
GTRWI 6 2374 1 303. 0. 0. -303. 78. 369. 4. 32. 0.70 0.15 0.32 15.9 2.16 179.2 0 8.0 1.79 126 




SAVED BY TYPE U ECaNUMlCS 
1 .  4.36 0.68 0.10 9.1 6.51 1032.4 0 3.0 1.36101 
H TI HRSG 28951 0. 7, 53, 0. 27. -20. 4 .  1 .  0.53 0.68 0.10 11.7 8.41 1333.1 0 3.1 1.42101 STIRL 20951 43. 1 .  5 .  -43. 32. 28. 4. 3. 0.25 0.68 0.25 2.7 1.92 211.2 3 2.2 1-01 135 
STlRL 28051 0. -11. 28. 4. 3. 0.25 0.68 0.25 2.7 1.92 211.4 17 2.0 0.89132 
STlRL 28957 0. 32. -15. 4. 3. 0.42 0.68 0.25 5.0 3.55 390.2 12 1.9 0.84121 
HEGTRS 28951 33. -23. A 4. 4. 0.79 0.68 0.16 15.5 11.13 956.9 0 3.4 1.53129 
HEGT85 26951 0. 45. -21. A 4 .  9. 0.89 0.68 0.20 23.3 16.76 849.9 0 4.1 1.85122 
HEGT6O 28951 0. 0. 55. 0. 33. -22. A 4 .  4. 0.68 0.68 0.17 14.0 10.05 875.4 0 . 3.1 1.40 127 
HEGTGO 28S51 0. 0. 57. 0. 34. -22. A 4. 4. 0.59 0.68 0.18 14.2 10.14 843.8 0 3.0 1.36 116 
H HEGTOO 28951 0 .  5 .  56. 0.  29. - 2 3 . A  4. 2. 0.41 0.68 0.09 8.6 6.16 741.1 0 2.6 1.17 100 FCMCCL 28951 0. 1. 44. 0. 33. - 1 1 .  4. 4. 0.56 0.68 0.32 10.3 7.42 830.2 2 2.5 1.12130 II FCSTCL 20951 0. 0. 42. 0. 33. -10. 4. 4. 0.79 0.68 0.36 11.3 8.12 911.1 0 2.8 1.24 148 1 FCSTCL 28351 6. 0. 52. 0. 39. -2. 4. 6. 0.74 0.68 0.41 12.9 9.25 838.9 1 2.7 1.20139 ,. 
IGGTST 28951 0. 0. 47. 0. 33. -14, 4, 4. 0.73 0.68 0.29 11.4 8.18 827.7 0 2.8 1.26 139 - 
IGGTST 28051 0. 0.  49. 0.  34. -13. 4. 4 .  0.64 0.68 0.30 11.3 8.14 791.5 1 2.7 1.20128 
GTScJAR 2G951 0. 46. 1 .  0. -12. 31. 4. 4. 0.24 0.68 0.29 3.6 2.57 270.9 12 2.0 0.89 133 
- GTACOB 28951 0. 41. 1 .  0. -8. 25. 4. 3. 0.21 0.68 0.26 2.7 1.97 240.1 19 1-9 0.86133 
l DATE 0 6 / 0 7 / 7 ~  I8SE-PEO-ADV-DES-ENGR GENERAL ELECTR 1 C COiIPhM't CBGENERATIUN TECtiN(JL€lGY ALTERIJ.ST1VES STUDY REPORT 5.2 SUFlMARY b F  FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECmIrlMICS I ----------- FUEL USE IN BTUrlO*=6----------- 
s-COGENERATIGN CASE%% xrl'lC1COGEN - CGGENxx PUblER WGEN UCM POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW RClI LEVL EfURM WRTH 
ECS PROCS DISTIL RESIDL CUAL D l  ST1 L RESl DL COAL REQD PBWER /HEAT COST COST EBVL CHRG ENRG 
MU MW RAT 1 Cl 81 0 ~ x 6  ( X I  
STlGlO 28951 0. 151. 0. 0. -88. 130. 4. 16. 0.52 0.68 0.22 7.8 5.61 176.9 0 3.5 1.58109 
STIGlS 28951 0. 54. 0. 0. -21. 33. 4. 4. 0.39 0.68 0.18 4.0 2.84 249.8 0 2.4 1.07136 
S T l O f S  28951 0. 95. 0. 0. -48. 77. 4. 9. 0.39 0.68 0.23 5.4 3.88 194.6 0 2.7 1.23 119 
0. 50. 0. 0. -17. 33. 4. 4. 0.43 0.68 0.24 5.7 4.07 385.5 0 2.5 _J,12-737_ 
DEADV3 20951 0. 0 6 .  0. 0. -39. 76. 4. 9. 0.43 0.68 0.30 7.9 5.66 314.6 0 2.8 1.24 125 
DEHTPM 28951 0. 43. 0. 0. -9. 33. 4. 4. 0.42 0.68 0.36 5.3 3.81 425.5 5 2.2 0.39 149 
DEHTPM 28351 0. 46. 0. 0. -11. 39. 4. 5. 0.35 0.68 0.38 5.4 3.89 401.6 7 2.1 0.95 139 
" T R ~  1 6 2895 1 48. 0. 0. -48. 33. 33. 4. 4. 0.35 0.66 0.28 4.3 3.10 309.0 0 2.5 1 .12145 
h GTR316 28051 58. 0. 0. -50. 38. 48. 4. 6. 0.29 0.63 0.32 4.7 3.40 277.0 0 2.5 J.13136 
I FCPADS 20051 52. 0. 0. -52. 33, 33. 4. 4. 0.65 0.6G 0.21 4.0 2.90 264.1 0 2.9 1.32142 
3 FCPADS 28C51 11 8. 0. 0. -118. 56. 108. 4. 13. 1.47 0.68 0.28 8.6 6.15 249.0 0 4.9 2.19 137 
: FCMCDS 20951 48. 0. 0. -4%. 33. 33. 4. 4. 0.62 0.68 0.28 4.2 2.98 298.3 0 2.7 1.23 149 
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IHRSG 29111 0. 619. 0. 0.  -556. 651. 14. 26. 2.52 0.13 0.13 85.2 3.58 469.9 0 -  28.9 1.71 124 
l HRSO 291 1 1 0. 539. 
2 
DATE 06/07/7Y GENERAL ELECTR I C COt4PANY PAGE 96 
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SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECUPICIMI CS 
-----------  FUEL USE IN BTU*lO**6----------- 
x*CBGENERAT16N CASE:xx *xNUCUGEN - CBGEN+r POWER COGEN B&M PbWER FESR CAPITAL NORM E/KW RBI LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PROCS Dl ST1 L RESl DL CBAL D i  ST1 L RESI DL COAL REOD POWER /HEAT . COST COST EQVL CkIRG ENRG 
I l W  M W RATIO * 10**6 ( X I  
GTAC16 29111 0. 888. 0 .  0. -682. 1132. 14. 84. 1.27 0.13 0.34 32.8 3.38 126.1 0 18.9 1.11125 
GTWCl6 291 1 1  0. 520. 0. 0.  -486. 556. 14. 14. 1.12 0.13 0.12 21.5 0.91 141.1 -58 20.0 1.18 152 
GTbfC16 291 1 1 0. 925. 0. 0 .  -715. 1142. 14. 85. 1.23 0.14 0.32 30.8 1.30 113.7 0 19.5 1.15 125 
CC1626 291 1 I 0. 522. 0. 0. -488. 556. 14. 14. 1.21 0.13 0.12 21.6 0.91 141.2 -76 20.2 1.19 152 
CC1626 291 11 0. 1160. 0. 0.  -861. 1472. 14. 126. 1.69 0.13 0.34 41.8 1.76 122.0 0 20.9 1.23118 
CC1622 291 1 1  0. 519. 0. 0. -484. 556. 14. 14. 1.20 0.13 0.12 21.4 0.90 140.5 -67 20.0 1.18 153 
CC1622 291 1 1 0.  1066. 0. 0. -790. 1367. 14. 113. 1.60 0.13 0.35 39.9 1.68 127.6 0 19.9 1.18120 
CC1222 29111 0. 518. 0. 0. -484. 556. 14. 14. 1.20 0.13 0.12 21 . O  0.88 138.3 -58 20.0 1.18 153 
CC1222 2911 1 0.  1057. 0. 0. -782. 1360. 14. 112. 1.57 0.13 0.35 37.7 1.59 121.8 0 19.5 1.15 121 
CC0822 29111 0. 513. 0. 0.  -479. 856. 14. 14. 1.20 0.13 0.13 21.1 0.89 140.1 -56 19.8 1.17 154 # 
CC0822 29111 0. 093. 0.  0. -677. 1165. 14. 88. 1.37 0.13 0.35 31.0 1.30 118.5 0 18.2 1.07 127 
DEI-ITPP1 291 1 1 0. 525. 0. 0. -491. 556. 14. 14. 1.37 0.13 0.11 27.6 1.16 179.2 0 21.0 1.24 146 
DEIiTPM 291 1 1 0.  872. 0.  0. -696. 1032. 14. 72. 2.26 0.13 0.28 65.5 2.76 256.4 0 25.3 1.49117 
GTSUAD 29111 517. 0.  0. -517. 34. 55E. 14. 14. 1.09 0.13 0.12 20.2 0.85 133.5-81 23.4 1.38159 
GTSClAD 291 1 1 626. 0.  0. -826. 173. 1022. 14. 7 1.06 0.13 0.31 25.0 1.05 103.2 0 24.5 1.45 140 
GTRAOO 29111 530. 0. 0. -530. 34. 556. 14. 14. 1.14 0.13 0.10 22.3 0.94 143.9 169 24.2 1 .h5 155 
GTRAO8 29111 1316. 0. 0. -1316. 338. 1571. 14. 138. 1.87 0.13 0.31 54.2 2.28 140.7 0 34.0 2.01 128 
GTRA12 29111 527. It-. 0. -527. 34. 556. 14. 14. 1.14 0.73 0.11 22.4 0.94 1 4 4 . 8 1 6 7 .  24.1 1.42156 
GTRAl2 29111 1235. G. 0. -1235. 318. 1505. 14. 130. 1.72 0.13 0.32 48.7 2.05 134.4 0 31.7 1.87128 
GTRAI6 29111 526. 0.  0. -526. 34. 556. 14. 14. 1.15 0.13 0.11 22.8 0.96 148.2 999 24.1 1.42 155 
GTRA16 29111 1151. 0. 0. -1151. 289. 1408. 14. 118. 1.69 0.13 0.32 48.0 2.02 142.2 0 30.7 1.82128 
GTR208 29111 525. 0. 0. -525. 34. 556. 14. 14. 1.12 0.13 0.11 21.7 0.91 1 4 0 . ~  124 23.9 1.41 157 
GTRZ08 29 1 1 1 999. 0. 0. -999. 230. 5211. 14. 94. 1.39 0.13 0.31 36.9 1.55 125.9 0 28.2 1.67 131 
Gi1<21229111 525. 0. 0. -525. 34. 556. 14. 14. 1.13 0.13 0.11 22.0 0.92 143.0140 23.9 1.41 156 
GTK212 29111 1040. 0. 0. -1040. 247. 1267. 14. 101. 1.47 0.13 0.31 39.7 1.67 130.1 0 2b.8 1.70130 
GTC216 29111 523. 0. 0. -523. 34. 556. 14. 14. 1.14 0.13 0.11 22.3 0.94 145.4160 23.9 1.41 156 
GTH216 29111 1050. 0. 0. -1050. 254. 1292. 14. 104. 1.54 0.13 0.32 42.6 1.79 138.5 0 28.9 1.71 129 
GTRlJ08 291 1 1 539. 0. 0. -539. 3-4. 556. 14. 14. 1 . I 4  0.13 0.09 22.4 0.94 141 - 7  179 24.6 1.45 154 
G7Rl608 291 1 1 1564. 0. 0.  -1564. 395. 1762. 14. 161. 1.98 0.13 0.27 57.2 2.41 124.9 0 39.3 2.33129 
GTEV1229111 533. 0. 0. -533. 34. 556. 14. 14. 1 . I 4  0.13 0.10 22.4 .0.94 143.1 173 24.3 1.44 155 
GTRWl2 29111 1404. 0. 0. -1434. 388. 1741. 14. !58. 1.79 0.13 0.30 49.9 2.10 114.7 0 35.8 2.12 130 
GTRW16 29111 532. 0. 0. -532. 34. 556. 14. 14. 1.15 0.13 0.10 22.7 0.95 145.8206 24.3 1.44155 




GTRSOB 29111 944. 0. 0. 7544. 34. 556. 14. 14. 1.13 0.13 0.08 21.8 0.92 136.7 142 24.7 1.46 154 
" ~ ~ 3 0 8  291t1 1316. 0. 0. -1316. 293. 1422. --.I 14. 120. 1.49 0.13 0.23 39.0 1.64 101.1 0 35.6 2.11 128 fi 
OTR312 291 11 529. 0. 0. -529. 3.4. 556. 14. 14. 1.13 0.13 0.10 21.8 0.92 141.0 136 24.1 1.42 1 9 6 :  
GTR312 29111 1180. 0. 0. -1180. 290. 1412. 14. 118. 1.50 0.1s 0.31 40.3 1.69 116.5 0 30.8 1.82129 , 
GTR316 29111 529. 0.  0. -529.' 34. 556. 14. 14. 1.14 0.13 0.-11) 22.2 0.94 143.4 160 24.1 1.43 156 
GTR316 29111 1169. 0. 0. -1169. 285. 1395. 14. 116. 1.53 0.13 0.30 41.4 1.74 120.7 0 30.9 1.83 129 
FCPADS 291 1 1 542. 0. 0. -542. 34. 556. 14. 14. 2.45 0.13 0.08 24.7 1.04 155.8 0 26.2 1.55 153 
e FCPADS 291 1 1 2206. 0. 0. -2206. 602. 2458. 14. 246. 27.73 0.13 0.28 141.3 5.94 218.6 0 81.9 4.84 180 
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ONBCGN 291 12 0. 128. 1995. 0. 0. 0. F 52. 0. 3.B5 0.13 0. 77.5 1=00 168.7 0 58.8 1.00 80 
STM141 29112 0. 1777. 0. 0. -1649. 1995. 52. 52. 2.08 0.13 0.16 44,9 0.58 86.2-14 63.6 1.08167 
STM141 29112 0. 1811. 0. 0. -1663. 2064. 52. 60. l . B O  0.13 0.18 44.0 0.57 83.0-12 62.6 1.06158 
STM141 291 12 0. 0. 1777. 0. 128. 218. F 52. 52. 4.99 0.13 0.16 90.4 1.17 173.6 48 47.6 0.81 142 
STM141 29112 0. 0. 1611. 0. 148. 253. F 52, 60. 4.69 0.13 0.18 93.8 1.21 176.7 43 46.6 0.79132 
STM141 291 12 0. 0. 1777. 0. 128. 218. A 52. 52. 4.87 0.13 e l 6  72.0 0.93 138.4999 45.5 0.77147 
STM141 29112 0. 0. 1811. 0. 148. 253. A 52. 60. 4.50 0.15 6-38 69.6 0.90 131.2 999 , 43.8 0.75 138 
STM088 291 12 0. 1758. 101. 0. -1630. 1894. 52. 40. 1.69 0.13 0.12 39.8 0-31 76-7-15 65.2 1,11155 a 
STF1008 291 12 0. 30. 1829. 0. 97. 167. F 52. 40. 4.36 0.13 0.12 87.7 1.13 173.3 48 50.0 0.85127 
STt-1088 291 12 0. 30. 1829. 0. 97. 167. A 52. 40. 4.20 0.13 0.12 61.3 0.79 121.0999 46.9 0.80135 
PFBSTM 291 12 0. 0. 1708. 0.  128. 207. 52. 52. 6.57 0.13 0.16 91.5 1.18 174.7 38 49.5 0.64142 
PFBSTM 291 1 2 0. 0. 2030. 0. 260. 436. 52, 109. 7.06 0.13 0.26 84.8 1.09 142.5103, 43.0 0,73136 
TISTMV 29112 0. 1783. 0. 0. -1656. 1995. 52. 52. 4.21 0.13 0.16 126.0 1.63 241.1 0 74.7 1.27 145 - 
TlSTMT 29112 0. 2190. 0. 0. -1821. 2803. 52. 150. 6.71 0.13 0.31 234.2 3.02 364.9 0 81.9 1.39132 
TISTMT 29112 0. 0. 1783. 0. 128. 212. 52. 52. 7.18 0.13 0.16 177.6 2.29 339.8 4 59.4 1.01 132 
TI STMT 291 12 0. 0. 2190. 0 .  369. 613. 52. 150. 9.91 0.13 0.31 294.5 3.80 458.9 3 62.4 1.06 12Q + 
TIHRSG 29112 0. 1930. 0. 0. -1803. 1995. 52. 52. 4.95 0.13 0.09 160.8 2.07 284.4 0 83.4 1.42136 
TIHRSG 291 12 0. 2200. 0. 0. -1977. 2313. 52. 91. 6.28 0.13 0.13 226.2 2.92 351.0 0 92.4 1,57125 
TIHRSG 29112 3. 0. 1930, 0. 128. 65. 52. 52. 8.09 0.13 0.09 213.4 2.75 377.4 0 66.9 1.14124 
TIHRSG 291 12 0. 0. 2203. 0. 222. 113. 52. 91. 9.61 0.13 0.13 286.8 3.70 444.9 0 73.5 1.25113 
STIRL 29112 1690. 0. 0. -1890. 128. 1995. 52. 52. 2.92 0.13 O . l E  76.7 0.99 138.6899 83.8 1.44155 ' 
STIRL 29112 2644. 0. 0. -2641. 427, 2997. 52. 174. 4.15 0.13 0.23 133.8 1-73 172.7 0 96.9 1.65 134 
STlRL 29112 0. 1890. 0. 0. -1762. 1995. 52. 52. 2.912 0.13 0.11 76.8 0.99 138,7999 71.3 1.2% 149 
STlRL 29112 0. 2644. 0. 0. -2218. 2997. 52. 174. 4.15 0.13 0.23 134.0 1.73 173.0 0 77.9 1.32126 1 
STIRL 29112 0. 0. 1890. 0. 128. 105. 52. 52. 6.06 0.13 0.11 130.0 1.68 234.8 10 54.8 0,93130 * 
STlRL 291 12 0. 0 ,  2644. 0. 427. 353. 52. 174. 8.92 0.13 0.23 239.3 3.09 308.7 5 58.4 0.99108 
HEGT6O 291 12 0. 0. 2112. 0. 128. -117. A 52. 52. 6.64 0.13 0.00 147.7 1.91 238.7 1 61.7 1.05 117 
HEGT6O 29 1 12 0. 0. 7623. 0. 1419. -1304. A 52. 579, 22.61 0.13 0.01 545.7 7-04 244.3 0 116.1 1.98-75 
FtEGT00 291 1 2 0. 0. 2023. 0. 128. -28.A 52. 52. 6.25 0.13 0.05 130.7 1.69 220.4 6 57.8 0.98123 
HEGT00 291 12 0. 0. 2857. 0. 361. -79.A 52. 147. 8-12 0.13 0.09 176.8 2.28 211.2 3 60.6 1.03101 
FCMCCL 291 1 2 0. 0. 1829. 0. 128. 167. 52. 52, 6.95 0.13 0.14 131.1 1.69 244.7 9 55.3 0.94134 . 
FCMCC1- 29 1 1 2 0. 0. 2032. 0. 619. 808, 52. 252. 13.65 0.13 0.34 212.3 2.74 255.8 10 49.1 0.83109 
FCSTCL 29 1 1 2 0. 0. 1817. 0. 128. 178. 52. 52. 6.79 0.13 0.14 128.9 1.66 242.0 10 54.7 0.93134 
FCSTCL 29112 0. 0. 3238. 0. 055. 1193. 52. 349. 15.82 0.13 0.39 245-9 3.17 259.1 11 43.0 0.73104 
1 GGTST 291 12 0. 0. 1806. 0. 128. 109. 52. 52. 5.13 0.13 0.11 121.7 1.57 220.3 12 53.8 0.92 131 
IGGTST 291 12 0. 0. 3015. 0. 581. 497. 52. 237. 6.318 0.13 0.26.206-4 2.66 233.6 11 47.7 0.61 102 
GTSGAR 29 1 12 0. 1900. 0. 0. -1772. 1995, 5 7 - 1  55 
GTSOAR 291 1 2 0. 3422. 0. 0. -2709. 3956. 52. 291. 3.50 0.13 0.27 110.6 1.43 110.3 0 75.9 1.29122 

rn / 
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=lO-6 ( X I  ---- * -. 
167.8 1.00 160-0 0 134.5 1.00 80 
TI I IRSG 29113 0. 4456. 
TI  HRSG 291 13 0. 5020. 
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MU MW RAT I U xlOx=6 ( X )  
GTAC16 291 13 0. 7207. 0. 0. -5534. 9180. 126. 682. 6.58 0.14 0.34 225.1 1.34 106.6 0 747.5 1.10127 
GTWCl6 291 13 0. 4293. 0. 0. -3984. 4.613. 126. 126. 4.23 0.14 0.13 121.6 0.73 96.7 -26 153.9 1.14 I58 
GTGIC1629113 .O. 7502. 0. 0. -5604. 9265. 126. 693. 5.75 0.14 0.32 191.3 1.14 87.0 0 150.4 1-12129 
CC1626 29113 0. 4308. 0. 0. -3999. 4613. 126. 126. 4.38 0.14 0.12 122.1 0.73 96.7-29 154.9 1.15-158 
CClG26 291 13 0. 9508. 0. 0.  -6996. 11991. 126. 1025. 7.06 0.14 0.34 258.3 1.54 92.7 0 157.0 1.17120 1 
CC1622 291 13 0. 4277. 0. 0. -3968. AS' ?. 126. 126. 4.43 0.14 0.13 125.3 0.75 100.0-30 154.3 1.15158 1 
CC1622 29113 0. 8677. 0. 0. -6421. 1:131. 126. 920, 8.02 0.14 0.35 275.7 1.64 108.4 0 153,7 1.14 121 
CC1222. 29 1 1 3 0. 4271. 0. 0. -3962. 4613. 126. 126. 4.40 0.14 0.13 122.9 0.73 98.2 -28 153.8 1.14 158 
CC1222 29113 0. 8899. 0. 0. -6358. 11082. 126. 914. 7.75 0.14 0.35 256.0 1.53 101.6 0 150.1 1.12122 
i 
126. 126. 4.35 0.14 0.14 120.5 0.72 97.4 -25 152.0 1.13 160 
1 
CC0022 29113 0. 4224, 0 .  0. -3915. 4613. 3 
CC0822 291 13 0. 7267. 0. 0. -5499. 9195. 126. 721. 6.24 0.14 0.35 199.4 1.19 93.6 0 139.1 1.03 130 J , 
DEHTPM 291 13 0. 4334. 0. 0. -4025. 4613. 126. 126. 6.23 0.14 0.12 192.4 1.15 151.5 0 164.6 1.22 147 1 ) 
DEHTPi.1 291 1 3 0. 7075. 0. 0. -5614. 8371 . 126. 584. 13.41 0.14 0.28 483.4 2.88 233.2 0 197.3 1.47118 
GTSOAD 29 1 1 3 4265. 0. 0. -4265. 309. 4613. 126. 126. 4.12 0.14 0.13 117.0 0.70 93.6 -50 183.1 1.36 165 
GTSUAD 291 13 6703. 0. 0. -6703. 1407. 8268. 126. 574. 5.00 0.14 0.31 162.7 0.97 82.8999 193.5 1.44 145 
GTRAOR 291 1 3 4379. 0 .  0. -4379. 309. 4613. 126- 126. 4.51 0.14 0.11 132.9 0.79 103.6 -73 389.6 1.41 160 
GTRAOl3 291 13 10673. 0. 0. -10673. 2739. 12748. 126. 1117. 10.13 0.14 0.31 361.2 2.15 115.5 0 264.8 1.97 128 
G7RA12 29113 4351. 0. 0. -4351. 309. 4613. 126. 126. 4.42 0.14 0.12 129.4 0.77 101.5 -66 . 188.0 1.40 161 
GTRA12 291 13 10021. 0. 0.-10021. 2578. 12211. 126. 1051. 9.72 0.14 0.32 345.6 2.06 117.7 0 250.4 1.86129 
GTRAlG 29113 4338. 0. 0. -4338. 309. 4613. 126. 126. 4.47 0.14 0.12 131.6 0.78 103.5 -69 187.8 1.40 161 
I ' GTRAl6 29113 9335. 0. 0.  -9335. 2342. 11419. 126. 955. 9.50 0.14 0.32 338.1 2.02 123.6 0 242.2 1.80129 GTR208 291 13 4529. 0 .  0. -4329. 309. 4613. 126. 126. 4.42 0.14 0.12 129.2 0.77 101.8 -65 187.2 1.39 162 GTR208 291 18 81 06. 0. 0. -8106. 1864. 9820. 126. 760. 7.21 0.14 0.31 248.5 1.48 104.6 0 221.8 1.65 133 3TR212 29113 4329. I-' 0. 0 .  -4329. 309. -.G13. 126. 126. 4 3 6  0.14 0.12 126.7 0.76 99 .9 -62  186.8 1.39162 GIR212 291 13 8410. 0. 0. -8440. 2002. 10260. 126. 816. 7.71 0.14 0.31 269.0 1.60 108.8 0 226.2 1.68132 
GTR216 29113 4318. 0. 0. -4318. 309. 4613. 126. 126. 4.42 0.14 0.12 129.5 0.77 102.3-65 186.8 1.39162 
GTR216 291 13 0515. 0.  0. -8515. 2063. 10484. 126. 841. 8.32 0.14 0.32 292.2 1.74 117.1 0 227.2 l ,C9131 
GTRIJOR 23 1 13 4458. 0. 0. -4456. 309. 4613. 126. 126. 4.37 0.14 0.09 127.0 0.76 97.2-57 191.9 1.43160 
GTRbtOS 291 1 3 1 2607. 0. 0.-12687. 3201. 14294. 126. 1305. 9.65 0.14 0.27 347.3 2.07 93.4 0 393.6 2.26131 














GTRWI 2 291 13 12034. 0. 0.-12031. 3149. 14119. 126. 1284. 9.53 0.14 0.30 335.3 2.00 95.1 0 260,6 2.09131 
GTR\JlG 29113 4392. 0. 0. -4392. 309. 4613. 126. 126. 4.44 0.14 0.11 130.2 0.78 101.2-69 189.8 1.41 160 
GTRWl6 291 13 1 1030. 0. 0.-11030. 2830. 13054. 126. 1154. 9.07 0.14 0.31 318.3 1.90 98.5 0 265.6 ? .97130 
GTR308 291 13 4501. 0. 0. -4501. 309. 4613. 126. 126. 4.25 0.14 0.09 121.6 0.72 92 .2 -62  192.9 1.43160 
"TR~OC 29 1 13 10671 . 0. 0.-10671. 2378. 11539. 126. 970. 7.60 0.14 0.23 259.9 1.55 83.1 0 281.2 2.09130 
GTR312 281 13 4366. 0. 0. -4366. 309. 4613. 126, 126. 4.27 0.14 0 . 1  123.2 0.73 96 .3 -59  187.8 1.46162-- 
GTR312 291 13 9571 . 0. 0. -9571. 2353. 11455. 126. 959. 7.59 0.14 0.31 261.4 1.56 93.2 0 240.5 1.79132 1' 
GTR316 29113 4369. 0. 0. -4369. 309. 4613. 126. !26. 4.31 0.14 0.11 124.6 0.74 97.5 -61 188.1 1.40 162 " 
GTR316 29113 9486. 0.  0. -9436. 2311. 11316. 126. 942. 7.79 0.14 0.30 269.4 1.63 96.9 0 241.6 1.80331 
FCPADS 291 13 4684. 0. 0. -4484. 309. 4613. 126. 126. 17.46 0.14 0.09 170.6 1.02 129.8999 210.6 1.57-155 
FCPADS 291 13 17894. 0. 0.-17694. 4887. 19941. 126. 1993. 219.61 0.14 0.28 1007.8 6.01 192.2 0 647.3 4.81 180 
FCMCDS 291 1 3 4336. 0. 0. -4336. 309. 4613. 126. 126. 16.62 0-14 0.12 175.4 1.05 138,l 0 204.5 1.52157 
FCMCDS 23 1 1 3 1 3056. 0. 0.-13056. 3866. 16522. 126. 1576. 163.96 0.14 0.36 880.1 5.25 230.0 0 473.4 3,52159 
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FUEL USE I N  BTU*IO**6 ---------- 
**COGENEE!T16N CASEXX *SNOCdGEN - COGEN%* POWER COGEN OEM POVER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW RBI LE\'L NORM WRTH 
PRaCS DISTIL RESIDL A DISTIL RESIDL COAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQWt CHRQ ENRG 1 
MU MU RAT 10 r10**6 CX) 
ONOCGN 331 21 0. 147. 602. 0.  O .  - 0. A 60. 0. 0.65 2.20 0. 7.4 1.00 230.9 0 18.5 1-00 80 
STtl141 33121 0. 261. 468. 0. -114. 134. 60. 3. 0.45 2.20 0.03 5.4 0.73 152.1-12 18.7 1.01 106 
STMI41 33121 0. 140. 589. 0. 7. 13. F 60. 3. 0.80 2.20 0.03 10.8 1.46 302.9 7 18.4 1.00 88 
PFBSTM 33 1 21 0. 132. 577. 0. 16. 25. 60. 6. 1.00 2.20 0.05 13.8 1.86 344.8 7 10.3 0.99 92 
-1 TISTf-1T S312i 0. 272. 419. 0. -125. 183. 60. 9. 1.09 2.20 0.08 30.3 4.09 704.0 0 21.1 1-14 90 TISTMT 331 21 0. 125. 565. 0. 22. 37. 60. 9. 1.53 2.20 0.08 38.7 5.22 899.2 0 20.9 1.13 87 
TIHRSG 33121 0. 283. 441. 0, -136. 161. 60. 6. 0.90 2.20 0.03 29.8 4.02 671.8 0 21.7 1.17 82 1 , 
TI HRSG 331 21 0. 132, 593. 0. 15. 9. 60. 6. 1.43 2.20 0.03 38.3 5.18 865.4 0 21.6 1.17 79 
STIRL 33121 187. 116. 389. -187. 31. 213. 60. 13, 0.57 2.20 0.08 10.5 1.42 191.5 0 19.5 1.05 109 
STlRL 33121 0. 303. 389. 0.  -156. 213. 60. 13. 0.57 2.20 0.08 10.5 1.42 191.7 6 18.4 1.00108 
STIRL 33121 0. 116. 576. 0. 31. 26. 60. 13. 1.01 2.20 0.08 17.9 2.42 327.9 10 17.8 0.96 96 
62. 666. 86. -64. A 60. 35. 2.20 2.20 0.03 61.4 8.29 455.3 0 21.9 1.19 92 0. 0. I 
HEGTOO 331 21 0. 122. 606. O. . 25. - 4 . A  60. 10: 1.11 2.20 0.03 26.7 3.60 460.9 0 19.6 1.06 84 I 
FCflCCL 331 21 6.  104. 546. 0. 43. 56. 50. 18. 1.50 2.20 0 1 3  30.7 4.15 531.2 4 .  18.6 1.01 100 1 
FCSTCL 33121 0. 92. 526. 0. 55. 76. 60. 22. 1.75 2.20 0.17 34.3 4.63 538.1 5 18.3 0.99106 
0. 1 1 1 .  573. 0. 36. 29. 60. 15. 1.25 2.20 0.09 28.1 3.79 478.7 3 18.9 1.02 94 
0. 332. 329. 0. -185. 273. 60. 20. 0.56 2.20 0.12 11.4 1.54 165.7 16 17.8 0.96 115 : 
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ECS PRBCS DlSTlL RESlDL COAL DISTIL RESIDL CBAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRQ 
MW MW RAT1 d *10**6 ( X I  
GTRW12 331 21 358. 54. 179. -358. 94. 423. 60. 38. 0.75 2.20 0.21 17.2 2.33 164.3 0 18.9 1.02126 
GTRVl6 33121 330. 62. 209. -330. 85. 393. 60. 35, 0.74 2.20 0.20 16.9 2.28 174.0 0 18.9 1.03 124 
FCPADS 331 21 z5;: 0. 0. -547. 149. 610. *. bw. 61. 5.64 2.20 0.28 36.8 4.98 229.9 0 25.7 1.39135 
FCMCDS 33121 29. 97. -399. 118. 505. 60. 48. 4.26 2.20 0.30 31.4 4.25 268.9 0 22.6 1.22135 
OTR308 33121 318. 76. 256. -318. 71. 347. 60. 29. 0.66 2.20 0.13 13.9 1.87 148.7 0 19.6 1.06 119 
GTR312 33121 290. 76. 254. -290. 71. 348. 60. 29. 0.65 2.20 0.17 13.9 1.87 163.1 0 18.8 1.02 123 
GTR31633121 2e8. 77. 258. -288. 70. 344. 60. 29. 0.66 2.20 G.17 14.3 1.94 170.2 0 18.9 1.02122 
FCPADS 331 21 540. 0. 0. -540. 147. 602. 60. 60. 5.62 2.20 0.28 36.3 4.90 229.1 0 25.F 1.39146 - 
%+ * **re*; 
n .  
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0. 469. 2482. 
STIRL 33251 0. 1460. 1784. 0. -774. 1059. 
HEGTOO 33251 0. 442. 26C6. 0. 245. -44.A 280. 100. 5.53 1.05 0.06 134.2 2.53 236.4 7 86.4 0.98 I F C t l C C i  33251 0. 264. 2818. 0. 423. 24. 280. 172. 8.67 1.05 0.13 160.3 3.02 282.7 9 81.6 0.92109 9.73 1.05 0.21 179.1 3.37 286.5 1 1  75.3 0.85138 4.63 1.05 0.03 142.1 2.68 244.2 9 83.1 0.94 98 
0. -722. 1125. 280. 71. 1.97 1.05 0.11 45.5 0.86 108.9 999 82.5 0.93 125 
280. 280. 3.09 1.05 0.23 86.4 1.63 108.6 22 78.5 0.89145 
F 1 
I '  
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=*COGENERATION CASE** **NBCBGEN - CUGEN*. PCJWER COGEN O&M PUWER FESR CAPITAL NURM S/KW ROI LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS PR66S DISTIL RESIDL WAL DISTIL RESIDL CdAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHRG ENRG 
MW MW RATIO =10x=6 ( X I  
GTRAl6 33251 1382. 340, 1138. -1382. 347. 1704. 280. 141. 2.82 1.05 0.19 76.4 1.44 136.5 6 87.9 1.00131 
GTR20833251 1212. 408. 1366. -1212. 279. 1477. 280. 114. 2.34 1.05 0.15 58.3 1.10 114.2 16 87.5 0.99130 
GTR212 33251 1261. 388. 1297. -1261. 299. 1545. 280. 122. 2.43 1.05 0.17 61.5 1.16 117.1 14 87.4 0.99131 
- GTR216 33251 1271 . 379. 1268. -1271. 308. 1574. 280. 126. 2.52 1-05 0.17 64.9 1.22 123.1 12 87.2 0,99_131 
GTRW08 33251 2722. 0. 0. -2722. 687. 2042. 200. 280. 3.35 1.05 0.23 94.4 1.78 107.4 0 94.6 1.07147 
BTRWOa33251 1859. 218. 729. -1859. 469. 2113. 280. 191. 2.98 1.05 0.21 80.4 1.51 114.9 0 89.9 1.02 134 
GTRW 1 2 33251 2625. 0. 0. -2625. 687. 2842. 280. 280. 3.33 1.05 0.26 94.1 1.77 110.9 0 91.7 1.04150 
.GTR\*!1233251 1778. 222. 712. -1770. 465. 2101. 280. 190. 2.96 1.05 0.22 79.9 1.51 118.2 6 87.8 0.99136 
GTRW16 33251 2676. 0. 0 .  -2676. 687. 2842. 280. 280. 3.36 1.05 0.24 96.8 1.82 115.2 0 93.5 1,06148 
GTRW16 33251 1642. 265. 889. -1642. 421. 1954. 280. 172. 2.72 1.05 0.21 70.9 1.34 111.4 10 87.2 0.99136 
GTR308 33251 3062, 0. 0. -3082. 6.87. 2842. 280. 280. 3.04 1.05 0.13 88.9 1.67 98.0 0 104.5 1.18139 
GTR302 33251 1579. 335. 1121. -1579. 352. 1721. 280. 143. 2.50 1.05 0.14 62.4 1.18 101.1 0 91.5 1.04130 
GTR312 33251 2793. 0. 0. -2793. 687. 2842. 280. 280. 3.01 1.05 0.21 87.9 1.66 106.6 0 95.7 1.08146 
GTR31233251 1441. 333. 1113. -1441. 354. 1729. 280. 144. 2.47 1.05 0.18 62*.1 1.17 107.5 15 87.0 0.39135 . 
GTR316 33250 2818. 0.  0. -2818. 687. 2842. 280. 280. 2.99 1.05 0.20 90.4 1.70 109.5 0 96.7 1.10145 
t3TR316 33251 1429. 339. 1134. -1429. 348. 1709. 280. 142. 2.50 1.05 0.18 63.3 1.19 110.3 11 87.5 0.99134 
FCPADS 33251 2555. 0. 0. -2555. 687. 2842. 280. 280. 25.99 1.05 0.28 177.7 3.35 196.6 0 121.1 1.37 150 
FCPADS 33251 271 8. 0. 0. -2718. 742. 3020. 280. 303. 27.97 1.05 0.28 189.7 3.57 199.4 0 -125.7 1.42 140 
FCMCDS 33251 23 1 9.  0. 0. -2319. 687. 2842. 280. 280. 24.59 1.05 0.34 188.0 3.54 232.8 0 113.7 1.29155 
FCMCDS 33251 1903. 99. 333. -1953. 587. 2509. 280. 239. 21.25 1.05 0.32 165.5 3.12 224.8 0 108.1 1.23141 
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DATE O § / 0 7 / i u  
IBSE-PE6-ADV-DES-ENGR 
GENERAL E i E C T R l C  COMPANY 
CdGENERATl0N TECHNULOGY ALTERNATIVES STUDY 
REPdRT 5 . 2  
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 8 ECUNOfll CS 
----------- FUEL USE I N  BTU*lOxr6----------- 
*JC6GENERATION CASE*X **NCICOGEN - COGEN** POWER CBQEN 68fl POWER FESR C A P I T 4 L  NBRM S/KW R U I  L E V L  NORM HRTH 
ECS PRCICS D I S T I L  R E S I D L  COAL D I S T I L  RESIDL  COAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EOVL CHRG ENRQ 
MW MW RAT I O * 10**6 ( X I  1 GTRVO8 33254 356. 6. 19. -366. 92. 416. 40. 38. 0.75 1.50 0.27 09.1 2.34 159.3 0 14.1 1.06 136 
9TRW12 33254 350. 6. 22. -350. 92. 4.14. 40. 37. 0.75 1-50 0.29 17.0 2.32 165.3 0 13.7 1.03138 
GTRWI 6 33254 323. 15. 51. -323. 83. 385. 40. 34. 0.73 1.50 0.27 16.6 2.27 175.2 0 13.7 1.04 136 
FCRADS 33254 394. 0. 0. -394. 98. 435. 40, 40. 3.96 1.50 0.26 26.2 3.59 227.0 0 18.5 1.40 148 
FCPADS 38254 535. 0. 0. -535. 146. 597. 40. 60. 5.52 1.50 6.58 35.8 4.90 228.4 0 22.3 1.68 141 
FCMCDS 33254 348. 0. 0. -348. 98. 435. 40. 40. 3.71 i,50 0.35 27.4 3.75 269.1 0 37.0 1.28 155 
FCMCDS 33254 391. 0. 0. -391. 116. 494. 40. 47. 4.17 1.50 0.36 30.8 4.22 269.3 0 18.0 1.36146 
----I 
I DATE 06/07/7~ I&SE-PEt3-ADV-DES-ENGR GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY COGENERATIBN TECHNOLOGY ALTEEt4ATlVES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMPIANY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE a ECONOt4 I CS 
----------- FUEL USE. I N  BfU*l0**6----------- 
**CUGENERATIOFI CASE** **NOCOGEN - COGEN** PCIWER CBQEN WKM POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM %/KW RO1 LEV?. NORM WRTH 
.ECS PRBCS DISTIL RESIDL CUAL DISTIL RESIDL CUAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST COST EQVL CHf?Q ENRQ 
MW MU RATltY % 1 0 i r6  ( X I  
ONCICGN 33314 0. .  25. 130. 0. 0. 0. A 10. 0. 0.45 0.86 0. 4.6 1.00 330.6 0 4.7 1.OQ 80 
STM141 33314 0. 75. 65. 0. -50. 63. 10. 
: 
2. 0.34 0.66 0.09 3.6 0.79 221.1 999 4.6 0,99124 1 
STM141 33314 0. 20. 121. 0. 5. 9 . F  10. 2. 0.57 3.65 0.09 6.6 1.44 402.4 10 Q.5 0.97 109 r 
Il PFBSTII 333 14 0. 16. 115. 0. 9. 15. 10. 4. 0.66 0.86 0.15 8.6 1.89 472.4 8 4.5 0.9_6-116 TISTMT 33314 0. 80. 43. 0. -55. 87. 10. 5. 0.70 0.86 0.21 17.3 3.80 878.3 0 6.0 1.28123 II TISTMT 33314 0. 13. 110. 0. 12. 20. 10. 5. 0.98 0.86 0.21 22.1 4.85 1119.7 0 6.0 1.28 120 TlHRSG 33314 0. 80. 62. 0. -56. 68. 10. 3. 0.56 0.86 0.08 15.4 3.38 849.8 0 t 6.1 1.31 102 
TIHRSG 33314 0. 19, 124. 0. 6. 6. 10. 3. 0.82 0.86 0.08 19.9 4.361096.9 0 6.2 1 .33-99  
STIRL 33314 84. 10. 32. -84. 15. 98. 10. 6. 0.35 0.66 0.19 5.0 1.09 201.3 0 4.9 1.04 140 
STIRL 33314 0. 93. 32. 0. -69. 98. 10. 6. 0.35 0.86 0.19 5.0 1.09 201.6 61 4.3 0.93137 
STlRL 33314 0. 10. 116. 0. 15. 14. 10. 6. 0.61 0.86 0.19 6.4 1.84 341.6 16 4.0 0.85 123 
HEGT85 33314 0. 0. 139. 0. 25. - 9 . A  10. 10. 1.34 0.86 0.10 29.6 6.93 725.0 0 6.8 1.45-123 
HEGT85 33314 0. 0. 330. 0. 76. - 28 .A  10. 31. 2.06 0.86 0.13 56.8 12.46 587.6 0 9.8 2.11112 
HEGT60 33314 0. 0. 134. 0. 25. -4. A 10. 10. 1.11 0.86 0.13 26.1 5-73 663.5 0 . 6.1 1.31 124 
HEGT60 3331 4 0. 0. 137. 0. 25. - 4 . A  10. 10. 1.03 0.86 0.13 26.1 5.73 651.9 O 6.0 1.29113 
HEGTOO 33314 0. 14. 130. 0. 10. -0. A 10. 4. 0.64 0.86 0.07 14.3 3.14 597.7 0 5.2 1.12102 
FCMCCL 33314 0. 6. 106. 0. 18. 24. 10. 8. 0.07 0.86 0.28 16.9 3.70 680.5 3 4.6 1.04129 
FCSTCL 33314 0. 0. 95. 0 - 25. 35. 10. 10. 1.18 0.86 0.38 19.9 4.36 712.5 4 4.9 1.05 152 
FCSTCL 33314 0. 0. 100. 0. 27. 38. 10. 11. 1-06 0.86 0.39 20.0 4.39 685.8 4 4.7 1.02141 . 
IGGTST 33314 0. 6. 113. 0. 19. 17. 10. 8. 0.86 0.86 0.23 17.0 3.74 627-2 3 5.0 1.07 123 4, . 
GTSOAR 33314 0. 99, 17. 0. - -75. 113. 10. 8. 0.35 0.86 0.25 6.0 1.32 218.6 24 4.2 0.90 141 
QTACOB 33314 0. 87. 32. 0. -63. 98. 10. 6, 0.30 0.86 0.23 4 .6  1 .O1 201.9 999 4.1 0.08 142 1 
STlGlS 33314 I 0. 3077, 0. 0. -2234. 2868. 10. 344. 5.02 0.86 0.17 99.7 21.88 110.6 0 43.0 9.21 269 5 STIGlO 33314 0. 128. 0. 0. -103. 130. 10, 10. 0.59 0.86 0.17 7.3 1.61 195.2 0 4.9 1.05 142 I 
STlGlS 33314 0. 190. 0. 0. -144. 200. 10. 19. 0.58 0.86 0.23 6.8 1.94 159.1 0 5.3 1.13 132 
DEADVS 33314 0. 117. 0. 0. -93. 130. 10. 10. 0.63 0.86 0.24 9 .8  2.15 285.1 0 4.9 1.06 145 
DATE 06/07 /7~  
I I BSE-PECI-ADV-DES-EPIGR 
.? 
GENERAL ELECCRI C COflPANY 
CBGErIERATI (?N TECHNElLUGY ALTEHtlATI VES STUDY 
REPdRT 5.2 
SUPIPlF~RY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE & ECOPICYI CS 
-- + 
----------- FUEL USE I N  BTUx lO*x6 - - - - - - - - - - -  
**CUGEFJERATl(?N CASE*% X*Pl.leiCfJGEN - COGEN** POWER WGEN BeM POHER FESR C A P I T k L  NORH t/KW R e 1  LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS .PRUCS D l  ST1 L RES I DL CUAI- D l  S T 1  L RESI  D L  COAL REQD POWER /HEAT COST CdST EQVL CHRG ENRO 
FCPADS 3331 4 1 2 0 .  0. 0. -120. 25. 330. 10. 10, 1.32 0.06 0.23 8.5 1.86 241.9 0 6.3 1.35153 
FCPADS 3 3 3 1 4  235. 0. 0. -235. 64.  262. 1 0 .  26. 2.77 0,BG 0.28 16.4 3.59 237.6 0 9.7 2.07145 11 FCEICDS 33314 1 0 8 .  0. 0. -108. 25. 130. 10. 10. 1.24 0.86 0.3C 8.6 1.88 272.0 0 5.0  1.25160 
FCMCDS 3331 4 172 .  0. 3. -172. 51. 217. 10. 21.  2.09 0.06 0.36 14.0 3.06 277.4 0 7.5 1 . 6 1  351 




6 1004.2 0 9.3 1.21 112 
. C.45 1.05 0.16 7.3 1.26 196.9 19 7.4 0.96129 
GTOO 3331 30. 223. -0. A 79. 6. 0.63 1.05 0.06 19.1 3.32 530.2 0 - 8 . 4  1.09 97 
GTSOAR 33315 0. 157. 53. 0. -112. 169. 19. 12. 0,43 1.05 0.21 
19. 13. 0.43 1.05 0.27 7.9 1.  
DATE 06/07/79 GENERAL El-EcTE I C CCIMPAM'I PAGE 110 
I &SE-PE~-C2D\/-DES-EPIGR CdGENERAT I UN TECHPldl-UGY ALTEEI.IAT I VES STUDY 
REPORT 5.2 
SUMMARY OF FUEL SAVED BY TYPE 4% ECdNOMlCS 
----------- FUEL USE I N  DTU*10**6----------- 
**COGENERATION CASEaR %*NaCOGEN - CaGEN** PO\,IER COGEN 0&M POWER FESR CAPITAL NORM 6/KW RBI LEVL NORM WRTH 
ECS- PROCS DISTIL EESlDL C6AI- DISTIL BESIDL COAL REQD POWER /I.IEAT CaST CUST EQVL Ct1RG ENRG 
MGI MW RATIO *10**6 ( X I  
DESBA3 33315 210. 0. 0. -210. 45. 222. 19. 19. 0.91 1.05 0.21 17.9 3.11 290.0 0 9.9 1.29. 141 
DES6A3 333 15 351 . 0. 0. -351. 91. 375. 19. 37. 1.17 1.05 0.25 31.3 5.45 304.8 0 13.1 1.70 132 
DESB.43 3331 5 0. 210. 0. 0. -165. 222. 19. 19. 0.91 1.05 0.21 17.9 3.11 290.0 0 8.6 1.12 137 
DESOA3 3331 5 0. 351. 0. 0. -260. 375. 19. 37. i .17 1.05 0.25 31.3 5.45 304.8 0 10.9 1.42 125 
GTSOAD 3331 5 130. 18. 60. -130. 27. 162. 19. 11. 0.38 1.05 0.22 6.4 1.11 167.0 17 7.6 0.99 142 
GTRA08 3331 5 177. 0. 0. -177. 45. 222. 19. IS. 0.57 1.05 0.34 10.8 1.88 208.4 5 7.7 1 .00158 
GTRAOO 3331 5 178. 0. 0. -178. 46. 224. 19. 19. 0.52 1.05 0.34 10.8 1.87 206.0 5 7.7 1.00158 
GTRZl633315 156. 8. 26. -156. 38. 197. 19. 15. 0.48 1.05 0.29 9.6 1.68 211.2 5 7.7 1.00 144 . 
GTRiIO8 3331 5 192. 0. 0. -192. 45. 222. 19. 19. 0.65 1.05 0.28 11.4 1.98 202.3 0 8.4 1 .08152  
GTRGIOO 3331 5 21 6. 0. 0. -216. 55. 253. 19. 22. 0.57 1.05 0.30 12.0 2.08 168.5 0 8.5 1 .10142 
GTRW1233315 186. 0. 0. -186. 45. 222. 19. 19. 0.65 1.05 0.30 11.4 1.98 208.5 0 8.2 1.06154 ,. 
FCPAOF 33315 203. 0. 0. -203. 45. 222. 19. 19. 2.20 1.05 0.24 13.7 2.38 229.4 0 10.6 1.37 151 
FCF'ADS 3331 5 353. 0. 0. -353. 96. 393. 19. 39. 4.09 1.05 0.28 24.0 4.18 232.1 0 15.0 1.94144 t 
FCMCDS 35315 182. - 0. 0. -182. 45. 222. 19. 19. 2.07 1.05 0.32 14.2 2.47 266.9 0 9.7 1.26 157 
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STMOB8 33316 0. 34. 193. 0. 5. 9. A 16. 2. 0.58 0.91 0.06 6.7 1.16 285.8 27 6.6 0.95 105 
PFBSTI1 3331 6 0. 26. 180. 0. 13. 22. 16. 5. 0.83 0.91 0.15 11.1 1.94 407.1 9 6.6 0.95 114 
TI STI.IT 3331 6 0. 122. 71. 0. -83. 131. 16. 7. 0.08 0.91 0.20 23.3 4.05 788.0 0 8.7 1.25 119 
TiSTMT 33216 0. 21. 172. 0. . 18. 30. 16. 7. 1.24 0.91 0.20 29.7 5.161004.2 0 8.6 1.23116 
TIHRSG 33316 0. 123. 100. 0. -84. 102. 16. 4 0.72 0.91 0.08 20.8 3.61 763.0 0 9.1 1.30100 
TIHRSG 33316 0. 30. 193; 0. 9. 9. 16. 4 .  1.05 0.91 0.08 26.8 4.66 984.2 0 9.0 1.29 97 
STlRL 33316 926. 16. 55. -126. 23. 147. 16. 9. 0.45 0.91 0.18 7 . 2  1.26 196.6 0 7.5 1.07: 136 
II STIRL 33316 0. 142. 55. 0. -103. 147. 16. 9. 0.45 0.91 0.18 7 .3  1.26 196.9 19 6.7 0.95133 STIRL 33316 0. 16. 181. 0. 23. 21. 16. 9. 0.80 0.91 0.18 13.1 2.27 354.6 12 6.2 0.88119 
HEGTGO 33316 0. 1 .  209. 0. 38. - 7 . A  16. 16. 1.35 0.91 0.13 34.9 6.07 576.9 0 .  8.5 1.22110 
HEGTOO 33316 0. 24. 202. 0. 16. -0. A 16. 6. 0.03 0.91 0.06 19.1 3.32 530.2 0 7.7 1,10100 
FCPICCL 3331 6 0. 12. 165. 3. 28. 37. 16. 11. 1.14 0.91 0.27 22.4 3.90 604.0 5 7.0 1.01 126 
FCSTCL 33316 0. 0. 147. 0. 39. 55. 16. 16. 1.50 0.91 0.39 26.7 4.65 621.2 5 6.8 0.98 150 
FCSTCL 3331 6 0. 0. 149. 0. 40. 57. 16. 16. 1.41 0.91 0.39 26.6 4.63 608.9 6 6.7 0.96139 
IGGTST 33316 0. 1 1 .  177. 0. 28. 25. 16. 11. 1.04 0.91 0.22 22.2 3.87 546.4 4 7.1 1,02120 
GTSBAR 33316 0. 151. 33. 0. -112. 169. 16. 12. 0.43 0.91 0.24 8.0 1.40 193.5 22 6.4 0.91 138 
GTACOB 33316 0. 133. 56. 0. -94. 146. 16. 9. 0.37 0.91 0.22 6.1 1.07 179.6149 6.2 0.89 140 k 
STiGlO 33316 0. 453. 0. 0. -336. 462. 16. 48. 1.03 0.91 0.22 17.4 3.02 131 . O  0 9.8 1.41 120 
5 STlGlS 33316 0. 193. 0. 0. -154. 202. 16. 16. 0.72 0.91 0.20 9.5 1.65 167.7 3 7.1 1.Or 144 
u STIGlS 33316 0. 205. 0. 0. -216. 300. 16. 28. 0.75 0.91 0.23 11.9 2.06 142.2 0 7.8 1.11 131 
DEF,DV3 33316 0. 182. 0. 0.  -143. 202. 16. 16. 0.70 0.91 0.24 13.3 2.31 248.2 2 7.2 1.03 143 
GEPJERAL ELECTRl C CQPIT'ANY 
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FUEL USE I N  BTU*lO**6----------- 
*rCUGEPIERATlt3N CPSEI* x%I~lCICOC;EN - COGENn* POWER COGEN OEM PU\sIER FESR CAPITAL NORM S/KW ROI CEVL WYRM WRTH 
ECS PROCS DIS-rl L RESI  DL COAL D l S T l  L RESI  D L  CUAL REQD POWER /IIEAV COST C0ST EQVL CHRG EMRG 
M W M W RATIO *I Om6 ( X I  
DEHTPM 33316 0. 146. 21. 0. -107. 161. 16. 13. 0.60 0.91 0.31 11.1 1.93 270.7 12 6.4 O,g5'140 
DESOA3 3 3 3 1  6 191 . 0. 0. -191. 39. 202. 16. 16. 0.85 0.91 0.21 16.0 2.78 284.6 0 9.0 1.29 142 
DATE 06/07/rY 
I BTE-PEB-ADV-DES-ENGR 
A GTRWOB 3331 6 1 75. 0. 0. -175. 39. 202. 16. 16. 0.64 0.91 0.27 10.7 1.86 208.4 0 7.7 1.11 153 GTRllOO 3331 6 216. 0. 0. -216. 55. 253. 16. 22. 0.57 0.91 0.30 12.0 2.08 188.5 0 8.1 1.16 143 ! 
ll GTRV16 33316 169. 0.  0 .  -169. 39. 202. 16. 16. 0.64 0.91 0.30 11.0 1.91 221.5 0 7.6 1.08 155 GTRWI 6 3331 6 200. 0. 0. -200. 51. 242. 16. 21. 0.56 0.91 0.32 11.9 2.08 204.1 0 7.3 1 . 1 m 4 4  
FCPADS 3331 6 1 66. 0. 0. -106. 39. 202. 16. 16. 1.95 0.91 0.23 12.4 2.16 228.3 0 9.6 1.37151 
FCPADS 3381 6 353. 0. 0. -353. 96. 393. 16. 39. 4.09 0.91 0.23 24.0 4.18 232.1 0 13.5 2.08 145 
FCI1CD.S 33316 167. 0. 0. -167. 39. 202. 16. 16. 1.85 0.91 0.31 12.9 2.24 263.7 0 8.9 1.27158 
FCMCDS 3331 6 253. 0. 0.  -258. 76. 326. 16. 31. 3.09 0.91 0.96 20.7 3.60 274.3 0 11.4 1.63 150 
